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Wir freuen uns, Sie in unserem Auk  onssaal zu begrüßen:
We are looking forward to welcome you in our auc  on hall:

 

VERSTEIGERER  AUCTIONEER: Christoph Gärtner

Versteigerungsfolge – Auction Schedule

MONTAG  6. Oktober 2014 / MONDAY  6th October 2014  

EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

9.30 Uhr | 9.30 am ASIEN|ASIA 1.000 - 4.107

16.00 Uhr | 4.00 pm NUMISMATIK  MÜNZEN|NUMISMATICS  COINS 1 - 904

DIENSTAG  7. Oktober 2014 / TUESDAY  7th October 2014  

EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am THEMATIK|THEMATICS 4.200 - 5.348

10.00 Uhr | 10.00 am ÜBERSEE|OVERSEAS: A - Z 5.500 - 8.164

13.30 Uhr | 1.30 pm FLUG , ZEPPELIN  & SCHIFFSPOST WELTWEIT 8.200 - 8.642

15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm EUROPA|EUROPE: A - O 9.000 - 11.799

17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm EUROPA|EUROPE: P - Z 11.800 - 13.425

MITTWOCH  8. Oktober 2014 / WEDNESDAY  8th October 2014  

EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ALTDEUTSCHLAND|GERMAN STATES 14.000 - 15.436

11.00 Uhr | 11.00 am DEUTSCHES REICH  PRIVATPOST 15.500 - 16.546

13.30 Uhr | 1.30 pm DT. AUSLANDSPOSTÄMTER|KOLONIEN  ZENSURPOST 16.600 - 18.058

15.30 Uhr | 3.30 pm DEUTSCHLAND nach 1945|GERMANY a  er 1945 18.100 - 19.725

17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm LEIPZIGER MESSE 19.800 - 19.839

DONNERSTAG  9. Oktober 2014 / THURSDAY  9th October 2014 

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ÜBERSEE|OVERSEAS: A  Z 20.000 - 22.211

13.30 Uhr | 1.30 pm FLUG  UND ZEPPELINPOST, SCHIFFSPOST 22.300 - 22.389

14.00 Uhr | 2.00 pm THEMATIK|THEMATICS 22.400 - 22.919

15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm EUROPA|EUROPE: A - O 23.000 - 24.194

17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm EUROPA|EUROPE: P - Z 24.195 - 25.199

FREITAG  10. Oktober 2014 / FRIDAY 10th October 2014 

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am NACHLÄSSE, WUNDERKARTONS
& Nachtrag  (bi  e anfordern, ab Los 25.563)

25.200 - 25.562

11.00 Uhr | 11.00 am DEUTSCHLAND vor 1945|GERMANY before 1945 26.000 - 27.314

15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm DEUTSCHLAND nach 1945|GERMANY a  er 1945 27.400 - 28.346

17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm ANSICHTSKARTEN|PICTURE POSTCARDS 29.000 - 29.568



 

CG

Einzellose | single lots

asia
Sollte es in unseren Print- oder Online-Katalogen bei einzelnen Losen zu Abweichungen zwischen Bild 
und Losbeschreibung kommen (z.B. unterschiedliche Ausrufspreise oder die Losbeschreibung passt 
nicht zur  Abbildung), so gelten die Angaben der Losbeschreibung als verbindlich.

Given that in our print- and online-catalogues lot-numbers have differences between the image and 
lot description (f.e. starting prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding 
 description), the data of the lot description has to be regarded as valid.

BITTE BEACHTEN: Aufgrund der Umsatzsteuererhöhung für Briefmarken und Münzen mussten 
wir unsere Versteigerungsbedingungen ändern. Einzelheiten hierzu entnehmen Sie bitte unserer 
Beispielrechnung unmittelbar vor den Losbeschreibungen und den AGB‘s.

ATTENTION: Because of sales tax increase for stamps and coins we had to adjust our gene-
ral auction conditions. Please find details and an example calculation directly before the lot 
 de scriptions and in the general auction conditions.



      

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SARAWAK
3394 | 5.000 €

1878, Cover to Singapore, franked with 
1875 6c. green and 12c. red on pale rose, 
cancelled by fi ne strikes of „SARAWAK 
/18/DEC/78/ POST OFFICE“ double-oval 

datestamp in black (Proud D1), endorsed ‚ 
Per „Rajah Brooke“ ‚, red „SINGAPORE/.../
PAID“ arrival cds alongside. Minor imper-
fecti ons (envelope roughly opened and 

slightly creased, the 12c. adhesive with 
uneven perfs) but sti ll a good and VERY 
SCARCE COVER bearing SCARCE POST-
MARKS. B.P.A. certi fi cate.



      

KATALOGÜBERSICHT 
Asien – Asia

ÜBERSICHT   (Losnummern und Gebiete)
OVERVIEW   (lots and collection areas) Seite 4 - 5

Abbildungen | Pictures Pages

HIGHLIGHTS ASIA Seite 6 - 14

MARKENTEIL   (Einzelmarken)  
STAMPS   (single stamps) Seite 15  -  20 

ABBILDUNGEN   
PICTURE PAGES   Seite 21 - 176

DETAILANSICHTEN
DETAIL VIEWS Seite 177 - 184

Text | Text Pages

LOSBESCHREIBUNGEN
LOT DESCCRIPTIONS Seite 185 -  335

ALLGEMEINE VERSTEIGERUNGSBEDINGUNGEN
GENERAL AUCTION CONDITIONS Seite 338 - 339 

BESICHTIGUNGSFORMULAR 
VIEWING FORM Seite 341 - 342

VERSTEIGERUNGSAUFTRAG
BID FORM Seite 343 - 344
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ABU DHABI 
Abu Dhabi

Los 1000 - 1002

ADEN 
Aden

Los 1003 - 1023

ADSCHMAN 
Ajman

Los 1024

AFGHANISTAN 
Afghanistan

Los 1025 - 1034

ALAWITEN-GEBIET 
Alaouites

Los 1035 - 1037

ARMENIEN 
Armenia

Los 1038 - 1046

ASERBEIDSCHAN
Azerbaijan

Los 1047 - 1048

BAHRAIN 
Bahrain

Los 1049 - 1059

BANGLADESCH  
Bangladesh

Los 1060

BATUM 
Batum

Los 1061

BHUTAN 
Bhutan

Los 1062 - 1064

BURMA
Burma

Los 1065 - 1078

BRUNEI 
Brunei

Los 1079 - 1085

CEYLON | SRI LANKA 
Ceylon | Sri Lanka

Los 1086 - 1104

CHINA
China

Los 1105 - 1703

TAIWAN
Taiwan

Los 1585 - 1602

COCHINCHINA
Cochin-China

Los 1704

DUBAI 
Dubai

Los 1705 - 1712

FRANZÖSISCH INDIEN 
French India

Los 1713 - 1716

FRANZÖSISCH INDOCHINA 
French Indochina 

Los 1717 - 1787

GEORGIEN
Georgia

Los 1788

HEDSCHAS 
Hejaz

Los 1789 - 1791

HOLY-LAND
Holy-Land

Los 1792 - 1818

HONGKONG
Hong Kong

Los 1819 - 1922

INDIEN
India

Los 1923 - 2243

INDONESIEN 
Indonesia

Los 2244 - 2268

IRAK 
Iraq

Los 2269 - 2299

IRAN
Iran

Los 2300 - 2473

ISRAEL
Israel

Los 2474 - 2499

JAPAN
Japan

Los 2500 - 2857

LAGERPOST TSINGTAU  
Camp Mail Tsingtau

Los 2604 - 2638

JEMEN 
Yemen

Los 2858 - 2879

JORDANIEN 
Jordan

Los 2880 - 2889

KAMBODSCHA 
Cambodia

Los 2890 - 2987

KASACHSTAN 
Kazakhstan

Los 2988

KIRGISIEN
Kyrgyzstan

Los 2989 - 2990

KOREA
Korea

Los 2991 - 3066

KUWAIT
Kuwait

Los 3067 - 3082
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LABUAN
Labuan

Los 3083 - 3087

LAOS
Laos

Los 3088 - 3179

LIBANON 
Lebanon

Los 3180 - 3194

MACAU 
Macao

Los 3195 - 3204

STRAITS SETTLEMENT 
Straits Sett lement

Los 3206 - 3257

MALAIISCHE STAATEN  
Federated Malay States

Los 3258 - 3434

MALAYSIA 
Malaysia

Los 3435 - 3438

MALEDIVEN 
Maldive Islands

Los 3439

MANDSCHUKO
Mandchukuo

Los 3440 - 3455

MONGOLEI 
Mongolia

Los 3456 - 3465

NEPAL 
Nepal

Los 3466 - 3480

NIEDERLÄNDISCH INDIEN 
Netherlands Indies

Los 3481 - 3516

NORDBORNEO
North Borneo

Los 3517 - 3537

OMAN
Oman

Los 3538 - 3550

PAKISTAN 
Pakistan

Los 3551 - 3555

PALÄSTINA 
Palesti ne

Los 3556 - 3579

PHILIPPINEN 
Philippines

Los 3583 - 3608

PORTUGIESISCH INDIEN 
Portug. India

Los 3609 - 3613

QATAR
Qatar

Los 3614 - 3624

RAS AL CHAIMA
Ras al Khaima

Los 3625 - 3627

RIU-KIU INSELN
Ryukyu Islands

Los 3628 - 3629

SAUDI-ARABIEN
Saudi Arabia

Los 3633 - 3658

SCHARDSCHA
Sharjah

Los 3659 - 3669

SINGAPUR
Singapore

Los 3670 - 3691

SYRIEN
Syria

Los 3692 - 3733

TANNU-TUWA
Tuva

Los 3734 - 3737

THAILAND
Thailand

Los 3738 - 3931

TIBET
Tibet

Los 3932 - 3947

TIMOR
Timor

Los 3948 - 3950

TRANSKAUKASIEN 
Transcaucasian Federati on

Los 3951 - 3956

UPPER YAFA
Upper Yafa

Los 3958

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE
United Arab Emirates

Los 3959 - 3961

VIETNAM 
Vietnam

Los 3962 - 4107
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HIGHLIGHTS                                                                                                            

 asia 

CHINA
1133 | 35.000 €

1897, 1 C. type I on red revenue resp. 4 C. 
large type on red revenue with surcharges 
on dowager: seriff ed 5 C., 8 C. and non-
seriff ed 2 C., 10 C./12 Cn., 30 C./24 Cn. all 
canc. brown Pa-Kua on  registered cover 
with brown „CUSTOMS APR 22 1897“ and 

bold vermilion „R“ alongside, in combinati -
on with french offi  ces 50 C. ti ed „SHANG-
HAI 22 AVRIL 97“ to Boehmer, Oppeln/
Germany. On reverse transits of „NAPO-
LI 24 MAI 97“, „AMB. ROMA BOLOGNA 
24 5 97“ (TPO Rome-Bologna) and  arrival 

„OPPELN 27.5.97“. The handstamped ad-
dress appears erased and reinstated in 
manuscript, ad hesives lift ed and re-affi  xed. 
The cover is accompagnied by the original 
registrati on receipt signed by the Shanghai 
counter staff . 



     

29. AUKTION                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 7 7 asia 

CHINA
1382 | 9.000 €

CHINA
1439 | 6.000 €

1860 (FRENCH EXPEDITIONARY FORCES). 
Folded lett er with content writt en from 
Chefoo dated „23rd Juillet I860“ addressed 
to France bearing French „Napoleon“ Yvert 
14, 20c blue ti ed by ‚CECB.C‘ routed via 

Shanghai with adjacent „Corps Exp. Chine/
Bau Central“ date stamp „31st July/60“ 
and framed „PD“ in red erased by „CECB.C“ 
and charged with hand-struck „30“, rout-
ed via Paris with transit and Rouen arrival 

„Sept 28“ on reverse. Lovely item from the 
French Troops  disembarking in Tchefou 
(July/August 1860) sent at the Offi  cers con-
cessionary rate but not authorized by the 
Chef of the Detachment. GREAT RARITY!

1903. First Issue Imperial Chinese Post 
 postal stati onery card (traces of ageing, 
shortened at top and right) 1c rose writt en 
from Irekte dated „12th Mar 1903“ 
 upgraded with Chinese Imperial Post SG 

109, 1c ochre and SG 110, 2c red ti ed by 
„Pochtovii Vagon /  No 262“ (Train No 7) 
date stamp addressed to France with tran-
sit Chinese Eastern Railway Post Wagon 
280 „30th Avril“ on face and Loire arrival 

„29th Mai“. An outstanding T.P.O. cover of 
immense rarity! 
A UNIQUE ITEM FOR THE COILING 
 DRAGON POSTAL STATIONERY EXHI-
BITOR.
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HIGHLIGHTS                                                                                                                   

 asia 

HONGKONG
1910 | 6.000 €

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA
1718 | 1.500 €

Treaty Ports, Shanghai, 1869, QV 2 C., 30 C. 
ti ed oval „S1“ to preprinted envelope „On 
Service. /  Inspectorate General of Cus-
toms, Peking“ dated 12 August 1869 and 

rare vermilion „PAID“ alongside to Paris/
France. On reverse „SHANGHAE A AU 26 
69“ resp. „HONG KONG C AU 31 69“, ver-
milion OCT 16 TPO Marseillers entry mar-

king and Paris 17 OCT arrivals. Red boxed 
„P.D.“ resp. sl. „P.P.P.“. 2 C. minor faults.
AN EXCPETIONAL EARLY COVER BY THE 
I.G. OF CUSTOMS PEKING.
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 9 9 asia 

INDIEN
1986 | 14.000 €

INDIEN
2126 | 4.000 €

1854: THE ONLY RECORDED FIRST ISSUE 
COVER TO THE IONIAN ISLANDS. 
1854 Fresh enti re lett er bearing two  copies 
of 4 A. blue/red (cut-to-shape, 2nd prin-
ti ng, Head II, Frame I) and 1 A. (die I), each 
cancelled by diamond of dots  (inside 

 dated: Patna 19‘th April 1855) sent „via 
 Calcutt a & Alexandria / By steamer / 
STAMPED FOR THE AFTER PACKET“ to 
CORFOU,  IONIAN ISLANDS (today Greece), 
with red boxed „INDIA PAID“ and arrival 
 „CORFU 18 GIU“ on front, backstamped 

with Patna despatch and Calcutt a transit. 
UNIQUE AND CERTAINLY THE MOST 
EXOTIC DESTINATION ONE CAN IMAGINE 
FOR A COVER WITH THE LITHOGRAPHED 
ISSUE. 

Certi fi cate BPA (2014)
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Länder Fototafeln 
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HIGHLIGHTS                                                                                                                     

 asia 

IRAN
2346 | 1.500 €

JAPAN
2513 | 2.800 €

INDIEN
2128 | 4.000 €

1922 (July 19), Leg CHARBAR-KARACHI of 
Major Blake‘s and Captain MacMillan‘s 
 att empted World Flight Croydon (May 
24th)- Bushire - Bundar Abbas - Charbar - 
Karachi -  Lahore - Delhi - Agra - Allahabad 

- Calutt a (Aug. 12th): Persian postal stati -
onery card cancelled by „CHARBAR PERSI-
AN GULF/19 JUL 22“ cds in violet, Karachi 
arrival cds alongside, endorsed ‚By major 
Blake‘s Aeroplane Service‘, and signed 

‚MacMillan‘. Card with verti cal fold at left  
otherwise fi ne. 
A VERY SCARCE CARD FORM THIS 
FLIGHT. (The pilots crashed at Lukhidi Char 
in the Sunder Bands.)



29. AUKTION                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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<<Los1>> | <<Preis1>> <<Los1>> | <<Preis1>>

<<Los1>> | <<Preis1>> <<Los1>> | <<Preis1>>

<<Los1>> | <<Preis1>> <<Los1>> | <<Preis1>>
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 11 asia 

IRAN
2307 | 12.000 €

1875, „TEHERAN 20/5 75“ cds of THE AUS-
TRIAN CONSULAR POST, on stampless 
envelope sent to the „Comtesse de Thun, 
née de Salm, Sehuschitz, Böhmen“ (Aust-
ria) and carried through the  austrian dip-
lomati c mail pouch (thus without transit 
markings). This postmark was used at the 
 Austrian Consulate in Teheran and introdu-
ced by Gustav Riederer the famous founder 
of the  modern Persian Postal Service (Sum-
mer of 1875). He obviously had this Post-

mark manufactured in Austria and used it 
aft er his arrival in Teheran (14.1.1875) for 
the diplomati c courrier post of the Aus-
trian Consulate. The Comtesse de Thun 
correspondance was re-discovered in the 
1980‘s by its family. The original contents 
are sti ll in these hands. 
On reverse the envelope is marked by the 
fi nder „18 mai 1875“ (date of the content).
The cover is illustrated in the Bodo Hart-
mann Handbook of Persian Post on page 5. 

IT IS THE EARLIEST POSTMARK OF TE-
HERAN AND CERTAINLY THE RAREST 
OF  CLASSIC PERSIAN POSTAL HISTORY, 
ONLY THIS COVER IS RECORDED ON THE 
 PHILATELIC MARKET (and possibly a few 
more in the austrian state archives). 

It can be regarded as the fi rst step  towards 
Persia´s modern postal service and fi nally 
to its entrance to the UPU in 1877. 

RPS Certi fi cate (2003).
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<<Los1>> | <<Preis1>> <<Los1>> | <<Preis1>>

<<Los1>> | <<Preis1>> <<Los1>> | <<Preis1>>

<<Los1>> | <<Preis1>> <<Los1>> | <<Preis1>>
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HIGHLIGHTS Asia                                                                                                                     

 asia 

     

 12  asia 

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SARAWAK
3396 | 3.000 €

HIGHLIGHTS                                                                                                                  

1892, MIXED FRANKING of Sarawak 1888 
‚C.J. Brooke‘ 4c.(x2) in combinati on with 
Straits QV 5c. blue and 10c. on 24c. vert. 
pair on registered cover from Sarawak (30 
June 1892) to London via Singapore, with 

headed Lodon ‚1 Aug 92‘ arrival cds in 
red on front, trisected rectangular framed 
„SARAWAK POST OFFICE/REGISTERED 
LETTER/DATE 30 JUN 92“ cachet in black, 
Singapore transit cds and London Reg. 

oval d/s in red along with red wax seals on 
 reverse. Cover with usual minor marginal 
imperfecti ons (slightly toned and creased), 
but sti ll good. 
A SCARCE MIXED FRANKING.



     

29. AUKTION                                                                                                                                                                                                           

THAILAND
3741 | 6.000 €

 13 asia 

1887/99, the 1899 recalled 2 A. (3, pair and 
single) with 1887 2 A. green/carmine, 1899 
12 A., 1 Att . on 12 Att . (14, a horizontal strip 
4 resp. on reverse two verti cal strips of 5) 

ti ed small circle „KORAT 19.7.00“ to regis-
tered cover to Germany, on reverse tran-
sits „BANGKOK 1 30/7 00“, „BRINDISI 31 
8 00“, „MILANO 1 9 00“, railway TPO Italy-

Switzerland „AMB. MILANO CHIASSO2 
1 9 00“ and arrival „HANNOVER 8 9 00“. 
Stamp cut out top left . NEW FIND FROM 
ESTATE, SPECTACULAR.
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HIGHLIGHTS                                                                                                                      

 asia 

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK
1660 | 50.000 €

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK
1661 | 30.000 €

HONGKONG
1830 | 40.000 €

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNH WK II 
NORD BORNEO
 2761 | 5.000 €

1968, immediately redrawn from sale stamp: 
Whole Country is Red, mint never hinged MNH. The famous 
error design stamp withdrawn from counter sale aft er few 
hours. A splendid copy with deep, intense colours and not 
repaired. 
Only very few known in this outstanding conditi on.

1968, unissued stamp: Chairman Mao‘s Inscripti on to Ja-
panese Labour Friend 8 f., unused no gum, very fi ne. Not 
issued because of complaints of the Japanese government. 
ONE OF THE GREAT RARITIES OF THE PR CHINA!
Certi fi cate Experts & Consultants (2009).

1865, QV 96 C. olive-bistre, wmkd. Crown CC, mint with 
 remainders of gum. Two minor faults: a 2mm thin and 1mm 
paper abrasion, otherwise a nice unrepaired example. 
This is number #39 in the list of extant 48 unused copies of 
this stamp. In unused conditi on, this is the scarcest stamp 
of Hong Kong and a major rarity of the Briti sh Common-
wealth in general. 
Ex Alan Chu, Michel cat. 100.000,- 

Brunei, 1944, $3 on otherwise non-ovpt. 1 C., unused 
mounted mint. Certi fi cate Brandon expert committ ee 
(1995),  SG cat. GBP 10.000,-
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MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 asia 

     

1087 | 400 €

1100 | 3.000 €

1113 | 60 €

1117 | 100 €

1127 | 120 €

1088 | 170 €

1106 | 80 €

1113A | 80 €

1119 | 900 €

1089 | 130 €

1107 | 100 €

1114 | 90 €

1119A | 300 €

1090 | 1.000 €

1108 | 120 €

1114A | 90 €

1120A | 400 €

1092 | 140 €

1109 | 70 €

1115 | 70 €

1121 | 600 €

1093 | 1.400 €

1111 | 70 €

1116 | 120 €

1123 | 2.000 €

1128 | 170 € 1129 | 100 € 1130 | 100 € 1130A | 220 €
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MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 asia 

1133A | 150 €

1221 | 150 €

1988 | 100 €

1134 | 300 €

1223 | 300 € 1660 | 50.000 €

1189 | 60 €

1314 | 500 € 1716 | 450 €

1893 | 1.500 €

1201 | 100 €

1579A | 200 €

1957 | 2.500 €

1204 | 900 €

1586 | 500 €

1958 | 1.500 €

1209 | 450 € 1587 | 1.000 €

1959 | 800 €

1131 | 140 €

1834 | 500 €1724 | 900 € 1826 | 600 € 1827 | 3.800 € 1830 | 40.000 €
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MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 asia 

1990 | 250 € 1996 | 80 € 2003 | 85.000 € 2007 | 250 € 2008 | 100 € 2011 | 250 €

2019 | 300 €

2107 | 300 €

2012 | 300 €

2020 | 250 €

2210 | Gebot

2013 | 800 €

2021 | 250 €

2213 | 100 €

2014 | 300 €

2024 | 200 €

2219 | 400 €

2015 | 250 €

2082 | 200 €

2302 | 180 €

2018 | 300 €

2083 | 600 €

2303 | 270 €

2310 | 350 € 2315 | 90 € 2320 | 270 € 2321 | 450 € 2322 | 450 € 2324 | 300 €

2325 | 300 € 2326 | 100 € 2328 | 120 € 2330 | 80 € 2331 | 350 € 2332 | 200 €
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MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia                                                                                                                                                                                                          

2333 | 220 €

2360 | 350 €

2413 | 100 €

2544 | 80 €

2763 | 180 €

2334 | 280 €

2361 | 450 €

2414 | 80 €

2730 | 110 €

2764 | 180 €

2335 | 1.000 €

2362 | 1.200 €

2430 | 100 €

2753 | 300 €

2336 | 1.000 €

2363 | 500 €

2459 | 100 €

2758 | 400 €

2350 | 1.200 €

2383 | 270 €

2503 | 100 €

2759 | 1.400 €

2358 | 350 €

2391 | 270 €

2507 | 80 €

2761 | 5.000 €
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MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 asia 

2765 | 180 € 2766 | 180 € 2767 | 300 € 2768 | 240 € 2769 | 3.400 €

3212 | 1.300 €

2995 | 850 €

3220 | 300 €

3084 | 1.000 €

3221 | 150 €

3087 | 4.500 €

3222 | 100 €

3172 | 220 €

3237 | 200 €

3209 | 130 €

3239 | 800 €

3241 | 100 €

3299 | 500 €

3243 | 180 €

3344 | 100 €

3250 | 80 €

3345 | 100 €

3253 | 300 €

3414 | 1.000 €

3254 | 100 €

3459 | 200 €

3256 | 300 €
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MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 asia 

3744 | 450 € 3745 | 150 € 3746 | 4.500 €3738 | 180 € 3739 | 180 €

4101 | 400 €3959 | 90 € 4025 | 80 €

3466 | 250 € 3489 | 350 € 3562 | 1.700 € 3564 | 1.900 € 3591 | 160 € 3592 | 700 €

3597 | 850 € 3629 | 900 € 3663 | 500 € 3670 | 150 €3596 | 60 €



 21 asia 

ABU DHABI / ADEN / ADEN - KATHIRI STATE OF SEIYUN

1001 | 100 €

1005 | 270 €

1011 | 450 €

1015 | 240 €

1018 | 60 €

1003 | 650 €

1008 | 280 €

1012 | 240 €

1016 | 400 €

1019 | 2.200 €

1004 | 160 €

1010 | 320 €

1013 | 300 €

1017 | 240 €

1021 | 450 €



 22  asia 

1023 | 700 €

1026 | 3.000 €

1029 | 100 €

1034 | 270 €

1037 | 300 €

1024 | 100 €

1027 | 650 €

1030A | 200 €

1035 | 100 €

1038 | 280 €

1025 | 700 €

1028 | 2.000 €

1033A | 100 €

1036 | 100 €

1039 | 600 €

ADEN - QU‘AITI STATE IN HADHRAMAUT / ADSCHMAN / AJMAN / AFGHANISTAN / ALAWITEN-GEBIET / ARMENIEN



 23 asia 

ARMENIEN / ASERBEIDSCHAN (AZERBAYDJAN) / BAHRAIN

ex. 1040 | 100 €

1043 | 300 €

1047 | 300 €

1050 | 200 €

1054 | 130 €

1041 | 120 €

1045 | 80 €

1048 | 130 €

1051 | 100 €

1055 | 600 €

1042 | 220 €

1046 | 80 €

1049 | 120 €

1052 | 100 €

1056 | 120 €



 24  asia 

1059 | 60 €

1061B | 900 €

1065 | 500 €

1068 | 240 €

1071 | 100 €

ex. 1061 | 800 €

1062 | 200 €

1066 | 500 €

1069 | 450 €

1072 | 200 €

1061A | 150 €

ex. 1064 | 300 €

1067 | 180 €

1070 | 200 €

1075 | 240 €

  BAHRAIN / BANGLADESCH / BATUM / BHUTAN / BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR / BRUNEI / CEYLON / CHINA  



 25 asia 

BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR / BRUNEI / CEYLON / CHINA

1076 | 1.000 €

ex. 1082 | 120 €

ex. 1086 | 70 €

1095 | 320 €

1103 | 2.200 €

1078 | 60 €

1083 | 800 €

1086A | 350 €

1097 | 80 €

1105 | 200 €

1079 | 60 €

1085 | 80 €

1091 | 100 €

1101 | 170 €

1110 | 100 €



 26  asia 

1112 | 100 €

1124 | 150 €

1133 | 35.000 €

1137 | 900 €

1139 | 60 €

ex. 1118 | 150 €

1126 | 1.300 €

1135 | 200 €

1138 | 150 €

1139A | 100 €

1122 | 500 €

1132 | 150 €

1136 | 220 €

1138A | 1.000 €

1140 | 500 €

  CHINA

All single lots and selected parts of 
collecti ons are pictured in full size on: 

www.auktionen-gaertner.de



 27 asia 

CHINA

1142 | 100 €

1146 | 300 €

1149 | 650 €

1152 | 650 €

1155 | 1.500 €

1144 | 1.500 €

1147 | 2.000 €

1150 | 900 €

1153 | 1.000 €

1156 | 600 €

1145 | 2.500 €

1148 | 1.100 €

1151 | 500 €

1154 | 1.100 €

1157 | 300 €



 28  asia 

1158 | 600 €

1161 | 200 €

1168 | 200 €

1171 | 300 €

1174 | 120 €

1159 | 60 €

1165 | 100 €

1169 | Gebot

1172 | 6.000 €

1175 | 500 €

1160 | 650 €

1167 | 100 €

1170 | 900 €

1173 | 500 €

1176 | 400 €

CHINA



 29 asia 

CHINA

1177 | 3.600 €

1182 | 800 €

1185 | 5.000 €

1188 | 100 €

1192 | 300 €

1180 | 1.600 €

1183 | 60 €

1186 | 300 €

1190 | 300 €

1193 | 300 €

1181 | 850 €

1184 | 4.000 €

1187 | 100 €

ex. 1191 | 180 €

1194 | 180 €



 30  asia 

1195 | 500 €

1202 | 300 €

1206 | 140 €

1211 | 120 €

1214 | 150 €

1196 | 60 €

1203 | 800 €

1207 | 300 €

1212 | 80 €

1215 | 200 €

1200 | 80 €

1205 | 200 €

1210 | 450 €

1213 | 300 €

1216 | 80 €

  CHINA

Consignments for our Aucti ons are 
welcome at any ti me. Do not hesitate to 
contact our professional team.

If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT 
PURCHASE is always possible!



 31 asia 

CHINA

1217 | 280 €

1220 | 100 €

1225 | 100 €

1228 | 250 €

1232 | 350 €

1218 | 400 €

1222 | 200 €

1226 | 100 €

1229 | 200 €

1233 | 60 €

1219 | 120 €

1224 | 60 €

1227 | 200 €

1230 | 150 €

1235 | 650 €



 32  asia 

1236 | 80 €

1239 | 1.200 €

1245 | 120 €

1251 | 550 €

1254 | 450 €

1237 | 600 €

1241 | 100 €

1248 | 240 €

1252 | 250 €

1255 | 320 €

1238 | 350 €

1244 | 80 €

1249 | 400 €

1253 | 350 €

1256 | 250 €

CHINA



 33 asia 

CHINA

1257 | 160 €

1267 | 110 €

1270 | 200 €

1258 | 500 €

1261 | 80 €

1264 | 130 €

1268 | 60 €

1271 | 150 €

1259 | 100 €

1262 | 120 €

1266 | 500 €

1269 | 90 €

1272 | 200 €

1263 | 240 €

1260 | 350 €



 34  asia 

1273 | 80 €

1278 | 120 €

1281 | 180 €

1284 | 110 €

1274 | 80 €

1279 | 240 €

1282 | 140 €

1285 | 140 €

1275 | 110 €

1277A | 270 €

1280 | 270 €
1283 | 180 €

1286 | 270 €

CHINA

1300 | 450 €

1276 | 180 €

1277 | 140 €



 35 asia 

CHINA

1287 | 160 €

1292 | 100 €

1295 | 180 €

1298 | 300 €

1299 | 600 €

1288 | 140 €

1293 | 250 €

1296 | 140 €

1298A | 800 €

1300 | 450 €

1291 | 320 €

1294 | 1.500 €

1297 | 200 €

1301 | 2.800 €

1298B | 400 €



 36  asia 

1302 | 150 €

1305 | 300 €

1308 | 130 €

1312 | 10.000 €

1318 | 750 €

1303 | 200 €

1306 | 600 €

1309 | 650 €

1313 | 1.100 €

1319 | 200 €

1304 | 300 €

1307 | 400 €

1311 | 330 €

1317 | 120 €

1320 | 150 €

CHINA



 37 asia 

CHINA

1322 | 330 €

1328 | 120 €

1334 | 200 €
1337 | Gebot

1340 | 200 €

1324 | 80 €

1329 | 130 €

1335 | 700 €

1338 | 100 €

1341 | 150 €

1327 | 80 €

1333 | 80 €

1336 | 150 €

1339 | 100 €

1342 | 80 €



 38  asia 

1347 | 80 €

1350 | 500 €

1353 | 300 €

1356 | 150 €

1344 | 300 €

1348 | 2.000 €

1351 | 150 €

1354 | 200 €

1357 | 100 €

1346 | 200 €

1349 | 80 €

1352 | 200 €

1355 | 200 €

1358 | 500 €

CHINA

1343 | 70 €



 39 asia 

CHINA

1359 | 500 €

1362 | 200 €

1366 | 350 €

1369 | 100 €

1372 | 300 €

1360 | 100 €

1364 | 200 €

1367 | 100 €

1370 | 150 €

1373 | 600 €

1361 | 100 €

1365 | 400 €

1368 | 100 €

1371 | 350 €

1374 | 200 €



 40  asia 

1375 | 120 €

1378 | 70 €

1381 | 750 €

1384 | 240 €

1387 | 500 €

1376 | 60 €

1379 | 850 €

1382 | 9.000 €

1385 | 650 €

1388 | 500 €

1377 | 450 €

1380 | 240 €

1383 | 850 €

1386 | 130 €

1389 | 600 €

CHINA



 41 asia 

CHINA

1390 | 800 €

1393 | 2.000 €

1396 | 8.000 €

1399 | 1.400 €

1402 | 120 €

1391 | 100 €

1394 | 2.000 €

1397 | 200 €

1400 | 250 €

1403 | 330 €

1392 | 300 €

1395 | 200 €

1398 | 350 €

1401 | 60 €

1404 | 100 €



 42  asia 

1405 | 200 €

1408 | 250 €

1411 | 1.200 €

1414 | 80 €

1417 | 80 €

1406 | 100 €

1409 | 600 €

1412 | 300 €

1415A | 60 €

1418 | 130 €

1407 | 350 €

1410 | Gebot

1413 | 70 €

1416 | 60 €

1419 | 800 €

CHINA



 43 asia 

CHINA

1420 | 600 €

1424 | 300 €

1430 | 130 €

1434 | Gebot

1439 | 6.000 €

1421 | 800 €

1425 | 60 €

1431 | 80 €

1436 | 80 €

1440 | 300 €

1423 | 300 €

1427 | 650 €

1433 | 100 €

1438 | 800 €

1440A | 600 €



 44  asia 

1441 | 850 €

1444 | 150 €

1447 | 500 €

1450 | 60 €

1453 | 400 €

1442 | 2.400 €

1445 | 500 €

1448 | 750 €

1451 | 180 €

1454 | 3.000 €

1443 | 150 €

1446 | 100 €

1449 | 2.000 €

1452 | 400 €

1455 | 900 €

CHINA



 45 asia 

CHINA

1456 | 400 €

1459 | 900 €

1462 | 500 €

1465 | 700 €

1468 | 450 €

1457 | 500 €

1460 | 1.800 €

1463 | 100 €

1466 | 800 €

1469 | 300 €

1458 | 120 €

1461 | 700 €

1464 | 900 €

1467 | 650 €

1470 | 180 €



 46  asia 

1471 | 200 €

1473A | 200 €

1476 | 850 €

1479 | 400 €

1482 | 240 €

1472 | 800 €

1474 | 300 €

1477 | 300 €

1480 | 400 €

1483 | 110 €

1473 | 120 €

1475 | 150 €

1478 | 500 €

1481 | 380 €

1484 | 650 €

CHINA



 47 asia 

CHINA

1485 | 120 €

1488 | 200 €

1493 | 120 €

1497 | 60 €

1499 | 650 €

1486 | 150 €

1490 | 270 €

1494 | 200 €

1498 | 150 €

1500 | 240 €

1487 | 200 €

1491 | 250 €

1495 | 300 €

1498A | 350 €

1501 | 330 €



 48  asia 

1502 | 70 €

1505 | 200 €

1508A | 50 €

1511 | 1.800 €1514 | 250 €

1503 | 350 €

1506 | 300 €

1509 | 300 €

1512 | 600 €

1516 | 100 €

1504 | 200 €

1508 | 120 €

1510 | 100 €

1513 | 250 €1517 | 200 €

CHINA



CHINA

 49 asia 

1518 | 180 €

1521 | 70 €

1524 | 100 €

1529 | 100 €

1519 | 350 €

1522 | 400 €

1525 | 280 €

1530 | 130 €

1532 | 150 €

1520 | 300 €

1523 | 650 €

1526 | 2.000 €

1530A | 1.000 €

1532A | 250 € 1531 | 200 €



CHINA

 50  asia 

1533 | 400 €

1537 | 80 €

1541 | 300 €

1546 | 650 €

1550 | 550 €

1535 | 100 €

1538 | 300 €

1542 | 500 €

1547 | 220 €

1551 | 300 €

1536 | 60 €

1539 | 400 €

1543 | 100 €

1549 | 200 €

1552 | 150 €



CHINA

 51 asia 

1553 | 650 €

1556 | 80 €

1568 | 140 €

1554 | 160 €

1565 | 1.100 €
1569 | 650 €

1555 | 50 €

1560 | 1.500 €

1566 | 240 €

1570 | 500 €

1558 | 200 €

1561 | 400 €1562 | 110 €

1563 | 300 €

1564 | 350 €



CHINA

 52  asia 

1571 | 500 €

1576 | 60 €

1582 | 100 €

1588 | 200 €

1573 | 1.000 €

1577 | 120 €

1583 | 170 €

1589 | 150 €

1574 | 240 €

1578 | 150 €

1581 | 100 €

1591 | 180 €

1579 | 2.700 €

1585 | 1.500 €

1580 | 450 €



CHINA

 53 asia 

1592 | 100 €

1595 | 250 €

1604 | 200 €

1607 | 180 € 1610 | Gebot

1593 | 120 €

1599 | 100 €

1605 | Gebot

1608 | 170 €

1611 | 1.000 €

1594 | 250 €

1603 | 240 €

1606 | 100 €

1609 | 130 € 1612 | 80 €



CHINA

 54  asia 

1613 | 300 €

ex. 1625 | 70 €

1632 | 200 €

1636 | 5.000 €

1640 | 400 €

1615 | 80 €

1627 | 170 €

1634 | 450 €

ex. 1637 | 120 €

1641 | 150 €

1623 | 350 €

1628 | 200 €

1638 | 300 €

ex. 1642 | 600 €

1635 | 400 €



CHINA

 55 asia 

1644 | 120 €

1647A | 200 €

1653 | 2.000 €

ex. 1656 | 1.500 €

1659 | 200 €

1645 | 900 €

1648 | 600 €

1657 | 250 €

1661 | 30.000 €

1646 | 900 € 1647 | 200 €

1658 | 250 €

1662 | 300 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

1652 | 1.800 €

1654 | 1.500 €

1655 | 1.500 €



CHINA

 56  asia 

1663 | 400 €

ex. 1669 | 800 €

1674 | 300 €

ex. 1677 | 400 €

1686 | 400 €

1665 | 110 €

1675 | 130 €

1678 | 150 €

1687 | 500 €

1668 | 200 €

1676 | 150 €

1681 | 100 €

1692 | 3.000 €

ex. 1673 | 500 € ex. 1670 | 1.200 €



CHINA / COCHINCHINA / DUBAI / FRANZÖSISCH-INDIEN / FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA

 57 asia 

1695 | 1.000 €

1703 | 170 €

1709 | 80 €

1713 | 1.000 €

1717 | 500 €

1701 | 90 €

1704 | 500 €

1710 | 60 €

ex. 1714 | 60 €

1718 | 1.500 €

1702 | 60 €

1705 | 100 €

1711 | 250 €

1715 | 1.600 €

1719 | 400 €



FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA

 58  asia 

1721 | 200 €

ex. 1725 | 80 €

1728 | 650 €

1732 | 2.800 €

1736 | 150 €

1722 | 240 €

1726 | 700 €

1730 | 450 €

1733 | 240 €

1737 | 600 €

1727 | 300 €

1731 | 3.000 €

1735 | 2.000 €

1739 | 300 €

1723 | 80 €



FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA

 59 asia 

1742 | 80 €

1746 | 100 €

1752 | 350 €

1755 | 600 €

1743 | 500 €

1747 | 300 €

1750 | 70 €

1753 | 220 €

1756 | 100 €

1740 | 330 €

1744 | 300 €

1748 | 80 €

1751 | 1.200 €

1754 | 300 €

1749 | 200 €



FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA

 60  asia 

1757 | 60 €

1760 | 600 €

1763 | 600 €

1766 | 400 €

1770 | 2.000 €

1758 | 90 €

1761 | 450 €

1764 | 550 €

1767 | 400 €

1771 | 100 €

1759 | 330 €

1762 | 450 €

1765 | 450 €

1769 | 250 €

ex. 1772 | 4.500 €



FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA

 61 asia 

1773 | 300 €

1776 | 300 €

1779 | 330 €

1782 | 500 €

1785 | 2.000 €

1774 | 60 €

1777 | 1.000 €

1777 | 1.000 €

1780 | 500 €

ex. 1783 | 400 €

1786 | 500 €

1775 | 400 €

1778 | 250 €

1781 | 500 €

1784 | 1.300 €

1787 | 200 €



FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA / GEORGIEN / HEDSCHAS / HOLY-LAND

 62  asia 

1793 | 700 €

1788C | 240 €

1791 | 450 €

1794 | 400 €

1797 | 280 €

1788D | 180 €

1792 | 1.200 €

1795 | 100 €

1798 | 150 €

1788 | 1.100 €

1788E | 100 €

1788F | 220 €

1789 | 1.400 €

1790 | 1.800 €

1796 | 2.800 €



HOLY-LAND

 63 asia 

1799 | 60 €

1803 | 150 €

1805 | 450 €

1809 | 300 €

1811 | 500 €

1800 | 100 €

1803A | 1.000 €

1806 | 1.000 €

1809A | 400 €

1812 | 500 €

1802 | 500 €

1804 | 400 €

1807 | 1.200 €

1810 | 220 €

1814 | 170 €



HOLY-LAND / HONGKONG

 64  asia 

1814A | 300 €

1815 | 220 €

1818 | 400 €

1821 | 550 €

1824 | 1.000 €

1814B | 200 €

1816 | 300 €

1819 | 500 €

1822 | 400 €

1825 | 500 €

1814C | 230 €

1817 | 200 €

1820 | 650 €

1823 | 1.300 €

1828 | 100 €



HONGKONG

1829 | 80 €

1833 | 500 €

1837 | 1.500 €

1840 | 900 €

1843 | 200 €

1831 | 3.000 €

1838 | 2.400 €

1841 | 220 €

1844 | 130 €

1832 | 2.100 €

1839 | 480 €

1842 | 650 €

1845 | 240 €

 65 asia 

1835 | 500 € 1836 | 200 €



HONGKONG

1846 | 240 €

1849 | 1.100 €

1855 | 650 €

1858 | 250 €

1847 | 300 €

1850 | 1.100 €

1853 | 550 €

1856 | 200 €

ex. 1859 | 100 €

1848 | 650 €

1851 | 80 €

1854 | 1.300 €

1857 | 750 €

1860 | 70 €

 66  asia 

1852 | 330 €

Consignments for 
our Aucti ons are 
welcome at any 

ti me. 
Do not hesitate
to contact our 

pro fessional team



HONGKONG

1861 | 850 €

1864 | 750 €

1868 | 450 €

1873 | 400 €

1876 | 180 €

1862 | 350 €

1865 | 1.400 €

1869 | 80 €

1874 | 350 €

1877 | 300 €

1863 | 900 €

1866 | 500 €

1870 | 300 €

1875 | 130 €

1878 | 200 €

 67 asia 



HONGKONG

1882 | 850 €

1885 | 180 €

1889 | 130 €

1892 | 800 €

1880 | 900 €

1883 | 500 €

1886 | 130 €

1890 | 70 €

1894 | 180 €

1881 | 400 €

1884 | 500 €

1887 | 100 €

1891 | 650 €

1895 | 120 €

 68  asia 

1879 | 300 €



HONGKONG

1896 | 300 €

1901 | 350 €

1906 | 750 €

1909 | 2.000 €

1912 | 400 €

1897 | 100 €

1903 | 370 €

1907 | 450 €

1910 | 6.000 €

1913 | 100 €

1899 | 120 €

1905 | 170 €

1908 | 650 €

1911 | 1.000 €

1915 | 100 €

 69 asia 



HONGKONG / INDIEN

1916 | 500 €

1919 | 650 €

1925 | 200 €

1928 | 400 €

1917 | 100 €

1920 | 500 €

1923 | 800 €

1926 | 230 €

1929 | 130 €

1918 | 900 €

1921 | 180 €

1924 | 320 €

1927 | 300 €

1931 | 450 €

1922 | 100 €

 70  asia 



INDIEN

1936 | 300 €

1941 | 500 €

1946 | 240 €

1950 | 400 €

ex. 1955 | 300 €

1939 | 100 €

1942 | 750 €

1947 | 450 €

1953 | 450 €

1957A | 14.000 €

1940 | 330 €

1943 | 1.500 €

1948 | 80 €

1954 | 250 €

1960 | 2.000 €

 71 asia 



INDIEN

1961 | 1.300 €

1967 | 300 €

1970 | 600 €

1973 | 150 €

1962 | 100 €

1965 | 200 €

1968 | 4.500 €

1971 | 200 €

1963 | 3.500 €1966 | 600 €

1969 | 800 €

1972 | 150 €

1975 | 150 €

 72  asia 

1964 | 80 €

1974 | 200 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de



INDIEN

1976 | 600 €

1979 | 3.000 €

1982 | 200 €

1985 | 800 €

1989 | 1.700 €

1977 | 400 €

1980 | 800 €

1983 | 150 €

1986 | 14.000 €

1991 | 1.500 €

1978 | 3.000 €

1981 | 800 €

1984 | 200 €

1987 | 4.000 €

1992 | 400 €

 73 asia 

Digital Catalogues       
All catalogues available on DVD in 
original layout with full-text search.
Order: grafi k@aukti onen-gaertner.de



INDIEN

1993 | 200 €
1998 | 900 €

2004 | 2.500 €

2009 | 2.500 €

2017 | 2.000 €

1994 | 100 €

1999 | 500 €

2005 | 500 €

2010 | 1.500 €

2022 | 300 €

1995 | 100 €

2000 | 350 €

2006 | 1.500 €

2016 | 800 €

2023 | 2.000 €

 74  asia 



INDIEN

2025 | 1.200 €

2028 | 400 €

2031 | 120 €

2035 | 150 €

2039 | 400 €

2026 | 2.000 €

2029 | 450 €

2032 | 500 €

2036 | 80 €

2041 | 400 €

2027 | 4.000 €

2030 | 100 €

2033 | 250 €

2037 | 70 €

2042 | 350 €

 75 asia 



INDIEN

2043 | 500 €

2049 | 450 €

2053 | 120 €

2058 | 100 €

2063 | 200 €

2044 | 80 €

2051 | 150 €

2054 | 350 €

2059 | 80 €

2064 | 60 €

2046 | 100 €

2052 | 300 €

2062 | 100 €

2065 | 60 €

 76  asia 

2056 | 500 €



INDIEN

2066 | 2.500 €

2069 | 80 €

2079 | 400 €

2086 | 1.200 €

2090 | 200 €

2067 | 160 €

2074 | 220 €

2084 | 400 €

2091 | 150 €

2068 | 100 €

2077 | 80 €

2085 | 150 €

2088 | 200 €

2097 | 80 €

 77 asia 

2087 | 800 €



INDIEN

2099 | 300 €

2103 | 500 €

2106 | 150 €

2110 | 250 €

2114 | 7.000 €

2100 | 2.000 €

2104 | 5.000 €

2112 | 350 €

2115 | 1.300 €

2102 | 100 €

2105 | 80 €

2109 | 200 €

2113 | 600 €

2116 | 800 €

 78  asia 

2108 | 600 €



INDIEN

2117 | 500 €

2120 | 600 €

2123 | 600 €

2126 | 4.000 €

2129 | 300 €

2118 | 600 €

2121 | 600 €

2124 | 800 €

2127 | 2.000 €

2132 | 350 €

2119 | 600 €

2122 | 600 €

2125 | 130 €

2128 | 2.500 €

2133 | 200 €

 79 asia 



INDIEN

2134 | 50 €

2137 | 50 €

2141 | 80 €

2144 | 80 €

2149 | 900 €

2135 | 120 €

2138 | 60 €

2142 | 270 €

2145 | 100 €

2150 | 120 €

2136 | 150 €

2140 | 80 €

2143 | 300 €

2146 | 350 €

ex. 2152 | 80 €

 80  asia 



INDIEN

 81 asia 

2153 | 160 €

2158 | 80 €

2161 | 300 €

2164 | 80 €

2170 | 150 €

2155 | 100 €

2159 | 250 €

2162 | 500 €

2165 | 250 €

2171 | 150 €

2157 | 400 €

2160 | 300 €

2163 | 150 €

2168 | 200 €

2172 | 60 €

Abbildungen sämtlicher Einzellose und ausgewählter Sammlungsteile in voller Größe unter:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de



INDIEN

 82  asia 

2173 | 80 €

2175A | 100 €

2179 | 60 €

2183 | 180 €

2188 | 140 €

2174 | 80 €

2176 | 80 €

2180 | 100 €

2184 | 110 €

2189 | 160 €

2175 | 220 €

2178 | 80 €

2181 | 300 €

2187 | 1.400 €

2190 | 140 €



INDIEN / INDISCHE KLEINSTAATEN

 83 asia 

2193 | 300 €

2198 | 100 €

2201 | 230 €

2204 | 500 €

ex. 2208 | 600 €

2195 | 350 €

2199 | 300 €

2202 | 300 €

2205 | 250 €

ex. 2209 | 600 €

2197 | 350 €

2200 | 100 €

2203 | 100 €

2206 | 2.000 €

2211 | 300 €



INDISCHE KLEINSTAATEN / INDONESIEN

 84  asia 

ex. 2215 | 800 €

2221 | 280 €

2226 | 180 €

2232 | 300 €

ex. 2235 | 300 €

2216 | 450 €

2222 | 100 €

2229 | 120 €

2233 | 400 €

2236 | 180 €

2218 | 100 €

2223 | 150 €

2230 | 140 €

2234 | 300 €

2238 | 250 €



INDONESIEN / IRAK

 85 asia 

2240 | 250 €

2244 | 60 €

ex. 2247 | 3.000 €

ex. 2252 | 200 €

2257 | 500 €

2241 | 80 €

2245 | 120 €

ex. 2248 | 2.000 €

ex. 2253 | 350 €

2258 | 500 €

2243 | 80 €

2246 | 200 €

2250 | 100 €

2256 | 400 €

2262 | 250 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184 Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

www.auktionen-gaertner.de



IRAK / IRAN

 86  asia 

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

2264 | 150 €

ex. 2268 | 150 €

2271 | 1.600 €

2274 | 2.000 €

2278 | 140 €

2265 | 150 €

2269 | 340 €

2272 | 250 €

2275 | 110 €

2279 | 60 €

2267 | 500 €

2270 | 200 €

2273 | 400 €

2277 | 110 €

2280 | 350 €



IRAN

 87 asia 

2281 | 250 €

2285 | 240 €

2291 | 160 €

2297 | 80 €

2300 | 300 €

2283 | 100 €

2286 | 100 €

2295 | 60 €

2298 | 450 €

2301 | 300 €

2284 | 200 €

2290 | 130 €

2296 | 60 €

2299 | 2.500 €

2304 | 300 €



IRAN

 88  asia 

2305 | 400 €

2308 | 200 €

2312 | 200 €

2327 | 300 €

2338 | 220 €

2306 | 2.800 €

2309 | 200 €

2316 | 180 €

2329 | 250 €

2339 | 450 €

2307 | 12.000 €

2311 | 250 €

2318 | 270 €

2337 | 220 €

2340 | 80 €



IRAN

 89 asia 

2341 | 1.600 €

2344 | 200 €

2347 | 80 €

2351 | 220 €

2354 | 200 €

2342 | 100 €

2345 | 900 €

2348 | 200 €

2352 | 500 €

2355 | 300 €

2343 | 160 €

2346 | 1.500 €

2349 | 340 €

2353 | 130 €

2356 | 500 €



IRAN

 90  asia 

2359 | 450 €

2367 | 600 €

2371 | 120 €

2375 | 100 €

2378 | 300 €

2365 | 3.000 €

2368 | 300 €

2373 | 300 €

2376 | 2.500 €

2379 | 450 €

2366 | 200 €

2370 | 1.100 €

2374 | 280 €

2377 | 80 €

2380A | 70 €



IRAN
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2382 | 2.500 €

2386 | 70 €

2394 | 200 €

2397 | 150 €

2384 | 150 €

ex. 2386A | 60 €

2390 | 300 €

2395 | 180 €

2398 | 300 €

2385 | 100 €

ex. 2388 | 1.500 €

2392 | 100 €

2396 | 400 €

2399 | 100 €

ex. 2389 | 1.000 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184



IRAN

 92  asia 

2400 | 300 €

2403 | 300 €

2406 | 110 €

2409 | 1.500 €

2412 | 1.000 €

2401 | 450 €

2404 | 250 €

2407 | 220 €

ex. 2410 | 1.000 €

2416 | 200 €

2402 | 250 €

2405 | 100 €

2408 | 400 €

2411 | 500 €

2418 | 300 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184



IRAN

 93 asia 

2419 | 200 €

2422 | 80 €

2425 | 160 €

2428 | 170 €

2432 | 150 €

2420 | 120 €

2423 | 80 €

2425A | 70 €

2428A | 100 € 2434 | 200 €

2421 | 150 €

2424 | 120 €

2427 | 300 €

2429 | 150 €

2435 | 200 €



IRAN

 94  asia 

2438 | 130 €

ex. 2446 | 350 €

2450 | 100 €

2453 | 200 €

2458 | 650 €

2440 | 250 €

ex. 2447 | 350 €

2451 | 80 €

2454 | 300 €

2460 | 200 €

2444 | 60 €

2449 | 200 €

2452 | 400 €

2457 | 60 €

2465 | 200 €



IRAN / ISRAEL
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2467 | 300 €

2473 | 400 €

2476 | 1.500 € 2479 | 200 €

2482 | 80 €

2469 | 300 €

2474 | 500 €

2477 | 200 €

2480 | 100 €

2483 | 450 €

2470 | 400 €

2475 | 700 €

2478 | 100 €

2481 | 100 €

2485 | 200 €



ISRAEL / JAPAN

 96  asia 

2486 | 600 €

2491 | 400 €

2494 | 700 €

2497 | 1.300 €

2500 | 650 €

2487 | 600 €

2492 | 900 €

2495 | 400 €

ex. 2498 | 1.000 €

2501 | 200 €

2489 | 350 €

2493 | 600 €

2496 | 300 €

2499 | 100 €

2502 | 120 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184



JAPAN

2504 | 100 €

2509 | 1.500 €

2512 | 650 €

2515 | 200 €

2518 | 400 €

2505 | 200 €

2510 | 900 €

2513 | 2.800 € 2516 | 500 €

2519 | 850 €

2508 | 3.500 €

2511 | 650 €

2514 | 600 €

2517 | 1.200 €

2520 | 500 €

 97 asia 

2511 | 650 € 2512 | 650 €



JAPAN

2521 | 650 €

2525 | 350 €

2528 | 850 €

2533 | 200 €

2536 | 300 €

2523 | 80 €

2526 | 150 €

2529 | 100 €

2534 | 100 €

2537 | 200 €

2524 | 120 €

ex. 2527 | 450 €

2532 | 240 €

2535 | 130 €

2538 | 240 €

 98  asia 



JAPAN

2539 | 140 €

2549 | 280 €

2552 | 100 €2557 | 240 €

2540 | 140 €

2543 | 150 €

2550 | 500 € 2553 | 500 €

2559 | 100 €

2541 | 110 €

2545 | 100 €

2551 | 300 €

2555 | 700 €

2560 | 110 €

2542 | 90 €

 99 asia 



JAPAN

2562 | 600 €

2565 | 80 €

2569 | 200 €

2577 | 600 €

ex. 2581 | 70 €

2563 | 450 €

2566 | 100 €

2572 | 450 €

2579 | 500 €

2583 | 100 €

2564 | 120 €

2568 | 350 €

2576 | 100 €

2580 | 100 €

2584 | Gebot

 100  asia 



JAPAN

2586 | 100 €

2589 | 120 €

2593 | 150 €

2599 | 70 €

2587 | 100 €

2590 | 100 € 2594 | 100 €

2600 | 100 €

2588 | 150 €

2591 | 400 €

2601 | 200 €

 101 asia 

2595 | 700 € 2596 | 650 € 2597 | 600 € 2598 | 600 €



JAPAN

2602 | 600 €

2608 | 100 €

ex. 2612 | 80 €

2620 | 100 € 2623 | 60 €

2603 | 900 €

2610 | 350 €

2616 | 100 €2621 | 150 €

2624 | 90 €

2607 | Gebot

2611 | 170 €

2619 | 60 €

2622 | 120 €

2626 | 100 €

 102  asia 



JAPAN

2628 | 60 €

2635 | 100 €

ex. 2639 | 250 €

2642 | 110 €

2649 | 100 €

2631 | 60 €

2637 | 120 €

ex. 2640 | 130 €

2644 | 100 €

2650 | 140 €

2634 | 200 €

ex. 2638 | 120 €

2641 | 160 €

2645 | 150 €

2652 | 80 €

 103 asia 



JAPAN

2653 | 130 €

2656 | 250 €

2659 | 300 €

2662 | 350 €

2665 | 370 €

ex. 2654 | 130 €

2657 | 200 €

2660 | 300 €

2663 | 220 € 2666 | 200 €

2655 | 330 €

2658 | 750 €

2661 | 200 €

2664 | 60 €

ex. 2667 | 160 €

 104  asia 



JAPAN

2668 | 200 €

2671 | 160 €

2674 | 160 €

2678 | 250 €

2681 | 150 €

2669 | 170 €

2672 | 160 €

2676 | 100 €

2679 | 150 €

2682 | 150 €

2670 | 140 €

2673 | 80 €

2677 | 500 €

2680 | 220 €

2684 | 200 €

 105 asia 



JAPAN

2685 | 140 €

2688 | 200 €

ex. 2693 | 300 €

ex. 2696 | 150 €

2700 | 150 €

2686 | 250 €

ex. 2689 | 150 €

ex. 2694 | 150 €

2697 | 150 €

2701 | 100 €

2687 | 60 €
2692 | 330 €

2695 | 250 €

2698 | 60 €

2702 | 70 €

 106  asia 



JAPAN

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184 Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

2703 | 110 €

2707 | 170 €

2710 | 180 €

ex. 2714 | 400 €

2723 | 90 €

2705 | 200 €

2708 | 120 €

2712 | 180 €

ex. 2715 | 400 €

2724 | 230 €

2706 | 60 €

2709 | 350 €

2713 | 220 €

2718 | 230 €

2725 | 180 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
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JAPAN

2726 | 170 €

2734 | 150 €

2740 | 400 €

2744 | 80 €

2749 | 1.250 €

2728 | 140 €

2738 | 250 €

2741 | 900 €

2747 | 100 €

2750 | 700 €

2733 | 60 €

2739 | 180 €

2743 | 170 €

2748 | 2.000 €

2751 | 1.700 €

 108  asia 



JAPAN

ex. 2752 | 1.000 €

2756 | 1.300 €

2762 | 3.000 €

2778 | 350 €

2781 | 140 €

2754 | 400 €

2757 | 300 €

2770 | 100 €

2779 | 170 €

2782 | 60 €

2755 | 400 €

2760 | 1.800 €

2775 | 120 €

2780 | 120 €

ex. 2783 | 70 €
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JAPAN

2784 | Gebot

2787 | 260 €

2792 | 100 €

2795 | 200 €

2798 | 330 €

2785 | 100 €

2788 | 900 €

2793 | 330 €

2796 | 200 €

2799 | 50 €

2786 | 220 €

2791 | 100 €

2794 | 300 €

2797 | 300 €

2800 | 100 €

 110  asia 



JAPAN

2801 | 150 €

2804 | 130 €

2807 | 750 €

2811 | 80 €

2815 | 1.000 €

2802 | 110 €

2805 | 100 €

2809 | 200 €

2812 | 300 €

2816 | 550 €

2803 | 100 €

2806 | 450 €

2810 | 120 €

2814 | 1.500 €

2817 | 170 €

 111 asia 



JAPAN

ex. 2818 | 80 €

2827 | 100 €

2829A | 1.000 €

2832 | 130 €

2841 | 180 €

2822 | 60 €

2828 | 100 €

2830 | 300 €

2834 | 130 €

2842 | 110 €

2825 | 300 €

2829 | 120 €

2831 | 120 €

2839 | 170 €

2845 | 100 €

 112  asia 



JAPAN / JEMEN

2860 | 900 €

2863 | 1.800 €

2858 | 300 €

2861 | 240 €

2864 | 220 €

2859 | 300 €

2862 | 100 €

ex. 2866 | 160 €

 113 asia 

2846 | 180 € 2847 | 450 € 2852 | 270 € 2854 | 180 € 2855 | 300 €

2857 | 200 €2856 | 250 €



JEMEN / JORDANIEN / KAMBODSCHA

2867 | 200 €

2872 | 120 €

ex. 2877 | 600 €

2881 | 220 €

2888 | 750 €

ex. 2868 | 100 €

ex. 2873 | 400 €

ex. 2878 | 450 €

2885 | 500 €

2889 | 280 €

2876 | 280 €

2879 | 200 €

2887 | 750 €

2890 | 400 €

 114  asia 

ex. 2871 | 500 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

All single lots and selected parts of 
collecti ons are pictured in full size on: 

www.auktionen-gaertner.de



KAMBODSCHA

2892 | 250 €

2896 | 240 €

2900 | 400 €

2906 | 350 €

2911 | 100 €

2894 | 200 €

2897 | 200 €

2903 | 150 €

2907 | 180 €

2913 | 180 €

2895 | 200 €

2899 | 400 €

2905 | 100 €

2909 | 200 €

2914 | 200 €

 115 asia 



KAMBODSCHA

2917 | 200 €

ex. 2921 | 100 €

2928 | 330 €

2931 | 240 €

2934 | 200 €

2919 | 330 €

2923 | 130 €

2929 | 120 €

ex. 2935 | 200 €

2920 | 200 €

2925 | 100 €

2930 | 1.500 €

ex. 2936 | 100 €

 116  asia 

2932 | 150 € 2933 | 250 €



KAMBODSCHA

ex. 2941 | 400 €

2945 | 100 €

ex. 2954 | 100 €

ex. 2939 | 300 €

2942 | 2.400 €

ex. 2946 | 150 €

2951 | 100 €

ex. 2958 | 120 €

ex. 2940 | 200 €

ex. 2943 | 120 €

ex. 2947 | 120 €

ex. 2952 | 100 €

2963 | 80 €

 117 asia 

ex. 2949 | 1.450 €

ex. 2938 | 400 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184



KAMBODSCHA / KASACHSTAN / KIRGISIEN / KIRGISISTAN

ex. 2972 | 100 €

ex. 2976 | 200 €

ex. 2983 | 700 €

2987 | 300 €

ex. 2966 | 300 €

ex. 2973 | 100 €

2978 | 400 €

2985 | 150 €

2988 | 300 €

ex. 2969 | 150 €

ex. 2974 | 120 €

2979 | 600 €

2986 | 100 €

 118  asia 

ex. 2964 | 150 €

ex. 2989 | 1.200 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

Consignments for our Aucti ons are 
welcome at any ti me. Do not hesitate to 
contact our professional team.

If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT 
PURCHASE is always possible!



KIRGISIEN / KIRGISISTAN / KOREA

ex. 2990 | 1.200 € 2994 | 1.300 €

2998 | 700 €

3001 | 500 €

3004 | 900 €

2992 | 1.300 €

2996 | 750 €

2999 | 2.000 €

3002 | 50 €

3005 | 450 €

2993 | 2.500 €

2997 | 1.800 €

3000 | 500 €

3003 | 2.200 €

3006 | 400 €
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KOREA / KOREA-NORD

3007 | 550 €

3010 | 200 €

3014 | 180 €

3019 | 60 €

3022 | 80 €

3008 | 200 €

3011 | 70 €

3015 | 700 €

3020 | 270 €

3024 | 60 €

3009 | 200 €

3012 | 1.800 €

3017 | 60 €

3021 | 70 €

3025 | 240 €

 120  asia 



KOREA-NORD

ex. 3026 | 350 €

3030 | 500 €

3034 | 90 €

3041 | 110 €

3044 | 150 €

3028 | 550 €

3031 | 2.500 €

3035 | 70 €

3042 | 240 €

3046 | 650 €

3029 | 110 €

3032 | 700 €

ex. 3036 | 100 €

3043 | 160 €

3047 | 250 €
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KOREA-NORD / KOREA-SÜD / KUWAIT

3049 | 250 €

3052 | 300 €

3058 | 110 €

3064 | 110 €

3070 | 100 €

3050 | 240 €

3054 | 160 €

3060 | 80 €

3067 | 800 €

3071 | 100 €

3051 | 240 €

3056 | 200 €

3063 | 200 €

3069 | 100 €

3072 | 300 €

 122  asia 



KUWAIT / LABUAN / LAOS

ex. 3073 | 170 €

3076 | 80 €

3080 | 500 €

3086 | 140 €

3090 | 350 €

3074 | 250 €

3077 | 100 €

3083 | 400 €

3088 | 1.400 €

3091 | 450 €

3075 | 180 €

3078 | 450 €

3085 | 180 €

3089 | 330 €

3092 | 330 €
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LAOS

3093 | 240 €

ex. 3097 | 1.700 €

3100 | 170 €

3102 | 100 €

3107 | 80 €

3095 | 350 €

3098 | 100 €

3101 | 100 €

ex. 3103 | 100 €

3109 | 100 €

3096 | 170 €

3099 | 600 €

3101A | 120 €

3104 | 100 €

3110 | 250 €

 124  asia 



LAOS

3111 | 250 €

3114 | 220 €

ex. 3119A | 100 €

ex. 3120A | 250 €

ex. 3120D | 250 €

3112 | 150 €

3116 | 220 €

ex. 3119B | 300 €

ex. 3120B | 200 €

ex. 3120E | 150 €

3113 | 200 €

ex. 3118 | 80 €

3119C | 100 €

ex. 3120C | 300 €

ex. 3121 | 200 €
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LAOS

ex. 3122 | 250 €

3127 | 180 €

ex. 3130 | 600 €

ex. 3135 | 200 €

ex. 3140 | 350 €

3123 | 100 €

ex. 3128 | 800 €

3131 | 100 €

ex. 3137 | 350 €

3142 | 150 €

3125 | 150 €

ex. 3129 | 150 €

ex. 3133 | 100 €

ex. 3139 | 120 €

ex. 3144 | 250 €

 126  asia 



LAOS

ex. 3145 | 250 €

ex. 3151A | 120 €

ex. 3155 | 150 €

ex. 3158 | 100 €

3161 | 150 €

3146 | 250 €

ex. 3152 | 400 €

ex. 3156 | 150 €

ex. 3159 | 80 €

ex. 3162 | 200 €

3149 | 120 €

ex. 3153 | 500 €

ex. 3157 | 150 €

ex. 3160 | 120 €

ex. 3165 | 100 €

 127 asia 



LAOS / LIBANON

ex. 3166A | 200 €

ex. 3166J | 150 €

ex. 3167C | 150 €

3170 | 350 €

ex. 3166C | 150 €

ex. 3167 | 100 €

ex. 3167J | 120 €

ex. 3174 | 1.200 €

3180 | 100 €

ex. 3166F | 150 €

ex. 3167A | 200 €

3169 | 1.000 €

3177 | 300 €

3184 | 100 €

 128  asia 

ex. 3179 | 4.500 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184



LIBANON / MACAU

3185 | 300 €

3188 | 1.000 €

3191 | 80 €

3195 | 500 €

3201 | 1.500 €

3186 | 1.600 €

3189 | 650 €

3193 | 500 €

3196 | 150 €

3202 | 130 €

ex. 3187 | 500 €

3190 | 60 €

ex. 3194 | 100 €

3197 | 60 €

3204 | 600 €

 129 asia 



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3206 | 1.100 €

3210 | 400 €

3214 | 1.500 €

3217 | 150 €

3226 | 60 €

3207 | 2.300 €

3211 | 1.400 €

3215 | 100 €

3224 | 800 €

3227 | 300 €

3208 | 260 €

3213 | 400 €

ex. 3216 | 200 €

3225 | 100 €

3228 | 80 €

 130  asia 



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3230 | 100 €

3234 | 140 €

3238 | 100 €

3245 | 500 €

3248 | 60 €

3232 | 350 €

3235 | 80 €

3240 | 130 €

3246 | 200 €

3249 | 150 €

3233 | 300 €

3236 | 100 €

3244 | 100 €

3247 | 300 €

3251 | 150 €

 131 asia 



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3252 | 200 €

ex. 3258 | 100 €

3261 | 150 €

3264 | 330 €

3267 | 150 €

3255 | 300 €

3259 | 60 €

3262 | 200 €

3265 | 100 €

3268 | 500 €

3257 | 400 €

3260 | 100 €

3263 | 150 €

3266 | 1.100 €

3269 | 110 €

 132  asia 



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3270 | 650 €

3275 | 250 €

3278 | 150 €

3281 | 400 €

3284 | 250 €

3273 | 300 €

3276 | 850 €

3279 | 250 €

3282 | 250 €

3285 | 250 €

3274 | 250 €

3277 | 130 €

3280 | 120 €

3283 | 230 €

3286 | 130 €

 133 asia 

Digital Catalogues       
All catalogues available on DVD in 
original layout with full-text search.
Order: grafi k@aukti onen-gaertner.de



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3287 | 140 €

3291 | 120 €

3295 | 600 €

3298 | 160 €

3302 | 700 €

3289 | 300 €

3292 | 100 €

3296 | 300 €

3300 | 500 €

3303 | 800 €

3290 | 150 €

3294 | 550 €

3297 | 120 €

3301 | 300 €

3304 | 150 €

 134  asia 



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3305 | 120 €

3309 | 230 €

3312 | 600 €

3315 | 500 €

3318 | 450 €

3306 | 350 €

3310 | 200 €

3313 | 140 €

3316 | 550 €

3319 | 120 €

3317 | 450 €

3320 | 700 €
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3307 | 250 €

3311 | 90 €

3314 | 250 €



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3322 | 300 €

3325 | 700 €

3328 | 150 €

3332 | 300 €

3335 | 130 €

3323 | 300 €

3326 | 300 €

3329 | 140 €

3333 | 250 €

3336 | 160 €

3324 | 550 €

3327 | 100 €

3330 | 300 €

3334 | 250 €

3337 | 300 €

 136  asia 



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3346 | 80 €

3349 | 500 €

3352 | 500 €

3355 | 170 €

3358 | 120 €

3347 | 850 €

3350 | 450 €

3353 | 600 €

3356 | 250 €

3360 | 120 €

 137 asia 

3340 | 130 €

3348 | 2.500 €

3351 | 300 €

3354 | 170 €

3357 | 300 €



MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3361 | 230 €

3364 | 250 €

3368 | 170 €

3371 | 500 €

3374 | 250 €

3362 | 300 €

3365 | 250 €

3369 | 160 €

3372 | 400 €

3375 | 450 €

3363 | 120 €

3367 | 130 €

3370 | 250 €

3373 | 250 €

3376 | 250 €
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3378 | 120 €

3382 | 600 €

3385 | 230 €

3389 | 700 €

3393 | 650 €

3380 | 330 €

3383 | 450 €

3386 | 500 €

3391 | 350 € 3394 | 5.000 €

3381 | 350 €

3384 | 600 €

3387 | 120 €

3392 | 100 €

3396 | 3.000 €
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN

3397 | 300 €

3400 | 300 €

3406 | 350 €

3415 | 130 €

3418 | 230 €

3399 | 800 €

3405 | 650 €

3413 | 500 €

3417 | 500 €

3421 | 90 €

 140  asia 

3407 | 170 €

3416 | 300 €

3419 | 100 €

3398 | 350 €

3403 | 90 €



MALAIISCHE STAATEN / MALAYSIA / MALEDIVEN

3422 | 250 €

3426 | 250 €

3429 | 1.400 €

3432 | 300 €

3436 | 180 €

3423 | 800 €

3427 | 400 €

3430 | 450 €

3434 | 350 €

3438 | 120 €

3428 | 850 €

3431 | 250 €

3434A | 500 €

3439 | 80 €
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3425 | 300 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de



MANDSCHUKO (MANCHUKO)

3440 | 350 €

3441 | 200 €

3444 | 2.200 €

3447 | 120 €

3451 | 1.300 €

3454 | 140 €3442 | 330 €

3445 | 150 €

3449 | 850 €

3452 | Gebot

3455 | 240 €

 142  asia 

3443 | 450 €

3446 | 220 €

3450 | 240 €

3453 | 240 €



MONGOLEI / NEPAL

3456 | 5.000 €

3458 | 900 €

3462 | 700 €

3465 | 600 €

3472 | 250 €

3456A | 700 €

3460 | 350 €

3463 | 900 €

3467 | 600 €

3473 | 100 €

3457 | 500 €

3461 | 400 €

3464 | 250 €

3469 | 100 €

3474 | 200 €
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NEPAL / NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN

3477 | 650 €

3480 | 100 €

3483 | 300 €

3486 | 500 €

3491 | 1.200 €

3487 | 300 €

3492 | 100 €

 144  asia 

3475 | 240 €

3479 | 200 €

3481 | 150 €

3485 | 240 €

3488 | 3.800 €

3478 | 80 €

3482 | 240 € 3484 | 1.700 €



NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN
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3493 | 150 €

3496 | 220 €

3499 | 180 €

3502 | 200 €

3508 | 400 €

3494 | 250 €

3497 | 170 €

3500 | 180 €

3504 | 130 €

3509 | 160 €

3495 | 200 €

3498 | 200 €

3501 | 120 €

3507 | 140 €

3511 | 60 €



NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN / NORDBORNEO / OMAN

 146  asia 

3515 | 150 €

3520 | 100 €

ex. 3526 | 9.500 €

3529 | 120 €3538 | 350 €

3516 | 120 €

3523 | 60 €

3527 | 100 €

3533 | 400 €3539 | 2.400 €

3518 | 100 €

ex. 3525 | 2.000 €

ex. 3528 | 260 €

3534 | 180 €

3540 | 450 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184
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OMAN / PAKISTAN / PALÄSTINA
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3541 | 120 €

3544 | 100 €

3548 | 220 €3551 | 140 €

3554 | 150 €

3542 | 200 €

3545 | 100 €

3549 | 400 €ex. 3552 | 80 €

3555 | 340 €

3543 | 100 €

3547 | 600 €

3550 | 1.600 €

3553 | 200 €

3556 | 600 €

Gebot = minimum bid  20 €



PALÄSTINA
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3557 | 500 €

3561 | 180 €

3566 | 500 €

3570 | 250 €

3573 | 170 €

3558 | 550 €

3563 | 350 €

3567 | 500 €

3571 | 90 €

3574 | 60 €

3559 | 300 €

3565 | 400 €

3569 | 400 €

3572 | 240 €

3575 | 220 €



PALÄSTINA / PHILIPPINEN
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3576 | 300 €

3579 | 60 €

3585 | 650 €

3588 | 500 €

3594 | 240 €

3577 | 400 €

3583 | 100 €

3586 | 1.700 €

3589 | 1.200 €

3599 | 150 €

3578 | 1.800 €

3584 | 650 €

3587 | 1.400 €

3590 | 80 €

3600 | 150 €



PHILIPPINEN / PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN / QATAR

 150  asia 

3601 | 220 €

3605 | 500 €

3611 | 200 €

ex. 3614 | 200 €

3602 | 110 €

3606 | 80 €

3612 | 100 €

3615 | 1.000 €

3604 | 240 €

3607 | 300 €

3613 | 450 €

3616 | 450 €

3608 | 60 €

3609 | 70 €
3610 | 60 €



QATAR / RAS AL KHAIMA / SAUDI-ARABIEN
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3617 | 400 €

3620 | 800 €

3626 | 80 €

3634 | 3.000 €

3637 | 500 €

3618 | 70 €

3624 | 380 €

3627 | 500 €

3635 | 10.000 €

3638 | 350 €

ex. 3619 | 100 €

3625 | 100 €

3633 | 3.000 €

3636 | 3.000 €

3639 | 800 €



SAUDI-ARABIEN / SCHARDSCHA

 152  asia 

3640 | 1.500 €

3643 | 120 €

3646 | 180 €

3652 | 400 €

3659 | 150 €

3641 | 2.000 €

3648 | 80 €

3654 | 1.100 €

3660 | 500 €

3642 | 1.100 €

3645 | 80 €

3650 | 100 €

3656 | 200 €

3662 | 100 €

3644 | 1.000 €



SCHARDSCHA / SINGAPUR
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3664 | 800 €

3667 | 800 €

3671 | 300 €

3673 | 450 €

3676 | 350 €

3665 | 60 €

3668 | 400 €

3672 | 500 €

3674 | 200 €

3677 | 150 €

3669 | 800 €

3672A | 120 €

3675 | 100 €

3678 | 150 €

ex. 3666 | 3.200 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184



SINGAPUR / SYRIEN
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3679 | 170 €

3682 | 180 €

3686 | 90 €

3690 | 500 €

3693 | 170 €

3680 | 110 €

3683 | 100 €

ex. 3687 | 120 €

3691 | 450 €

3693A | 300 €

3681 | 100 €

ex. 3685 | 150 €

3689 | 100 €

3692 | 2.000 €

3694 | 750 €



SYRIEN
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3695 | 400 €

3700 | 100 €

3705 | 400 €

3709 | 120 €

ex. 3712 | 4.500 €

3696 | 170 €

3702 | 2.000 €

3707 | 1.300 €

3710 | 100 €

ex. 3713 | 2.500 €

3699A | 200 €

3703A | 250 €

3708 | 100 €

3711 | 500 €

3714 | 2.500 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184



SYRIEN / TANNU-TUWA

 156  asia 

3715 | 2.600 €

3719 | 100 €

3727 | 100 €

3731 | 120 €

3735 | 800 €

3716 | 180 €

3724 | 160 €

3728 | 250 €

3732 | 150 €

3736 | 250 €

ex. 3717 | 600 €

ex. 3725 | 450 €

3730 | 90 €

3737 | 200 €

Find detailed pictures on p. 177 - 184

3734 | 100 €



THAILAND
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ex. 3740 | 400 €

3743 | 200 €

3751 | 200 €

3757 | 180 €

3760 | 700 €

3741 | 6.000 €

3747 | 800 €

3753 | 300 €

3758 | 500 €

3761 | 1.000 €

3742 | 450 €

3750 | 180 €

3756 | 200 €

3759 | 300 €

3762 | 1.300 €



THAILAND
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3763 | 650 €

3766 | 100 €

3770 | 450 €

3773 | 850 €

3776 | 500 €

3764 | 300 €

3767 | 150 €

3771 | 1.300 €

3774 | 400 €

3777 | 500 €

3765 | 100 €

3769 | 1.500 €

3772 | 150 €

3775 | 500 €

ex. 3778 | 100 €



THAILAND
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3779 | 1.300 €

3782 | 900 €

3786 | 150 €

3789 | 800 €

3792 | 350 €

ex. 3780 | 350 €

3783 | 900 €

3787 | 2.000 €

3790 | 1.500 €

3794 | 220 €

3781 | 120 €

3785 | 300 €

3788 | 400 €

3791 | 60 €

3795 | 200 €



THAILAND

 160  asia 

ex. 3796 | 300 €

3800 | 400 €

3804 | 80 €

3807 | 550 €

3810 | 350 €

3798 | 180 €

3801 | 550 €

3805 | 700 €

3808 | 250 €

ex. 3811 | 1.300 €

ex. 3799 | 350 €

3802 | 350 €

3806 | 100 €

3809 | 120 €

3812 | 850 €



THAILAND

 161 asia 

3813 | 2.000 €

3816 | 350 €

3821 | 250 €

3826 | 1.500 €

3829 | 850 €

3814 | 800 €

3822 | 650 €

3827 | 180 €

3830 | 200 €

3815 | 1.600 €

3819 | 200 €

3823 | 400 €

3828 | 140 €

3831 | 150 €

3818 | 450 €



THAILAND

 162  asia 

3834 | 250 €

3837 | 150 €

3840 | 150 €

3843 | 100 €

3847 | 650 €

3835 | 320 €

3838 | 100 €

3841 | 300 €

ex. 3845 | 1.200 €

3848 | 160 €

3839 | 220 €

3842 | 170 €

3846 | 350 €

3833 | 150 €

3836 | 70 €



THAILAND
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3849 | 500 €

3852 | 1.000 €

3856 | 500 €

3860 | 100 €

3863 | 180 €

3850 | 200 €

ex. 3854 | 200 €

3857 | 200 €

3861 | 270 €

3864 | 80 €

3851 | 170 €

3855 | 100 €

3858 | 120 €

3862 | 500 €

3865 | 600 €



THAILAND

 164  asia 

3866 | 70 €

3869 | 200 €

3872 | 180 €

3881 | 300 €

3884 | 60 €

3867 | 120 €

3870 | 400 €

3873 | 750 €

3882 | 450 €

3885 | 200 €

3868 | 150 €

3871 | 90 €

3880 | 450 €

3883 | 8.000 €

3886 | 100 €



THAILAND
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3887 | 500 €

3890 | 140 €

3893 | 80 €

3896 | 650 €

3899 | 2.500 €

3888 | 270 €

3891 | 60 €

3894 | 650 €

3897 | 1.600 €

3900 | 450 €

3889 | 80 €

3892 | 200 €

3895 | 300 €

3898 | 200 €

3901 | 500 €



THAILAND

 166  asia 

3902 | 650 €

3905 | 1.100 €

3908 | 70 €

3911 | 3.600 €

3915 | 700 €

3903 | 600 €

3906 | 150 €

3909 | 80 €

3913 | 300 €

3917 | 2.000 €

3904 | 300 €

3907 | 60 €

ex. 3910 | 150 €

3914 | 100 €

3918 | 140 €



THAILAND / TIBET
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3919 | 220 €

3923 | 500 € 3927 | 60 €

3931 | 500 €

3934 | 60 €

3920 | 300 €

ex. 3925 | 300 € 3929 | 650 €

3932 | 100 €

3935 | 60 €

3922 | 200 €

3926 | 100 €

3930 | 100 €

3933 | 130 €

3936 | 400 €

3928 | 100 €



TIBET / TIMOR / TRANSKAUKASIEN

 168  asia 

3937 | 100 €

3941 | 120 €

3944 | 500 €

3947 | 150 €

3949 | 550 €

3938 | 80 €

3942 | 130 €

3945 | 80 €

3948 | 1.500 €

3950 | 350 €

3940 | 70 €

3943 | 130 €

3946 | 100 €

3948A | 130 €

3951 | 180 €



TRANSKAUKASIEN / TRUCIAL STAATEN / UPPER YAFA / VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE / VIETNAM

 169 asia 

3952 | 130 €

3955 | 250 €

ex. 3958 | 100 €

3962 | 450 €

3965 | 80 €

3953 | 150 €

3956 | 180 €

3960 | 1.600 €

3963 | 60 €

3966 | 80 €

3954 | 220 €

3957 | 100 €

3961 | 800 €

3964 | 130 €

3967 | 250 €



VIETNAM / VIETNAM-NORD / VIETNAM-SÜD

 170  asia 

ex. 3968 | 1.200 €

ex. 3971 | 150 €

3976 | 900 €

3981 | 160 €

3984 | 80 €

ex. 3969 | 250 €

ex. 3972 | 750 €

ex. 3978 | 70 €

ex. 3982 | 100 €

3986 | 100 €

ex. 3970 | 250 €

3973 | 150 €

3979 | 70 €

ex. 3983 | 100 €

3988 | 100 €



VIETNAM-SÜD

 171 asia 

3990 | 200 €

3993 | 150 €

3996 | 150 €

3999 | 80 €

4002 | 250 €

3991 | 150 €

3994 | 120 €

3997 | 150 €

4000 | 150 €

4003 | 80 €

3989 | 300 €

3995 | 100 €

3998 | 350 €

4001 | 80 €

3992 | 350 €



VIETNAM-SÜD

 172  asia 

4004A | 150 €

4012 | 250 €

ex. 4017 | 150 €

ex. 4027 | 150 €

ex. 4006 | 150 €

4011 | 200 €

4016 | 150 €

4022 | 100 €

ex. 4029 | 200 €

ex. 4010 | 200 €

ex. 4013 | 500 €

4005 | 170 €

4028 | 150 €

ex. 4009 | 200 €

ex. 4019 | 150 €



VIETNAM-SÜD

 173 asia 

ex. 4033 | 150 €

4037 | 100 €

ex. 4045 | 150 €

ex. 4062 | 150 €

ex. 4071 | 100 €

ex. 4034 | 100 €

ex. 4040 | 100 €

ex. 4052 | 100 €

ex. 4067 | 150 €

ex. 4075 | 100 €

ex. 4035 | 100 €

ex. 4043 | 120 €

ex. 4058 | 200 €

ex. 4070 | 100 €

ex. 4076 | 150 €



VIETNAM-SÜD

 174  asia 

ex. 4079 | 150 €

ex. 4083 | 200 €

4091 | 120 €

4095 | 200 €

ex. 4080 | 500 €

ex. 4086 | 120 €

4093 | 100 €

ex. 4096 | 300 €

ex. 4081 | 350 €

4087 | 120 €

4094 | 150 €

4097 | 100 €



VIETNAM-SÜD
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4098 | 250 € 4099 | 100 €

4100 | 300 €

4101A | 150 € 4102 | 150 € 4107 | 400 €

4105 | 900 €



VIETNAM-SÜD

 176  asia 

4106 | 1.500 €



Detailed Pictures

 177 asia 

ex. 2247 | 3.000 €

2248 | 2.000 €



Detailed Pictures

 178  asia 

2252 | 200 €

ex. 2253 | 350 €



Detailed Pictures

 179 asia 

ex. 2388 | 1.500 €

2389 | 1.000 €

2267 | 500 €



Detailed Pictures
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2410 | 1.000 €

2714 | 400 €

2715 | 400 €



Detailed Pictures
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2497 | 1.300 €

2949 | 1.450 €

ex. 2871 | 500 €

2938 | 400 €



Detailed Pictures
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2989 | 1.200 €

3179 | 4.500 €

ex. 2964 | 150 €



Detailed Pictures
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3525 | 2.000 €

3526 | 9.500 €

3666 | 3.200 €



Detailed Pictures
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3714 | 2.500 €

3715 | 2.600 €



WICHTIGE INFORMATION

Zum 1. Januar 2014 wurde die Umsatzsteuer für Sammlungs-
objekte wie Briefmarken und Münzen von 7% auf 19% 
 erhöht.
Deshalb bieten wir in unseren Auktionen inzwischen den 
überwiegenden Teil der Lose differenzbesteuert an. Bei die-
sen Losen wird weder für den Zuschlag noch für das Aufgeld 
Umsatzsteuer gesondert berechnet, da wir als Auktionshaus 
die anfallende Umsatzsteuer bei Lieferungen in Deutschland 
und innerhalb der EU tragen.
Ab der 29. Auktion können wir nun auch viele Lose differenz-
besteuert anbieten, für die zuvor 19 % Umsatzsteuer 
 erhoben werden musste. Hierbei handelt es sich um Lose, 
die in die EU eingeführt worden sind. Die mit dem Import 
verbundenen Kosten in Höhe von 7 % des Zuschlags müssen 
wir an Sie weiterberechnen ( = Importspesen, die Bestand-

Since January 1st, 2014 the German VAT for collectibles like 
stamps and coins was increased from 7% to 19%.
Therefore, we now offer the majority of our lots under margin 
system. No tax at all will be charged on top neither on the 
hammer price nor on the buyer’s premium for these lots and 
the Christoph Gärtner Auction Company pays and transfers 
the VAT.
Starting with the 29th auction we now can offer many lots 
under margin system for which we previously had to charge 
19 % VAT. These are lots which have been imported into the 
EC. The costs of the import amount 7 % of the hammer price 

teil des Kaufpreises sind). Diese Importspesen werden auch 
dann berechnet, wenn das gekaufte Los exportiert wird. Alle 
Lose dieser Art sind im Katalog mit einem Plus hinter der 
Losnummer (Beispiel: 4839 +) gekennzeichnet.
Nur Lose mit einem Punkt hinter der Losnummer (Beispiel: 
3412 ●) unterliegen der Regelbesteuerung von derzeit 19 %, 
so dass wir hier Umsatzsteuer für Zuschlag und Aufgeld 
berechnen müssen (entfällt bei Export).
Bei allen Losen ohne Kennzeichnung (● oder +) werden nur 
Zuschlag und Aufgeld berechnet – keine Umsatzsteuer 
oder Importspesen!

Welche Auswirkungen dies für Sie als Bieter hat, wird an den 
folgenden Beispielen für ein Los, das mit 1.000,- € zuge-
schlagen wird, deutlich:

which we have to charge you ( = import expenses, part of the 
buying price). The import expenses are also invoiced if the 
lots will be exported. All lots of this kind are marked by a plus 
after the lot number (ie 4839 +).
Lots marked in the catalogue by a point after the lot number 
(ie 3412 ●) are charged under normal VAT rate of 19 % if the 
lot is not exported (not charged when exported).

For all lots without any mark (● or +) only hammer price 
and buyer’s premium will be charged - no VAT or import 
expenses will be added!

BIS 31.12.2013 AB 01.01.2014

Alle Lose
Regelbesteuert 7 %

Lose ohne Markierung
Differenzbesteuert

Lose mit +
Differenzbesteuert

mit Importspesen 7 %

Nur bei Losen mit •
Regelbesteuert 19 %

Zuschlag 1.000,00 € Zuschlag 1.000,00 € Zuschlag 1.000,00 € Zuschlag 1.000,00 €

Aufgeld 20 % 200,00 € Aufgeld 22 % 220,00 € Aufgeld 22 % 220,00 € Aufgeld 22 % 220,00 €

7 % Import 70,00 €

1.200,00 € 1.220,00 € 1.290,00 € 1.220,00 €

7 % Ust. 84,00 € 19 % Ust. 231,80 €

SUMME 1.284,00 € SUMME 1.220,00 € SUMME 1.290,00 € SUMME 1.451,80 €

Hieraus wird ersichtlich, dass Sie die mit Differenzbesteuerung angebotenen Lose rund 5 % günstiger erwerben 
können als vor dem 1.1.2014.

Für alle Lose, die in ein umsatzsteuerliches Drittland ausgeführt werden, wird weiterhin keine Umsatzsteuer 
berechnet.

By implementation of the margin system purchasing of relevant los will be 5% cheaper now for EC buyers.

Lots purchased in order to be carried out to Non-EC-Countries are ex-empted from taxation as before.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION – FOR EC CUSTOMERS MAINLY

A

A

A
A
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Die Katalogwertangaben in EURO (€) beziehen sich, sofern nicht anders angegeben, auf den jeweils aktuellen MICHEL-Katalog zum Zeit-
punkt der Katalogbearbeitung. Ausländische Spezialwerke sind gegebenenfalls zi  ert.

The catalogue value stated in EURO (€) is based, unless otherwise stated, on the actual MICHEL catalogue at the  me of our catalogue 
compila  on. In some cases, specialised foreign catalogues may also be quoted. 

ASIEN | Einzellose, Los  1.000 - 4.107
 Montag | 6. Oktober 2014, Beginn der Versteigerung ab 9.30 Uhr 

ASIA | single lots, lot 1.000 - 4.107
Monday | 6th of October 2014, the auc  on starts at 9.30 am

ABU DHABI    
1000• 1960’s, Aerogram 20f with SPECIMEN perforation, a stainy corner at back, otherwise very fi ne, and 

scarce. LF Spec. GA 80 €
P 1001+ 1965/70, Four interesting covers: 1965 Falconry cpl. set on FDC addressed to England, and three 

commercial covers bearing 1970 Shaikh Zaid defi nitives incl. one to Nicosia, Cyprus (arrival b/s) 
with 60f. (T) 12-14, 57, 62 FDC/b 100 €

1002• 1967, National Flag 20f block of four on picture postcard (showing ‘Dancing during the IDD Festi-
val’) to England by airmail, fi ne and fresh. 28 (4) b 100 €

ADEN      
see also 2044, 2052, 2155, 2168, 2541

P 1003 1870. Printed Circular from ‘Finlay, Scott & Co, Bombay’ dated ‘Bombay, 16th March 1870’ addressed 
to Amsterdam bearing India SG 61, 2a yellow tied by Bombay / India Paid duplex and oval ‘Finlay Scott’ 
fi rms chop in green, routed via Suez and Marseille with Anglo-French accountancy ‘GB / 1f20c’ on face 
(van der Linden 1582), rated ‘9’ in m/s with Amsterdam receiver. Very rare accountancy used for cir-
culars on the Bombay-Aden Sea Post Offi ce. b 650 €

P 1004 1873 (Jul29) Plain envelope to Capt. Leigh, 25th K.O.B., Isthmus, Aden bearing East India Postage 
2 x pairs QV 1a making 4a rate tied octagonal Hurda d/s & with on reverse EX / Bombay [30 Jul] 
transit d/s & 23mm circular Steamer Point Aden [9 Aug]J arrival d/s b 160 €

P 1005 1904(Sep) ppc of Louhan town (corner crease) to Aden Camp & w/manu “Gone to Hodeida“ in red 
ink franked pair 5c tied Louhans d/s & w/Aden d/s Aden camp d/s & Hodeida arrival d/s all on face b 270 €

1006• 1904, Germania 5 Pf., (min. stockig), “DSP OSTAFRIKANISCHE HAUPTLINIE b 15 7 04“ a. AK Aden 
n. Shrewsbury/England, taxiert “T“ 6 1/4 u. englischer Portostempel 1 1/2 d. I. S. B.“ Ak Gebot

1007 1904, Aden ppc franked India KEVII 3 p. (damaged) tied “YOKOHAMA A MARSEILLE L. N. No 1 7 MAI 
04“ to Bordeaux, only 2 oher examples known from Aden (damaged) posted on French packet. Ak 90 €

P 1008 1914, “PASSED CENSOR PERIM No...“, violet censorship on cover with GB King George V 1 d. red 
cancelled “PAQUEBOT ADEN 19.AP.“ via Bombay with censorship “PASSED CENSOR BOMBAY 5“ to 
Quetta with arrival mark, fi ne b 280 €

1009 1914, “PAQUEBOT ADEN 18 FE 14“ and blue ship canc. “Seydlitz“ on German stationery card 10 Pf. 
dated “13.2.14 on sea-voyage Colombo-Aden“, sent to Derventa, Bosnia (arrival 1.3.14) and forwar-
ded to Posen, Austria. Germany P 79 GA Gebot

P 1010 1915(Dec) Stampless envelope w/scarce unframed Passed By Censor, Aden h/s to Pte Baker, 
Grenade Platoon, 9th Essex, B. E. F. France c/o GPO London w/manu British added in red ink & w/
on reverse Base Offi ce/A d/s b 320 €

P 1011 1915(Jan 20) stampless envelope (creased, fl ap partly missing) to London endorsed On Field Ser-
vice, R. Golding Lieut. Malay States Guides w/cogwheel Passed Censor/No A-39/Aden h/s in violet 
& canc. on rev Indian FPO 324 b 450 €

P 1012 1916. Picture post card addressed to London endorsed ‘On Field Service’ cancelled by ‘Base Offi ce 
Aden/I.E.F.’ double ring with circular ‘Passed Censor / No A 75 / Aden’ in violet and signed. Lovely item. b 240 €

P 1013 1916(Nov) envelope to Aden Camp franked 25c (stains) cancelled Djibouti & w/cogwheel Passed Cen-
sor/No/AB-105/Aden h/s w/on reverse black on white Opened By Censor label tied Aden Camp d/s b 300 €

1014 1917, “P.O. No.323 19.JA.17“ b/s on FP-envelope to London with rare violet “PASSED BY CENSOR 
No. A 84 ADEN“ b 100 €

P 1015 1917. Picture post cart written from Sligo, Ireland endorsed ‘On Field Service’ addressed to ‘Gr 
Watts, 85 Coy R.G.A., Steamer Point, Aden’ with Aden/Dely (4.30 pm) receiver and ‘Base Offi ce 
Aden / I.E.F.’ double ring with ‘F.P.O. No 324’ arrival at Sheikh Othman. Very fi ne. b 240 €

P 1016 1918. Stampless envelope (soiled) with crest from the ‘Malay States Guides’ addressed to India en-
dorsed ‘On Active Service’ cancelled by ‘F.P.O. / No 392’ date stamp with ‘Passed Censor / No A 147 
/ Aden’ censor cachet in violet with circular ‘Postal Censor/Aden’ applied by the Assistant Censor 
(Aden) and Bombay receiver on reverse. Very rare item from Field Post Offi ce No 392 at Khormaksar. b 400 €
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P 1017 1932. Registered envelope (opening faults) written by the ‘Commanding Offi cer of the Aden Levies, 
Lt. Colonel Robinson’ addressed to London bearing India SG 202, ½a green (3) and SG 203, 1a 
chocolate (strip of four) tied by Khormaksar double ring with registered label routed via Aden. Nice 
item the Levies being built to protect the E.A.F. bases who were garrisoned at Khormaksar. b 240 €

P 1018• 1964, International Reply Coupon LONDON type 1s. with issuing pmk. ‘Aden G.P.O. / D (28NO/64)’ 
and a Commonwealth Reply Coupon 25 Cents surch. in violet ‘35 CENTS’ with issuing pmk. ‘Crater 
Aden (27NO/64)’, minor blemishes. IAS GA 60 €

ADEN - KATHIRI STATE OF SEIYUN    
P 1019 1966, Sultan Hussein 5c dark brown with UNISSUED RED bilingual opt. ‘SOUTH ARABIA / 5 Fils’ 

in a block of four from lower left corner, very rare block mint never hinged MNH, unlisted in Mi-
chel and SG. (Minkus 56, $ 23.000) 55 var. (4) **   2.200 €

1020• 1966, History of the Olympic Games, complete set with the normal red overprint and another set 
with the RARE BLACK OVERPRINT (unrecorded in SG but mentioned in Michel). All in very fi ne mint 
never hinged condition, the rare set signed Calves. SG 68-76 68-76 **   100 €

P 1021 1966, 100 years ITU 65c Surveyor (satellite) imperforate from lower margin with MISSING BLUE 
GREEN colour (value etc.), scarce stamp mint never hinged MNH! (Minkus 107a, $ 2.500) 90 B var. **   450 €

1022• 1967, ‘Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa’ souvenir sheet IMPERFORATED, mint never hinged, fi ne. (Mi. 
220,- €) Bl. 4B **   50 €

ADEN - QU’AITI STATE IN HADHRAMAUT    
P 1023 1968, Blockausgaben: Die sieben Weltwunder, gezähnt und geschnitten, NICHT VERAUSGABT mit 

VERTAUSCHTER Inschrift unter den Denkmälern. Bl. 23 A/ B **   700 €

ADSCHMAN / AJMAN      
see also 4420, 4799, 4813, 4814, 4816, 4819, 4916, 4917, 5047, 5048, 5232

P 1024• 1964, Registered air mail cover from Ajman to MEXICO franked with ‘Kennedy’ 2r. (marginal) and 5r. 
(corner marginal) tied by oval “AJMAN/29 DEC 64“ bilingual d/s in violet, with Ajman reg. cachet 
and red bilingual “AIR-MAIL“ cachet alongside, also with blue “PRIMER AVISO / 4 ENE 1965“ (First 
Notice 4th Jan. 1965) h/s in blue, and on reverse with oval arrival d/s in blue. (T) 23, 25 b 100 €

AFGHANISTAN      
see also 2043, 2188

P 1025 1878/80, Lot of 10 Afghanistan related covers, mainly to the SECOND AFGHAN WAR,  including one 
1880 incoming cover from GB sent to the Cabul Field Force (Hazara Mountain Battery) and re-
directed to Edwardsabad; 1878 Kurram Field Force cover with FPO on back;  a Candhar FPO cover 
sent to  North Wales, a Kohat FPO cover and postal stationeries related to the Waziristan Field Force 
1900 and SWAT fi eld force 1899, fi ne-very fi ne. (M) b 700 €

P 1026• 1879 stampless cover to DETROIT USA (Apr 7 backstamp), ms. return of “No. 1302 Lce. Corpl. A. 
Fleet 70th Regiment“ [70th (Surrey) Regiment of Foot, Kandahar column], manuscript approval 
“W. Barnaby Lieut  & Act. Adjt./For Offi cer Cdg. 70th Regiment,“ backstamps of Sukkur (Feb 7), 
Quetta (Feb 8), Bombay (Feb 21) and New York (Apr 4), on front red 22 MR 79 LONDON PAID 
(apparently applied as a courtesy by the British Post Offi ce as normally the soldier’s privilege rate 
does not apply to non-British countries), front and back separated and rejoined, edge scuffs, very 
rare Second Afghan War usage to the United States, particularly interesting that the free fran-
king privilege was extended to a non-British county, most likely unique, VG. b 3.000 €

P 1027 1879 (SECOND AFGHAN WAR). Indian postal stationary envelope half anna blue upgraded with SG 
54, ‘½a blue (strip of three) tied by ‘L’ in eight horizontal bars square obliterator with adjacent Ba-
sawal P.O. date stamp ‘April 14’, endorsed ‘via Brindisi’ with ‘Outw/Bombay’ transit ‘21st Apr’, ad-
dressed to England with Torquay arrival ‘My 10/79’ on reverse. Very rare cover from Basawal, 
 Afghanistan. (Ex Henry Heath). India SG 54 GA 650 €

P 1028• 1892, inward cover to “Chaman Affghanistan“ franked with Great Britain 1887 Jubilee 4d tied 
by LIVERPOOL duplex, alongside London transit and rare “NOT TRANSMISSABLE/Requires 
Stamps of P.O. CABUL/for postage beyond Indian frontier“ boxed handstamp, CANN. OFFICE A 
backstamp, horizontal crease and repaired 4mm punch slightly affecting handstamp. Afghanistan 
did not join the UPU until 1928, and until 1894 the UPU insisted on prepayment with  Afghan stamps. 
As these were generally unavailable abroad, this essentially halted inward correspondence, and the 
rule was changed to allow the internal Afghan postage to be collected from the addressee. Very few 
examples of this spectacular handstamp have been recorded. Fine. b 2.000 €

P 1029 1926, 20 P violettbraun, entwertet mit Ovalstempel, rückseitig auf Firmenbrief, mit Indien 1 A braun 
via Transit LANDIKHANA, 2 MAR 26, nach Peshawar City gelaufen. Gute Bedarfserhaltung. 194, Indien 96 b 100 €

P 1030A 1962, 3 a. King Sahir Shah, complete sheet of 100 values (folded) with de la Rue margin imprint. 
Mi. 1.100,- € + (M) 618 (100) **   200 €

1031• 1966, International Reply Coupon LONDON type with arab value only and issuing pmk. ‘KABOUL 
(10-1-66)’, fi ne and scarce IAS GA 50 €

AFGHANISTAN - DIENSTMARKEN    
1032 1909, label for offi cial mail on reverse of sealed cover with corresponding ornamental imprint, some 

imperfections due to opening and transportation. Very rare! 1 b 60 €
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AFGHANISTAN - PAKETMARKEN    
1033 1909, packet-stamp Mi. No. 1, complete sheet and Mi. No. 2, imperforated complete sheet without 

gum from unfi nished remaining stock, both some margin faults (e.g. lettered). (M) 1-Feb **/(*) 100 €
P 1033A 1929, 2 a. green, complete sheet of 8 stamps, misperforated at top, unmounted mint. 16 (8) **   100 €

AFGHANISTAN - GANZSACHEN    
P 1034• 1924, 4p blue stationery card to Germany cancelled by oval native datestamp, manuscript “Germa-

ny over India“ and franked with India ½a pair & single tied by Peshawar City datestamps, message 
in German, small edge faults, scarce combination, Fine. GA 270 €

ALAWITEN-GEBIET    
P 1035• 1925, Luftpostbrief Alawiten-Gebiet, Lattaquie nach Rayak mit 4 verschiedenen Luftpostmarken mit 

Aufdruck frankiert. Der Brief ist in der Mitte gefaltet und minimal getönt, rückseitig Ankunftsstempel. Sc. C1-C4 b 100 €
P 1036• 1930 (26.3), registered airmail cover bearing six different optd. stamps incl. two with red airplane 

opt. and two with green ‘AVION’ used from LATTAQUIA ‘via Beyrouth-Marseille’ to Nieblum/Germany 
with transitmarks of Beyrouth (1.4.), Marseille (5.4.) and Nieblum (8.4.) on reverse.

36/37, 39/40, 
61/62 b 100 €

P 1037 1935. Stampless envelope written from Aley addressed locally cancelled by Aley date stamp ‘8/1’, 
underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing Alaouites postage due Yvert 7, 1pi brown/rose tied by 
Lattaquie receiver. Very rare item of postage due mail from Alouites paying the unopened printed 
matter rate. b 300 €

ARMENIEN    
P 1038 1917 (ARMENIAN BRIGADE IN THE ORIENT). Stampless picture postcard of the ‘Eastern Exchange 

Hotel, Port Said’ dated Port Said ‘14 Mars 1917’ addressed to France cancelled by ‘Corr. D ‘Armees/
Port Said’ double ring with circular ‘Legion D ‘Orient/Bureau de Comptabilité’ and hand-struck ‘Le-
gion D’Orient/Bureau de Comptabilité/No 64/Port-Said le 14 Mars 1917’. Very fi ne item of mail 
from the Armenian Forces in Port Said volunteers with the Allies. Ak 280 €

P 1039• “VAN“ (today Turkey but in 1920 part of independant Armenia). Very rare 1876 cover bearing 2 Ghr 
brick-red, perf. 13 ½ and 5 Ghr. pale blue, perf. 10 sent to Constantinople with August 1876 arrival. 
Probably one stamp fell off in 1876 during postal transport (see manuscript notes of the receiver 
over that space). A VERY RARE POSTMARK RATED IN ISFILA CAT. WITH “RR“ 16 u.A. b 600 €

P 1040 1919, Freimarken: Russische Freimarken mit schwarzem Handstempelaufdruck in verschiedenen 
Typen. (SG 114 {14}, SG 115 {4}, SG 120). 32 (14) u.a. */** 100 €

P 1041 1922, Freimarken: nicht ausgegebene Freimarken mit rotem Aufdruck des neuen Wertes in Gold-
währung, jeweils im postfrischen Viererblock.

142 b A (4), 
142 b B (4) **   120 €

P 1042 1922, Freimarken: nicht ausgegebene Freimarken mit schwarzem Aufdruck des neuen Wertes, 
meist Viererblocks, dabei 149 a B I (4), 150 a A III (4), 151 a B (4), 152 a B II (4) und 153 a B. ex. 149 - 153 **   220 €

P 1043 1922, „50 K“ (Type III) overprint on 25.000 R imperforated, VF block of four, mint NH (minor gum 
crinkles), Mi. 1200,-. 154 a B III (4) */** 300 €

1044 1923, Freimarken, nicht ausgegebene Freimarken mit schwarzem Handstempelaufdruck des neu-
en Wertes, teils signiert Richter und Dr. Hindrichs. 171-180 *    80 €

P 1045 1923, Freimarke, nicht ausgegebene Freimarke 10.000 Rub auf 50 Rub mit violettem bzw. rotem 
Handstempelaufdruck des neuen Wertes, selten! 171 (2) */g 80 €

P 1046 1923, Freimarke, nicht ausgegebene Freimarke 100.000 Rub auf 2000 Rub mit violettem bzw. 
rotem Handstempelaufdruck des neuen Wertes, selten! 177 (2) g 80 €

ASERBEIDSCHAN (AZERBAYDJAN)    
P 1047• 1923, 50000 R on 20 K fl ag-bearer and 200000 R on 1 R farmer, mixed franking on reverse of 

cover from Baku, 5.9.1923, to London in England. F/VF condition. RR! Scott 58, 61 b 300 €
P 1048 1923. Envelope addressed to Germany bearing Yvert 55, 5000r on 2000r grey and blue and Yvert 

58, 1500r on 5000r black/olive (imperf pair) tied by Bakou double ring routed via Moscow with 
transit and Bremen arrival. b 130 €

BAHRAIN    
P 1049 1914, India 1/2 A green KGV, tied by indinstinct datestamp, on reverse of cover sent to Bahrain, 

inside letter with full message. Fine condition. b 120 €
P 1050 1930, cover front of registered O.H.M.S letter with registration label “BAHRAIN PERSIAN GULF 

DISTRICT“ bearing a pair of india (used abroad) KGV 3 Anna blue and 2 Anna violet sent from 
“BAHRAIN 8 JA 30“ to: The Secretary of his Excellency The High Commisioner for Mesopotamia in 
Bagdad. (M)

Indien 103, 
104 (2) b 200 €

P 1051 1937, overland registered cover to Devils Lake, North Dakota, U.S.A. via Basra, Baghdad, and New 
York, franked with 8 (7 diff., from 3p. to 3a.) KGV. 1933/34 defi nitives all surcharged ‘BAHRAIN’ tied 
by “BAHRAIN/11 SEP 37“ cds, violet “OVERLAND“ s/l and reg. label alongside, on reverse Basra ‘14 
Sep.’,  Baghdad ‘15 Sep.’, and New York ‘4 Oct’ transit datestamps, and ‘7 Oct.’ arrival double-ring 
d/s in violet. Lateral traces of Scotch tapes on front, remnants of glue on reverse, but a scarce 
Overland cover to North Dakota. ex 1/18 b 100 €
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P 1052• 1939/44, two air mail covers to England: 1944 censored cover franked with KGVI. 2a. and 4a. strip 
of three all tied by “BAHRAIN/PERSIAN GULF/1 NOV./1944“ mashine d/s, with censor strip, and 
1939 cover franked on reverse by fi ne KGV. 3a6p block of four cancelled with “BAHRAIN AIR ...“ 
double-ring d/s. ex 8/45 b 100 €

1053 1939, KGV 3 As. ovpt. “BAHRAIN“, a horizontal pair tied “BAHRAIN 25 JUN 38“ to USA, endorsed “Via 
Overland route“, s. l. “OVERLAND MAIL“, on reverse“BASRA 5 JLY 39“, majority of reverse missing. d/b 90 €

P 1054 1941. Air Mail envelope (roughly opened) to Iraq bearing SG 18, 3a carmine (3) and SG 44, 2a 
vermilion (3) tied by Bahrain Persian Gulf double ring with boxed ‘Passed by Censor/Bahrain’ hand-
stamp, Basrah transit and Mabil arrival. Attractive. b 130 €

P 1055 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope (roughly opened) to the United States bearing SG 18, 3a carmine 
(pair) and SG 31, 12a lake, (7) tied by Bahrain double ring with registered label, routed via India with 
‘Opened by Censor’ label and ‘Postal Censor/Calcutta’ wax seat, forwarded via Hong Kong with ‘Not 
Opened by Censor’ cachet and boxed ‘69’ cachet, Honolulu, Hawaii transit and Los Angeles arrival. 
Very fi ne item of Trans-Pacifi c Air Mail. Stamps CV 350 £.

SG 18 (2), SG 
31 (7) b 600 €

P 1056 1942, 2 A 6 P and 1 R KGVI, mixed franking on airmail cover from Bombay via transit cds BAHRAIN, 
together with british and soviet censor markings, to Teheran in Persia. F/VF condition. Scarce.

India SG 252, 
259 b 120 €

1057 1942, April/May, two censored registered air mail covers w. 3 Ps. (pair) + 2 As. resp. 1/2 A. + 2 A. 
both on reverse, to Bombay/India. e 100 €

1058 1945(Feb 20) US 6c printed airmail stationary envelope to Concord CA from JA Thomas, Civilian Em-
ployee, Arabian American Oil Co. APO 816 uprated with additional Prexie 6c tied American Base Forces 
/ APO 816 d/s & with circular Passed By / U.S. / Base / 0750 / Army / Examiner h/s in blue & with 
transparent Opened By / U.S. Army Examiner tape & with unframed Missent To Avenal h/s in violet. GA 70 €

P 1059• 1959: “Bahrain Agriculture ... Fair 1959/26th Feb. to 6th March“ framed bilingual cachet in violet 
on air mail envelope sent 22 Feb. 1959 to Germany. A scarce cachet. 112 b 60 €

1060• 1987-89, high frankings on three documents to India from Abu Dhabi, Bahrain and Kuwait, resp., 
with 1) Dispatch Note from Abu Dhabi bearing U.A.E. 1982 2dh. pair and 20dh. strip of three, 2) 
Dispatch Note from Al-Adliya, Bahrain with 1980 Sheikh Al-Khalifa 2dh. top marginal pair, and 3) 
Bulletin from Kuwait bearing 1981 250f., 500f. and 2x 3d. (M) b 100 €

BANGLADESCH      
see also 2158

P 1061• 1990, UNISSUED ESSAY for the ‘Population Day’ stamp, marginal block of nine, unmounted mint, 
fi ne. This essay, similar to the issued design, was printed in 1990 by Kniga (USSR) which normally 
sent 3-5 copies as proof, but a document (in Bengali, unfortunately not available here) shall say that 
for this particular issue a sheet of 50 was sent on request to Bangladesh Post Offi ce. But they did 
not return to USSR fi nally. Only a quantity of 28 copies seems to have survived (or are known). Ap-
pended are a corner block of 8 plus single of the issued stamp.

(322, SG 344) 
Essay (9) **   800 €

BATUM    
P 1061A• 1895, registered cover from Austrian PO in Constantinople, via Batum with transit mark and censor 

label to Teheran / Iran with arrival mark, scarce iranian ms. on censor label, some crease, fi ne and 
very scarce. b 150 €

P 1061B• 1919, private letter card franked with Batum ovpt. “BRITISH OCCUPATION“, two single 2 Rbl. rose, a 
vertical pair of 5 Rbl. violet and a horiz. pair of 5 Rbl. red-brown, registerd boxed “BATUM“, “BATUM 
5.5.1920“, at reverse receiver “BORDEAUX GIRONDE 5-6-20“, very scarce. b 900 €

BHUTAN      
see also 5166, 5176

P 1062• 1962, unverausgabte Serie “Malaria“, 3 Werte zu 33 ch, 70 ch und 1.30 Nu, je im 4er-Block, post-
frisch. **   200 €

1063• 1962, unverausgabte Serie “Malaria“, 3 Werte zu 33 ch, 70 ch und 1.30 Nu, je im 50er-Bogen, 
postfrisch. (M) **   1.200 €

P 1064 1996, two miniature sheets of 10 stamps, both imperforated, one gold on black, the other without 
black background, the last with advertisment for a french cine fi lm on reverse. (M)

1632U, 1632 
proof (*)  300 €

BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR      
see also 2049, 2164, 2179, 2639, 2660, 6008

P 1065 1886(Dec) Crested R.E. envelope to A.E Sandbach, R E., Field Force, Upper Burma & forwarded to 
Minboo & then to Napeh franked 2½d lilac (2) tied Chatham/173 duplex d/s & w/on reverse circ 
Sea Post Offi ce, Rangoon, Mandalay transit d/s & Minboo d/s for forwarding to Napeh. b 500 €

P 1066 1887(Mar) envelope to Abergele c/w original letter & typed transcript from Lieut A E. Sandbach 
dated 5 March 87 & headed Shwaygoun Nr Minbu “I marched here this morning from Koutha Nr 
Poung“ franked India 1a (4) & ½a tied R within circular Bars & w/on reverse Minbu (6 March) Ran-
goon (11 March) Bombay (18 March) transit d/s & Abergele (4 April) arrival d/s. Exceptional item 
from pacifi cation period written from a small village. b 500 €
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P 1067 1887(Jan 25) India ½ Stationary envelope to General Marter at Jhansi & forwarded to Goonah 
uprated w/ additional ½a cancelled Minboo d/s & w/R in Bars alongside w/on reverse Rangoon [2? 
Jan] & Jhansi [4 Feb] transit d/s & Goona [6 feb] arrival d/s. Fine & scarce. GA 180 €

P 1068 1893. Indian postal stationery envelope (wrinkles, opening faults and fl ap partly missing) two annas 
six pies yellow cancelled by Port Blair date stamp ‘Ju 15 93’ addressed to England with Portsmouth 
receiver ‘Jy 10’ on reverse. Scarce; very few known, this example the one used for Ted Proud’s Bur-
ma book. GA 240 €

P 1069• 1899, large (225x106mm) India 2a registered stationery envelope to Germany (backstamp) fran-
ked on reverse with India 8a tied by BASSEIN REG. datestamp, backstamps of Rangoon and SEA 
POST OFFICE C, vertical creases, VG-Fine. (M) b 450 €

P 1070• 1900, “PAZUNDAUNG 20 AP 00“cds on postal stationery envelope India QV ½ A with boxed regis-
tration handstamp alongside, with supplementary franking QV 1 A and 2 A on reverse tied by type 
KD 1,  UNRECORDED IN PROUD  RR! b 200 €

P 1071• 1901, QV ½a. postal stationery envelope, uprated by ½a. green, sent from Toungoo to the Imperial 
German Consulate in SINGAPORE, cancelled by “TOUNGOO/MY 16/01“ cds, with “SINGAPO-
RE/10:45 AM/MY 24/01“ cds on reverse. Toned back-fl ap due to gum otherwise fresh and fi ne. GA 100 €

P 1072• 1913, “HLAINGBWE 27 FE 13“ cds on India ½ A on envelope, type KD 10 UNRECORDED IN PROUD, 
the earliest known cover from this PO according to Proud is 1934 ! VERY RARE b 200 €

1073• 1934/47, two uprated postal stationery registered envelopes from Rangoon to CANADA, with India 
KGV. 3a.+1a3p. env sent 1937 to Vancouver by air bearing 3a, 4a and 6a 1929 air mail stamps plus 
KGV. 3p, and 1a3p.+3a. KGVI. env. sent 1947 to Blenham, Ont., uprated by 1938-40 2r., 1r. and 
1½a pair, both registered letters with despatch, transit and arrival datestamps. GA 100 €

1074 1939, overprint issue Georg V. 1 r. chocolate and green (3), 4 a. sage-green (3), 2 a. vermilion (faults), 
1 a. chocolate and 1/2 a. green on reverse to postal stationery registered letter 3 a. as insured letter 
from “HENZADA 3.MAY.39“ to Kanadukathan with arrival mark, tiny spots, otherwise fi ne.

SG 13 (3), 9 
(3), 5, 4, 2 GA 50 €

P 1075 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to Scotland bearing SG 22, 1a brown tied by Maymyo double ring 
‘11th June 41’, underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and horseshoe ‘Maymyo/Due/As’ on face with Great 
Britain postage due SG D28, 1d carmine tied by oval ‘Registered/Girvan, Ayrshire’ date stamp ‘18th 
Aug 41’ in violet. Lovely combination. b 240 €

P 1076 1946, 1 a. postal stationery cover with overprint “Encirled peacock“ and straight line “BURMA“ 
and “ON POSTAL SERVÍCE“, used as registered cover from “RANGOON SECRETARIA 21.FEB.46“ 
(cancel on reverse) to India, small part of cover missing at left lower corner, otherwise fi ne, very 
scarce stationery cover! b 1.000 €

1077 1991/95, 20 P. Local People, both inscriptions “Union of Myanmar“ and “Union of Burma“, each as 
marginal block of 4, unmounted mint. Mi. 680,- €.

A 307 (4), 
325 (4) **   70 €

BIRMA - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 1078• 1937, India KGV defi nitive 5r. ultramarine and purple with opt. ‘BURMA / SERVICE’ with margin at 

top, mint never hinged MNH (hinged in margin only), scarce stamp! SG. £ 190 + SG. O 13 **   60 €

BRUNEI      
see also 2750

P 1079• 1907/16, Huts and Canoe defi nitives eight different and better values 3c grey and brown to $1 
black and red/blue all fi ne used, SG. ~ £ 200 ex SG. 25/50 g 60 €

1080• 1907, 30 C orange/purple and 1 $ red/black on blue-green paper with ovrpr. “SPECIMEN“ and vilo-
let handstamp “ULTRAMAR“ (=Specimen), mint LH

32, 36 
SPECIMEN *    70 €

1081 1924/37, 1c black, 2c brown, 4c orange and 5c gray, nice four-color-franking on cover to New York 
1932 39/40, 44, 46 b 80 €

P 1082• 1935, two unused postal stationery registered envelopes: Small-sized env. overprinted SPECIMEN, 
few weak stains, still good, and the large-sized one very fi ne. H&G 1a, 1b GA 120 €

P 1083 1943(Aug) envelope used locally within Kuching franked 5c [2] Ovpt for Jap. Occupation, cancelled 
Kuching. b 800 €

1084• 1952/72, range of 5 interesting covers with Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin issue, including 2 C, 3 C and 
8 x 10 C on registered cover, airmail-covers, postage-due and returned cover, mostly addressed to 
Singapore. F/VF condition. ex SG 107/26 b 70 €

P 1085• 1962, GB Queen Elisabeth 3 d. deep lilac tied by fi eld post cancel “E.P.O.364 30.DE.“ to colour 
picture card with text to England, fi ne. b 80 €

CEYLON      
see also 1438, 3912

P 1086 1857/59 (ca.), stationery envelopes QV oval imprint  1d (2, different emboss on backfl ap), 2d, 6d 
resp. octogonal  imprint 8d, 9d unused mint. One or two small glue dots on reverse from 19th cen-
tury album affi xing. Total 7 envelopes.

SE 1 (2) , 2, 5, 
6, 9, 12 GA 70 €

P 1086A 1857/58, 2 d. green, horizontal pair and single 5 d. chestnut, fresh colours, mostly full margins, on 
cover to Edinburgh, sender’s remark “27.12.1857“ and illegilbe cds. on reverse, neatly cancelled by 
barred canc., endorsed “via Marseilles“, red London transit mark 28.1.58 on front and Edinburgh 
arrival mark 29.1.58 on reverse, entire with faults. SG 3 (3), 5 b 350 €
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P 1087 1857, 1 sh. 9 d. green, bright colour, mostly full margins (narrow margin at bottom), mint, part of 
o.g., signed and cert. Holcombe. SG 11 *    400 €

P 1088 1857, 1 sh. 9 d. green, bright colour, full to large margins, mint large parts of o.g., a splendid copy! SG 11 *    170 €
P 1089 1857, 1 sh. 9 d. green, bright colour tending to yellow-green, full to close margins at 3 sides, touched 

at bottom, mint large parts of o.g. SG 11 *    130 €
P 1090+ 1857, 6 p. braunviolett, gut/breitrandiges ungebrauchtes Luxusstück in sehr frischen Farben. 

Eine seltene Marke. SG 6 Fotoattest BPA(2011). 6ya (*)  1.000 €
P 1091 1857-1900, Group of 15 Queen Victoria stamps, from used imperfd. singles to 1899 1r50c. and 

2r25c. mint, with 1864 ½d. perfd., fi rst designs to 2s. perfd., and others, mixed condition. g/*/(*) 100 €
P 1092+ 1857, 6 P. dunkelbraun, meist breitrandiges, etwas fehlerhaftes Exemplar, mit sauberem 

Strichstempel, bildseitig Pracht. Hoch signiert Kimmel/SBPV. SG 6b/£ 1000,- 6yb g 140 €
P 1093• 1859, 2 Sh. dull blue, unused without gum, margins slightly touched on two sides, the two other 

sides have wide margins. A fi ne example of this rare unused stamp, cert. Pascal Scheller. Mi-
chel 12y = 8500€ Mi. 12 y, SG 12 (*)  1.400 €

1094 1883, 2 C green, 6x 4 C rose (one stamp minor corner fault) and 8 C yellow (strip of 3) on registered 
envelope from “COLOMBO AU 14 99“ to New Jersey, USA with b/s arrival 13.9.1899, signed E.Die-
na, a very unusual franking!

59, 61 a (6), 
62(3) b 350 €

P 1095• 1885, 5 C. auf 24 C. grün, Plattenrekonstruktion der 12 Typen (es fehlen Type 2 und 9), sauber 
gestempelt, Pracht. SG 154. // 5c. on 24c. green partially reconstructed plate of the 12 types 
except type 2 and 9, fi ne used. 68 g 320 €

1096 1893, QV 6 C on picture card sent from “GALKIST.. MR 10 02“ via Colombo to Cassel, Germany with 
arrival 1.4.02. 120 Ak 50 €

P 1097• 1901 (May 15), Postal stationery picture postcard 6c. depicting on reverse the BOER-CAMP Raga-
ma, sent to Germany, cancelled with small Diyatalawa Camp cds, Colombo transit cds and part of 
Stuttgart arrival d/s as well as large oval censor h/s “DIYATALAWA CAMP/PASSED/CENSOR“ in vio-
let alongside. GA 80 €

1098 1902, P.O.W. mail: Ceylon 5c. postal stationery letter card uprated by QV 2c., 3c. and 6c. used by a 
German P.O.W. from Diyatalawa Camp to Germany, cancelled by small Diyatalawa cds (May 3rd), 
violet “PASSED CENSOR P.O.W. DIYATALAWA/E.J.B.“ oval and French Paquebot dater (Ligne T) along-
side, Colombo transit datestamps on reverse. Slightly toned margins but still good/fi ne. GA 100 €

1099• 1912-36, Five interesting covers and cards: 1912 registered cover to London franked by KE 6c. and 
10c., 1919 philatelic reg. cover from Colombo to England bearing the four different ‘War Stamps’ 
a.o., 1927 reg. cover from Badula to England, PPC sent 1929 from Colombo to Germany franked 
with KGV. 2c. and 5c. (x2) all with perfi n “V.B.“, and 1936 special X’mas Flight cover to Switzerland 
but returned as undeliverable, all with related transit and/or arrival datestamps. b 100 €

P 1100 1912, 500 r. dull green, fresh colour, well perforated, mint o.g. with slight tropical toning, si-
gned and cert. E.Diena. The highest denomination of Ceylon! 7.000,- GBP. SG 322 *    3.000 €

P 1101 1915 (Jun 12) Plain stampless envelope to International Red Cross Geneva cancelled boxed Colom-
bo/Censor/15 Jun 1915 h/s [Entwistle type 7] in violet & w/circ Post free/P.C./Prisoner of War h/s 
in black & w/on reverse Geneva (12 Jul) arrival d/s b 170 €

1102• 1920 (29.3.), Registered Letter KGV 10c. pale mauve uprated with KGV defi nitives 10c. sage-green, 
25c. orange and blue (2) and ONE CENT on 5c. purple commercially used from Colombo with red/
black label ‘INSURED / Valeur déclarée’ to India with two transitmarks on reverse, attractive and 
scarce usage.

SG. 310, 312 
(2), 337, RE GA 60 €

P 1103 1921/27, defi nitives KGV 1 c. / 100 r., wm Mult. Script CA, 23 values complete (additionally one 
copy 5 r.), mostly fresh colours, well perforated, mint o.g., cert. E.Diena for the 100 r. brownish 
grey. SG ca. 5.400,- GBP. SG 338/60 *    2.200 €

1104• 1946, 2 R black/carmine, multiple franking on registered airmail cover from Colombo, 25.5.46, to 
Wellington New Zealand. Fine condition with some creases due to transportation. Scarce rate. (T) SG 396(2) b Gebot

CHINA      
see also 1732, 2006, 2144, 2679, 2681, 2682

P 1105 1860, entire folded letter from Shanghai dated June 20, 1860 to Hong Kong, endorsed “pr. Aden“ 
and rated “4“, arrival blue “HONG KONG C JY 25 60“ b 200 €

P 1106 1878, large dragon thin paper 1 Ca. green, regummed and top right half perf substituted, as is  
(Michel cat. 600.-) 1I (*)  80 €

P 1107 1878, thin paper large dragaon 1 Ca. green, unused no gum (Michel cat. 600.-) 1I (*)  100 €
P 1108 1878, thin paper large dragon 1 Ca. light green, unused mounted mint, fresh appearance. (Michel 

cat. 600.-) 1I *    120 €
P 1109 1882, large margins large dragon 1 Ca. green canc. double circle corner cancel. (Michel cat. 350.-) 1II g 70 €
P 1110 1882, 1 Ca. deep green, unused, regummed; 1878 3 Ca.  red, heavily backed/repaird, as is. 1II, 2I (*)  100 €
P 1111 1882, large margins large dragon 1 Ca. deep green canc. intaglio seal. (Michel cat. 350.-) 1II g 70 €
P 1112+ 1878/83, large dragon 1 C., 3 C., 5 C. (2) all used, slight faults. 1, 2, 3 (2) g 100 €
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P 1113 1878, thin paper large dragon 3 Ca. red canc. clear strike blue seal “Peking“ (Michel cat. 300.-) 2I g 60 €
P 1113A• 1878, large dragon thin paper 2 Ca. reddish brown, unused mounted mint, part brownish old glue 

on reverse. (Michel cat. 450.-) 2I *    80 €
P 1114 1878, thin paper large dragon 3 Ca. brown red,  unused no gum (Michel cat. 450.-) 2I (*)  90 €

P 1114A• 1878, large dragon thin paper 3 Ca. brownish red,  unused mounted mint. (Michel cat. 450.-) 2I *    90 €
P 1115 1882, 3 Ca red canc. blue seal “Peking“. (Michel cat. 350.-) 2III g 70 €
P 1116 1878, large dragon thin paper 5 Ca. yellow, unused mounted mint. (Michel cat. 600.-) 3I *    120 €
P 1117 1878, large dragon thin paper 5 Ca. yellow, diagonal crease, slight toning in perfs, unused mounted 

mint. (Michel cat. 600.-) 3I *    100 €
P 1118+ 1885/1909, mint and mostly used small dragons, dowager, cent surcharges, 1898/09 issue on 

three stockcards. (T) g/*/(*) 150 €
P 1119• 1888, Small Dragon  5 Ca. olive-yellow, a left selvadge copy, canc. “CUSTOMS TAMSUY JUN 2“ in 

blue without year date. 6 g 900 €
P 1119A• 1897, dowager 2nd printing 2 Ca.yellowish green, unused mounted mint, very fresh appearance. 

(Michel cat. 950.-) 8b *    300 €
1120 Offi ces in Korea: 1894, dowager 1 C. with part stike “JENCHUAN... MAY 94“; also 4 C. with violet 

“H.O. OF CUST(OMS SEOUL) 2- MAY 9.“ 9b, 10a g Gebot
P 1120A• 1897, dowager 2nd printing 9 Ca. light green, unused mounted mint, appears reperforated, a scar-

ce stamp. (Michel cat. 3800.-) 13b *    400 €
P 1121 1894, Dowager 24 Cn. scarlet, unused mounted mint, fi rst mount LH, very fresh condition, signed 

Gebr. Senf/Leipzig. 15b *    600 €
P 1122 1896, blue oval “I.G. / Mail Matter“ with on reverse blue “I.G. OF CUSTOMS JAN .0 96 PEKING“,  in 

combination with french offi ces 25 C. pasted over and tied “SHANG-HAI JANV 25 96“ to small cover 
to Paris/France. On reverse transit “CUSTOMS (SHA)NGHAI JAN 25 1896 and french arrival. b 500 €

P 1123• 1897, 2 c. on 2 Ca. green, showing variety “shifted and therefore bisected overprint“, mint o.g. 18 II var. *    2.000 €
P 1124 1897, large 4 cents on red revenue canc. by  black pa-kua. Also two offi cial repair seals (creased)  

inc. imperial type with left margin, used. 32I g 150 €
1125 C.E.F. 1914-22: Indian China Expeditionary Force complete KGV. set to 1r. including 2a. both shades, 

mint lightly hinged, fresh and very fi ne. (SG about £400)
23-33 (SG 
C23-C34 + 
C27a) *    100 €

P 1126 1894-1900 French Offi ces in China, Peace & Commerce (Sage type), plate proofs on bristol 
paper, with simulated perforations, complete set of eleven, each imperforated prepared for the 1900 
Paris Exposition, and comprising 5c, 10c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 30c, 40c, 50c, 75c, 1fr & 5fr, very fi ne and only 
few sets known.  Scott 1//12A. Maury 1-11; €2,000 (*)  1.300 €

P 1127 1897, 10 C./9 Cn. surcharge serifs type II, unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH, very fresh appe-
rance. (Michel cat. 550.-) 23II *    120 €

P 1128 1897, 10 C./ 9 Cn. non-seriff, unused no gum, signed Gebr. Senf/Leipzig. 23IIb (*)  170 €
P 1129 1897, 10 C./12 Cn. surcharge serifs type II, unused mounted mint, fresh appearance. (Michel cat. 

450.-) 24 *    100 €
P 1130 1897, 30 C./24 Cn.  scarlet surcharge serifs type II, unused mounted mint, some stains. (Michel 

cat. 550.-) 25II *    100 €
P 1130A• 1897, cents overprints on dowager type III non-seriff 2 1/2 mm,  30 C. scarlet (1894 basic stamp), 

unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH, good centering, attractive. (Michel cat. 1300.-) 25IIIa *    220 €
P 1131 1897, 30 C./24 Cn.  dark rosa surcharge non-serifs, unused mounted mint, two sides scissor 

 separation. (Michel cat.700.-) 25IIIb *    140 €
P 1132+ 1897, red revenue 1 C. resp. 2 C. (large surcharge), both used, 1 C. short perf. (Michel 750.-) 29I, 31 g 150 €
P 1133• 1897, 1 C. type I on red revenue resp. 4 C. large type on red revenue with surcharges on dowager: 

seriffed 5 C., 8 C. and non-seriffed 2 C., 10 C./12 Cn., 30 C./24 Cn. all canc. brown Pa-Kua on 
registered cover with brown “CUSTOMS APR 22 1897“ and bold vermilion “R“ alongside, in com-
bination with french offi ces 50 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 22 AVRIL 97“ to Boehmer, Oppeln/Germany. 
On reverse transits of “NAPOLI 24 MAI 97“, “AMB. ROMA BOLOGNA 24 5 97“ (TPO Rome-Bolo-
gna) and arrival “OPPELN 27.5.97“. The handstamped address appears erased and reinstated in 
manuscript, adhesives lifted and re-affi xed. The cover is accompagnied by the original registrati-
on receipt signed by the Shanghai counter staff.  Cover is not yet listed in the excellent “The… 
Red Revenues on Cover“ census by Benjamin Y. K. Hwa (ed. CSS 2003). The present cover bears 
the handwritten registration number ‘195’, which  is one earlier than cover #41 in Hwa Vol. I p. 
89. This makes it the earliest of covers posted to Boehmer. The franking seen here is identical to 
the one in Hwa #44. - A note on Captain Alfred Boehmer (1860-1908): mainly known as addres-
see of german colonial issues covers. His dominant private interests were photography and tra-
velling. He was in the military administration in Oppeln/Silesia from 1891. From 1904, now 
Major, he was No. 2. in the county defense district of Lyck/Eastern Prussia. He met his fate, when 
his yacht capsized on lake Lyck during an unexpected summer storm 1908.6.21. This cover is a 
major new fi nd, cert. BPA (2014) “is genuine.“

29I, 32I; 
20/25-ex b 35.000 €
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P 1133A 1897, small type surcharge 2 C. on red revenue, unused mounted mint, thinned on reverse. (Michel 
cat. 1000.-) 30 *    150 €

P 1134 1897, red revenue 2 cents, small ovpt., unused mounted mint. 30 *    300 €
P 1135 1897/98, litho 1/2 C., 2 C., 5 C. with Waterlow 1/2 C.,  1 C. (pair) tied large dollar “SHANGHAI 14 

JUN 98“ to small cover (abrasians at left) to Germany, tranist “HONG KONG C JU 17 98“, arrival 
“DRESEDEN-ALTST.10 19.7.98“, correct 10 C. rate and nice same-denomination mix of both 1/2 C.

35, 37, 39, 
47/48 b 200 €

P 1136• 1897, litho 2 C. tied brown pa-kua “(TIEN)TSIN  OCT 3 98“ (apted customs dater) to small cover to 
Shanghai w. arrival “SHANGHAI H OC 7 98“. 37 b 220 €

P 1137 1897, litho dragons 1/2 C., 1 C., 2 C., 4 C., 5 C. tied brown large dollar “TIENTSIN 13 NOV. 97“ in 
combiantion with Germany, UPU card 10 Pf. uprated 20 Pf. for registration “TIENTSIN KDPA 13 11 
97“ to Sarajevo/Bosnia w. arrival “25 DEC 97“, transit french mail steamer “LIGNE N 20 NOV 98 
No.3“, to Imp. German Consul at Sarajevo. On reverse painting of musicians and new year greetings 
text.  Amazing card. 35/39 etc. b 900 €

P 1138 1897, litho 2 C. tied large dollar “K(IU)NGCHOW 28 JAN 99“ to small cover to german consul general 
Dr. Knappe, Shanghai w. arrival “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST C FE 6 99“ on reverse. 37 b 150 €

P 1138A• 1898, coiling dragon 1 C. tied sun&moon “Tsinanfu 28.7.28“ to red band cover to Peking, transit 
 “TIENTSIN 4 AUG 02“ and arrival Peking same day on reverse. 47 b 1.000 €

P 1139 1898, coiling dragon 1 C. tied pa-kua to small cover (vert. crease) w. “SHANGHAI  LOCAL POST I DE 
7 00“ (year apted from “99“) used local “By Local Post“ to german lt. ot 3rd sea batallion Tsingtau 
at “Hotel des Colonies“ but violet “LEFT“ and  fwd. blue crayon “Tsintau“, transit “SHANGHAI LOCAL 
POST H DE 9 00“ (apted year), on reverse “SHANGHAI 12/12 00“ german p.o. and arrival “TSING-
TAU 27/12 00“. 48 b 60 €

P 1139A 1898, coiling dragon 1 c. (2), 2 C. carmine tied lunar dater “Shantung Tsining 5.8“ to ppc “Tsingtau 
Military Hospital“, transit lunar dater “Shantung Tsinan 5.11“ and french p.o. “SHANG-HAI  20 JUN 
05“ to Germany w. arrival “BRAUWEILER 27.7.05“, sender missionary w. dateline “Puoly, via Tsing-
tau 10/6 05“ and vermilion seal of mission 48 (2), 49 Ak 100 €

P 1140• 1898, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (2), 4 C., 5 C. pale rose and carp 20 C. tied three strikes “PEKING MAR 
15 1901“ to registered cover with bold “R“ in combination with franch offi ces 25 C. (strip-3) tied 
“SHANG-HAI CHINA 25 MARS 01“ to Vienna/Austria, on reverse “SHANGHAI 23 MAR 01“, top two 
tears and three creases not affecting stamps. (T) b 500 €

1141 1898, uprated card 1 C. resp. franked ppc, from Shanghai or Peking to Germany. GA 100 €
P 1142 1898, coiling dragon 2 C. tied oval bilingual “PINGTU MAY 21 1900“ on red-band cover via “TSING-

TAU 23 5 00“ to “(TSANGKOU) MAY 25 00“, both on reverse. 49 b 100 €
1143• 1898, coiling dragon 5 C. pale rose (pair) tied “CHEFOO 9 JAN 02“ via Shangh-Hai french offi ce to 

Thüringen/Germany, on reverse transit Shanghai chinese p.o. and arival “EISENACH 25.2.02“. 51 (2) b 100 €
P 1144• 1898, coiling dragon 2 C. (pair) tied oval bilingual “ICHOW SEP 9 1901“ to ppc “German Prince 

Henry in China: visit of great wall“ via tombstone, “TSINGKIANPU“ (bilingual fancy) dater,  
“CHINGKIANG 12 SEP 01“, “SHANGHAI 13 SEP 01“ with french offi ces 10 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 
13 SEP 01“ to Germany w. arrival “TEMPELHOF 21.10.01“. b 1.500 €

P 1145 1898/99, 5 c. rose, block of 6, on reverse of registered cover with sender’s imprint “D.Melni-
koff, Foochow, China“, canc. with bilingual cds. 8 DEC 98, via Hong Kong, there franked with 20 
c. on 30 c. grey-green and 10 c. purple/red canc. 14.12., to Middleton/Nova Scotia/British 
North America, transit marks San Francisco 14.1.99, St. John’s 23.1. and Halifax 25.1.99 on 
reverse, envelope opened for display on 3 sides. Attractive franking with unusual destination! 51 (6) ect. b 2.500 €

P 1146 1898, coiling dragon 10 C. tied oval bilingual “ICHOW (1)0 OCT 1899“ to cover in combiantion w. 
Kiautschou forerunners 5 Pf. (pair) tied “TSINTAU 10/10 99“ to  Germany. On reverse transit “KIAO-
CHOW OCT. 15 1899“and arrival “DAADEN 26 11 99“, some toning. Early commercial combination 
cover from Shantung. 52 etc. b 300 €

P 1147 1899. Registered envelope (wrinkles, opening faults) addressed to Bordeaux bearing Chinese 
Imperial Post SG 113, 10c green (3) tied by Chinkiang date stamp ‘5th Aug 99’ with hand-struck 
‘R’, routed via the French and British Post Offi ce Shanghai bearing Hong Kong SG 38, 10c pur-
ple/red (strip of three) tied by Shanghai cds ‘Aug 7th’ with framed Chinkiang ‘IPO’ (type 2) and 
hand-struck circular ‘R’, forwarded via Hong Kong on the French paquebot ‘’Yarra“ with octago-
nal Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 4 date stamp on reverse ‘12th Aout’ and Bordeaux receiver. A very attractive 
registered cover from Chinkiang with the very rare ‘IPO’ chop. b 2.000 €

P 1148 1899. Envelope (toned, opening faults) addressed to Liverpool bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 112, 
5c salmon (pair) tied by ‘Pa Kua‘ obliterator in blue with Imperial Post Tientsin date stamp ‘8th July’ 
routed via Shanghai with Imperial Post transit ‘July 17’ bearing Hong Kong SG 38, 10c purple/red tied 
by Shanghai cds ‘18th July’ with framed ‘l.P.O.’ in blue. A very attractive combination with use of the 
Tientsin 1st Type I.P.O. b 1.100 €

P 1149 1899 (0ct) envelope (traces of ageing, spots, backfl ap partly missing) registered to Amsterdam fran-
ked on reverse 10c (2) coiled dragons [SG 127] tied Pa Kua cancel w/on face Tientsin d/s & alongs-
ide Hong Kong 20c on 10c [SG 148a] tied boxed I.P.O. [Chang type 11] & Shanghai thimble d/s & w/
black R within circ h/s & red R h/s w/manu Registered c/1176 alongside. Octagonal Ligne N Paq Fr 
No 2 d/s & on reverse additional Shanghai d/s, Hong Kong transit d/s & Amsterdam arrival d/s. b 650 €
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P 1150 1900. Envelope addressed to France bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 110, 2c red tied by Peking 
date stamp ‘8th May’ routed via the Imperial and French Post Offi ce Shanghai bearing French China 
SG 2, 5c yellow-green tied by Shang-Hai/Chine double ring ‘16th Mai’ with Paris arrival. Superb 
combination paying the scarce newspaper rate. Certifi cate Roumet (2012). b 900 €

P 1151 1900. Registered envelope (small faults on reverse) addressed to France bearing Chinese Imperial 
Post SG 113, 10c green (pair) tied by Chinkiang date stamp ‘13th Jan’ with hand-struck ‘R’ routed 
via the Imperial and French Post Offi ces Shanghai bearing French China SG 9, 25c black/rose (pair) 
tied by Shang-Hai/Chine double ring ‘15 Jan’ with boxed hand-struck ‘R ‘, French entry cachet in red 
on face and Bordeaux arrival on reverse. Nice combination. b 500 €

P 1152 1901. Envelope (traces of ageing, raughly opened) addressed to ‘Miss Bennett, Grimsby’ bearing 
Chinese Imperial Post SG 110, 2c red (5) tied by Hankow date stamp ‘31st Oct’ with framed nume-
ral dater on reverse, routed via the Imperial and French Post Offi ces Shanghai bearing French China 
SG 9, 25c black/rose tied by Shang-Hai/Chine double ring ‘4th Nov’ with ‘Grimsby & Peterboro/STG 
Tender’ ambulant ‘Dec 9’ on reverse. Lovely mixed franking with rare numbered dater from this new 
Missionary archive discovery. b 650 €

P 1153 1901. Envelope (minor wrinkles) addressed to France bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 
10c green tied by Pakhoi date stamp ‘25th Sept ‘ routed via Hong Kong bearing SG 35, 5c pale 
blue tied by Victoria/Hong Kong double ring ‘Sp 29’ tied by framed ‘I.P.O.’ Tie-Print of Pakhoi 
with Isere arrival on reverse ‘3rd Nov’. Scarce Tie Print from Pakhoi. b 1.000 €

P 1154 1901. Envelope (vertical fold and corner crease) addressed to France headed ‘Apostolique de 
Pekin et Tche-Ly-Nord’ bearing Imperial China SG 114, 20c claret tied by oval Pekin date stamp 
routed via Shanghai bearing French China SG 12, 50c carmine tied by French Post Offi ce 
‘Shang-Hai/Chine’ double ring with arrival on reverse. Very fi ne and rare combination. b 1.100 €

P 1155 1901. Envelope (opened at three sides for display) addressed to France bearing Chinese Impe-
rial Post SG 127, 10c green tied by Lungchow date stamp ‘7/6’ mixed with Indo-China SG 54, 
5c pale green and SG 12, 20c red/green tied by Lang-Son/Tonkin date stamp ‘816’, routed via 
Haiphong ‘11/6’ with octagonal French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr.No 6’ sent on the steamer 
‘Natal’. Very rare mixed combination of China and Indo-China. b 1.500 €

P 1156• 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied clear “YOCHOW 26 MAR 06“ to envelope (crease,toning) to 
German Imperial artiellery administration, Tsingtau- On reverse senders hs. “Imperial command 
S.M.S. Vorwaerts“ (a gunboat), “SHANGHAI 29 MAR“ and arrival TSINGTAU 3 / 4 06“. Very rare mark 
on commercially used cover. b 600 €

P 1157• 1902, coiling dragon 2 C., 5 C. pink (toned) tied bilingual dater “TANGSHAN 14 MAY 03“ to reverse 
of registered red band cover (raughly opend) to Tientsin w. same day arrival. 49, 51b b 300 €

P 1158• 1901, coiling dragon 1 C. (pair) tied tombstone “Chengtinghsien/p. o.“ to reverse of “Ching-ching 
mines Ltd.“ envelope  to Tsingtau, tansits Chengting, Chefoo, Tientsin and arrival “TSINGTAU 3 5 
04“, horizontal crease not affecting stamps. 60 (2) b 600 €

P 1159• 1902, coiling dragon 1 C., a horizontal strip-4 tied boxed “No. 1 / Peking Shanhaikwan“ TPO to ppc 
“Shanhaiwan. Railway Hôtel“ via Tongku (lunar dater), “SHANGHAI 8 DEC 05“ and same date BPO 
transit to Paris/France. 60 (4) Ak 60 €

P 1160 1902/09, coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C., 3 C. green, 4 C. carmine, 5 C. lilac and 7 C. each tied bilingu-
al “PEKING 10 MAR 11“ to registered cover (some scuffs) with boxed registration marking “R/LEGA-
TION QUARTER PEKING“ to Germany, on reverse arrival “HAMBURG 27.3.11“, printed “ARNHOLD; 
KARBERG & CO.“ return. (T) 47, 73/76 b 650 €

P 1161 1902, carp 20 C. tied lunar dater “Shantung Tsinan 2.25“ to registered cover in combination w. 
 German offi ces 2 C., 4 C. (2), 10 C. tied “TSINANFU 21/3 06“ to Switzerland (Backstamp). 66 etc. b 200 €

1163• 1900, ppc “The Tientsin Bund“, franked with 1/2 c. brown (2) and 1 c. ocre (3), canc. by two-line 
private foreign-language school cancellation, transfered to German P.O. and franked with 10 
pfg., canc. 5.7.00, to Germany, card with some imperfections. Among the fi rst foreign language 
schools in Tsingtau, historical document. 47 (2), 48 (3) b 8.000 €

1164 1902, coiling dragon 1 C. tied lunar dater “Chihli Peking 2.21“ (lunar 1906) to reverse of small cover 
w. green letter box marking “Peking / 2,2“ alongside, adressed local, vert. bend. 48 b 70 €

P 1165 1898/1902, coiling dragon 2 C. (pair, one torn) tied “SHANGHAI 1 MAR 01“ to ppc “tea house“ in 
combination with Hong Kong QV 2 C. (pair) canc. “(SHANG)HAI“ via “HONG KONG“ (ties dragon pair) 
to Austria w. “KUFSTEIN2.4.01“ arrival. Plus Kiautschou 5 H. tied “KAUMI 16 7 02“ to China card 1 
C. (form use) to Tsingtau w. arrival, vert. crease. Ak 100 €

1166+ 1898, feiner 1 C. GS-Ausschnitt mit defekter 1 C. ocker, chinesischer R1, in MiF mit DP. China 5 Pfg. 
grün (2), diagonal, einwandfrei, K1 “TSINGTAU CHINA 10/9/98“. Dekorative Kombination! 48,P,Kiaut.V2I d 60 €

P 1167 1898, coiling dragon 2 C. tied oval bilingual “ICHOW 1 JUN 00“ to cover to “TSINGTAU 8/6 00“, on 
reverse transit boxed tombstone “Kiaochow p.o.“ plus oval bilingual blurred “KIAOCH... JUN 8..“. 
Commercial usage to catholic mission, Tsingtau. 49 b 100 €

P 1168 1898, coiling dragon 4 C. tied Pa-Kua  to colour litho ppc “Unveiling of the Iltis monument“ (ed. 
Hirsbrünner & Co.), w. “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST H AP 21 99“ alongside  in combination w. Hong 
Kong QV 2 C. rose (pair) tied boxed “I.P.O.“ “SHANGHAI AP 21 99“ via “HONG KONG...“ to Germany 
w. arrival “FRANKFURT 27.5.99“. 50 + HK Ak 200 €
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P 1169 1898, 5 C. salmon (strip-4) tied bilingual dater “FOOCHOW 10 JUL 00“ in combination with japane-
se offi ces 20 S. tied “SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. 17 JUL ..“ to large part of front cover to Halifax/Nova Scotia, 
Canada. 51 d Gebot

P 1170 1903. Envelope (small tear at right) addressed to the United States bearing Chinese Imperial Post 
SG 113, 10c green tied buy oval Weihsien in blue ‘May 27th 1903’ routed via the Imperial and 
German Post Offi ce Kiaochow bearing German Offi ces ‘Kiautschou’ SG 13, 10c carmine (pair) tied 
by Tsingtau/Kiautschou date stamp ‘31st May’ routed via Nagasaki/ Japan ‘8th June’ and Yokoha-
ma ‘10th June’ with San Francisco ‘Jun 26’ and Pittsburg arrival ‘30th June’ on reverse. Very attrac-
tive combination. b 900 €

P 1171 1903. Registered envelope addressed to Tientsin bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 123, 2c red 
and SG 124, 4c brown tied by Peking date stamp with boxed hand-struck ‘R /Peking (China) No’ and 
Tientsin receiver on reverse. Nice item of registered domestic mail paying the 1c domestic postage 
(reduced from 2c in 1902) and 5c registration. b 300 €

P 1172• 1905, 5 c. salmon, block of 6 on reverse of registered cover to Paris/France (sender´s imprint 
“Compagnie Imperiale des Chemins der Fer Chinois Ligne de Pekin a Hankow“), canc. with lun-
ar dater (adopted railway canc.), transit marks Hankow 21.8. and Shanghai 24.8. alongside, 
further Shanghai transit mark 25.8 of French P.O. on front, in Paris locally redirected, 4 French 
transit and arrival marks on front, envelope opened at 3 sides and reinforced at bottom. Very 
impressive and scarce entire! 51 (6) b 6.000 €

P 1173 1898, coiling dragon 5 C. salmon (2) tied bilingual dater “AMOY 6 JUL 00“ to envelope (small corner 
fault)  in combination with Hong Kong, QV 2 C. rose, 4 C. grey (2) tied by two boxed “I.P.O.“ and 
“HONG KONG F JY 20 00“ to England, Highbury and fwd. “HIGHBURY AU 21 00“ (ties chiense 
stamps) to Folkestone w. same day arrival, two creases not affecting stamps. 51 (2), HK b 500 €

P 1174 1898, coiling dragon 5 C. salmon tied Pa-Kua  to Shanghai Local Post card 1 C. w. “SHANGHAI 
LOCAL POST C OC 30 99“ alongside (form use) in combination w. Hong Kong QV 2 C. rose (pair) tied 
“SHANGHAI OC 31 99“ via “HONG KONG NO 3 99“ to Germany w. arrival “FRIEDLAND 4.12.99“, on 
reverse printed “Greetings from Shanghai“. (ed. Hirsbrunner & Co.) 51b + HK GA 120 €

P 1175 1898, coiling dragon 10 C. green tied bilingual dater “AMOY 13 FEBL 00“ to reverse of small envelo-
pe (small corner fault)  in combination with, on fornt, Hong Kong, QV 10 C. lilac on carmine tied  boxed 
“I.P.O.“ and “HONG KONG C FE 14 00“ to England, w. arrival “LONDON 19 APR 00“ on reverse. 52, HK b 500 €

P 1176 1898, coiling dragon 10 C. green tied clear bilingual “WUHU 22 JUN 00“ to reverse of small cover in 
combination w. on front, french offi ces 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI CHINA 27 JUIN 00“ to Paris/France, 
on reverse transit chinese Shanghai and arrival “PARIS 74 31 JUIL 00“

52 + Franch 
Offi ces b 400 €

P 1177• 1900, coiling dragon 10 C. with carp 20 C., 30 C. tied bilingual dater “SHANGHAI 26 AUG 03“ on 
1902/04 registered round-the-world cover including France 1.50 Fr. frank tied “PARIS  R. DES 
ARCHIVES 20-12 02“, Japan 1 Y. (RC) full strike “YOKOHAMA“, US. with 29 C. frank tied mute 
resp. 23 C. frank tied oval “HONOLULU“, Russia 70 K. frank (50 C. RC) tied “WARSZAWA“, 
 Portugal 190 C. frank tied “LISBOA CENTRAL“, on reverse a. o. “EXPOSITION STATION, St. LOUIS, 
MO. JUN 7 1904“, back in  “DÜSSELDORF 20.6.04“, stunning item. (T) b 3.600 €

1178 1900, Lot von 5 versch. s/w-Foto-AK “Shanghai“, je frankiert mit 2x 1/2 Cent und mit blauem Ra3 “S. 
B. / OSTAS. EXPED. / STABSWACHE“, alle Karten aus Korrespondenz von “Tientsin“ nach Wiesbaden. b 200 €

1179 1900, coiling dragon 1 C. tied oval bilingual “CHINAN MAR 6 1900“ to card Germany 5 Pf. canc. 
“TSINGTAU KIAUTSCHOU 24 / 3 00“ to Germany w. arrival “BOCHUM 7.5.00“, on reverse Puoly 
Shantung dateline. GA Gebot

P 1180• 1897, 4 c. on 3 c. Red Revenue and Empress Dowager 2nd printing, 1 c. on 1 Cn. red orange, 
vertical strip of 3 with left margin and 3 singles 10 c. on 9 Cn. vellow green, tied to piece by 4 
complete strikes of cds “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI 23.4.1897“, some slight imperfections, overall 
very attractive frankging! Cert. Exp.&Cons. Ltd.

Chan 57, 
62, 89 d 1.600 €

P 1181 1901. Envelope (opened on three sides for display) addressed to London bearing Chinese Imperial 
Post SG 110, 2c red (5) tied by Swatow date stamp, routed via Hong Kong bearing SG 59, 10c blue 
tied by boxed ‘Swatow’ /.P.O. tie print in red (Webb Type 3) and Victoria Hong Kong double ring with 
hooded London arrival on reverse. Very fi ne and attractive. b 850 €

P 1182 1901, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (pair) 1 c., 2 C. red (pair), 4 C. brown tied three strikes bilingual dater 
“LUNGCHOW 25 JAN 05“ to reverse of red band cover via Indochina to France, transits “LANG-SON 
27 JANV 05“, Chalons and fwd. to “GRASSE 8 3 ..“ 59/63-ex b 800 €

P 1183 1902, coiling dragon 1 C. tied bilingual dater “ICHANG 14 APR 08“ to ppc via Shanghai to “SWATOW 
2. APR 08“, to Im- Post Offi ce staff S. P. Meiller. Attractive border design with Yin-Yang and drago-
gons, on reverse litho of “WIND-BOX“ Gorge. b 60 €

P 1184• 1902, coiling dragons 1 C. (2), 2 C. (4, two pairs) 10 C. tied bilingual dater “TIENTSIN 14 AP 03“ to 
small double weight cover in combination with Russian offi ces 10 K. (2) tied “INKOU FIELD TELE-
GR. OFFICE 3 IV 1903“ to Brighton/England, on reverse chinese “NEWCHWANG 16 AP 03“, “VAR-
SAWA 23 IV 03“ and arrival “BRIGHTON MY 8 03“, horiz. bend. Detailed description enclosed.

60 (2), 61 (4), 
65 + Russ. 
Off. b 4.000 €

P 1185• 1902, coiling dragon10 C. (2) tied bilingual dater “TIENTSIN 8 AUG 03“ to reverse of small size 
registered cover in combination with Russian offi ces 10 K. (pair) tied “NO 13 MILITARY POST 
OFFICE 29 VII 1903“ to England and fwd., on reverse chinese “NEWCHWANG 11 AUG 03“,  rus-
sian R-label “INKOU“ (Yinkou), transit “LONDON 2 SP 03“ etc., rare. Detailed analysis enclosed. b 5.000 €
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P 1186 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. tied fancy style circular framed 5-characters “Tungchang /post offi ce“ to 
colour litho ppc “Gruß aus China“ via  irregular circular “(Tsinan) / p. o.“ and bilingual dater “KIAO-
CHOW 1 NOV 02“ iin combination w. Kiautschou 5 Pf. tied “TSINGATU 1 /11 02“ to Stuttgart/Ger-
many w. “6 DEZ 02“ arrival. Sender missionary from Puoly mission. Probably unreported fancy 
cancel from Tungchang. Cert. Jäschke-Lantelme BPP (2014). Ak 300 €

P 1187 1902, coiling dragon 2 C. carmine (horizontal strip-5) tied boxed dater “Chihli Chinghaihsien 10.29“ 
to red band cover (unevenly opened at left) via Siberia to Germany, transits Tientsin (inc. french p.o.) 
and arrival “BONN 18.11.08“, with contents, sender of the Tsingpu railway northern section No. 2 
stage. Also stampless german military mail envelope “PEKING 25/11 00“ to Ebingen/Wurttemberg, 
boxer upheaval period. 61 (5) b 100 €

P 1188 1902/05, coiling dragon, two registered covers from correspondence via Siberia to Berlin/Germa-
ny:  5 C. violet (4, strip-3 and right margin single) tied lunar dater “Szechuan Chungking4 -.7.6“ to 
small sizer with bilingual dater “CHUNGKING 14 AUG 7, on reverse transit Shanghai and arrival 
“GRUNEWALD 22.9.07“. And 10 C. green (vert. pair) tied bilingual dater “CHUNGKING 25 NOV 08“, 
on reverse transit Hankow and arrival “GRUNEWALD 1.1.09“ 75 (5), 65 (2) b 100 €

P 1189 1902, wild geese $2 with retouch “ IMF 161 “re-entry of erh“, pos. 7/48 plate II a,  used “Canton“ 
boxed dater (CSS #143a, $300) b 60 €

P 1190 1902, coiling dragon 10 C. green tied tombstone “Tongchow/[lunar-year 1902]/p.o./2.28“ to cover 
to Sweden. On reverse transits tombstone “?chow/[lunar-year 1902]/p.o./3.1“, a smaller  tomb-
stone of same p.o., double frame oval all-chinese  w. date in center “Honanfu“, bilingual dater 
transits “KAIFENG 26 MAR 04“, “HANKOW 3 APR 04“ and “SHANGHAI 7 APR 04“ w. on front french 
p.o. same date. Nice array of early Honan postmarks. b 300 €

P 1191 1904/05, Russo-Japanese war in Manchuria, japanese fi eld post covers (7) all marked in vermilion 
“gunjiyubin“ (military mail, marks free-of-postage status for servicemen) with datestamps of diffe-
rent FPO of No. 3 army, all used to Japan, four covers are still with contents, mixed condition. (T) b 180 €

P 1192• 1905, coiling dragon 5 C. violet (4, two pairs front/reverse) tied bilingual dater “MOIUKDEN .. 5. 09“ 
to regsitered cvoer to Germany, on reverse arrival “STUTTGAART 10.VI.09“ and blue embossed 
crested seal “Imperial German Consulate for Manchuria“, fi le bend at left and some toning in margin. 75 (4) b 300 €

P 1193 1906. Envelope (open faults) written from the French Expedition in Chou Yang addressed to France 
bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 10c green tied by vernacular Chou Yang date stamp routed 
via Peking with Imperial and French Post Offi ce Shanghai, sent by French paquebot with ‘Ligne N. 
Paq Fr No 7’ double ring and Mende arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. b 300 €

P 1194• 1908, coiling dragon 2 C. green (pair) tied bilingual dater “CANTON 17 JUL 08“ resp. letter box “Can-
ton/No. 35“ on red band cover to Shanghai (backstamp and messenger mark). 72 (2) b 180 €

P 1195• 1908/12, “2 Cent card“: Kuang Hsu 2 C. (3) with coiling dragon 2 C. green (2) and 2. C. green ovpt. 
“China Republic“ (2) tied “PEKING 13 JU 12“ registered to staff of DAB Peking.

79/81, 72 (2), 
96 (2) Ak 500 €

P 1196• 1908, 10 C. ultra tied “TIENTSIN 21 MAY 10“ to small cover to Switzerland, printed return “Pei Yang 
University / Department of Geology and Mining“ send by N(oah). F(ields). Drake (1864-1945), was 
a professor of geology and mining at this Tientsin university 1898-1900 and 1905-1911 and re-
sponsbile for some of the fi rst geological cards of this city and surroundings. 77a b 60 €

1197+ 1909/33, mint on three stock cards inc. $1 carmine commemoratives x4, unused mounted mint. *    80 €
1198 1910, wooden envelope  to Hungary, unfranked w. “SHANGHAI 24 NOV 10“ on reverse, bold “T“ on 

front plus blue !10 Ctms“, also Shanghai French p.o. same day, backfl ap incomplete and Hungarian 
dues probably removed, with illustrated letter sheet contents and text in Hungarian b Gebot

1199 1910, SHANGHAI / U.S. POSTAL SERVICE / AUG 5 , douplex cancellation on vertical pair 1 C. on 
colour ppc Honolulu. USA 162x (2) Ak 50 €

P 1200 1910, farbige AK “Street in Canton“ mit total 14c Frankatur als R-Karte ab “Canton 21.4.10“ nach 
Pforzheim, zusätzlicher deutscher R-Zettel “Ausland über Bahnpost Nr. 19“ beschädigt. b 80 €

P 1201 1912, temporary neutrality on coiling dragon 3 C., unused mounted mint. 82 *    100 €
P 1202 1912, Commercial Press ovpt. set 1/2 C.-$5 complete, unused mounted mint, up to 30 C. mostly 

fi rst mount LH, fresh appearance. (Michel cat. 1500.-) 94/109 *    300 €
P 1203 1912, Waterlow ovpt. on coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. (vertical strip of 6) tied red boxed dater “Kiangsi 

Sinchenghsien -. 9.19“ (date handwritten with brush) to reverse of red-band cover sent double regi-
stered (bilingual vermilion hs.)  via “NANANFU 2.9.20“ to Namyun/Kwangtung w. lunar dater 2.9.21 
arrival. A showpiece, new fi nd, cert. Haveman BPP (2014) (T) 110, 111 (6) b 800 €

P 1204• 1912, 2 $ carmine/yellow, INVERTED OVERPRINT, fresh colours, unused. 107 K (*)  900 €
P 1205 1912, Waterlow ovpt. on 3 C. coiling dragon tied bilingual dater “TIENTSIN 23 APR13“ to ppc “Tient-

sin Camel Bridge“ to Paris/France endorsed “via Sibéria“, bold “T“, transit “TIENTSIN POSTE FRAN-
CAISE 24 APR 13“, french due “10 C., brown tied “PARIS DISTRIBUTION 10 5 13“. 112 Ak 200 €

P 1206 1912, Waterlow ovpt. 3 C., 4 C., 7 C.-$1, unused mounted mint, all fi rst mount LH, very fresh 
 appearance. (Michel cat. 679.-)

112, 113, 
115/121 *    140 €

P 1207• 1912, coiling dragon ovpt. “Republic“ 1 S., 1/2 S. tied “HANGCHOW 2.3.30“ via Shanghai 3.31 and 
IJPO (indistinct“ to ppc (Westlake bridge view) to Japan w. arrival “YOKOHAMA 6.4.13. Special 1 1/2  
C. rate to Japan. Vermilion fancy cancel “Hangchow Junchengfu postal sub offi ce“ (origin of posting, 
small p. o. not admitted to cancel stamps) very rare. Ak 300 €
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1208 1913/17, biingual dater on entires: “WUCHOW 9 FEB 17“ on junk franking to US; “NANKING 5 AUG 
10“ as arrival on card inbound from UK, via Shanghai BPO and Shanghai IPO; “CHENGTU 22 MAR 
15“ on cover to Canada (1 C. stamp fallen off) b/Ak 60 €

P 1209 1913, Freimarke Dschunke 1 c orange vom Bogenunterrand, unten UNGEZÄHNT, Londoner Druck. 149 I Uu *    450 €
P 1210 1914/20, norwegian missionaries correspondece: two covers with junk frankings 10 C. (pair) 

“MOUKDEN“ via “HARBIN“ resp. 4 C. (pair), 2 C. “YIYANG HUN“ via “HARBIN“,  both via Siberia to 
Norway. And junk 1 1/2 C. cards (2) canc. bilingual boxed daters “Tengping“ resp. “Ninghsian hun“ 
both to Taochwaleing near Yiyang, unusual. Total 2 covers, 2 cards. GA/b 450 €

P 1211• 1914, junk 1 C., 3 C. tied two-line violet “FROM STEAMERS LETTER BOX“, also  “NANKING ?.5.14“ 
via “SHANGHAI 16 MAY 20“ to ppc “Hongkong & Shanghai Bank, Hankow“ to Kansas City MO./USA. 
Ostensibly posted to a river steamers letter box. Ak 120 €

P 1212 1914, 1 C a. 3 C junk, mixed franking on ppc Shanghai street scene, tied by cds YÜNCHENG, via 
Shangchow and french p.o. PEKIN, 24.FEVR.14, to Stockholm in Sweden. Ak 80 €

P 1213• 1914, junk 1 C-. (block-6, 3x2) canc. two strikes boxed bilingual “URGA 3.7.24 Kulun“ July 24, 1914) 
on reverse of red band cover to Kalgan w. faint arrival. 149 (6) b 300 €

P 1214 1914, junk 10 C. tied vermilion “Nanking letter box No. 15“ and “NANKING CITY 6.12.16“ on cover 
via Siberia to Lindesberg/Sweden, transit marks (part on reverse) “SHANGHAI 18 DEC 17“,  TPO 
“BUREAU AMBULANT PU KOW PU TIENTSIN 20 DEC 17“, “BUREAU AMBULANT PEKING MOUKDEN 
22 DEC 17“, “HARBIN 24 DEC 17“, “ST. PETERSBURG 2-1-18“ plus russian censor tape. Included is 
a 4-page letter by sender Alfred Nelson dated “Nanking, China den 16 Dec. 1917“. Alfred Nelson 
was a missionary for the 7th day Adventists. b 150 €

P 1215 1915. Censored envelope addressed to Ceylon bearing SG 321, 10c blue tied by Chengtu date 
stamp routed via Shanghai with boxed ‘Passed by Censor’ and ‘Opened under Martial Law’ hand-
stamp and label Nawalaptiya arrival. Very fi ne. b 200 €

P 1216 1918 (Aug 28) Plain envelope registered to San Francisco bearing 1st Peking printing Junks pair 
10c tied Tientsin 6 d/s with alongside boxed R/Tientsin Sub 11/No h/s in black with 16675 In-
serted In manuscript & with Opened By/Censor. No label tied circular Passed By Censor/??77 h/s 
in red & on reverse Mukden [29 Aug] transit d/s &San Francisco [19 Sap] arrival d/s in violet. b 80 €

P 1217 1919/1928, Registered cover from Peking to Scotland bearing a lovely 3-colour franking of Junk 
issue and  a spectacular cover from Shanghai to USA franked with a complete lower sheet row incl 
all margins (strip of 20) of 1/2 cent Junk. b 280 €

P 1218• 1921, air mail set cpl. (15 C. two copies) with junk 3 C. tied “TSINAN 15 JUL 21“ to air mail cvoer to 
Peking, early usage of the airs issued July 1. (M) e 400 €

P 1219 1921, state posts 25 years, 6 C. with junks 1 C., 3 C. tied machine type “PEKING 23 APR 24“ to 
cover to France w. “ST. MANDE 10-5 24“ backstamp, fl ap shows green/white bilingual embossing of 
“MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS . PEKING .“ 180 etc. b 120 €

P 1220 1923, junk 7 C., reaper 13 C., 20 C., 30 C. and hall of classics $1 each tied bilingual “CHENGTU 27 
10 20“ to registered cover (incomplete at left) via Siberia to Paris/France. French Consulate Chen-
gtu to French Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Scarce usage of $1 on surface letter mail. (M) b 100 €

P 1221 1923, hall of classics $10, unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH. (Michel cat. 750.-) 208 *    150 €
P 1222• 1923/32, junk+reaper/SYS/martyr 1/2 C.-$1, the complete p. o. counter set available then canc. 

“PEIPING 30.9.21“ (Sept. 30, 1932) to A.R.-registered cover to Kobe/Japan with blue boxed japane-
se “haitatsuchome“ (return-receipt) marking added on entry. Amazing. 187/259-ex b 200 €

P 1223 1923, hall of classics $20, unused mounted mint. (Michel cat. 1500.-) 209 *    300 €
P 1224 1923, junk 8 C., 1 C. (2) canc. “KAOTAI 27.2.26“ on reverse of small missionary cover to Germany, 

fl ag slogan mark, scarce mail from remote Kansu province. b 60 €
P 1225 1925/30, junk card 2 C. uprated 1 C./3 C. (3) and 4 C. “TIENTSIN2 24.9.30“; cover Ki-Hei ovpts.  on 

junk 1 C., 4 C. (4), 10 C. tied “HARBIN18.8...“, both to Germany. GA/b 100 €
P 1226 1927, 2 x 2 C and 6 C junk, tied by boxed PAQUEBOT via transit Hongkong, 8 AP 27, to Halle in Ger-

many. VF condition. 155 II, 190 (2) b 100 €
P 1227 1928. Registered envelope addressed to Chicago bearing SG 321, 10c blue (pair) tied by Antung 

date stamp with matching registered label routed via ‘Kobe/Japan’ with receiver on reverse. Very 
fi ne. b 200 €

P 1228• 1929/32, PAQUEBOT: SYS 25 C. tied boxed “PAQUEBOT“ w. on reverse “SHANGHAI 21.4.20“ to co-
ver to Switzerland. Junk 1 C. (strip-4) tied “SHIMONOSEKI 11.9.29“ w. red boxed “PAQUEBOT“ (tires) 
to cover to Japan. Plus junk 4 C. (strip-3, one damaged) tied “NAGASAKI 28.3.32“ w. red boxed 
“PAQUEBOT“ alongside to cover to Japan. Unusual, total 3 covers. (T) b 250 €

P 1229 1929. Native envelope bearing SG 315, 4c olive teid by ‘Train Offi ce / Tcheng. T’Ai-Houei’ with boxed 
‘Chemin de Fer de L’etat Chinvis / Ligne de Tcheng T’Ai en Houei / 18 Feb 1929’ in violet. Rare item 
of Train Offi ce mail. b 200 €

P 1230 1929/32, airmails 45 C., 90 C.  and on reverse 30 C. (top margin copy) with great wall 15 C., 30 C. 
tied “CANTON 31.7.33“ to registered air mail cover to Sweden (Air Orient Envelope), boxed “Sai-
gon-Marseille“ and transit “SAIGON CENTRALE 4-8 33“. Vioelt boxed bilingual “POSTAL COMMISSI-
ONER 23 JUL. 1933 KWANGTUNG“. A showpiece.

224, 225, 227, 
262, 264 e 150 €
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1231• 1930, 1 C./3 C. junk (6, inc. sheet number margin block-4) tied “SHANGHAI 13.5.30“ to Germany, 
reply stationery card 5 Pf., to Chemnitz/Germany; some wrinkles. DR P GA 80 €

P 1232 1930. Envelope addressed to the ‘French Gare / Maritime, Shanghai’ bearing SG 312, 2c green, SG 
315, 4c olive and SG 321, 10c blue tied by Canton date-stamp sent Express mail with ‘Express De-
livery’ label on reverse and boxed Post-mans chop arrival in Shanghai. Rare 16 cents tariff paying 
the internal Express Fee. b 350 €

P 1233• 1930/33, great wall airmails $1, 25 C. 45 c. tied “SHANGHAI 26.4.37“ to registered FFC Hong Kong 
- San Francisco via china Clipper, large blue and green cachets on pictorial envelope, on reverse 
 transit “SAN FRANCISCO MAY 4 1937“ and arrival “MAPLEWOOD MAY 7 1937“. (T) f 60 €

1234 1931, Eurasia FFC Peiping-Nanking w. respective commemorative biplane-pcitorial dater and back-
stamp “Nanking 20.2.6“ (Feb. 6, 1931). f 70 €

P 1235 1931. Envelope written from Hong Kong addressed to Sinkiang Province, China bearing Hong Kong 
SG 117, 1c brown and SG 120, 4c carmine tied by Hong Kong double ring with Kitai arrival and 
forwarded to Hutupi bearing Chinese Sinkiang SG 79, 1c orange and SG 80, 4c olive tied by circular 
Kitai with Hutupi vernacular arrival on everse. Superb item of forwarding mail. b 650 €

P 1236 1932/41 Great Wall airmails Peking printing 50 C. (strip-3), 30 C.  with HK printing 25 C. (4), 15 C. 
(pair), 45 C. $2 tied “SHANGHAI 28.5.41“ total $5.55 to registered clipper air mail cover to New 
York, transit Hawaii 6.11, arrival NY 6.14. Printed return of AMEX Shanghai branch.

264, 266 (3), 
377 etc. e 80 €

P 1237 1932. Air Mail envelope headed ‘Flottille du Yang-Tse/Canonniere “Balny“’ and written from the 
French Gun-Boat “Balney“ at Chungking addressed to France bearing SG 427, 60c blue, SG 428, 
90c olive and SG 429, $1 yellow-green tied by Chungking date stamp with framed ‘Censuré/et 
Ferme/Au Depart Par/L’Autorite Militaire’ in violet on reverse with boxed bilingual ‘Par Avion’ and 
routed via Hanoi with framed hand-stamp instructional in violet ‘Via Hanoi’ and Langres receiver on 
reverse. Very rare item of censored mail from the Yang-Tse River.

SG 427, 428, 
429 b 600 €

P 1238 1933. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing Szechwan Province SG 2, 5c 
rosy-mauve, SG 4, 2c olive-green (3) and SG 21, 30c mauve (pair) tied by Suchow (Sui-Fu) vernacu-
lar date stamp with boxed ‘R’ hand-stamp and single ‘R’ hand-stamp, Air Mail label and Shanghai 
arrival. Superb item from Szechwan Province. b 350 €

P 1239 1935, reaper 30 C. (block-4) etc. total $1.90 tied “CANTON 34.11.28“ (Nov. 28, 1935) to air mail 
cover (some soiling and stain)to Sao Paulo/Brazil. Endorsed “K.L.M.Service“ but deleted and 
replaced by “Imperial Airways“. KLM was no longer carrying chinese mail from Singapore to 
Europe from Nov. 2, 1935. So probably Canton p.o. applied the route change in manuscript. On 
reverse transits Paris Dec. 16, Marseilles Dec. 17 and arrival “AO PAULO 23.XII.35“: in Mar-
seilles, it connected with DLH fl ight Stuttgart-Bathurst, from Bathurst (Gambia) by German catapult 
service (Schleuderfl ug) via Noronha Island to Natal/Brazil and Noward.  Transmitted mail from 
China fl own on the German catalpult service, South Atlantic, Haberer 424, Graue L-125. “Only 
three covers from China documented which fl ew via the German catapult service to South Ame-
rica.“, detailed analysis in cert. Leder A.I.E.P. (2014). e 1.200 €

1240 1936, offi cial illustrated FFC Eurasia Yunnan-Hanoi w. great wall airmail 30 C. (pair) tied two strikes 
of LCD “Opening of Airmail connection Kunming... 15.12.26“ (Dec. 26, 1936), “HANOI 26 12 36“ 
backstamp, vert. bend not affecting stamps. (T) 264 (2) e 50 €

P 1241 1937, 1 C./4 C. SYS tied comemmorative dater “National Government in Nanking 10 years/ Tsinan 
26.4.18“ with bilingual “TSINAN 18.4.37“ alongside adressed local, unsealed. This FDC reveals the 
issue date as April 18, while the various catalogs state March or April  with no day. 289II FDC 100 €

1242• 1937 (Feb 23) Harvie, Cooke & Co Shanghai cover to Henry B Smith Melbourne with P.O. “Via Ha-
noi“ in red, franked $1.25 for K.L.M. service from Hanoi, backstamped Melbourne. b 60 €

1243• 1937 (Mar-Jun) Harvie, Cooke & Co Shanghai covers to Henry B Smith Melbourne, earlier endorsed 
“By Imperial Air Line/From HONGKONG“ and with P.O. “By I.A.L.“ handstamp, 50c solo franking, 
backstamped Hong Kong, Melbourne, later with “Via Hanoi“ handstamp, 75c rate, backstamped 
Canton, Melbourne, (2). Fine pair. b 130 €

P 1244• 1938, SYS 25 C. (pair) with martyr 10 C. (pair) tied “SHANGHAI 19.9.38“ by air mail express cover 
via “HONG KONG 22 SP 38“ to Darmstadt/Germany, by I.A.L. e 80 €

P 1245• 1939-40 trio from same correspondence to Sydney, earliest from Shanghai, others Tsingtao, rated 
$2.30, $1.15 and 85c, two endorsed for I.A.L. service via Hong Kong, one uncensored, other cen-
sored Hong Kong (triangular Censor “9“) and Sydney, latest with Hanoi backstamp, Newcastle Cen-
sor tape/handstamp, (3). b 120 €

1246• 1939 (Feb-May) registered covers from same correspondence Peking to Sydney endorsed “Via Hon-
Kong“ (sic) or with typewritten directive to that end, franked $1.85 and $1.70, former utilising Ex-
press service, the only such pre-war usage noted to Australia, backstamped Peking, Shanghai, Hong 
Kong, Sydney, relevant item with scarce time clock “EXPRESS/27 FEB 1939/SYDNEY“ datestamp, 
little roughly opened, imminently exhibitable, (2). (T) b 100 €

1247 1940, SYS 25 C. (2) tied “NANKING“ resp. “PEKING“, to covers to Tong/Tongking with  French In-
dochina censortapes and tie marks, one via Hong Kong with HK censortape (double censored). b 80 €

P 1248 1941. Censored envelope addressed to France bearing SG 591, 25c purple (pair) tied by Chengtu 
date stamp, routed via Burma with censor label and ‘Passed Censor/32’ cachet in violet, routed via 
North Africa with Algeria ‘Controle’ label and ‘WK/3’ opened censor cachet hand-stamp. Nice item 
from Occupied North China. b 240 €
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P 1249 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope (wrinkles) addressed to Texas bearing China SG 421, 50c green. 
SG 423, 25c orange and SG 430, $2 brown (2) tied by Shanghai date stamp with matching regi-
stered label and hand-struck ‘Registered’, routed via Hong Kong with circular ‘Air Transit/6’ on face 
in turquoise and ‘Opened by Censor/ Hong Kong’ censor label in blue tied by boxed ‘27’ cachet 
routed via Honolulu with Texas/Registered arrival. Very attractive item. b 400 €

1250 1941, SYS 50 C. tied “SHANGHAI 27.4.41 to censored cover endorsed “via Colombo“ to Tel Aviv/
Palestine, no backfl ap. b Gebot

P 1251 1941. Air Mail envelope (opening faults) addressed to Switzerland bearing SG 420, 40c orange, SG 
473, $1 sepia and brown, SG 475, $5 green and scarlet and SG 495a, 50c blue tied by Shanghai 
date stamp with matching registered label and framed hand-struck ‘R.R.’, routed via Hong Kong 
with ‘Opened by Censor/Hong Kong’ label in blue tied by framed ‘27’ in violet with circular ‘Air Tran-
sit/6’ cachet in blue, routed ‘Trans-Pacifi c’ via Hawaii and New York. Double registered Air Transit 
covers are very scarce. b 550 €

P 1252 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Australia bearing SG 495a, 50c blue, SG 496a, $1 
brown and grey, SG 497a, $2 red-brown and blue and SG 610, 10c green tied by Shanghai date stamp 
with matching registered label routed via Singapore with ‘Passed by Censor60/A’ in violet with instruc-
tional handstamp ‘To Be Forwarded By/Air From Singapore’ on face and Sydney receiver. Very fi ne. b 250 €

P 1253 1941. Illustrated Air Mail envelope ‘Metrople Hotel, Shanghai’ addressed to New York bearing China 
SG 494a, 30c scarlet and SG 497a, $1 brown and sepia (4) tied by Shanghai date stamp, routed via 
Hong Kong with circular ‘Air Transit/ 3’ on face in turquoise and ‘Opened by Censor/ Hong Kong’ 
censor label. Very fi ne. b 350 €

P 1254 1941 (May 9) Plain envelope by registered airmail to Buenos Aires bearing Air 50c, $2 & $5 [SG 
426,430 & 431 & making $7.50 rate] tied Shanghai d/s & w/R No 1446 label w/Shanghai S.O. 23 
h/s inserted censored in Hong Kong w/blue on white G Arms R/Opened By Censor/Hong Kong label 
tied boxed 27 h/s in violet & w/on face rare circ Air Transit/6 h/s in green & w/on reverse Shanghai 
[9 May] despatch d/s, Honolulu Hawaii [25 May] transit d/s & circ Cardos/13/Central h/s in black; 
unusual destination! [Posted at Shanghai 9th May; paid $7.50 for airmail from Hong Kong by trans-
pacifi c route to the United States and onward to destination. The rate comprises$6.50/5gm air fee 
+ 0.50c surface + 0.50c regn.]. b 450 €

P 1255 1941(Feb 17) Plain envelope by airmail to Mayfl ower Hotel, Washington bearing Sun Yat-sen vertical 
pair $2 plus Air 25c [SG 474 & 423 making $4.25 rate] tied Shanghai d/s & censored in Hong Kong 
w/boxed 64 & boxed 70 h/s in green overlaid by red on white G Arms R/Opened By Censor/Hong 
Kong label tied boxed 30 h/s in violet & w/on face rare circ Air Transit/6 h/s in green & w/on reverse 
Mayfl ower Hotel [11 Mar] Received arrival d/s in red. [The boxed 64 & 70 censor h/s applied below 
the censor label are in the same green ink as the Air Transit/6 h/s.] b 320 €

P 1256 1941, NY print $10 with Dah Tung  30 C., 50 C. 1 Y. total $11.80 canc. “SHANGHAI 29.8.41“ on 
registered clipper cover to Belgium, endorsed “Via U.S.A. & Lisbon“ = Atlantic clipper, on reverse 
transit “SAN FRANCISCO SEP 29 1941“ and “NY 10 1 1941“, US-German double censorship, ba-
cked at bottom. Also $4.25 frank tied “SHANGHAI 27.9.41“ to clipper cover via Hong Kong 
(“AIR-TRANSIT 2“ censor mark) to Reading PA., U.S.A., written in german, censor tape. e 250 €

P 1257 1941, SYS 5 C. (7 inc. block-6) tied “Tungchwan Shanin 30.10.1“ via “CHUNGKING 2.10.41“ to air 
mail printed matter (vert. bend) to Canada, Hong Kong censor exemption mark in violet, canadian 
censor tape; stamps tied by two red security marks of sender. b 160 €

P 1258 1941, great wall 90 C. (pair) with SYS $1 (crease), 25 C. tied bilingual “KWEILIN 30.2.14“ to regi-
stered airmail cover (no backfl ap) to Sweden, endorsed “Via Hami - Alma Ata“, the shortlived “silk 
road“ route, very rare. e 500 €

P 1259+ 1942, express parcel receipt with high frank of $82.30 inc. $20 SYS x4 used “Hunan Hengyang 
31.2.28“ to Kunming, Yunnan. b 100 €

P 1260 1943. Registered Offi cial stampless Air Mail envelope addressed to Washington written from Chung-
king dated ‘10th November 1942’ cancelled by circular ‘Service Des Postes’ bilingual hand-stamp 
with framed hand-struck ‘Registered’ and registered label, headed ‘By B.O.A.C. to Lagos, via Calcut-
ta and Cairo and thence by P.A.A. to destination’ with boxed ‘Par Avion’ routed via Miami with Was-
hington arrival ‘Jan 4’ on reverse. Scarce item. b 350 €

P 1261 1943 (May 10) envelope by registered airmail to Ann Arbor, Michigan & forwarded in manu to Down-
town YMCA, Detroit & then returned to Ann Arbor franked 10c (2), 50c, $1 & $10 tied Chinese verna-
cular d/s w/plain registration label No w/manu 233 inserted & without place name entered. Censor 
in transit in India w/plain while label w/typed Opened By Examiner added (Provisional ? type label 45 
x 3 mm & not listed by CCSG) w/alongside unframed DHF/22 h/s in violet & w/unframed Remailled 
after Delivery/Collect. Cents h/s & below Forwarded h/s both in violet & w/on reverse Miami (25 
Jun), Ann Arbor (28 Jun), Detroit (28 Jun) transit d/s & faint Ann Arbor (1 Jun) fi nal arrival d/s. b 80 €

P 1262 1943, red. “Lunghwa Civilian Enemy Group Living Center/Censorship Passed“ on cover “SHANGHAI 
16.11.43“ used local. b 120 €

P 1263 1944. Envelope written from ‘W. Blackadder 1346-50G (British), Civil Assembly Centre, Wei-Hsien, 
Shantung Camp’ addressed to Mr Gronvold, Norwegian, Tientsin bearing Japanese Occupation of 
North China SG 160, $2 brown and blue tied by Wei-Hsien date stamp with boxed hand-stamp 
‘Weihsien Teki Kokujin / Shudan Seikatsusho’ and censored by ‘Tsukikawa’ in red. Very fi ne item 
from Weihsien Camp. b 240 €
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P 1264• 1944 covers from China Inland Mission Chungking written in same hand to Melbourne and Longue-
ville N.S.W., endorsed for airmail to Calcutta, franked scarce Provincial surcharge on 16c olive-brown 
(perf 13) and $2 pair, and $7, last censored on arrival at Sydney, roughly opened, (2). b 130 €

1265 1945, $1/$200/1 C. and $2/$400/3 C. tied 1 C. card (form use) “SHANGHAI 20.9.45“ to Czecho-
slovakia, very early commercial usage. Also 1946, $500/3 C. (block-6) and $100/1 C. (pair) tied 
“Shanghai 29.11.46“ to reverse of AR-air mail cover with large blue “AIR MAIL / DOUBLE REGI-
STERED“ to UNRRA/Prague. (T) b 100 €

P 1266 1945. Registered envelope (creased) addressed to ‘T. Piotrovich (Lithuanian), Tientsin’ bearing Ja-
panese Occupation of Shanghai SG 35, $6 on 5c olive-green (2), SG 57, $3 on 8c green (3) and SG 
118, $3 orange (8) tied by Shanghai date stamp (22 Jan 45) with boxed ‘Registered’ hand-stamp 
and  Tientsin arrival. Scarce registered cover from the Occupation. b 500 €

P 1267 1945(Oct 24) American Red Cross printed envelope addressed & redirected locally within Shanghai 
from Cpl. Ted Crawford 39565347, HQ 382nd Air Service Group at Kiangwan Air Base bearing Sun 
Yat-sen Chung Hwa issues 2 x $10 tied Shanghai d/s with manuscript annotations for redirection 
together with postmens chops & with on reverse half a dozen Shanghai d/s. b 110 €

P 1268 1945, stampless registered air mail cover from“Hunan Siangtan 34.10.3“ (Oct. 3, 1945) to Italy 
with “RAVENNA 9.11.45“ arrival, two postal paper tags on reverse, perhaps postage fee paid, 
 otherwise backfl ap missing, for specialists. e 60 €

P 1269 1945, $2+$2/50 C. blue with $6 treaty tied “Chengtu“ to local cover. 614, 634 b 90 €
P 1270 1945, treaty $1 (10, block-8 and two singles) w. on front imperf. SYS $20, $70 tied “Hunan.Tayung 

34.11.25“ (Nov. 25, 1945) to double registered cover to Consulate for Finland/Shanghai w. Dec. 25 
arrival. Unusual franking. 631 (10) etc. b 200 €

P 1271 1946, Sun Yatsen $ 100 brown and $ 500 on 3 c. red-lilac (4), tied by cds. “SHANGHAI 16.10.46“ to 
registered express airmail cover (sender was a staff member of the Shanghai joint committe for relief 
and rehabilitation of European refugees) to Melbourne, Austria and forwarded, complete with letter. 671 A, 735 (4) b 150 €

P 1272 1946 10 $ blue, Dr. Sun Yatsen bloc of four with print on the gum side shifted left. 665 var (*)/v 200 €
P 1273 1946 (Mar 5) Printed Airmail envelope (opening faults) to Baltimore endorsed from member UNRRA 

(United Nations Refugee Relief Administration) in canton bearing on reverse Sun Vat-sen redrawn 
3rd issue imperf marginal $10 & Savings Bank & Money box $100 (2) [SG 656 & 733] [making $90 
rate] tied canton d/s. [Japan surrendered on 14 August 1945 & a race ensued between Nationalist 
& Communists to seize areas formally occupied by the Japanese that resulted in increasing infl ation 
taking place until currency revaluation & the issue of the Silver Yuan on 1 May 1949]. b 80 €

P 1274 1946 (Mar 8) Printed Airmail envelope (opening faults) registered to Baltimore endorsed from mem-
ber UNRRA [United Nations Refugee Relief Administration] in Canton bearing on reverse Sun  Yat-sen 
$20 crimson, $20 blue & imperf 3rd Issue redrawn $10 (2) together w/Savings bank & Money box 
$100 (2( [SG 809,652,636 & 733] [making $260 rate] tied canton d/s & wired on white R No n25 
reg. label w/Canton h/s inserted & w/Baltimore/Reg Sec. (25 Mar) transit d/s & Baltimore Druid 
Sta (26 Mar) arrival d/s. [Japan surrendered on 14 August 1945 & a race ensued between Nationa-
list &  Communists to seize areas formally occupied by the Japanese that resulted in Increasing in-
fl ation taking place until currency revaluation & the issue of the Silver Yuan on 1 May 1949]. b 80 €

P 1275 1947 (Feb) printed E. Pearce Hayes, Futsing, Fukien envelope to Berkeley CA franked Chiang Kai-
Shek pair $100 & on reverse $50 (2) [SG 909A & 908B] tied Foochow d/s (very unusual to fi nd the 
two printings on same cover]. b 110 €

P 1276 1947 (Oct 22) Airmail envelope to Kuching bearing Sun Vat-sen $5000 (8), $2000 & $1000 & w/
on reverse Commemorating Confucius $500 [SG 950, SG 949. SG 948 & SG 951] making $43500 
rate tied smudged Swatow d/s & wired on white R No 15676 registered label w/Swatow h/s in-
serted & w/on reverse partial Registered/GPO Hong Kong [24 Oct] & Singapore [25 Oct] transit d/s 
& Kuching [30 Oct] arrival d/s. b 180 €

P 1277 1947 (Feb 3) Kurt Schoenbek, Shanghai envelope to Dar es Salam at printed matter rate bearing 
Opening of National assembly, Nanking $30 (2) [SG 913] tied Shanghai d/s. Extraordinary destination! b 140 €

P 1277A 1947 (Dec 22) Airmail envelope to Kuching w/manu AV2 in black ink bearing 50th Anniv of Directo-
rate of Posts $100, $200, $300, $400 & $500 plus Sun Vat-sen $10000 (5) & $3000 on $3 [SG 
985-989, SG 985 & SG 976] making $54500 rate tied Swatow d/s & wired on white R No 18618 
registered label w/Swatow h/s inserted & w/on reverse Registered/GPO Hong Kong [23 Dec] & 
Singapore [26 Dec] transit d/s & Kuching [31 Dec] arrival d/s. b 270 €

P 1278• 1948, TBC-semipostals set x2 etc. tied “SHANGHAI 5.8.48“ to pictorial cover to USA. 846/48A (2) etc. b 120 €
P 1279 1948. Registered Air Mail addressed to the United States bearing SG 812, $100 brown (32) tied by 

Shanghai date stamp with registered label and hand-struck ‘Express’ routed via New York with Phi-
ladelphia receiver. b 240 €

P 1280 1948 (Feb 19) Airmail envelope to Kuching w/manu AV2 in red crayon bearing Adoption of the Con-
stitution $2000 (2) $3000 (2) $5000 (2) & Sun Vat-sen $5000 & $1000 on $2 w/on reverse block 
x 4 $10000 [SG 990-992 SG 950 SG 856 & SG 965] making $66000 rate tied Swatow d/s & wired 
on white R No 2155 registered label w/Swatow h/s inserted & w/on reverse Registered/ GPO Hong 
Kong [21 Feb) & Singapore [24 Feb] transit d/s & Kuching [2 Mar] arrival d/s. b 270 €
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P 1281 1948 (Jan 30) Airmail envelope to Kuching bearing Sun Vat-sen $20000 (2), $10000 (2), $5000 
(4), $5000 & w/on reverse $1000 on $2 (3), $3000 (4) & $2000 (3) [SG 966, SG 965. SG 962, SG 
895, SG 858, SG 960 & SG 949] making $106000 rate tied Swatow d/s & wired on white R No 
1332 registered label w/Swatow h/s inserted & w/on reverse Singapore [4 Feb] transit d/s & Ku-
ching [7 Feb] arrival d/s. b 180 €

P 1282 1948 (Sep 30) Agricultural Industry Service, Shanghai printed envelope (vertical crease and tape at 
top, by airmail to Shaoyang bearing on reverse SYS Block x 8$15000 on $6 [SG 1020[making 
$120000 rate) tied circular Shanghai d/s & w/alongside vernacular circ Shaoyang [6 Oct] arrival 
d/s. [On 19 August 1948 the Gold Yuan replaced legal tender notes at the rate of 1 Gold Yuan to 3 
Million dollars & until surcharged adhesives appeared current stamps were sold this basis]. b 140 €

P 1283 1948 (Sep 20) Agricultural Industry service, Shanghai printed airmail envelope (creased) to 
 Shaoyang superscripted “Express“ bearing SYS $5000, $200000 & 3 x $5000 on $2 [SG 1035, SG 
969 & SG 1007] [making $265000 rate] tied dotted circular Shanghai d/s & w/on reverse vernacu-
lar circ Shaoyang [20 Sep] arrival d/s ; truly a good Express service. On 19 August 1948 the Gold 
Yuan replaced legal tender notes at the rate of 1 Gold Yuan to 3 Million dollars & until surcharged 
adhesives appeared current stamps were sold on this basis. b 180 €

P 1284 1948 (Aug 2) Plain printed airmail envelope to Shanghai from Nanyo Mt., Hunan bearing SYS $5000 
on $100 & on reverse block x 8 $10000 on $20 [SG 1013 & 1008] [making $85000 rate] tied 
dotted circular vernacular d/s. b 110 €

P 1285 1948 (Aug 5) Plain printed airmail envelope to Shanghai bearing on reverse 17 x SYS $5000 on 
$100 [SG 1013 making $85000 rate] tied circular Lanchow d/s & w/alongside vernacular circ 
Shanghai [8 Aug] arrival d/s. b 140 €

P 1286 1948 (Dec 1) Airmail envelope to Kuching bearing Sun Yat-sen $1 on 40c (10) tied Swatow d/s & 
wired on white R No 18305 registered label w/Swatow h/s inserted & w/on reverse Singapore [4 
Dec] transit d/s. [On 1 Aug 1948 the Gold Yuan replaced legal tender at the rate of 1 Gold Yuan to 
3 Million  $dollars]. b 270 €

P 1287 1948, 75th anniversary of shipping co. tied “SHANGHAI 37.8.16“ to offi cial air letter stationery (in-
complete, corner fault) w. on reverse SYS plum blossoms $50.000 blue (pair).

942/945, 
808 (2) GA 160 €

P 1288 1948, Geburtstag von Chiang Kaishek, alle in besserer Zähnung in Mischfrankatur mit MiNr. 727, 
737 (2) und 774 auf Luftpostbrief von Shanghai nach Prag.

768 C - 770 
C u.a. b 140 €

1289• 1948, SYS plum blossoms $2.000.000 brick red (22, inc. left margin-imprint-block-18 on reverse) 
plus $1.000.000 tied “TIENTSIN15 27.11.48“ to registered air mail cover to Stuttgart/Germany w. 
Dec. 7 arrival on reverse. 814 (22), 813 e 60 €

1290 1948, small wrapper from CHENGTU to Ölsnitz/Germany/SBZ written in Esperanto franked by a 
vertical pair of 3000 $ on 3 $. 822 (2) b/p 100 €

P 1291 1948, air mail issue $50.000/$1 (block-9 on reverse and single) and $50.000/60 C. tied “SHANG-
HAI 18.8.48“ to air mail cover to USA. 853, 855 (10) e 320 €

P 1292 1948/49, Airmail cover er from “SHANGHAI 25.2.49“ to Danmark franked by 330 $  two strips of 
three.

951 (3), 936 
(3), b 100 €

P 1293• 1949 (May 10) ‘On Postal Service’ Unsealed Printed-Matter cover to USA (GY $160,000 total fran-
king for the 4c Silver Yuan rate) sent by Philatelic Division, Shanghai franked with $2000 on $300 
Dah Yeh block of fi ve and $50,000 & $30,000 on $30,000 SYS singles (Scott 880A, 880B, 935) 
tied by ‘Shanghai’ postmarks. Rare example of Gold Yuan stamps paying this Silver Yuan rate. Sent 
to China collector J. Lewis Blackburn. b 250 €

P 1294 1949, Sun Yatsen $ 5.000 blue, half sheet with 200 stamps on reverse and vertical strip of 7 
and strip of 6 on front of airmail cover from “SWATOW 18.4.38“ (18.APR.49) to Bangkok, all 
stamps cancelled, partly folded and crease, otherwise a very scarce franking, a unique cover! 967 (213) b 1.500 €

P 1295 1949 (May 19) Agricultural Industry Service, Shanghai printed airmail envelope (creased) to 
 Shameen, Canton bearing SYS Block x 4$100000 [SG 1174] [making $400000 rate] tied circular 
Shanghai d/s & w/smudged Canton arrival d/s. [On 1st May 1949 the Gold Yuan which had collap-
sed was replaced by the Silver Yuan currency based on the silver dollar]. b 180 €

P 1296 1949 (??? 20) Airmail printed envelope to Shanghai bearing on reverse SYS x 5$200 [SG 1157] 
[making S1000 rate] tied dotted circular Wuchang(?) d/s & w/circ segmented Shanghai security 
chop in red. b 140 €

P 1297• 1950/51, Tien An Men $20.000 with $300, 500 tied “SHANGHAI 52.12.3“ to air mail cover (vert. 
bend) via “CANTON 52.12.9“ (on reverse) to Germany. High value very scarce on letter mail. (T) 101; 113, 114 e 200 €

CHINA - PORTOMARKEN      
see also 3460, 3462, 3463

P 1298 1905, postage due 5 C., a block of 12 (4x3), mint never hinged MNH, fresh appearance. 5 (12) **   300 €
P 1298A• 1904, stampless ppc lunar dater “Shanghai 2.29“ plus bilingual dater to c/ german p.o. Chefoo, mar-

ked bold “T“ and blue crayon “2“, provisional due 2 C. tied bilingual “CHEFOO 18 AP 04“, early usage. 3 b 800 €
P 1298B 1904, 2 C., a block of 30 (6x5) inc. selvadge between pos. 4-10.. and 5-1..., mint never hinged MNH. 3 (30) **/* 400 €

P 1299 1905, postage due 10 C., a top-left margin block of 12 (4x3), mint never hinged MNH, fresh condi-
tion 6 (12) **   600 €
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CHINA - LOKALPOST (LOCAL POST)      
see also 1174, 1913

P 1300 Chefoo local post (China), 1893, 1/2c green (a Pagoda with telegraphic lines), Die I, complete mint 
sheet of 40 subjects, one stamp has a small black mark on gum, the other ones are all mint never 
hinged, original gum. A fresh and very fi ne sheet. A spectacular exhibition item. Stanley Gibbons for 
40 hinged stamps = 600 GBP (estimate for MNH = 1200 GBP). (M) SG 1 **   450 €

P 1301 CHINKIANG: 1896. Envelope addressed to Strasbourg bearing Chinkiang SG 16, 1c blue (corner 
fault) tied by Chinkiang/Postal Service double ring ‘29th Oct 96’ routed via Shanghai with 
Shanghai/Local Post/E transit in red on reverse ‘Oct 30’ and German Post Offi ce Shanghai with Ger-
man ‘Reichpost’. Michel 48, 20pf blue tied by Shanghai cds with Strasbourg receiver ‘7/12/96’ on re-
verse. Rare combination via the German Post Offi ce.

SG 16, DP 
China V48 b 2.800 €

P 1302+ Hankow, 1893, 1st postage due ovpt. issue 2 C. (3), left fi rst Chinese character with large top varie-
ty, variety of damage of the ovpt., unused mounted mint. *    150 €

P 1303+ Hankow, 1893, 12st due ovpt. issue 5 C. (2) and 30 C. all used, left fi rst chinese character with 
“large top variety“ (Scott $550). g 200 €

P 1304+ Hankow, 1893, 1st issue, 5 C. pair from top margin, mount in margin, stamps MNH, scarce. **   300 €
P 1305+ Hankow, 1893, 1st postage due ovpt. issue, a strip-3 canc. three strikes of blue “HANKOW C JL 16 

95“, left two stamps show left fi rst Chinese character with large top variety, rarely seen and great 
for setting study (Scott $1800.-). g 300 €

P 1306• HANKOW: 1896, 2 c. green, single franking on cover to Shanghai, canc. with red cds. 27.7.96, also 
on reverse, arrival mark 30.7.96. 10 b 600 €

P 1307 1896, KEWKIANG, 1/2 C auf 20 C, postfrisches Bogenteil von 50 Marken, Randstreifen vergilbt, 
ideal für Typenbestimmung. (M) 14 **   400 €

P 1308 1893. Postal stationary envelope headed ‘Postage Paid 1 Cent’ cancelled by ‘Shanghai/Local 
Post/J’ in blue addressed to the ‘2nd Offi cer, “S.S. Whampoa“, Shanghai’ with ‘Shanghai/Local 
Post’ receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. b 130 €

P 1309 1893. ‘Postage 1 Cent’ stationary envelope bearing surcharge in vermilion 1ct on half 2c green tied 
by Shanghai Local Post/G date stamp in blue addressed locally with ‘Customs Shanghai’ double 
ring arrival adjacent. Very fi ne item showing the usage in the Local and Imperial Post Offi ces. GA 650 €

1310 1893/94, Shanghai envelopes used (3), Chefoo card used (no message). GA Gebot
P 1311 1895. Shanghai Local Post 2c brown postal stationary wrapper cancelled by ‘Shanghai / Local Post’ 

date stamp ‘27/11’ addressed to the Catholic Mission, Hankow with ‘Hankow / Local Post’ arrival 
‘Dec/1’ alongside. Very fi ne. b 330 €

P 1312• 1897, Ichang, (16-17 Nov.) registered envelope to Vienna (arrival d.s.) bearing on reverse I.C.P. 
20c. from the top of the sheet, cancelled by “Ichang“ dollar chop in brown, with matching “R“ 
unframed h.s. adjacent, and on front France “Chine“ 50c. cancelled by “Shang-hai/Chine“ c.d.s 
(25.11), with “R“ in frame h.s. alongside, the cover is additionally franked with an array of Local 
Post values (16, one has defect) also cancelled by the “Ichang“ dollar chop, light uniform to-
ning, fi ne picturesque franking paying the 20 cents registered letter rate for overseas UPU 
countries. PROBABLY THE MOST SPECTACULAR COVER IN EXISTANCE WITH THE SCARCE 
ICHANG DOLLAR CHOP. b 10.000 €

P 1313 1897. Registered Local envelope addressed to Chinkiang bearing Nanking SG 7, 10c green tied 
by Nanking/Local Post rubber date stamp in violet with oval bilingual ‘Nanking Local Post’ and 
framed ‘Registered / No 2 / Nanking’ on reverse with Chinkiang/Postal Service receiver ‘24th 
Ja 97’ on reverse. Registered mail from the Local Post Service in Nanking is very rare. b 1.100 €

CHINA - PORTOMARKEN      
see also 3460, 3462, 3463

P 1314• 1912, provisional neutrality on 10 C. blue, part-strike “Foochow“, pencil signed Holcombe, scarce. 21 g 500 €

CHINA - FLUGPOST      
see also 1218, 1230, 1233, 1234, 1236, 1239, 1240, 1242, 1245, 

1249, 1251, 1258, 1260, 1261, 1291, 1292, 1532A, 1539
1315• 1929, FFC Eurasia Nanking-Berlin, air mail 45, 60 and 90  C. with defi nitives 5 C., 20 C. total $2.20  

tied pictorial comemmorative dater “Inauguration of International airmail NANKING 20.5.31“ (May 
31, 1931) to Berlin, endorsed “First fl ight airmail, Nanking to Berlin“, backstamp “BERLIN 11.6.31“. f 80 €

1316• 1929, Switzerland airmail pilot 35 Rp. (2) uprating envelope 20 Rp. tied “TIRO FEDERALE BEL-
LINZONA 19.VII.29“ to registered air mail cvoer to Abbeville/USA, rerouted via Manchuria with tran-
sits of “WUCHANG.KIR(IN)“, “SUNGAN“ and “CHANGCHUN“ and fi nally returned. A well travelled 
cover. Detailed analysis in german. (M) e 80 €

P 1317• 1929, FFC “First Direct Flight Canton Yunnanfu“ with commemorative 4 C. resp. air mail 15 C. (bot-
tom right corner margin copy) tied “CANTON 17.25.11.“ to cacheted cover (vert. bend), “Yunnanfu 
2.12.1929“ backstamp. The airplane  started Nov. 26 but crashed at Wuchow. Forwarded from 
“CANTON 26.11.29“ by surface. Scarce suspended fl ight. f 120 €
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P 1318• 1930, Germany Zeppelin stamp 2 RM South America fl ight tied “Airship Graf Zeppelin 9.9.1930“ to 
Zeppelin air mail cover with triangular cachet “RUSSLANDFAHRT 1930“ to Peking/German Hospital. 
On reverse transits “MOSKVA 11.9.30“, “MANCHOULI“ and arrival “PEIPING 22.9.1930“. A most 
unusual inbound Zeppelin air mail cover to China. f 750 €

P 1319 1930. Registered Air Mail envelope (opening faults) addressed to Shanghai bearing SG 315, 4c alive 
(4) and SG 384, 15c black and green tied by Hankow date stamp with boxed bilingual ‘Air Mail’ ca-
chet in red and vernacular ‘A.R.’ hand-stamp in red with registered receipt on reverse. Very attractive. b 200 €

P 1320• 1930, FFC Canton-Wuchow, fi rst military fl ight with respective cachet “KWANGTUNG AIRMAILS“, 
only 20 carried (DF28a), vermilion guarantee seal on reverse, rare. f 150 €

1321• 1930, FFC Shanghai-Wuhu, 29 C. frank tied “SHANGHAI 19.12.23“ (Dec. 23, 1930), WUHU same 
day backstamp. f 60 €

P 1322 1941. Air Mail envelope (opening faults, toned) addressed to France bearing SG 418, 20c lake, SG 
429, $1 yellow-green, SG 495a, 50c blue and SG 497a $2 red-brown and blue (5) tied by Hankow 
date stamp endorsed ‘via America’. routed via Hong Kong with ‘Opened by Censor’ label tied by 
boxed ‘108’ in violet and circular ‘Air Transit/3’ cachet in blue-green with St. Geavais arrival. Attrac-
tive item. b 330 €

1323• 1931, FFC Wuchow-Canton “Wuchow 13.1.16“ (Jan 16, 1931) w. boxed red bilingual “PAR AVION“, 
Canton same day arrival on reverse. 400 carried, 140 miles in 90 minutes compared against 3 days 
by river steamer. f 80 €

P 1324• 1933, FFC by CNAC Shanghai-Canton, biplane airmail 30 C. with great wall monoplane 25 C. etc. 
tied special dater  Shanghai 22.10.24  (Oct. 24, 1933) to offi cial red CNAC envelope (glue remain-
ders on reverse) to Canton, two signatures (pilots?) top left. (M) f 80 €

1325• 1936, FFC by Eurasia: Yunnan-Hanoi, great wall air 30 C. tied commemorative dater “KUNMING 
23.12.26“ (Dec. 23, 1937)  to offi cial fl ight envelope (three bends) to Hong Kong. (T) f 60 €

1326• 1936, FFC by CNAC: Canton-Hong Kong, great wall 25 C. with 5 C./16 C. tied “CANTON 25.11.6“ 
(Nov. 6, 1936) to offi cial CNAC fl ight envelope to  HK with 6 NO 36 backstamp. f 80 €

P 1327• 1936, FFC by CNAC: Shanghai-Hong Kong, franking mainly “40years postal service“ tied “SHANG-
HAI 4.11.25“ (Nov. 4, 1936)  to registered cover (vert. crease, fl ap torn) to “REGISTERED G.P.O. 
HONG KONG 5 NOV 36“ (backstamp). f 80 €

P 1328• 1937, FFC Peiping-Hong Kong, great wall airmail 30 C. tied “PEIPING5 28.6.26“ (June 28, 1937) to 
small cover via Peiping5 next day, HK backstamp of 29 JU 37. Signed by pilot “Harold Herzog“, scarce. f 120 €

P 1329• 1937, FFC Chungking-Rangoon, Kunming-Rangoon section: great wall airmails 45 C., 50 C. with SYS 
15 C.  pair total $1.25 tied commemorative dater “KUNMING 26.(1)0.29“ (Oct. 29, 1937) to regi-
stered air mail cover to Rangoon, w. “OCT 30 39“ arrival on backfl ap, registration delivery receipt 
still attached. 265, 266 etc. f 130 €

1330• 1937, CNAC Shanghai-Hong Kong and then AK to San Francisco by PAA, great wall airs 25 C., 45 C. 
$1 tied “SHANGHAI 26.4.37“ registered to pictorial cover with fl ight route to USA, transit SF May 4, 
arrival “DELAWARE, OHIO MAY 7 1937“, some wrinkles, attractive. (T) f 60 €

1331• 1938, FFC Kunming-Liuchow-Hong Kong by Eurasia: great wall 30 C. tied special dater “Kunming 
27.6.13“ (June 13, 1938) to offi cial Eurasia envelope (crease not affecting stamp)  to Hong Kong, 
 scarce fl ight. (M) f 80 €

1332 1939, FIRST FLIGHT CHUNGKING-RANGOON: 25 C and 50 C on airmail cover with canc. “CHUNG-
KING 30.10.1939“ and violett cachet First Flight Oct 30’th 1939 with b/s arrival, good condition! (T) e 60 €

P 1333 1941(May) envelope to New York from University of Nanking, Chengtu endorsed “Air in China“ fran-
ked Sun Yat-sen 50c & 25c [593 & 591] tied Chengtu d/s & w/two black lines thru Air Mail etiquette 
& boxed Not Opened/By/Censor h/s in green w/on reverse Victoria/Hong Kong transit d/s [1 Jun). 
Scarce air within China only. b 80 €

P 1334 1945. Air Mail envelope addressed to Belgium bearing SG 791, $50 yellow/brown and SG 792, 
$100 blue tied by Sze-Tchaan vernacular date stamp, endorsed ‘via Calcutta, Karachi’ with boxed 
‘O.A.T.’ in red on face. Scarce item of Onward Air Transmission mail from China. b 200 €

CHINA - PROVINZEN      
see also 2661, 2663

P 1335• 1961, occupation of Tibet,  4 F.-30 F. top imprint and plate number margin complete set, mint never 
hinged. 616/620 **   700 €

P 1336• 1946, Manchuria local overprints, three different on three covers pmkd. July/August 1946 inc. one 
with large size temporary rubber dater. (T) b 150 €

P 1337 Sinkiang, 1924, 13 C. (horizontal strip-4, one more copy missing), 2 C., 5 C.  tied bilingual “TIHWA 
(URUMTSI) 19.12.9“ (Dec. 9, 1930) to AR-registered cover (280x130 mm) to Sweden and fwd., 
printed letter head of “SINO-SWEDISH SINKING EXPEDITION / SVED HEDIN, LEADER“. Sent by Nils 
P. Ambolt (1900-1969) to relative, transit Kuldja, arrival “KARLSHAMN 26 1. 1931“, censortape 
and vermilion tie-mark of “Sinkiang military commission“. (M) 34, 38, 43 (4) b Gebot

P 1338 Sinkiang, 1924/29, 1 C., 5 C., 10 C. (2), 15 C. (faults) and SYS state burial 1 C. tied  boxed dater 
“Sinkiang Urumtsi 19.4.28“ to double-registered cover (faults) to Stockholm/Sweden. Sent by Nils 
P. Ambolt (1900-1969) to relative, on reverse bilingual boxed transit “TURFAN 19.4.30“ (April 30, 
1930), also censortape and vermilion tie-mark of “Sinkiang military commission“. (T)

31, 38, 42 (2), 
44, 62 b 100 €
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P 1339 Szechuan, 1934, reaper 50 C. (pair) tied “CHENGTU 23.2.26“ on registered air mail cover (fi le bend) 
to Göttingen/Germany and fwd. to “HAMBURG 10.3.34“ 3 (2) e 100 €

P 1340 Szechuan,  1933/34, junk 5 C. with martyr 10 C. (strip-3) and 20 C. tied “CHENGTU 23.11.14“ (Nov. 14, 
1934) to air mail cover to Shanghai, to director of observatory at Zu Ka Wei. On reverse Nov. 16 arrival. 2, 17 (3), 20 e 200 €

P 1341 1938. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing Szechwan SG 3, 50c green and 
SG 18, 13c green tied by Paksien (Chunkiang) date stamp with ‘Registered’ hand-stamp in violet 
and ‘Par Avion’ label with Shanghai arrival. Very fi ne. b 150 €

P 1342 1895, black fl ag republic 20 C. blue tied “TAINAN 5 OCT 95“ on small cover to Nanking, signed 
Heddergott BPP. 1 b 80 €

P 1343 Yunnan, 1933, two ppc “Chemins de Fer du Yunnan“ with 2 C. franks both tied railway TPO markings 
“TRAIN POST OFFICE“ via “HOKOW“ to Gablonz/C.S.R. Ak 70 €

P 1344• Yunnan, 1926/33,  junk 10 C. and martyr 8 C. tied “KUNMING (YUNNANFU) 8.10.34“ to registered 
cover (reduced on top, vertical bend not affecting stamps) to Swiss Consul at Canton w. Oct. 12 ar-
rival. Unusual franking on overweight cover and rare usage of 8 C. on entire. 11, 49 b 300 €

CHINA - GANZSACHEN      
see also 1141, 1210, 1530, 2664, 2682, 4205

1345 1897/98, ICP 1 C. resp. CIP 1 C. reply part both cto oval “PEKING“ of 1901, the reply part with 
painting “lady and mirror“ on reverse. GA 80 €

P 1346 1897, ICP 1 C. uprated litho coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. large dollar “CHEFOO 29 DEC 97“ via 
Shanghai (large dollar) in combination with Hong Kong , QV 2 C. rosine pair canc. “SHANGHAI C JA..“ 
via “HONG KONG JA 11 98“ to Austria w. arrival “KLOSTERNEUBURG  14.2.98“. Senders dateline on 
reverse “Chefoo 28. Dez. 1897.“. Year of issue usage of #1. Han 1; 36, 37 GA 200 €

P 1347 1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. large dollar “PAOTING“ used as german fi eld post card w. “Field Post Sta-
tion No. 7 26/4“ (No. 7 at Paoting) to Koblenz/Germany. Senders dateline “Pao-ting-fu 7.3.1901“, 
painting on reverse. Han 1 GA 80 €

P 1348• 1897, card ICP canc. large dollar “SHANGHAI 20 DEC 98“ via large dollar  “CANTON 25 DEC 98“ 
to “IMPERIAL POST OFFICE WUCHOW 27 DEC 1898“ in blue. New years greetings from shang-
hai imperial p.o.  staff to IMC staff at “Wuchow via Canton“, spectacular. Han 1 GA 2.000 €

P 1349 1897, card ICP 1 C. (2, both vert. crease) used 1904 to commander german gunboat “SMS Vor-
waerts“ co/ Imp. German Consulate Hankow: lunar dater “Anhwei Wuhu 2.9“ resp. bilingual “KIUKI-
ANG 23 APR 04“, both with arrivals bilingual dater WUHU. GA 80 €

P 1350+ 1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. large dollar brown “WUHU. 18 NOV 98“ uprated coiling dragon ½ C. (2) 
resp. 2 C. tied brown Pa-kua marked blue annulation circles, large bold “T“ and faint large dollar 
“(SHANGHAI) 20 NOV 98“ in combination with Japan 1883 2 S. carmine tied “SHANGHAI 21 NOV 
98“ marked CTMS/T w. handwritten blue crayon “15“, via Yokohama and SF to Pecatonica/Ill., USA, 
marked “U.S. CHARGE / TO COLLECT 6 CENTS“, horiz. crease and bottom left soiling. Han 1 etc. GA 500 €

P 1351 1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. intaglio “POST OFFICE / CHENGCHOWFOO“ via large dollar “(CHEE) FOO 
18 FEB 99“ to “TSINGTAU 24/2 99“. Endorsed “Tingchow, Near Chefoo, Feb 16ten 1899.“ Scarce 
marking, horizontal crease. Han 1 GA 150 €

P 1352 1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C. 2 C. canc. oval bilingual “KIAOCHOW MAR8 
- 1900“, transit “KIAOCHOW 10 MAR 1900“, in combination with german offi ces 5 Pf. tied “TSINTAU 
10.3.00“ to Germany w. arrival “ERFURT 15.4.00“, signed Bothe BPP

Han 1; 59, 
60, 61 GA 200 €

P 1353 1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C. canc. bilingual dater “KIAOCHOW 19 APR 03“ in 
combination with Kiautschou 5 Pf. tied “KIAUTSCHOU 20/4 03“ to Germany w. arrival “RÜSTERSIEL  
29/5 03“. Double signed Bothe BPP. GA 300 €

P 1354 1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. bilingual dater “KIAOCHOW MAR 4 - 1901“ in combination with Kiaut-
schou 5 Pf. tied “TAPUTUR 4/3 01“ (provisional year digit/Aushilfsjahreszahl “to Germany w. arrival 
“BILSTEIN 13.4.01“. Sender Breitenfeldt of IMC Kiaochow. Zweite Adler-Aufdruckausgabe (steil), 
 signed Bothe BPP. Han 1 + GA 200 €

P 1355• 1897, card ICP 1 C. red (stain dots, 2 mm torn) uprated coiling dragon 1 C. (3, inc. pair) tied bilingu-
al dater “NANKING 27 FEB 04“ via “SHANGHAI 1 MAR 04“ (also french p.o.) to Germany w. arrival 
“MEUSELWITZ 7.4.04“. Han 1; 60 (3) GA 200 €

P 1356 1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C. and 2 C. canc. four clear strikes blue “TIENT-
SIN 8 JAN 01“ to Eichstädt/Germany. Han 1 etc. GA 150 €

P 1357 1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. large dollar “PEKING. 23 FEB 99“ to Tientsin with arrival large dollar blue 
“(TIENT)SIN. 24 FEB 99“. On reverse text w. dateline “Imperial University 22nd Febr 1899“ signed 
by Prof. Joseph Bailie (1860-1935), later at Nanking University. GA 100 €

P 1358• 1897, ICP 1 C. canc. tombstone „post offi ce / Tsimo“ via „KIAOCHOW“ to  „TSINGTAU 21 / 5 00“, on 
reverse senders dateline “Tsimo den 16.5.1900“. Han 1 GA 500 €

P 1359• 1897, card 1 C. uprated 1 c., 2 C. canc. oval bilingual „KIAOCHOW FEB 3 1902“ in combination w. 
Kiautschou 5 Pf. green (pair) tied „TSINGTAU 9/2 02“ via NAGASAKI , YOKOHAMA and TACOMA to 
Kansas City/Mo., USA, slightly reduced on top. P1 GA 500 €

P 1360 1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 5 C. salmon (pair), 10 C. tied bilingual dater “SWATOW 
26 MAY 00“ registered to Germany w. “WEIMAR 30.6.00“ arrival. One more chinese and a Hong 
Kong stamp are missing. Partial “(I.P.)O.“ tie-mark  and red boxed “R/SWATOW. I.P.O.“.

Han 1, 51 
(2),, 52 GA 100 €
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P 1361• 1898, card 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. tied “SHANGHAI 10 AUG 06“ via french offi ce to 
Germany w. arrival “CHEMNITZ 9.9.06“, on reverse painting of China traditional theatre actors. GA 100 €

P 1362 1898, reply part 1 C. uprated 5 C. tied “CANTON 19 OCT 00“ via french offi ce “CANTON 19 OCT 03“ 
to Germany w. arrival “AHMBURG 19.11.03“, imprint UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE“ and “MANU-
FACTURED BY WASSIAMALL ASSOMAL, SHA HENG ST., CANTON, CHINA“ w. on reverse lithopicture 
of ‘Wampoo Pagoda / Canton“, UPU card forerunner. GA 200 €

1363• 1898, CIP reply card 1+1 C., unused mint, clean condition. Han 3 GA 80 €
P 1364• 1898, CIP 1+1 reply card both parts used pro and thro, both cards with tombstone cancel of 

 “Mokanshan“, almost severed and backed by hinges, scarce. Han 3 GA 200 €
P 1365 1898. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationery card 1c pink tied by ‘Pa Kua’ chop addressed to the 

‘Hospital General, Shanghai` with Shanghai/Local Post arrival ‘Oct 30 98’ on face. Very.fi ne. GA 400 €
P 1366• 1898, card reply part 1 C. canc. lunar dater “Shantung Tsouping 4.3“ (May 1906) to Chingchowfu 

w. transit and arrival, sender “Baptist Missionary Society, Tsou-P’ing“. Han 3r GA 350 €
P 1367 1898, double card question part canc. oval bilingual “CHINGWANGTAO 22 JAN 03“ (form use) with 

german offi ces 5 Pf. german p.o. “TSCHINGWANGTAU 7/2 03“ to Tientsin, corner faults; same canc. 
oval bilingual “PEKING MAY 29 1901“ (form use) with blue crested seal of “Imperial German FAR 
EAST 1st INFANTRY RGT. 2nd BATALLION“ and “Imp. German FP Station No. 2 1/7“ alongside, en-
dorsed “fi eld post“ to Gleiwitz/Germany w. “18.3.01“ arrival. Painting of horse on reverse. Han 3m etc. GA 100 €

P 1368 1898, double card question part uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C. (2), 1 C., 2 C. canc. bilingual dater 
“WUHU 8 NOV 03“ (form use) with Germany 5 Pf. tied “Imp. German Navy Posts No. 36 17/11 03“ 
to Germany w. arrival “Berlinchen 14.12.03“. Hann 3m etc. GA 100 €

P 1369 1898, double card question part uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C., 2 C. canc. blue “TIENTSIN 7 JAN 01“ 
in combination with Germany unovpt. 5 Pf. “TIENTSIN 7/1 01 DP“ and Russia unovpt. 1 K. canc. same 
german offi ces dater (souvenir), to Magedburg/Germany and fwd. to “NEUWEGERSLEBEN 9/3 01“. Han 3m etc. GA 100 €

P 1370• 1898, card ICP 1 C. uprated carps 30 C. (oxydized) tied bilingual dater “TANGSHAN 5 MAR 02“ to 
Germany, toning and few stains. Han 1; 67 GA 150 €

P 1371• 1898, card ICP 1 C. uprated Russia (unoverprinted) 1 C., 3 C. tied bluish violet “SHANKHAI 22.11.98“ 
(Tchilingirian fi g. 494 rated “RR“), to Jena/Germany w. “31.12.98“ arrival, some toning.

Han 1; Russ. 
45x, 47x GA 350 €

P 1372• 1898, card 1 C. red, reply part, uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. tied large dollar “PAOTING 15 JAN 
01“ to Straubing/Bavaria (Germany). Han 3r; 60, 61 GA 300 €

P 1373• 1898, 1 C. question part uprated coiling dragon 1 C. (horizontal strip-3) tied bilingual “AMOY 8 APR 
01“ in combination with Hong Kong QV 4 C. grey tied  “HONG.KONG AP 10 01“ plus boxed “I.P.O.“ of 
Amoy, to Rostock/Germany w. 12.5.01 arrival. Sender Ruhstrat, staff of Amoy Custom House, offers 
1897 ovpts. in quantities to stamp dealer Sellschop (later San Francisco and Hamburg), interesting. Han 3m; 60 (3) GA 600 €

P 1374 1898, card ICP canc. lunar dater Fukien uprated coiling dragon 1 C. (3) each tied bilingual “PAGODA 
ANCH 16 NOV 00“ via Hong Kong to Paris/France. Han 1 etc. GA 200 €

P 1375+ 1898, double card question part uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. tied bilingual dater “CHEFOO 22 
OCT 00“ in combination w. french offi ces 10 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 26 OCt 00“, also Shanghai chinese 
offi ce transit, to Germany w. arrival “DORTMUND 29.11.00“. Han 3m etc. GA 120 €

P 1376 1898, 1 c. postal stationery reply card with additional franking coiling dragon 4 c. cancelled by cds. 
“SHANGHAI 1.MAR.07“ and long text to Stettin, Germany and forwarded with arrival mark, fi ne. Han 3r GA 60 €

P 1377• 1900, stationery card 1 c. rose, uprated by 1/2 c. brown, 1 c. ocre and 2 c. carmine, cancelled with 
oval cds. “KIAOCHOW MAR 15“, transferred to German P.O., franked with 5 pfg. green P.O.China 
(Kiaochow forerunner), canc. “TSINGTAU 16.3.00“, to Frankfurt/Germany with arrival mark 28.4.00, 
card with slight unobstrusive imperfections, signed Bothe BPP. GA 450 €

P 1378• 1901 (Apr 14), Postal stationery card 10c. of French P.O. China used from Tientsin to Frankfurt, 
Germany, re-directed to Cassel, cancellaed with French “TRESOR et POSTES aux ARMEES/5 CHINE“ 
cds, alongside with octogonal French ship d/s and arrival datestamps. A patch of scratched surface 
and a light corner crease at right otherwise good. P3 GA 70 €

P 1379 1901. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationery card 1c pink upgraded with SG 110, 2c red (2) tied by 
‘Pa Kua’ obliterator of Tientsin with adjacent Imperial date stamp ‘17th Jun’, addressed to France 
forwarded via the French and Imperial Post Shanghai bearing French China SG 5, 10c black/rose tied 
by Shang-Hai/Chine double ring ‘21st June’ and St Briac receiver ‘29th July’ on face. Very attractive. GA 850 €

P 1380 1901. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationary card 1c rose written from the ‘British Consulant, Ki-
ukiang’ dated ‘28/11/01’ cancelled by Kiukiang date stamp addressed to Nanking Road, Shanghai 
with Shanghai/Local Post arrival. Very fi ne. GA 240 €

P 1381• 1903, stationery card 1 c. red, uprated with 2 c. red and 4 c. brown, canc. with violet oval cds “WEIH-
SIEN 14.1203“, to Tsingtau/Kiauchow, arrival mark of Chinese and German P.O. 15.12.03., slightly 
soiled. GA 750 €

P 1382 1903. First Issue Imperial Chinese Post postal stationery card (traces of ageing, shortened at 
top and right) 1c rose written from Irekte dated ‘12th Mar 1903’ upgraded with Chinese Impe-
rial Post SG 109, 1c ochre and SG 110, 2c red tied by ‘Pochtovii Vagon /  No 262’ (Train No 7) 
date stamp addressed to France with transit Chinese Eastern Railway Post Wagon 280 ‘30th 
Avril’ on face and Loire arrival ‘29th Mai’. An outstanding T.P.O. cover of immense rarity. A 
unique item for the Coiling Dragon Postal stationery exhibitor. GA 9.000 €
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P 1383 1904. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationary card 1c rose (with hand-drawn illustration on reverse) 
bearing Yunnansen SG 5, 10c rose tied by Mongtze B Chine double ring addressed to France. Su-
perb item from the closed city of Yunnan. Ex Desrousseaux. GA 850 €

P 1384 1904. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationery card 1c carmine cancelled by Chefoo date stamp 
addressed to the German Legation, Tingtau, routed via Kiochow (transit in blue) with Tsingtau/Ki-
autschou arrival on face. Very fi ne. GA 240 €

P 1385 1905. Chinese Imperial Post postal stationery reply card (minor spots) 1c red cancelled by Tientsin 
date stamp addressed to Tong-Kon (Tong-Ku), French Indo-China. Scarce usage into French In-
do-China. GA 650 €

P 1386 1906. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationary card (small tear at top) 1c rose cancelled by Ne-
wchwang date stamp addressed to the ‘I.M. Customs, Newchwang’. Fine. GA 130 €

P 1387• 1907, double card light green 1+1 C. unused mint, very clean condition. Han 5 GA 500 €
P 1388 1907, card 1 C. light green with german offi es 2 C. tied “PEKING 18.2.08“ via Siberia to Germany w. 

arrival “NEURUPPIN 29.3.08“, blue crested offi cial  “Staff of Legation guards/letter mark“ plus 
german imperial eagle. GA 500 €

P 1389 1907, card 1 C. light green uprated 1 C., 2 C. tied boxed bilingual “PEKING 9.18“ via “SHANGHAI 29 
OCT 00“ and German p.o. “SCHANGHAI 1 11 00“ to Neckarems/Wurttemberg, Germany. On reverse  
painting lady and boy. Dated “Peking 24.10.07“, issue month usage from the capital. GA 600 €

P 1390• 1907, oval 1 C. green 1+1 C. reply card, unused mint in clean condition. Han 5 GA 800 €
P 1391• 1907, card square dragon 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 3 C. green tied bilingual boxed dater “HOYÜN 

10.23“ via “CANTON 27 NOV 10“ and french offi ce bilingual “CANTON-CHINE 28 NOV 10“ to Weißen-
burg/Elsaß, Germany. GA 100 €

P 1392• 1907, card 1 C. light green question part uprated coiling dragon 3 C. green tied Kwangtung boxed 
dater 4.25, two more Kwantung boxed daters w. transits of 4.25/4.27, “SWATOW 4 JUN 10“ to 
Cornaux/Switzerland, on reverse oval senders hs. “BASEL MISSION / MOY-LINH“. Han 5m; 73 GA 300 €

P 1393 1907, card 1 C. light green reply part uprated coiling dragon, 1902, 1 C., 2 C. and 10 C. green for 
registration canc. bilingual dater “TIENTSIN 20 JAN 08“ via Siberia to Bohemia/Austria w. arrival 
“HOHENMAUTH 2 XI 08 VYXOKO MYTO “. Correct rate 4 C. UPU card rate + 10 C. registration.

Han 5r;  60, 
61, 65 GA 2.000 €

P 1394• 1907 1c+ 1c green message/reply card (119.5mm frame), folded at left, both halves intact, 
sender’s portion used locally in Shanghai cancelled by FEB 7 08 SHANGHAI LOCAL POST cds, 
with printed message of the China Mutual Life Insurance Co. Ltd. on reverse. GA 2.000 €

P 1395 1907, letter card with coiling dragon 10 C. ultra tied boxed dater “Kansu Lanchow 8.20“ via Hsian 
and “PEKING 21 SEP 09“ to Bad Nauheim/Germany,  incomplete on reverse, scarce. Han 5; 77 b 200 €

P 1396• 1907 1c card registered [R/YUNNANFU (CHINA)/No. 243] to France (August 25 backstamp) 
franked with on front and reverse ½c pair, 1c, 2c, 4c and 5c, cancelled by July 4 “Yunnanfu“ 
lunar cds, two TENGYUEH bilingual cds (July 14 and July 21, the latter for dispatch), British Bur-
ma July 30 BHAMO cds and R/BHAMO framed registration handstamp, on reverse handpainted 
illustration of porter carrying poultry and livestock to the butcher, some light soiling, a splendid 
and very rare registered postal stationery usage by the Western route through Burma and India, 
exhibition item. GA 8.000 €

P 1397 1908/14, card square dragon 1 C. used as form with german offi ces 1 C., 4 C. tied “HANKAU 29 I 
17“ to Frankfurt/Germany via USA, however two-line “Mail service suspended / to country addres-
sed“ (suspension of transit via USA) and returned to China. Then by sender junk 5 C. pasted tied 
“CHANGSHA 5 JAN 20“ via “SHANGHAI 12 JAN 20“ (marks invalid imprint) to Germany. On reverse 
senders 2nd dateline “6/I 20“. Unusual war/peace bridge card and mixed frank. GA 200 €

P 1398• 1908, Chinese Imperial Post stationery card 1 C yellow-green with German canc. “MECKLENBURG-
HAUS (KIAUTSCHOU) 28.7.10“ and fi ne pencil-drawing of Talau valley on reverse. H&G 6 GA 350 €

P 1399 1908. Third issue coiling Dragon postal stationary- card 1c green written from Mengtsz dated 
9th Mars 08 cancelled by Imperial Post Offi ce Mengtsz date stamp addressed to the ‘French 
Consulate Yunnan-fu’. Very rare item of stationary used from Yunnan Province. GA 1.400 €

P 1400• 1908, square dragon 1 C. with german Kiautschou 5 Pf. both canc. two strikes of  oval TPO  “GER-
MAN SEAPOSTS SHANGHAI-TIENTSIN 9.2.09“ via Siberia to Stuttgart/Germany. Painting on reverse: 
bird on tree branch. Cert. Jäschke-Lantelme BPP (2014) GA 250 €

P 1401• 1908, card square dragon 1 C. uprate removed canc.  boxed agency mark of Puoly/Shantung with 
“1st year 5th month 16th day“, new emperor 1st year in tombstone, via lunar dater “Shantung 
Tungchan 5.18“ and bilingual “TSINAN 5.18“  to Germany, sender Puoly mission with “29.6.09“ 
 dateline. Han 6 GA 60 €

P 1402 1908, card square dragon 1 C. canc. boxed dater “Chihli Tsinghsien 12.15“ via “Chihli Batseng 
12.16“ to “TIENTSIN 17 JAN 10“ with “Tientsin City2 bilingual delivery marking, some toning. Han 6 GA 120 €

P 1403 1908, card square dragon 1 C. reply part canc. boxed dater “Shantung Puchow intercalalry.17“ via 
lunar dater “shantung Tungchan 12.19“ and ?Kiaochow (blurred) to Kaomi with clear strike of lunar 
dater 12.21. On reverse dated by sender “7.IV.09“. Han GA 330 €

P 1404 1908, square dragon intact double card 1 + 1 C. canc. “SHANGHAI 11.17“ adressed local, reply part 
adhering unused, slight corner crease. Printed invitation for ball of Club Concordia  scheduled No-
vember 28. Han 7 GA 100 €
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P 1405 1908, square dragon 1 C. uprated 3 C. green tied boxed bilingual “CANTON“ to Lahad Datu estate, 
British North Borneo, transits “HONG KONGI  18 OCT 11“ (on reverse), “JESSELTON 2 NOV 1911“ 
and  “SANDAKAN 3 NOV 1911“ GA 200 €

P 1406 1908, card square dragon 1 C. light green uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. green tied boxed Kwang-
tung province dater, transit boxed bilingual dater resp. “SWATOW 10 AUG 11“ to Heilbronn/Wurttem-
berg and fwd. Han 6 etc. GA 100 €

P 1407 1910 (ca.). Second issue “Chinese Imperial Post“ coiling Dragon 1c red postal stationery card with 
‘Sold in Bulk’ unframed hand-stamp addressed to Heang-Aug cancelled by vernacular date stamp 
with printed advertising ‘Xmas Presents’ on reverse. Very fi ne. GA 350 €

P 1408 1912, fl ag card 1 C. uprated junk 3 C. tied boxed dater “Yiyang 3.11.21“ via “HANKOW 28 NOV“, 
then TPO “BUREAU AMBULANT NO. 2 PEKIJNG-MOUKDEN 2 DEC 14“ resp. “MANCHOULI 9 DEC 
1914“ to Christiana/Norway, wartime usage via Siberia, unusual destination. GA 250 €

P 1409• 1912, stationery card 1 c. green, question part, uprated by 1 c. ocre and 2 c. green, canc. “PAKHOI 
8.11.12“ to Germany. GA 600 €

P 1410 1912, square dragon card 1 C. ovpt. “China Republic“ mint (toning) w. on reverse advertisement 
 “WOTAN. ONE WATT METAL LAMPS“ of Siemens China Electrical Engineering Co., unusual. Han 8 GA Gebot

P 1411• 1912, stationery card 1 c. green, reply part, used from Fuitsu 30.11.12 to Canton with arrival 
mark 4.12.12. GA 1.200 €

P 1412 1912, square dragon ovpt. “China Republic“ uprated coiling dragon 7 C., Dr. Sun 1 C., 3 C. (bottom 
imprint margin copy) and Yuan 2 C. tied bilingual dater “TANGSHAN 22 DEC 12“ registered via “TI-
ENTSIN 23 DEC 12“ via Siberia to Germany w. arrival “BÜDINGEN 5.1.13“. Correct 14 C. rate for 
registered UPU card. Unusual mixed franking of republican commemoratives with imperial remain-
der stamp, document of transition period. Han 8 etc. GA 300 €

P 1413 1912, fl ag card 1 C. light green uprated SYS 1 C., Yuan 2 C. tied bilingual “HARBIN 19 JAN 13“ to 
Altona/Germany and fwd. to Neustadt 124, 137 GA 70 €

P 1414 1914/26, junk UPU card 4 C. carmine uprated 2 C. tied bilingual “HARBIN 3 JUL 21“ to Remscheid/
Germany. And junk 2 C. large imprint uprated total 7 C. as 9 C. rate tied “SHANGHAI 16.11.30“ to 
Auerbach/Saxonia, Germany. GA 80 €

1415 1914. fl ag postal stationery card 1 c. green used from Tengtu with sender cachet “Stölzner’sche 
Szetschuan Expedtion 1913-1916“ and long text via “PEKING 22.APR.14“ to Germany, additional 
franking missing, otherwise fi ne. GA 100 €

P 1415A• 1914, junk 4 C. uprated 2 C. tied “Harbin“ to Kiev/USSR with arrival of 16 3 22. Also incoming sta-
tionery, Spain 15 C. upr. 15 C. “BLANES 30 MAR 1936“ to Shanghai; and mint Shanghai Local Post 
small dragon card 20 C. GA 60 €

P 1416 1914, UPU card 4 C. tied “Shenshi Liaoyichen  6.12.9“ (Dec. 9, 1917) via “WEINAN 6.12.11“ and 
“PEKING 17 DEC 17“ and Siberia thru “St. Petersburg“ (machine transit and violet censor mark) to 
Stockholm/Sweden, corner crease, commercial usage from a remote area. GA 60 €

P 1417 1915/39, fl ag card 1 C. used “CHIUCHOW 4.7.18“ resp. SYS 15 C. used “SHANGHAI 15.5.39“i to 
Germany. GA 80 €

P 1418 1916. Sinkiang Province postal stationary double reply card 4c scarlet cancelled by Tihwafu (Urumt-
su) date stamp ‘11th April 16’.Nice item of stationery. GA 130 €

P 1419• 1917, card 1 C. light green uprated junk 1 C., 3 C. tied boxed bilingual dater “SHANGHAI 11.6.27“, 
same bilingual dater “28 JUN 22“ to Batavia/Java w. two “14.7.22“ arrivals. Underpaid 1 C. for the 
6 C. UPU rate and marked bold “T“ tie-ing 1 C. plus due amount in pencil “30 cts“ P, 194, 152 GA 800 €

P 1420• SZECHWAN: 1919, ‘Junk’ postal stationery card (vertical fold) 1½ c. ultramarine uprated with SG 
268 ½c sepia and SG 270, 2c yellow-green tied by Tungchwansze date stamp addressed to Dublin, 
Ireland routed via Wanhsein, Hankow and Shanghai. Scarce usage of stationery from Szechwan 
overseas. GA 600 €

P 1421• 1919, envelope 3 C. uprated total 15 C. tied “PEKING (2) 23 MAR 21“ registered via Shanghai and 
London to Germany w. arrival “ERFURT 11.5.21“, complete with all three pages, amateurs item Han 8 etc. GA 800 €

1422• 1921, junk 1 1/2+1 1/2 f. blue, reply card, unused mint, very clean condition Han 17 GA 60 €
P 1423• 1921, letter sheet 3 C., vertical style chinese only, uprated junks 5 C. (pair) tied “HANYANG 14.9.11“ 

(Sept. 11, 1925) registered to Sino-French Bank, Hankow w. next day arrival. Commercial registrati-
on usage. Han LS10 GA 300 €

P 1424 1924. Chinese Imperial Post postal stationary envelope (creased) 3c green cancelled by Shanghai 
date stamp addressed to the ‘Wesleyan Mission, Wuchang, Hupeh. Very fi ne domestic use of stati-
onary envelope. GA 300 €

P 1425 1925/41, UPU cards: junk 6 C. tied boxed bilingual “ICHOW 4.5.25“ via “YIHSIEN ..5.6“ to USA. And 
SYS 30 C. (toning) canc. “SHANGHAI 13.4.41“ to London/England, english censormark. Han 24, 51 GA 60 €

1426• 1925, junk 1+1 C. reply card, unused mint, plus SYS 1 C. cto commemorative dater special exhibi-
tion Hankow 26.7.24 (July 24, 1937) Han 19 ec. GA 60 €

P 1427 1926. Postal stationery card ‘Junk’ 1½c blue upgraded with SG 268, ½c brown and SG 269, 1c 
yellow-orange (pair) tied by Wusih date stamp addressed to Morganton, North Carolina routed via 
Shanghai, underpaid with framed ‘T / 10 CTMS’ and hand-struck ‘Chicago Ill / Postage Due 2 Cents 
‘ in violet on face. Very attractive underpaid Junk postal stationery card to the United States. GA 650 €
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1428 1926, card junk 2 C. large size imprint (part soiled), uprated four junks for the 13 C. UPU rate tied 
“PEIPING 21.2.21“ (Feb. 21, 1932) to Wertingen/Bavaria, Germany. GA Gebot

1429 1926, 1+1 c. orange, Yunnan province ovpt. on postal stationnery answer card with attached reply, 
vf unused GA 80 €

P 1430• 1927, BOC commemorative card 2 C., showing Hankow Bank, unused mint. Not sold at p.o., but 
given away as present to persons of high standing only. Han C6 GA 130 €

P 1431 1927, card junk 1 C. uprated junk 5 C. tied “SHANGHAI 24.10.27“ to Free City of Danzig, scarce 
destination, bit soiled. GA 80 €

1432• 1930 (ca.), Dr. Sun 2 1/2 C. + 2 1/2 C. reply card, unused mint, clean condition. GA 60 €
P 1433• 1932, stationery card junk 2 C. (corner crease) uprated 1 C. (3), 10 C. four clear strikes boxed bilingu-

al “TUNGHWASZE 21.4.24“ (April 24, 1932) to Ernst Roehm, Briennerstr. 45, Munich.  address Brien-
nerstr. 45 was the so called “Brown House“ (Nazi party NSDAP central 1931/37, destroyed 1944, 
currently vacant lot). Text says “Tunchuan in Schensi, the day of the elections in Prussia 1932 .... best 
wishes for the party“. NSDAP became the strongest party in Prussia at these elections, but not a ma-
jority of seats. - Addressee Ernst Roehm (1887-1934) was an ex-offi cer and early leader of the NSDAP/
SA and murdered by orders of Hitler in “the night of the long knives“ 1934. Interesting addressee. GA 100 €

P 1434 1935, envelope 5 C. SYS unused mint. GA Gebot
1435 1946, SYS $10 with LCD “Swatow 35.10.31“ for “Chiang Kai-Shek 60th anniversary“ adressed to 

Hong Kong, no message. GA 120 €
P 1436• 1948 (ca.), international reply coupon IRC $700.000 on $2, unused mint. *    80 €

CHINA - BESONDERHEITEN      
see also 1318, 1382, 1768, 1783, 1833, 1841, 1844, 1910, 2006, 2148, 2577, 2615, 

2635, 2794, 2796, 2797, 2798, 2814, 2836, 3233, 3448, 3456, 6008, 7713
1437• French Military Mail, 15 C. ovpt. “F. M.“ tied “TIENTSIN CHINA POSTE FRANCAISE 10 AOUT 05“ to 

cover front side endorsed “Corps d’expeditionaire de Chine“ to Nancy/France, blue naval marking 
“16e REGT. D’INFANTRIE DE MARINE“, and showing “16e Regt. d’Infanterie de Marine“, example of 
military mail sent through the civilian post offi ce after the closedown of the french military p.o. in 
May 1902. d Gebot

P 1438• 1860, Incoming mail from Ceylon: 5 d brown (fi ne with three wide margins only touched at right) tied 
by bar-cancel on cover (only upper half of back still present) sent per Ship “Ganges“ via “HONG-
KONG C NO 14 60“ (backstamp) to Shanghai, China. ONE OF THE FEW RECORDED CEYLON FIRST 
ISSUE COVERS SEND TO CHINA. Ceylon 5 y b 800 €

P 1439 1860 (FRENCH EXPEDITIONARY FORCES). Folded letter with content written from Chefoo dated 
‘23rd Juillet I860’ addressed to France bearing French ‘Napoleon’ Yvert 14, 20c blue tied by 
‘CECB.C’ routed via Shanghai with adjacent ‘Corps Exp. Chine/Bau Central’ date stamp ‘31st 
July/60’ and framed ‘PD’ in red erased by ‘CECB.C’ and charged with hand-struck ‘30’, routed 
via Paris with transit and Rouen arrival ‘Sept 28’ on reverse. Lovely item from the French Troops 
disembarking in Tchefou (July/August 1860) sent at the Offi cers concessionary rate but not 
authorized by the Chef of the Detachment. Great rarity. FR. Yv. 14 b 6.000 €

P 1440 1861 - FRENCH EXPEDITIONARY FORCES: Stampless envelope addressed to Cherbourg, France 
cancelled by ‘Corps Exp. Chine / Bau A’ date stamp ‘25th May 61’ with hand-struck ‘5’ (decimes) on 
face with Marseille a Lyon and Paris transit with Cherbourg arrival ‘17th Juil’. The French Troops 
remained in Hong Kong until November 1860 after which they followed the relief troops to Saigon 
and set up the Bureau A in Feb 1861. b 300 €

P 1440A• 1866, incoming mail to Swatow from USA: Lincoln 10 C., Franklin 30 C. orange (fault) canc. intaglio 
crosses w. “ST. LOUIS MO. JUL 6“ alongside on cover (faults, incomplete on reverse) endorsed “via 
Southampton“, large red “40“, via “NY PKT“, “LONDON PAID 23 JY 66“ w. on reverse “HONG KONG 
C SP 21 66“ and arrival treaty port agency “SWATOW A SP 27 66“. b 600 €

P 1441 1872. Envelope addressed to France bearing ‘Napoleon’ Yvert 32, 80c rose (pair) and ‘Siege de 
Paris’ Yvert 38, 40c orange tied by ‘5104’ in lozenge with adjacent Shang-Hai/Chine date stamp 
‘3rd Aout’ sent on steamer “Houghly“ with Marseille and St Etienne receiver ‘16th Sept’ on reverse. 
Very fresh item paying the double letter rate of 2 francs. Superb. b 850 €

P 1442 1874 - French Offi ces: Military mail envelope written from Mytho dated ‘1st Dec 1874’ addres-
sed to Paris bearing French General Colonies Yvert 23, 25c blue tied by ‘CCH’ in lozenge with 
adjacent octagonal ‘Corr. D. Armees / Mytho’ date stamp ‘3rd Dec 74’, endorsed ‘Correspon-
dence Militaire / Le Commandant Militaire’ on reverse and signed by the Commander, routed 
via Suez with octagonal ‘Col F. V. Suez Paq. F / 3 MARS 3’ entry cachet in blue ‘6th Jan 75 ‘. 
Lovely item with three pages text. b 2.400 €

P 1443• 1879, incoming mail, Germany 20 Pf. (pair) tied “HALLE a. S. 13 7 79“ to registered cover (3 mm 
tear on top, RC) to Amoy/China, on reverse transits TPO “AMB. ..ALA BOLOGNA 14 LUG 79“,  “BRIN-
DISI 15 LUG 79“ and ““HONG KONG A AU 23 79“. b 150 €

P 1444+ 1880, Imperial Chinese Consulate General at Havanna/Cuba, nationality certifi cate with large  ver-
milion bilingual seal and signature handstamp of consul general. (M) 150 €

P 1445• 1881, G. Buhrtreit of Imperial Chinese Customs Service Peking: Straits Settelements card 3 C. tied  grid 
w. large red “SINGAPORE PAID NO 5 81“ alongside to Oldenburg/Germany. Written in his own hand. GA 500 €
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P 1446+ 1880, incoming mail, England, 1d brown (5, inc. strip-4) tied duplex 256+DORCHESTER AU 12 80 
to Shanghai, on reverse transit “HONG-KONG A SP 16 80“, cover bit battered. b 100 €

P 1447 1882 - FRENCH POST OFFICE IN SHANGHAI. Envelope (traces of ageing) addressed to France bea-
ring France ‘Type Sage’ Yvert 97, 15c blue (pair) tied by ‘5104’ in dotted lozenge with adjacent 
Shang-Hai/ Chine date stamp ‘29th Mars’, endorsed ‘via Anglaise’ with French entry cachet in red 
and Brest receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. b 500 €

P 1448 1885. Envelope addressed to ‘Sir N.R. O’Conor, British Legation Peking, c/o Foreign Offi ce, London’ 
bearing Great Britain SG 172, 1d lilac tied by Ballinasloe duplex, sent via the Foreign Offi ce, London 
and forwarded in Ambassadorial Mail. A rare item see ‘Imperial China’ by Major Pratt page 266. b 750 €

P 1449• 1887, U.S. Post in Shanghai, 5 c. Garfi eld on cover to Plainfi eld/USA, canc. with black barred 
cancellation, violet cds. “U.S. POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI 8 JUL 87“ alongside, endorsed “via 
San Francisco“, San Francisco transit mark 2.8. and Plainfi eld arrival mark 10.8 on reverse. USA 51 b 2.000 €

P 1450 French offi ces, 1890, forerunner, UPU card type sage 10 C. canc. “SHANG-HAI .. MAI 90“ via TPO red 
“MODANE A AIRS 17 JUIN 90“ to Belgium w. arrival “BRUXELLES 18 JUNI 1890“. GA 60 €

P 1451 1890, “HANKOW X JU 23.90“, clear on Hongkong postal stationery card 3 c. brown with interesting 
text in German via Shanghai and Hongkong to Coburg with arrival mark, fi ne. Hongkong P 9 GA 180 €

P 1452 1890, French Offi ces, forerunner: type sage 25 C. (6, inc. strip-3 and pair) tied “SHANG-HAI 30 JANV 
90“ to registered cover to England, backstamps french mail boat “LIGNE N 1 FEVR 90 PAQ. FR. NO. 
2“, PARIS, LONDON REGISTERED (on front) and arrival “COLCHESTER“. b 400 €

P 1453 1891. French General Colonies postal stationery envelope 15c blue upgraded with French General 
Colonies Yvert 49, 5c green (pair) tied by Yen Bay/Tonkin double ring ‘8th Juin 91’ addressed to 
France with Ha-Noi transit ‘11/6’ and Paris arrival. Lovely use of French General Colonies stationery 
in French China. GA 400 €

P 1454 1892. Registered envelope (opening faults, fl ap missing) addressed to ‘Captain Leon Noel, Cap-
tain 10th Regiment of the Marine, Hanoi’ written from the Imperial Post Offi ce Shanghai with 
‘Customs/Shanghai’ in blue on reverse ‘Sept 24th 92’ and circular ‘Registered/No 193’ in violet 
on face routed via the British Post Offi ce bearing Hong Kong SG 38, 10c purple/red tied by 
Shanghai cds ‘Sept 24’ with circular hand-struck ‘R’ and Hanoi/Tonkin arrival ‘4/10’, forwarded 
to Lang-Son with Hai-Phong transit ‘6th Oct’ on reverse. Very scarce item of registered mail 
‘Paid in Cash’ from the Imperial Post Offi ce. b 3.000 €

P 1455• 1893, ship letter franked with Japan 5 S. ultramarine, canc. with Shanghai Customs cds. 13.5.93, 
adressed to USA, there redirected, 7 transit and arrival marks on front and on reverse. b 900 €

P 1456 1897, 50 Pfg mit diagonalem Aufdruck zusammen mit China 10 c. grün - klarer Stempel  TSINGTAU 
CHINA 10.4.99  - auf einem wunderschönen chinesischen Zierumschlag, karmin farben mit weißen 
chines. kreisförmig angeordneten Schriftzeichen. 6I, China: 40 b 400 €

P 1457 1898, coling dragon 1/2 C. tied boxed “Kiaochow“ to german stationery “only for navy ship mails“ 
canc. “TSINGTAU 24/11 98“ to Germany w. arival (ties) “OLDENBURG 3.1.99“. On rverse mimeo-
graphed new years greetings “from Kiau-tschou“. GA 500 €

P 1458 1898, bilingual “SERVICE DES POSTES“ on cover Shanghai-Woosung to Breitenfeld aboard customs 
ship “Huashing“, on reverse large dollars “SHANGHAI 24 JAN 98“ and “WO(OSUNG)“ same day (T) b 120 €

P 1459• 1898, coiling dragon 10 C. tied “FOOCHOW 17 FEB 00“ to reverse of small envelope (unevenly oep-
ned but complete) in combination with Hong Kong QV 5 C. (pair) tied “HONG KONG B FE 23 00“ and 
framed “I.P.O.“ of Foochow (two strikes each) to Vihiers/France, transit french mail steamer “LIGNE 
N 26 FEVR 00“, Vihiers arrival ties dragon stamp on reverse, amazing.

52 + HK 
36 (2) b 900 €

P 1460 1899. Envelope (opening faults, very light fold at right) written from Tasmania addressed to ‘Mr 
Ackermann, Maritime Customs, Lungchow, China’ bearing Tasmania SG 217, 2½d purple tied by 
Hobart/ Tasmania date stamp ‘Ap 5 1899 ‘, routed via French Indo-China with Haiphong/ Ton-
kin ‘21st Mai’ and Lang-Son/Tonkin ‘22nd Mai’ and arrival in Imperial China Lungchow ‘24th 
Mai 99’, endorsed ‘addressee left Lungchow’ and forwarded to Ningpo, returned via Lang-Son 
‘26 Mai’ and Haiphong/Tonkin ‘28/5’ via Hong Kong ‘June 3rd, and onwards French steamer 
with Imperial Post ‘Shanghai ‘7th Juin’ and arrival in the Imperial Post Offi ce Ningpo ‘June 8th 
99’ on reverse. A wonderful item of incoming mail from a scarce source. b 1.800 €

P 1461• 1899, incoming mail with three country franking from Wurttemburg, offi cial ppc Bavaria rifl e shoo-
ting championships with uprate of Wurttemberg / Austria / Switzerland stamps all tied “Royal Wurt-
temburg Ships Post 3. 25.II.99“ to Schweiger IMC Wuchow, transits (on reverse) british mail sorter 
“SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG B MR 26 99“, large dollar “CANTON 1 AP 99“ and arrival oval fancy 
“IMPERIAL POST OFFICE WUCHOW 2 APR 1899“, most unusual. Ak 700 €

P 1462 1900, stationery envelope 10 K. blue canc. boxed “Pekin 1900“ (temporary type) with date fi lled in 
by hand 14/XII to Germany, witm framed “S.B. Armee-Oberkommando in Ostasien / Armee-Au-
diteur“, philatelic, opinion Buchsbayew. GA 500 €

P 1463 1900, India 1/4 A. reply card ovpt. C.E.F., russian offi ce 1 K., Germany Petschili 5 Pf. each tied by 
“Imp. German Field Post Offi ce 31 10“ to Germany w. arrival “WESEL 20.12.00“, 3-country-card. GA 100 €

P 1464• 1900, Japaneese post in China, 1 sen blue postal stationery card cancelled by Hanchow/I.J.P.O. 
date stamp ‘2 Jan 1900’ mixed with Chinese Imperial Post SG 109, 1c ochre tied by Hangchow date 
stamp ‘2 Jan’ addressed to ‘N. Schweger, I.M. Customs, Wuchow’ routed via the Imperial Post 
Shanghai ‘4 Jan’ and Canton ‘9 Jan’ with Wuchow receiver ‘10 Jan’ on face. Beautiful item, very rare 
combination. GA 900 €
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P 1465 1900, stationery 3 K. uprated 1 K., 2 K., 5 K., 7 K. tied three strikes boxed “PEKIN 19--00“ (tempo-
rary marking) with Germany, Petschili 5 Pf. and offi ces 3 Pf., 10 Pf. tied “PEKING 17/12 00“ to 
Berlin/Germany. Last time offered at No. 254 Koehler (1987), rare. GA 700 €

P 1466 1901, coiling dragon 1 C. tied boxed “CHINA / SINGANFU / 25.8.01 Tientsin“with boxed “S.B...“ and 
dater “Imperial fi eld post of East Asia Exp. corps 27.8.1“ to ppc “german emperor in navy uniform“ 
to Schiltighkeim/Elsaßß, signed Bothe BPP. Ak 800 €

P 1467 1901. Picture post card of ‘Chinese Prisoners in chains’ addressed to Hungary bearing Russian 
China SG 1, 1k yellow and SG 3, 3k carmine tied by Chifu / Pochtovaya Kontora double ring in violet 
(Tchil Fig 503) dated ‘30th April’ routed via the Russian Post Shanghai ‘3rd May’ and threw the 
British Post Offi ce Hong Kong ‘My 10’, underpaid with circular ‘T’ hand-stamp and ‘2½ CTMS’ ap-
plied on face in red. Very interesting item of postage mail the second time we have seen the ‘2½ 
ctms’ hand-stamp applied on under paid mail originating in the Russian Post Offi ce Chefoo. b 650 €

P 1468 1901 (RUSSIAN POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA). Envelope addressed to France bearing Russia Yvert 
44, 10k blue tied by Port Artur/Pochtov Kont/3 date stamp ‘9th June 01’ (Tchill Fig 538) routed via 
the Imperial and Russian Post Offi ces Chefoo with transit date stamp (Tchill Fig 504) in violet ‘19/6’ 
and the Imperial Chinese Post with Russian Post Offi ce Shanghai (Tchill Fig 493) sent via Hong Kong 
‘Jy 1’ on the French paquebot “Sydney“ with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 4’ date stamp (Salles 
1924) and Gueugnon/Loire arrival on reverse ‘2nd Aout’. Remarkable item for the number of transit 
marks, opened out for display. Russia Yv. 44 b 450 €

P 1469 1901, unovpt. Germany 10 P. (pair) so called “Petschili“ tied “PEKING 9.4.01“ on address label tied 
to large cover (70x36 cm, of printed chinese prayer fl ag, not complete) to Berlin/Germany w. arrival 
“deliverd by p.o. 24 21.5.01“, also boxed “S. B. /10a J.R.“, scarce usage. b 300 €

P 1470 1901(Feb 26) Plain envelope to Dayton OH from Leiut N. Hall 5th Arty bearing USA Washington 
booklet 2c tied Mil. Postal Sta. No 1 / China duplex d/s & on reverse partial Mil. Postal Sta. No 1 /
China /Feb /25/1901/4 p.m. transit d/s [Unlisted Baker or Kugel (MPHS Jan-Mar 1993)] & framed 
Dayton /Ohio / Apr 3 6.30 AM 1901 arrival d/s. b 180 €

P 1471• 1901, boxer upheaval, U.S. stationery card 1 C. canc. duplex “MIL. POST.... CHINA FEB 10 01“, used 
as military mail card by german2nd comp. II. bataillon dated “Peking 28.II.1901“ to Berlin. GA 200 €

P 1472 1901, “PAOTING“ Chinese Postmark on 20 Pf German overprint stamp in addition to german mili-
tary handstamp “K.D.FELD-POSTSTATION No. 7“ (Boxer Revolt) on cover to St. Johann/Germany, 
rare 1901, “K.D.FELD-POSTSTATION No. 7 28/5“ (BOXERAUFSTAND) auf Brief nach St. Johann/
Saar, zusätzlich frankiert mit 20 Pf Germania China-Aufdruck und entwertet mit großem chines. K2 
“PAOTING“, Umschlag unten offen. 18 b 800 €

P 1473• 1902, incoming mail, Sweden, 10 Oe. tied “FALUN 23 12 1902“ to IMC. Wuchang, transits Shang-
hai, Hankow and arrival ““WUCHANG 5 DE 03“. Ak 120 €

P 1473A• 1902, incoming mail, Wurttemberg: 2+2 Pf. city-drop mail reply card uprated Wurttemberg 3 Pf, 5 
Pf. “LUDWIGSBURG 15 MRZ 02“ to Shanghai with german offi ce arrival “18/4 02“, reply part adhe-
ring franked coling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C. (2), 4 C. tied “SHANGHAI 24 APR 02“ via french offi ce next 
day and back in “LUDWIGSBURG 28 MAI 02“. China was not yet an UPU member nor the postal 
treaty with Germany concluded, so the full amount of 4 C. postage was required. Very unusual coun-
try of origin and stationery item.

59 (2), 60, 61 
+ Wurtt. GA 200 €

P 1474 1902. Postal stationary reply card 5 pfennig green cancelled by Kaumi Deutsche Post addressed to 
Shanghai, underpaid with Tax hand-stamp ‘T/2 cents’ and Shanghai Local Post arrival date stamp. 
Very fi ne item from this small offi ce. b 300 €

P 1475+ 1902, UK KEVII fi scals “Consular Service“ KEVII 2 Sh. (pair) with consular seal of HBMC Shanghai 
“Certifi cate of Registration“ dated 8th March 1906. (M) 150 €

P 1476 1903. Parcel size Picture post card (crease, two tears fi xed with tape, minor spots) headed ‘Riesen-
karte’ addressed to Germany bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 109, 1c ochre (pair) and SG 110, 2c 
red mixed with German China SG 2, 5pf green (strip of four) tied by ‘Shanghai / Deutsche Post / a’ 
date dtamp ‘19th May 99’. Stunning card “Gruss aus Shanghai“ sold by “Hirsbrunner & Co“. (M) b 850 €

P 1477 1903. Picture post card written from Port Arthur dated ‘29th Dec 03’ addressed to Nice, France 
bearing Russia Yvert 41, 4k rose tied by Port Artur / Pochtov Kont / 7 date stamp (Tchil Fig 542). 
Very nice item of mail from the French Brigade in the commencement to the Russo-Japanese War. b 300 €

P 1478 1903. Registered picture post card of ‘Le Port, Haiphong’ addressed to France bearing Russian 
China SG 3, 3k carmine (strip of three) and SG 4, 5k purple tied by Pekin/Pochtov Kon date stamp 
(Tchil Fig 468) with registered Russian Post Offi ce Pekin label, endorsed ‘via Siberia’ with Paris arri-
val. Very scarce usage of registered picture post card. b 500 €

P 1479• 1903, “CUSTOMS KOWLOON DEC 15 1904“ with Hong Kong KEVII 4 C. tied same-day Victoria dater 
to ppc “greetings from Canton“ to Holtbeck near Hamburg/Germany, sender “Yui Chen Lok I.M.C. 
Kowloon“. Ak 400 €

P 1480 1903. Picture post card written from Port Arthur dated ‘5th Dec 03’ addressed to Milan, Italy bea-
ring Russia Yvert 41, 4k rose tied by Port Artur/Pochtov Kont/7 date stamp (Tchil Fig 542) and for-
warded to Biskra/Constantine (Algeria) with arrival on face ‘Jan 04’. Very nice item of mail from the 
French Brigade in the commencement to the Russo-Japanese War. b 400 €
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P 1481 1903. Picture post card written from Port Arthur addressed to Milan, Italy bearing Russia Yvert 39, 
2k green (2) tied by Port Artur/Pochtov Kont/4 date stamp (Tchil Fig 540) with Milano arrival and 
forwarded to Firenze ‘23rd Nov 03’. Very nice item of mail from the French Brigade in the commen-
cement to the Russo-Japanese War. b 380 €

P 1482 1903. Picture post card of ‘Meadows Road, Tientsin ‘ addressed to France bearing Russian China 
SG 2, 2k green tied by ‘Tyan-Tszin Zagr. Poch. Kon.’ double ring (Tchil 489) reading ‘Tien-Tsin Post 
Offi ce Abroad’. Superb. Ex Desrousseaux. b 240 €

P 1483 1903 (Dec 21) Coloured picture postcard showing group females sorting fl ower petals to Imperial 
Chinese Customs, Kuikiang forwarded to London and then to Paris from & with oval The Great Nor-
thern / Nagasaki / Telephone Company Limited h/s in blue bearing Chrysanthemum 1½s blue tied 
Nagasaki / Japan d/s & with Kuikiang [26 Dec] + Shanghai [29 Dec] + Shanghai [7 Jan] + London 
/ F.S. 12 [10 Feb] + London F.O. / HO [10 Feb] transit d/s. b 110 €

P 1484 1904. Stampless envelope addressed to France endorsed ‘Corps d’Occupation du Tonkin’ can-
celled Fort Bayard / Indo-Chinese Francaise double ring ‘17th Mars’ with undated ‘Corps Exped.’ 
with military cachet ‘Ambulance et Agence Sanitaire / Le Medicen Chef / Terre de Quang-Tcheou’ in 
violet on face routed via Haiphong / Tonkin ‘20th Mars’ and Toulon arrival on reverse. Superb item 
from the French Military Detachment in the French Territory of Kouang-Tcheou. b 650 €

P 1485 1904, Shanghai/Tsingtau/Kiautschau, incoming mail, Egypt, Port Said French Offi ces UPU card 10 
C. canc. “PORT SAID 19 SEP 04“ to Shanghai via french p.o. and “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST G OCT 27 
04“ and fwd. to “TSINGTAU 31/10 04“, amazing. GA 120 €

P 1486 1904, incoming mail to Amoy, from South Australia: 1 1/2d frank tied “ADELAIDE8 JY 14 04 STH. 
AUS.“ to ppc endorsed “via Colombo / S. S. Eastern. 11-7-00“ via “HONG-KONG 18 AU 04“ to “AMOY 
A AU 12 04“ (HK treaty port p.o. arrival). Ak 150 €

P 1487 1905. Envelope addressed to Canada written from the ‘China Inland Mission, Kanchow’ endorsed 
‘via Kiukiang, China’ bearing Hong Kong SG 78, 4c purple/red tied by Shanghai/B.P.O. date stamp 
with Hamilton arrival on reverse. b 200 €

P 1488 1906, German Occupation 2 c. on 5 pfg. tied by cds. “TSCHINWANGTAU DP 7.3.06“ to picture post-
card “Peitailo“ to Germany, fi ne. DP China 29 b 200 €

1489 Incoming Mail: 1906, 2 c. red on picture card from “OAKLAND SEP.20.“ to Shanghai with U.S. arrival 
mark “SHANGHAI CHINA OCT.16“ and Chinese mark “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST OCT.16“ on front. b 80 €

P 1490 1906. Envelope addressed to France bearing French China SG 38, 10c carmine tied by ‘Corr. D. 
Armees/Shanghai’ date stamp with cachet ‘Marine Francaise / Service a Ia Mer’ in violet and Loiret 
arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. b 270 €

P 1491 1907. French China postal stationery card 10c red cancelled by Pekin/Corresces Aux Armees date 
stamp addressed to France. Very fi ne and rare military cancel not often seen on stationery. GA 250 €

1492 Incoming mail, 1907, Russia 4 K. tied Vladivostok “12 7 07“ to ppc (hand coloured beauty “Sylvia“, 
815 by M.F. Paris) to Shanghai, via russian p.o. “XANGHAI 18 7 07“ and delivery “LOCAL POST D JUL 
31 07“. Ak 90 €

P 1493 1907, INCOMING MAIL, Philippines, 5 C blue postal stationery envelope, uprated with 16 C dark-vi-
olet, sent registered from Manila via transit Hongkong and Shanghai, 26.1.1907, to German P.O. 
Tsingtau Kiautschou, 1.2.1907. Fine condition. GA 120 €

P 1494 1907, incoming mail to Amoy, from South Australia: unfranked ppc  “CAWLER S.A. DE 18 06“ mar-
ked oval framed “T“ and bold “2“, via “HONG-KONG 17 JA 07“ w. arrival of Hong Kong p.o. “AMOY JA 
22“ and boxed violet due mark of the japanese post offi ce inserted red “8“ in character, also arabic 
numeral “8“, interesting combination. Ak 200 €

P 1495 1908. Picture post card of ‘Kharbin Town’ addressed to Paris bearing Russia Yvert 38, 1k orange 
(4) tied by Kharbin/Pocht Tel. Kont date stamp ‘19/8’. Very fi ne and scarce. b 300 €

1496• 1908, incoming mail, Germany, 10 Pf. tied “WEIMAR 29.6.08“ to ppc (house of Schiller) to Shang-
hai, three Shanghai arrivals: german offi ce, boxed dater bilingual and lunar dater. Ak 60 €

P 1497• Incoming mail, 1908, Japan, 1 1/2 S. violet tied “Kudan 41.6.14“ via “TOKYIO 14.6.08“ to lady at 
“Anglo American School / Kuling / via Kiukiang“, lunar dater transits of Hankow and Kiukiang, bo-
xed bilingual arrival “KULING 5.27“. Ak 60 €

P 1498 1909, $10 bond of the “Great Tsing South Pacifi c Enterprise“, vert. crease and margins some sta-
ins, scarce. (T) *    150 €

P 1498A• 1909, Austrian FPO Peking legation guard: 5 H. (3) tied “K.U.K. MARINE-DETACHMENT in PEKING 
11.1.09“ to ppc to Denmark. Ak 350 €

P 1499 1909. Postal stationary envelope (vertical fold) ‘Type Mouchon’ 10c red cancelled by ‘Ningpo-Chi-
ne/Poste Francoise’ date stamp (Pothion Type T04) addressed to France. Very scarce item of stati-
onary from the French Post Offi ce in Ningpo, opened in 1905 and closed in 1918 due to lack of 
traffi c. Only a few items known. GA 650 €
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P 1500 1910. Picture post card written from Shan-Hai-Kouan of ‘HaTa Men Gate, Peking’ addressed to the 
‘Consulate for Persia, Isfahan’ bearing French China SG 77, 4c on 10c carmine tied by ‘Tien-Tsin-
Chine/Poste Francaise’ double ring with military cachet of the ‘16th Regiment’, routed via the 
French Post Offi ce Shanghai, sent on French paquebot with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 6’ date 
stamp (Salles 1924) routed via Tuticorn with Tehran and oval Boucher receiver. Scarce item of de-
stination mail. GA 240 €

P 1501 1912 (ca.). News-Band wrapper addressed to the ‘Indo-China Steam Navigation Co, London’ bea-
ring Russian China SG 27, 4kr rose carmine (pair) tied by Peking double ring of the Russian Post 
Offi ce with hand-stamp ‘Via Siberia’. Scarce item paying the 8kr wrapper rate. b 330 €

P 1502 1913, three country card from Chefoo: offi ces of Japan 10 S. “CHEFOO I.J.P.O.“, Germany 1 C. 
“TSCHIFU“ resp. coiling dragon rep. ovpt. 1/2 C. “CHEFOO“, all postmarked Oct. 5, 1913 on ppc 
“Chefoo The social Garden“ (ed. J. G. Myrciades&Co, Chefoo). Also two country card from Amoy with 
german offi ces 1 C. “AMOY 1 2 13“ and China ovpt. 1/2 C. “KULANGSU 2.2.1“ on Amoy temple ppc. Ak 70 €

P 1503 1913. Registered envelope addressed to Chengtu, West China bearing Russian Levant Yvert 175, 
5pa on 1k bistre (2), Yvert 178, 20p on 4k red and Yvert 179, 1p on 10k blue tied by ‘R.O.P.I.T./Salo-
nique’ date stamp with ‘Paste Russe/Salonique’ registered label endorsed ‘via Siberia’ and routed 
via the Imperial and German Post Offi ce Hankau with Chentu arrival. Very nice item of incoming mail.

Yv. 175 (2), 
178, 179 b 350 €

P 1504 1914. French China postal stationary envelope 4c on 10c red cancelled by ‘Han-Keou-Chine / Poste 
Francaise’ double ring (Pothion Type 84) addressed to Paris routed via Peking. Very fi ne. GA 200 €

P 1505 1914. Postage Paid soldiers war envelope, vertical fold, fi ne. b 200 €
P 1506 1914. British Civil Prisoner of War ‘Kriegsgefangenen -Sendung’ card written from ‘Barrack No 

Seahouse’ addressed to ‘H, Rainsey, Shanghai’ cancelled by Berlin date stamp with boxed ‘Brief-
kontrolle / Engländerlager-Ruhleben’ censor hand-stamp in violet, routed via New York. Nice desti-
nation for Civil P.O.W. Mail. Ramsey was Vice-Consul to Norway in Hankow. GA 300 €

1507• 1914, Japanese Offi ces 1 1/2 S. tied “Tsingtao Field P.O. 5.9.9“ (Sept. 9, 1916) to ppc “The Shiko-
tan maru.“ (army transport) to Japan. Ak 60 €

P 1508 1914, registration receipt (crease) tied “PEKING(1) 2 NOV 14“ with blue seal of austrohungarian 
Peking embassy navy guards (sender). b 120 €

P 1508A• Express Letter Stamps, 1914, 10 C. unused mint resp. used “ANTUNG 4.5.20“ (May 20, 1915) to 
“MOUKDEN“ with next day arrival on reverse. E9 (2) (*)/g 50 €

P 1509 1915, incoming mail, Russia, war charity 1 K. (4), 2 K. (pair) tied “VLADIVOSTOK 7.3.315“ to cen-
sored cover to Tientsin, Tientsin Russian Post “13.3.315“ arrival. b 300 €

P 1510 French offi ces, stationery envelope 15 C. surcharged “TAXE RÉDUITE / A 0 F 10“ tied “PEKIN 8 SEPT 
15“ to Bernace-Debat, France w. 29 6 15 backstamp, slight creases. GA 100 €

P 1511 1916 (Nov) Group of 3 uncensored envelopes from Edinburgh/GB to Shanghai with Tax: 1) Un-
censored envelope to Shanghai franked ½d [2] canc. Edinburgh w/6 sided T/30 h/s & boxed 12 
cents Tax h/s plus boxed Duplicate Notice/Date 23.12.16 inserted in manu & w/on rev manu 
annotations by postman of various collection attempts. 2) Imcemspred env. to Shanghai fran-
ked 1d canc. Edinburgh w/6 sided T/30 h/s & boxed Duplicate h/s in black & w/faint boxed 12 
Cents Tax h/s [12 is weak]. 3) Uncensored env. to Shanghai franked 1d canc. Edinburgh w/6 
sided T/30 & boxed 12 Cents Tax h/s & w/on rev manu annotations by postman of various col-
lection attempts. Rare, very few items are recorded! b 1.800 €

P 1512 1916, Chinese Post Offi ce EXPRESS LETTER 10 Cents green complete fi ve-part label numbered and 
handstamped with chinese characters, unused and very scarce! (M) Yv. Expr. 6 (*)  600 €

P 1513 1916 (Sep 12) Russian 7 kop “Kitai“ Agence des Prisonniers de Guerre printed Stationary envelope 
(faults) uprated with 3 kop “Kitai“ tied Tientsin Russian Offi ce cds to Dauria, Far Eastern Russia with 
on reverse smudged Russian Censor hand stamp in violet. GA 250 €

P 1514+ 1916, POW free franking letter from tientsin/China to Hungary via Denmark, via “BUREAU AMBU-
LANT PEKING-MOUKDEN 14 OCT 16“ and “PETROGRAD 20.5.17“ with russian censorship. (M) b 250 €

1515 1917/1918, 3 Feldpostkarten/Briefe aus China bzw. Sibirien, dabei u.a. Marine-Briefstempel auf 
Brief aus “TIENTSIN-CHINE POSTE FRANCAISE 7.DEC.17“ und Karte mit Stempel “CORR.D’ARMEE 
SHANGHAI 24.11.18“, etwas unterschiedliche Erhaltung. b 60 €

P 1516 1917, INCOMING MAIL, Denmark 10 Oere red psc from KJOGE, 29.7.17, via transit St.Petersburg 
and violet boxed russian censor marking to Changshan with cds MANCHOULI. GA 100 €

P 1517 1917 - RUSSIAN POST OFFICES: 1917. Russia 1r brown and orange and Yvert 53, 3r50 black/grey 
cancelled by Pogranichnaya in Manchuria double ring (Tchil Fig 633). A very fi ne pair from the town 
of Sui-Fen-Ho on the Russian-Manchuria border. g 200 €

P 1518 1917 (Jun 2) Russian10 kop “Kitai“ Agence del Prisonniers de Guerre printed Red Cross Stationary 
envelope (toned and some stains) tied Tientsin Russian Offi ce cds to Dauria, Far Eastern Russia 
with circular Russian Censor hand stamp No 6 end on reverse vernacular cyrillic (17 ?? probably Jul) 
cds that reads Dauria Za (?). b 180 €

P 1519 1918, disaster mail cover from England  “CARDIFF DEC 18 18“ (stamps missing) to Wuhu/China, in 
transit repaired with green repair seal tied “SHANGHAI“, arrival “WUHU 29 FEB 18“. US postal ad-
ministration label “Recovered from train fi re/at Monroe (Wash). U.S.A.“ Cover traces of burning as 
to be expected. b 350 €
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P 1520 1918, fi eld post cover from “PEKIN CORRESCES AUS ARMEES 5.12.“ with special cachet “LE VAGUE 
(MESTRE) 16e. COLONE - PEKING....“ via Shanghai to Paris and forwarded, cover with faults at right, 
otherwise fi ne, rare. b 300 €

P 1521 1918, incoming mail,  Russia, POW camp Rasdolnoe with blue camp mark and boxed “censorship 
passed“ on envelope to Shanghai, vert. crease. b 70 €

P 1522 1918. French China postal stationary envelope 4c on 10c rose upgraded with SG 76, 2c on 5c green 
tied by Ningpo-Chine / Postes Francoise date stamp with Shanghai transit and Paris arrival. Lovely 
item originating from the ‘Customs house Wenchow’. Very fi ne and rare type from the French Post 
in Ningpo. Ex Desrousseaux. GA 400 €

P 1523 1919. Picture post card of ‘Mandarin Girls’ written from Harbin dated ‘1st Dec 1919’ addressed to 
Belgium cancelled by ‘Bataillon Colona / Siberian / Le Vaguemestre’ in violet. Scarce item from the 
French Troops in Manchuria on return from Siberia. b 650 €

P 1524 1919/20, Round-the-world-card in esperanto “Migranta Karto fra la mondo“ Germany-Serbia-Shang-
hai/China-USA and return, inc. China juks 1/2 C. 82), 3 C. tied “SHANGHAI 10.3.19“, also USPA 
Shanghai dater alongside and censormark. b 100 €

P 1525 1919,  violet boxed bilingual “Correspondence des / prisonniers de Guerre“ on ppc w. oval violet 
censormark of camp Wan Tschou Tse, POW mail of austrian to Freistadt/Austria, via dutch red cross 
(red three line) and transit “SGRAVENHAGE 31 XII 1919“. Ak 280 €

P 1526 MAURITANIA UPU SPECIMENS: 1921, complete sets ‘25 years of states post’ of China and Sin-
kiang optd. in black ‘SPECIMEN’ all in vertical strips of three and tied by large red ‘SPECIMEN 
COLLECTION MAURITANIE’ handstamps affi xed to large piece used by Mauritania Director of 
Posts to record and display material sent him by the UPU in Berne, minor toning on a few stamps 
nevertheless an unique and excellent exhibition item! (M)

178/81, Singk. 
23/26 2.000 €

1527 1921, incoming mail from Egypt and Ceylon, ppc both with boxed “B.P.O. to C.P.O. SHANGHAI“ tran-
sit markings, to Peking with arrival daters. Ak 80 €

1528 1923, junk 6 C. and reaper 50 C. tied “TIENTSIN14 31.3.27“ to registered cover (236x158 mm) to 
Paris, Bank of Indochina correspondence with large bilingual lacquer seals on reverse. (M) b 50 €

P 1529• 1923, “CHINA INTERNATIONAL FAMINE RELIEF FUND“ label on reverse of registered cover, reaper 
20 C. tied “SHANGHAI 19 I 26“ to Berlin/GHermany, label tied by arrival mar b 100 €

P 1530 1924. Chinese Imperial Post Junk issue 1½c pale blue postal stationary card upgraded by SG 269, 
1c orange tied by Achiho date stamp addressed to Peking with receiver on face. Nice item from Kirin 
Province. GA 130 €

P 1530A• 1927, boxed green bilingual “DEPUTY POSTAL / COMMISSIONER IN CHARGE AMOY  -3 AUG. 
1927“ on reverse of offi cial cover “ON POSTAL SERVICE“ by express to Shanghai, thin part on 
reverse. b 1.000 €

P 1531 1930, incoming mail, Sweden 25 Oe. (faults) tied w. 1930 dater to cover member of Sven Hedin 
expedition c/o Swedish legation Peking, tansit “HARBIN 30.I.30“, arrival “PEIPING 1.2.19“, repaired 
with repair seals tied by six strikes of “PEIPING 2.2.19“ b 200 €

P 1532• 1931, INCOMING MAIL, China, 2mal 10 C, 4 C und 1 auf 3 C. Freimarkenausgabe Dschunken auf 
Briefumschlag von Shanghai nach Thorshavn, ungewöhnliche und seltene Destination, kleine Be-
förderungsspuren! b 150 €

P 1532A• 1931, DEUTSCHES REICH,  RL + X + X + 20 Pfg. Flugpost-Zusammendruck, 2 Stück als Einheit rück-
seitig auf Einschreibe-Luftpostbrief aus “HAMBURG 2.9.31“ via Moskau mit zweisprachigem “Ex-
press-Label“ nach Shanghai und Retour mit diversen Stempeln und Vermerken, kleine Beförderungs-
spuren, nicht häufi ge Kombination, 750,- +.

RL 15.2. (2) 
u.a. b 250 €

P 1533 1932/37, incoming cover from Sweden in combination with due frank: 15 Oe. tied “ENKÖPING 22 
10 38“ to inland cover, but readressed “Tsinan / China (via Siberia)“ and marked “T“ plus handwrit-
ten 12 1/2, on arrival SYS 2 C. and martyr 8 C. tied “TSINAN 9.11.38“, on reverse transit “TIENTSIN 
27.11.7“. The usage of defi nitive stamps instead of due stamps appears very unusual. b 400 €

1534 1933, french navy in China seas, “MERS DE CHINE / FRANCHISE MILITAIRE“ three-line in blue with 
octogonal “CROISEUR PRIMAUGET “28 - 3 33“ to envelope (vert. bend) to Pontarlier/France. Also 
private label showing the french cruiser tied by violet “NAVALES FORCES EXTREME ORIENT / FRAN-
CHISE MILITAIRE“ (Far East Naval Forces / military rate). Attractive. b 80 €

P 1535 1934, “FROM STEAMER BOX / 33.6.25 / CANTON“ ties Hong Kong 5 C. violet to small envelope 
adressed local. Clear strike of the single frame bilingual mark. b 100 €

P 1536• Incoming mails, Siam, 1925, garuda airmails 15 S. tied “BANGKOK G.P.O. 5.9.35“ to cover to 
Shanghai, on reverse: transit “HONG KONG 13 SP 35“, arrival “SHANGHAI 15.9.35“. (T) b 60 €

P 1537 1936/46, 3 covers, the cover from 1941 with German censorship on reverse (censor mark and la-
bel), the cover from 1946 sent from a German (Jewish) emigrant - from P.O.B. 1425 (HICEM) at 
Shanghai. HICEM operated in Shanghai until 1950. All 3 covers with some patina, opening faults 
etc. as usual. b 80 €

P 1538 1937. Air Mail envelope written from “Capt. Leonard Sinker’ on board ‘H.M.S. Cumberland, Shang-
hai’ dated ‘19th November 1937’ addressed to England endorsed ‘By Air Mail / via Hong Kong’ with 
‘E/R General Post Offi ce / Found Open or Damaged and Offi cially Secured’ label attached on re-
verse. The Imperial Airways “Cygnus“ crashed at Brindisi with the mails from the East. A very intere-
sting item from the ‘Cygnus’ crash. b 300 €
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P 1539 1937, incoming air mail cover, Norway, with the fi rst fl ight from Stavanger to Newcastle (England), 
90 Oe. frank tied “STAVANGER LUFTHAVN 12. 7 37“ )AP) with boxed FFC cachet “Luftpostruten 
Stavanger-Newcastle...“ to Tsinan/China, s. l. “BY CHINESE AIRMAIL“ and violet s. l. “receivedvia 
Hong Kong“, on reverse transtis “VICTORA HONG KONG 20 JY 37“, “PEKING 22.7.26“ and arrival 
“TSINAN 26.7.23“ (July 23, 1937). e 400 €

1540 1937, Great Wall airmail $2 with martyr 10 C. tied “HANKOW 9.2.38“ to registered air mail cover 
endorsed “6gr“ to Vienna/Austria, on reverse transits Hong Kong, Athens and arrival “WIEN1 21.
II.38“, backfl ap incomplete. 270 etc. e Gebot

P 1541 Incoming Mail: 1938, registered cover from “ROERMOND 10.VI.“ with Queen Wilhelminia 15 c. 
orange and 12 1/2 c. ultramarine to Kwanling, Shanxi, returned with boxed “RETOUR“ and hand-
written endorsement “Service temporarily suspended“ via Tientsin with arrival mark “ROERMOND 
14.XI., spots and crease, otherwise fi ne and rare cover during the Second Sino-Japanese War!

Niederlande 
223, 216 b 300 €

P 1542• 1938, ZHANJIANG (Fort Bayard / Kwang-Chou-Wan (French LEased Territories), Guangdong Provin-
ce/Southern China), airmail cover with franking French P.O. in South China on front and 1937 mini-
ature sheet ovp. KOUANG-TCHEOU on reverse, at fi rst as ship letter from Fort Bayard and therefore 
stamped “Paquebot“, landing port canc. HAIHONG 30.05.38, transit mark HAI-PHONG (with hy-
phen) 31.05.38, to Paris. Very rare entire! b 500 €

P 1543 1938, “FROM STEAMER BOX / 33.5.9/PUNYÜ (CANTON)“ on Hong Kong KGV 1 C., 4 C. on cover 
used to Canton, very clear strike of the double frame bilingual datestamp. b 100 €

1544 Incoming mail, 1939, Romania, 12 Lei frank tied “SIBIU 1 SEP 39“ (WW-II opening day) on cover to 
Shanghai, Egyptian censortape plus transit “CAIRO 6 OCT 1939“ (fi ve weeks!) and “SHANGHAI 12 
11 39“ arrival, interesting postal history. b Gebot

1545 Incoming mail, 1940, Italy, 7.25 Lit. frank tied “TRIESTE 12.12.40“ to registered censored air mail 
cover via Venice to Shanghai w. Jan. 6 backstamp. e Gebot

P 1546 1940. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to the ‘Hospital Calmette, Chine’ bearing French 
Maroc Yvert 147, 5f brown-red, Yvert 178, 75c grey and Yvert 193,3f brown tied by Fez Ville Nouvel-
le / Maroc date stamp ‘12th June 40’ with matching registered label endorsed ‘via Lisboa and New 
York’ with oval New York/Reg ‘319’ and San Francisco ‘5/9’ and Registered/Hong Kong ‘21st Sep’ 
with arrival in Shanghai bearing Chinese instructional label with hand-stamp ‘Retour!Return’ and 
‘Adresse lnsuffi sante / Address Insuffi cient’ in violet and returned via Hong Kong with ‘Opened by 
Censor/Hong Kong’ label tied by Shanghai vernacular date stamp with Shanghai dispatch 
‘19/11/40’ and Fez arrival ‘16th Jan 41’ with circular German censor cachet ‘Ab’ in red on face. 
Remarkable item of mail to China. b 650 €

P 1547 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to the ‘French Police, Tien-Tsin, China’ bearing France Yvert 411, 
25c green (block of 4) and Yvert 432, 1f green (4) tied by Nice date stamp routed via Saigon and 
Hong Kong with China ‘Offi cially Sealed/Post Offi ce’ label applied and tied by ‘Received in Broken 
Condition/Offi cially Sealed by Tientsin Offi ce’ hand-stamp in violet with Tientsin/9 arrival on re-
verse. Very fi ne.

Fr. Yv. 411 (4), 
432 (4) b 220 €

1548 Incoming mail, India, 1941 two censored covers to Shanghai. b Gebot
P 1549 1941. Japanese stationary card written from ‘Hisami Nakano, HQ of Kabayachi Unit, Nishimura Unit, 

French Indo-Chine Despath’ addressed to Kawai-Village, Ukiwa-Gun, Fukuoka-Prefecture, bearing 
Japan SG 318, 5s ultramarine and SG 322, 10s carmine tied by vernacular ‘Field Post Offi ce / No 
208’ date stamp ‘20/10/1941’ with framed ‘Suzuki’ censor in red. Nishimura Unit (Royal Unit) oc-
cupied Southern French Indo-China from July 1941 until December 1941. Very attractive item. b 200 €

P 1550 1941 (Jun 4), ITALIAN FORCES in TIENTSIN: Crested Battaglione Italiano in China showing winged 
Lion printed envelope (minor spots) to Bologna bearing Italy 50c tied Battag. Italiano in China/Tient-
sin d/s in violet & w/on rev typed black on buff Verifi cato/Per Censura label tied 3 within circle 
censor h/s in violet & Bologna [22 Jun] arrival d/s b 550 €

P 1551 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to Shanghai, China bearing India SG 248, ½a brown (2), SG 
250, 1a carmine, SG 269, 1a3p yellow brown (2), SG 274, 6a turquoise and SG 276, 12a lake tied 
by ‘Calcutta Air A’ roller with framed ‘Passed by Censor/A 10’ on face and instructional hand-stamp 
‘Service Suspended/return to sender’ on face. Lovely item of interrupted mail. b 300 €

P 1552 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to Shanghai, China bearing Ireland SG 71, ½d green and SG 75, 
2½d brown tied by Gaelic double ring ‘20th Dec 41’ with framed ‘Service Suspended / Returned To 
Sender’ in violet on face, routed via England with ‘Opened by Examiner 7002’ censor tape and re-
turned to Ireland with arrival ‘30th Oct 42’ with bilingual Post Offi ce label ‘Offi cially Sealed / In The 
/ Post Offi ce’. Nice item. b 150 €

P 1553 1941 - SPAIN UNDER COVER MAIL: Letter written from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastere de N.D. de Lies-
se, Cheng-Ting-Fu, China’ dated ‘12th Aout 1941’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France, 
mail carried undercover via Spain and enclosed in envelope and forwarded from the ‘Monasterio de 
Santa Maria Ia Real, Osera, Spain’; envelope bearing Spain Yvert 682, 30c blue and Yvert 683, 40c 
grey tied by Osera date stamp, routed via Madrid with censor label with m/s endorsement ‘received 
29/11’. Father Maupeu was originally sent to “Yang-Kia-P’ing“ Monastery in Hwailai Province as the 
War progressed he travelled to Cheng-Ting-Fu, Monastery. Superb item of under cover mail from 
China via Spain. (One of three such covers from this amazing new archive). b 650 €
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P 1554 1941 (Jun 4) Airmail envelope to Chungking, West China endorsed Via Hong Kong & bearing 20c & 
10c [SG 365 & 363] tied Vancouver d/s & w/transparent Examined By/C.281 label tied by boxed 
Not Opened/By/Censor h/s in violet & w/circ AV2 h/s in violet & on reverse Victoria/Hong Kong [4 
Jul] transit d/s & Chungking [8 Jul] arrival d/s. (By sea across the Pacifi c to Hong Kong & then air-
mail to destination at 30c per ½ oz rate). b 160 €

P 1555 1941,  martyr 40 C. with perfi n “B. I.“, 20 C. and SYS 1 C., 3 C. tied “SHANGHAI 14.6.41“ to envelo-
pe (247x160 mm, fl ap bit torn but complete) from Bank of Indochina, Shanghai branch to BoI, Yoko-
hama/Japan branch. (M) b 50 €

P 1556• 1941, incoming mail, USA, clipper air mail cover registered-AR w. airmail stamps 30 C. (3) tied mute 
w. “PORTLAND, OREG. (PIONEER STA.) MAR 3 1941“ on reverse, via San Francisco and Hong Kong 
(turquoise blue “AIR-TRANSIT 2“ censor mark) to Shanghai w. “SHANGHAI 30.3.21“ (March 21, 
1941) backstamp, delivery messenger mark on front. Endorsed “CHINA CLIPPER“, Hong Kong cen-
sor tape. e 80 €

1557• 1942 (ca.), Freimarken 10 $ rotbraun und 1 $ lilakarmin rückseitig auf Luftpostbrief aus “KWEILIN...“ 
mit engl. Zensur-Label in die USA mit stärkeren Mängeln und braunen Verschlußlabeln oben und 
unten mit L1 “RECEIVED IN DAMAGED CONDITION“, Umschlag rechts durch das Öffnen verkürzt. 455, 464 b 80 €

P 1558• 1943, Red Cross Message from Shanghai to Netherlands with oval violet “C I C R SHANGHAI“ and 
3-line “Far Eastern jewish Com.. / information Bureau for Emigrants /..“with dates of 8 JUL 43, 15 
NOV. 43 and 24/I 44 (returned). Long explanation in french language included. b 200 €

1559• 1943, Red Cross Message from Austria via Red Cross Geneva to Shanghai/China, dated 1943.8.2, 
with oval violet marking “Comite International/Shanghai/Croix Rouge“, detailed description in 
french enclosed,  scarce. (T) b Gebot

P 1560 1943 (CHINESE TROOPS IN INDIA). Air Mail envelope written front the ‘Chinese-American Trai-
ning Camp, Ramgarh, India’ addressed to Chungkiang, China bearing SG 634a, 50c green and 
SG 635a, $1 lake tied by Military Post Offi ce ‘331’ date stamp (12/1/43) with circular bilingual 
‘C.C.O./Passed’ in violet (Chinese Censor Offi ce) with Air Mail label and Chungkiang arrival. 
Three Divisions of Chinese Military Troops trained in India under Stilwell at Ramgarh Camp. Only 
a few covers are known with Chinese usage from Camp 331/332. SG 634a, 635a b 1.500 €

P 1561 1943. Red Cross document from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastery of Liesse, Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hopeh, Chi-
na’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France headed ‘To The Comite International de Ia Croix 
Rouge, Geneva, Switzerland’ cancelled by oval ‘Comite International / Croix Rouge / Shanghai’ with 
framed Japanese censor, circular ‘Agence Consulaire de Suisse / Tientsin’ with Croix Rouge Swiss 
cachet and Deutsches Rotes Kreuz in Frankreich. Rare item of French Missionary mail from ‘Father 
Maupeu’ with message attached contrary to regulations. Father Maupeu was originally sent to 
“Yang-Kia-P’ing“ Monastary in Hwailai Province. b 400 €

P 1562 1943 Shanghai War-prisoner’s Camp printed envelope (vertical crease & 15mm tear bottom cen-
tral) to San Diego & forwarded to Los Angeles from Pvt. Philip G. Covert, Barracks 1, Section 3 with 
unframed Sec Des Prisonniers De Guerre h/s in red & with oval orange censor chop of Shindo & 
with transparent tape tied circular US Censorship / * / Examined / By 188 h/s in violet & with on 
reverse San Diego / Calif [11 Jan 44] transit machine d/s. (Private Phillip G. Covert (MCSN: 302832), 
United States Marine Corps, was captured by the Japanese after the fall of Wake Island on 23 
December 1941 , and was held as a Prisoner of War until returned to U.S. Mililary control at the end 
of the war. General Orders: NARA Database: Records of World War II Prisoners at war, created, 
1942-1947). b 110 €

P 1563 1944, Red Cross prisoner of war message letter from Yangchow with boxed Japanese censor mark 
via Turkey Red Cross delagation to England and repley via Cairo with english censor mark, folded. b 300 €

P 1564 1944. Red Cross document dated ‘4th Feb 1944’ from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastery of Liesse, 
Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hopeh, China’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France headed ‘To The Comite 
International de Ia Croix Rouge, Geneva, Switzerland’ cancelled by oval ‘Comite International / Cro-
ix Rouge / Shanghai’ with ‘Delegation Croix Rouge / Ankara / Turquie’ and ‘Comite International de 
Ia Croix Rouge / Geneva ‘ and ‘Croix Rouge Francaise / Vichy’ dated ‘19th July 44’. Rare item of 
French Red Cross Missionary mail from ‘Father Maupeu with message attached contrary to regula-
tions. Father Maupeu was originally sent to  Yang-Kia-P’ing  Monastary in Hwailai Province. Superb 
item, full of character. b 350 €

P 1565 1945. Envelope written from Amsterdam, Holland addressed to Chefoo, China, bearing Nether-
lands 5c green and 7½c red tied by Amsterdam date stamp with ‘Nederland/Geopend’ censor 
label and instructional ‘Mail Route To Destination / Blockaded, Return To Sender’ with Chinese 
label on reverse. Unique. b 1.100 €

P 1566 1945, inbound air mail registered cover from Canada “TORONTO JAN 2 1945“ to military c/o APO 
627 (Kunming/China) w. on reverse  host of transits inc. “U.S. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE Br. 228 FEB 5 
1945“ (Kunming) and arrival “NEW YORK, N.Y. Unit 1 A.P.O. 488 Br. FEB 12 1945“ (Yunnanfu), rare. b 240 €

1567• 1945, POW folded air mail letter “MORRIS PLACE N.J. JUNE 16 1945“ to british civilian internee in 
Pootung/ Shanghai/China, three line violet “RETURN TO SENDER / By Direction of the War Depart-
ment / Undeliverable as Addressed“ and on reverse “NEW YORK DEC 28 1945“. GA 120 €

P 1568 1945 (Jan 13) Plain envelope to Canadian Mission Hospital, Hwang Gin Miao, Chungking, West 
China endorsed Air Mail/Par Avion/Via Miami & West Africa bearing Air 7c, War Effort 50c, 14c & 
defi nitive 4c [SG 400, 387, 385 & 380] (two adhesives with toned perf.) tied Mute d/s (location 
erased) & w/black on white Opened By Examiner/DB 267 label. b 140 €
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P 1569 1945, ex-Internee mail (cover with spots and traces of ageing) by air to New Zealand from Pootung 
Assembly Centre, Shanghai with dater “SHANGHAI 5.9.45“ on reverse, the Japanese in China did 
not surrender until 9 September. Boxed “Internee mail free/of postage/Shanghai P. O.“. b 650 €

P 1570 1946. Air Mail envelope addressed to China bearing Ireland SG 134, 1s brown (strip of three) tied 
by Gaelic Dublin double ring with bilingual Irish censor label, routed via London with ‘Crown/Opened 
by Examiner/68’ censor label with oval hand-stamp ‘O.A.T.’ in red on face with framed instructional 
‘Undelivered For reason Stated / Return To Sender’ tied to label ‘Returned T Post Offi ce / for Return 
To Sender as / this letter is addressed to an / Enemy Occupied Country’ and returned to Ireland with 
bilingual ‘Offi cially Sealed / In the Post Offi ce’ label applied. Unique item. b 500 €

P 1571 1946, incoming/forwarding combination cover from Ireland: 1 S. (3) and 3d tied “FATCHE ACHO-
LAISTE 16 X 46 ACLIATH“ air mail registered to Tsinan w. “35.10.30“ arrival, then fwd. to Tsingtao, 
and from Tsingtao reforwarded (also registered) w. $6270 frank canc. “TSINGTAO 7.11.46“ via 
“SHANGHAI 9.11.46“ to Linköping/Sweden. Most unusual. b 500 €

1572• Air Mail / Luftpost, 1947, FFC PanAM (FAM14) US to China, three covers: San Francisco-Shanghai, 
Honolulu-Shanghai and Guam-Shanghai, reopening of clipper mail, all with Shanghai arrivals on 
reverse. e 100 €

P 1573 1949, 75 years of World Postal Union ($1) vermilion WITHOUT black opt. of value and chinese 
charakters imperforate from left margin, unused without gum with minor toning incl. normal 
stamp for comparison, very scarce variety! 1072 var. (*)  1.000 €

P 1574 1950. Envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing Great Britain SG 486, 1d pale red tied by Bath roller 
‘2nd Jan 1950’ with framed handstruck instructional ‘Service Suspended / Air Mail Service Only’ in 
violet on face and framed ‘Return To Sender’. The Civil War in China prevented normal communica-
tions with the Nationalists blockading Shanghai and Air Raids from early 1950. Scarce item. b 240 €

CHINA - MANDSCHUREI    
1575• 1912/13, coiling dragons ovpt. “Republic“ 3 C. (pair) with Yuan Shi Kai 1 C. (pair) tied boxed bilin-

gual “MOUKDEN 2.6.28“ (June 28, 1913) to reverse of registered cover (crease not affecting 
stamps, top reduced) to German Consul Tsinanfu w. July 1st arrival. Also junks 1 C. (3), 3 C. (4) and 
5 C. ti4d boxed bilingual “HAILAR 11.10.7“ (Oct. 7, 1921) to reverse of registered cover via Moukden 
and New York to CSR with “PRAHA 12.XI.22“ arrival. b 80 €

P 1576 1912, Russia 4 K. tied oval “Manchuria Station 24.2.12 b“ to ppc “Yamato Hotel, Fushun“ to c/o 
Shanghai french p.o., Shanghai russian  resp. China p.o. “SHANGHAI 15 MAR 12“ and chinese note 
“french p.o.“, fwd. to Hankow w. french p.o. arrival “HANKEOU POSTEFRANCIASE 23 MARS 12“ Ak 60 €

P 1577 1927, Ki-Hei ovpts. 2, 4, 6, 7 C. (2) tied “HARBIN“ to reverse of registered cover. Plus 6 C. single tied 
“HARBIN“ to ppc, both to Paris. b/Ak 120 €

P 1578• 1946/47, covers (4) with local overprints of $10/1 c. (2) resp. 50 C. on 5 C. pair (2) used from Hei-
ho etc., all non-philatelic. b 150 €

CHINA - SHANGHAI      
see also 1174

P 1579 1865/66, 6 Candareens carmine, a full strip of six, unused no gum as issued. (M) 11 (6) (*)  2.700 €
P 1579A 1865/66, 16 CANDAREEN. vermilion, unused no gum as issued. 6x (*)  200 €

P 1580• 1889, 100 C. blue, attractive franking on local cover, canc. with red circular “LOCAL POST OFFICE 
SHANGHAI“, blue arrival mark 27.6.89 on reverse. 96 b 450 €

P 1581+ 1893, 10 C. green, a block of four, imperforated, mint never hinged MNH. **/v 100 €
P 1582+ 1893, 2 C. carmine, a top margin block-6, watermark inverted, LH/MNH. **/* 100 €
P 1583+ 1890, HALF CENT auf 15 C. violett, waager. Kabinettpaar, blauer K2 “LOCALPOST SHANGHAI“, auf 

feinem weißen Lokalbrief, rs. blauer AK-K1 “SHANGHAI MY/21/93“. Chan LS139, Sc.143. b 170 €

CHINA - SHANGHAI - PORTOMARKEN    
1584 1893, 10 C. orange tied blue “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST B SE 23 1893“ with boxed “TO PAY“ alongs-

ide to local red band cover, second strike of dater on reverse. b 100 €

CHINA - TAIWAN (FORMOSA)      
see also 1119, 2566, 2788, 2812, 2822, 2827, 2831

P 1585 Taiwan, 1894 Offi cial 2nd issue (-) black on laid paper, complete sheet of fi ve, vertical format, 
“Lo“ ideograms in red and boxed control chop, unused with large margins all round (one sheet 
corner fault), cert. Holcombe (1988). Chan F4. (M) 2 (5) (*)  1.500 €

P 1586 1888, horse and dragon 20 Cash brown,  perforated die proof on gummed paper,  mounted mint, 
vertical inscriptions bit oxidizing thru and some toned perfs, scarce. 4/5 Pr. 500 €

P 1587 1888, horse and dragon 20 Cash green (issued colour)  imperforated die proof on gummed pa-
per,  large margins,  mounted mint, point thin, pencil sign Holcombe. 4 pr. *    1.000 €

P 1588 1888, Japan 4 S. olive tied “Taiwan.Daitotei“ (Taipeh foreign settlement) 42.5.8 (May 8, 1909) to 
ppc (NYK postal steamer “Kamakura maru“) via “TAMSUI 8.5.09“to Walkerville/South Australia and 
fwd. w. JY 21 arrival. 61 Ak 200 €
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P 1589 1899/1901, Japan 1 S. , 1/2 S. tied “Taiwan.Anping 39.6.24“ (June 24, 1906) to ppc (“Taiwan 
Mission Hospital“) to Daitotei (Taipeh foreign settlement, Ta-Tao Cheng) with next day Taipeh arrival. 76, 90 Ak 150 €

1590 1899, Japan 2 S. green (pair) tied “Taiwan.Daitotei“ (Taipeh foreign settlement) 42.4.24 (April 24, 
1909) to ppc (NYK postal steamer “Kamakura maru“) to Walkerville/South Australia. Japan 77 (2) Ak 80 €

P 1591 1936, Japan postage stamp 10 s. blue tied by cds. “TAIHOKU TAIWAN NIPPON 12.12.“ to fi rm 
pre-printing cover to Germany, slightly crease. Japan 179 b 180 €

P 1592+ 1944, POW card from England 1944 to british POW in Camp Taiwan, british censormark (red) and 
boxed violet “Taiwan POW camp/censorship passed“, transit February-December. b 100 €

P 1593 1949, registered letter bearing 10.000 $ and pair “3000“  on 750 $, used locally in Taipeh, good 
contition! 52, 63 82) b 120 €

P 1594 1954, Silo bridge booklet with s/s  (slight toning), no staples, unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 
1500.-) 185/187B MH (*)  250 €

P 1595 1955, forces day s/s, two copies, one slight corner crease and one with trace of printers ink, unused 
no gum as issued. (Michel cat.1500 euros) Bll. 4 (2) (*)  250 €

1596 1955, forces day s/s, unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 750 euros) Bl. 4 (*)  150 €
1597 1955, forces day s/s, unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 750.-) Bl. 4 (*)  150 €
1598 1956, presidents 68th birthday s/s x3, all tiny corner crease, unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 

600.-) Bl. 4 (3) (*)  100 €
P 1599• 1958, $3.50 blue tied “TAIPEH 19.1.59“ to wrapper with entire newspaper “Central Daily News“ to 

UN Geneva Librarian, Switzerland. Very scarce thus. b 100 €
1600 1960, east-west highways s/s, unused no gum as issued (2, one toning) resp. used “PEITOW 28.VII 

66“ (2, both slight toning and one wrinkling). (Michel cat. 700.-) Bl. 7 (4) (*)/g 120 €
1601 1962, emperors set, ununsed mounted mint, fi rst mount LH. 470/73 *    60 €
1602 1962, emperors set, mint never hinged MNH. 470/73 **   70 €

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK    
P 1603 1946. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Diego-Suarez, Madagascar bearing SG 655, $100 

brown, SG 758, $2 green and SG 793, $300 carmine and blue (pair) tied by Namhoi/Fatshan date 
stamp with matching registered label and framed ‘A. R.’ in red routed via Canton and Mombasa/
Kenya with Diego Suarez arrival. Nice item of destination mail during the Post War infl ation period. b 240 €

P 1604 1949, 4 C./$3000 orange tied “CANTON 38.5.20“ (May 20, 1949) to cover “ON POSTAL SERVICE“ 
to Batavia/Duch East Indies. Service covers to addressees other than postal administrations where 
due to full postage. 1033 b 200 €

P 1605 1950/65, political conference set tied “SHANGHAI (50.6.12)“ to local cover, p.o. boxes delivery 
mark on reverse. Also 1965, mixed franking of six stamps tied bilingual “NIELAMU 1965.11.11“ 
(Tibet) to registered cover to Nepal with “LALITPUR 26 NOV 65“ backstamps. 8/11I etc. b Gebot

P 1606• 1950/51, three air mail covers all by registered air mail to USA: large size airmails, two covers w. 
$1.000 - $10.000; resp.Tien An Men $10.000 (block-8), peace propaganda $2.000 (pair) etc. all 
from Shanghai 1951 via Canton. (T) e 100 €

P 1607 1950, sinosovjet friendship $800 tied “WUHSU (SOOCHOW) 1951.9.26“ to Canton w. 9.30 arrival. 85I b 180 €
P 1608 1950/51, Sovjet-Chinese friendship $2000 with $500/locomotive tied “SHANGHAI 51.6.1“ to Eng-

land 86I etc. b 170 €
P 1609 1950, $100/East china $15, a block of 8 (4x2) tied “Shantung Chengyang 1951.7.2“ to reverse of 

cover to Tsingtau w. same day arrival, cover opened out for display 88 (8) b 130 €
P 1610 1950/51, airmail $3.000 with Tien An Men 2nd printing $10.000 tied “SHANGHAI 51.9.1“ on air 

mail cover (some creases, bit reduced at right) via “CANTON 51.9.4“ to Bolivia w. arrival “LA PA(Z)“ 
on reverse, unusual destination. (T) 96, 23 e Gebot

P 1611 1950, Tien An Men $300, $500 (2) with $1.000/locomotive (9), $100/bike (1) tied “HunanTu-
ang An Shikki station 1950.11.22 agency“ on reverse of double registered (AR) cover by air mail 
via “CANTON“ and “HANOI“ to “SAIGON 28-11 1950“. b 1.000 €

P 1612 1951(Oct 11) Stampless airmail envelope to Swatow endorsed from soldier, Branch No 11, 2nd 
Army cancelled Chinese vernacular d/s & wired Star h/s w/on reverse Chinese vernacular [19 Oct] 
arrival d/s. b 80 €

P 1613• 1951, 2nd anniversary set plus KPC $500 tied “Peking 1951.5.10“ to cover to West Germany. Also 
triangular “world peace“ set plus KPC 30 years $500 tied “HANKOW 1951.9.14“ to reverse of cover 
to East Germany.

110I, 111I, 
113/115I, 
122/126I b 300 €

1614+ 1952, Radio-Gymnastik, je waager. Paar, ungebraucht ohne Gummi wie verausgabt, einwandfrei. 146/75 (*)  Gebot
P 1615 1955, Tibet usage: Lenin 8 F., 20 F. w. on reverse Engels 20 F. and defi nitives 1/2 F., 2 F. 4 F., 8 F., 

20 F. each pair and 50 F. block four all tied “Tibet Shigatse 1955.10.28“ on registered air mail cover 
to Fulda/Germany w. on reverse registration receipt pasted later. Two german repair seals of Fulda 
p.o. and label “Received damaged in Fulda 5/11 and offi cially resealed“. 80 €

1616 1958, “The Stamps of the PR of China“, book of 88 p. in german with many pictures b&w/colour 
(cover dirty) Peking 1959, with original of heroes monument s/s mint. (M) 200 €
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1617• 1959/64, range with 3 covers/cards, 800 $ “new constitution“ on picture-side of card to Tallinn, 52 
F steamer on airmail-cover to soviet-union and 8 F planetarium together with 35 F chrysanthemum 
on airmail-card to Cambodia. F/VF condition.

264, 344, 366, 
574 GA/b 70 €

1618 1955/56, Engels 8 F. tied “Lhasa 56.8.4“ to reverse of cover via “YATUNG 56.8.19“ to Nepal with 
“KALIMPONG 21-3 56“ arrival. Also Mao slogan cover as printed matter with 9 F. frank tied “LHASA 
1972.1.7“ via Kodari to Kathmandu/Nepal. 284 etc. b 120 €

1619 1955/57, vocational 1 f., 2 f., 4 f. and 50 f. tied “SHANGHAI3 1959.5.18“ to reverse of registered 
sample bag (pouch) to Copenhagen/Denmark, “Sample of Creped Toilet Paper“, unusual. (M) 298/305-ex b 80 €

1620 1956, 4 F and 8 F “buildings of peking“ together with 1 F defi nitive, mixed franking on postcard from 
Shanghai to Bucarest in Romania. Fine condition. 298, 314, 316 b 60 €

1621• 1956/64, Tibet highway etc. tied bilingual “LHASA 1964.2.5“ to registered cover to Lalitpur/Nepal 
(backstamp), Tibet usage. 312 etc. b 80 €

1622 Tibet, 1958/63: cover with 22 F. frank to Kathmandu 1963; envelope 8 F. (imprint 9/1960) canc. 
indistinct to Kathmandu (two arrivals); envelope from India 1958 to Tibet. b Gebot

P 1623 1959, 20 F. yellow river bridge tied “LHASA 59.1.15“ to registered cover to  Nepal with “KATHMAN-
DU 20 2 59“ arrival on reverse. According vendor, long transit time of 5 weeks due to 1959 tibetan 
uprising. 357 b 350 €

1624• 1958, range with 3 single franking covers, 8 F olive-branch on illustrated local cover, 22 F atom-sym-
bol on illustrated cover to Hongkong and 8 F plower on cover to Lhasa Tibet. F/VF condition. 359, 393, 394 b 130 €

P 1625• 1959/60, offi cial cacheted embossed FDC (5), unadressed, very clean condition (Michel cat. 360.-) 433/36, 441/43, 
527/531 FDC 70 €

1626• 1959/80, range with 3 covers, 8 F women´s day single franking on illustrated cover from Canton, 8 
F goldfi sh single franking on illustrated cover and 2 x 60 F “opera masks“ on registered airmail co-
ver from Guangzhou. F/VF condition.

433, 544, 
1588(2) b 100 €

P 1627• 1959, 10th anniversary offi cial FDC, clean condition. 484 FDC 170 €
P 1628 1960, gold fi sh cpl. set, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 950.-) 534/545 **   200 €

1629• 1960, gold fi shes complete set very fi ne used but with small faults, Mi. € 150,--. 534/45 g Gebot
1630• 1960 ‘Fishes’ complete set, mint never hinged, few little stains or remnants of little burst gum bub-

bles on back but still fi ne and fresh. (Mi. 950 €) 534-45 **   180 €
1631 1960/61, Chrysanthemen I-III bis auf einen Wert (Mi. Nr. 583) komplett, ohne Gummi, Mi. für ** 

1.250,- €.
570/5, 577/82, 
584/8 (*)  Gebot

P 1632 1960/61, chrysanthemum I-III, set II mounted mint fi rst mount LH, sets I + III mint never hinged 
MNH. (Michel cat. 1250.-)

570/75, 
577788 **/* 200 €

1633 1961, goldfi sh single franks tied to ppc (7)  “Canton 1960.6.15/16“ including all 4 F. (4) at the 
correct local postcard rate (scarce), also 8 F. (3). Ak 120 €

P 1634 1961, table tennis s/s, unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 2200.-) Bl. 7 (*)  450 €
P 1635 1961, Mei Lan-fang set, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 2100.-) 648/655 **   400 €
P 1636 1961, Mei Lan-fang s/s, unused mint with traces of  paper on reverse, see scan. (Michel cat. 

26.000.-) Bl. 8 *    5.000 €
P 1637 1963/69, covers (3), ppc (1) from a correspondence by air mail  to Germany. b/Ak 120 €
P 1638 1963, children’s games imperforated, three complete sets, inc. one bottom right corner margin set, 

unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 1650 euros) (T) 702/13B (3) (*)  300 €
1639 1963, Kinderspiele, Grosser Panda und Goldstumpfnasen, drei komplette ungezähnte Sätze, tadel-

lose gestempelte Erhaltung. Mi.530 €.
702-13 B, 736-
38 B, 741-43 B g 120 €

P 1640 1963, goldhair monkeys, imperforated:  bottom imprint margin blocks of 6, mint never hinged MNH, 
but 8 F. three vals. with slight abrasions on front/bottom margin 2mm tear,  22 F. pos. 6 and margin 
few stain points on reverse. (Michel ca. 2400.-) (M) 741/43 (6) **   400 €

P 1641 1963, goldhair monkeys, imperforated: mint never hinged MNH sets (2) in pairs, 8 F. and 10 F. ho-
rizontal  bottom imprint margin, 22 F. vertical bottom right corner sheet margin number. (Michel cat. 
800.-) 741/43B (2) **/p 150 €

P 1642 1963, goldhair monkeys, imperforated:  imprint margin blocks of 9, mint never hinged MNH, 8 F. 
bottom imprint and 10 F./22 F. top right corner imprint, but 8 F. four vals. with slight abrasions on 
front / bottom margin 2mm tear,  22 F. pos. 6 and margin few stain points on reverse. (Michel ca. 
3600.-) (T) 741/43B (9) **   600 €

1643 1964, peony set, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 670.-) 795/809 **   130 €
P 1644 1964, peony set, 4 F. 15-2 reverse part mirror of other stamp, 10 F. 15-8 gum crease,mint never 

hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 670.-) 795/909 **   120 €
P 1645 1964, peony s/s, unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 4500.-) Bl. 9 (*)  900 €
P 1646 1964, peony s/s, unused mint no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 4500.-) Bl. 9 (*)  900 €
P 1647 1964, peony s/s,  stamp only, unused  no gum as issued. (s/s cat. 4500.-) Bl. 9 Herz-

stück/stamp (*)  200 €
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P 1647A 1964/65, two single franks on ppc by air mail to Sweden: peony 43 F. tied “Canton 1965.5.3“ resp. 
basketball 43 F. tied “Peking 1965.10.3“, clean commercial usages. 808, 913 Ak 200 €

P 1648 1965, Jinggangshan set (8) in two sets of horizontal bottom margin strips-4 (4 F. no margin), mostly 
with colour mark in margin, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 3360 euros) (T) 874/881 (8) **   600 €

1649• 1965, Jinggangshan, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 420,- € 874/81 **   110 €
1650• 1965, Jinggangshan, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 420,- € 874/81 **   110 €
1651 1965/68, two air mail covers to Vienna/Austria at the 52 F. basic rate: 2nd national sports games 

30 F., 22 F. tied “Shansi Taiyuan 1967.7.11“ resp. 4th anniversary 52 F. tied “Shansi Taiyuan 
1968.9.26“  (this cover corner fault). 911, 912, 989 b 80 €

P 1652• 1967, Maos theses (I) set, inc. strips of fi ve, both non-fold, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 
9040.-) 966/76 **   1.800 €

P 1653• 1967, Maos theses (I), the multicolour strip-5, two strips in bottom right corner imprint margin 
block (5x2),  mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 9000.-) 972/76 (2) **   2.000 €

P 1654• 1967, Maos theses (I) margin copy set, inc. strips of fi ve, both one fold, mint never hinged MNH. 
(Michel cat. 9040.-) 966/76 **   1.500 €

P 1655• 1967, Maos theses (I), the two strips of fi ve, both one fold, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 
9000.-) 967/76 **   1.500 €

P 1656• 1967, Maos theses (I), complete issue with both stripes of 5, twice folded, mint never hinged. 966/76 **   1.500 €
P 1657• 1967, cultural revolution,  lot better sets used, one of W3 faulty and unaccounted. (Michel cat. 

1550.-) g 250 €
P 1658 1967, Maos speeches set, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 1200.-) 982/84 **   250 €
P 1659• 1967, KPC anniversary 43 F. tied “Peking 106 68.6.16“ to ppc by air mail to Milan/Italy. Commerci-

al usage. The most diffi cult single frank of the W4 series. 987 Ak 200 €
P 1660• 1968, immediately redrawn from sale stamp: Whole Country is Red, mint never hinged MNH. 

The famous error design stamp withdrawn from counter sale after few hours. A splendid copy 
with deep, intense colours and not repaired. Only very few known in this outstanding condition. Yang W63 **   50.000 €

P 1661• 1968, unissued stamp: Chairman Mao’s Inscription to Japanese Labour Friend 8 f., unused no 
gum, very fi ne. Not issued because of complaints of the Japanese government. ONE OF THE 
GREAT RARITIES OF THE PR CHINA, cert. Experts & Consultants (2009). Yang W84 (*)  30.000 €

P 1662• 1968, 46th anniversary 43 F. tied “PEKING 1970.8.4“ to ppc “White haired Girl Revolutionary Bal-
let“ to Sweden. The top value of the set and a rarity as commercially used single frank. 988 Ak 300 €

P 1663 1968, Maos revolutionary direction (Peking opera) set, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1800.-) 1010/1018 **   400 €
1664• 1969/70, range of 3 single franking local covers, 8 F “words of Lin Piao“, 8 F “snow-patrol“ and 8 F 

“soldiers with books“. Fine condition.
1026, 1039, 
1041 b 100 €

P 1665 1969, Woman, Miner and Soldier with book 8 f. on Mao-slogan cover from Kwangtung “5.5.1969“ 
province to Hongkong, bank covers correspondence, stamp with crease, otherwise fi ne. 1028 b 110 €

1666• 1969, Yangtze Bridge, four different local covers, 4 F single on illustrated cover, 8 F and 2 F defi ni-
tive resp. 10 F single on airmail cover, 2 x 10 F on registered cover. F/VF condition.

1029/30, 1032 
u.a. b 130 €

1667• 1969/79, range of 4 local covers, 8 F yangtze bridge, 8 F coast-guard and 8 F “30 years PRC“, each 
single franking together with 8 F palace postal stationery envelope. F/VF condition.

1031, 1040, 
1511, GA GA/b 110 €

P 1668 1971, KPC 50 years two sets unused no gum as issued, strip-3 one with bottom imprint margin, one 
with fold, some stains on reverse. (Michel cat. 1350.-) 1074/82 (2) (*)  200 €

P 1669 1971, KPC 50 years, set in right margin blocks-4 (strip-3 in two imprint-margin blocks-6),  unused 
no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 3700.-) (M) 1074/82 (4) (*)/v 800 €

P 1670 1971, KPC 50 years set x8 in blocks-7 (6 values) resp.block -6 plus pair (2 values), all corner 
imprint margin units, all strips-3 non-folded, unused no gum as issued, for vals with part slight 
stains on reverse. (Michel cat. 6800.-) (M) 1074/82 (8) (*)  1.200 €

1671 1972, trading ships set in bottom right corner margin blocks-4, unused no gum as issued. (Michel 
cat. 1040.-) 1113/1116 (4) (*)/v 200 €

1672 1974, gymnastics, a left bottom corner imprint margin block-8 set, mint never hinged MNH, one 
block with crease/two stains in margin not affecting stamps. (Michel cat. 720.-) 1162/67 (8) **   140 €

P 1673 1974, machine construction set in margin blocks of four, mint enver hinged MNH (Michel cat. 2000.-) 1221/1224 (4) **/v 500 €
P 1674• 1976, passing of Mao Tse-Tung: offi cial black-framed mourning letter of PRC Embassy at Stockholm 

“ with embossed crests...informs you in deepest grief that Comrade Mao Tsetung, the esteemend 
and beloved great leader of our Party, our army and the people...passed away at 00:10 hours, Sep-
tember 9, 1976 in Peking...“, envelope enclosed. (M) b 300 €

P 1675 1976, Shachiapang 8 f. and Yenan bridge 20 f. tied by cds. “FATSHAN 3.6.76“ to registered cover to 
Hongkong with arrival mark, fi ne. 1015, 1089 b 130 €

P 1676 1978, national science conference s/s, without gum as issued, never hinged. (Michel cat. 700,-) Bl. 11 **   150 €
P 1677• 1978, Galloping Horses T28, blocks of four, mint, complete set, all with numeral margin imprint. (T) **   400 €
P 1678 1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 800.-) Bl. 12 **   150 €
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1679 1978, handcraft s/s, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 500.-) Bl. 13 **   100 €
1680 1978, handicraft s/s, mint never hinged MNH, interesting colours variety - the peach colour (not the 

red or pink) is very weak. (Michel cat. 500.-) Bl. 13 **   100 €
P 1681 1978, handicraft s/s, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 500.-) Bl. 13 **   100 €

1682 1978, brigde s/s, mint never hinged. (Michel cat. 600,-) Bl. 14 **   100 €
1683 1979, great wall and camellia s/s, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 280.-) Bl. 15 **   100 €
1684 1979, 4th national sport games miniature sheet mint never hinged. (Michel cat. 150,-) Bl. 17 **   Gebot
1685• 1979, Blockausgabe Kinder, Mädchenblock postfrisch, dazu Satzausgabe auf Vordruck-Blatt aus 

Abo-Lieferung. (M) **   500 €
P 1686 1979, Youth Study s/s, canc. “PEKING 1979.11.14“, still original gum, cert. Haveman BPP (2014); 

Michel cat. 1200.-. Bl. 19 g 400 €
P 1687• 1979, year of the child s/s, mint never hinged. (Michel cat. 2500.-) Bl. 19 **   500 €

1688• 1979, year of the child s/s, mint never hinged MNH. Bl. 19 **   500 €
1689• 1979, literature complete set in horiz. strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 300,-- +. 1555/62 (3) **   80 €
1690 1980, lotus s/s, three copies, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 1350 euros) Bl. 23 (3) **   250 €
1691 1980, lotus s/s, four copies, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 1800.-) Bl. 23 (4) **   300 €

P 1692 1980, year of the ape, a bottom left corner margin block of four, mint never hinged MNH.  (Michel 
cat. 8000.-) 1594 (4) **/v 3.000 €

1693• 1980-81, Drei Markenheftchen je postfrisch, dabei Delfi ne und Pandas. **   70 €
1694• 1980-81, Sechs Markenheftchen je postfrisch, dabei Delfi ne und Pandas. **   140 €

P 1695• 1980, USA EXHIBITION SHEETS of both values in presentation BOOKLET, mint never hinged, 
very scarce, only few complete booklets known. (T)

Booklet 1637-
38 KB **   1.000 €

1696• 1981, year of the cock stamp booklet very fi ne used. (Mi. € 550,--) 1658 (SB 3) g 70 €
1697• 1981, ‘The Red House’ miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 350,--. Bl. 24 **   120 €

1697A 1982, FDC with s/s x6 inc. 1983 clay warriors (2). Bl. 30 (2), 27 
(3), 26 (1) FDC FDC 60 €

1698• 1984/86, 1st and 2nd Southern Ocean/Antarctica expeditions of China: two covers with “Great 
Wall Station“ postmarks, 1985.2.20 with facsimile signatures of Offi cer and Captain of Icebreaker 
to Peking (scarce); and 1986.3.10 by air mail to Japan. b Gebot

1699• 1984, Olympics J103M complete 100 S/S, sealed, very fi ne. Olympische Sommerspiele Los Ange-
les einhundert Blöcke originalverpackt. (T) Bl. 32 **   300 €

1700 1981, year of the cock booklet canc. “China Participation Riccione ‘81“. (Michel cat. 550.-) SB2 g 80 €

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - PROVINZEN    
P 1701 East China, 1949, $10 blue and Nanking/Shanghai occupation $5 tied large violet commemorative 

dater of “SHANGHAI 38.7.7“ (July 7, 1949), cover vert. bend. Ostch. 59, 48A b 90 €
P 1702 Ostschina: 1949, 70 $ Gründungstag der Befreiungsarmee, 200 $ Mao Zedong und senkrechtes 

Paar 50 $ Eisenbahn und Postläufer auf Brief nach Landeck, Österreich mit österr. Verschlußmar-
ken und Bahnpost-Stempel “WIEN-INNSBRUCK 91 25.11.49“, dazu aus gleicher Korrsepondenz ein 
Brief aus Tsingtao 1949. 82, 70, 51 b 60 €

P 1703 South West China, 1950, $1000/$20 tied “Kwantung Long Shui Kou 1950.4.14“ to cover to Hong 
Kong. b 170 €

COCHINCHINA    
P 1704 1945, “AFFRANCISSEMENT PERCU EN NUMERAIRE EN DEFAUT DE TIMBRES POSTE. / Poids: 20 frs 

Somme parcue 9 frs B.P.M 405 le / Le Chef de service:“ brown label on registered-envelope sent 
from “POSTES AUX ARMEES 13-3 45“ to Saigon with arrival on back. b 500 €

DUBAI      
see also 3957

P 1705 1947, 1 A. pair, 1 A. tete-beche-pair and 3 P./1/2 A. block-4 each tied “DUBAI 12 OCT 47“ to three 
pieces. d/p/v 100 €

1706 1947, 1 A. pair, 1 A. tete-beche-pair and 3 P./1/2 A. block-4 each tied “DUBAI 27 AUG 47“ to three 
pieces. d/p/v 100 €

1707 1953, Queen Elizabeth Coronation Air letter ovpt “6 annas“ used from Dubai (13.12.1953) to UK, 
scarce, vf. GA 80 €

1708• 1960’s ca: Multi-colour picture postcard showing Airport of Dubai, unused. A little bit faded colour/
toned but a scarce early PPC of Dubai airport. b 70 €

P 1709• 1963, ‘MALARIA’ 40n.p. vertical pair on registered airmail cover addressed to Sweden, tied with 
scarce “DUBAI-1/REG./9.9.64“ bilingual rubber h/s in violet, few minor imperfections (cover with 
tear at right, top stamp with a short perf). 45 (2) b 80 €
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P 1710• 1965 (Feb 28), Registered airmail cover to Sweden bearing 1963 ‘Freedom from Hunger’ 1r. on 
front and six 1964 ‘Educational Process’ 5n.p. on back all tied by scarce bilingual “DUBAI 
REG./28.2.65“ rubber datestamp in violet. Good apart from few minor imperfections. (T) 53, 145 (6) b 60 €

P 1711• 1971, Eröffnung des Internationalen Flughafens, 1 R und 1.25 R je in UNGEZÄHNTEN senkrechten 
Paaren, postfrisch. 388/89 (2) U **   250 €

1712• 1971, Eröffnung des Internationalen Flughafens, 1 R und 1.25 R je in UNGEZÄHNTEN 4er-Blocks, 
postfrisch. 388/89 (4) U **   500 €

FRANZÖSISCH-INDIEN    
P 1713 1916, 5 + on 5 c. green/black, double overprint, marginal block of 4, unmounted mint (tropical 

gum), signed Behr. Maury 2.752,- €.
Maury 45 D 
a (4) **   1.000 €

P 1714• 1930/32, two covers and a ppc used to Lebanon, France and Czechoslovakia. b/Ak 60 €
P 1715 1931, Colonial Exhibition, 4 values as imperf proofs in green and issued design, on ungummed 

paper. Rare and attractive!
Maury 105/08 
proof (*)  1.600 €

P 1716• 1943: 2 R. rot/schwarz, Aufdruck “FRANCE TOUJOURS“, postfrisches Kabinettstück. (Yv 230U; KW 
Michel 950,- € für Falz) 259 **   450 €

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA      
see also 1155, 1383, 1453, 1454, 1484, 1491, 1500, 1542, 1549, 

1854, 2823, 2829A, 2890, 2896, 2919, 2942, 3095
P 1717 1873, Ceres 25 C. tied CCH w. “CORR. D.’ARMEES SAIGON 29 OCT. 73“ alongside on small cover 

(toning in margins) to Lille, on reverse sexagonal  senders mark “COMMANDANT / LARTILLERIE / EN 
/ INDOCHINE“, cert. Behr (1991) Yvert 60 b 500 €

P 1718 1876. Envelope endorsed ‘Correspondance Militaire’ addressed to France bearing French Gene-
ral Colonies Yvert 1, 5c green/azure (5) tied by octagonal Corr. D. Armees / Saigon date stamp 
‘28th Juin 76’, sent on the French paquebot “Anadyr“ with octagonal ‘Col. Fr. Paq. Fr. N No 7’ 
date stamp in red (Salles 1929) with Marseille transit, French ambulant and Capestang arrival 
on reverse 3rd Aout’. Lovely item of military mail, very attractive franking. b 1.500 €

P 1719 1894. Stampless News-Band wrapper endorsed ‘Corps D ‘Occupation a Tonkin’ addressed to Bor-
deaux cancelled by Ba-Hao double ring ‘26th Nov 94’ with circular ‘Corps Expedionnaire’ and trian-
gular ‘Le/Comm/Nhe-Do’ in green on face, counter signed by the Lieutenant Commander, routed 
via Hanoi with transit ‘5th Dec’. Scarce item from the French Occupation of Nile-Do. b 400 €

1720 1894/1903, 4 telegramms from “PHNOMPEN - CAMBODGE“, “HANOI“, “VINHLONG“ and “NAM-
DINH“ with clear cancellations. (T) b 100 €

P 1721 1896. French Indo-China postal stationery envelope 15c blue upgraded with SG 6, 1c black/azure, 
SG 7, 2c brown (pair), SG 9, 5c green and SG 16, 50c carmine tied by Hai-Phong/Tonkin date stamp 
‘Dec 24’ with framed ‘R’ and hand-struck ‘A.R.’ in red on face addressed to Switzerland routed via 
Hong Kong ‘De 29’ with Bern arrival ‘31st Jan 97’ on reverse. Attractive franking paying the double 
registered rate. GA 200 €

P 1722 1897. Envelope addressed to France bearing French Indo-China SG 9, 5c green and SG 10, 10c 
black/lilac (pair) tied by Hanoi/Tonkin double ring ‘14th Mars 97’ sent on the French paquebot 
“Oceanien’’ with circular French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 3’ date stamp ‘21st Mars 97’, under-
paid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing French postage due Yvert 37, 50c lilac tied by Paris obliterator 
with Paris receiver on reverse. Lovely double rate cover underpaid, fresh quality. b 240 €

P 1723• 1897, two stationery envelopes 5 C and 25 C (minimal toned), both sent from “SAIGON PORT 10 
AOUT 97“ via ““LIGNE N PAQ.FR.No.10 11 AOUT 97“ to Yokohama, Japon with arrival 20.8.97. GA 80 €

P 1724 1901, Freimarke: Allegorie des Friedens und des Handels, 15 C hellblau/ rot mit rotem Aufdruck 
“HOI HAO“ in französich und chinesisch, ohne Wertangabe im Aufdruck, mehrfach signiert. 7 II *    900 €

P 1725• 1902/08, french ship mail markings “LIGNE N“ or “YOKOHAMA A AMRSEILLE“ used with uprated 
stationery card to Italy (1) or franked ppc (3); also one with “MARSEILLE A LA REUNION“. Total 5 
items. Ak/GA 80 €

P 1726 1904-06, French Indo-China, 1c type Grasset, brown on yellow, imperforated colour proof, bloc of 
25, unused no gum. Very fi ne and possibly unique as multiple. (*)  700 €

P 1727 1905. Registered envelope addressed to Paris bearing French China SG 9, 30c cinnamon (pair) tied 
by Canton double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R’ and Paris arrival on reverse. Superb quality. b 300 €

P 1728 1906. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing French China SG 12, 75c brown/orange and 
SG 37, 25c blue (3) tied by Mong-Tseu-Chine double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R’, routed via Laokay 
and Haiphong/Tonkin with Paris receiver on reverse. Scarce use of the 75c in Yunnan Province. b 650 €

1729• 1906/10, two picture postcards franked on picture side with Grasset 5c green from SAIGON-CEN-
TRAL (5.3.1906) to Bamdol/France with arrival cds. (picture of Cochinchine-Cholon - Pagode des 
Cantonnais) and Grasset 2c brown + 1c woman from HANOI (20.1.1910) to San Francisco (picture 
of Annam - Hue, Empereur d’Annam en Costume de Ville), nice pair! 25, 26, 41 Ak 60 €

P 1730 1907, Freimarke: Indochinesische Frauen, 10 F als Épreuve d´Artiste in violet und blau, ohne Gum-
mi, rs. Falzrest. 58 EPA (*)  450 €
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P 1731 KOUANG-TCHEOU: 1908 (15.6.), Grasset 10fr. red on greenish optd. ‘CHINE’ horizontal gutter 
pair (millesime ‘4’) on registered cover from PAK-HOI to Paris with transitmarks of Haiphong 
(23.6.) and Paris (27.7.) on reverse, small vertical bend beside stamps nevertheless a very rare 
and outstanding usage and probably unique! Yvert 74 K. 28 (2) b 3.000 €

P 1732 1914, INDO-CHINA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS USED IN THE FRENCH LEASED TERRITORY OF 
KOUANG-TCHEOU-WAN, RRR!: Exceptional combination of the Indochina 5c  Dragon issue with 
30c Postage Due of the “Colonie Générale“ issue cancelled by the very rare “TCHE-KAM IN-
DOCHINE 11 MAI 14“ cds on underfranked red band cover from China with 1c and 2c of the Junk 
issue tied by “CANTON“ cds. The envelope shows the transits: Hong Kong and Fort Bayard In-
dochine 29.4.14 and a manuscript “REFUSÉ“. A fi ne and extremely rare postage due combina-
tion cover of Kwangchowan. b 2.800 €

P 1733 1915. Stampless envelope written from the French Frigate ‘Styx’ at Saigon addressed to France 
cancelled by ‘Marine Francaise / Service a la Mer’ in blue with hand-stamp ‘Division Navale D’In-
do-Chine / Canonniere-Cuirassee “Styx“’ in blue with Trevoux arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. b 240 €

1734 1923, Indian stationery envelope ½ A uprated 2x 1 A sent from “RAM... 19 APR 23“ via “SINGAPO-
RE 24 AP 1923“ to Saigon with b/s arrival 30.4.23, there uprated with Indo Chine due-stamp “12 
CENTS“ on 30 C cancelled with cds (different type) “SAIGON CENTRAL 30 4 23“.

due-stamp 
P 24 GA 80 €

P 1735• 1926, 4 c. postal stationery cover with double impression (black colour incl. value 4 c.) and ad-
ditional franking 1/5 c. blue, 4/5 c. cerise, 8 c. slate and 12 c. deep brown tied by cds. “THU-
DAUMOT COCHINCHINE 20.SEPT.26“ to registered cover via Hue to Ha-Tinh with arrival mark, 
toned, very scarce cover.

H/G U 40 DD, 
103, 104, 113, 
117 GA 2.000 €

P 1736 1927. Registered stationary envelope 4c orange upgraded with SG 119; 1c brown, SG 120, 2c 
green (3) and SG 121, 3c violet (3) tied by Thu-Xa/Annam double ring addressed to Hanoi with 
hand-struck ‘R’ routed Quang-Ngai and Hue/Annum with Hanoi/Tonkin receiver. Very attractive item 
of stationary from this small village. GA 150 €

P 1737 1927. Offi cial envelope (bend) headed ‘Administration des Douanes et Regies’ with cachet ‘Douanes 
et Regies/Administration de Ngee-An/Nord Annam’ in red, addressed to Vinh cancelled by ‘Poste 
Rurale/Phu-Nghia/Province de Ngee-An’ double ring in blue routed via Cau-Giat with ‘Province de 
Ngee-An/Cau-Giat/Poste Rurale’ on face with ‘Hanoi a Vinh/D’ ambulant and Vinh/Annam receiver 
on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Cho-Ben village, scarce with two Post Rural cachets. b 600 €

1738 1929/31, 4 covers from Hanoi, Pnompenh, Tuyen-Quang, Saigon (blue canc.) to France, mainly re-
gistered/express/airmail, transit and arrival marks on reverse. 143, 145 etc. b 180 €

P 1739 1930. Envelope (corner fault at lower right) addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 141, 2c 
green tied by Phanrang/Annam date stamp, underpaid with boxed Tfr/0f 06’ hand-stamp in red with 
boxed instructional ‘Affranchissement / Insuffi sant’ in red and bearing Indo-China postage due SG 
D142, 6c olive green applied and tied on arrival by Saigon/Cochinchine receiver. Superb item of 
domestic mail postage due franking. b 300 €

P 1740 1930. France Type Blanc 2c lilac/brown News-Band wrapper cancelled by Paris date stamp 
‘8/12/30’ addressed to the ‘Bank of Indo-China, Cantho, French Indo-China, underpaid with ‘T’ 
hand-stamp and bearing Indo-China postage due SG D137, 4/5c orange tied by Can-Tho/Cochinchi-
ne ‘17/1/31’ date stamp. Lovely item of postage mail from French lndo-China. GA 330 €

1741 1930, 30 C and 1 $ on registered Airmail Cover sent from “HANOI 27-12 29“ via Saigon to Lind-
köping, Sweden  with arrival 14.1.30. 142, 145 e 120 €

P 1742• 1931 (May 5) registered cover Hanoi to Consulate General of the Netherlands Sydney franked agg-
regate 1p 10, apparently representing U.P.U. 10c + airmail surcharge 85c (specifi c to this fl ight) + 
15c registration, PAR AVION etiquette endorsed “Captain Pattist Batavia“, the Pilot from Java th-
rough Australia for that leg of the K.L.M. Holland-Batavia service experimental extension to Austra-
lia, “Refused/by Sec/R 23/6/31“ noted on front together with return to sender instructions, reverse 
with seven transits, “DEAD LETTER OFFICE/SYDNEY N.S.W.“ datestamp, and rectangular “REFUSÉ/
REFUSED“ handstamp, trifl e stained. b 80 €

P 1743 1931, Portomarke: Épreuve d´artiste eines Wertes ohne Wertbezeichnung in schwarz, daneben 
unterschiedliche Wertbezeichnungen auf ungummiertem Büttenpapier. (*)  500 €

P 1744 1931, 5 c. Junk blank, not issued in that denomination, epreuve d’artiste (Brun), beneath design six 
differing denominations in colour of design. (T)

refers to Mau-
ry 150/56 (*)  300 €

1745 1931, 5 c. Junk sepia, not issued in that denomination, epreuve d’artiste (Brun), beneath design six 
differing denominations (3 in colour of design, 3 embossed). (T)

refers to Mau-
ry 150/56 (*)  300 €

P 1746• 1932, AERO ESPRESSO air mail cover from Saigon with ms. “via Badgade - Grece“, red censor mark 
“CONTROLE AVION“, to Istanbul Turkey with arrival mark on reverse, imprint “SYRIE INDOCHINE VIA 
AIR ORIENT“, some crease and shortened at left, fi ne and very scarce fl ight route. (M) f 100 €

P 1747 1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing French Indo-China SG 175, 5c purple (pair) tied by 
circular ‘Post Rurale / Province Longxuyen / My-Phucc’ routed via Longxuyen/Cochinchine ‘31/7’ 
with Saigon receiver. Beautiful item of Rural Post mail. b 300 €

P 1748 1936, First fl ight letter Paris-Saigon bearing France 50 C canc. “LE BOURGET PORT AERIENNE 25 
10 1936“ and violet Cachet “Course Aerienne Paris-Saigon Equipage ARNOUX-JAPY Micheletti 25-
10-1936“ + original signature by pilot, and violet “Voyage interompu le 26-10-1936 a Karachi“, 
there uprated with India 3 d. with canc. “KARACHI 26 OCT 36“. e 80 €
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P 1749 1937. Air Mail envelope addressed to Saigon bearing France Yvert 283, 50c rose/red and Yvert 
286, 1f orange (3) tied by Seine date stamp, underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing French 
Indo-China postage due Yvert 67, 10c orange/red and Yvert 72, 50c orange/red tied by Saigon 
Central receiver and forwarded to Haiphong. Very fi ne. b 200 €

P 1750• 1937, 4 C and 5 C on picture card with collateral advertising-cancel “VISITEZ ANGKOR Ses Monu-
ments Admirable“ sent to Bangkok. Ak 70 €

P 1751 1937, international exhibition, center inverted, mint never hinged MNH, two horizontal gum 
bends, extremely rare. **   1.200 €

P 1752 1938. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 244, 6c brown tied by ‘Poste Rurale/
My-Phuoc/Province Long-Xuyen’ double ring routed via Long-Xuyen with Saigon arrival on reverse. 
Superb item of Rural Post Mail from My-Phuoc village. Scarce type without “de“. Illustrated in Des-
rousseaux. Ex Desrousseaux. SG 244 b 350 €

P 1753 1940. Envelope addressed to ‘Poste Restante, Teheran’ bearing Indo-China SG 252, 13c lake and 
SG 255, 9c scarlet mixed with Kouang Tcheou SG 105; 3c green tied by Hanoi/Tonkin date stamp 
with ‘Control Postal / Militaire’ censor label tied by oval ‘Ouvert/Parl L’Autorite Militaire’ with hand-
struck instructional ‘Acheminement Suspemdu / Par L’Autorite Militaire’ in blue on face. Lovely item 
of Service Suspended mail. b 220 €

P 1754 1940. Air Mail envelope written on board the French Frigate ‘Commandant Bourdais’ addressed to 
France bearing Indo-China SG 187, 21c olive and SG 260, 9c + 4c red-orange tied by Poulo-
Condore/Cochinchine date stamp with hand-struck ‘Canonniere/Commandant Bourdais’ in violet 
with circular ‘Poulo Condore / Cochinchine / Le Commandant D’Armees’ routed via Saigon. Attrac-
tive item of military mail. b 300 €

P 1755 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to India bearing Indo-China SG 184, 15c blue and SG 
213, $1 black (pair) tied by Saigon/Central date stamp with matching registered label, routed via 
Hanoi, Bangkok and Hong Kong with ‘Opened Out Uncensorsed’ label in pink applied in Hong Kong 
and *Opened by Censor’ label with ‘Passed by Censor/23’ hand-stamp in violet applied in Bombay. 
Rare item of censorship. SG 184, 213 (2) b 600 €

P 1756 1941: Military cover (raughly opened and traces of ageing) from Cap St Jacques to French India, 
arrived 23 October; showing rare censor marks. b 100 €

P 1757• 1941, 1.65 Fr. frank tied “TOURANE 11-10 41“ on air mail cover endorsed “PAN AMERICAN AIR-
WAYS“ to Wilmington, Del./USA w. US-dues 3 C. (pair), transits HUE and “HANOI 13 11 41“, french 
censor tape. e 60 €

P 1758• 1943/44, 20 c and 4 c. on picture post-card from Palace-Dulat (Campodia) sent to BANGKOK, cir-
cular date stamp “29.11.44“. 310, 322 b 90 €

P 1759 1943. Registered envelope (upper left corner missing) addressed to the ‘Bank of Indo-China, Tokio’ 
bearing French Indo-China SG 205, 30c red-brown (2) and SG 269, 10c on 25c purple (pair) tied by 
Haiphong/Tonkin date stamp with registered label and Japan censor label tied by vernacular arrival. 
Very fi ne. b 330 €

P 1760 1943. Registered ‘Philippe Petain’postal stationary envelope 6c red (opened at two sides) upgra-
ded with Yvert 156, 2c green (pair), Yvert 243, 1c brown (11), Yvert 244, 3c bistre and Yvert 245, 
6c red (2) tied by Sam-Son/Annam date stamp with registered label addressed to Hanoi with 
receiver on reverse. A very scarce item of stationary.

Yv. 156 (2), 
243 (11), 244, 
245 (2) GA 600 €

P 1761 1943, French Indochina, Doudart de Lagree 1823-1968 (french explorer of the Mekong), unissued 
artist signed sunken die proof (épreuve d´artiste), printed in black, and signed by the engraver 
Feltesse, Very Fine and only few known. Certifi cate Calves. (*)  450 €

P 1762 1943, French Indochina, Alexandre Yersin 1863-1943, unissued artist signed sunken die proof 
(épreuve d´artiste), printed in black, and signed by the engraver R. Cottet, Very Fine and only few 
known. A great  medecine topical item about the bacteriologist who discovered plague (Medizin, 
Pest). Certifi cate Calves. (*)  450 €

P 1763 Entwurf einer nicht verausgabten Marke zu dem Forschungsreisenden Francis Garnier in schwarz, 
ohne Wertangabe als Épreuves d´artiste, handschriftlich signiert. (*)  600 €

P 1764 1945 (ca.), UNISSUED stamp ‘Oevres Coloniales’ 0$5+1$ Ct. Riviere EPREUVE D’ARTISTE in black 
on thin ungummed yellowish paper with signature, very scarce! proof 550 €

P 1765 1946. Registered envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing SG 14a, 15c brown/purple with green over-
print (block of four) and SG 16, 50 c brown-red tied by Hanoi R.P./Tonkin date stamp with registered 
label and arrival on reverse. Scarce stamps on cover.

SG 14a (4), 
SG 16 b 450 €

P 1766 Fiscal stamps: 1946, airmail 5 p. with overprint “PÉCULE“, two blocks of 4 and horizontal pair used 
on part of money saving card, fi ne. d 400 €

P 1767 1946. Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 292, 15c purple and SG 296, 
6c + 2c red tied by Poste Aux Armees date stamp ‘29th Sept 46’ and endorsed ‘S.P. 57,. 516’. Scar-
ce item of Military mail. b 400 €

1768 1947/50, FFC Saigon-Shanghai 1947.3.3 resp. Saigon-Bangkok 1947.6.10; also envelope with ca-
chet  jubilee fl ight Indochine-France 20 years 1950.3.4. f 50 €

P 1769 1949, air mail stamp 10 C. ovpt. “PÉCULE“, a block of 10 tied “MIMOT CAMBODGE 21-4 1949“ to 
postal savings sheet, soiling. b 250 €
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FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINESISCHE POSTÄMTER IN SÜDCHINA      
see also 1522

P 1770 CANTON: French Offi ces in China 1901-02 overprint on Groupe type 5c. DARK GREEN, block of 
four, very fi ne MINT NEVER HINGED original gum. An exceptional multiple of this rare stamp 
(ONLY 450 STAMPS ISSUED). Probably no more than 3 - 4 blocs of four in existance, in mint ne-
ver hinged POSSIBLY UNIQUE. Pascal Scheller certifi cate (2009). Yvert 4 = 2480 EUR in hinged 
condition (our estimate for a mint never hinged bloc of four = 4960 EUR). 4 I **   2.000 €

P 1771 1906, 2 Fr. lilac/orange overprinted “CANTON“ on registered cover from “CANTON-CHINE 13/ 
MARS/09“ to Orleans, there forwarded to Aubigny/Seine, with arrival postmarks on reverse. Some 
blessings from the long journey, but still an attractive cover. (T) 48 I b 100 €

P 1772 1908, defi nitives Native Women with bilingual ovp. “Canton“, the rare perforation 11, 17 values 
complete in blocks of 4, unmounted mint in perfect condition. Maury 16.260,- €.

Maury 50/66 
a (4) **   4.500 €

P 1773 1904. Picture post card ‘Duck egg seller’ addressed to France written from ‘Canton’ endorsed ‘Divi-
sion Navale de Mer de Chine’ bearing Indo-Chine Post Offi ce SG 1, 1c black and SG 2, 2c brown 
(pair) tied by Modane a Paris/D ambulant with ‘Marine Francaise / Service a Ia Mer’ cachet. Very 
fi ne. Ex De Desrousseaux. b 300 €

P 1774• Chungking, 1904, four vals. tied bilingual “TCHONGKING 2 AVRIL 04“ to small size registered cover 
to Radebeul/Germany. b 60 €

P 1775 1905. Envelope (soiled, vertical fold) addresse to France bearing Yvert 5, 10c black/lilac, Yvert 19, 
2c brown and Yvert 20, 4c lilac tied by Tchong King double ring with ‘Marine Francaise/Service a Ia 
Mer’ cachet in violet routed via ‘Han-Keou-Chine/Poste Francaise’ transit and Brest arrival. Scarce 
stamps on cover. b 400 €

P 1776 1907. Picture post card of ‘Hon-Gay’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 27, 5c green tied 
by ‘Fort-Bayard/Chine’ double ring grate ‘Indo’. Very scarce cancel from the French Territory of 
Kouang Tcheou Wan. See Desrousseaux volume three. b 300 €

P 1777 Kwangchowan, 1907, 5 C. tied bilingual “T’AI-P’ING-CHINE 25 AOUT 07“ to ppc with another 
clear strike alongside, via “PO-TSI“(rare) to. Fort Bayard w. same day arrival. TAIPING, the rarest 
cancel for KOUANG THEOU, RR. Ak 1.000 €

P 1778 1908. Picture post card of ‘Baie d’Along, Hongay’ addressed to France bearing Kwangchow SG 22, 
10c red tied by ‘Kouang-Tcheou-Wan-Chine’ double ring routed via Fort Bayard/Chine. Very fi ne. b 250 €

P 1779 1913. Picture post card of ‘Beans in Market Place, Yunnan addressed to Cao-Bang, Tonkin bearing 
Yunnan SG 37, 10c scarlet tied by ‘Yunnan A Amitcheou A’ double ring. Nice item of Ambulant mail 
from Yunnan to Tonkin, French lndo-China. b 330 €

P 1780 1917. Registered envelope (creased) addressed to England bearing SG 45; 75c orange and grey 
tied by ‘Yunnan-Fou-Chine’ double ring ‘16/5’ with boxed hand-struck ‘R’, routed via Hanoi/Tonkin 
‘19/5’ with London and Oxford receiver. Rare commercial Registered usage from Yunnan. b 500 €

P 1781 1937. Red Band envelope addressed locally bearing Kouang-Tcheou SG 57, 2c green tied by Tche-
kam/Kouang Tcheou Wan date stamp ‘31/1/37’. Scarce cancel. b 500 €

P 1782 1939. Air Mail envelope addressed to Cochinchina bearing Kouang-Tcheou Wan SG 78, 2c green 
and SG 83, 7c brown (pair) tied by Fort-Bayard/Kouang-Tcheou-Wan date stamp with ‘Controle 
Postal / lndo-Chine / Commission F’ censor cachet routed via Hanoi and Saigon with Cant/10 arri-
val. Very rare Censor ‘F’ from Kouang-Tcheou-Wan. b 500 €

P 1783+ Kwangchowan, 1940/41, four covers (inc. one airmail) to Hong Kong, all censored, from commeri-
cal correspondence to Petrol Co., scarce b/e 400 €

P 1784 MENGTSZ French Offi ces in China: 1903-06 overprint on Groupe type 50c. bistre on blued inter-
panneau pair with millésime “2“ in gutter (printed in 1902), very fi ne and fresh mint, mounted 
in interpane margin only, a choice example of the printing date. Pascal Scheller certifi cate 
(2011). Mong-Tzeu Yvert 13, Maury 2000 EUR 29 III *    1.300 €

P 1785 MENGTSZ: French Offi ces in China : 1903-06 overprint on Groupe type 25c. black on rose inter-
panneau pair with millésime “3“ in gutter (1903), very fi ne and fresh mint, left stamp separated 
and rejoined, THE RAREST STAMP OF MONG-TZEU of which it is believed that only one sheet of 
150 stamps was printed, thereby meaning that ONLY THREE MILLESIME PAIRS COULD EXIST. 
Signed Champion and Pascal Scheller certifi cate (2011). Yvert 9 = 1600 EUR for two normal 
stamps (our estimate for a millésime pair = 4000 EUR) 24 III *    2.000 €

P 1786 MONGTZE 1903 (June 19): Postcard written from Ami-Tchéou (real photo postcard of a missionary 
and other europeans riding pony´s) sent registered to France franked by 1894 Indochine (Indo-Chi-
na) Groupe type 10 c. black on lilac and 25 c. black on rose with overprint “CHINE“ tied by MONGT-
ZE / CHINE datestamp. Repeated strike, Laokay Tonkin and Haiphong (July 9) transits and framed 
‘R’ at left. A MOST UNUSUAL MIXED FRANKING ON A SCARCE REGISTERED POSTCARD. b 500 €

P 1787 1906, 10 Fr. red on greenish on registered cover from “PAK-HOI - CHINE 29/DEC/08“ with hand 
written “Via Hoihao“, to Toulouse/France. On reverse “REGISTERED - G.P.O HONG-KONG / 7 30 
AM/4 JA/09“ and arrival. 49V b 200 €

P 1788 TSCHONGKING 1919, Aufdruck 1 Piaster auf 2 Piaster auf 5 Fr. Fiskalische Nutzung dieser zwei-
fach überdruckten Marke als sog. Sparmarke (Pécule). Auf einem rabattmarkenähnlichen For-
mular (document pecule) wurde ein 10er Block als Dokumentation einer Sparsumme von 10 
Piaster verklebt und mit Poststempel entwertet. Am linken Rand Hinweis dass nur “des timbres 
“Pécule“ et non des timbres-poste...“ zu verwenden sind. Außergewöhnliche Verwendung. 82VI pécule h 1.100 €
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GEORGIEN    
1788A 1919, 70 K. tied “TIFLIS 16-7-19“ to small size inland cover w. “17-7-19“ backstamp. b 80 €
1788B 1923. Envelope addressed to Marseille bearing Yvert 33, 2000r deep blue (5), Yvert 34, 3000r 

brown (pair) and Yvert 45, 1000r on 50r violet tied by Batum double ring routed via Moscow with 
transit. Very fi ne. b 170 €

P 1788C 1923 (18.4.), 10 Werte rückseitig auf R-Brief aus Tifl is mit großem russischem Siegel nach Ham-
burg, rs. Ankunftsstempel, seltene Frankatur.

46 a, 42 b (3), 
43 a b 240 €

P 1788D 1922, 2 Briefe nach Braunschweig und ein R-Brief ab Tifl is nach London (waagerechter Bug, Fran-
katur ist nicht betroffen) mit jeweils rückseitiger Frankatur verschiedener Freimarkenausgaben, 
insgesamt gute Bedarfserhaltung. ex. 35 A - 48 b b 180 €

P 1788E 1922, 3000 R a. 100 R Hungerhilfe u. 4er-Block 5000 R Allegorie, MiF auf Einschreibebrief von 
Tifl is, 16.5.1922, nach Riga in Lettland, Umschlag etwas fl eckig. Gute Bedarfserhaltung. R! 35 A (4), 37 A b 100 €

P 1788F 1923: Brief aus Tbilissi an Frau Olga Picasso (1. Ehefrau von Pablo Picasso) seltenes Zeitdokument 
eines weltbekannten Malers. b 220 €

HEDSCHAS    
P 1789 1917 (FRENCH MILITARY MISSION DETACHMENT). Turkish postal stationary envelope 20p red 

endorsed ‘Mission Militaire au Hedjaz/Detachment de Yambo’ addressed to the “French Missi-
on B/Base de Suez“ cancelled by bilingual Yambo date stamp in violet (Coles & Walker Type 38) 
with adjacent circular ‘Mission B-Detachment de Yambo/Le Chef de Detachment’ on face. Very 
rare item from the French Military Mission in Saudi Arabia. GA 1.400 €

P 1790 1917 (FRENCH MILITARY DETACHMENT). Stampless envelope (vertical fold) addressed to Ra-
bat, French Maroc endorsed ‘Ministry de France au Caire’ cancelled by circular ‘Mission Mili-
taire France au Hedjaz/Le Chef de/Detachement’ in violet, routed via Egypt with ‘Tresor et 
Postes/60V date stamp ‘16/9/17’ applied at Port Said with French Post Offi ce Rabat ‘14 Oct’ 
receiver on reverse. Rare item of commercial mail from the French Detachment in Hedjaz. b 1.800 €

P 1791 1922. Registered envelope (opening faults) addressed to Paris bearing Yvert 7, 1p blue (pair) tied 
by vernacular date stamp with adjacent Djedda/3 date stamp and Arabic registered label routed via 
Port-Taufi o and Port Said. Very rare commercial registered 1st issue cover. Yv. 7 (2) b 450 €

HOLY-LAND      
see also 3846, 5789

P 1792• 1872: Palästina, 15 So. hellbraun im Paar (teils um die Briefkante geklebt)  und 2 Stück 10 So. 
blau, als vorder- und rückseitige Frankatur auf feinem, dreiseitig geöffnetem Reco-Brief, je kla-
rer K1 “GERUSALEMME 22/11“ (1872) (Bale 109), nach KISCHENEW, Bessarabien (Russland). 
Eine Briefseltenheit von sehr dekorativer Wirkung. Fotoattest Dr. Ferchenbauer. 4 I a, 5 I a b 1.200 €

P 1793• 1873, Incoming mail: stampless envelope (only small part of backfl ap missing) sent from “ST.PE-
TERSBURG 7 FEBR. 1873“ via Trieste (oval Triest transit postmark), manuscript “Durch Deutsch-
land“ to “Monsigneur Procopie, Patriarche des Grecs-Ortodoxe“ JERUSALEM with austrian arrival 
cds “GERUSALEMME 10/2“ and  blue POSTAGE DUE ratings on front (a fi nal postage-due of 35 
Soldi). A very rare cover from russia to the Holy Land (Palestine) with  postage due. b 700 €

P 1794• 1892, pair 1 Pia. and single on registered envelope “NASRIE - 12/12/“ with boxed “UPU TURQUIE 
R“ alongside, adressed to Hildesheim with arrival mark on reverse, fi ne and very scarce, Bale unre-
corded. b 400 €

P 1795• 1899-1911, Two picture postcards (Greetings from Bethlehem; Imperial Camp Jerusalem) to Ger-
many (1899; 1900) and envelope to Beirut 1911 all franked by Turkish defi nitives tied with various 
types of Jerusalem date-stamps, each with arrival dater. b 100 €

P 1796 1900, “MERDJAOUN / METULLA“ extremely rare negative seal on Ottoman stationery-card 20 
pa, sent to Jassy, Romania with arrival 22.5.1900. Y.Nakri certifi cate states, that card was writ-
ten from the old Rothschild Colony of Metulla in northern Palestine. A MAJOR HOLY LAND RARI-
TY, ONLY TWO ENTIRES RECORDED ACCORDING TO THE COLLINS HANDBOOK. Steichele 39/01. 
A similar example in the Sacher collection was estimated at 4000 CHF (1989). Collins PM1 GA 2.800 €

P 1797 1903. Picture postcard written from ‘Reinhardt’s Hotel, Ramleh’ addressed to Ireland bearing Ger-
man Levant Yvert 11, 10pa on 5pf green tied by Jaffa Deutsche Post date stamp with adjacent bo-
xed ‘Aus Ramleh (Palastina)’ hand-stamp in violet and Limavady receiver on front. Very attractive.

German Levant 
Yv. 11 Ak 280 €

P 1798+ 1903, Paketkarte aus JAFFA frankiert mit Paar 5 Pia. auf 1 Kr. karmin und 10 Pia. auf 2 Kr. blassvi-
olett, je sauber entwertet mit “JAFFA 20/11/03 ÖSTERR.POST“ und nebengesetzt Etiketten des 
Levantepostamtes Jaffa “42“ & “43“ sowie blauer Aufkleber “Aus der Türkei über Triest 1 Zollgut zu 
stellen in Szczakowa“, rückseitig Transitstempel Triest und Ankunftsstemepel Riga, zwei kleine Na-
dellöcher wie üblich, sehr seltene Destination in guter Bedarfserhaltung! b 150 €

P 1799• JAFFA: Bilingual datestamp JAFFA along with violet Jerusalem seal h/s on reverse (violet seal also 
on face) of stampless cover. b 60 €

P 1800• 1903/12, two picture postcards to Germany: 1903 card (depicting “Mar Saba“, ed. by the Syrian 
Orphanage in Jerusalem) franked with Turkish 20p defi nitive tied by violet ‘Bon Samaritain’ cds, 
‘Lloyd Hotel, Jerusalem’ cachet and arrival cds alongside, and PPC (depicting the Jordan) sent in 
1912 from jericho to Mainz via Jerusalem. b 100 €
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1801 Russian Offi ces, Jerusalem,  1903, single card 20 P./4 P. resp. double card 32 P.(reply part adhering 
unused) both used to Flensburg/Germany w. arrival. And letter card 10 K. to Alexandria/Egypt 
(backstamp) all canc. violet “ROPIT Jerusalem“ with Nov. 03 dates. GA 100 €

P 1802• 1904, Russian Post in Levant 10 pa. on 2 c. deep green, horizontal strip of 4, strip of 3, vertical pair 
(one stamp with faults) and single stamp, tied by violet cds. “JERUSALEM 24.6.1904“ to registered 
cover with registered label with numeral cancel “595“ to Hersfeld, Germany with arrival mark, scarce.

Russ. Post  21 
x (10) b 500 €

P 1803• 1904/14, two Turkish postcards from TIBÉRIADE: Postal stationery card 20p. to Jaffa (Caiffa arrival 
b/s, two closed punch holes otherwise fi ne), and picture postcard (Tiberiade and lake) 1904 to Je-
rusalem with Jaffa transit cds and arrival dater. GA/b 150 €

P 1803A 1906, “JAFFA - JEROUSALEM“ in “blauer Farbe“, äußerst seltener Bahnpoststempel auf 10 Pa. 
grün auf AK (Klagemauer Jerusalem ...) nach AUGSBURG, Stempelseltenheit! Türkei 115 Ak 1.000 €

P 1804 1907. Picture post card of ‘Mensa Christi’ written from Nazareth dated ‘19th Avril’ addressed to 
France bearing Austrian Levent Yvert 32, 10p on 10k green cancelled ‘Nazareth / 22.4.07’ hand-
stamp in violet (Tranmer Type 1), routed via the Austrian Post Offi ce Caifa with ‘Caifa / Österrei-
chische Post’ double ring ‘23/4’. Scarce item only 7 post cards recorded by Tranmer. b 400 €

P 1805 1907. Picture postcard of ‘Tabor’ written front Nazareth addressed to France bearing Austrian Le-
vant Yvert 33, 20pa on 10h rose (cornerfault) cancelled by ‘Nazareth/22-4-07’ hand-stamp in violet 
(Tranmer Type 1) routed via the Austrian Post Offi ce Caifa with ‘Caifa/Osterreichische Post* double 
ring ‘23/4’. Scarce item only 7p/c recorded by Tranmer. Austria Yv. 33 Ak 450 €

P 1806+ 1908, Italian POA cover with imprint “HOTEL FAST JERUSALEM“ used registered, correct 63 
centesimi rate, (25c. letter, 25c. registration fee and 13c. insurance fee), all tied by “GERUSA-
LEMME UFF POSTE ITALIANO 3/9/08“ cds., provisional “MUTE“ registration label “27“ (“PA“ 
Bale R-54, see page 69), only two covers known with this label, adressed to Constantinople with 
transit mark on 17/6/08 and redirected to Austrian PO Beirut with arrival mark 30/6/08. Few 
tiny gum spots and usual border crease, fi ne and very attractive Palestine & Italy Levant postal 
history, showpiece for an advanced collection! b 1.000 €

P 1807+ 1909, Italian parcel card 60c. brown surcharged “LEVANTE“ used uprated with 40 Pa. / 25c. 
blue, 10 Pa. / 5c. green and 10c. redbrown, all tied by “GERUSALEMME POSTE ITALIANO 
28/5/09“ cds., registration label with imprint “GERUSALEMME UFF POSTE ITALIANO“ alongsi-
de, adressed to Roma, tiny border toned, a fi ne and very attractive Palestine & Italy forerunner, 
showpiece for an advanced collection! GA 1.200 €

1808 1910, Turkey postage stamp Tugra 20 pa. rose tied by cds. “TIBÉRIADE 9.4.“ to pre-printing post 
card with long text to Austria, toned. Türkei 136 b Gebot

P 1809+ 1910, French POA registered cover with 13 different Levant issue stamps, lovely overfranked but 
exceedingly rare, all tied by “JERUSALEM PALESTINE 11/4/10“ cds., provisional “MUTE“ white regis-
tration label handstamped “JERUSALEM“ (Bale R-33), only three covers known with this label by 
Steichele-Collins, adressed to La Haye. Few tiny gum spots, fi ne and very attractive Palestine & 
France Levant postal history. b 300 €

P 1809A• 1911, Italienische Post in der Levante, R-Zettel ‘’GERUSALEMME Poste Italiane 3919’’ auf einge-
schriebenem EXPRESS-Kartenbrief nach Deutschland, geschrieben in Adana, frankiert mit 1 Pia. 
auf 25 C. Express-Marke (nicht entwertet) und 1 Pia. 50 P. Zusatzfrankatur (Mi. 20II (2, einmal 
durch Randklebung beschädigt), 22II und 23II) entwertet Gerusalemme 9. I. 11 mit Vermerk und 
Ankunftsstempel Oehringen (19. Jan.) rückseitig. Der Beleg war unsachgemäß im Album mit Papier-
streifen befestigt (vielleicht doch gut entfernbar), ist aber ein außergewöhnliches Stück mit dem 
seltenen R-Zettel von Jerusalem.

It. Post Le-
vante 18 u.a. b 400 €

P 1810 1912. Picture postcard of ‘River Jordan’ addressed to France bearing Turkey Yvert 116, 10pa green 
(pair) tied by octagonal ‘Eriha’ (Jerusalem) date stamp in violet (Coles & Walker 151). Very fi ne.

Turkey Iv. 
116 (2) Ak 220 €

P 1811 1913, “MERDJAOUN“ blue billingual cds on post-card with Turkey 20 pa. (fi le hole) sent to Jaffa, cert. 
Collins states “OF EXTREME RARITY“ and that ONLY ONE OTHER EXAMPLE IN BLUE IS RECORDED“, 
the other known cover with blue cds was sold in the Schäfer collection (lot 2307) for 2.000,- CHF. 
Steichele 39/02 Collins PM2 b 500 €

P 1812• 1914, Unissued WW I stamps Ottoman Turkey for the Holy War in Palestine & Egypt, including perf 
and imperf blocks of different values, a very scarce offer! (M) *    500 €

1813• 1914, “TELEGRAPHES IMP. OTTOMANES JERUSALEM“ violet naegative mark on telegramme 
recepisse, on reverse Jerusalem clock mark in violet, vertical fold and gum toned at left, fi ne Turkey 
forerunner. b 90 €

P 1814• 1916, pair 1 Pia. on commercial imprint envelope “SAFED 2 - 12/4/16“ with boxed “UPU R“ along-
side, adressed to Frankfurt with arrival mark and german railway label “Kaiserliche Bahnpost No.5“ 
on reverse, fi ne and scarce. b 170 €

P 1814A 1916, 10 Pa. grün, 20 Pa. rot und 2 Pia grün auf seltenem Einschreibebrief von JERUSALEM 2, hs. 
“Deutsches Hospital..“ via BEYROUTH mit türkischer und ungarischer Zensur über Bahnpost “BRES-
LAU - ODERBERG“ sowie Transit R - Zettel “Vom Auslande über Bahnpost 5“ nach DRESDEN ! Sel-
tene Bedarfspost ! b 300 €

P 1814B 1916, 1 Pia. ultramarin (2) auf Bedarfs - Einschreibebrief (Moses Barsel) von SAFED 2 mit R - Stem-
pel über BEYROUTH nach FRANKFURT. Türkei 248 (2) b 200 €
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P 1814C 1916, 1 Pia. ultramarin (2) auf Bedarfs - Einschreibebrief von SAFED 2, Transit R - Zettel  Vom Aus-
lande über Bahnpost 5  sowie rs. weißem Klebezettel der  Kaiserliche Bahnpost No. 5  (Zensur) nach 
FRANKFURT. b 230 €

P 1815 1917(Ju/ 25) Printed “Öst.-Ungar.-Mähr.-Böhm.-lsrael-Gemeinde“, Jerusalem (Palestina) envelope 
to Budapest franked Turkey 10pa & 1pia overprinted Star & Crescent tied Feldpost/Mil. Miss/Jeru-
salem d/s & w/on reverse fl ap sealed with circ Yellow on red company seal. b 220 €

P 1816• 1918, Postcard written in SAMACH tied by german “DEUTSCHE FELDPOST *** 14/1/18“ cds. and 
blue “KGL PREUSISCHE FELD FLIEGER ABTEILUNG“ alongside to Germany, very scarce Palestine 
fi eldpost forerunner. Ak 300 €

P 1817+ 1918, WW I - POW IN HAIFFA : cover bearing pair 10pa.+1pia. tied by bilingual octogonal “Caiffa 1“ 
ds. sent to South-Afrika British POW Camp via Central Bureau of P.O.W. in Geneve / Switzerland 
alongside showing all Arabic censormark of Galata, on reverse Beyrouth, Istanbul and Geneva tran-
sit postmarks, an important Holy Land & Palestine rarity! b 200 €

P 1818+ 1918, BENI SAAB PROVISIONAL : 20 Para postal stationery card uprated with pair 5 Pa. on 10 Pa. 
green (Isfi la YP 187, Palestine Front Provisional Stamp), mailed from the 46th Field PO in Beni Saab 
on 5/2/1918 to Arnavutköy / Istanbul with arrival mark 28/2/18, shortened at left, only few postal-
ly used known, great Holy Land & Palestine rarity! GA 400 €

HONGKONG      
see also 1145, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1153, 1175, 1181, 1235, 1373, 1454, 1459, 1487, 1546, 3670, 5761

P 1819 1844. Stampless envelope written from Canton dated ‘5th Dec 1844’ addressed to Baltimore, 
United States sent on the steamer ‘’Cougua“ with New York/Ship hand-stamp, rated ‘39½’ in blue 
ink hut erased and charged ‘58¼’ paying the triple rate (18¾) plus 2c for ship. Letter received 12th 
March 1844. Nice item. b 500 €

P 1820 1855. Stampless envelope written from Shanghai dated ‘Shanghai, ‘7th March 1855’ addressed to 
France cancelled by ‘Crown/Paid at Hong Kong’ circular in red (Webb Type 11) with Hong Kong 
double arc ‘14/3’ on reverse, routed via Suez and Marseille with Lyon arrival and rated ‘10’ in m/s 
on arrival. Very fi ne. b 650 €

P 1821 1856. Stampless envelope written from Shanghai dated ‘25th June 1856’ addressed to France 
cancelled by boxed ‘Paid’ in red (Webb Type 10), charged ‘1s’ in m/s with ‘lndes Or. Amb. Marseille 
F’ entry cachet in red and charged with hand-struck ‘20’ on arrival with Lyons arrival. Very fi ne. b 550 €

P 1822 1861. Stampless envelope to Shanghai cancelled by Hong Kong/Paid date stamp in red (Webb Type 
14a) with Hong Kong cds on reverse and rated ‘4’ in m/s crayon. Superb. b 400 €

P 1823• 1862, QV  2 C. with QV watermarked 4 C. (faults) and 48 C. each tied blue “B62“ on complete 
folded letter dated “Hongkong Dec. 31 1864“ to Ipswich/Mass. USA. On reverse oval vermilion 
“FORWARDED BY * AUGUSTINE HEARD & Co. / HONG KONG“ tied by blue “HONG.KONG C DE 31 
64“. Endorsed “Via Marseilles“, transits vermilion “LONDON FE 1 66“ and “N. YORK AM. PKT. 
MAR 2 1863“. Long text signed “A. B. Heard“. This is the earliest recorded usage of the QV 48 
C. wmkd. on cover. 1, 9, 15 b 1.300 €

P 1824 1862. Stampless envelope addressed to France dated ‘Shanghae 18th June 1862’ with 
 Shanghae/C date stamp on reverse (Webb Type A) routed via Hong Kong Ju 24’ cds in blue on 
reverse (Webb Type 13) with Anglo-French accountancy ‘GB/1f 22 4/1 Oc’ in blue on face 
(Webb Type G) routed via Suez with ‘Poss. Ang. V. Suez/Marseille’ French entry cachet in red on 
face, charged hand-struck ‘9’ with Paris arrival ‘16th Aout’ on reverse. Webb lists the earliest 
date known as 23 November 1862 (from Shanghai), the clarity of the accountancy mark and the 
date ‘18th June 1862’ leads us to conclude this may well be the earliest recorded use of this 
accountancy. Exhibition item. b 1.000 €

P 1825 1862, QV 12 C. tied “B62“ to small envelope (vert. bend) endorsed “via Trieste“ to Hamburg/Ger-
many, on reverse “HONG-KONG C SP 29 96“ and arrival “HAMBURG 15 11 69“. Also blue senders 
dater “AUGUSTINE BEARD & Co. Hong Kong. SEP 30 1869“. 12 b 500 €

P 1826• 1863, 48 C. rosa, farbfrisches, ungebrauchtes Exemplar ohne Gummi (unused without gum), ge-
prüft Scheller. (SG 17a) 15 (*)  600 €

P 1827 1863-1871, Queen Victoria 18 cents lilac, WITH WATERMARK CROWN CC, unused without gum. 
A fi ne example of this MAJOR HONG KONG RARITY. Certifi cate RPS. SG 13, Michel = 10.000 EUR. 23 (*)  3.800 €

P 1828• 1863-1900, Group of 12 stamps all used except a mint 1900 10c ultramarine, the early stamps 
with “B62“ numeral handstamps in black or blue mostly (an 1865 48c with blue SHANGHAI “S1“ in 
oval of bars), toned (more or less) but still a good/fi ne and interesting group. (SG £600 in minimum) 100 €

P 1829• 1863-98, Group of 12 used stamps consists of 1863 short set 10 48c. (the 48c. twice in two shades), 
1866 30c. and 96c. brownish grey, all Wmk Crown CC, and 1898 10c. on 30c. with add. Chinese 
character ovpt., minor imperfections as toned perfs (96c.), still a good group. (Mi. about 430 €) g 80 €

P 1830• 1865, QV 96 C. olive-bistre, wmkd. Crown CC, mint with remainders of gum. Two minor faults: a 
2mm thin and 1mm paper abrasion, otherwise a nice unrepaired example. This is number #39 
in the list of extant 48 unused copies of this stamp. In unused condition, this is one of the 
 scarcest stamps of Hong Kong and a major rarity of the British Commonwealth in general. Ex 
Alan Chu, Michel cat. 100.000.-. 16; SG 18 *    40.000 €
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P 1831• 1865, THE THREE ONLY RECORDED HAND-ILLUSTRATED CLASSIC COVERS OF HONGKONG (1) 
QV 30 C. brick-red, 2 C. brown tied by “B 62“in blue to from “SHANGHAE JA 4 65“ with ink dra-
wing “two ladies with dog“; (2) same franking with “B62“ in black w. “SHANGHAE JA 8 62“ on 
reverse with ink drawing “market scene with four persons, prominent two ladies w. headscarf 
and dog“; (3) QV 48 C. rose canc. blue “B62“ w. “SHANGHAE AP 8 65“ on reverse and ink draw-
ing “Chinese man and vase“, all covers endorsed “via Marseilles“ to Brighton/England. On re-
verse paper remnants, some minor faults, spectacular trio. 14, 8; 14, 8; 15 b 3.000 €

P 1832 1871, QV 30 C. violet, variety “damaged ‘GKO’ of HONGKONG“ tied “B62“ to cover (seal on re-
verse cut out)  to England via Brindisi w. “LEEDS 3 AU 74“ backstamp, creased at top. One of 
only four covers recorded with this variety. SG16A b 2.100 €

P 1833 1873. Envelope (soiled) written from the ‘North China lnsurance Co, Shanghai’ addressed to Eng-
land bearing Hong Kong SG 16, 30c mauve tied by ‘S1’ obliterator in blue with Shanghae ‘No 27’ 
date stamp on reverse (Webb Type Bi), endorsed ‘per French Mail’ routed via Hong Kong ‘Dec 1’ with 
London arrival ‘Jan 9 74’ on reverse. b 500 €

P 1834• 1876, 10 c. auf 12 C. hellblau, farbfrisches Kabinettstück, ungebraucht ohne Gummi, geprüft 
Scheller. (SG 25) 26 (*)  500 €

P 1835 1887. Registered envelope addressed to Singapore bearing SG 37a, 10c green (pair) tied by B62 
obliterator with adjacent Hong Kong cds and oval hand-struck ‘R’, sent on the steamer ‘s.s. Tai-
Sang’ with Singapore arrival on reverse. Nice destination item. b 500 €

P 1836 1890, 2 x 10 C blaugrün (je Eckzahnfehler, Stockpunkte) auf Brief (2. Stufe) ab Hongkong, hs. “Per 
German Mail“ nach Hohenstein-Ernstthal, Sachsen. // 10c. blue-green two singles (each corner 
perf fault, little stains) on double rate cover from Hongkong to Germany ‘Per German Mail’. 38 b (2) b 200 €

P 1837 1894. Envelope addressed to Russia bearing Hong Kong SG 33, 2c carmin and SG 35, 5c pale 
blue tied by Shanghai date stamp ‘Mar 23’ routed via Hong Kong ‘Mr 27’, underpaid with Hong 
Kong circular ‘T’ hand-stamp with oval Russian tax hand-stamp on face with Odessa receiver on 
reverse ‘20th April’. Super Treaty Port cover taxed in Russia. b 1.500 €

P 1838 1896. Reichpost 10pf red postal stationary reply card written from Magdeburg ‘13.10.93’ ad-
dressed to Hong Kong with reply card attached (partially separated) and used back from Hong 
Kong cancelled ‘17.11.93’ with dispatch date stamp, endorsed ‘First English Mail Steamer / via 
Brindisi’ with Magdeburg arrival. Scarce item. GA 2.400 €

P 1839 1899,  20c. on 30c. with additional Chinese character surcharge tied “HONG.KONG B MY 18 99“ to 
small size registered envelope (minor spots) to New York (7.7 D.L.O.) via San Francisco (26.6) unde-
liverable with “Fraudulent/Address of addressee declared fraudulent/by order of Post Offi ce De-
partment“ violet framed h.s. and New York Registry Division “Circulation Forbidden“ label likewise 
affi xed to reverse telling reason why, also showing framed “D. Letter Offi ce Record“ and “Advertised“ 
violet h.s., attractive usage. 48II b 480 €

P 1840 1900 (Oct 22) Government House, Hong Kong crested envelope to Commissioner Turks & Caicos 
Island & redirected to London endorsed Via New York & bearing 2 x 4c tied Hong Kong d/s & w/on 
reverse binocular New York/Paid All/D [20 Nov] transit d/s & on face circ Turks Island [10 Dec] d/s 
& on reverse London [27 Dec] arrival d/s. Extraordinary origin & destination! b 900 €

P 1841 1901, Ten Cents blue and China 10 Cents green on reverse on cover from PAKHOI via Hongking to 
Germany, in additional handstamp “I.P.O.“, envelope with defects. b 220 €

P 1842 1902. Picture post card of ‘Chinese Temple, Shanghai’ addressed to Belgium bearing Hong Kong 
SG 57, 4c carmine tied by Victoria/ Hong Kong double ring ‘My 31st’, underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp 
routed via Bruxelles and bearing Belgian postage due Yvert 5, I0c carmine (3) applied and tied by 
Jodoigne ‘3rd Juillet’ arrival on face. Unique item paying the triple rate postage due, card may have 
paid the packet rate. b 650 €

P 1843• 1903/12, KEVII. $10 (Wmk Crown CA) and KGV. $10 both used with ‘(Hongkong) Registered’ cds, 
the earlier one dated Jan. 1904, fi ne. (Mi. 820 €)

75, 113 (SG 76, 
116) g 200 €

P 1844• 1905, view card (of Hong Kong fl ower market) to SHANGHAI (B.P.O. and LOCAL POST G arrival cds’s) 
franked with 4c tied by partial VICTORIA HONG KONG cds, HONG KONG K.B. B cds alongside (Proud 
D2, 200pts, note dent by “H“), light soiling, F-VF. b 130 €

P 1845 1904. Picture post card of ‘Park, Hotel and Signal station, Hong Kong’ addressed to Germany bea-
ring Hong Kong SG 64, 4c purple/red tied by ‘Deutsche Seepost / Ost / Asiatische / Hauptlinie’ date 
stamp ‘28th Sept 04’ (Webb Type A) with München arrival ‘26 Oct’ on face. Scarce use of the Ger-
man Sea Post in Hong Kong, Webb records less than ten examples known. b 240 €

P 1846 1906. Picture post card of ‘The Peak Tramway’ addressed to ‘Capt. Pratt, 95th Russells Infantry, 
Singapore’ bearing SG 77, 2c dullgreen tied by Victoria/Hong Kong date stamp, underpaid with ‘T’ 
hand-stamp, endorsed ‘2’ in blue crayon with New Harbour/Singapore arrival on face. b 240 €

P 1847 1906, AK mit 3x 1 C Edward in MischFr. mit 1 C Straits Settlement, Stpl. “Victoria Hongkong“ und 
Nebenstpl. “Hongkong K.B.“ nach Österreich. // Picture postcard franked by KE 1c. three singles in 
combination with Straits Settlement 1c. grey all tied with “VICTORIA HONG-KONG/24 JA 06“ dou-
ble-ring, ‘Hongkong K.B’ despatch and arrival datestamps alongside. b 300 €
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P 1848 1907. Hong Kong postal stationery double reply card 1c green upgraded with SG 62, 1c purple and 
brown and SG 63, 2c green cancelled by ‘Base Offi ce/ B’ date stamp with adjacent ‘F.P.O. No 1’ date 
stamp ‘6 Au 07’ of Tientsin addressed to France, routed via Victoria/Hong Kong ‘15th  Aug’ and 
forwarded on the French paquebot “Salazie“ from Hong Kong with Besancon arrival ‘18/9’ and ta-
xed on arrival with hand-struck ‘T’ on face. A very nice item from the Boxer Unit that remained in 
Tientsin after the Campaign. GA 650 €

P 1849 1909. ‘Zieher’ picture post card ‘Samoan stamps in relief on reverse’ addressed to Scotland 
written from Kowloon with ‘Hong Kong/K.B.’ dispatch ‘10th Mr 09’ on face and bearing Hong 
Kong SG 93 4c red tied by Victoria/Hong Kong double ring with framded instructional ‘Returned 
/ Not Transmissible’ in black on face with boxed ‘Hong Kong/D.L.O.’. Exceedingly rare mark not 
recorded in Webb or Proud. See also Inter-Asia sale Dec 15 2012 lot 3306. (25,300 HK). b 1.100 €

P 1850 1909. Envelope written from Austria addressed to Hong Kong, China bearing Austria Yvert 104, 
5h green and Yvert 108, 20h brown tied by Wien date stamp ‘29th Dec 1909’ with Hong Kong 
receiver ‘18th Feb’ with boxed instructional ‘Advertised / Unclaimed’ on face (Webb Type X) and 
forwarded three months later to Yokohama ‘18th May 10’ receiver on reverse in violet. Very fi ne. b 1.100 €

P 1851 1910/11, KGV 10 C. tied “HONG KONG 22 JA 10“ to small cover to Lisbon/Portugal, then fwed., 
uprated Portugal 50 C. tied “LISBON 25-2-10“   to “Savoy Hotel London“ w. “LONDON FEB 28 10“ 
arrival, on reverse also transit BPO Shanghai. Plus two more covers from Portugal to the addressee, 
the director of the Dept. of Ship construction, Portuguese navy Arsenal: ordinary and registered 
cover to the Savoy, both with printed return on backfl ap: crowned anchor and “ARESENAL DA MA-
RINHA/DIRECCAO DAS CONSTRUCCOES NAVAES“. b 80 €

P 1852 1911. Picture post card written from Hong Kong dated ‘29/12/1911’ of ‘Queens Road, Central’ 
addressed to Austria bearing SG 93; 4c-carmine tied by ‘Deutsche Seepost / Ost / Asiatische / 
Hauptlinie’ date stamp (Webb Type A) with Wien receiver. Very fi ne. b 330 €

P 1853 1912/21, KGV $10 (pair), with wmk CA $2, 30 C. (pair) tied “HONG KONG 4 JUN 27“ to reverse of 
parcel tag to “The Secretary of the Admiralty, Whitehall, London, S.W.“, senders dater “H.M.S. ‘TA-
MA’R JUN 4 1927“. Stunning $22.40 frank.

113 (2), 124, 
119 (2) b 550 €

P 1854 1913. Hong Kong postal stationery card (soiled) one cent brown cancelled by Hai-Phong/ Ton-
kin double ring addressed to Annam routed via Quang-Tri with Tourane/ Annam receiver (Webb 
Type Z). Very rare French Ind-China cancel on Hong Kong stationery. Few items known by Webb. 
Exhibition piece. GA 1.300 €

P 1855 1915. Stampless envelope headed ‘Prisoner of War’ written from an Austrian P.OW. (No 3 70), Hong 
Kong, addressed to Austria with boxed ‘Passed by / Hong Kong / Censor’ in violet and Wien censor 
applied on arrival in red. Scarce WW1 P.O.W. Mail from Austrian Prisoner. b 650 €

P 1856 1915. Registered envelope written from the ‘Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank’ addressed to Denmark 
bearing SG 105, 10c blue (2, one damaged) tied by Registered/Hong Kong double ring (stamps 
perfi n ‘HK SB’) with hand-struck ‘R/Hong Kong’, routed via Russia with censor label tied by boxed 
censor cachet with framed ‘Censor No 184’ on reverse in violet and Kjobenhavn arrival. Nice item 
of censored mail. b 200 €

P 1857 1916. Envelope written from Canton with oval “John Manners/Canton“ fi rms chop addressed to 
Hong Kong bearing SG 101, 2c green (26) tied by framed ‘Paquebot’ with Hong Kong double ring 
arrival and oblong ‘PBC’ (Passed by• Censor) hand-stamp in violet. Sepctacular franking. (M) b 750 €

P 1858 1917(Dec 28) Stampless On Active Service envelope (minor faults and toned) to Douglas I.O.M. 
endorsed Via America cancelled circ Offi cial Paid/0/Hong Kong d/s & w/circ ornamental cachet of 
Middlesex Regt countersigned w/unframed facsimile Signature of J. Sayer. Lieut. in violet. b 250 €

P 1859 1917/18, stationery card 5 L. uprated 5 L. tied “BERETS 31 DEC 1917“ via IASI and Italy (military 
censorship dater) to England; June 1917 military mail card from Jasi to Bukarest with POW censors-
hip; Bulgaria franked cover to Moldova via Rumanian Red Cross Berne/Switzerland and rerouted, 
bulgarian censortape, preprinted letter included. Also similiar envelope (stamps cut out). (M) GA/b 100 €

P 1860 1917, three covers to South Africa: 10 C. ovpt. “China“ tied “SHANGHAI BR. P.O.  AU 28 17“ to Ca-
petown, sender Alan Mossop (later: Sir) with letter still included. Also KGV 4 C., two single franks to 
Durban (marine insurance papers included) resp. Port Elizabeth (chinese correspondence, return 
address stickers still included). b 70 €

P 1861 1918. Envelope (opening faults and tear at lower left) written from Douglas, Isle of Man addressed 
to ‘Drummer J. Morley, 25th Middlesex Regiment, G.B./Hong Kong, China’ bearing Great Britain SG 
360, 1d carmine tied by ‘Douglas J.O.M. 26 Sep 18’ machine roller, endorsed ‘via Canada’ and 
hand-stamped ‘25th Btn. Middlesex Regt. / Incoming / Lt. Col. John Ward M.P / Offi cer Comman-
ding / Hong Kong’ with Hong Kong receiver ‘19th Nov’ and forwarded with ‘Forward / Deployed Si-
beria’ in blue and framed ‘British Mission / Vladivostok’ on reverse. Scarce item of incoming mail to 
the British Military Detachment in Siberia with unrecorded cachet of the British Mission Vladivostok. b 850 €

P 1862 1918. Picture Post Card ‘Panorama View of Hong Kong’ in Printed Matter envelope, endorsed ‘On 
Active Service’ with ‘Offi cial Paid/Hong Kong’ date stamp in red, signed by the Offi cer and addres-
sed to England. A wonderful usage of this letter sheet. b 350 €
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P 1863 1919. Registered Advice of Receipt British Post Offi ce in China postal stationery envelope (opened 
at two sides, minor faults) 10c violet upgraded with 8c slate and 10c ultramarine (2) tied by Canton 
date stamp (Webb Type Eii) with framed ‘R/Canton B.P.O.’ and hand-struck ‘A.R.’ on face, addressed 
to England with Hong Kong transit and oval ‘Registered / London’. Very few Advice of Receipt items 
known from the British Post Offi ce in Canton. b 900 €

P 1864 1920. Stampless Offi cial Mail envelope handstamped ‘Le Resident General de France au Maroc / 
Commandant en Chef’ and cancelled Rabat Residence/ Maroc ‘6th Mars 1920’ with boxed instruc-
tional ‘Advertised/Unclaimed’ (struck twice on face) and Hong Kong receiver ‘27th April’ on reverse. 
Nice item of instructional mail with scarce origin for Hong Kong. b 750 €

P 1865 1921. Registered envelope addressed to England bearing British Post Offi ce in China SG 6, 10c 
ultramarine (pair) tied by British Post Offi ce/Amoy double ring (Webb Type Ki) with framed ‘R/
Amoy B.P.O.’ hand-stamp and London transit on reverse. Scarce item of registered mail from the 
Amoy British Post Offi ce. b 1.400 €

P 1866 1925. Mourning envelope addressed to England written from Shameen (China) bearing Hong Kong 
SG 101, 2c green and SG 102, 4c scarlet (pair) (not valid for use) with blue crayon and framed ‘T’ 
hand-stamp, routed via Canton with circular ‘Centimes / 100 / T’ tax hand-stamp in violet and bea-
ring Great Britain postage dues SG D11, 1d carmine and SG D15, 4d green tied by Blunellsands 
arrival and taxed with hand-struck ‘5d/F.S. Q’ on face. Lovely item. b 500 €

1867 1926, 4 C KGV single franking on advertising postcard of japanese S/S KAMO MARU, tied by HONG-
KONG / KOWLOON BRANCH, 23.11.1926, missent to MEESTER-CORNELIS Netherlands-Indie, re-
directed and correctly forwarded to Hardinxfeld in the Netherlands. Unusual item. SG 120 b 60 €

P 1868 1927 (Feb 28) Black & white stampless picture postcard entitled “A Tea Plucker-Ceylon“ showing 
female picking tea to Southampton datelined Hong Kong & cancelled FPO 1 d/s with alongside 
London E. C. Offi cial Paid / B [5 Apr] transit d/s in red. An Advance party of one Sergeant & 2 Sap-
pers of the R.E.P.S. sailed with FPO 1 on H.M.T. Kinfauns castle leaving Southampton 30 Jan & the 
datestamp was used to cancel mail while aboard ship. The 28 Feb 27 is the latest date recorded 
cancelled aboard H.M.T. Kinfauns while in Hong Kong prior to arriving Shanghai, rare use! b 450 €

P 1869• 1936 (March 27th), Imperial Airways First Flight Hong Kong-Penang-London: Special related enve-
lope sent registered to the American Consulate in Penang, franked by KGV. 20c. pair tied with Hong-
kong Air Mail cds, with special FF cachet in violet, registration cachet and label, air mail label, and 
on reverse with Penang ‘S.S.’ arrival d/s and also cachet of the American Consulte. Few little stains 
(from gum used to affi x the Air Mail label) otherwise fi ne. b 80 €

P 1870 1936. Envelope (fl ap missing) addressed to Japan bearing Hong Kong SG 119, 3c grey, SG 124, 10c 
ultramarine and SG 124b, 12c purple/yellow tied by Nagasakia/Nippon date stamp with framed 
‘Paquebot’ in carmine, endorsed ‘Per R.M.S. ‘’Russia“. A ve1ry colourful item. b 300 €

1871 1937 (Apr 29), FIRST FLIGHT Hongkong-San Francisco: Three covers with “HONG KONG to SAN 
FRANCISCO/RECEIVED-FIRST FLIGHT-F.A.M.14“ cachets of different colours, all franked by KGV. $2, 
50c and 30c, one tied by 28. Apr. “HONG-KONG/AIR (K) MAIL“ double-ring d/s and sent to Canada, 
the others with ‘normal’ Air Mail cds’s dated 29th April sent to the U.S.A., all with related transit and 
arrival datestamps. b 120 €

1872 1938, KGVI 2 C. with KGV 5 C., 8 C. tied “VICTORIA HONG KONG 5 AP 38“ as FDC for the 2 C. to 
London/England. 140 etc. FDC Gebot

P 1873 1938. Registered Air Mail envelope from the ‘Malaria Bureau, Hong Kong’ with oval cachet, addres-
sed to England headed ‘On His Majesty’s Service’ cancelled by ‘Offi cial Paid / Hong Kong’ date 
stamp in red with ‘Registered / G.P.O. Hong Kong’ double ring with registered label and ‘By Air Mail 
/ Par Avion’ label in blue. Nice item. b 400 €

P 1874 1938/46, KGVI defi nitives $2 violet/scarlet to $10 lilac/blue (5 values), mint hinged with heavy 
toned gum on two values ($5 lilac/scarlet, $10 green/violet), toned perf. on $5 green/violet and 
pencil notation on $10 lilac/blue, SG. ~ £ 980. SG. 158/62 *    350 €

P 1875• 1939, cover to Honolulu franked with 25c tied by HONG-KONG SHAM SHUI PO cds (Proud D5), plus 
1941 (Apr) cover to same address franked with 5c & Centenary 25c tied by HONG-KONG YAUMATI 
cds (D7) and NOT OPENED BY CENSOR handstamp, each with bkstps of KOWLOON and VICTORIA, 
former light wrinkling, Fine, latter F-VF. b 130 €

P 1876• 1939, fl own cover to Hong Kong franked with Great Britain 3d & 1s tied by cds, forwarded to SHANG-
HAI (bkstp) franked with Hong Kong 5c tied by VICTORIA HONG KONG cds, light fi le folds and fl ap 
faults, rare dual franking. b 180 €

P 1877 1940. Registered Air Mail envelope (some spots) addressed to San Francisco bearing SG 145, 10c 
violet (3), SG 149, 25c blue (7) and SG 155, $1 purple and blue (adhesives stained) tied by Victoria/
Hong Kong double ring with registered label sent ‘Clipper’ via Hawaii with ‘Opened by Censor / Hong 
Kong’ label in black and Hong Kong Patriotic ‘British War Organization Fund / Hong Kong’ label on 
face and San Francisco receiver. Very fi ne. b 300 €

P 1878• 1940-41 The Mercantile Bank of India registered covers to Brisbane, Melbourne and Cairns bearing 
aggregate frankings of $3.70 for triple $1.15 per ½oz. rate + 25c registration, earliest with diamond 
 1/NOT/OPENED BY/CENSOR/4  and latest  1/2/NOT/OPENED BY/CENSOR/1  handstamps, other 
uncensored, Australian backstampings, two roughly opened although present pleasingly, scarce 
trio, (3). (T) b 200 €
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P 1879 1941. Censored envelope addressed to Palestine bearing SG 145, 10c violet (pair) tied by Cheung 
Chau / X double ring (Webb Type B) with ‘Opened by Censor/ Hong Kong’ label tied by boxed ‘16’ 
hand-stamp, routed via Egypt with circular ‘Censorship/Dept’ cachet, Hebron and Jerusalem arrivals 
and forwarded to Trans-Jordan with framed bilingual ‘Passed by Censor/ Transjordan/ 1’ in violet on 
face and Salt, Amman receiver on reverse. Very nice three country censors to a very rare destination. b 300 €

P 1880 1941. Envelope (vertical fold) addressed to Sydney, Australia bearing SG 146, 15c scarlet tied by 
Kowloon/ Hong Kong double ring ‘8th Dec 1941’ with violet ‘No Service’ on face and boxed instruc-
tional ‘Detained in Hong Kong / By Japanese/ From December 1941 to September 1945’. The cover 
has fi nally been released after the war and has Bondi Beach arrival with hand-stamp ‘Retour’ in red 
and circular ‘Dead Letter Offi ce, Sydney. N.S.W. / Examined / 3’ on face (placed over where stamp 
has been removed by the censor) and m/s ‘Left’, sent back to Hong Kong with framed ‘Retour’. Very 
interesting cover. b 900 €

P 1881 1943 (Jan) Japanese 2s warrior stationary card from Mrs Duncan, Block A 1, Room 5, British Intern-
ment Camp, Stanley to British soldier Spr Angus, HKVDF POW Camp S, Sham Shui Po, Kowloon 
cancelled Japanese d/s & w/boxed Hong Kong Occupied Territories Governor Generals Offi ce h/s in 
violet w/Censor chop of Meajima in orange w/alongside boxed Censored h/s w/Censor chop of 
Hasegawa in orange. GA 400 €

P 1882 1945 (Dec). Stampless envelope to Major General R.C. Duncan, Commandant Jodhpur State 
Forces, Jodhpur endorsed O.A.S/ & w/Air Mail h/s in blue cancelled rare intaglio FPO 127 d/s & w/
on reverse Jodhpur (13 Feb) arrival d/s. b 850 €

P 1883 1945. Great Britain postal stationery (small tear at bottom) 1½d brown ‘Prisoner of War Post / 
Service Des Prisonniers de Guerre’ card written from Devon addressed to ‘Harry Drew, camp “S“ No 
3655, Hong Kong, China’ cancelled by Torquay date stamp with framed ‘Passed / P.W. 7093’ censor 
cachet in red and framed ‘Returned In Undelivered Mails / From Territory Formerly Occupied / By 
Japanese Forces.’ on face in violet. Scarce item into Shamshuipo P.O.W. Camp arriving after the 
Japanese surrender on 15th August 1945. GA 500 €

P 1884 1945. Stampless envelope (small tears at top) written from Shaftesbury, Dorset headed ‘Prisoner 
of War Post. / Service des Prisonniers de Guerre’ addressed to ‘Miss Bascombe, British Civilian In-
ternee, Military Internment Camp, Hong Kong’ cancelled Shaftesbury/Dorset ‘31st July 45’ with 
‘Opened by Examiner 3211’ label with hand-struck instructional ‘Service / Suspended / Return To 
/ Sender’ in violet on face and returned. Rare item of mail into Stanley Internment Camp but never 
received. b 500 €

P 1885 1946 (Oct 1) Stampless envelope to Leicester from S/14772356 Pte. K. Brown & endorsed By Air 
Mail, On Active Service cancelled on reverse Indian FPO 222 [Recorded by Proud used 07 Apr - 31 
Dec 1946]. b 180 €

P 1886• 1948 (Jan), air letter to Rochester N.Y. franked with 20c pair tied by KOWLOON HONG KONG cds, 
HONG KONG bkstp, most unusual Peiping China dateline, red crayon “VIA MANILA,“ on reverse ty-
ped Peiping return followed by ms. Hong Kong return, long message incl. “last month a bag of fl our 
of 50 pounds was $330,000 but now it is $1,000,000 CNC. One egg costs $6000-10,000. I do not 
know what will become of us!“, carried privately to Hong Kong, small contemporary tape seal, unu-
sual usage, Fine. b 130 €

P 1887• 1948, Silver Wedding complete set with $10 carmine, mint very lightly hinged, SG. £ 325. SG. 171/72 *    100 €
1888• 1949, UPU 80 C. single frank canc. “HONG KONG 1 NO 49“ on small size air mail cover to Brisbane/

Australia. 1276 e 50 €
P 1889• 1952 (Dec 15), cover to Hong Kong franked with 10c tied by UN LONG HONG KONG cds (Proud D3, 

three weeks earlier than recorded), ms. Mong Kok Kowloon return, some wrinkling, Fine. b 130 €

HONGKONG - PORTOMARKEN    
P 1890• 1923/47, Postage Dues two complete sets with wmk. Mult. Script CA, mint very lightly hinged, SG. 

£ 220.
SG. D 1/5, D 
6/12 *    70 €

P 1891 1933. Great Britain postal stationery card (lightly creased and rounded corners) 1d red cancelled by 
Bracknell double ring ‘23rd Nov 1933’ addressed to Surrey and forwarded to Ascot with arrival ‘24th 
Nov’ on reverse and re-directed to Kowloon, Hong Kong, underpaid (for overseas) and bearing Hong 
Kong postage dues SG D1, 1c brown and SG D4, 6c yellow tied by Hong Kong/ Kowloon date stamp 
‘28th Dec’ and boxed ‘Charge Not Collected/ In Hong Kong’ in violet with various instructional hand-
stamps ‘Refused/ Refuse’ and framed ‘Refused’ with ‘Retour’ and ‘Undelivered For Reason Stated/ 
Return To Sender’ in violet (Webb Type V) with circular ‘Returned Letter Offi ce/ Hong Kong’ cds ‘3rd 
Ja 34’ (Webb Type Tii), sent back to London with receiver ‘7 Feb’ and endorsed ‘1d To Pay’ and taxed 
with Great Britain postage due SG D11, 1d carmine. A very interesting Hong Kong postage due item. GA 650 €

HONGKONG - STEMPELMARKEN    
P 1892 1897, 1 $ on 2 $ olive-green together with 2 c. rose, horizontal pair 4 c. slate and 30 c. grey-green, 

attractive franking on front of ship letter 2.10.97 to Berlin /Germany, endorsed “p. P.&O. S/S Raven-
na“, some imperfection/faults, but nevertheless unusual combination! (T)

SG F 10; 32, 34 
(2), 39 a d/b 800 €

P 1893• 1897, 1 $ AUF 2 $ bläulichgrün, Type II = ohne zusätzlichen chinesischen Wertaufdruck, farbfri-
sches, perfekt zentriertes, ungebrauchtes Exemplar, eine seltene Marke. Fotoattest Scheller. 
// $1 on $2 bluish green, Type II without Chinese character, mint hinged, with fresh colour and 
perfectly centered - A SCARCE STAMP. P. Scheller certifi cate.

15 II b (SG 
F11a) *    1.500 €
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HONGKONG - GANZSACHEN      
see also 1451

P 1894• 1880, mint 1c card (H&G #4) with 1900(ca) privately printed view HONGKONG, CHINA, some very 
light tone spots, rare and Fine. GA 180 €

P 1895• 1884, card QV 3 C. canc. “HONG KONG 15 6 1884“ to Batavia/Java w. arrival “WELTEVREDEN 15 
6 1884“, to chancellor of austrohungarian consulate. GA 120 €

P 1896 1885. Postal stationery card 3 cents brown cancelled by Foochowfoo date stamp (Webb Type B) 
addressed to London with Hong Kong transit on reverse. Very fi ne. GA 300 €

P 1897 1894/1900, QV card, reply part 4 C./3 C. tied “HONG KONG MA 28 01“w. “HONG KONG D K. B. MR 
28 01“ (Kowloon Branch) alongside, to Germany w. painting on reverse. Also 1 C. green canc. 
“HONG KONG JA 6 94“ via “YOKOHAMA 16 I 1894“ to Tokyo/Japan w. same day arrival (printed new 
years greetings, crease in margin). Total 2 cards. GA 100 €

1898• 1894, card  QV 3 C. (corner crease) canc. “AMOY A MR 14 92“ via “HONG.KONG A MR 17 92“ to 
Berlin w. arrival. GA 100 €

P 1899• 1895 (ca.), card QV 4 C. grey w. on reverse pictorial imprint “textiles carrying collies“ by Graca&Co., 
mint, scarce. GA 120 €

1900• 1895 (ca.), card QV 4 C. grey w. on reverse pictorial imprint “coolies“ by Graca&Co., mint, scarce. GA 120 €
P 1901 1895 (TREATYPORTS). Postal stationery card 4 cents red on 3 cent brown written from Foochow 

cancelled by Foochowfoo date stamp (Webb B) addressed England routed via Hong Kong. Very fi ne. GA 350 €
1902 1900, envelope QV 2 C. canc. “HANKOW A SP 29 00“ endorsed “Printed matters“ unsealed to 

Shanghai. GA 70 €
P 1903 1900, stationery card 4 C./3 C. (“reply“ deleted) tied “CANTON B DE 19 00“ (“B“ turned upside 

down) via “HONG KONG A DE 29 00“ to Radebeul/Germany, on reverse mimeographed rural scene 
“Syu=yin“, ppc forerunner. GA 370 €

1904 1902, Message part 4c. on 3c. of postal stationery double card used by the Basel Mission Hong-
kong from Victoria (19. March 1902) to Esslingen, Germany, with sender cachet and ‘16. April 1902’ 
arrival cds. H&G 15 GA 80 €

P 1905• 1903, card QV 4 C. canc. “SHANGHAI MY 19 03“ endorsed “Per S.S. Empress  of Japan“ to St. Cro-
ix, Danish West Indies. On reverse transits New York, FREDERIKSTAD and CHRISTIANSTAD, a most 
unusual destination from China. GA 170 €

P 1906 1912. Registered postal stationery card one cent brown upgraded with SG 82, 12c green and pur-
ple and SG 91, 1c brown tied by Registered/ Hong Kong double ring with framed ‘R/ Hong Kong’ 
hand-stamp addressed to Germany with Hannover arrival on face. Very scarce up-rated Registered 
postal stationery card. GA 750 €

P 1907 1936. Air Mail postal stationery card 4 c red upgraded with SG 119, 3c grey (pair) and SG 126, 25c 
purple and magenta tied by ‘Hong Kong/Tai Po’ double ring (Webb Type C) with boxed hand-stamp 
‘First Through Flight/Hong Kong-Penang- London/via Imperial Airways/27th March 1936 ‘ in violet 
addressed to Sydney, Australia. Scarce Air Mail item paying the 35c rate to Australia from ‘TaiPo’ 
village, rare cancel before the Liberation. SG 119 (2), 126 GA 450 €

P 1908 1944. Postal stationery card written from Stanley Civilian Internment Camp dated ‘November 14th 
1944’ addressed to Shaftesbury, England headed ‘Prisoner of War Mail’ and ‘The Military Intern-
ment Camp, Hong Kong’ with boxed ‘Furyo Yubin (Prisoner of War Post)’ and framed ‘Ken’etsuzumi’ 
(censored) with large oval seal of Hasegwa’ and cancelled ‘Postage Paid’ in red. Rare example of 
the last stationery card printed in July 44 and delivered after the war had ended. GA 650 €

P 1909• 1955, George VI 40c aerogram with red AEROGRAMME handstamp (applied by GPO, unlisted 
thus in H&G, basic aerogram is 1951 40c, H&G F4) to England franked with Elizabeth 10c tied 
by HONG KONG Jun 17 duplex, handstamp applied after UPU ruled that all air letters were to 
have “Aerogramme“ inscribed, believed to be the only recorded example, ex-Proud, F-VF.  A 
MAJOR AEROGRAM RARITY. GA 2.000 €

HONGKONG - BESONDERHEITEN      
see also 1105, 1440A, 1479, 1535, 1543, 2562, 2683

P 1910 Treaty Ports, Shanghai, 1869, QV 2 C., 30 C. tied oval “S1“ to preprinted envelope “On Service. / 
Inspectorate General of Customs, Peking“ dated 12 August 1869 and rare vermilion “PAID“ 
alongside to Paris/France. On reverse “SHANGHAE A AU 26 69“ resp. “HONG KONG C AU 31 69“, 
vermilion OCT 16 TPO Marseillers entry marking and Paris 17 OCT arrivals. Red boxed “P.D.“ resp. 
sl. “P.P.P.“. 2 C. minor faults, an excpetional early cover by the I.G. of customs Peking. (M) b 6.000 €

P 1911 1888 (FRANCE). Stampless envelope (opening faults, toned) written from the French Consulate 
in Hong Kong addressed to France with cachet ‘Consulat de France/a Hong Kong’ with ‘T’ hand-
stamp sent on the French paquebot ‘Djemnah’ with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 3’ with Mar-
seille arrival ‘28th Nov’ on reverse and bearing French postage dues Yvert 15, 10c black (2) and 
Yvert 18, 30c black applied and tied in Paris. Scarce combination.

France Yv. P15 
(2), P18 b 1.000 €

P 1912 1895. Postal stationary card (minor faults) 2½c red upgraded with Yvert 21, 5c blue tied by Para-
maribo double ring ‘20/5’ addressed to the ‘Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, Hong Kong’ 
routed via France with boxed ‘Suriname via Havre’ and Le Havre transit ‘10/6’ with marine sorter 
‘Singapore to Hong Kong / A’ date stamp ‘7/7’ (Webb Type 3) sent on the steamer ‘Kaisar-I-Hand’. 
Superb item of maritime mail to Hong Kong. GA 400 €
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P 1913 Treaty Ports, 1897, Shanghai, Chefoo Local Post envelope (form use) franked QV 5 C. ultra (pair) 
tied  two strikes “SHANGHAI C JY 17 97“ via “HONG KONG B JY 20 97“ to Berlin/Germany and fwd. 
to “FRIEDRICHSRODA 20.8.97“ b 100 €

1914• 1906, ppc “The Lawn Tennis Match at the Cricket Ground“ with KEVII 4 C. Tied “HONG KONG 6 MR 
06“ to Hamburg w. April 5 arrival. Ak 60 €

P 1915 1907, Thomas Cook Mail, USA Lincoln 5 c. blue on cover from “MONTCLAIR DE.23“ to Calcutta and 
forwarded to Hongkong, Burma and Ceylon with all cancels on reverse, folded. b 100 €

P 1916 1909, KEVII 4 C. tied “VICTORIA 15 MY 09“ with same day “HONG KONG C K. B.“ (Kowloon Branch) 
alongside to ppc (Zieher embossed swiss stamps) to Greenock/Scotland, boxed “RETURNED/NOT 
TRANSMISSIBLE“  resp. boxed “HONG KONG / DLO“. Ak 500 €

P 1917• 1909, KEVII 1d tied “VICTORIA HONG-KONG 4 MR 09“ to ppc “Penang Country Scene.“, framed 
“PAQUEBOT“ to London. Ak 100 €

P 1918• 1933 (12 Dec.) airmail envelope from London to HONG KONG (29.12) “Via Holland“ franked with 
Great Britain 1½d, 2½d, and 10d vertical pair tied by LONDON F.S. cds, the earliest recorded usage 
of very rare unadvertised rate (rates to Hong Kong from the U.K. were not advertised prior to 1934, 
see Proud p.314). b 900 €

P 1919 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to Hanoi, French lndo-China bearing France Yvert 375, 2f 50c 
green (strip of three) and Yvert 393, 10f brown/lilac tied by Basses Aleps date stamp ‘16th Dec 40’ 
endorsed ‘via Trans-Atlantic Clipper / et Panamerican Airways’ with ‘Passed/Hong Kong/ Censor/5’ 
hand-stamp in blue and circular ‘Air Transit/ 1’ in blue-green on face and Hanoi receiver on reverse. 
Superb item of Trans-Pacifi c Mail routed via Hong Kong with the rare Air Transit ‘1’ only listed on one 
day by Proud. b 650 €

P 1920 1941. Air Mail envelope from the United States addressed to Shanghai bearing United States Air 
Mail Scott C7, 10c blue and Scott C24, 30c blue (pair) tied by New York duplex with ‘Par Avion’ label, 
routed via Hong Kong with ‘Opened by Censor/Hong Kong’ label tied by boxed ‘21’ in blue and cir-
cular ‘Air Transit/3’ hand-stamp in blue on face with Shanghai receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. b 500 €

P 1921• 1949, USA 6c aerogram to HONG KONG (bkstp) cancelled by NEW YORK N.Y. duplex, returned with 
RETURN TO SENDER eight-line boxed handstamp, RETOUR boxed handstamp, and partial GPO CHE-
CKED boxed handstamp, (Proud I186), RETURNED LETTER OFFICE HONG KONG bkstp, F-VF. GA 180 €

P 1922• 1997, colour photo with wet ink signature of the last governor Christopher Francis Patten with cover 
note and  franked O.H.M.S. envelope, postmarked 31.5.97, the last day of HK in British hands. (M) b 100 €

INDIEN - VORPHILA    
P 1923• 1799 (18 Mar), Entire letter from Aberfeldy, England addressed to Doctor William Dick, Calcutta, 

Bengal, East Indies, carried privately per “Manship“ (in m/s at lower left) and posted at Calcutta 
with oval trisected “GPO/SEPr (15)/Bg Pg (2)“ h/s (Giles #11) with ‘15’ and ‘2’ in manuscript to in-
dicate arrival and Bearing Postage due on delivery. A fi ne and rare early cover carried privately. b 800 €

P 1924• 1817/18, ‘’CALCUTTA POST*NOT*PAID / 181 ‘’ hand-stamp in black (Giles SD6) each on two covers 
to England: Cover dated 29 Jan 1817 (m/s within h/s) and charged 3/-, and Duplicate dated 19 Feb 
1818 (m/s within h/s) charged 4/- (triple rate for ¾ oz with 3x ship rate of 8d and 3x 8d inland rate), 
with uncommon boxed ‘’SHIP LETTER / DEAL’’ handstamp in black alongside (Robertson S9, in use 
from 1817-26), and both letters with red GB arrival cds. A good/fi ne pair bearing this scarce Calcut-
ta handstamp, which was in use between June 1816 and Nov 1819 only. b 320 €

P 1925 1819. Pre-stamp envelope written from the artist William Havell in Madras dated ‘Nov 15th 1819’ 
addressed to the traveller and writer James Baillie Fraser cancelled by Madras/Post Paid/15 No/1819’ 
on face in black, endorsed ‘1r’ with oval ‘G.P.O./Dec 12/B.S.P.S.’ receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. b 200 €

P 1926 1819, folded cover with enclosure “On account Interest of Bengals six per cent loans - Bombay 
castle“ and red double line “Postage to London Not Paid“ to London and forwarded to Scotland with 
different cancels and endorsements, partly of fl ipside repaired, otherwise fi ne. b 230 €

P 1927 1820. Stampless envelope written from ‘Cape Town’ addressed to Henley on Thames with text (en 
route-to Madras) with framed ‘India Letter / Dover’ in black (Robertson In 1) and boxed ‘India Letter 
/ Margate’ (Robertson In 2) with London transit various charge marks erased and forwarded to 
Teignmouth, Devon. Very interesting item with the double Ship Letter use. b 300 €

P 1928 1823. Stampless envelope written from ‘Brahm Castle, Scotland dated ‘Jan 8th 1823’ addressed 
to the traveller and writer James Baillie Fraser in Calcutta endorsed ‘Free C. Grant’ with hand-struck 
‘In 1d Ptg 5/Ship DO 2 = 7’ with framed instructional ‘Post Free’ and large circular ‘Calcutta / Ge-
neral Post Offi ce’ receiver in red ‘5th July 1823’ and forwarded to Delhi. Scarce item. b 400 €

P 1929 1823, entire letter sent from Kensington, GB (dated Jul. 18., 1823) to Calcutta (there forwarded to 
Delhi) with red cds “CALCUTTA GENL. POST OFFICE“ twice with wrong date 1.Jan 1823 and cor-
rected 3 Jan. 1824 on reverse. b 130 €

1930• 1824, ‘’CALCUTTA GENL.POST OFFICE/4 MAY 4/1824’’ large red cds (Giles G5) along with black 
‘’Inl.d Ptg. (8)/Ship Do. (2)/  (10)’’ two-liner Calcutta receipt h/s (Giles SR9a) and m/s (in 
parantheses) on reverse of entire letter from Kensington Place, Bath to Malda, Bengal. b 80 €

P 1931 1825. Entire written from Kensington dated ‘September 28 1825’ addressed to Calcutta forwarded 
via Portsmouth endorsed ‘Portsmouth 7 Oct /825/Received & Forwarded by Wm Smith’ with boxed 
‘Calcutta/G.P.O./Mar 18’ arrival in red and forwarded to Bengal with oval ‘G.P.O./Mar/Pt. Pd.’ and 
hand-stamped ‘In 1d Ptg/Ship Do’ in blue-green with framed ‘Kedgree/Post Offi ce/Ship Letter’. A 
nice item. b 450 €
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1932• 1825, Letter from Ex-Territorial P.O. Agra to Calcutta, backstamped with black doubly framed 
‘’AGRA/POST PAID’’ h/s in black (Giles 1), red ‘’PM’’ and red framed ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./10 AG 
10/1825’’ arrival d/s (unrecorded by Giles in this form). A fi ne, attractive and scarce letter from the 
Ex-Territorial Agra P.O. b 300 €

1933• 1827 (Nov. 21), folded cover from London to Charles Parker, Bengal Artillery, Calcutta, and re-
directed to Cownpore, on front with oval unframed ‘’POST PAID SHIP Lr/LONDON/21 NO 21/1827’’ 
Crown h/s in red and ‘’PAID’’ tombstone alongside, rated at 2/- (double weight) in m/s, with boxed 
‘’Inld.Ptg 10/Ship Do.4/(2) As14’’ in black (Giles SR12) and red framed CALCUTTA/G.P.O./...’’ d/s 
applied on arrival in Calcutta, re-addressed to Cawnpore with oval ‘’G.P.O./JULY/Pt Pd’’ for 8th July 
and re-rated at 1r6a for a double weight letter, minor imperfections and toning. b 100 €

1934• 1827, Folded cover from Calcutta to London per ship „Angerona“, and re-directed, with ‘’CALCUTTA 
GENERAL POST OFFICE/(May)/18(27)/(22)’’ handstamp (Giles SD8b) and m/s (in parantheses), 
and on reverse with uncommon type of boxed ‘’INDIA LETTER / DEAL’’ h/s in black (Robertson In.3, 
which was in use from 1827-1828 only), and red London arrival d/s in double-ring (17 DE 1827). A 
good cover with fi ne strikes of two scarce handstamps. b 100 €

1935• 1827, ‘’CALCUTTA GENERAL POST OFFICE / 18’’ handstamp (Giles SD8b) with dates added by hand 
each on two covers to Messieurs Dobrée Esq., Nantes, France: Cover endorsed ‘Angleterre par Le 
Havre’, with French arrival cds, and ‘Account Sales of Brandy’ letter with boxed ‘’PAYS D’OUTREMER 
/ PAR BORDEAUX’’ h/s and arrival cds alongside. b 250 €

P 1936 1828. Stampless envelope written from Hausee, India dated ‘Jan 7th 1828’ addressed to the tra-
veller and writer James Baillie Fraser, Inverness, Scotland routed via Calcutta with ‘Calcutta/Gene-
ral Post Offi ce’ double ring, sent on the steamer “Palang“ with framed ‘India Letter/Cowes’ in black 
(Robertson In 2) and London transit ‘15th July’ boxed hand-struck ‘½’ for the Scottish turnpike toll 
and hand-stamp instructional ‘Postage / To / Edinburgh / Not Paid’ rated ‘2/6’ in m/s. Veryfi ne. b 300 €

1937• 1828/29, Two entire letters from Mr Clarke at Fishbourne near Chichester to his son John Clark, 
Providence Passenger, Bengal Infantry, both addressed to Calcutta but re-directed to Neemuch, the 
fi rst one dated 23 Oct 1828, with Calcutta ‘’GPO/MAY/pt. pd.’’ oval h/s (Giles 15a) and framed 
‘’Inl.d Ptg=5/Ship Do.=2/(1  ) A.s 7’’ ship letter receipt h/s (Giles SR11; in use from 1927-29 only) 
both in black on reverse, and entire dated April 1829 with red ‘’POST PAID SHIP LETTER LONDON...’’ 
oval d/s in red along with further London transit d/s in red on front, Chichester despatch cds, red 
framed ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./11 SE 11/1829’’ h/s (Giles G8), black ‘’G.P.O./SEPr (12)/pt.pd.(1)’’ oval 
h/s and (m/s) (Giles 15) and rect framed ‘’Inl.d Ptg=5/Ship Do.=2/(1  ) As.=7’’ h/s (Giles SR11) on 
reverse. A good/fi ne letter pair, with interesting contents also. b 160 €

1938• 1833, Entire letter from Merut to Captain J. Cartwright, Artillery, Dum Dum with a very fi ne and di-
stinct strike of the trisected ‘’MERUT/ /Pt. Pd.’’ oval hand-stamp in black with m/s date ‘1 Dece r 
33’. This hand-stamp is from a second setting (without dot after MERUT), and it is listed in Giles as 
No.3 (in use 1833-37). A little bit fragile paper, but still fi ne. A scarce distinct strike of this hand-
stamp. b 160 €

P 1939+ 1833 (Oct 20), Red boxed “INDIA LETTER / COWES“ on back of folded letter from the Cape of Good 
hope to London, also red doubly circled “E/16 DE 16/1833“ arrival d/s alongside. Cover with minor 
imperfections and strike of the scarce boxed h/s not perfect but scarce as landed in the North of 
the Isle of Wright. b 100 €

P 1940 1836. Stampless envelope written from Bareilly dated ‘27th Jan 1836’, addressed to the traveller 
and writer James Baillie Fraser, Inverness, Scotland cancelled by oval ‘Bareilly / Paid’ in violet rou-
ted via Calcutta with boxed ‘Calcutta / G.P.O. / Ship Letter / 5 Feb 5 / 1836’ with framed ‘India 
Letter / Plymouth’ in black (Robertson In 1) and London transit ‘Jun 20’. Nice item. b 330 €

P 1941 1836. Pre-stamp envelope written from Vizagapatum dated ‘3rd June 1836’ addressed to London 
cancelled by framed ‘Vizagapatum / Post Paid’ in red and endorsed ‘Inland Postage to Madras 11a 
/ Ship Postage 4a = 15a’, routed via Madras with oval ‘Madras / 10 Ju 10 / 1836’ and double ring 
‘Out Station / Madras / Ship Letter’ with framed ‘lndia Letter / Dover’ in red (Robertson In 5) with 
London arrival ‘28th Oct’ and charged ‘2s’ in m/s. Scarce item. b 500 €

P 1942 1836 (Dec 1): Entire letter from Camp Dreg at Muttra (North Western Provinces) to Ireland, struck 
on reverse with scarce framed “MUTTRA / P.P. PD“ in black (HG 1 THE LATEST RECORDED DATE OF 
USAGE) with postage noted at 14 annas, transit of fi ne framed “Calcutta / GPO / Ship Letter“ (Dec 
17) in black, red Dublin datestamp (May 5) and Parsonstown arrival cds of the following day. Ob-
verse with fair “INDIA LETTER / LIVERPOOL“ in black and manuscript charge of 1 shilling. A fi ne 
entire with full transcript of 3 pages describing in very interesting details a visits to the ruins of Fa-
tihpur-sikri and Agra with Camels and Elephants. Provenance: Collection Hammond Giles. b 750 €

P 1943 1839 (March 8), entire letter from PONDICHERRY to YANAON (Yanam) via INJERAM (Ingeram) 
written by General de Saint Simon, Governor of the French Possession in India at that time, ad-
dressed to the ‘Prince d’Eckmühl’, Pair de France 2eme duc d’Auerstadt and son of Maréchal 
Davout, endorsed ‘Service’ at top, on reverse “PONDICHERY / FREE“ ‘8 March 1839’ oval h/s 
(Giles 9) + date in m/s, rect. framed “INJERAM / Paid.“ h/s (similar to Giles 3 but ‘J’ for ‘G’) co-
vered by “INJERAM / FREE“ ‘13 March 1839’ oval h/s (Giles 4) and date in m/s, plus bisected 
boxed “G.P.O./1839 Mar. 9“ h/s in red from Madras. AN IMPORTANT COVER, from and to im-
portant persons and with RARE INJERAM HANDSTAMPS, of which only two stikes are recorded. 
A more detailed description in French is appended. (T) b 1.500 €
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1944+ 1839, folded cover dated 17. Nov. 1839 on board of the “Furgusson“, sent to London, with black 
boxed “INDIA LETTER / LIVERPOOL“ on front, red doubly circled “B/25AP25/1839“ arrival d/s on 
reverse. b 60 €

1945• 1841, two entire letters from the Huth correspondence from Madras (Hall Bambridge) to London 
(Frederick Huth) both with the red trisected ‘’MADRAS/1841 .../Paid.’’ d/s (dated Sept 21 and Nov 
20, resp.), red ‘’INDIA’’ in oval on front, and arrival back-stamps. b 80 €

P 1946 1844. Stampless envelope written from Palgltat dated ‘13th July 1844’ addressed to Kaladghee 
cancelled by framed ‘Palghat / 13/7/44 / Paid as 12’ in red/brown with m/s ‘Paid’. Very fi ne. b 240 €

P 1947• 1845 (28th July), entire from Bareily (red framed ‘Paid’ h/s) to MADEIRA via Calcutta (red framed 
‘Shipletter’ d/s) and London ‘Per Overland Mail’, detained for postage at London with “DETAINED“ 
exploratory postmark “Returned for Postage“ in red deleted (at lower right) and “INDIA/PAID“ also 
deleted, with London ‘Paid’ transit d/s (7 Oct 45) and black “160“ (Reis) Portuguese rate h/s. A 
remarkable cover from 1845 when the maritime Portuguese mail from India was interrupted. b 450 €

P 1948+ 1846, cover (mourning back) from Benares to England endorsed ‘Via Bombay and Southampton./
British Postage Prepaid.’ bearing red boxed “INDIA/PAID“ and red circled “PAID/11MA11/1846“ 
arrival cds on front, and trisected rect. framed “BENARES STAn/184 JAN 21/PAID“ h/s (Giles 12) 
with ‘12 as / ½ Anna’ in m/s on reverse, fi ne. b 80 €

1949+ 1847 (May 14), cover plus contents from Kurrachee to England ‘via Southampton’ bearing red “IN-
DIA“ in oval and “1/-“ in m/s on front, red rect. framed “KURRACHEE/SHIPLETTER/Paid“ h/s with 
‘3 as’ in m/s along with red ‘6 July’ arrival datestamps on reverse. Cover opened roughly and with 
folds but still good. b 80 €

P 1950 1848. Stampless envelope addressed to fort Green Bombay cancelled by ‘Kurrachee/Bearing’ date 
stamp ‘5th April 48’ with ‘G.P.O./Bombay’ arrival ‘12th April’ on reverse, endorsed ‘4a’. Rare ‘Scin-
de District Dawk’ Kurrachee hand-stamp. b 400 €

1951• 1849-63, four entire letters to Bordeaux, France from Calcutta (1849 and 1863) or Bombay (1859 
and 1861), with various postmarks (incl. Calcutta Unpaid, or Suez transit), one with GB exchange 
diamond, and with various tax marks. The oldest one stained, fi ne else. b 90 €

1952+ 1849, mourning cover to Inverness, Scotland with red “INDIA“ in oval on front, circled London Crown 
cds, further transit cds and black ‘7 June 1848’ arrival datestamp on reverse. An attractive and fi ne 
small mourning cover. b 60 €

P 1953 1850 “MADRAS SHIP LETTER POST PAID 5 AU 1850“ clear red strike (with manuscript 1 anna paid) 
on cover send to Sydney, New South Wales, Australia per ship “Royal Saxon“. Backstamped “Ship 
Letter Sydney 25.10.1850“ and 3 pence postage due on arrival. A RARE EARLY COVER TO AUSTRA-
LIA. Very Fine. b 450 €

P 1954• 1851 (9th May), duplicate of a letter from Madras to Mauritius endorsed ‘Overland Steamer via 
Galle for transmission to Mauritius’, with superb strikes of red trisected Madras despatch d/s, “IN-
DIA PAID“ in crescent, black “Ship Letter“ s/l and Mauritius arrival Crown cds (6th June) all on face. 
An unusual and most attractive letter with superb postmarks. b 250 €

P 1955• 1852 ca: ‘’JEYPORE / Paid.’’ rectangular hand-stamp in red (Giles #2; see 1996 Suppl.) even on 
three small-sized folded letters of a correspondence to Neemuch, the fi rst two dated May 19th/20th 
charged 2a, the last one (May 28th) charged 4a. Good/clear strikes of this scarce hand-stamp - a 
fi ne cover trio. b 300 €

1956 1854, Small cover with entire letter inside, sent from Umballa (8th June 1854) to Melbourne, AUS-
TRALIA, with framed Umballa despatch d/s, ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./SHIP LETTER/.. JU ../1854’’ rectan-
gular framed d/s and ‘’SHIP LETTER G.P.O. VICTORIA/FREE/OC 16 (inverted)/1854’’ arrival d/s all 
in red on reverse, rated ‘6 as / 1a ships’, and with a small piece showing Holyrood Palace alongside. b 120 €

INDIEN      
see also 1548, 1551, 5208, 6307, 6818, 6819, 6868, 8133

P 1957 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a white used with perfect strike of diamond of dots from Sukkur, cut 
square with perfect embossing in original state. Heddergott certifi cate. ONE OF THE MOST AT-
TRACTIVE AND FAMOUS WHITE SCINDE DAWKS. 2 (SG S1) g 2.500 €

P 1957A• 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a. scarlet on part cover from TATTA, cancelled by diamond of dots (8x8), 
and with boxed “TATTA / (POST) OFFICE“ h/s in red. The stamp with usual cracks and minor 
marginal chippings but still a good example of this scarce stamp on an original part cover. The 
postmark indicates the original use of this stamp, which is diffi cult (or impossible) for most of 
the Scinde Dawks. AN IMPORTANT ITEM OF THE SCINDE DAWK ISSUES AND OF INDIAN POSTAL 
HISTORY IN GENERAL. Heddergott certifi cate. 1 (SG S3) d 14.000 €

P 1958 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a white used with black circled obliterator showing eight triangle seg-
ments, probably used at Kotree. The lightly toned stamp in its original state was cut square, with 
good embossing, fi ne. Signed Calves. 2 (SG S1) g 1.500 €

P 1959• 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a. white, cut square, used with 8x9 diamond of dots, with a vert. crease at left 
and slightly stained, remnants of the letter adhered to back, still good with clear embossing. (SG 
£2250) 2 (SG S1) g 800 €
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P 1960 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a white used on part folded letter, cancelled with diamond of dots (8x9). 
The stamp was cut octogonally (partially touched), and shows sharp and clear embossing, fi ne. 
A.P.S. certifi cate. (SG for used: £2250, on cover: from £9000) 2 (SG S1) b/d 2.000 €

P 1961• 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a. white, cut square, used on piece, cancelled 8x8 diamond of dots (Hy-
derabad?), with horizontal creases at foot but still a good example with clear embossing used 
on part of native letter. B.P.A. certifi cate. (SG from £2250) 2 (SG S1) d 1.300 €

P 1962• 1854, small cover bearing fi ne ½a. blue, Die I, tied by two strikes of diamond of dots, on reverse 
with an unrecorded rect. framed datestamp reading “PUGHWARAH/AUG 4  1855/FEB“ with P.O. 
name inverted (?), and red double ring datestamp (Aug. 1855) alongside. A little part of back of 
cover missing, but a fi ne stamp and a very interesting cover with a mysterious datestamp. 4 (SG 2) b 100 €

P 1963 1854, lithographed ½a blue, Die I, vertical top right marginal corner block of 30 with top right 
corner ornament and marginal inscriptions, including several retouches as a major one at 2nd 
stamp in fourth row (chignon), paper with bottom right part of sheet watermark, unused without 
gum, lightly toned but still fi ne. An attractive multiple. 4 (SG 2) (30) (*)  3.500 €

P 1964• 1854, lithographed ½a. blue, Die I, vertical pair used at Bombay with “I“ in diamond of bars, with 
full to wide margins around, toned, still good. 4 (SG 2) (2) p/g 80 €

P 1965• 1854-55, set of seven different ½a. blue (as listed by SG), with the four colours of Die I, the two 
colours of Die II, and three colours of Die III. All stamps are fresh and fi ne (only SG 8 with thin spot 
at back) with full to wide margins around, and with fi ne/superb strikes of interesting cancellations 
as Madras, Bombay and Bengal type numerals. A superb set of the ½a. lithographs. 4 (9), (SG 2-10) g 200 €

P 1966 1854/55, group of 20 different lithographed stamps used, with six singles ½a (various shades and 
Dies), seven 1a incl. pair and Die III (parts of margins cut), two 2a green (shades) and fi ve 4a with 
cut-square single from 1st printing (thin spot, traces of ageing), cut-to-shape single from further 
printings incl. from 3rd printing (cut top and bottom frame-lines but still good), mixed condition but 
good/fi ne mostly. 4-Jul g 600 €

P 1967 1854-55, group of 20 used lithographed stamps, with seven singles ½a. (various shades, Dies), 
seven of 1a. red (various shades, Dies incl. Die III), three singles 2a. green and three cut-to-shape 
singles of 4a. blue & red from different printings, with some good cancellations as numerals (inclu-
ding “B/156“ of Rangoon, Burma on ½a.). Six stamps with good but partially touched/cut frame-
lines, full to large margins else. An attractive group of almost fresh and fi ne lithographed stamps. 4-Jul g 300 €

P 1968• 1854, lithographed ½a. blue, Die II, top right corner block of 24 with corner ornament and margi-
nal inscription, unused as issued, with a somewhat creased top margin otherwise fresh and fi ne. 4 (SG 6) (24) (*)  4.500 €

P 1969 1854, ½a blue marginal block of four, Die II from C-stone, unused without gum, with (STA)MP part 
of sheet Wmk, fresh and very fi ne. 4 (SG 6) v/(*) 800 €

P 1970 1854, ½a blue block of four, Die II from worn plate showing white patches, white chignon, etc., un-
used without gum, with lower part of sheet Wmk, fi ne. An interesting late printing. 4 (SG 6) (4) v/(*) 600 €

P 1971 1854, ½a blue, Die II, horizontal strip of three used with “75“ Bombay Type numeral of Nagpore, 
with part of sheet Wmk, with a little punch hole through left margin of fi rst stamp (from the left), but 
with all margins, fresh and fi ne. 4 (SG 6) (3) g 200 €

P 1972• 1854, lithographed ½a. blue, DIE II, tied by “75“ Nagpore numeral to small letter 1856 to Calcutta, 
with “NAGPORE/1856 JUL 13/Paid“ tri-sected d/s in orange-red and ‘G.P.O.’ arrival d/s alongside. 
The stamp with touched to full margins, fresh and fi ne. (SG from £650) 4 (SG 6) b 150 €

P 1973• 1854/55, lithographed ½a. deep blue, DIE III, tied by “75“ Nagpore numeral to small letter 1856 to 
Calcutta, with “NAGPORE/1856 JUN 23/Paid“ tri-sected d/s in orange-red and ‘G.P.O.’ arrival d/s 
alongside. A fresh and fi ne stamp of deep shade and with hugh margins around. (SG from £650) 4 (SG 10) b 150 €

P 1974 1854, 1a. deep red, Die I, tied with “158“ numeral (Lahore) to 1856 used cover to Calcutta bearing 
on reverse red “LAHORE/1 OCT. 1856“ double-ring d/s, black boxed “TOO LATE“ and Calcutta 2nd 
Delivery dater. 1a. deep red with mostly cut margins but of fresh colour on a nice cover with attrac-
tive postmarks on back. 5 (SG 11) b 200 €

P 1975 1854, 1a. deep red, Die I, tied with “1“ numeral (Agra) to 1857 used cover to bearing on reverse red 
wax seal, red “AGRA/1857/JAN/12“ double-ring d/s and red arrival datestamp. Cover opened 
roughly and with little needle holes and a scotch-tape, bearing a 1a. deep red with cut foot margin 
but still good. 5 (SG 11) b 150 €

P 1976 1854, 1a. red, Die I, horizontal strip of three used on 1855 folded cover from Calcutta to Mirzapore, 
cancelled/tied with fi ne strikes of diamond of dots, red “8 MAY 1855“ arrival datestamp alongside, 
red “CAL/G.P.O./5/MAY/1855“ double-ring despatch d/s on reverse. A fi ne strip of three with huge 
margins around. 5 (SG 12) (3) b 600 €

P 1977 1854, 1a. red horizontal pair, Die I, tied with “I“ numeral (Bombay) to 1857 used cover bearing on 
reverse red circled “BOMBAY/*/3 AP 57/PAID“ d/s and rect. framed “NASSICK/.../Paid.“ h/s in red 
(Giles 1). Cover stained but a fi ne and attractive pair of the 1a. red. 5 (SG 12) b 400 €

P 1978 1854, lithographed 1a. red, Die II, TOP LEFT CORNER BLOCK OF 24 (6x4), with top right quarter 
of sheet watermark (‘... OFFICE’), unused no gum, slightly toned, still fi ne. A most attractive 
quarter sheet with the marginal ornaments and inscriptions. 5 (SG 14) (24) (*)  3.000 €

P 1979 1854, 1a red, Die II, vertical top right corner block of 24 with marginal inscriptions and corner 
ornament, top left part of sheet Wmk (‘No.4’ and ‘STAMP’ visible), unused without gum. The 
multiple is broken along the top left (from front) ‘wave’ of the watermark affecting the top left 
horiz. strip of three stamps, otherwise fi ne, and still a very attractive multiple. 5 (SG 14) (24) (*)  3.000 €
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P 1980 1854, marginal block of four of 1a red, Die II from ‘D’ stone, with part of sheet Wmk, unused without 
gum, fresh, very fi ne and most attractive. 5 (SG 14) (4) v/(*) 800 €

P 1981 1854, lithographed 1a. red, Die II, left marginal block of four with part of marginal inscription, unu-
sed without gum, fi ne. 5 (SG 14) (4) (*)  800 €

P 1982 1854, 1a. red, Die II, tied with “I“ numeral (Bombay) to 1856 used cover to Poona bearing on re-
verse red circled “BOMBAY/*/13 AU 56/PAID“ d/s and rect. framed “POONAH/1856 AUG 14/Paid.“ 
h/s in red (Giles unrecorded). An interesting cover with a fresh and fi ne stamp and scarce postmark. 5 (SG 14) b 200 €

P 1983 1854-55, 1a. dull red, Die III, used with “C/III“ in rhomb of dots at PONDICHERRY (French Settle-
ments), with two margins, vertical crease, and 1a. red, Die II, used with “C/I“ at Madras, four 
margins, fi ne, signed Brun.

4 (2), (SG 14, 
16) g 150 €

P 1984• 1854-55, lithographed 1a. red, Die III, vertical pair used at Cochin with “C/130“ numeral h/s, with 
full to wide margins around, toned but still good. A scarce pair from Die III. 5 (SG 15) (2) p/g 200 €

P 1985• 1854, India used in BURMA: Queen Victoria 1a. red, Die III, tied by octogonal Rangoon “B/156“ 
obliteration to 1858 large part entire from Rangoon to Akyab, backstamped framed red “RAN-
GOON/SHIPLETTER/1858 .../PAID“ datestamp and indistinct double-ring d/s alongside. A scarce 
stamp of fresh colour, frame-lines cut (more or less) otherwise fi ne, folded envelope without 
contents. A SCARCE USAGE OF THE 1a. DIE III IN BURMA. B.P.A. certifi cate. 5 (SG 15) b 800 €

P 1986 1854:  THE ONLY RECORDED FIRST ISSUE COVER TO THE IONIAN ISLANDS. 1854 Fresh entire 
letter bearing two copies of 4 A. blue/red (cut-to-shape, 2nd printing, Head II, Frame I) and 1 A. 
(die I), each cancelled by diamond of dots (inside dated: Patna 19’th April 1855) sent “via Calcut-
ta & Alexandria / By steamer / STAMPED FOR THE AFTER PACKET“ to CORFOU, IONIAN ISLANDS 
(today Greece), with red boxed “INDIA PAID“ and arrival “CORFU 18 GIU“ on front, backstamped 
with Patna despatch and Calcutta transit. UNIQUE AND CERTAINLY THE MOST EXOTIC DESTINA-
TION ONE CAN IMAGINE FOR A COVER WITH THE LITHOGRAPHED ISSUE. Certifi cate BPA (2014)

SG 19 (2), 
12 (2) b 14.000 €

P 1987• 1854, GB-INDIA COMBINATION COVER: India 1854 ½a pair (Die I) for inland charge of re-
directed cover from Great Britain to Bombay via Marseilles, originally franked by embossed 
1847-54 1s green (Die 2) and 10d both cut to shape, re-directed from Bombay to Almorah, with 
red GB despatch cds’s (7th/8th March 1855), rect. framed Bombay d/s and cds (6th April), 
further transit cds’s (Nyneetal and others), and Almorah arrival cds (18 Apr 1855) all on back. A 
rare and most attractive combination cover.

4 (SG 2)(2) 
+ GB b 4.000 €

P 1988 (1854)/1890 ca., lithographed ½a. red on white wove paper, reprint from so-called Die IV (third 
time re-engraved die which was used for the issued stamps), showing the fl aws of relative row posi-
tion “c“ (following Spence) and distinct traces of the engraved lines of the background round the 
Queen’s head. A fresh, fi ne and scarce stamp. (4) reprint (*)  100 €

P 1989• 1854, 1 anna red, horizontal pair, Die I, stone A, fi eld 42 and 43, on letter from Belgaum (9. Oct. 
1854) to London, neatened registration fold through right stamp, 2 Annas for inland-mail 
Belgaum to Bombay paid with stamps, 8 Annas (1 Shilling) sea-mail Bombay to London paid 
cash, photo certifi cate Heddergott BPP. Mi. 5a (2) b 1.700 €

P 1990• 1854, marginal 2a green with COMPLETE OUTER FRAME-LINES and part of COLOURED SHEET 
MARGIN at left, unused without gum, fresh and very fi ne. Signed A. Diena. AN EXTRAORDINARY 
EXAMPLE. 6 (SG 31) (*)  250 €

P 1991• 1854, 2 a. green, no wmk., imperforated block of four, used with diamond of dots cancels and 
part red cds at left, extremely fi ne and attractive block of four with good regular margins all 
around. Only very few used blocks of four are known in this selected quality, ex Worthington coll 
(sold in 1918), BPA cert. SG 31 g/v 1.500 €

P 1992• 1854, lithographed 2a. green horizontal strip of four used at Calcutta with fi ne strikes of “B/1“ 
Bengal type numeral and part of a red circled postmark, the last stamp at right shows a small cur-
ved line of the sheet watermark, which could be the ONE ANNA watermark. A scarce strip of four 
with close/touched to wide margins around, almost complete outer framelines at foot, fi rst stamp 
at left with a vert. trace of crease, strip toned, but still good and attractive. 6 (SG 31) (4) g 400 €

P 1993• 1854, 2a. green block of three on piece of registered cover from Calcutta probably to Bombay, very 
fi ne cancelled/tied by “B/1“ octogonal handstamps, small part of a boxed registration h/s in red 
alongside. The stamps are with partially touched/cut framelines and toned, still an attractive and 
scarce multiple. 6 (SG 31) (3) d 200 €

P 1994• 1854, lithographed 2a. green horizontal pair used at Calcutta with “B/1“ octogonal numeral, with 
an unusual pre-printing horizontal paper fold through right hand stamp (scarce at that issue), 
touched to small margins around, toned. 6 (SG 31) (2) p/g 100 €

P 1995• 1854, 2a. horizontal pair, used with two fi ne strikes of Bombay “I“ in diamond of bars, with wide 
margins around, fresh and fi ne. 6 (SG 31) (2) p/g 100 €

P 1996• 1854, 2a green single with ALMOST COMPLETE OUTER FRAME-LINES (complete at three sides, cut 
partially at right), used with two strikes of black “B/1“ Calcutta octogonal numeral and an indistinct 
strike of a red c.d.s, slightly toned, good. A SCARCE STAMP AS THUS. 6 (SG 31) g 80 €

1997• 1852, three singles of 2a. green (shades) with different cancellations (incl. “116“ Bombay type 
numeral of Bhooj), wide margins around with part outer frame-lines, fresh and fi ne. 6 (sg 31)(3) g 80 €
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P 1998 1854, lithographed 2a. green pair and single on cover 1860 from Gwalior to Drung (Cavan), Ireland 
tied with ‘’106’’ Gwalior numeral, boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’, Bombay and London transit cds’s all in red 
alongside, red despatch cds (17 Feb.) and Cavan arrival cds (22 March) in blue on reverse. Pair 
touched at top left complete to wide margins else. An almost fi ne cover to Ireland. 6 (SG 31) (3) b 900 €

P 1999 1854, lithographed 2a. green pair and single on cover 1858 from Mhow (Indore) to Drung (Cavan), 
Ireland via Marseilles, all tied with ‘’43’’ Bombay type numeral, red boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ and London 
transit cds alongside, red framed tri-sected despatch d/s (May 14), red and blue Bombay transit 
datestamps, boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’, Dublin transit cds and Cavan arrival cds (17. June) in blue on re-
verse. The pair with corner fault at top right otherwise touched to wide margins, the single with 
complete outer frameline at top. An almost good cover (lightly creased) to Ireland. 6 (SG 31) (3) b 500 €

P 2000 1854, lithographed 2a. green (four margins) in combination with 1856 4a. grey-black on cover 
1860 from Gwalior to Drung (Cavan), Ireland both tied with ‘’106’’ Gwalior numeral, red boxed ‘’IN-
DIA PAID’’ alongside, red despatch cds (4. May), red Bombay transit dater and Cavan arrival cds (7. 
June) in blue on reverse. An almost fi ne cover and mixed franking to Ireland.

6, 13 (SG 31, 
46) b 350 €

2001 1854, lithographed 2a. green (four margins) in combination with 1856 4a. grey-black on cover 
1860 from Gwalior to Drung (Cavan), Ireland both teid with ‘’107’’ Gwalior numeral, red boxed ‘’IN-
DIA PAID’’ and despatch cds (5. March) alongside, partial strikes of red Bombay transit dater and 
Cavan arrival cds in blue on reverse. Back-fl ap missing but still an almost fi ne cover and mixed 
franking to Ireland.

6, 13 (SG 31, 
46) b 350 €

2002 1854, lithographed 2a. green (four margins) in combination with 1856 4a. grey-black on cover 1860 
from Gwalior to Drung (Cavan), Ireland both tied with ‘’106’’ Gwalior numeral, red boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ 
alongside, red despatch cds (May), red Bombay transit dater and Cavan arrival cds (21 June) in blue 
on reverse. Back-fl ap missing but still an almost fi ne cover and mixed franking to Ireland.

6, 13 (SG 31, 
46) b 350 €

P 2003• 1854, 4a blue & pale red, 1st printing, variety HEAD INVERTED. This well known stamp listed by 
Williams’ ‘Rare & famous stamps, Vol.2’ as example XXV was used with diamond of dots, cut to 
shape with cut to full margins, thin at upper left, short closed tear at foot, otherwise fi ne. A good 
example of this legendary rarity. Certifi cates Sismondo (2012) and BPA (2002). (T) 7 K (SG 18a) g 85.000 €

P 2004• 1854, lithographed 4a. blue & red VERTICAL PAIR with major retouched at bottom stamp 
(chingnon and frame), 1st printing, sheet pos. 6+10, used with fi ne strikes of 10x9 diamond of 
dots, cut square with wide margins around and blue wavy line between, slightly toned but still 
fi ne. A SCARCE AND ATTRACTIVE PAIR. (SG £4250) 7 (SG 18)(2) p/g 2.500 €

P 2005• 1854, 4a. blue & red, 1st printing, sheet pos. 12, cut square with huge margins showing part of blue 
wavy line at top, cancelled with diamonds of dots and a little part of manuscript mark (which is blea-
ched slightly), with slight traces of usage but still good. A scarce stamp in this form. (SG from £850) 7 (SG 18) g 500 €

P 2006• 1854 (Nov 30), native entire letter from Bombay to CANTON, China franked on reverse with two 
cut-to-shape examples of 4a. blue & red from 1st printing, sheet pos. 1 and 5, tied/cancelled 
with diamond of bars, black circled “MADRAS/NO 30“ datestamps and “HONG-KONG/1 JA 
1/1855“ transit datestamp alongside, incomplete strike of red “BOMBAY/.../Paid.“ circled h/s 
on front. Front of letter with a hole in center of the red pmk and hinge marks, the stamps paying 
the 8a. (1/-) ship rate are fi ne with slightly cut/touched but mostly complete margins. A scarce 
native cover to China. 7 (SG 18) (2) b 1.500 €

P 2007 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, sheet Pos.11, used with diamond of dots, cut square with four 
margins (close at top, irregular (not at right angles) top left corner), still fi ne with fresh colours. 7 (SG 19) g 250 €

P 2008 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, sheet pos. 6, used with diamond of dots, cut-square, outer 
frame-lines touched/cut otherwise fi ne. 7 (SG 19) g 100 €

P 2009• 1854-55, lithographed 4a blue & red two cut-square examples from 2nd printing along with 
1854 2a. green on cover (with contents) from Bassein (north of Bombay) to Birmingham ‘via 
Southampton’, each stamp cancelled by diamond of dots obliterator, with red framed “INDIA 
PAID“ and red (London) 5 June 55 arrival tombstone alongside, rated “1/-“ in manuscript (ship-
ping rate), backstamped red framed “BASSEIN/Paid.“ h/s with ‘29 4 55’ in m/s and green Bir-
mingham ‘June 5, 1855’ arrival d/s. The left of the 4a. adhesives with cut top and bottom outer 
frame-lines, other margins complete, the 2a. with parts of outer frame-lines. Very small imperfec-
tions (thin paper), still a fi ne cover and letter bearing an attractive franking. B.P.A. certifi cate.

7(2), 6 (SG 
19(2), 31) b 2.500 €

P 2010• 1855, entire from Umritsur to London franked with 1a. red, Die I, (inland rate) and two cut-
square examples of 4a. blue & red, 2nd printing, for paying the ship rate of 1/- (= 8a.), all tied/
cancelled with fi ne strikes of diamond of dots, the 1a. also with framed “INDIA/PAID“ in red, red 
framed “Q/PAID/21 AP 21/1855“ arrival d/s alongside, red “UMRITSUR/9/MAR/1855“ dou-
ble-ring d/s on reverse. the 1a. red with cut outer frame-line at left otherwise all margins com-
plete. Entire and stamps with traces of usual toning, still good. An attractive letter and a scarce 
franking. Christie’s/Robson Lowe certifi cate.

7(2), 5 (SG 
19(2), 12) b 1.500 €

P 2011• 1854, lithographed 4a. deep blue & red, 2nd printing, sheet pos. 5, used with 9x9 diamond of dots, cut 
square with almost complete frame-lines around, slightly creased and toned but still good. (SG £650) 7 (SG 19) g 250 €

P 2012• 1854, lithographed 4a blue & red, 2nd printing (sheet pos. 4), cancelled by diamond of dots, cut-
square with full/wide margins around, fresh colours, and fi ne. 7 (SG 19) g 300 €

P 2013• 1854-55, lithographed 4a. blue and red, from 3rd printing (Head Die III, Frame Die I, sheet pos. 9), 
used with 10x8 diamond of dots and part of large red cds, cut square with all margins, fresh and 
fi ne. (SG £2250) 7 (SG 21) g 800 €
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P 2014 1854/55, 4a blue & red, 3rd printing (Head Die III, Frame Die I), used with diamond of dots and part 
of red foreign cds, cut-to-shape with partially touched/cut frame-lines otherwise fi ne. A good exam-
ple of this scarce stamp. (SG for cut-square £2250) 7 (SG 21) g 300 €

P 2015• 1845/55, lithographed 4a deep blue & red, 4th printing (sheet pos.24), cancelled by “B/1“ Bengal 
type numeral of Calcutta, cut-square with full to wide margins around, fresh colours and very fi ne. 
Signed on reverse Georg Bühler and owner handstamps in pink and black. 7 (SG 22) g 250 €

P 2016• 1854-55 4a. deep blue & red, Head Die III, Frame Die II, cut-square on folded cover 1856 from 
Calcutta to London ‘Per Steamer “Oriental“ via Southampton’, cancelled with “B/I“ Bengal type oc-
togonal numeral and tied by red (London) “PAID/AT/24 MR 24/1856“ cds, red boxed “INDIA/PAID“ 
alongside, Calcutta despatch cds on reverse. Cover with folds and creased, but franked with a fi ne 
and fresh stamp with complete margins around. 7 (SG 22) b 800 €

P 2017• 1854-55, 4a. blue & red on folded cover 1857 from Meerut to London forwarded via Bombay 
‘Per OVERLAND’, cancelled with “180“ numeral in diamond of horiz. bars of Meerut, dated insi-
de ‘Bombay 5 March 1857’, with ‘Dinshaw. Ardaseer & Co., à Bombay’ forwarder cachet in deep 
blue, red boxed “INDIA PAID“ and red London “PAID/IH/8 AP 8/1857“ cds on front, black Bom-
bay ‘MA 5/1857’ datestamp on reverse. A fi ne cut-square stamp with full to wide margins on an 
unusual forwarded overland cover. 7 (SG 23) b 2.000 €

P 2018+ 1854/55, 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos. 10, cut-to-shape but was re-formed back to shape 
of square and re-gummed, but becoming a nice clean stamp with retouches. An attractive stamp. 7 (SG 23) g 300 €

P 2019 1854/55, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, sheet Pos.18, used with “244“ NWP Type numeral of Seal-
cote, cut square with four margins, thin spot at top left (outside), fresh colours, attractive and fi ne. 7 (SG 23) g 300 €

P 2020 1854/55, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, sheet Pos.15, used with diamond of dots, cut square with four 
margins, little left corner triangles probably supplemented, still fi ne, fresh and attractive. Signed by 
A. Diena on reverse. 7 (SG 23) g 250 €

P 2021• 1854-55, lithographed 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, with important MAJOR RETOUCHES of the frame 
at lower left and upper right, used with superb diamond of dots. A fresh and fi ne stamp which was 
cut square with close to wide margins around. 7 (SG 23) g 250 €

P 2022• 1854-55, 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, along with 2a. green on small envelope sent 1857 from Black 
Town Receiving House, Madras to London ‘via Marseilles’, both adhesives tied with “C/2“ in dia-
mond of dots, red “INDIA PAID“ in crescent and red London “PAID/1 OC 1/1857“ arrival tombstone 
alongside, backstamped circled “MADRAS/.../R.H. No.3“ datestamp. The 4a. with retouched 
chignon was cut-to-shape with complete outer frame-lines except at foot, the 2a. with almost com-
plete oiuter frame-lines (scarce). A fi ne small cover with an attractive franking. 7, 6 (SG 23, 31) b 300 €

P 2023• 1855 (Dec 21), entire letter from Bank of Bengal, Calcutta to London, franked with vertical pair 
cut-to-shape 1854-55 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, cancelled by octogonal “B/1“ and “Stamped“ 
in blue manuscript, additionally tied by red (London) “PAID/BS/21 FE 21/1856“ cds, endosed 
‘Pr. P&O C’as Str. ‘Hindostan’/via Southampton’, with boxed “INDIA/PAID“ in red alongside, 
backstamped Calcutta 21.12.55 cds, fi ling fold crosses foot of lower stamp otherwise fi ne. A 
most attractive letter. B.P.A. certifi cate. 7 (SG 23)(2) b 2.000 €

P 2024• 1854-55, lithographed 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos. 13, used with Madras „C/1“ oblite-
rator and a red postmark, cut square, outer frame-line touched at left otherwise complete margins, 
fresh and fi ne. (SG £500) 7 (SG 23) g 200 €

P 2025• 1854-55, lithographed 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, cut-square on 1856 cover from Pallee to 
England, cancelled with “87“ numeral of Pallee, red boxed “INDIA PAID“ and London ‘19 June 
1856’ cds in red alongside, Aboo ‘5 May 1856’ despatch double-ring d/s, boxed “INDIA/PAID“ 
in red and boxed “PM“ in black along with arrival dater on reverse. A slightly toned but still at-
tractive small cover with a good stamp. B.P.A. certifi cate. 7 (SG 23) b 1.200 €

P 2026• 1856, small mourning cover to England ‘Per P & O Steamer via Calcutta & Southampton’, fran-
ked with vertical cut-to-shape pair of 4a. pale blue & pale red, 4th printing, and 2a. green all 
cancelled with 8x8 diamond of dots, the 2a. tied by red (London) transit cds (indistinct date) and 
seeming golden (but orig. red) boxed “INDIA PAID“, indistinct strikes of depatch and Calcutta 
transit datestamps on reverse. The pair with short pre-cuts between but all stamps with good 
margins, fresh and fi ne. A fi ne and most attractive cover.

7(2), 6 (SG 
24(2), 31) b 2.000 €

P 2027• 1854-55, 4a. deep blue & red, 5th printing, sheet pos. 15, used on 1856 cover from Madras to 
IRELAND ‘via Southampton’, cancelled with diamond of dots, bleached red framed “MADRAS/
G.P.O. ...“ and red “INDIA PAID“ handstamp as well as red London ‘21 Aug 1856’ transit tomb-
stone alongside, on reverse with green arrival datestamps. Cover with traces of ageing (toned) 
but a fi ne and scarce cut-square stamp with wide margins around on cover to Ireland. Signed 
Heddergott, R.P.S. certifi cate. (SG from £4250) 7 (SG 26) b 4.000 €

P 2028• 1855/59, 8a. carmine on blue glazed paper and 2a. yellow-buff (no Wmk) both unused with rem-
nants of gum, the 8a. with surface scratches otherwise fresh and fi ne. (SG £850+£650=£1500)

9, 12 (SG 36, 
42) (*)  400 €

P 2029 1858-59, cover plus contents from Mhow (Indore) to Drung (Cavan), Ireland via Marseilles bearing 
on reverse twelve QV 1856 ½a blue (strip of three) resp. pale blue (two strips of three, pair and 
single) each cancelled with ‘’43’’ numeral and tied with Bombay transit and Cavan arrival (5. Jan. 
1859) cds’s, with tri-sected Mhow despatch d/s (4. Dec. 1858), boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ and London 
transit cds all in red on front. First ½a. blue with corner perf fault otherwise fi ne. A scarce, unusual 
and attractive franking. A typewritten copy of the interesting letter is added.

10 (SG 37, 38) 
(12) b 450 €
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P 2030+ 1862, cover from Calcutta to England ‘via Marseilles’ franked with two singles of QV 2a. yellow-buff 
and 4a. grey-black all tied by Calcutta ‘June 9’ duplex, re-directed in England from Folkstone (July 
14) to Rugby (July 15), with red boxed “INDIA/PAID“ London and Folkstone cds’s and scarce red 
boxed “REDIRECTED/POSTAGE UNPAID“ on front, cds’s of Dover, Folkstone and Rugby on reverse. 
Minor imperfections but a most attractive and unusual cover.

12, 13 (SG 
42, 46) b 100 €

P 2031• 1856-92, four used strips of three of 1856 4a. grey-black, 1865 ½a. pale blue, 1866 4a. blue-
green and 1892 2a6p. yellow-green, with some stains on strip of 2a6p. otherwise fresh and fi ne.

13, 17, 24, 
43 (3) g 120 €

P 2032 1857. stampless envelope written from Kusramlee dated ‘24th Dec 57’ addressed to Lieut. Watson, 
1st Fusilliers, Colonel Section Column, To be forwarded via Delhi’ cancelled by Kusramlee date 
stamp, boxed ‘PM’, endorsed ‘Bearing’ with circular ‘Delhi/Bearing’ on reverse. Nice item with scar-
ce Delhi Bearing form the India Mutiny, interesting text. b 500 €

P 2033 1858, stampless ‘Ladies’ cover (full contents) from Mhow (Indore) to Drung (Cavan), Ireland via 
Marseilles, endorsed ‘Pd. As 6’ and London transit cds on front, red framed tri-sected despatch d/s 
(10. Nov.), red Bombay transit datestamp, boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’, Dublin transit cds and Cavan arrival 
cds (20. Dec.) in blue on reverse. A fi ne cover and a good destination Ireland from Mhow. b 250 €

2034 1859, stampless cover (full contents) from Goonah (Gwalior) to Drung (Cavan), Ireland via Mar-
seilles, with boxed ‘’INDIA UNPAID’’ s/l and boxed ‘’INDIA/UNPAID’’ two-liner on front, despatch cds 
(7. Apr.), Bombay transit datestamp, London and Dublin transit cds’s and Cavan arrival cds (9. May) 
in blue on reverse. A fi ne cover and a good destination Ireland from Goonah. b 90 €

P 2035• 1862-85, group of fi ve covers to Great Britain containing 1862 cover from Coonoor to Lancashire 
(franked 2a and 4a tied by Madras type numeral, with INDIA PAID crescent and relevant da-
testamps), mourning cover 1865 to London (4a., 2a. and 8p. three-colour franking), 1870 Allaha-
bad-Hastings cover (three-colour franking), 1880 Calcutta-Edinburgh cover, and a soldier’s cover 
written by Gunner S. Sherward, ‘L’ Battery 4th Brigade Royal Artillery, 1885 from Ferozepore to 
England. A good group of attractive and/or interesting covers. b 150 €

P 2036+ 1864 (May 17), QV Postal stationery envelope 1a. brown on blue from Seebsaugor to England 
uprated with East India 8p. mauve, 1a. brown, and 4a. grey-black all tied by “SEEBSAUGOR/17 
MY/64“ cds, with red boxed “INDIA/PAID“ and “INDIA PAID“ and Holywell ‘9 July’ arrival cds alongs-
ide, Calcutta and Bombay transit cds’s in red on reverse. Minor imperfections as short perfs but still 
a good and attractive PS envelope with a scarce franking. GA 80 €

P 2037• 1864, folded cover from Calcutta to Rochefort, France endorsed ‘Via Bombay, Suez & Marseilles’ 
bearing QV 4a grey-black and 8p pair tied by black “B/1’’ octogonal numeral and blue “Stamped“ 
Script h/s, with red “PD/CALCUTTA/30 JU. 64“ headed double-ring d/s, boxed “INDIA PAID“ and 
Marseille transit d/s alongside, blue “COMTOIR D’ESCOMPTE DE PARIS/AGENTS DE CALCUTTA“ 
circulat h/s, Paris transit and arrival date-stamps on reverse. A very attractive item. b 70 €

2038• 1865, small cover with full contents from Barackpore to England via Calcutta and ‘via Southampton’, 
franked with 1864 4a green tied by superb strike of ‘’BARACKPORE/AP.’’-’’18’’ duplex, with red bo-
xed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ alongside, ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/AP 8/65’’ double-ring d/s (Giles 33) and Led-
bury May 20 arrival cds on reverse. Light brownish patches and part of back-fl ap missing otherwise 
fi ne. A superb strike of this early duplex. 16 (SG 47) b 60 €

P 2039 1866, provisional 6a. purple with large “POSTAGE“ ovpt in green along with QV 8p. tied by “B/1“ 
numeral in blue and indistinct strike of large Calcutta cds to part letter, with red “CALCUTTA INDIA 
PAID/NO 21/66“ double-ring d/s in red, ‘via Bombay / Marseille’ in m/s, small Liverpool ‘22 Dec 
66’ transit cds, and last part of text plus signature inside. A fresh and fi ne stamp (except a little 
scratch at top) originally used on this letter probably to the U.K. SG 66 a.o., d 400 €

2040• 1867, cover from (or via) Gazeepore to Brighton, England ‘via Calcutta and Marseilles’, franked on 
reverse by 8p, 2a orange and 1866 4a green tied by incomplete strike of duplex d/s and pen-
strokes, with hexagonal ‘’GAZEEPORE/JU 21/67’’ d/s, red ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/JU.../67’’ dou-
ble-ring d/s and Brighton arrival cds (July 27th) along with late usage of framed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’ h/s. 
An uncommon and attractive cover with fi ne strikes of datestamps. b 60 €

P 2041• 1869, small cover from Charing Cross (London) addressed to a soldier of 90th Light Infantry (pro-
bably the Scottish Perthshire Volunteers) at Malta with note ‘To await arrival at Malta’ (crossed out) 
and ‘Not to be forwarded’, re-directed several times to Edinburgh, Rawalpindi, India, to Bombay, 
Calcutta, etc., franked with QV 1d. defi nitive (plate 108) and bears 21 datestamps from London, 
Edinburgh, Rawalpindi, Bombay, Lahore, Nagpore, Peshawar, Fyzabad, Calcutta, and others. b 400 €

P 2042 1876(Nov 28). Outer wrapper to Gao endorsed “Posted at Tanjore Station“ bearing India ½a in 
combination w/1875 Portuguese re-issue die 11 20r tied by unframed T/3 10/M UP/NO 29 d/s & 
w/unframed T/3 10/M ON/NO 30, octagon Poona [3 Dec] d/s, Margao [6 Dec] d/s & oval India 
Portuguese/Pangim [6 Dec] transit d/s. b 350 €

P 2043 1879(May) ½a Stationary envelope to Madras tied rare F.No 15 within square of bars & w/on re-
verse circ Field P.O./No 15 d/s & w/Nungumbaurum transit & Madras arrival d/s (All 2nd Afghan 
FPO’s are rare). GA 500 €

P 2044• 1880’s ca., two covers from/via Bombay to Aden and Cairo, respectively, both franked with QV East 
India 2a. orange and 1a. brown: Fragments of a cover + contents to Aden Steamer Point with Aden 
arrival cds, and very fi ne and fresh cover 1882 from Bombay to Cairo with Sea P.O. cds, Suez (Ar-
rivée) transit dater and Cairo arrival cds on reverse. b 80 €
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2045• 1882, illustrated Form of Bill of Lading from Bombay by G. Lockhart & Co. per Steam-ship “Regent“ 
to Havre via the Suez Canal carrying 100 bales of cotton, with blue Bombay Agency oval cachet on 
face, and QV 4a Government stamp tied by ‘23-3-82’ cds to reverse. (M) b 70 €

P 2046+ 1883 (July 16), very uncommon insuffi ciently franked cover from Lawrancepur to England, re-
directed, franked with 1866 4a. pair and ½a. blue all tied with scarce “LAWRANCEPUR MAIL. AGENT./
JUL 16“ cds and pre-strokes, with circled “T“ and large “1½d“ tax mark and Clifton duplex alongside, 
Bombay, Bristol and Reading transit datestamps along with ‘9 Aug 83’ arrival cds on reverse. 17, 24(2) b 100 €

2047• 1886/1904, two registered envelopes to JAORA: 1886 from ‘Maharaj Ranbirganj Bazar bearing fi ve 
QV ½a green, and 1904 cover from Lawrence & Mayo, Bombay to H.H. Nawah of Jaora bearing QV 
1a pair, faults. b 70 €

2048+ 1890 SOLDIER’S LETTER: Cover from the FBRA (Military Cemetery) in Bellary, India to England fran-
ked with QV 9d. for special soldier rate tied by squared Bellary cds and date in m/s, confi med by the 
Offi cer commanding 21st FBRA with violet ‘G.K.Moore’ h/s, on reverse Bombay transit cds. Cover 
with little indentations on top and foot and little stains, still good. b 60 €

P 2049 1892 (May), envelope c/w letter written from Thayetmyo Upper Burmah to Bromsgrove from 6365 
Pte G. H. Housman “E“ Coy, 4th Battalion Kings Royal Rifl es, Thayetmyo, torn & damaged in mail & 
resealed with V Crown R/Found Open and/Offi cially Sealed label cane. Bromsgove & w/manu 
“Received from Birmingham in this order’’ franked India 9p cancelled Thayetmyo & correctly drawn 
up and countersigned by Commanding Offi cer for soldiers concession rate. [Excellent legible & lite-
rate content from private soldier unfortunately with small portion of letter on side lost due to dama-
ge in mail but includes description of expedition to Fort Sadon & Chin Hills related to him by soldier 
in Devonshire Regt. “There were no newspaper correspondents at the fi ghting ... Heavy losses.] b 450 €

2050+ 1895, SOLDIERS’ & SEAMEN’S ENVELOPE 1a. on 9p. sent by Private J. McKenzie of 2nd Battalion, 
Argyl & Sutherland Highlanders from Nowshera on 3 Dec. 1895 to Glasgow, with Sea P.O. cds and 
arrival dater on reverse. A division was stationed at Nowshera to undertake the “Chital Relief March“ 
which took place every year from 1896 to 1900. A picture postcard is included showing the landsca-
pe in the area. Envelope partially toned and marginal tears and creases but interesting. GA 80 €

P 2051+ 1896 (Feb 10), FIRST CHITRAL ANNUAL RELIEF: Cover to England franked with QV 2a6p. green tied 
by squared “FIELD P.O.No.11/18 FE./96“ cds (Proud D3) and pen-stroke, on reverse Sea P.O. ‘22 
Feb’ transit cds and part of ‘10 March’ arrival datestamp. Back-fl ap missing otherwise fi ne. b 150 €

P 2052+ 1896 SUAKIM FIELD FORCE: Soldiers’ and Seamen’s PS envelope 1a. on 9p. to Karachi, cancelled 
“BASE OFFICE/5 NOV 96“ double-ring d/s (Type D1 in use between June and Nov. 1896), confi rmed 
by the Captain, backstamped Aden and Sea P.O. transit cds and arrival datestamp, fi ne. GA 300 €

P 2053+ 1897 (Oct 17) FRENCH SETTLEMENTS - MUTHIALPET: India PS enveope ½a. green, used from 
Muthialpet (Branch Offi ce of Pondicherry) to Karaikudi, with fi ne strike of cds, and arrival back-
stamp. Toned and light horiz. crease, still good. A scarce mail from Muthialpet. GA 120 €

P 2054 1902. Registered envelope endorsed ‘On the Public Service Only ‘ addressed to ‘Le Gouvereur des 
Etablissment Française de L’Inde, Cubbon Hotel, Bangalore’ bearing SG 117, 2a violet tied by Pon-
dicherry cds with adjacent framed ‘R/Pondicherry’ with Bangalore arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. SG 117 b 350 €

2055 1902, commercial cover from Nettur/Malabar to Basel, Switzerland ‘via Bombay-Brindisi’, franked 
with QV 2a. blue and ½a. yellow-green tied with “NETTUR/MALABAR/B.O./25 FE./02“ cds, ‘15.
III.02’ arrival datestamp on reverse. A clean and fi ne cover from Nettur where the fi rst Malayalam 
newspaper ‘Rajyasamacharam’ was published by Basel Missionaries in 1847. 35, 51 b 60 €

P 2056 1902-11, KEVII. 5r., 10r., 15r. and 25r. all mint lightly hinged, 5r. with kiss print on back, 25r. with only 
a few brownish perfs/dots on gum, still a fresh and fi ne quartet of the high values. (SG about £2500)

68, 72-74 (SG 
142, 144-47) *    500 €

2057 1903 CORONATION DURBAR: Two pages (fi tted together) bearing 19 QV defi nitives up to 5r. and 
three KEVII. stamps all tied by special “CORONATION-DURBAR/DELHI/1 JA.03/12-NOON/CEN-
TRAL-HEAD-OFFICE’’ cds, minor imperfections (creased or paper folds, resp.) but still good and very 
decorative. (M) g 200 €

P 2058 1903, Danish Settlement: QV 2a6p. PS envelope used from TRANQUEBAR (16 Oct 03) to Germany 
via Brindisi, re-directed several times but undeliverable, with despatch and arrival datestamps, bo-
xed “Jn Chemnitz/unbestellbar“ h/s and label “Ohne Wohnungsangabe ... ist der richtige Empfän-
ger nicht zu ermitteln. Kaiserl. Postamt 1, Chemnitz.“ (Without details the addressee can not be 
determined). Envelope with normal traces of usage, still good. GA 100 €

P 2059 1904 (Oct 28) Plain envelope registered AR to Velp from S.A. Ferro, 34 Depot Lines, Karachi Camp, 
franked 2a6p, 3a & ½a (2) [making 6½a rate] tied Karachi Camp d/s & w/matching framed regis-
tration h/s in black w/manu 144 in blue crayon alongside & circ A.R. h/s In violet & w/on rev Sea 
Post Offi ce (29 0ct] transit d/s & Velp (12 Nov) arrival d/s. b 80 €

2060• 1905/31, fi ve special illustrated postcards used: 1905 PPC “The Golden Lily Tank, Madura“ sent to 
Scotland, two illustrated postcards used in 1905 inland (one with Postage Due h/s), and two later 
postcards (used 1929/1931) with decorative back-prints. b 100 €

2061• 1911 Coronation Durbar complete folder with eight KEVII. adhesives on back plus ¼a postal stati-
onery card both with various special Coronation Durbar cancellations. (T) b 60 €

P 2062• 1911-22, KGV. used in BURMA: Three singles of 15r. used with “RANGOON/PAR/22 AU.19“ da-
testamp on piece of a parcel, and 25r. pair tied with similar d/s (12 MA.21) to another piece of a 
parcel, both slightly toned but still good/fi ne.

90, 91 (SG 190, 
191) d 100 €
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P 2063 1912 – The Second Abor Expedition: Indian Postal stationery envelope ‘half anna’ green upgraded 
with SG 121, ½a yellow green tied by Base Offi ce/C double ring ‘9th Jan 12’ addressed to ‘Colonel 
A. Philips, Supply Transport Corps, Butlers Hotel, Lucknow with arrival ‘23rd Jan’ on reverse. Nice 
item written from the Base Offi ce at Doom-Dooma near the Tibet border. GA 200 €

P 2064• 1915 (Dec 26), printed commercial envelope (Table Butter) from Bombay (26 Dec 1915) to Wamba, 
BELGIAN CONGO via Mombasa, Kenya (Jan. 12th and 15th 1916 cds) and Irumu (Feb. 1916), with 
related transit cds’s, franked with KGV. ½a. and 2a., and with “OPENED BY CENSOR/UNDER/MAR-
TIAL LAW“ strip applied at Mombasa and tied by framed “PASSED BY/POSTAL CENSOR/MOMBASA“ 
cachet in violet. Envelope opened roughly at right otherwise good. A scarce censored India-Ke-
nya-Belgian Kongo cover during WWI. b 60 €

P 2065• 1916, Field Post cover from Nowgong (29 Feb) to Delhi (1 March), re-directed to Chakdra bearing 
rect. framed “Field Force/Postage Free“ cachet in black, half-circled “SAN.../DUE/ONE CENT“ h/s 
and violet boxed “10/P.C.K.“ on front, green Crown censor strip, despatch and arrival cds on reverse. b 60 €

P 2066 1921, “NINE PIES“ surcharge on 1 A carmine, fi ve different ESSAYS OF THE SURCHARGE, each 
different, all mint with original gum, lightly hinged on laid paper. A GREAT RARITY of which only 
very few are known(!), cert. BPA (2013)

93 proof  /
essay (5) *    2.500 €

P 2067 1926-33, KGV. 2a purple as horizontal marginal block of 8 interpannu Tête-bêche pairs (issued 
1933), cancelled to order with “BOMBAY B.P.O./9 OCT 42“ cds, fresh and fi ne with original gum. A 
most attractive multiple.

103(K) (SG 
206a) (8) g 160 €

P 2068• 1930: First Issue of Air Mail Envelope: The fi rst 8 As. red-violet PS airmail envelope used from Mur-
ree (10 May 1930) to South Croydon, Surrey, endorsed ‘KARACHI-LONDON / (First issue of Air Mail 
Envelope)’. Plus the 1929 Air Mail series, mint, lightly hinged.

118-123 (SG 
220/25)+H&G 
1 GA/* 100 €

P 2069+ 1931 (Dec 16), insuffi ciently franked envelope with KGV. 1a. from Baroda to Basra bearing circled 
“T“, half-circle “BARODA/DUE/AS.“ and boxed “POSTAGE DUE/ANNAS“ (with “/5/“ in m/s) on front, 
double-ring “MAQIL/26 DEC 31“ and scarce octogon “BASRAH/25 DEC. 31/UNPAID“ on reverse. 
Cover opened roughly and few little stains but still a good and unusual cover with clear postmarks. b 80 €

2070+ 1934/39, two covers plus contents from the CARDEN correspondence, sent to Major Sir F.H.W. 
Carden, Newbury, England by his son serving in 17th/21st Lancers (Death or Glory Boys), one (in-
cluding letter) from Trimulgherry by air in 1934 franked KGV. 2a6p. strip of three, and cover + 
contents sent 1939 from Meerut franked with six KGV. 1a3p. (three pairs). b 80 €

2071 1936, revenue stamp 1 a. in mixfranking with King Georg V. 3 p. slate (11 pieces, 7 on reverse), 1/2 
a. green and 1 a.3p. mauve on registered cover from “BARAULI 1.AUG.34“ to London, sligthly crease 
and toned

SG 201 (11), 
232 235, b 60 €

2072 1937, two registered air mail covers from Calcutta to HONGKONG, one franked by KGVI. 1r, the 
other with several KGVI. 9p and 1a, both with Air Mail and Reg. labels and Hongkong arrival back-
stamps. b 80 €

2073• 1940-45, WWII P.O.W. Mail: Airmail cover from the Central Internment Camp at Dehra-Dun to Ger-
many bearing KGVI. 8a. tied by INTAGLIO OVAL “INDIA CENSORSHIP / E“ h/s, alongside with violet 
“PRISONERS OF WAR POST“ and “DHN/7“ censor s/l’s, circled “Ab“ h/s in violet and octog. framed 
“PASSED/DHN/2“ Crown h/s in black, re-directed within Germany from Berlin to Fulda. A scarce 
P.O.W. cover franked for airmail rate bearing scarce intaglio censor seal. b 80 €

P 2074 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope from the ‘Madras Military Headquarters’ addressed to London 
bearing SG 269, 1a 3p yellow-brown, SG 270, 2a vermilion, SG 272, 3½a blue, SG 273, 4a brown, 
SG 274, 6a turquoise, SG 275, 8a violet and SG 276, 12a take with ‘Madras/War Fund/Seal of 
Victory’ (1 anna) label, tied by Military Hd. Qrs. (Bangalore) date stamp with matching registered 
label on reverse and ‘Opened by Censoir’ label- tied by censor cachet and ‘Censor’ wax seal in red. 
Very nice and attractive item.

SG 269/270, 
272/276 b 220 €

2075• 1941-45 “O.A.S.“ selection with Unit Censor (and Bombay Civil Censor tape/handstamp), R.A.F. 
Censors (“2“ and “298“ – latter additionally with Perth Censor tape/handstamp), and Naval “PAS-
SED BY CENSOR/DATE“ handstamps, last taxed, dumb cancel, some handling faults, (4). b 50 €

2076• 1942 (Jan 31), INDIA-PERSIA via BAGHDAD: Censored registered airmail cover from Bombay to Tehe-
ran, franked on reverse with KGVI. 2r, 3½a and 1a all tied with ‘Stock Exchange’ cds, related Reg. label 
along with R.A.F. Bombay War Gifts Fund label on face, with Baghdad transit and Teheran Feb. 16th 
arrival cds’s on reverse, and two different censor strips tied by ‘’C/20’’ triangle and ‘’Anglo-Soviet-Per-
sian Censorship 5’’ circled h/s, resp., bilingual ‘’NOT EXAMINED/IRAQ CENSORSHIP’’ cachet on front. b 70 €

P 2077• 1945 BRITISH FLEET MAIL: Registered airmail cover from India to Great Britain franked with KGVI. 
1r., ½a. and 3p. tied with “BRITISH FLEET MAIL/35(?)/27 JU/45“ double-ring d/s (probably Fleet 
P.O. No.35 from Karachi, or “31“ from Bombay?, but noted on reverse from S.S. BARPETA while at 
Bombay the H.M.S. Salsette was stationed) and large circled “POST/OFFICE//MARITIME/MAIL“ h/s, 
Reg. label “R/M.M. 1503/No 0160“ alongside. b 80 €

2078• 1947 (6 Dec), JAI HIND: KGVI. 12a on 14a PS Air envelope used with special bilingual ‘’JAI HIND’’ 
slogan d/s from Jubbulpore to England, scarce in this form. GA 50 €

P 2079 1948 GANDHI: Complete mint set of four all marginal, the 10r with marginal sheet number and mint 
never hinged (hinge mark on margin), the others mounted mint (3½a unmounted but with little 
pieces of paper adhered), good/fi ne.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) **/* 400 €

2080• 1948, Gandhi 10 R mint LH and few adherings on back, fi ne, Mi. 250,- 190 *    80 €
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2081• 1948, GANDHI cpl. set used, Anna values with small imperfections (1½a. traces of surface creases, 
3½a. with a blue ‘hook’ at upper left, the 12a. with a little thin on back), the 10r. good.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) g 80 €

P 2082 1948, GANDHI 10r., mint never hinged, white gum, fresh and very fi ne. 190 (SG 308) **   200 €
P 2083• 1948, GANDHI 3½a. with colour spot of printing ink, so-called MOON VARIETY, used, with two slight-

ly shortened perfs at top, still good. A RARE VARIETY FROM THIS POPULAR COLLECTING AREA.
188 (SG 306) 
Var. g 600 €

P 2084• 1948, Two GANDHI folders with complete sets, one with special “BOMBAY G.P.O./15 AUGUST 1948“ 
fi rst day cancellation, the other with a hinged mint series, folders with minor imperfections (waves/
creased or little stains), stamps fresh and fi ne.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC/* 400 €

P 2085• 1948 (Aug 15), GANDHI complete set on illustrated FDC cancelled with special Bombay oval fi rst day 
obliterator, addressed to Switzerland (no transit or arrival datestamp). The 1½a. separated from 
sheet by scissoirs (cut perfs), the 3½a. with short perfs at foot, while the 10r. is still fresh and fi ne.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 150 €

P 2086 1948 (Aug. 15), GANDHI complete set on First Day cover sent registered from Calcutta to Ami-
ens, France by air, cancelled by ‘normal’ Calcutta/Air 3 datestamp, arrival cds on reverse, fi ne. 
A really scarce FDC as thus.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 1.200 €

P 2087• 1948, GANDHI First Day cover bearing top marginal pairs of Anna values (on front and on reverse) 
and a 10r. single all tied by special SHILLONG fi rst day oval, fi ne.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 800 €

P 2088• 1948, GANDHI mourning FDC bearing the three Anna values tied by special BOMBAY fi rst day oval, 
with faded Bombay address and a few weak stains, still good.

187-89 (SG 
305-07) FDC 200 €

2089• 1948, GANDHI-FDCs NEPAL: The three Anna values Gandhi each as single franking on three covers 
each cto with ‘’INDIAN EMBASSY (NEPAL)/15 AUG./+ -2M./1948’’ FD cancel. A fi ne trio of Gandhi 
used in Nepal FDCs. (Some explanation inside.) 187-89 FDC 150 €

P 2090• 1948, GANDHI: 1½a and 3½a on special illustrated FDC (M. Gandhi - Apostle of Peace, Love, 
Non-Violence), cancelled with Bombay FD datestamp, addressed to New York. Cover lightly creased, 
but a very rare envelope as FDC. 187-88 FDC 200 €

P 2091• 1948, large illustrated GANDHI FDC (World Mourns His Loss) bearing pairs of Gandhi 1½a. and 
3½a. both tied by special Bombay G.P.O. FD oval, Bombay FD double-ring on reverse, fi ne.

187-88 (SG 
305-06) (2) FDC 150 €

2092• 1948, GANDHI illustrated FDC (‘Souvenir to commemorate Mahatma Gandhi’ envelope depicting 
10r Gandhi) franked with the three small Gandhi stamps (up to 12a.) tied with the special Bombay 
FD oval and used locally registered, with Reg. label and Delivery cds on reverse, good/fi ne. A scarce 
FD envelope.

187-89 (SG 
305-08) FDC 100 €

2093• 1948 GANDHI illustrated FDC bearing Gandhi Anna values tied by very special “AGRICULTURAL RE-
SEARCH INSTITUTE/NEW DELHI/15 AUG. 48“ double ring d/s, with similar Agricult. Res. Inst. Deli-
very datestamp on reverse. Envelope with a vertical fold (left of adhesives) otherwise fi ne. A very 
uncommon Gandhi FDC.

187-89 (SG 
305-08) FDC 100 €

2094• 1948 GANDHI FDC from Ranchi: Illustrated Gandhi envelope with the three small Gandhi stamps (to 
12a.) used registered in Ranchi (in the North-West of Calcutta) with “RANCHI/REG./15 AUG 48“ 
double-ring d/s, and further strike on back. A fi ne and scarce FDC.

187-89 (SG 
305-08) FDC 100 €

2095• 1948, GANDHI FDC from SATARA: Cover from Satara to Bombay (framed arrival d/s on reverse) 
franked with Gandhi 1½a., 3½a. and 12a. tied by “SATARA/15 AUG 48“ double-ring d/s. A partially 
toned/stained but very scarce FDC.

187-89 (SG 
305-07) FDC 100 €

2096• 1948, Gandhi 1 ½ A on envelope with machine cancel “GANDHI NAGAR 19 DEC 1948 JAIPUR / 
FREE .. . ANDS FOR WORLD PEACE“ to Bombay, VF and scarce exhibition item! 187 b 50 €

P 2097 1948, Gandhi 1 1/2 a. - 12 a. on registerd local FDC with special cancel “BOMBAY G.P.O. 15.AU-
GUST.1948“ with arrival mark, fi ne. 187-189 FDC b 80 €

2098• 1948, GANDHI FDC bearing (on reverse) lower left corner block of eight of 1½a. brown cancelled 
with special Patna FD oval (right block of four) and “BANKIPORE/15 AUG. 48“ double-ring (left block 
of four), addressed to Patna, with ‘Patna G.P.O./Dely.’ double-ring d/s alongside. Cover slightly sta-
ined but still good. A very uncommon Gandhi multiple on FDC. (T)

187 (SG 305) 
(8) FDC 100 €

P 2099• 1948 GANDHI - Special cancellations: Four covers each franked with Gandhi short set to 12a., with 
different cancellations, i.e. plain cover with ‘55th Congress/Gandhi Nagar Jaipur/19 DEC 48’ dou-
ble-ring d/s, registered air mail cover with Gandhi Nagar slogan d/s and special registration label, 
plain cover with ‘Gandhi Nagar Jaipur - Free India Stands For World Peace’ slogan d/s, and plain 
cover with native double-ring d/s. Partially toned/stained but still a good/fi ne group of covers with 
special cancellations.

187-89 (SG 
305-07) b 300 €

P 2100• 1948, cover to Springfi eld Massachusetts franked with GANDHI 3½a tied by bold 16 OCT 48 
PHARIJONG cds, a very rare single franking from Tibet to the USA, possibly unique, some light 
soiling. b 2.000 €

2101• 1950 Saints & Poets all values on fi ve covers, with 9p on printed matter, 1a on Book-Post, 2a and 
4½a on Air PS all to Australia, 4a on cover and 12a pair on airmail cover both to USA.

221-26 (SG 
337-42) b Gebot

P 2102 1951: Registered service cover showing a rare triple combination. (T) b 100 €
P 2103• 1957, 8 Np Children’s Day, 5 different colour trials and the issued colour, unused (MNH or with 

partial gum), very fi ne and scarce! (M)
276 Probe (5), 
SG 389 proof (5) (*)/** 500 €

P 2104• 1968, Art Exhibition 15p orange, royal & light blue, variety ORANGE OMITTED a dry print of 
orange, lower marginal, mint never hinged, very fi ne. A great rarity of modern India. BPA certifi -
cate. (SG £9000) (448), SG 564a **   5.000 €
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P 2105 1993 EARTH QUAKE MAIL: Mourning cover (un-opened) from Nilanga, Maharastra to Calcutta bea-
ring “20TH. CENTURY WORST DEVASTATING/“EARTH QUAKE MAIL“ two-liner in black on front and 
“LETTER POSTED AT TREE BOTTOM/TEMPORARY MILITARY CONTROLLED VARIOUS/POST OFFICE AT 
OSMANABAD DIST. SOUTH/EASTERN MAHARASTRA, INDIA. CALAMITY/KILLS OVER 55000 LIVES.“ 
5-liner in black on reverse. b 80 €

P 2106• 2008/09, GANDHI MISPERFORATIONS: 2008 Rajiv Gandhi 5.00 R. vert. corner block of 8 and 2009 
Mahatma Gandhi 1.00 R. corner block of six both with spectacular downwards shift of perforation, 
mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne.

2319, 2354 
Var. **   150 €

INDIEN - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 2107 1866, QV 1a. deep brown, no Wmk, with small “Service“ ovpt., showing constant variety “Wide and 

more open S“ (occuring only 6 times per sheet of 320), very fi ne used with light numeral cancellati-
on “69“ of Karinja, with exceptional perfs and centring, very fi ne. (With fotocopy of SG selling card). 
(SG 4x normal = £1100) 3 (SG O4) Var. g 300 €

P 2108• 1874-82, QV 8a carmine block of 62 surcharged ‘On H.M.S.’ and handstamped SPECIMEN, un-
mounted mint, few stains on back, good. R.P.S. certifi cate. (M)

25 (SG O35s)
(62) Spec SPEC 600 €

P 2109• 1909, KEVII. 25r. surcharged “On H.M.S.“ two examples, one mint very slightly hinged, slightly 
toned, fi ne, the other fi ne used with part of Bombay ‘7 SE 14’ cds. (SG £345) 50 (SG O72) */g 200 €

P 2110• 1925, set of the fi ve surcharged Rupee value including the scarce 2r. on 10r. green & CARMINE, all 
marginal (from top, bottom or gutter), MINT NEVER HINGED, slightly toned, fi ne. (SG £468 for mint)

66-70 (SG 
O101a, etc.) **   250 €

2111 1950, 2, 5 and 10 Rupies, sheetparts with totally 200 of each value, mnh, CV Mi. 1.800,- €. (T) Mi. 128/30 
(200) **   100 €

INDIEN - STEMPEL      
see also 6855

P 2112• 1879, “On Postal Service“ offi cial cover sent from Bombay to the Post Offi ce of Constantinople, 
Turkey with boxed “BOMBAY“ dispatch on front and b/s transit-cds “OUTW. BOMBAY 12 DEC“, “SEA 
POST OFFICE C DEC:15“ and “POSTE EGIZIANE 27 DIC 79 SUEZ“, a very unusual destination! b 350 €

P 2113 1913, commercial envelope (folded several times) bearing a pair of India KEVII ½ a. green and pair 
+ block of four of 1 A. red all cancelled by extremely rare GERMAN SEA POST cds in violet “DEUT-
SCHE SEEPOST BOMBAY LINIE 18.3.13 e“ used on board of the ship “Markgraf“ sent to Tanga, 
German East Africa (DOA). Only very few Indian Covers are known with German Seapost marking, a 
great rarity! (T) 56(29, 57 (6) b 600 €

INDIEN - FLUGPOST      
see also 1748, 2281, 2282, 3246, 3917

P 2114• 1911, “FIRST AERIAL POST/U.P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD“ circled cachet struck in a mixture of 
MAGENTA & BLACK tying KEVII. 1a. to cover addressed to England, with a further strike of the 
cachet (also in black/magenta) along with black Allahabad ‘18 Feb 11’ cds on reverse. Cover 
stained but bearing this VERY SCARCE CACHET IN BLACK & MAGENTA. B.P.A. certifi cate. b 7.000 €

P 2115• 1911 (Feb 18) World’s fi rst airmail cover (opening faults) Allahabad via Bombay to Yendon, Vic-
toria, bearing 1a for British Empire surface rate, cancelled by “FIRST AERIAL POST/ (aeroplane) 
/1911/U.P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD“  commemorative handstamp in magenta, backstamped 
ALLAHABAD (Feb 18), BOMBAY (Feb 20). The earliest powered fl ight airmail cover, and only ex-
ample recorded to Australia. [The addressee, Clyde Fiskin of Lal Lal House, won the House of 
Representatives seat of Ballarat at the 1934 Federal elections.] (T) b 1.300 €

P 2116• 1911, FIRST AERIAL POST: REGISTERED cover by First Allahabad-Naini Aerial Post, addressed to Lt. 
B. Marcoolyn, S + T Corps, franked with KEVII. 2a6p ultramarine (SG 126) tied by special cachet in 
magenta, with black boxed “R/U.P.EXHIBITION-CAMP/ALLAHABAD’’ Reg. cachet alongside, back-
stamped Allahabad 18 FEB.11 cds, and signed Jal Cooper. A superb and scarce registered cover. b 800 €

P 2117• 1911, First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: KEVII. ½a PS envelope uprated by 3p pair tied with the 
special bi-plane ‘First Aerial Post’ cachet in magenta, sent to England, with Allahabad (Feb 18, 
1911) despatch cds and Bombay (Feb 20) transit cds on reverse. Few traces of Scotch tapes on 
edges of front and on reverse otherwise fi ne. GA 500 €

P 2118• 1911 First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: Picture postcard (‘The Kutub Minar, Ala-ood-din’s Tomb, Delhi’) 
to Jhelum franked on picture side with KE 3p. tied with the special “FIRST AERIAL POST - U.P. EXHIBI-
TION ALLAHABAD“ Airplane cachet in magenta, Allahabad ‘18 FE. 11’ cds and arrival cds on reverse. b 600 €

P 2119• 1911 First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: Small cover to Bagh-Bazar P.O., Calcutta franked with KE 3p. 
pair tied by superb strike of the special “FIRST AERIAL POST - U.P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD“ Airplane 
cachet in magenta, Allahabad ‘18 FE. 11’ cds and arrival cds on reverse. b 600 €

P 2120• 1911 First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: Registered cover to a Captain at Station Hospital in Ranik-
het, franked with KEVII. 8a. tied by the special aeroplane cachet in magenta, with Reg. label Allaha-
bad, ‘18 FE 11’ Allahabad despatch cds and ‘22 FE 11’ arrival cds on reverse. A few stains at front 
and opened roughly, somewhat, still good. A scarce registered cover. b 600 €

P 2121• 1911 First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: Cover to England, franked with KEVII. 1a. tied by the special 
aeroplane cachet in magenta, backstamped Allahabad ‘18 FE 11’, Bombay ‘20 FE 11’ and Black-
heath arrival ‘10 MR 11’, fi ne. b 600 €
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P 2122• 1911 First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: Cover to Mandalay, Upper Burma, franked with KEVII. ½a. 
tied by the special aeroplane cachet in magenta, on reverse with Allahabad ‘18 FE 11’ depatch cds, 
a transit/arrival cds and ‘25 FE 11’ Mandalay Delivery cds, very slightly stained at front, still good. 
An unusual destination. b 600 €

P 2123• 1911 First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: Fine cover to Pachmarhi (a hill station in Madhya Pradesh 
today), franked with two singles KEVII. 3p. tied by the special aeroplane cachet in magenta, with ‘18 
FE 11’ Allahabad depatch cds and ‘20 FE 11’ arrival cds on reverse, fi ne. b 600 €

P 2124• 1911, FIRST AERIAL POST: REGISTERED cover to Bombay bearing KEVII. 8a. pair tied by the special 
cachet h/s in magenta, further strike alongside, on reverse with Allahabad Reg. label and ‘18 FE 11’ 
despatch cds, and ‘Inland Registered Bombay / 21 FE 11’ delivery cds. Few stains on front otherwi-
se a fi ne and scarce registered cover from the First Allahabad-Naini Aerial Post. b 800 €

P 2125 1911, offi cial ppc “FIRST U.K. AERIAL POST“ with KGV 1/2d (pair) tied special dater “LONDON SEP 9 
11“ to Calcutta w. arrival “GARDEN-REACH DELY 1 OC. 11 CALCUTTA“, corner creases slightly affec-
ting one stamp. Sender mentions already having send a respective airmail envelope to addressee. f 130 €

P 2126• 1919 (Jan. 17th), “FIRST THROUGH AERIAL MAIL/GREAT BRITAIN TO INDIA/KARACHI 14. 1. 
1919“ cachet in magenta on envelope fl own from Bandar Abbas to Omara and then by sea per 
HMS “Britomat“ to Karachi, franked by India KGV. 1a6p. tied at arrival with the three-liner ca-
chet (with “14“ amended to “17“) and Karachi cds, with violet Karachi censor h/s alongside, 
Karachi Delivery double-ring on reverse. (The second RAF aeroplane to carry mails from England 
to India was a giant Handley-Page V/1500 registered J-1936 and named HMA Old Carthusian, 
fl own by Brigadier-General N.D. MacEwan and crew.) Cover infl uenced by wetness but ONE OF 
THE HIGHLY IMPORTANT AND EXTREMELY RARE FLOWN COVERS. b 4.000 €

P 2127• 1919 (Jan 9), “POSTAL SERVICE M.E.F./AERIAL POST - BAGHDAD-DELHI/PER/HANDLEY-PAGE 
AEROPLANE“ cachet in magenta on fi eld post cover from F.P.O. 55 at Baghdad to Scotland, with 
double-ring despatch datestamp on front, circled cachet “CARRIED BY AERIAL MAIL/BAGH-
DAD-DELHI/JANY. 1919“ in violet and Delhi dater on reverse. AN EXTREMELY RARE COVER (OF 
ONLY 6 KNOWN) CARRIED BY THIS 1919 BAGHDAD-DELHI FLIGHT. b 2.000 €

P 2128• 1922 (July 19), Leg CHARBAR-KARACHI of Major Blake’s and Captain MacMillan’s attempted 
World Flight Croydon (May 24th)-Bushire-Bundar Abbas-Charbar-Karachi-Lahore-Delhi-Agra-Al-
lahabad-Calutta (Aug. 12th): Persian postal stationery card cancelled by  CHARBAR PERSIAN 
GULF/19 JUL 22  cds in violet, Karachi arrival cds alongside, endorsed ‘By major Blake’s Aero-
plane Service’, and signed ‘MacMillan’. Card with vertical fold at left otherwise fi ne. A very 
scarce card form this fl ight. (The pilots crashed at Lukhidi Char in the Sunder Bands.) GA 2.500 €

P 2129 1928. Illustrated Air Mail envelope written from the ‘Consulate General de France/Calcutta’ with 
cachet on reverse and headed ‘From Calcutta / by Air’ addressed to Rangoon bearing India SG 202, 
½a green (2) tied by Calcutta GPO double ring with ‘Doisy and Carol’ hand-stamp in blue with red 
cachet ‘Plane Crashed at Akyab / 16th May 1928’ on face and pilot signed. The aeroplane ‘500 H.P. 
Potez 29’ biplane on a proposed fl ight from Paris to Hanoi was forced down on the Race Course at 
Akyab, Burma on 16th Mai 1928. Seventy seven covers were picked up for the fl ight between Cal-
cutta and Rangoon fl own by Pilots ‘Palletier D’Oisy and Claud Gavin Carol’. b 300 €

2130• 1929 (2. AP), Freimarke Palästina auf Brief ab Jerusalem mit erster Luftpost via Gaza nach Calcut-
ta/ Indien, rs. Trannsit- und Ankunftsstempel. b 60 €

2131 1929, fi rst Air Mail to India: Cover from Jerusalem to Calcutta fl own at GAZA-KARACHI leg of Lon-
don-Karachi fl ight, despatched April 2nd, 1929, insuffi ciently franked by 1927 20m. oliv tied by 
double-ring d/s, ‘T 26 Mils’ tax mark in m/s and superb strike of the special fl ight route cachet in 
black alongside, Gaza ‘3 AP 29’ transt cds and arrival datestamps, and violet “BCM/FF7S“ h/s in 
violet on reverse. A fi ne and scarce cover fl own on the Gaza-Karachi leg. Palestina 66 b 250 €

P 2132 1930 Floods: KGV. postal stationery env. 1a. fl own from Jacobabad (27. Aug.) to Reti (30. Aug.), and 
back again to Jacobabad (31. Aug.) by Emergency Air India Plane. A fi ne and scarce cover with 
hand-written explanation and signature of Stephen H. Smith, on reverse related datestamps and 
note ‘Received without contents & open’. GA 350 €

P 2133• 1930 (Oct 27), Mildred M. Bruce’s ‘Round-the-World-Flight’, stage ‘JODHPUR-NEW DELHI’: Printed 
envelope for Karachi-Jodhpur stage (Oct 25) but used with KGV. 1d adhesive from Jodhpur (Oct 27) 
to New Delhi (Oct 29 arrival b/s), signed ‘Mildred Bruce’. A fresh and fi ne cover from this scarce leg. b 200 €

P 2134• 1930, registered airmail from Gujarkhan to Berlin via Nürnberg airport, KGV. 1a PS envelope 
uprated on back with 2a, 4a and 8a (SG 206, 211-12), with ‘Nürnberg-Fürth Flughafen’ airport 
‘landing’ cds, Berlin arrival and special airmal confi rmation h/s in magenta. Some little stains (due 
to airmail and reg. label affi xing), but an unusual cover. 106, 113-14 + GA 50 €

P 2135 INDIEN: 1931, Calcuta - Allahabad, Brief vom 21.5. mit 3 A. Flugpostmarke und Cachet-Stempel 
“ASMANI GHARI...“ und Ankunftsstempel vom 26.5., rückseitig mit e.U. eines Piloten (?). b 120 €

P 2136 1932, Karachi-Greece air mail: Cover from Calcutta (8 Dec 32) to Athens by Karachi-Greece air mail, 
franked by KGV. 3a6p three singles, with label “Use the Air Mail to India also Persia, Iraq and Egypt’ 
tied with purple Greek confi rmation cachet, and arrival b/s (16 Dec).

134 (SG 238) 
(3) b 150 €

P 2137+ 1933, Erstfl ugbrief Tavoy-Windhoek mit ½ und 12 A., Werbestpl. “TAVOY 23/DEC/33“, auf Sonde-
rumschlag der “IMPERIAL AIRWAYS“. Luxus. R! SG 202,213. b 50 €
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P 2138• 1934, MacRobertson International Air Race ENGLAND AUSTRALIA : Cover carried by Lt Mikael Han-
sen Hansen from Mildenhall to Melbourne and is signed by him.  The indistinct cachet reads:“ENG-
LAND  -  AUSTRALIA - AIR RACES. Start: MILDENHALL AERODROME Suffolk, England, 6.30 a.m. Oct. 
20th 1934- Finish: MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA - THIS COVER WAS CARRIED ON PLANE No.7 OY-DOD 
(DESOUTTER) PILOTS.“ fi ne and scarce. b 60 €

2139• 1935 (Jan 30) Ormerods Bombay cover to Melbourne franked 11a [2½a Imperial letter + airmail 
surcharge 8½a per ½oz.] carried by Imperial Airways fl ight IE 309 in which Athena force-landed at 
Surabaya Feb 4 due to broken exhaust pipe, the service resuming following day, confi rmed by Mel-
bourne arrival (Feb 9). The only recorded cover India-Australia on this fl ight. b 240 €

INDIEN - RAKETENPOST    
P 2140 1937 (Sep 22), THE SATURN EXPRESS: Special Rocket Mail stamp ‘1. UP. “THE SATURN EXPRESS“ 

by Rocket Train “Herbert E. Barber“’ stamp tied by special cachet “CARRIED BY THE WORLD’S FIRST 
ROCKET TRAIN/BEHALA./22ND./SEPTEMBER./1937“ in violet to printed card, additionally franked 
by KGVI. 9p. tied by Calcutta cds. Back of the card printed with contents of rocket listed and signed 
by Stephan H. Smith. Only 300 were fl own. Fine. b 80 €

INDIEN - FELDPOST      
see also 1012, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1125, 1463, 2175A, 2397, 2400, 2453, 3249, 3273, 3540, 5663, 6001

P 2141 1879 (May 3) 2nd York North Riding Regiment crested envelope (part fl ap gone) to Plymouth from 
Pte. 1319 W. Purdue 65th Regt bearing East India 8p tied all India series Dinapore/5 C-6 datestamp 
with on reverse Bombay/OutW [7 May] transit & Plymouth [30 May] arrival datestamps. (65th Regt 
= 2nd ort North Riding regt =1st Bn. Yorks & Lancs) b 80 €

P 2142 1894 (Dec 14) 2a6p Stationary envelope front to London cancelled by square circle Field P.O. No 3 
d/s used by the Warizistan Field Force during the campaign on the North West frontier. This Field 
Force was ordered on the 2 December & this is very early use of FPO 3 during this short campaign 
that ended when the Marsud tribe agreed to the Government terms on 21 January 1895. Despite 
being only an envelope front this is rare. d 270 €

P 2143 1897. Envelope (opening faults) addressed to England bearing India SG 103, 2½a green tied by 
Field P.O. No 12 squared circle ‘31st Oct’ with Ascot and Sunningdale arrival ‘Nov 22’ on reverse. 
Scarce item from Malakan Field Force. b 300 €

P 2144• C.E.F. 1901, QV ½a. postal stationery envelope optd. “C.E.F.“ used from PEKING-Tempel of Heaven 
to Peshawar District, India, cancelled with “F.P.O. No.2/3 SP 01“ cds, ‘Base Offi ce B’ and Tuticorin 
transit datestamps as well as ‘3 Oct 01’ arrival dater on reverse. Env. opened roughly at top left 
otherwise fi ne. GA 80 €

P 2145• 1901, two “C.E.F.“ overprinted postal stationery cards from a German soldier at Tientsin to his bro-
ther in Germany, with a ¼a. card cancelled “BASE OFFICE/B/21 JA/01“ cds (Proud D5), and an 1a. 
on 1½a. card sent in April 1901 with Base P.O. “B“ cds (Proud D1), alongside with Base P.O. cds 
(Proud D2), Hong-Kong ‘Apr 25’ transit cds and Frankfurt (Oder) ‘30.5.01’ arrival cds. GA 100 €

P 2146 1903. Indian ‘Soldier’s and Seaman’s postal stationery envelope (minor faults) ‘One Anna’ red ad-
dressed to London cancelled by ‘F.P.O. No 45’ date stamp ‘6th ‘ Jul’ routed via Berbera with ‘Base 
Offi ce/Berbera’ on reverse ‘9th Jul’ with Aden transit ‘JI 11’ and London receiver ‘Jy 27’ on reverse. 
Scarce Soldier’s and Seaman’s item from the 3rd Expedition of the Somaliland fi eld Force. GA 350 €

2147+ C.E.F. 1904, KEVII. postal stationery env. ½a. green optd. C.E.F. with variety “O“ for C, fi ne unused. GA 60 €
2148• 1905, China Expeditionary Force, 1/2 Anna QV postal stationery envelope with overprint “C.E.F.“ 

and cds “F.P.O.No.4“, sent via transit Tuticorin to Calcutta, cover with corner-tear, otherwise VF con-
dition. GA 90 €

P 2149 1908. Indian postal stationery envelope (opened at three sides, minor wrinkles and stains) ‘one 
anna ‘ on 2a6p yellow cancelled by ‘F.P.O. / No 68’ date stamp ‘22nd May 1908’ addressed to the 
‘Chaplain, Melbourne Hospital, Victoria’ with ‘English Mail T.P.O. 15th June’ on reverse. Very rare 
Campaign mail from the Mohmand Field Force 28th May to 4th il June 1908 on the North West 
Frontier against the Mohmand Tribesman. No covers known by Robson Lowe and few items seen by 
Proud. Exhibition item. GA 900 €

P 2150+ C.E.F. 1912/13: Two picture postcards from Tientsin to England ‘via Siberia’ bearing KE 1a. optd. 
“C.E.F.“, card sent 1912 cancelled “BASE OFFICE B/DELY./...FEB 15“ double-ring d/s (error of year), 
and card (depicting Tientsin Riots March 2nd, 1912) sent 1913 and cancelled by Base Offi ce B ‘21 
July 1913’ datestamp. b 120 €

2151+ I.E.F. 1914-22, Three stamps (2x 3p. grey and 2a. purple all with ovpt. variety “additional vert. line 
printed before ‘F’ reading ‘I. E. IF.’ “, mint hinged, fi ne. An unrecorded unusual variety. 1, 4 *    60 €

P 2152• I.E.F. 1914-22: complete set plus shades (15 v) very fi ne mint, and full set (10 v) on cover, lightly 
cancelled ‘’F.P.O./No. 310/15 MA.15’’ (H.Q. 11 Div. Ismalia, Egypt). 1-Okt b/* 80 €

P 2153 1917(Jan 3) plain envelope registered to 230286 Pte Alfred Moss, A.S.C. 15th Co MT, c/o War Offi ce 
London with manuscript Not 15 (Am Bn) ASC/514 & Letter Only in red Ink bearing India GV 8a over-
printed I.E.F. tied Indian FPO 20 dislocated at Marseilles & with R/181 registered label with ma-
nuscript F.P.O. 20 inserted & with oval Passed/Field/Cenor/2184 h/s in red & on reverse Indian 
FPO 20 [3 Jan] despatch d/s + Base Army/3/Post Offi ce [5 Jan] in blue + APO S.14 [6 Jan] transit 
d/s & APO S. 14 [9 Jan] arrival d/s b 160 €
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INDISCHE POLIZEITRUPPEN    
2154 1961, CONGO: United Nations Congo printed envelope bearing India 15np Map tied by ‘’F.P.O. 

No.716/7-4-61’’ cds from ‘FIRST DAY OF OPENING OF 716 INDIAN FILED POST OFFICE AT LEOPOLD-
VILLE’ to Colonel D.S. Virk, Army H.Q. New Delhi, with signatures of Indian Brigadier Commanders 
and Lt. General Supreme Commander. (T) b Gebot

INDIEN - USED ABROAD      
see also 1003, 1004, 1027, 1034, 1050, 1066, 1068, 1072, 2306, 2365, 2367, 

3209, 3210, 3473, 3538, 3543, 3670, 3937, 3938, 3945, 3946, 5731, 5732
P 2155 1895, ADEN, 1/4 A postal stationery card, uprated with 2 A 6 P QV, tied by squared circle ADEN, AP 

7 95, via french paquebot octogonal dater “LIGNE N Paq.Fr.No.1 - 8 AVRIL 95“ to Worms in Germa-
ny. VF condition. SG 103, psc GA 100 €

2156• 1896 ADEN: Indian 1a. on 1½a. postal stationery card used from ADEN to Germany by French sea 
post, cancelled by squared “ADEN/DE 25/96“ cds, octogonal “LA REUNION A MARSEILLE 1o./L.U.
No.2/27/DEC/96“ d/s and ‘10.1.97’ arrival cds alongside. GA 60 €

P 2157 1943: Occupation India Andaman Islands.  12th SBU IJ Navy, Port Blair, censor. GA 400 €
P 2158 BANGLADESH 1879/1906, three Bangladesh forerunners: Entire letter 1879 from Chittagong to 

Mauritius, 2a6p. on 4a6p. PS envelope from Maimensing to Montreaux, Switzerland, and KE ¼a. 
PS card from Sylhet to Badarpur (endorsed ‘Very urgent letter’). GA/b 80 €

P 2159 1888. Envelope (minor faults) addressed to Ireland bearing India SG 97, 4a 6p yellow-green (pair) 
tied by Zanzibar squared circle sent by Sea Post Offi ce with Grey Abbey arrival on reverse. Scarce 
destination from Zanzibar. b 250 €

P 2160 1896 – The Second Suakim Expedition: Indian ‘Soldier’s and Seaman’s postal stationery envelope’ 
(faults) one Anna red written from Suakim cancelled by ‘Base Offi ce/B’ date stamp ‘26th Aug 96’ 
addressed to India with Sea Post Offi ce ‘Se 1st’ and Neemuch arrival ‘8th Sept’ on face. Nice item. GA 300 €

P 2161 1902. Envelope (vertical fold, opening faults) addressed to England bearing India SG 113, ½a 
yellow-green (pair) tied by ‘Field P.O. No 21 ‘date stamp ‘10th Dec 02’ with Devizes receiver on re-
verse. Very fi ne item from the 3rd Expedition of the Somaliland Field Force. b 300 €

P 2162 1904. Registered picture post card of ‘Bam Fort, Linga’ addressed to Belgium bearing India SG 127, 
3a orange brown tied by Linga squared circle with hand-struck boxed ‘Linga/ 1’ registered hand-
stamp, routed via Sea Post Offi ce with Bruxelles transit and Limbourg arrival on face. Scarce use of 
a registered post card from the Persian Gulf. b 500 €

P 2163 1896, India QV 1r. slate overprinted 2british/East/Africa“ tied by squared „MOMBASA/A/JU 6/96“ 
cds to locally used envelope with the usual stamped ‚Grierson‘ address, with small Momassa deli-
very cds (same date) on reverse. A clean and fi ne cover. (SG £950) 52 (SG 59) b 150 €

P 2164 BURMA 1890, Indian QV postal stationery envelope 1a. brown used with small “RANGOON/
DE.20/90“ cds to Calcutta, backstamped with unusual Christmas “CALCUTTA/5th DELY/DE 24/90“ 
arrival cds. A fi ne and scarce India used in Burma PS envelope. H&G 2d GA 80 €

P 2165 1937, BURMA-NEPAL: Offi cial Air Mail envelope written by ‘Lieut., Chief Clerk, Headquarters, Burma 
District’ addressed to ‘Lieut.-Colonel Bailey, H.M.’s Envoy Extraordinary & Minister Plenipotentiary at 
the Court of Nepal, Kathmandu’, headed ‘O.H.M.S.’ bearing KGV. ½a green (SG O126) and 2a6p 
orange (SG O131) tied by MAYMYO double-ring ‘3rd Mars 37’ d/s, routed via Calcutta ‘4/3’ with 
Nepal receiver ‘6 Mar’ on reverse. A very important item into Col. Bailey. (M) 88, 89 b 250 €

2166 IRAQ 1873-1911, 15 Indian stamps used in BAGDAD and BASRA on an album page (SG numbers 
noted), from pairs and strip of four of QV stamps to KGV. 2a. and 4a. tied 1917 by scarce Busrah 
registered c.d.s. to piece. (M) d/g 60 €

2167 NEPAL 1948, two covers: Unusual registered air mail cover from the Indian Embassy to Bakerfi eld, 
California, U.S.A. with provisional reg. label made from a ‘V.P.’ label by corrections in m/s (V crossed 
out, P with a short line to the following point becomes an R, only two covers with this provisional reg. 
label are recorded by Hellrigl), franked by KGVI. 12a. and 6a., (N.Y. transit and arrival daters on back), 
and ‘Book-Post’ cover from the Himalaya Philatelic Club with British Legation despatch dater to Ger-
many (Nepalese cds on back). Covers with minor imperfections (creased) but still good, and scarce. b 100 €

P 2168 PERIM Island (Aden) 1915/1932, uprated Indian KGV. 9p. on ½a. postal stationery envelope used 
May 25th, 1932 from PERIM ISLAND to Danzig, Germany, fi ne, and KGV. 1â. single (booklet stamp) 
used with “PERIM/13 MAR 15“ cds. GA/g 200 €

2169 PERSIA 1870’s-1922: 17 Indian stamps (incl. multiples, on pieces mostly) and three covers used in 
Persia, with stamps used Abadan, Bandar Abas, Bushire, Linga and Mohammera, and three covers 
from Bushire with 1899 QV cover to Cairo (Sea P.O. and Suez transit cds, arrival cds), 1910 KE cover 
to Bombay, and 1916 KGV. cover to Bombay with violet censor h/s, and censor strip on reverse. (M)

b/d 
/g 100 €

P 2170 Persian LINGA 1889: Envelope with crowned ‘Lion and Sun’ seal printed in violet to back-fl ap, fran-
ked on back by India QV 2a. blue tied by small squared “LINGA/FE 26/89“ c.d.s., with Bombay ‘4th 
Delivery’ cds alongside. A fi ne, very attractive and scarce cover. (SG Z340) b 150 €

P 2171• PERSIA 1893-1915, Three covers from/to Persia: Two covers from Bushire to Bombay, one 1893 
with two QV 1a. adhesives, the other 1909 with 2a6p. all tied by large squared cds, and 1915 cen-
sored cover from Karachi to Mohammera bearing on reverse KE ½a. and KGV. 1a. pair all tied by 
Karachi d/s, Mohammera cds alongside, boxed “9/P.C.K.“ h/s on front. b 150 €
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P 2172• 1895 LEH: Indian 1a. on 1½a. postal stationery card used from LEH, Kashmir to Berlin, Germany 
with “LEH/15 JUL 95“ cds, “SEA-POST-OFFICE/C./JL. 26/95“ cds and ‘11/8 95’ delivery cds all on 
front. Traces of light corner ‘waves’, still fi ne. GA 60 €

P 2173 TIBET 1904/38: Cover 1938 from Pharijong to Kathmandu, NEPAL with large Nepalese native cds 
alongside, and three stamps (QV ½a. aon piece and KE ½a. pair) used 1904 with Lhasa cds, fi ne.

b/d 
/g 80 €

P 2174 1866-90, six Indian QV stamps used at Zanzibar with six different types of Zanzibar date-stamps, 
the fi rst stamp (1866 4a.) with a tear at top right and the 6a. partially re-perforated, good to very 
fi ne else (except minor imperfections) with clear to superb strikes of the c.d.s.’s. (SG about £300)

(SG Z14, Z33, 
Z45, Z67, Z81, 
Z103) g 80 €

P 2175 1895 (Dec 14) India 1a on ½a Stationary card Overprinted Zanzibar to S.M.S. Seeadler c/o German 
Consulate, Lourenco Marques, Delago Bay cancelled belted Zanzibar d/s. (S.M.S. Seeadler arrived 
at Aden 20 June 1893 & remainted stationed there working in the East Africa station until recalled 
to Gennany in May 1898) GA 220 €

P 2175A C.E.F. 1900: Indian China Expeditionary Force ½a. green top marginal strip of three and 1a. plum 
horizontal pair both with one stamp showing the constant variety “O.E.F. for C.E.F.“ (occuring at 5th 
stamps of 1st row on one of the settings only), fresh and fi ne mint with (part of) original gum. (The 
1a. is quite very rare.)

2, 3 (SG C2, 
C3) Var. */** 100 €

INDIEN - GANZSACHEN      
see also 1027, 1067, 2043, 3474, 3947

P 2176• 1895, destination BRITISH-GUIANA: QV 1a. on 1½a. postal stationery card from Calcutta (13 FE. 
95) to George Town, Demerara, British Guiana with squared “GEORGETOWN-BRITISH GUIANA/27 
MAR/1895“ arrival cds on reverse. Slightly creased top corner but still fi ne. A RARE DESTINATION. GA 80 €

2177 1896, three superb stationery nevelopes QV 2A.6d. orange with senders adress (rubber stamp): 
Danish Missions in Tirokoilur and Madras, two sent to Denmark, one to Sweden with Sea Post Offi ce 
cancels and arrivals on back. H&G B 6 GA 90 €

P 2178• 1897, Destination TRANSVAAL: QV 1a. on 1½a. PS card from Feroke to the Waterberg, Transvaal 
bearing “FEROKE/17 JA/97“ despatch cds on front, and ‘5 May 97’ arrival cds on reverse. An unu-
sual destination. GA 80 €

P 2179 1900, Indian paid reply postal card 1/4+1/4 Anna used in Burma from “Rangoon 19.2.00“ to Ham-
burg, additional postage, reply card unused, but lettered. GA 60 €

P 2180 1900, QV stationery envelope 1 A / 2 A. 6 P. (vert. bend) uprated QV 1/2 A., 1 A. and on reverse2 A.  
tied “BHAYAVADAR B.O. JL 25 00“ (the 2 A. additional with pen-cross) as AR-registered letter to Tan-
ga/German East Africa, on reverse transit Bombay and two arrivals “TANGA 21/8 00“. 100 €

P 2181• 1908 (Dec 30), ‘Elli Hartz correspondence’: QV 2a6p. postal stationery envelope from Ghum to 
Helsingfors, FINLAND with depatch cds on front, and trilingual Helsinki arrival datestamp on re-
verse. This item is from the same Elli Hartz correspondence as earlier sold envelopes from the 
Chumbi Valley via Gangtok (see lot 3222 of our 23rd auction, for ex.) GA 300 €

2182 1910, destination SPIEKEROOG (German East Frisian Island): QV 2a6p PS envelope dated 12 Oct 
1910, addressed to a theology student at the small island of Spiekerook, Germany, which is one of 
the East Frisian islands situated in the North Sea near the German coast. A very scarce destination. 
(We never saw Spiekeroog incoming mail from Asia before WWI.) GA 70 €

P 2183 1914(Dec 9) ½a Stationary post card (2 vertical folds) to Gao cancelled tied Bombay d/s & w/un-
framed Passed For Transmission/Censor Belgaum h/s in violet (Baker BMH 2 rated rare-very rare) 
plus unframed HELD h/s in violet (Baker not listed). GA 180 €

P 2184 1915 (Mar 18) India GV ½a printed Stationary envelope to Singapore uprated with on reverse addi-
tional ½a tied Pudavayal d/sa & with unframed Passed Censor Singapore [Type SH 2] h/s in violet 
& with Singapore (19 May) arrival d/s. GA 110 €

2185• 1959/66, fi ve international reply cards used in three diff.samples from different towns. GA 80 €
2186• 19??, Proof of India PS card, un-valued, ovpt CANCELLED. (Never seen before). proof GA 50 €

INDIEN - BESONDERHEITEN      
see also 1560, 1882, 2688

P 2187 1869, Telegraph stamps Queen Victoria 4 a., 8 a., 2r.8a. and 10r., four DIE PROOFS printed in 
black on glazed paper, issued without gum, very rare! (*)  1.400 €

P 2188 1880 (Apr 23), plain envelope (minor faults) to Miss Fenwick, St. Heliers, Jersey endorsed “Via 
Brindisi / Stamped 4 ½ annas“ bearing QV 4a & ½a cancelled pen strokes & tied Jellabad P.O. /L 
within 8 bars duplex d/s & with on reverse Jellabad [23 Apr] single ring + Outw /Bombay [30 Apr] 
transit d/s & Jersey / B 1 [20 May] arrival d/s. Military campaign mal to or from the Channel islands 
is extremely elusive & scarce! b 140 €

P 2189 1915 (Jan 5), Union-Castle Line printed stampless envelope to B.J. Medical School Civil Hospital, 
Ahmedabad from V.A. Chaudragiri, S. Asst. Surgeon, Indian Hospital Ship Glengorm Castle endorsed 
“On Active Service“ & w/unframed Indian Hospital Ship h/s in violet & Intaglio Indian Hospital Ship 
h/s in violet cancelled Southampton/Paid d/s in red & w/on reverse Ahmedabad [31 Jan] arrival d/s. b 160 €

P 2190 1917 (Jul 11), Coloured stampless ppc (Whaling Industry, Durban. -starting for the factory [showing 
a beached whale]) to Solihull from a crew member ‘’we are now in India again after a long voyage 
round Africa“ cancelled Bombay (12 Jul) d/s overlaying boxed Censored/H.M.H.S./“Devanha“ h/s in 
viole. [From Nov 1916- Sep 1917 “Devanha“ served between Persian Gulf & East Africa & Bombay]. b 140 €
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2191• 1924, KGV 1 1/2d brown used on expedition postcard from Calcutta to London bearing a blue label 
‘MOUNT EVEREST EXPEDITION’ with red cachet ‘Mt. Everest Expedition 1924, Rongbuk Glacier 
Base Camp’ on front and picture of the Base Camp on reverse, scarce expedition card! SG. 163 b 80 €

2192+ 1940, 3 A. 6 P., rs. auf Zensurbrief, mit seltener, vorders. Vignette ½ A. “BUY THIS AND HELP THE 
R.A.F.“, nach Shanghai. 153,Vign. b 70 €

P 2193 India 1943: Japan Occupation, Nicobar, Field Post 129, Sebebo Post Offi ce to Tokyo, Censor. b 300 €
2194 1943, AIRGRAPH “Royal Air Force“ showing “Xmas GREETINGS from 203 Squadron“ with depicted 

Elephant and Bird of Prey, unfolded, slightly stained and creased (edges) but still good. (M) 60 €
P 2195• 1969 GANDHI 5ft. imperforated showing variety “COLOUR BLACK MISSING“, mint never hinged, 

little oval patch without gum at lower right (from the back) otherwise perfect, with normal perfd. 
stamp for comparison.

Hungary 2544 
B F **   350 €

INDISCHE KLEINSTAATEN (FEUDALSTAATEN)      
see also 3554

2196• Convention States 1890-1944, four interesting postal stationeries: Gwalior ¼a. PS card sent 1890, 
several times re-directed, to Bombay at least with various “D.L.O.“ cachets (Allahabad, Bombay, 
Gwalior), 1905 PS card from Patiala State to the Dead Letter Offi ce in Lahore, uprated KGV. 1a. PS 
envelope from Patiala State to Delhi 1933, and 1½a Gwalior PS envelope sent 1944 REGISTERED 
and uprated by late KGVI. 4a. adhesive. GA 80 €

P 2197 Gwalior 1923 (Dec. 11): Registered postal stationery envelope 2 ½ d. blue (insurance: 2.000,- Ru-
pees) from Morar to Bombay franked on reverse with KE VII ½ d. green, 2 d. pale purple, a pair of 3 
a. orange and a pair of 1 Rupee brown/green sent to Bombay. A Scarce usage of the Rupee values.

SG 68, 70, 71, 
76 (2) b 350 €

P 2198• GWALIOR 1949, Three vertical pairs of key values 3a., 6a. and 8a. all used with Gwalior datestamp, 
partially toned (more or less), good/fi ne. (SG from £390)

117, 119-20 (SG 
133, 135-36) (2) g 100 €

P 2199 BARWANI 1941: Illustrated ‘Temple-Entry Proclamation’ envelope used registered locally, franked 
with 4a. sage-green (wide setting) tied by native 1942 double-ring d/s, reg. cachet alongside, signed 
by the Superintendent, State Postal Dept., Barwani, fi ne. 28 (SG 42B) b 300 €

P 2200 BHOPAL/KISHANGARH three covers: a) Bhopal 1903 ½a. rose-red on laid paper on native cover 
(roughly opened), b) Bhopal 1898 ½a. black on native cover (roughly opened), and Kishangarh 
1915 Two Annas purple on folded letter. b 100 €

P 2201 1937, BOPHAL: 2 postcards. Item 1 - Bhopal illustrated stationary 1/2 on 1/4A ovpt service. Item 2 
-13JAN1937 ‘Sehorse’ wrapper 1/4A orange. GA 230 €

P 2202 BUNDI 1941: Illustrated ‘Temple-Entry Proclamation’ envelope used registered locally, franked with 
4a. bright green tied by native 1942 double-ring d/s, signed by A.W. Robertson, fi ne. (SG from £750) 38 (SG 83) b 300 €

P 2203 CHARKHARI 1921, 1a. dull violet on wove paper, imperf., variety “PRINTED DOUBLE“, adhered on 
small piece of paper, unused, with corner creases (broken at lower left). A scarce variety which is not 
listed by SG or other catalogues. 16 (SG 29) Var. (*)  100 €

P 2204• CHAMBA-Offi cials 1887-98, ½a green and 2a both with ovpt variety ‘’SMALL ‘A’ in STATE’’, mnh and 
mounted mint, resp., with toned gum. A FINE PAIR SHOWING THIS RARE VARIETY. Ex B. Gordon Jo-
nes collection. 1, 3 **/* 500 €

P 2205• COCHIN 1933/49, group of eight good stamps: 1938 1a lithographed and 1943 1a vertical pair with 
sheet watermark (SG 90a), all Perf 11, and fi ne used, 1949 3p on 9p block of four used (creased, 
still good), and 1933 Offi cial 1½r. deep green used, a thinny top perf but still good. (SG from £530)

58A, u.a., (SG 
70, a.o.) g 250 €

P 2206• COCHIN-Offi cials 1948-49, 4p. green ovptd. “ON C G S“ block of four IMPERFORATED BETWEEN 
vertical pairs, used with weak strikes of black cds, fi ne. A VERY SCARCE VARIETY. (SG £4500)

91 Var. (SG 
O93b)(2) g 2.000 €

2207• COCHIN 1949, 6p. on 1a3p. magenta complete sheet with two stamps showing the ovpt. error (in-
correct character), unused, no gum, lightly toned, good. (SG £557) (M)

105 (SG 
119+119a) (48) (*)  80 €

P 2208• COCHIN 1916-30, 2nd Raja issue Plate proofs: Six pairs on waterkarked paper: Even two pairs of 
different shade of 8p. sepia, 2a. grey and 3a. vermilion. ex 38/45 (*)  600 €

P 2209• COCHIN 1916-30, 2nd Raja issue Plate proofs: Six pairs of 4p. (3 pairs 4p. green, one with “S“ of 
sheet wmk, the others with Umbrella Wmk, and pair 4p. in black without Wmk.), 1½a. and un-issu-
ed denom. 6a. both on wmkd. paper. ex 36-45 + (*)  600 €

P 2210• COCHIN Offi cials 1923-24: 8p. on 9p. carmine with traces of a second overprint (eight pies), used 
with part strike of double-ring d/s, shortened perfs at right and marginal toning, good. An interesting 
stamp.

23 (SG O21(b)) 
Var. g Gebot

P 2211• COCHIN 1916-30 Raja Rama Varma II. 4p. green IMPERFORATED marginal proof, 4p. horiz. pair 
colour trial in black and 6p. horiz. pair colour trial in green all on unwatermarked paper and unused 
without gum, the 6p. pair slightly toned at foot otherwise fi ne. A scarce group of fi ve proofs/trials of 
this issue.

26, 27 (SG 36, 
37) proofs (*)  300 €

2212• COCHIN 1942-44, 3p. on 1a8p. carmine, ovpt. Type 20, used with double-ring d/s, two or three 
perfs with traces of toning and short crease through top right corner perf, still fi ne. (SG £180) 61 (SG 75) g 80 €

P 2213• COCHIN 1943, 1a. brown-orange, sheet Wmk, Perf 13:13½, used with parts of cds, few slightly 
shortened perfs at left and top but still a good example of this scarce stamp. (SG £275) 73YC (SG 90) g 100 €

2214• COCHIN 1942-44, 9p. on 1a. brown-orange (SG Type 22 ovpt.) used with part of double-ring d/s, few 
toned perfs, good. A scarce stamp. (SG £160) 67I (SG 82) g 80 €
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P 2215• COCHIN 1911-13, IMPERFORATED PLATE PROOFS of 1st Raja issue: Two marginal blocks of four on 
un-watermarked paper (3p. blue and 1a. brown-orange) and three pairs: 3p. blue (no Wmk), 4p. 
green (Wmk. Umbrella sideways) and 1½a. purple (Wmk Umbrella upright), fi ne and scarce group.

ex 18/22 (SG 
ex 27/31) 
Proofs 800 €

P 2216• COCHIN 1916-30, 2nd Raja issue: 10 Colour trials/plate proofs, with 2p. plate proof (with Wmk), 
pair 4a. grey, two pairs 6p. green, pair 1a. in green all imperfd., and 6p. single colour trial in green 
perforated, the singles toned otherwise fresh and fi ne. ex 35/41 (*)  450 €

2217• COCHIN 1929, OVERPRINT PROOF SHEET from fourth setting (SG Types 14 and 15), with 48 “2 / 
Two Pies“ overprints (one of Type 15). A few imperfections (hole in fi rst row, folds) but a scarce proof 
sheet. (M)

(38, SG 49) 
ovpt proof (*)  700 €

P 2218• COCHIN 1946-48, 1a. orange bottom marginal block of six, used with circle of bars without a num-
ber/letter inside (!), minor imperfections (lightly creased and was folded between left block of four 
and last vert. pair), but still a good and scarce multiple. (SG £270 for six used singles).

90A (SG 106) 
(6) g 100 €

P 2219• DUTTIA 1896, 4a black on rose with control handstamp in blue, unused as issued (without gum), 
good margins, fresh colours, traces of light horizontal and vertical creases, good. B.P.A. certifi cate. 
(SG £1500) 4 (SG 7) (*)  400 €

2220 HYDERABAD 1871-1909, Twenty-six (26) examples of ½a. brick-red (vertical blocks of 12 and 14) 
on reverse of long-sized native cover, probably registered. (T)

4c (SG 13d) 
(26) b 100 €

P 2221• Hyderabad 1895, postal stationery envelope ½ A yellow (b/s minimal adhesions) sent to GERMAN 
EAST AFRICA with b/s arrival “DAR-ES-SALAAM 8.4.95“ and due stamp “T“ + m/s taxation “16 Pesa“ 
on front. A VERY RARE POSTAGE DUE FOREIGN MAIL TO A MOST UNUSUAL DESTINATION ! GA 280 €

P 2222• HYDERABAD 1899: Postal stationery card ¼a. sent from train to Secunderabad to Berlin, Germany, 
uprated (for use to outside Hyderabad) by two singles of Indian ½a. bluish green tied with T.P.O. “S-I 
IN/SET No.1/DE 30“ cds and similar “OUT“ cds, small “POSTED IN WRONG TRAIN“ triangle h/s and 
‘20.I.00’ arrival cds alongside. A weak diagonal crease between left adhesive and triangle h/s 
otherwise fi ne. A scarce PS from a train in Hyderabad to Europe. GA 100 €

P 2223• HYDERABAD 1904: Set of 9 different colour proofs (from ½a. to 12a.) similar to design issued 
1905-12, each in block of four on thin un-gummed paper, fresh, fi ne and attractive. proofs v/(*) 150 €

2224• HYDERABAD 1927/30, Two registered PS envelopes to Bombay uprated by 1908/15 2a and/or ½a 
tied by native cds’s each in combination with India KGV. 1a pair, with despatch and arrival da-
te-stamps and different reg. labels (native and English). GA 70 €

2225• HYDERABAD 1930, Uprated India KGV. 1a PS envelope used registered from Nanded, Derabad 
Deccan to Kalbadevi (at Bombay) bearing Hyderabad 1908-11 2a and 1915 1a in combination with 
India 1a pair, with related date-stamps, arrival cds, and both native and English Reg. labels. GA 70 €

P 2226• IDAR 1932-43, Complete 1r. booklet containing 32 (8 panes of four) of ½a. yellow-green (coloured 
panels), with interleaves adhered and a rustly staple, but still a good and scarce booklet. (SG from 
£416 for single stamps)

1 (SG 2) 
booklet (*)  180 €

2227• IDAR 1932-43, Complete 1r. booklet containing 32 (8 panes of four) of ½a. yellow-green (white 
panels), with interleaves adhered and cover slightly stained and creased, but still a good and scarce 
booklet. (SG £804 for 32 single stamps)

2 (SG 1) 
booklet (*)  300 €

2228 IDAR 1939-43, ½a yellow-green used on reverse of commercial cover from Idar with native cds in 
violet, opened roughly a little bit otherwise fi ne. A scarce usage of this stamp. 1 (SG 2) b 100 €

P 2229• IDAR 1944, Complete set of four complete booklets of ½a. yellow-green, 1a. violet, 2a. blue and 4a. 
vermilion, with interleaves adhered, and other minor imperfections as rustly staples and covers 
slightly/partially toned, but still a good set of booklets.

3-6 (SG 3b, 4, 
5, 6) booklets (*)  120 €

P 2230• Idar State 1944: complete unexploded 2 Rupees booklet, with eight panes of 4x 1 A violett, interlea-
ves adhered on back as usual -fi ne. SG 4 **/*/v 140 €

2231• JAIPUR 1939/40’s: Four postal stationery cards used registered and uprated by various Maharaja 
stamps up to 3a. (all inscr. POSTAGE), with various ‘Sun’ date-stamps, reg. cachets, and with postal 
receipts (three of them). GA 60 €

P 2232 JAMMU & KASHMIR 1879, 2a. red on thin paper, complete sheet of 20 from the fi rst state of the 
plate (without screws impression), unused, small marginal defect otherwise fi ne. A very scarce 
sheet from the fi rst state. 68By (SG 128) (*)  300 €

P 2233 JAMMU & KASHMIR Offi cials 1887-94, 2a. black on thin laid paper, original sheet of 20 with colour-
less embossed printing seal “1884“ (printing plate’s 2nd state), unused without gum, fi ne and 
scarce.

13 (SG O15) 
(20) (*)  400 €

P 2234• JAMMU & KASHMIR 1900 ca: HAND DRAWN ESSAY ½a probably for the similar Revenue stamp, for 
the Telegraph stamp and also for the Postcard. (M) (*)  300 €

P 2235 JAMMU & KASHMIR 1888, Four covers from LEH to Herrenhut, Germany all with mixed frankings, 
Bombay transit, Sea P.O. and arrival cds’s on reverse, the fi rst (2 May) with J&K 1883 ½a. vermilion 
pair (on back) and India 1a. strip of three (replaced to front), the 2nd cover (June) with two 1/8a. of 
different shade/colour (sepia/brown) on back (two add. 1/8a. stamps missing), on front three India 
1a., the 3rd one (July) with J&K 1a. greyish/bluish green in combination with India 1a. strip of three 
on front, and the last one (Dec.) with J&K 1a. and a missing stamp in combination with India 1a. pair 
and 4a. Although the covers show infl uences of wetness (missing/replaced stamps) still a decora-
tive quartet from the Bourguin correspondence. b 300 €
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P 2236 JAMMU & KASHMIR 1886, Registered India QV ½a. PS envelope to Calcutta, uprated by J&K 1883 
ff. ½a. brown (x2, different shades) and ½a. red plus India QV 1a. pair, cancelled with “KASHMIR/
JUN. 21/86“ cds, “L“ in circle of bars obliterator and Kashmir reg. cachet, arrival cds (2nd Dely., 
June 28) on reverse. Envelope roughly opened (back-fl ap and part of top at left missing), still a good, 
attractive and scarce cover. 80, 82 u.a. GA 180 €

2237• KISHANGARH 1899, Both ½a PS envelopes (different size) unused. H&G 2, 2a GA Gebot
P 2238• KISHANGARH 1940’s?, fi ve unused stamps denominated 2a, 8a, 1r, 2r and 5r, with frame similar 

to Maharaja Yagyanarayan Singh issues but showing another portrait (perhaps of the 19th Mahara-
ja Sumar Singh (1939-71?), unused with hinged orig. gum, lightly toned, fi ne. *    250 €

2239 MORVI 1933/39, Postal stationery envelope 1a chocolate, uprated by 2a violet (SG 19) on reverse, 
and used registered with cancellation in manuscript. Added is the 1939 PS card 6p green used with 
native Morvi cds. H&G 7, B-3a GA Gebot

P 2240 POONCH 1888, offi cial mail form Kahuta to Sialkot: India QV postal stationery envelope ½a. green 
cancelled with “KAHUTA/2 MAY 88“ cds, uprated by Poonch offi cial ½a. black cancelled with square 
of squares h/s in black, on reverse with native Poonch cds and Sialkot 1st Dely. arrival cds. Envelo-
pe partially stained, good. A scarce offi cal cover to foreign state. 2 GA 250 €

P 2241• Soruth, Rajpeepla, Dhar 1880-90 ca.: Three covers: 1880 Rajpeepla postal stationery letter sheet 
2 paisa fi ne unused, Dhar 1898 PS envelope ½a. fi ne unused, and Soruth 1878-86 1a. green tied 
by oval native handstamp to large part cover. GA/b 80 €

2242• SORUTH 1878/1929, six covers with different frankings, i.e. 1876 1a on laid paper, imperf, on 
small native cover, and fi ve covers with 1929 issue (frankings: 2x 3p, 1/2a, pair of 1/2a, 1a and 
pair of 1a). b 80 €

P 2243• TRAVANCORE-COCHIN Offi cials 1949-51: ½a. on 1ch. optd. SERVICE (Type O1) with “NANA for 
ANNA“ error and ½a. on 1ch. optd. SERVICE (Type O2) with “AANA for ANNA“ error, both fi ne used, 
few longer/shorter perfs and slightly toned but still a good pair of stamps showing prominent over-
print errors. (SG £172)

3, 9 (SG O3dc, 
O11bd) g 80 €

INDONESIEN      
see also 4358, 4437, 4547, 4548, 4795, 4866, 4962, 4997, 5124, 5201, 5209, 5212, 5262, 5288

P 2244 1945, roter Negativ-Bildstempel “Hammer und Sichel in 5-strahligem Stern“ auf ausgefüllter Mit-
gliedskarte “Partai Komoenis Indonesia (P.K.I.), Bug. b 60 €

P 2245 1946: Cover to Sourabaya.  The Dutch and Japanese stamps overprinted Rep. Indonesia are can-
celled by Medan Indonesia postmarks dated 21MR46. b 120 €

P 2246• 1951, Rice+Cotton, error and imperforated proof, block of 10. (*)  200 €
P 2247• 1951, complete set “Rice+Cotton“ in 9 imperforated fi nal proof sheets, 100 stamps each and 

therefore 900 stamps in all, with signature and printing date partly, rare, Indonesian catalog 
value 100,000.- €. (MS)

73/81 (100) 
Proof (*)  3.000 €

P 2248• 1951, 5 sen carmine rose rice+cotton, imperforated fi nal proof full printed sheet containing 4 
sheets à 100 stamps and therefore 400 stamps in all, with cross gutter pair, signature and 
printing date, folded twice, very rare, Indonesian catalog value 30,000.- €, (MS) 76 (400) Proof (*)  2.000 €

2249• 1951, 15 Cent “Rice+Cotton“, 3 proofs with different colors shades of purple, in blocks of 4 therefo-
re 12 stamps in all. 79 Proof (*)  100 €

P 2250• 1966, Lot of 10 different proofs for the souvenir sheet “Liner at pier“, error and variations. Bl. 6 Proof (*)  100 €
2251• 1967, 25 R Painting Raden Saleh, 5 sheets with uncut, green phase, error (twice) and variation. 

(MS) 590 Proof (*)  250 €
P 2252• 1967, 4 R + 5 R Disaster Victims, 4 sheets with uncut, orange phase, error and variation. (MS) 594/95 Proof (*)  200 €
P 2253• 1967, Borobudur Temple (Triple), 7 sheets with uncut, orange phase, error or variation. (MS) 599/601 Proof **   350 €

2254• 1968, souvenir sheet “Butterlfy Dancer“, error and variation, mint, nh, 4 items. Bl. 11 Proof **   50 €
2255• 1975, 30th Anniversary of Independence (Margana War), error & variation, imperf color proof in 

black, block of six of the lower sheet corner, rare. 821 proof **   Gebot
P 2256• 1977, 100 R Tiger, imperforated color proofs in red, yellow and blue, 3 blocks of four and therefore 

12 stamps in all. 890 (4) Proof **   400 €
P 2257• 1996, National Scout Jamboree, artists drawing for the value 150 R “Girls assembling wood and 

rope ladder“, acrylic on card with inscription overlay and passepartout, overall size 240x180mm, 
UNIQUE. (M) 1633 500 €

P 2258• 1996, National Scout Jamboree, artists drawing for the value 150 R “Two boys with project“, acrylic 
on card with inscription overlay and passepartout, overall size 240x180mm, UNIQUE. (M) 1634 500 €

INDONESIEN - LOKALAUSGABEN    
2260• 1944/45, Netherlands Indies 2 1/2 Cent Dancer with black overprint “REPOEBLIK / INDONESIA“ in 

full sheet (100 stamps), revolution period in Java, code printing “A“, mint, nh, scarce in full sheet. (M) **   50 €
2261• 1944/45, Netherlands Indies 4 Cent Dancer with red overprint “REPOEBLIK / INDONESIA“ in full 

sheet (100 stamps), revolution period in Java, code printing “A“, mint, nh, scarce in full sheet. (M) **   50 €
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P 2262• 1944/45, 20 Cent Buffalo+Flag, revolution in Java, in full sheet, mint, nh, in Indonesian catalog 
value Rp 30,000,000,- (2,500.- €). (M) **   250 €

2263• INDONESIAN REVOLUTION PERIOD IN JAVA: 1946, 1th Anniversary of Independence, imperf color 
proofs 5 sen, 3 block of four color black, green and grey as comparison normal stamp in a block of 
six in color light blue, ungummed, scarce. (*)  Gebot

P 2264• 1946, Indonesian revolution period, 5 Sen, 4 different color proofs in blocks of 4, therefore 16 
stamps in all. (*)  150 €

P 2265• 1947, Indonesian revolution period in Java, cover to Djakata, letter enclosed. b 150 €
2266• INDONESIAN REVOLUTION PERIOD IN JAVA: 1949, Government’s Return to Jogjakarta: spectacular 

error four times printed, inverted print and two denominations 100 and 150 R. a block of eight from 
the left sheet margin with row counters, scarce. (*)  Gebot

P 2267• 1949, Indonesian Revolution Period: 1 imperforated sheet á 50 stamps 150 sen + 100 sen with 3x 
printing and inverted. (M) (*)  500 €

P 2268• 1949, Vienna printing UPU, Lot of 6 souvenir sheets perforated and imperforated, overprinted 
“RIS“, overprinted “RIS / Djakarta“ and not overprinted, mint, nh. Bl 1 (6) **   150 €

IRAK      
see also 2127, 4291, 4805, 5214

P 2269 1876, Cover from Mossul to Diyarbekir with message on reverse, Duloz franking 20 Pa green and 
postage due 1 Pia., cover rough opened, shortened and taped at left, faults, scarce early turkish 
mail in Iraq, still fi ne. TR 28, TR P 12 b 340 €

P 2270• 1915, registered cover from “BAGDAD 4 - 10/8/15“ octogonal ds., attractice envelope with com-
mercial imprint, negative censor mark of Bagdad alongside, WW I censored to Germany, fi ne and 
scarce Judaica envelope. b 200 €

P 2271 INDIEN-USED-ABROAD, IRAQ: 1916. British India postal stationary card one anna carmine writ-
ten from Bagdad dated ‘1st Jan 16’ with Turkish two-line hand-stamp ‘After Defeat of British 
Troops at Kut-EI Amara’ with adjacent Ottoman circular Feldpost and cancelled by bilingual 
Kerye Bachi (Bagdad) date stamp (Coles & Walker Type 14) addressed to Germany with Berlin 
arrival. Message on reverse reads ‘Only a few of these cards of an Indian Fieldpost station 
surcharged after victory and given to troops for commemoration signed Ismail Hakki Okday, 
Captain.’. A great rarity of Iraq postal history, a superb fi rst class exhibit item. GA 1.600 €

P 2272 1916, roter zweisprachiger Stempel “Feld-Post 6. Armee“ auf Feldpost-Anischtskarte aus BAGDAD vom 
21.6.1916 mit Transitstempel “FELDPOST MIL.MISS.ALEPPO“ (undeutlicher Abschlag) nach Berlin. b 250 €

P 2273 1918 (May 20) Illustrated pictorial stampless envelope to Melbourne cancelled on reverse Indian 
FPO 85 located Baghdad & with on face smudged Passed/D/Censor h/s in black & unframed Pas-
sed By Censor h/s in violet. There were only a few Australian troops Iraq & according to A.I.F. Postal 
History by Emery only six items of mail had been recorded! b 400 €

P 2274• 1919, 1 a. on 20 pa. red tied by Indian-type ‘FPO 55/24FEB19 to OAS cover boxed ‘POSTAL 
SERVICE MEF/AERIAL MAIL, BAGHDAD-CAIRO/BY 31ST WING RAF MESOPOTAMIA’ cachet in 
magenta to London and forwarded to Paris with arrival mark and offi cal cachet “AIR MINI-
STRY....17.MAR.19“, complete incl. letter and original photo “airplaine in Baghdad“, tear closed 
and slightly crease, otherwise fi ne, very scarce. 3 b 2.000 €

P 2275 1919 (Jun 7) Plain envelope registered to London bearing Iraq/in British/Occupation 1a on 20pa + 
3a on 1½pi [SG 3 & 6] tied Bagdad d/s & w/blue on white R/748 Basra Base registration label 
modifi ed in red ink to Baghdad & w/on reverse hooded Registered/London/36 [21 Jul] arrival d/s. b 110 €

2276• 1921, BRITISH OCCUPATION: Postcard 10p with overprint “IRAQ/IN BRITISH/OCCUPATION“ H&G # 
4), c.t.o. “KUT S.O.“. Minor patina, otherwise fi ne. GA 60 €

P 2277 1922 (May 27), Army Form C.398 Urgent or Ordinary printed envelope to O.C. 40th C.FA Hinaidi 
endorsed OHMS & bearing Iraq/in British/Occupation/On State Service 2 x 1a on 20pa [SG 0201 
tied Indian FPO 41 d/s. 110 €

P 2278 1922(Sep 16) Army Form C.398 printed envelope O.C. B.S. Hospital, Baghdad franked on reverse 
pair 1a on 20pa overprinted In British Occupation Iraq/On State Service tied Baghdad d/s & w/
alongside Baghdad/Dely (18 Sep) arrival d/s. (On State Service are diffi cult). b 140 €

P 2279• 1923, cover from England to Baghdad and several times forewarded with boxed “INCONNU / NOT 
KNOWN“, on reverse Basra and “DLO BAGHDAD“ cancellations, some crease and toned, fi ne and 
unusual. b 60 €

P 2280 1923 (Oct. 1st) BAGHDAD-MOSUL AIR MAIL: Printed commercial card (no franking, no postmark) 
addressed to ‘... Squadron, Mosul’ (details of address crossed), endorsed ‘By Offi cial Air Mail Bagh-
dad-Mosul 1-10-23’ and signed by the pilot J. Adams on front, ‘Guaranteed ...’ with signature on 
reverse, fi ne and scarce. b 350 €

P 2281 1926, fl ight cover “BAGDAD 21.DEC 26“, 3-liner boxed typestamped “IRAQ to INDIA/by Light Aero-
plane/With Messrs Stack & Leete“, at reverse recaiver “BOMBAY 11.JAN 27“franked with 6 Annas. 19, 20, 24 b 250 €

2282 1926, air mail cover Baghdad-Bombay, by Flight  with Aeroplane Moth from Baghdad to Karachi (India), 
w. 1/2 A., 1 1/2 A., 1A. and  3 A. tied “BAGHDAD 2 DEC 26“ and boxed cachet “IRAQ to INDIA / By Light 
Aeroplane / with Messrs Stack & Leete“, on reverse arrivals „BOMBAY 11 JAN 26“ (Muller 100). 19/21, 23 f 70 €
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P 2283• 1930, CIDNA Polish air mail card from Divaniya Iraq, franked on front showing the air mail route 
“BAGHDAD ALEP ANGORA STAMBOUL BUKAREST BELGRAD PRAHA WARSZAWA“, adressed to Vien-
na with arrival mark on reverse, ms. “via Athens“, plus Vignette showing same CIDNA Route “for 
Inauguration Paris-Bagdad“, very fi ne and scarce fl ight route Iraq France Poland! (M) f 100 €

P 2284 1932 RAMLEH-BAGHDAD 1st FLIGHT: Printed postcard from Aeronautical Engineers A.B.C. Motors 
Ltd., Walton-on-Thames addressed to R.A.F. Aircraft Depot at Hinaidi, Irq, re-directed several times 
(back to London, to Henlow Camp, Beds, and fi nally to Ludlow, Salop.), franked by KGV. 1d. and 2d, 
with “Via Cairo-Ramleh/31.8.32“ cachet and ‘By Air Mail’ label on front, four different Baghdad 
datestamps along with further transit d/s on reverse. A scarce postcard (vertical fold, still good) 
using the Ramleh to Baghdad 1st Flight. Very little mail has been recorded from this fl ight. b 200 €

P 2285 1932. Registered Air Mail envelope (roughly opened, vertical fold) written from the ‘Eastern Bank, 
Baghdad’ addressed to France bearing SG 81, 1a red-brown and SG 88, 1t chocolate tied by Bagh-
dad/Reg double ring with registration label and hand-struck instructional ‘Late Fee / Annas Three’ 
in violet on face with Paris/ Gare du Nord Avion arrival on reverse. Proud does not record this Late 
Fee / Annas Three. b 240 €

P 2286• 1932, AERO ESPRESSO air mail cover from Bagdad with violet twoliner “BY AIR MAIL BAGHDAD - 
ENGLAND“, adressed to Istanbul Turkey with arrival mark on reverse, very fi ne and scarce fl ight 
route. (M) f 100 €

2287• 1935 (Jan 3) cover Baghdad Aerodrome to Tumby Bay Adelaide franked aggregate 23f which under-
pays Imperial Airways service to Karachi (50f), where service terminated, although untaxed, back-
stamped Baghdad, fl ap fault. b 50 €

2288• 1938-41 covers to N.Z. from Dhibban and Baghdad, rated 83f and 63f from two Imperial Airways 
rate regimes, later via Horseshoe route, former fl ap faults, (2). b 60 €

2289• 1939 (Oct 14) cover Basrah Airport to Glenormiston South Victoria franked aggregate 100f repre-
senting U.P.U. 15f + airmail surcharge 85f per 10gms, backstamped Baghdad, Melbourne, very 
early Melbourne unnumbered Censor tape and handstamp. b 80 €

P 2290• 1940 (Sep-Oct) covers from same correspondence Basra to Meadow Bank N.S.W., fl aps indicating 
from R.A.F. Cpl. Hill at Shaibah, franked aggregate 105f and 110f, participants in Horseshoe route, 
R.A.F. Censor No.120, (2). b 130 €

P 2291• 1941 (Apr 27) censored registered cover Baghdad to Melbourne bearing aggregate franking 126f, 
apparently in time for Horseshoe route fl ight NE 80 (departed Basra Apr 28) but delayed for a 
lengthy period owing to Iraq Revolt, reaching Darwin Jul 15, censored Iraq and Egypt, some cover 
faults, very attractive. b 160 €

2292• 1941 (Aug 4) cover from R.A.F. Cpl. Hill (see Lot nos. . . .) now stationed Habbaniya to Meadowbank 
N.S.W. underfranked at 80f and handstruck circular “T“ (and “50c“) applied, “OPENED/BY/CEN-
SOR“ tape (?origin) tied by R.A.F. Censor 88 hexagonal handstamp and signed by Offi cer, backstam-
ped Basra. b 100 €

2293• 1943-44 censored covers Mosul-Kyabram Victoria and Baghdad-Sydney franked 20f and 50f, for-
mer tri-censored Iraq tape and handstamp, Karachi (2) and Melbourne tape/handstamp, latter 
censored Iraq and Sydney (both with tape/handstamp), Iraqi handstamps varying nos., some cover 
faults, scarce duo, (2). b 80 €

2294• 1953, Coronation of King Faisal II. miniature sheet with black (3f.) or red (14f. and 28f.) opt. SPE-
CIMEN, mint never hinged and very scarce. Bl. 3 var. **   80 €

P 2295• 1954 (8.4.), registered airmail cover with single use of 100fi ls airmail stamp from BAGHDAD AS 
SAMAWAL to Germany with arrival cds. on reverse (Frankfurt/Main), and another cover bearing 
75fi ls offi cial stamp used from Baghdad to Frankfurt/Main (indistinct date), unusual cover pair. (T) 156, D 131 b 60 €

P 2296• 1957/58, three registered airmail covers ‘Samples of NO Value’ with a nice mixture of King Faisal 
II. stamps mostly with overprints commercially used from BAGHDAD (or Baghdad as-Samawal) to 
same adress in Frankfurt/Main, small faults as usual nevertheless a very unusual trio! (T) ex 155-242 b 60 €

IRAK - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 2297• 1976, Offi cials 10f. pair (1975 Fishes) and 50f. (1952 Republican Emblem) on air mail cover to 

Germany sent by the State Organization For Engineering Industries, Baghdad on Nov. 14th, 1976. 348(2), 255 b 80 €

IRAK - STEMPEL      
see also 2069, 2271

P 2298• “An Canib-i Posta-i Musul“ (On behalf of Mosul Post Offi ce) on prephilatelic cover (spots and minor 
faults) from 1855 sent to Diyarbekir, very unusual usage of an envelope with printed address, si-
gned Kuyas, ex Alanyali (sold in 1998 for 1150,- CHF incl. fees). b 450 €

P 2299• 1916, cover from “KIZILCA 1“ violet military type ds., with Istanbul censor to Bergedorf Germa-
ny. Kizilca is a very small place eastern of Suleymanie in the province of Mosul, near the border 
to Iran not far from Penjwen. Only two covers from Kizilca are known and this is the one with the 
better cancellation, light fold and some border crease. An important rarity of Iraq! b 2.500 €
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IRAN      
see also 1500, 2128, 2162, 2170, 2171, 4339

P 2300 1868 fi rst issue Baqeri, 2 Ch yellow-green die I, light-green die II and light emerald-green die IV all 
three unused, all signed Sadri. (Persiphila 2, Sc. 2) 2 (*)  300 €

P 2301 1868 fi rst issue Baqeri, 4 Ch greenish-blue die I, light green-blue die III and light bluish-green die IV 
all three unused, all signed Sadri. (Persiphila 3/3A, Sc. 3) 3 (*)  300 €

P 2302 1868 fi rst issue Baqeri, variety 4 Ch bluish green die I on thick paper signed Sadri. (Persiphila 3i, Sc. 3) 3b var (*)  180 €
P 2303 1868 fi rst issue Baqeri, variety 4 Ch blue-green die III on pelure paper signed Sadri. (Persiphila 3Bg) 3b var (*)  270 €
P 2304 1868 fi rst issue Baqeri, 8 Ch light red-orange die I, vermillion die II, reddish orange die III and 

red-orange die IV all four unused, all signed Sadri. (Persiphila 4/4A, Sc. 4) 4 (*)  300 €
P 2305 1870, Baqeri Issue, 1 ch. dull violet type I, 2 ch. green type II, 4 ch. greenish blue type II and 8 ch. 

red type IV, 4 values complete, fresh colours, unused, few unobstrusive imperfections, overall at-
tractive set, signed and cert. Sadri. Sc. 1/4 (*)  400 €

P 2306 INDIEN-USED-ABROAD / PERSIA: 1870. Envelope addressed to France bearing India SG 62, 2a 
yellow (pair) and SG 72, 6a 8p grey tied by Bushire/308 duplex ‘6th Mr’ with hand-struck ‘P.D.’ 
in orange on face, routed via Bombay ‘20 Mar’ and Suez with ‘Pos. An. V. Suez P. An. A. Mars’ 
double ring (Salles 1876) with Paris receiver on reverse ‘16 Avril’. Very fi ne and rare cover from 
Bushire to France. Exhibition item. SG 62 (2), 72 b 2.800 €

P 2307 1875, “TEHERAN 20/5 75“ cds of THE AUSTRIAN CONSULAR POST, on stampless envelope sent 
to the “Comtesse de Thun, née de Salm, Sehuschitz, Böhmen“ (Austria) and carried through the 
Austrian diplomatic mail pouch (thus without transit markings). This postmark was used at the 
Austrian Consulate in Teheran and introduced by Gustav Riederer the famous founder of the 
modern Persian Postal Service (Summer of 1875). He obviously had this Postmark manu-
factured in Austria and used it after his arrival in Teheran (14.1.1875) for the diplomatic cour-
rier post of the Austrian Consulate. The Comtesse de Thun correspondance was re-discovered in 
the 1980’s by its family. The original contents are still in these hands. On reverse the envelope 
is marked by the fi nder “18 mai 1875“ (date of the content). The cover is illustrated in the Bodo 
Hartmann Handbook of Persian Post on page 5. IT IS THE EARLIEST POSTMARK OF TEHERAN 
AND CERTAINLY THE RAREST OF CLASSIC PERSIAN POSTAL HISTORY, ONLY THIS COVER IS RE-
CORDED ON THE PHILATELIC MARKET (and possibly a few more in the austrian state archives). 
It can be regarded as the fi rst step towards Persia´s modern postal service and fi nally to its 
entrance to the UPU in 1877. RPS Certifi cate (2003). b 12.000 €

P 2308 1875, rouletted issue, 1 Shahi black Type A, B and C, vf stamps unused all certifi ed by M.Sadri, (Sc. 
11, Persiphila 5). 5 (*)  200 €

P 2309 1875, 4 Shahis, rouletted issue, type B orange-red, original gum, wide margins left and right, 4 
Shahis, Type D narrow margins at three sides (Sc. 13, Persiphila 7). 7 *    200 €

P 2310 1875, 4 ch. vermillon, fresh colour, usually narrow spacing, unused copy, slight thinning spot, si-
gned, cert. Sadri (Persiphila 10 - 750,- $). Sc. 13 b (*)  350 €

P 2311 1875, rouletted issue, 8 Shahis yellow-green, all four types A-D, vf stamps unused all certifi ed by 
M.Sadri, (Sc. 14, Persiphila 8). 8 (*)  250 €

P 2312 1875, 8 ch. yellow green imperf., 2 unused copies, fresh colour, full to large margins, type A unused 
some thinning, type D mint o.g., signed and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 8, 8 A). Sc. 14 (2) */(*) 200 €

2313 1876, third issue using the printing plates from the second issue, Teheran letter printing, 1 Ch grey 
black type A-D, type A under-inked & fi ngerprints impressions, type B with traces of ink all signed 
Sadri (Persiphila 13, Sc. 15). 14 (*)  110 €

2314 1876, third issue using the printing plates from the second issue, Teheran letter printing, 1 Ch grey 
black, vertical pair type BC, original gum, signed Sadri, (Persiphila 13). 14 (*)/p 90 €

P 2315 1876, third issue using the printing plates from the second issue, Teheran letter printing, 1 Ch grey 
black, vertical pair type C with heavy “KAZVIN“ postmark, signed Sadri, (Persiphila 13, Sc.15). 14 g 90 €

P 2316 1876, 1 Ch grey black, fresh colour, block of 4 B-C/A-D, mostly full margins, unused. Persiphila 13, 
certifi cate Sadri. 14 (4) (*)  180 €

2317 1876, 1 Ch. grey black, fresh colour, block of 4 D-A/B-C, touched at 3 sides, unused. Persiphila 13, 
certifi cate Sadri. 14 (4) (*)  180 €

P 2318 1876, 1 Kr. carmine, fresh colour, horizontal pair A-C, neatly cancelled “Kermanchah“ postally used, 
some imperfections. Persiphila 16, certifi cate Sadri. 17 (2) g 270 €

2319 1876, third issue using the printing plates from the second issue, Teheran letter printing, 1 Kran, 
types A-D, 1 Kran carmine type A used, type B with “TABRIZ“ postmark, type C with “ZENDJAN“ 
postmark and type D also with “ZENDJAN“ postmark, all signed Sadri (Persiphila 16, Sc.19). 17a g 160 €

P 2320 1876, third issue using the printing plates from the second issue, Teheran letter printing, 1 Kran 
carmine on thick paper, type B, fugitive ink, postally used, signed Sadri (Persiphila 16Aa). 17a g 270 €

P 2321 1876, 2 ch. black, type B, fresh intense colour, full margins, unused copy, signed and cert. Sadri 
(Persiphila 12 - 1.000,- €). Sc. 17 (*)  450 €

P 2322 1876, 2 ch. black, type C, fresh colour, full marigns, unused copy, slight toning spot, signed and cert. 
Sadri (Persiphila 12 - 1.000,- $). Sc. 17 (*)  450 €
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2323 1876, 2 ch. black, Type D, fresh colour, full margins at 3 sides, repaired, unused copy, cert. Sadri 
(Persiphila 12 - 1.000,- $). Sc. 17 (*)  450 €

P 2324 1876, 4 ch. vermillon, type C, fresh colour, full margins at 3 sides, some thinning, unused copy, si-
gned and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 15). Sc. 18 (*)  300 €

P 2325 1876, 4 ch. vermillon, Type D, fresh colour, full margins, slightly thinned, mint o.g., signed and cert. 
Sadri (Persiphila 15 - 500,- $). Sc. 18 *    300 €

P 2326 1876, 4 kr. yellow, type C, fresh colour, full margins at 3 sides, narrow margins at bottom, few 
unobstrusive imperfections, postally used “Teheran“, signed and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 17). Sc. 20 g 100 €

P 2327 1876, 4 domestic covers with single frankings: rare 2 Ch. local rate, 2 covers 5 Ch. regular rate and 
10 Ch. double rate. 20, 21 (2), 22 b 300 €

P 2328 1877, 1 ch. black, type C, Teheran Offi cial Re-Issue, intense colour, wide margins, some thinning, 
unused copa, signed and cert. Sadri. Persi 24 (*)  120 €

P 2329 1878/79, 1 kr. red, 4 postally used copies types A-D, fresh colour, full margins, few unobstrusive 
imperfections, signed and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 26). Sc. 33 (4) g 250 €

P 2330 1878/79, 4 kr. blue, type D, full margins, repaired, postally used “TABRIZ“, cert. Sadri (Persiphila 29 
- 175,- $). Sc. 35 g 80 €

P 2331 1878/79, 5 kr. purple black, type B, fresh intense colour, full margins, few unobstrusive imperfec-
tions, postally used, signed and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 30 B - 850,- $). Sc. 36 g 350 €

P 2332 1878/79, 5 kr. violet, type B, fresh colour, full margins, lightly cancelled, few unobstrusive imperfec-
tions, signed and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 30 - 350,- $). Sc. 36 g 200 €

P 2333 1878, 5 Kr. gold, Type B, fresh colour, close to full margins, neatly cancelled “Schiras“ postally used, 
slightly thinned. Persiphila 31, certifi cate Sadri. 28 g 220 €

P 2334 1878/79, 5 kr. gold, type B, fresh colour, full margins, slight corner crease, repaired, postally used 
“BROUDJERD“, signed and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 31 - 750,- $). Sc. 37 g 280 €

P 2335 1878/79, 5 kr. red bronze, type B, fresh colour, full to large margins, slightly creased, postally 
used “MECHED“, signed Heddergott BPP and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 32 - 2.500,- $). Sc. 38 g 1.000 €

P 2336 1878/79, 5 kr. red bronze, type A, fresh colour, full to large margins, postally used “TABRIZ“, 
signed and cert. Sadri (Persiphila 32 - 2.500,- $). Sc. 38 g 1.000 €

P 2337 1879, imperf blocks of six 1 Ch. to 10 Ch., reprints in other colors with red ovrpr. „OSES A.----“, total-
ly mint 24 stamps, issued without gum.

31 - 34 ND 
U (6) (*)/v 220 €

P 2338 1881/82, 5 Ch. green, imperf proof on thick paper, issued design, horizontal pair, pos. 25-26 with 
“two dots variety“ on right stamp, vertical paper fold, signed and certifi cate Sadri. Persi 60 P (2) (*)  220 €

P 2339 1885/87, OFFICIEL overprints, 7 values complete, mint o.g., signed Sadri. Sc. 66/72 *    450 €
P 2340 1889/91, stationery cards 2 1/2 Ch. used Teheran (2) or Tauris to Germany. Two uprated 1 Ch. 

black or 1 Ch. pink. GA 80 €
P 2341 1890 ca., Parcel post receipt with block of six 5 Fr. rose-red and black, 1 K. grey, all tied by 

clear “TEHERAN 20/3“ cds., tiny fi le fold, postal documents with blocks of this issue are extre-
mely rare! A very fresh and attractive piece for the advanced collection! (T) Pers. 54 AB, 90 b 1.600 €

P 2342 1893, 1 Ch black and 1 K green, mixed franking on registered cover to Mittweida in Germany. VF 
condition. 71, 77 b 100 €

P 2343 1891, defi nitive 1kr. and 1ch. on reverse of registered cover 1894 (or 1899?) from Tauris to Tifl is, 
Georgia, Russia tied by Tauris cds, arrival cds alongside, lightly browned perfs and roughly opened 
somewhat, still good. 77, 71 b 160 €

P 2344 1894, Shah Nasser-eddin 50kr. green & gold and 2kr. brown-orange & pale blue both in complete 
sheets of 50 (10x5) with boxed “T.P.“ hand-stamps in black on top margin, mint never hinged with 
original yellowish gum, center-folded (separated perfs), minor marginal imperfections, good. (Mi. 
1700 € for 50 singles each value) (M) 90+87 (50) **   200 €

P 2345 1896 postal stationery, 16 chahi rose, used registered, uprated with a 6-Block IMPERFORATE of 
1889 issue cancelled at Tabriz 15/11 (96). The address is made by handstamp. On reverse two 
different Paris cancellations dated 15 DEC 96 applied . Very rare imperforated usage and also late 
usage of this issue. 66(6) GA 900 €

P 2346• 1896, 2ch. green postal stationery reponse part used uprated and registered from Germany to 
Iran, the card was prefranked and precancelled in Iran and became additional franking of 20 Pf. 
blue in Germany and is tied by “ZEULENRODA 13/8/96“ cds. and black & red registration label 
alongside, adressed to Sultanabad with full message on reverse, a very scarce and unusual mix 
on a stationery, a showpiece for an advanced collection! GA 1.500 €

P 2347 1896 (ca.), three covers and a stationery card: 1 C. violet (block-9) tied “BOUSHIRE 7/5“ to reverse 
of cover to Isfahan, still w. contents; 5 C. violet tied “SCHIRAZ 27/5 to small cover“; 10 C. blue tied 
all native to reverse of small cvoer; and card 2 C. uprated 1 C., 2 C. tied “..SCHIMERAN 3/6“ to 
Wiesbaden/Germany w. arrival. b/GA 80 €

P 2348 1897, 2 Ch brown on greenish, ‘Shah Muzaffar ad-Din’ postal stationery card with paid reply over-
printed with safety ornamental sign. Rare. Persiphila 17A GA 200 €

P 2349 1899, Shah Muzaffer ad-Din, 1897 issue handstamped with the Adjudan-Mak’hsus seal in violett 
over four stamps, 5 Ch. and 12 Ch. two rejoined block of four,  signed Sadri. 98 IV, 101 IV g/v 340 €
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P 2350 1899, 50 Kr. violet, not issued ovp. “PP“, mint o.g., slightly thinned, signed Sadri, only 300 have 
been surcharged. 109 II *    1.200 €

P 2351 1900. Postal stationary card 2ch brown written by the ‘Inspector of Customs, Bender Guez’ dated 
‘1st Mai 1900’ and cancelled by Djez dates stamp with hand-stamp ‘Controle’ addressed to Tehran. 
Very fi ne item from this small Border Town, some spots. GA 220 €

P 2352 1902. Various values of the 1902 provisional issue used on waybill cancelled Tauris and sent to 
Teheran. Nice six-color item. No further markings. Cut on top.

150,i, 151,i, 153,i, 
156,i, 157,i, 158,i b 500 €

P 2353 1902, LOCAL ISSUE for TEHERAN: 12 Ch. ultramarin/yellow/red safety ovpt., Type II currency values 
in capital and small letters,  on reverse of a v.f cover, oval strike “TEHERAN“. 155II b 130 €

P 2354 1902. Postal stationery card ‘Provisoire’ 2c brown upgraded with Yvert 148, 7c bistre (another 
stamp probably dropped) tied by oval Tehran date stamp addressed to Holland, routed via Baku with 
Nijmegen arrival. GA 200 €

P 2355 1902. Envelope written from the ‘Imperial Bank of Persia’ addressed to London bearing Yvert 152, 
12ch blue tied by Zhiraz date stamp routed via Teheran and Baku with London arrival. b 300 €

P 2356 1902. Registered Photographic post card written from the ‘Persian Carpet Company’ addressed to 
Belgium bearing Yvert 150, 5c red and Yvert 152, 12c blue tied by Sultanabad date stamp with ‘R/
Perse’ registration label and framed hand-struck ‘R/Perse’ on face, endorsed ‘via de Russie’ routed 
via Teheran and Baku with Bruxelles receiver and forwarded to Ostende. Lovely item of a postcard 
paying the registered rate. Scarce. b 500 €

2357 1902, 5 Ch. vermillion, block of 4 with 2 tete-beche pairs, mint o.g. 153 II *    110 €
P 2358 1902, “Toman“ Teheran Typeset issue, money order stamp 10 tomans unused. These stamps were 

printed similar to 1902 Chahi and Kran issue but carry blue control hand-stamped and were used 
for money orders. At reverse control number. Very rare, signed Sadri. 161 *    350 €

P 2359 1902, money order stamp 50 toman, deep mauve, a strip of fi ve and a single stamp on piece of 
money order forrmula, fi ne strike “MESHEDISSAR 7-7-04“ (Meshed-i-Sar). Sold as is.

Farahbakhsh: 
206 d 450 €

P 2360 1902, “Toman“ Teheran Typeset issue, money order stamp 20 tomans blue unused. These stamps 
were printed similar to 1902 Chahi and Kran issue but carry blue control hand-stamped and were 
used for money orders. At reverse control number. Very rare, signed Sadri. 162 *    350 €

P 2361 1902, “Toman“ Teheran Typeset issue, 50 tomans magenta and grey, position 5, very fi ne unused, 
at reverse control number, signed Sadri. 164 *    450 €

P 2362 1902, Meshed Issue, 1 Kr. rose, used copy, neatly cancelled, washed colour, touched at 2 sides, 
signed, certifi cate IPS. Scott/Persiphila 3.500,- $. 178 g 1.200 €

P 2363 1902, “Toman“ Teheran Typeset issue, money order stamp 100 tomans rose used. These stamps 
were printed similar to 1902 Chahi and Kran issue but carry blue control hand-stamped and were 
used for money orders. Very rare signed Sadri.

Farahbakhsh 
207 g 500 €

2364• 1903, Freimarken für Teheran, nicht ausgegebene Marken mit blauem Handstempel-Aufdruck: 
Wappenlöwe 10,20,25 und (100) T=tomans. (Mi. 900,-,rs 4 -stellige blaue Nr.) 161-3, 5 g 80 €

P 2365• 1903/05, Indian Postal Agencies in Persia: 1905 Envelope to Bombay, franked ½ Anna green 
tied by extremely rare thimble „CAMP P.O.No.4 / 20 MA 05“, Bombay 31.05.05 arrival bs, only 
a few covers recorded. Note: The Seistan Arbitration Commission (1903-05) was called to ar-
bitrate and demarcate the boundary between Persia and Afghanistan. A daily mail service by 
camel dâk (30-40 mile stages) took mail to Quetta, 600 miles distant, in about a week. ONLY 
THREE COVERS OF THE SEISTAN ARBITRATION COMMISSION ARE BELIEVED TO BE RECORDED, 
it is one of the greatest rarities of  Indian military mail or used abroad Postal History ! b 3.000 €

P 2366 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1903/09, 5 Ch. red with provisional overprint, 3 cards used to Beyrouth/Eng-
land/Russia, one uprated, small traces. H&G 16 (2), 17 GA 200 €

P 2367 INDIEN - USED ABROAD, PERSIA: 1904. Registered Indian postal stationary card one anna blue upgra-
ded with India SG 122, ½a green (4) tied by squared circle Linga date stamp ‘… 29 04’ with framed 
hand-struck ‘Linga’ addressed to Belgium with Sea Post Offi ce transit ‘Au 6’, oval Bruxelles (Reception) 
‘21 Aout’ and Limbourg receiver ‘22nd Aug’ on face. Very rare item of Registered mail from Linga. SG 122 (4) GA 600 €

P 2368 1904/05, 2 ppc each with franking 2 Ch. grey with “Controle“ ovp. (different types) and 5 Ch. red, 
used from Teheran to Belgium resp. Italy. 186 (2), 188 (2) GA 300 €

2369 1904 three postal stationery cards “5 Chahis“ on 5 Ch Shah Muzzafar ad-Din, at reverse pictures 
from “Ruines Persepolis“, “Garden in Kerman“ and “Derwich/Garden in Teheran“, all sent to Belgie. GA 200 €

P 2370 1905 (ca.). Registered envelope (some tears and other faults) addressed to Tehran bearing on 
reverse Persia Registered label Yvert 221a, 1c scarlet (block of ten) tied by Tauris date stamp 
with Tehran receiver on front. Rare multiple on cover. b 1.100 €

P 2371• 1905, 6ch. blue postal stationery envelope used uprated and registered with very scarce red type 
of “SULTANABAD 16/6/05“ ds., “Agence Ziegler & Co. Sultanabad 16/6/1905“ ds. alongside, 
adressed to Erfurt / Germany with german railway registration label, on reverse arrival mark, few 
toned spots and light crease, fi ne and scarce! GA 120 €

2372 1906, “Provisoire“ on full gum MNH/MM sheets of 1 Ch. (imperf. and perf.), 2 Ch., 3 Ch., 3 Ch. wi-
thout overprint, 6 Ch., 10 Ch. (corner crease and corner fault); also 13 ch. sheet full gum cto “RECHT 
12/11“. Total 8 sheets. (T) Scott 423/27 **/*/g 100 €
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P 2373 1906, Forwarded registered postal stationery envelope 12ch. rose (surcharged “PROVISOIRE“) from 
Sultanabad to Zeulenroda, Germany uprated by 1906 1ch. and 13ch. (surcharged Tabriz stamps) 
tied with Sultanabad-Arak datestamp, oval “Agence Ziegler & Co./Sultanabad/5 OCT. 1906“ forwar-
der cachet in violet, straight-liner “REGISTERED“ in violet and German ‘Vom Auslande über Bahn-
post 5 (Odbg.-Brsl.)’ reg. label alongside, Teheran ‘10.10.06’ transit and ‘Breslau-Oderberg’ railway 
datestamp along with ‘24.10.06’ arrival cds and red forwarder wax seal on reverse. Minor traces of 
ageing but still fi ne, and attractive. 232, 227 + GU GA 300 €

P 2374 1907/09, defi nitives Lion and Shah Mohammed-Ali, 18 values complete mint o.g. Sc. 428/45 *    280 €
P 2375 1908, Registered cover from the British Vice-Consulate at Sultanabad to Zeulenroda, Germany via 

Teheran, franked with 1907-08 ‘Lions’ 1ch., 6ch., 9ch. and 10ch. tied with Sultanabad-Arak da-
testamp, violet “REGISTERED“ h/s and German “Vom Auslande über Bp. 18“ reg. label alongside, 
British ‘Coat of Arms’ printing on back-fl ap, red Consulate wax seal, Teheran ‘Jan. 1908’ transit and 
Zeulenroda ‘5.2.08’ arrival datestamp on reverse. An almost fi ne and attractive registered cover 
from the Merseburger (bookshop) correspondence. 233, 236-38 b 100 €

P 2376 1908, 50 Kr. Schah Mohammed Ali, block of 25, mnh, very good condition (M) 250 (25) **   2.500 €
P 2377 1908, Registered cover from the British Vice-Consulate at Sultanabad to Zeulenroda, Germany via 

Teheran, franked with 1903-04 ‘Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar’ 1k. and 2k.(2) and 1907-08 ‘Lions’ 
1ch., 9ch. and 10ch. tied with Sultanabad-Arak datestamp, violet “REGISTERED“ h/s and German 
“Vom Auslande über Bp. 18“ reg. label alongside, on reverse with part red Consulate wax seal, Te-
heran ‘7. 3. 08’ transit, German ‘Alexandrowo-Kreuz-Berlin’ railway oval and Zeulenroda ‘19.3.08’ 
arrival datestamp on reverse. Cover stained and with creased edges but still a scarce and attractive 
registered cover from the Merseburger (bookshop) correspondence. 191-92 et al. b 80 €

P 2378• 1909, registered label as 1 ch. postage stamp, vertical strip of 5, tied by cds. “VZED 29.11.“ to re-
verse to cover via Teheran to Mechad with arrival mark, fi ne, scarce V (5) b 300 €

P 2379 1909. Receipt for 22kr from the Ministry of Customs and Post dated 4/1 1909 on behalf of the post 
for handling 30 boxes. On reverse  a total amount of stamps for 50 kr 5 chahi applied cancelled by 
violet Teheran cds and date inverted. Scarce.

185, 186(2), 
194(5) b 450 €

2380 1909, Teheran local ovp., 8 mint values with different types and colours of ovp. 270 etc. */(*) 70 €
P 2380A 1909, 2 Ch. (2), 3 Ch. (3) and 6 Ch. tied oval “ISPHAHAN 4 2 08“ (sic) to registered ppc  (Les ban-

quiers refugies a la legation d’Angleterre en Theheran pour reclamer la consitution“) to Switzerland 
w. arrival “BERN 28.II.09“. Ak 70 €

2381 1909 Chahi-Werte, ungebr. Pracht 288-303 *    100 €
P 2382 1909, Newspaper stamps, prepared issue, 17 values complete mint o.g., few colours faded, si-

gned Sadri. Very rare set! Sc. 464/80 *    2.500 €
P 2383 1910, 4 Kr. slate/red, imperf proof of not issued “Divani“ set. (*)  270 €
P 2384 1911 Ahmad Kadschar, ohne den billigen 3 Ch. von 1922, sonst ungebr. Pracht 304-24 (ohne 

307) *    150 €
P 2385 1911, Forwarded registered cover from Sultanabad to Zeulenroda, Germany via Teheran, franked 

with 1911 ‘Ahmad Shah Qajar’ 1ch., 3ch., 9ch. and 26ch. tied with circled Sultanabad (Depart) ‘22.
IV.11’ datestamp, violet  Agence Ziegler & Co./Sultanabad/22 AVRIL 1911  forwarder d/s and violet 
 REGISTERED  h/s alongside, British ‘Coat of Arms’ printing on back-fl ap, red forwarder wax seal, 
Teheran ‘26.IV.11’ transit d/s, ‘Alexandrowo-Kreuz-Berlin’ German railway oval and Zeulenroda 
‘8.5.11’ arrival datestamp on reverse. An almost fi ne and attractive forwarded registered cover from 
the Merseburger (bookshop) correspondence. 317 et al. b 100 €

P 2386 1911, 20 + 30 Kr. Offi ciel-Aufdruck, ungebr. Pracht 338, 339 *    70 €
P 2386A 1912/14, UPU cards 6 Ch./5 “TEHERAN 11.V.12“ to Dresden/Germany; and 5 Ch./5 “MOHAMME-

RAH No.2 24.1.14“ “via Bombay-Brindisi“ to Coburg/Germany (reverse thin in margin, photograph 
“an oak of 2300 years near Kerman“. GA 60 €

2387 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1913/16, 5 Ch. on 5 Ch. red, 2 cards used from Teheran to London (there 
redirected) resp. to Holland, one card with vertical crease. H&G 27, 27a GA 60 €

P 2388• 1914 , 1 ch.-5 kr.-ex sheets of 5 (13 different) printed on both sides, some with inverted centers, 
no gum, rare. (T) 363/79-ex var. (*)  1.500 €

P 2389 1915, Coronation of Shah Ahmed, 11 reprint sheets of 5 stamps each, 1 ch. to 24 ch printed on 
both sides, one design with inverted centre, on ungummed paper; 2 kr. and 5 kr. with inverted 
centre on gummed paper. Rare and attractive! (M)

363/71, 373, 
375 (*)/** 1.000 €

P 2390 1915, Ahmad Schah Kadschar, 5 values (1, 2 and 3 Kr, 1 and 2 T.) with inverted centerpiece, 3 
values printed on both sides (right centerpiece, without gum as issued) 372/4, 376/7 (*)/** 300 €

P 2391 1915, 6 Ch. red, imperf colour proof of not issued “Salatin“ set. (*)  270 €
P 2392 1916 Freimarken, ungebr. Pracht. 397-400 *    100 €

2393• 1916, 5 Ch. carmine postal stationery card used with “TAURIS ARRIVEE 30/10/16“ cds. and full 
message on reverse adressed to Belgium, scarce violet twoliner “BEROBITO“ censor mark, fi ne and 
very scarce! GA 70 €

P 2394 1916, 9 Ch. tied “HAMADAN (DÈPART) 12.VII.16“ to cover (faults at right) to “IKAZ..N 15.VII.16“, 
persian-russian bilingual censormark. b 200 €
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P 2395 1916 (May 25) Plain envelope to Sultanabad bearing strip 3 x 2 ch tied Hamadan d/s & w/above 
boxed vernacular Russian Military Censor h/s in black & w/on reverse oval vernacular h/s in violet 
sealing fl ap & Sultanabad [30 May] arrival d/s. b 180 €

P 2396 1916, Persian stationery card 5 Ch. uprated 9 different stamps with canc. “KEREND 22 X 16“ and 
sender from aviator-department Bagdad, mission P. Iranische Souvenir-GA mit 9 versch. Briefmar-
ken gest. “KEREND 22 X 16“ von einem Angehörigen der Fliegerabteilung Bagdad, Sondermission 
P von Oberst Popp unter “Von der Goltz-Pascha“. Extrem selten, da sich die Einheit nach Besetzung 
Hamadans durch Russland schon im März 1917 zurückzog. GA 400 €

P 2397 1917. Stampless envelope addressed to India endorsed ‘On Active Service’ cancelled by ‘F.P.O./ No 
319’ date stamp ‘15th Jan 17’ with circular ‘Censor/D’ hand-stamp in violet on reverse of Bushire 
and Bombay arrival. Very fi ne. b 150 €

P 2398 1917. Envelope addressed to Teheran bearing Yvert 302, 1c green and orange and Yvert 305, 5c 
carmine and lilac tied by Hamadan (Depart) double ring with framed bilingual ‘Observed by the mi-
litary censor’ in black. The region of Kurdistan was under control of Persian and Russian Forces. A 
very fi ne item. b 300 €

P 2399 1918, 2 ch. red/sepia, 3 values together with Charity 1 ch. violet on reverse of cover from Teheran 
to Isfahan. Sc. 482 (2) ect. b 100 €

P 2400 1918. Stampless envelope addressed to England from the ‘East Persia Cordon Field Force’ can-
celled by ‘Camp Post Offi ce No 37’ date stamp ‘14th June 18’ with boxed ‘Field Force / To Be / De-
livered / Free’ and oval ‘Passed Censor / Quetta’ in violet on face. Scarce item. b 300 €

P 2401 1918, Coronation overprints, 7 values complete in blocks of 4 unmounted mint, signed and certifi -
cate Sadri. Persiphila 603/09. 416/22 (4) **   450 €

P 2402 1919, 6 Chahi “Provisoire 1919“ ovpt. tied “RECHT (DÉPART) 24.XI.19 to “HAMADAN 30.XI.19“, 
British censormark on reverse, unevenly opened b 250 €

P 2403 1919. Envelope addressed to Kazvin bearing ‘Provisoire 1919’ Yvert 413, 3ch green (pair) tied by 
Langueroud date stamp ‘16/2’ with framed ‘Crown/Passed by Censor/549’ in violet on reverse 
routed via Recht ‘20/2’ and Kazvin (Arrivee) on face ‘25/2’. Lovely item from the Dunster Force. 
Scarce item mailed from Langueroud. b 300 €

P 2404 1919, letter (opening faults and some tears) from “TEHERAN 5.11.19“, franked with 6 Ch. on 10 Ch. 
(Mi. Nr. 432) and charitiy stamp, rare! 432 b 250 €

P 2405 1919, 1 ch. green/ultramarine, single franking on cover from “BIRJEND 8.3.19“ to YEZD with arrival 
mark 30.3.19, transit marks GHAIN 9.3., GOUNBAD 13.3. and TABASSE 21.3., all on front, envelope 
with some rough opening at right, very attractive! Sc. 489 b 100 €

P 2406 1920 (Mar 22) Black & white ppc (Laridjan- Asgue panoramic view of the town) to Douai bearing 5ch 
tied Teheran/No 15 d/s & w/double rimmed circular Persian vernacular censor h/s in violet & w/on 
picture side Teheran/No 10 [25 Mar] dispatch d/s. b 110 €

P 2407 1921, 3 Ch. to 5 T. coronation day Ahmad Schah Kadschar with impr. „SPECIMEN“, mint LH (3 Ch 
without gum), very rare!, certifi cate Sadri.

Mi. 449-59,Sc.635-
45, Pers.633-43 *    220 €

P 2408 1922. Envelope (tear at left) addressed to Teheran bearing Yvert 302, 1c green and orange (4) and 
Yvert 305, 2c rose and brown tied by Recht (Depart) double ring ‘8th Sept’ with hand-struck ‘Cen-
sure Dunster Force’ in violet (struck twice) with Teheran receiver ‘5/10’. Lovely item from the Duns-
terville Force with letter. b 400 €

P 2409 1922, CONTROLE 1922 overprints, 17 values complete mint o.g., only few unobstrusive imper-
fections, signed Sadri. Very rare set! Sc. 646/62 *    1.500 €

P 2410 1924, ‘Ahmed Shah Qajar’ high values in complete sheets: 10kr., 20kr. and 30kr. each in sheets 
of 100, plus 1kr. in part sheet of 80, all center-folded horizontally and vertically (some open 
perfs), mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. (Mi. about 10,000 €) (M)

494-96 (100), 
490 (80) **   1.000 €

P 2411• 1925, “TAXE PERCUE / ABADAN“ ‘loose type’ mark (two strikes) on stamp-less cover to London ‘By 
Overland-Mail Via Baghdad-Haifa’, with Mohammera double-ring d/s (19th May) on back, red Lon-
don ‘Paid’ arrival cds (3 JU 25) on face. Envelope lightly creased, still good. A scarce ‘loose type’ 
handstamp from Abadan. b 500 €

P 2412 1924. Censored envelope (with correspondence) addressed to Recht bearing Yvert 462, 6c grey/
black tied by Kermanshaw date stamp ‘15th June 1924’ with boxed rectangular government mi-
litary censor of Kermanshah reading ‘Military Censor/1303’ and Recht arrival ‘July 3rd’. Scarce 
censor from Kermanshah used on cover between May and July 1924. See Eftekhar Page 121. b 1.000 €

P 2413 1926, 4 Kr. Freimarke, ungebr. Luxus. 529 *    100 €
P 2414 1926, 10 Kr. Freimarke, ungebr. Luxus. 531 *    80 €

2415 1925/30, 6 First Flight covers with attractive frankings, one with cert. Vachat. (T) 569/73 etc. b 90 €
P 2416• 1925, Experimental Flight from Teheran : air mail cover from Teheran, franked with gold overprinted 

treasury department stamps 1c. red to 10c. deep orange, very rare on cover, showing the air mail 
route “TEHERAN ALEP ISTANBUL THESSALONIKA ATHENS PARIS“, adressed to Paris with arrival 
mark on reverse, very fi ne and scarce fl ight route Iran Turkey France! (M) Sc. 697 - 701 f 200 €

2417 1926/29, ordinary stamp set “Shah Resa Pahlewi“, fi ne mint set, little thin spots on 1 and 2 Kran, 
otherweise very fi ne. 534-43 *    150 €
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P 2418 1927, airmails, 16 values complete mint o.g., 9 Ch. and 1 Kr. thinned, signed and certifi cate Sadri. 
Persiphila 740/55 950,- $. 544/59 *    300 €

2418A 1927, airmails, 1 Ch. to 30 Kr., 16 values complete overprinted SPECIMEN, 2 stamps thinned, si-
gned and certifi cate Sadri. Persiphila 740/55 1.650,- $. 544/59 SP */(*) 400 €

P 2419 1927, airmail 4 kr. silver/blue/brown together with 7 other values on large sized registered airmail 
cover from “TEHERAN 13.12.27“ to Berlin/Germany with arrival mark 27.12.27 on reverse, envelo-
pe and franking with some imperfections, rare usage! (T)

Sc. C 12, C 1, C 
5 ect. b 200 €

P 2420 1928, attractive franking on reverse of sealed letter with value declaration “500 fr.“, from “PAHLE-
VI“ to Berlin/Germany with arrival mark 30.8.28, traces of transportation. Rare usage! (T)

Sc. 712, 714 
(3), 725 (3) b 120 €

P 2421 1928/29, Airmails, 17 values complete, mint o.g. Scott 480,- $ Sc. C 17/33 */** 150 €
P 2422 1928, registered cover from TAURIS 12.5.28 to Phoebus/VA/USA, sent to a lockbox adress, which 

obviously wasn’t rented by the addressee any more, red 3line canc. “FRAUDULENT. / Mail to this 
adress returned / by order of Postmaster General“, on reverse 6 transit/arrival marks Washington/
Phoebus/N.Y., some transportation marks.

Sc. 725 (4), 
728 (2) b 80 €

P 2423 1928, 15 ch. pale ultramarine, 2 copies with lower margin on registered cover from “TAURIS 
15.7.28“ to Czechoslovakia, endorsed “via Russie“, 7 Prague arrival marks 25./26.7. on reverse, 
few transportation marks. Sc. 731 (2) b 80 €

P 2424 1928, 15 ch. pale ultramarine, single franking on reverse on registered cover from KAZIN to Buenos 
Aires/Argentinia, there locally redirected, several transit and arrival (3.9.28) marks on reverse, en-
velope with faults. Sc. 731 b 120 €

P 2425 1929 6 Ch. orange-brown/olive, Shah Reza Pahlevi ovpt. “POSTES IRANIENNES“, not issued on co-
ver, signed, not listened in Michel but mentioned. 617 var b 160 €

P 2425A 1929, airmails 3 Ch. (pair), 2 ch. (pair), 5 Ch. and defi nitive 1 Kr. tied “TEHERAN DEPART -8IV 29“ to 
air mail cover to Paris/France,  FFC  with violet cachet “PREMIER COURRIER ARIEN / TEHERAN-BAG-
DAD“, on reverse transit “BAGHDAD 10 APR. 29“ and arrival  “PARIS GARE DU NORD 22-4 29“. f 70 €

2426 1930/31, two airmail covers one of them registered from the “Banque nationale de Perse“ to Berlin 
via BAGDAD respectively via Russia, good frankings. ex 609-623 b 70 €

P 2427 1930. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to London bearing Yvert 524, 1c rose and emerald, 
Yvert 529, 10c brown and green and Yvert 534, 2k orange and violet (3) tied by Boucher double ring 
with boxed hand-struck ‘R/Boucher’, forwarded on arrival with sealing tape ‘Found Open or Dama-
ged and Offi cially Secured’ tied by Farnborough date stamp. Interesting item. b 300 €

P 2428 1930, Airmail 2 kr. red-orange, 10 ch. black-green, 5 ch. olive-brown and 8 other stamps, tied by 
cds. “TEHERAN 1.VI.30“ to reverse to registered - AR- airmaol cover to Paris with arrival mark, fi ne.

575, 573, 572 
a.o. b 170 €

P 2428A• 1930, long-sized registered air mail cover from Teheran to Bombay by “AIR MAIL/via BUSHIRE“ (h/s 
in violet, while an earlier applied h/s ‘... via Bagdad and Cairo’ has been cancelled), franked with 
1ch. pair, 2ch. and 2kr. 1928 air mail stamps on front and 1ch., 12ch. and strip of four of 1kr. 1929 
defi nitives on reverse, with all relevant postmarks. (M)

575, and 
others. b 100 €

P 2429 1930, airmail 3 kr. yellow brown together with 1 ch., 2 ch. and 15 ch. on reverse of airmail cover 
from “BOUSHIR 2.10.30“ to Teheran with arrival mark.

Sc. C 17, 
744/45, 751 b 150 €

P 2430 1930, 2 c. blue/grey black with variety “centre shifted upwards“, therefore fl ying eagle amidst in-
scription, unused copy, well perforated. Cert. Phil.Foundation. Sc. C 35 (*)  100 €

2431 1930/31 small cover with key values of total 9 stamps from 3 issues 4 Kr 37 Ch. 614, 617, 621,623 b 50 €
P 2432 1931, 2 kr. brown orange/dark violet together with 6 ch. and 10 ch. on reverse of registered cover 

from “Teheran 29.9.31“ to Wiesbaden/Germany with arrival mark 7.10.31, bilingual seal of Junkers 
Arimail Service Persia, some traces of transportation.

Sc. 754, 763, 
765 b 150 €

2433 1932/35, four covers Shah Reza Pahlevi with nice diff. frankings sent to Bulgaria, Germany and 
USA one of them censured. (T) (T) b 50 €

P 2434• 1932, INCOMING MAIL, USA 2 C (Sc 717) on ppc Los Angeles with indian taxation “OVERLAND POS-
TAGE DUE 0-1-3“ and further tax markings to TEHERAN, card with strong bend. Scarce. Ak 200 €

P 2435 1933, attractive franking 16 values of 3 different issues incl. the rare 11 ch., on front and on re-
verse of registered cover from Teheran 4.3.33 to Heidenheim/Germany with arrival mark 12.3.33, 
envelope opened on 3 sides and with faults. Sc. 766 ect. b 200 €

2436 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1934/36, 3 cards used to Germany, 2 with text, No. 52a with shifted ovp. 
“Iran“, good condition.

H&G 50, 52, 
52a GA 160 €

2437 1935, two covers franked with stamps from the 1935 issue “10th Anniversary of Pahlavi’s coming 
into power“ railway topic, sent to UK and France.

644, 645, 647, 
648 b 70 €

P 2438 1935, key value 3 Toman together with 4 other stamps on registerd and censored cover from “TE-
HERAN 14 II 1943“ via BAGDAD (T) 686 b 130 €

2439 1935/38, 3 covers to Hungary/USA/Germany, 2 registered mail, with frankings high denomination 
values. (T)

696 (3), 697, 
699 b 90 €

P 2440 1935, defi nitives 5 D. to 5 R., 14 values complete mainly unmounted mint. 687/700 **/* 250 €
2441 1935/36, three picture postal cards sent to Bohemia & Moravia via UDSSR, one with german cen-

sorship, scarce destination. Ak 60 €
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2442 1936, 3 Zensurbelege aus dem Iran nach Deutschland je unterschiedlich frankiert mit 1,50 R. Alle 
zensiert durch das OKW, Klebestreifen und Zensurstempel. ex 702-711 b 130 €

2443 1935 Flugpost, ungebr. Pracht. 670-686 *    80 €
P 2444• 1938-3-5, 5 Kr. red/black sent by airmail  from KORRAMSHAR to Kopenhagen on picture postal 

card. 683 b 60 €
2445 1938, 60th anniversary of Shah Reza Pahlevi, 10 mini sheets cpl. some wrinkles (PersiPhila 934BS-

43BS). (T) Block 1B-10B *    200 €
P 2446 1938, 60th anniversary of Shah Reza Pahlevi, 8 mini sheets, 5, 10, 30, 60, 90 D and 1,50, 5 and 

10 Rls. one mini sheet with fi ne strike “TEHERAN 10 IX 39“, the others cancelled with “ACHRAF “, 4 
ms with light wrinkles. (ex PersiPhila 934BS-43BS) (T)

ex Block 
1B-10B g 350 €

P 2447 1938, 60th anniversary of Shah Reza Pahlevi, 8 mini sheets, 5, 10, 30, 60, 90 D and 1,50, 5 and 
10 Rls. MS. 90 D and 1,50 Rls on piece with TEHRAN commemorative postmark, one with “DAMAS“ 
arrival, some wrinkles and soilings nevertheless very scarce. (ex PersiPhila 934BS-43BS) (T)

ex Block 
1A-10A g/d 350 €

2448 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1939, 90 D. red, 2 cards on different papers, used to USA, small traces. H&G 56 (2) GA 90 €
P 2449 1940/41, 3 covers all sent to British India, 1940 YEZD to Karachi with BANAR ABBAS Transit and 

postage due cancel, opened by censor,1940 cover from MASSJED-SOLEIMAN to Bombay with Kara-
chi censor and 1941 cover from ABADAN to Bombay, indian censorship. (T) b 200 €

P 2450 1941, 10 r. dark brown/ultramarine, key value togehter with 2 r. light blue and airmail 10 ch on re-
gistered airmail cover from “TEHERAN 30.1.41“ to London with Baghdad transit mark 3.2.41 on 
reverse, envelope with traces of transportation.

Sc. 870, 867, 
C 58 b 100 €

P 2451• INCOMING MAIL, 1942, stampless cover from “CHICAGO 3.7.42 - perforated machine label 70 cent 
“For VICTORY buy United States Bonds and Stamps“ to TEHRAN, black strike “ENGLISH CORRE-
SPONDENCE“, Transit “LE CAIRE 24-7-42 with postal censorship, Transit BAGDAD 27-7-42 “NOT 
EXAMINES IRAK CENSORSHIP“ arrival TEHRAN 11-8-42. (T) b 80 €

P 2452 1942. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to London bearing Yvert 644, 1r turquoise and Air 
Mail Yvert 66, 2t grey-green and brown and Yvert 67, 3t lilac and blue tied by Teheran date stamp 
with framed hand-struck Teheran registered ‘9/6’ and endorsed ‘AV/2’ in red crayon, Persian cen-
sor label tied by circular ‘Anglo-Soviet Persian Censorship / 7’ on face and Russian censor ‘7’ in vi-
olet on reverse, endorsed ‘Pan American / Registered’, routed via Iraq with boxed bilingual ‘Not Ex-
amined / Iraq Censorship’ and Bagdad/Reg ‘1st July’ with oval Registered/Jerusalem ‘6th July’ and 
Miami ‘July 18’ with New York censorship ‘Opened by Examiner/6693’ and oval New York/Foreign 
‘19/7’ on reverse. Superb item of Pacifi c and Trans-Atlantic mail with ‘AV/2’ on Persian mail. b 400 €

P 2453 1943. Envelope addressed to the ‘Ottoman Bank, Bagdad’ bearing Persia Yvert 632, 2r blue and 
Yvert 670, 20d ultramarine tied by ‘F.P.O. / No 54’ date stamp with circular ‘Passed by Censor / No 
888’ censor cachet and Persian censor label tied by circular ‘Anglo-Soviet-Persian / Censorship / 
11’ bilingual censor cachet, routed via Egypt with ‘Deputy Chief Field Censor’ cachet in violet and 
‘Section Base Offi ce No 7’ on reverse with Bagdad arrival. Very fi ne and scarce item from the Indian 
Field Post Offi ce in Persia with usage of Iran stamps. b 200 €

P 2454 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1944, 1 R. red, uprated card (some staining at perforation) from Teheran 
12.7.44 to Turkey, Soviet censor marks. H&G 57 GA 300 €

2455• 1944, Radigramme “RADIO PAHLEVI“ from Teheran with English and Russian censorship cancel 
plus red handstamp “PASSED IN CARD-INDEX....“, folded. b 60 €

2456• 1944 (Jun 11-21) Anglo Iranian Oil Co covers to Sydney with high aggregate frankings of 49r and 37r 
25, each with scarce on cover Pahlavi 20r (fi rst with pair – one defective), Basra transit and Iraqi 
scarce individual Censor handstamps (numbered “13“), additionally censored on arrival at Sydney, 
rare duo despite some trauma, (2). (T) b 100 €

P 2457• 1960/67, two International Reply Coupons LONDON type with different arab values both handstam-
ped in violet with new arab value with issuing pmk. ‘Tehran (6.IV60 or 3VIII67)’, unusual pair! IAS GA 60 €

P 2458 1967, 2 R. coronation, block of 4, showing variety “imperf between and without silver colour“, unu-
sed no gum. 1365 var (*)  650 €

P 2459 1971, 8 r. Shah Reza Pahlavi, variety “Shah’s Head omitted“ (colour violet blue), unmounted mint 
(normal copy for comparison enclosed). Sc. 1621 var. **   100 €

IRAN - BRITISCHE BESETZUNG BUSHIRE    
P 2460 1915, “BUSHIRE Under Rritish Occupation.“ Rritish instead of British and high “R“ in British, 

surcharged 5 Ch. red postal stationery card (PC46) mint, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €
2461 1915, “BUSHIRE Under Rritish Occupation.“ KUSHIRE instead of BUSHIRE, surcharged 5 Ch. red 

postal stationery card (PC46) mint, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €
2462 1915, “BUSHIRE Under Rritish Occupation.“ HUSHIRE instead of BUSHIRE, surcharged 5 Ch. red 

postal stationery card (PC46) mint, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €
2463 1915, “BUSHIRE Under Rritish Occupation.“ NUSHIRE instead of BUSHIRE, surcharged 5 Ch. red 

postal stationery card (PC46) mint, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €
2464 1915, “BUSHIRE Under Rritish Occupation.“ #USHIR# instead of BUSHIRE, surcharged 5 Ch. red 

postal stationery card (PC46) mint, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €
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P 2465 1915, “BUSHIRE Under British Occupation.“ high “U“ in “Under“, surcharged 5 Ch. red postal stati-
onery card (PC46) mint, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €

2466 1915, “BUSHIRE Under Rritish Occupation.“ RUSHIRE instead of BUSHIRE, surcharged 5 Ch. red 
postal stationery card (PC46) mint, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €

P 2467 1915, “BUSHIRE Under British Occupation.“ surcharged 5 Ch. red postal stationery card (PC46) 
local used with clear “BUCHIR (DEPART) 13/10/15“ cds., full message on reverse, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 300 €

2468 1915, “BUSHIRE Under Rritish Occupation.“ Rritish instead of British and high “R“ in British & high 
“d“ in “Under“, surcharged 5 Ch. red postal stationery card (PC46) mint, tiny border toned, fi ne. PC49 var GA 200 €

P 2469 1915, “BUSHIRE Under British Occupation.“ surcharged 5 Ch. red postal stationery card (PC46) 
high “U“ in “Under“, local used with clear “BUCHIR (DEPART) 15/9/15“ cds., full message on re-
verse, very fi ne. PC49 var GA 300 €

P 2470 1915, “BUSHIRE Under British Occupation.“ surcharged 5 Ch. red postal stationery card (PC46) 
with two albino impressions of surcharge to left of the stamp, scarce variety, very fi ne. PC49a GA 400 €

2471 1915, “BUSHIRE Under British Occupation.“ surcharged 5 Ch. red postal stationery card (PC46) 
with two albino impressions of surcharge to left of the stamp, scarce variety, very fi ne. PC49a GA 400 €

2472 1915, very rare 5 Ch. “Ahmad Shah small portrait“ red, postal stationery card, ovpt “BUSHIRE 
Under British Occupation“ type 2a - spacing of overprint lines - Only very few of a little stock 
were overprinted by Leo Malcolm. Vf unused, (Persiphila Cat Val. 7.500,-- $).

Persiphila 
DBUP1 GA 1.350 €

IRAN - BESONDERHEITEN      
see also 1753, 2076

P 2473 1916, 3 K carmine-rose, 7 K brown and 10 K dark-blue on registered letter from Russian Consulate 
of Tauris via Petrograd to Bern/Switzerland 10.11.1916, on reverse registration-label, transit- and 
arrival-postmark. 1916, Russland, 1915 10 Kopeken dunkelblau mit 1. Januar 1913, 300 Jahre 
Herrscherhaus Romanow 3 Kopeken karminrosa und 7 Kopeken braun schön übergehend entwer-
tet mit Doppelkreisstempel des russischen Konsulates in Täbris, Tchilinghirian & Stephen Fig. 303 
per Einschreiben 10. November 1916 über Petrograd nach Bern mit rückseitigem Durchgangs- und 
Ankunftsstempeln ist echt und einwandfrei. Mi. 70b, 81 und 83. 20 Kopeken-Porto mit 10 Kopeken 
für Einschreiben und 10 Kopeken für Auslandbrief. 70b, 81, 83 b 400 €

ISRAEL    
P 2474• 1948, Complete fi rst ‘Coins’ set WITH TABS, unused, mounted on printed ministery sheet, stamps 

good (a few little brownish stains only), sheet with imperfections (punch hole, creased, stained). (Mi. 
for mint never hinged set: 12,000 €) (M) 1-Sep (*)  500 €

P 2475• 1948, Complete fi rst ‘Coins’ set WITH TABS tied with “TEL AVIV/22.6.48“ bilingual cds to printed 
ministery sheet, stamps good (a few little brownish stains only), sheet with marginal imperfections 
(punch holes, creased, toned). (Mi. for used set: 3500 €) (M) 1-Sep g 700 €

P 2476+ 1948, NAHARIYA CANCEL #1 MARCH 22, 1948 / 11AM (Struck Front & Back!) on COVER SENT 
to KIRYATH BIALIK with 10m Pictorial tied by Next Day Haifa Mandate Datestamp. Several ex-
perts have examined this item and agree that it is the “Type-A“ (of the fi rst slogan postmark) “...
as designed by Rafaeli has the upper part of the letter ‘Lamed’ bent backwards, the date 
‘22.3.48’ and the Hebrew date were corrected. It can be seen that the second ‘2’ of ‘22’ was ‘1’, 
and the Hebrew ‘2’ was added to the Hebrew date by hand. Chaim Rafaeli later explained what 
had happened. He had already drawn the slogan on March 21, but the operation of the service 
was postponed until March 22. However, several envelopes had already been postmarked with 
the 21 dated slogan and had to be corrected by hand. b 1.500 €

P 2477+ 1948, NAHARIYA LOCAL CANCEL on front and back of cover from Haifa 23/Mar/48 (fi rst day of 
slogan) to Tel Aviv, vertical fold and some fl aw at border, rough opened, still fi ne and rare, Tsachor 
certifi cate 2004. b 200 €

P 2478+ 1948, SAFAD 10m Black on White LOCAL entire mint, very fi ne, Certifi cate Dr. Steinberg 1951 Bale #124-E GA 100 €
P 2479+ 1948 (March 29), NAHARIYA LOCAL CANCEL on front and back of cover to Haifa, some toned spots 

and border crease, accompanied by small bilingual card “MISHMAR HAAM NAHARIYA 25/
MAR/1948“. A very rare item. b 200 €

P 2480+ 1948, NAHARIYA LOCAL CANCEL on front and back of cover from Haifa 29/8/48 to Ramat Gan, 
some toned spots and some fl aw at top border, rough opened, still fi ne and rare. b 100 €

P 2481• 1948, 20m. horizontal téte-béche gutter pair with missing perforation through gutter, mint never 
hinged, light diagonal crease through right hand stamp and weak vertical ‘wave’ through gutter, still 
freah and good. 13 KZ Var. **   100 €

P 2482• 1948, Jewish National Fund K.K.L. complete set of four (mint/unused) + imperfd. marginal block of 
six of Fund stamp (unmounted mint). **/* 80 €

P 2483 1948 (ca.), Essay for a 20m value ‘Flag and embossed lion’ blue and black in a perforated miniature 
sheet of four, unused without gum as usual, scarce! essay (*)  450 €

2484• 1949-50, ‘Parlament’ 250p. and ‘Petah Tiqwa’ 40p. both with marginal tabs, plus 1949 ‘Coins’ set 
of four (5p. to 30p.) each as téte-béche gutter pairs, plus 1950 ‘UPU’ both values as téte-béche 
gutter pairs with serial number, all mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. 15, 18 u.a. **   80 €
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P 2485+ 1950, Booklet no.4 three panes on registered cover from TEL AVIV to New York with arrival mark on 
reverse, very fi ne and scarce. (T) Bklt #4 b 200 €

P 2486• 1950, 75th. year UPU 40 pr. and 80 pr., two tete-beche gutter pairs tied by cds. “REHOVOT 1.6.50“ 
to registered cover to New York with arrival mark plus second registered cover with tete-beche pair, 
very fi ne, two certifi cates PF.

28-29 KZ; 
28/29 K b 600 €

P 2487 1950, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, 2 values, blocks of 4 from the lower left corner of the 
sheet with full tab, unmounted mint. 30/31 (4) **   600 €

2488 1950, 500 pr. Elat, block of 4 from the lower left corner of the sheet with full tab, unmounted mint. 54 (4) **   350 €
P 2489 1952, 70 Jahre BILU-Vereinigung, Sondermarke im postfrischen Viererblock mit fehlender Farbe 

GRÜN. 79 (4) **/v 350 €
2490 1956/67, Four covers during Wars: Three registered Special Flight covers on 15th Nov. 1957 Lod-

Sherem El Sheikh, Lod-El Tour and Special Around Flight over Sinai Peninsula, plus 1967 ‘Moascar 
el-Arish’ cancelled Air Letter (6th June) with War cachet  Army Post Offi ce/Moascar El-Arish/June 6, 
1967/Day of Occupation by Israel Defence Forces . b 100 €

P 2491 1972, Immigration 0.55 im Sechserblock vom rechten Bogenrand mit stark DIAGONAL VERSCHO-
BENER ZÄHNUNG, postfrisch und selten. 550 var. **   400 €

P 2492 1979, 50 Jahre Rotary-Club in Israel 7.00 im Sechserblock vom rechten Bogenrand mit Tab und 
FEHLENDEN ROTDRUCK, postfrisch und selten, spektakuläres Ausstellungsstück! 796 var. **   900 €

P 2493 1984, Freimarke: Früchte des Landes Kanaan, 10 ungezähnte Werte mit TAB im ungezähnten Bo-
gen, dabei obere Reihe nur teilweise gedruckt, es fehlt der Wertestufeneindruck “100“ in blaugrün, 
Bogen hat einige leichte Büge. 965 U (10) **   600 €

P 2494 1986, Arthur Rubinstein im postfrischen Viererblock mit TAB aus der rechten unteren Bogenecke, 
Farbeindruck GELB und GRÜN, dadurch auch fehlender Werteindruck 60 (Ag). 1026 (4) var **/v 700 €

P 2495 1986, 50 Jahre Israelisches Philharmonische Orchester im kompletten Bogen mit 15 Marken + Tab 
mit DIAGONAL VERSCHOBENER ZÄHNUNG, postfrisch und selten. 1048/49 var. **   400 €

P 2496 1987, Blockausgabe zur Nationalen Briefmarkenausstellung in Haifa mit stark DIAGONAL VER-
SCHOBENER ZÄHNUNG, postfrisch und selten. Bl. 34 var. **   300 €

P 2497 1987, Vögel der Bibel 40 Ag.’ Streifen-Zwergrohreule (Otus brucei)’ im kompletten Bogen mit 
15 Marken + Tab mit stark DIAGONAL VERSCHOBENER ZÄHNUNG, postfrisch, spektakuläres 
Ausstellungsstück! (M) 1053 var. **   1.300 €

ISRAEL - PORTOMARKEN    
P 2498 1948, 1st issue Doar Ivri, 5 values complete as unmounted mint plate blocks of 12, each with 

stamp plate number “1“ in colour of stamp and overprint plate number “1“ in black; the 20 m. 
value showing low sheet number “0002“. Only 1.000 sheets have been surcharged; very rare 
especially as a block of 12!

1/5 plate 
blocks **   1.000 €

ISRAEL - BESONDERHEITEN    
P 2499• 1970, Luftpostbrief von BAIT SAHUR (Westbank/Westjordanland), aufgegeben in Bethlehem, nach 

Graz/Österreich mit L3 “DESINFECTED LETTER/BETLEHEM/DESINFIZIERTER BRIEF“ und Rastellö-
chern. Kleiner Ausriss am linken Rand (Öffnungsmängel). Cover with cancel identifying disinfection 
of mail for epedemic sickness from Westbank (shipped from Bethlehem) to Austria. (T) b 100 €

JAPAN      
see also 1455, 1483, 2738, 2746, 4313, 6307

P 2500 1871. Large part envelope bearing Japan ‘Koban’ Yvert 77, 1s black (3) and Yvert 79, 2s drab tied 
by vernacular date stamp mixed with France ‘Ceres Yvert 57, 80c rose tied by (Yokoltama/Bau Fran-
cais.’ cds with Degron-Kun (Type 1) hand-stamp and Verseilles arrival. Nice combination item the 
use of the Koban 1s black not recorded by Matsumoto. d 650 €

P 2501 1871/89, lot mint (2) and used (15) inc. dragons 500 mon early printing pure green pl. 1 (small thin, 
bit toning from old gum) unused NG as issued and koban 6 Sen canc. Tokyo bota. 4Ix etc. g/(*) 200 €

P 2502 1872, dragons 1/2 S. (pair) 5 S. with private marking mounted to genuine 1888 envelope, original 
franking removed, so called “made-cover“ forgery using genuine mint stamps. 5 (2), 8 b 120 €

P 2503 1872, native paper 10 S. Matsuda bluish green, unused mounted mint, signed Carl H. Lange. (Mi-
chel cat. 460.-) 13ax *    100 €

P 2504 1873/79, mint and used (14) inc. revised colours mint (thins); also telegraphs issue used up to 1 Y.  
(33). */g 100 €

P 2505 1873. Envelope to Yokohama, Japan bearing SG 117, 1/- green plate 7 and SG 144, 3d rose plate 
11 tied by London duplex (perfi n Trullinger & Co), routed via Brindisi with Hong Kong transit on re-
verse and British Post Offi ce Yokohama arrival in blue. Very fi ne. b 200 €

2506 1875, cherry blossoms 1 S. brown syll. 7, used, bit scissor separation, cert. Newiger BPP (2004). 
(Michel cat. 500.-) 30 Syll. 7 g Gebot

P 2507 1875, 6 S. orange syll. 10,sumiten (inkdot specimen), no gum (JSCA y27.ooo). 31 syll. 10 SPEC 80 €
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P 2508 1875/76, small size cherry blossom 20 S. carmine and old Koban 4 S. canc. full strike small fl o-
wer of Tokyo w. 20 mm “TOKIO 16 MAY 1884“ alongside on cover (vert. crease, corner fault) from 
Japanese Foreign Offi ce (printed hedser H.I.J.M’s Foreign Offi ce, Tokio) to Japanese Consulate, 
Berlin/Prussia w. same day transit of YOKOHAMA. On reverse transit “NEW YORK JUN 11“ and 
Berlin arrivals “26.6“, also two large paper seals “MINISTERE DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES 
JAPON“. Franked as 12 Sen-via Brindisi double rate, but later routed via USA. Exhibition item. (M) 33 Syll. 8, 43 b 3.500 €

P 2509 1876. Envelope (raughly opened and backfl ap partly missing, traces of ageing) addressed to 
France bearing France ‘Republique’ Yvert 53, 5c yellow-green, Yvert 55, 15c bistre and Yvert 57, 
80c rose tied by Yokohama/Bau Francais double ring ‘11th Juil 76’, endorsed via Marseille’ with 
Paris/Etranger’ arrival in blue ‘30th Aout’ on reverse. Very fi ne 1 franc rate three colour franking 
for mail via Marseille from the ‘Captain Lebon’ correspondence of the Second French Military 
Mission in Japan. b 1.500 €

P 2510• 1876, Koban 1 S. black and 4 S. (both thin bluish white paper) canc. iintaglio cross with faint “YO-
KOHAMA  FEB 5 1879“ alongside, on swiss stationery card 5 R. uprated Sitting Helvetia 5 R. “BERN 
28 XII 78“ via Marseille (red transit) to Yokohama with two strikes of arrival french offi ce “YOKOHA-
MA BAU FRANCAIS 20 FEVR 79“ on reverse. Written request of return via address in San Francisco. 
Yokohama  p.o. franked  5 S. card rate to UPU members via USA, transit “SAN FRANCISCO MAR 22“ 
resp. “NEW YORK MAR 29“ and back in “BERN 10 IV 79“. Text on reverse requests support for 
“Reise um die Welt“ (journey around the globe), cert. Holcombe (1991) GA 900 €

P 2511 1877. Large piece of envelope addressed to France (Munier correspondence) bearing Japan ‘Kohan’ 
SG 82, 4s green tied by cork obliterator with adjacent Yokohama vernacular double ring mixed with 
France ‘Siege of Paris’ Yvert 38, 40c orange tied by Yokohama/Japan double ring ‘15th Oct 77’, en-
dorsed ‘via Anglaise’ with French entry cachet ‘Paq Ang. V. Brimd. A. Mod.’ date stamp in red ‘30th 
Nov’. The use of the Kohan 4s green is not recorded on a mixed Japan/France combination cover. d 650 €

P 2512 1877. Large piece of envelope addressed to France (Munier correspondence) bearing Japan ‘Ko-
han’ SG 77, 1s black (4) tied by cork obliterator with adjacent Yokohama vernacular double ring 
mixed with France ‘Siege of Paris’ Yvert 38, 40c orange tied by Yokohama/Japan double ring ‘29th 
Oct 77’, endorsed ‘via Anglaise’ with French entry cachet ‘Paq Ang. V. Brimd. A. Mod.’ date stamp in 
red ‘15th Dec’. The use of the Koban 1s black is not recorded by Matsumoto on a mixed Japan/
France combination cover. d 650 €

P 2513 1877. Envelope written from ‘G. Bolmida, Yokohama, Japan’ addressed to France bearing “Cher-
ry Blossom’’ SG 70, 10c ultramarine (plate 4) tied by cork obliterator with ‘Yokohama / Paid All’ 
double ring adjacent ‘Jan 23rd’, endorsed ‘per “City of Tokio“’ routed via the United States with 
hand-struck ‘5 Cents’ in red on face applied at the Japanese Yokohama Post Offi ce (for the tariff 
beyond the United States) with San Francisco/St. Shp. Transit ‘11th Feb’ with French entry ca-
che ‘Etats Unis V. Angl. Amb. Cal C’ date stamp ‘5th Mars’ and Lyon receiver ‘6th Mars’ on re-
verse. Lovely exhibition piece. b 2.800 €

P 2514• 1877, Koban 10 S. blue, a block of 12 (3x4), column 3 w. pos. 3-19 margin perfs MM to NG, other-
wise mint never hinged MNH. 47 (12)

**/*/
(*) 600 €

P 2515 1883/88, Koban 2 Sen red (pair), 8 Sen violet (pair) tied “Tokyo-Ryogoku 30.10.12“ to reverse of 
registered cover w. on front “TOKIO 13 OCT 97 I.J.P.(O.)“ via Yokohama to Switzerland “VEVEY 22.
XI.97“, sent by Russian minister to Japan, Baron Rosen (1847-1921, in Japan 1897/98 and 
1904/05, also delegate at the Portsmouth peace conference 1905). 58 (2), 62 (2) b 200 €

P 2516 1884. Envelope with correspondence written from the ‘Compagnie des Messageries Maritimes / 
Agence de Yokohama’ addressed to the French Legation, Tokyo bearing ‘Koban’ SG 113, 1c green 
(2) tied by cork obliterator with double ring Tokyo arrival. Rare item of mail from the French Legation 
in Yokohama. b 500 €

P 2517 1884. Envelope addressed to the French Legation, Tokyo bearing ‘Koban’ SG 82, 4s green tied 
by cork obliterator with adjacent circular date stamp and vernacular Tokyo arrival. Lovely item 
paying the double local printed matter rate. SG 82 b 1.200 €

P 2518 1885. Envelope with two page correspondence written from the ‘Consulate de France / a Yokoha-
ma’ with consular cachet on reverse addressed to the French Legation, Tokyo bearing ‘Koban’ SG 
114, 2c rose tied by cork obliterator with double ring Tokyo arrival. Lovely item of mail from the 
French Legation in Yokohama. b 400 €

P 2519 1885. Envelope written from the ‘Legation de France / Tokio’ addressed to the French Legation 
bearing ‘Koban’ SG 114, 2c rose (block of four) tied by Tokio vernacular double ring. Superb item of 
consular mail. b 850 €

P 2520 1885. Envelope with two page correspondence written from the ‘Legation de France / Nikko’ dated 
‘4th August 85’ addressed to the French Legation in Tokio bearing ‘Koban’ SG 114, 2s rose tied by 
vernacular Nikko double ring with Tokio receiver. Lovely item of Legation mail. b 500 €

P 2521 1888. Envelope (stains) to France bearing Kohan Yvert 54, 10s pale blue tied by cork obliterator 
with adjacent Yokohama Japan cds, sent by French paquebot with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 6’ 
date stamp and Paris arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. b 650 €

2522 1888, New Koban 8 Sen poerf. 13 tied “Kanazawa 25.8.12“ on registered money letter (vert. bend) 
to Tokyo w. 8.14 backstamp. Enclosed amount annotated in red on reverse “1 Yen 8 Sen“, printed 
return of “No. 4 High Grade Middle School“. Declared value (insured) forerunner, not the average 
registration usage. 62 b 80 €
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P 2523 1888, 10 S. canc. “MEIJI YOKOHAMA 18 OCT 93“  on reverse of pictorial cover “carps/koi“ to Eng-
land w. arrival “FOREST MILL, S.E. NO 15 93“, vert. crease b 80 €

P 2524 1888, New Koban 15 S. (2) and 10 S. tied “KOBE 25 DEC 98“ (the “double ring variety“) to regi-
stered cover via (on reverse) “YOKOHAMA 31.1.99“ to Germany w. arrival “PEINE 31.1.99“ 63, 64 (2) b 120 €

P 2525+ 1894, 2 S. Silberhochzeit, als Zusatzfrankatur auf Postkarte 1 S. blau, Luxus, von “TOKYO 3/
SEP/96“ nach WIEN/ÖSTERREICH. Ein seltenes, sehr attraktives Ganzstück. Fotobefund Eichhorn/
BPP. JSCA C1,PC14. 69 GA 350 €

P 2526 1894 (ca.), Silver Wedding 2s. rose two singles and a pair on local cover with printed senders adress 
‘K. Inabata, Kioto’ used with japanese postmarks, small blemishes 69 (4) b 150 €

P 2527 1895(Apr 15)[15.4.28] Plain envelope c/w letter & hand drawn sketch map of Darien Bay+ Lyuis-
hung (Port Arthur) + Canon emplacements at Fort together description of canons between Dairen & 
Lyuishung(Port Arthur), the rumours of signing the Treaty plus today’s visit to Darien of Major Gene-
ral Yamazawa. Addressed to Kyoto Prefecture from Umegoro Tani, 2nd Company 4th Artillery Batt., 
4th Division aboard Totomi Maru Chartered Ship at Lyuishung (Port Arthur) carried by hand to Japa-
nese Port of Acamagasek (Shimonoseki) with 25th Anniv of Royal marriage 2 sen affi xed & can-
celled vernacular Acamagasek (31 Apr) d/s with alongside vernacular arrival d/s. A fi ne descriptive 
& illustrated fi rst hand account of military fortifi cations etc from this war with mail carried outside of 
the Field Post system. b 450 €

P 2528 1899. Post card of ‘Nikko Garden, Tokio’ addressed to Germany hearing ‘Koban’ SG 100, 5r grey 
(pair) and SG 113, 1s green (3) tied by vernacular date stamp with adjacent Tokio/Japan date 
stamp ‘7 Juin’, underpaid with circular ‘TO/T’ handstamp routed via America with Augsburg arrival 
on face. Very attractive item. b 850 €

P 2529 1904, 4 S carmine together with Canada 2 C rose KEVII, each tied by cds SANNOMIYA KOBE, 7 SEP 
04, on ppc by shipmail “S/S Arabia“ to Cologne in Germany. 79 u.a. Ak 100 €

2530 1899/1942, postal history lot (3): Kiku 4 S. tied “Kurume 44.11.17“ to ppc via Siberia, transits 
“MOJI 17.11.11“, “CHANGCHUN-H 22.11.11“, to Vienna, four colour-frank tied “PORT-ARTHUR. ..“ to 
viewside of ppc to Hungary; 1942 cover 5 S. frank tied “Yokohama 17.4...“ (April, 1942) to Shanghai, 
japanese censortape tied by “No.2“ tie-mark. b/Ak Gebot

2531 1899, 10 S blue single franking on souvenier letter via Vancouver to Germany, if you folds out you 
fi nd a Geisha, a Soldier and a paper cutting, decorative item 82 b 60 €

P 2532 1899, Kiku 1/2 S. (3), 1 S., 1 1/2 S. deep ultra, 2 S., 3 S. maroon resp. 3 S. carmine and 8 S. olive 
tied “SANNNOMIYA KOBE 24.9.06“ to Sumatra, Dutch East Indies. On reverse transits Singapore, NI 
Agent Singapore, Palembang and arrival “BAJOENGBIENTJIE 24 10 1906“ b 240 €

P 2533• 1899/1906, Kiku 3 S. carmine, 10 S. blue (both perfi n “W&Co.“) and 25 S. (no perfi n) tied “YOKO-
HAMA 7.11.11“ on registered cover to Germany w. “DRESDEN 21.11.11“ arrival on reverse, also 
three embossed paper seals of “WINCKLER&Co., YOKOHAMA&KOBE * JAPAN“ (T) 85 etc. b 200 €

P 2534 1900, 4 S olive-brown new koban together with 1 S and 5 S chrysanthemum, mixed franking on 
realphoto ppc, tied by cds TOKIO -JAPAN, 24 APR 00, via transit Yokohama to Brussels in Belgium. 
VF condition. 61, 76, 80 b 100 €

P 2535 1906. Registered picture post card of ‘Army Review after Russo-Japan War to France bearing SG 
140, 4s rosine and SG I141, 5s orange (pair) tied b ‘Triumphant / Military Review-1906’ commemo-
rative cachet with Tokyo registered label and Paris arrival. Attractive item. b 130 €

P 2536 1909. Picture postcard of ‘Japanese Aborigines’ addressed to Tsingtau, German China bearing 
Yvert 94, ½s grey, Yvert 95, 1s brown (2) and Yvert 112, 1½s violet tied by Otura Japan date stamp 
in violet with Moji transit. Nice item. GA 300 €

P 2537 1912. Un-stamped picture post card written from Russian Siberia addressed to Japan with oval 
Russian Tax hand-stamp in carmine, circular ‘Due/Sen/2’ and framed vernacular with ‘T’ hand-
stamp in red. Very attractive item. b 200 €

P 2538 1912. Illustrated registered envelope (small tears at top) of ‘Train and Boat’ addressed to France 
bearing SG146, 20s orange tied by vernacular Tsuruga date stamp with ‘Tsuruga/Japan’ registered 
label, hand-stamped ‘via Siberia’ with Lyon arrival on reverse. Very attractive envelope. b 240 €

P 2539 1914/23, Tazawa  MNH (7 vals) or mounted mint  lot 1 S.-50 S.-ex with 4 S. top margin pair resp. 
1919 6 S.-50 S. supplementary values. Also mint Taiwan visit set and earthquakes 1/2 S.-20 S. (no 
2 S.), these unused no gum as issued.

**/*/
(*) 140 €

P 2540 1914, 2 S. Tazawa (2) tied “Fukuoka.Ukihachi 5.8.27“ (Aug. 27, 1916) to viewside of ppc to Ethiopia, 
via Moji, Aden (Oct. 2, Oct. 19)“, Perim (Dec. 21, Dec. 25, also faint Perim censor) and arrival blue  
“HARRAR 26.II.1917“ Ak 140 €

P 2541 1915(Dec 8) ppc (Monument in memory of China-Japan war. Nagoya) to Harar franked picture side 
Commemorative 4s tied Vernacular Japanese d/s & w/Kobe [8 Dec] transit d/s, circ Aden [21 Jan 
1916] transit d/s & Harar [29 Jan] arrival d/s b 110 €

P 2542 1921/29, crown prince visit unused mounted mint resp. air mails set 8 1/2 S., 16 1/2 S., 33 S. with 
tiny trace of hinge LH resp. 18 S. mint never hinged MNH (MIchel cat. 430.-)

148/151 , 
195/198 */** 90 €

P 2543 1921, 5-color franking with 9 stamps Tazawa (12 S rate) from 1/2 S to 3 S on registered wrapper 
from Kobe to Berlin. F/VF condition. ex 110/14 b 150 €

P 2544 1925, empress Jingu 10 Y., unused mounted mint, thins in two perfs. (Michel cat. 750.-) 171 *    80 €
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P 2545• 1926/37, 20 S. blue tied “HAKOZAKI-MARU SEAPOST 16.2.39“ w. boxed bilingual “PAQUEBOT“ 
alongside to NYK envelope (small tear)  with imprint “XII OLYMPIDA/TOKYO 1940“ deleted by machi-
ne ovpt., to Denmark, “POT SAID 17 FE 39“ transit on reverse. Also 2 S. olive tied “CHICHIBU MARU 
15.4.37“ to NYK ppc showing same ship and advertising “XII OLYMPIAD - TOKYO 1940“, to Tokyo. b/Ak 100 €

2546• 1926/37, four covers to Switzerland, three registered inc. large one (263x184 mm) with 3.80 Y. 
frank to japanese delegation at League of Nations at Geneva/Swiss, three lacquer seals of Japane-
se Ministry for Foreign Affairs. (M) b 80 €

2547• 1929/37, Tazawa 13 S., 25 S. and on reverse 7 S. each corner margin pairs with 1st Showa 14 S. 
conrer margin copy ec. tied landscape postmark “Tokyo 13.8.17“ via “TOKYO 17.9.38“ on air mail 
cover to Czechoslovakia w. 7./8.X.38 arrivals, czech s. l. “CENSUROVANO“ ties. Also 18 S. Lake Ashi 
airmail tied “Tokyo Central 10.11.9“ (Nov. 9, 1935) on domestic air mail cover to Miyagi pref. w. next 
day arrival, pristine strikes. e Gebot

2548• 1929, lake Ashi airmails: 33 S. (2) tied “OSAKA 5.9.(30)“ to viewside of ppc by air mail via Siberia 
“CHANGCHUN 8.9.30“, “MOSKVA 21.9.30“, “BERLIN 25.9.30“ to Düsseldorf/Germany with same 
day arrival plus two-line violet Düsseldorf p.o. airmail confi rmation hs. Also 16 1/2 S. (2), 18 S., 33 
S. (one more fallen off) tied “Omori 5.6.13“ (June 13, 1930) via Tokyo, on reverse  indistinct 
(Changchun), MOSKVA to Berlin w. “28./29.6.30“ arrivals, interesting altered endorsements. e 90 €

P 2549 1930, Tazawa 1 Y. (pair), 30 S. tied “YOKOHAMA 26.9.35“ to air mail cover to Santiago/Chile, en-
dorsed “By PANAIR Service via NEW YORK.“ w. “SANTIAGO 18 OCT 35“ backstamp. Siber, Hegner&-
Co. paper seal on reverse. e 280 €

P 2550 1934, communications s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 2600.-) Bl. 1 **   500 €
P 2551 1934, communications s/s, unused mounted mint, top left 2.5 mm tear (Michel cat. 2000.-) Bl. 1 *    300 €
P 2552 1936, Kwantung 50 years set used inc. 10 S. with readable SMRZ place “ Lien-shan-kuan“ 

(Rensankan) g 100 €
P 2553 1936(Dec 23)(11.12.23) Japanese Registered longer envelope to South Sea Caroline Island bea-

ring Tazawa 2 x 3s & 50c tied San Omiya/Kobe d/s & with 6 x insurance labels all tied by small oval 
orange P.O. seals to protect contents stated to be 34y in notes & 68s in stamps. Fantastic & exotic 
destination! (T) b 500 €

2554 1936, 3 Sen rose, single franking on cover tied by superb cds HIYE-MARU / SEA-POST, 2.10.36, sent 
to the Royal Danish Legation in Tokyo. Sc 141b b 80 €

P 2555 1937/42, 1st Showa 1 S., 2 s., 3 S., 4 s., 10 S., 20 S., 30 S. 1 Y. and 5 Y. with 2nd Showa 5 S. tied 
six strikes “Hong Kong 17.11.7“ (Nov. 7, 1942 cto to envelope adressed local. Creases not affecting 
stamps. (T) x 700 €

P 2557 1937. Air Mail envelope addressed to Holland bearing Japan SG 298, 3s rose, SG 305, 20s blue, SG 
307, 30s orange and green (3) and SG 339, 2s red tied by Osaka vernacular date stamp, endorsed 
‘via Siberia’ with instructional handstamp ‘Par Avion de Chita et au dela’ on face. Scarce instructio-
nal for mail routed via Manchuria and onwards (dela) in French. b 240 €

2558• 1937, Showa white paper 1 Yen, unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH (Michel cat. 230.-) 250 *    Gebot
P 2559 1937, viol. Stpl. “DAIREN 26.3.37 I.N.P.O.“ auf AK mit jap. Frankatur nach Harbin (Modjagou). b 100 €
P 2560 1938/40, Kirishima national park 20 S.  with Showas total Y.1.55 tied “YOKOHAMA 18.12.40“ to air 

mail cover to Australia, the 1.55 air surcharge via Bangkok, no backfl ap. b 110 €
2561• 1939/41, two different National Park miniature sheets (Daisen and Daiton), both mint never hinged 

MNH, Mi. € 280,-- Bl. 3+7 **   60 €
P 2562• 1940, Illustrated Air Mail envelope (creases/faults) from the ‘Kawana Hotel, Izu, Japan’ headed 

‘Kawana Hotel’ with Golf Club and Tennis Racket addressed to England bearing SG 182, 1y green 
and chocolate, SG 318, 5s blue, SG 327, 30s turquoise and SG 328, 50s bistre tied by vernacular 
Izu date stamp with framed ‘Air Mail’ label routed via Hong Kong with transit on reverse and framed 
‘Passed by Censor | 8 | Hong Kong’ in blue on face, faults/stamps faults - still attractive item. b 600 €

P 2563• 1940, tiny cover to Netherlands with “Printed Matter“ handstamp, franked with 3s & 1s tied by na-
tive datestamp, German censor tape, forwarded internally with Zandvoort datestamp, F-VF. b 450 €

P 2564 1940, Showa 20 S. tied “(Shiba) 17.11.26“ (Nov. 26, 1942) to red cross cover to Geneva, japanese 
censor tape tied “communications ministry/No. 2“, on reverse red cross paper seal. b 120 €

P 2565 1940, japanischer Schiffspoststempel “HAKOZAKI-MARU 14.2.40 NIPPON“ (= Europalinie ) auf 
frankierter Ansichtskarte des Schiffes nach Kobe b 80 €

P 2566 1938,  Taiwan: ppc (Liner just sailing from Dairen port) used from Takao (now Kaohsiung, Taiwan) 
to Silesia (Germany), franked with 1938 14 sen ‘Kasuga Shrine’ tied by “TAKAO/TAIWAN/NIP-
PON/7.6.40“ dater, endorsed ‘Via Sibiria’ and red German O.K.W. censor h/s alongside. 264 b 100 €

2567• 1942, incoming registered cover w. 60 C. frank tied “AARWANGEN (BERN) 13.VII.42“ to Okayama/
Japan, on reverse japanese censortape with tie mark “Nr. 9/censorship passed“ b Gebot

P 2568 1944. Registered envelope (wrinkles) to Switzerland bearing Yvert 266, 6s orange, Yvert 269, 10s 
carmine (6) and Yvert 272, 20s ultramarine tied by Kobe/Japan date stamp with registered label 
and Japanese censor label, routed via Siberia with Basel receiver on reverse. b 350 €
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P 2569 1945(Jul21)[20.7.21] Japan Mounted Warrior 3s Stationary card used within Japan to Kyoto from 
Keitaro Tanji, Kuroki Party, Yamamoto Unit navy c/o Totoro P.O., Nobeoka City & uprated with additi-
onal 5s over the 3s indicia tied vernacular Japanese d/s & with boxed Censor h/s in brown with 
circular orange chop of Takahoshi inserted with the writer stating  I will do my best in battle of Japa-
nese mainland . It is not clear if Totora Base on the coast close to Nobeoka was Naval or Air Force 
but either way it is possible that it was used for Kamikaze attacks in the fi nal days of the war. b 200 €

2570• 1947/52, four ‘Tateyama yen-unit’ air mail single franks to Singapore (3 inc. 160y double weight 
and BOAC or Quantas air mail labels) or Australia (1); also 38y air letter uprated to 62y resp. late 
comb “OSAKAHIGASHI 10.12.51“ on 80y rate to Australia, total 6 entires. (T) e 80 €

2571• 1947, export fair 4 Y. tied “TOKYO 30.10.47“ to censored surface mail cover (crease not affecting 
stamp) to Sweden, bank correspondence (M) b 50 €

P 2572 1948(Sep 23) Plain 7¾ x 3¼“ envelope addressed in Japanese bearing 2nd Showa Flying Geese 
4y tied vernacular Japanese d/s & w/Opened By/Mil. Cen.-Civil Mails tape tied Shield h/s & w/rare 
bi-lingual “Civil Censorship Detachment | This letter was found Open-Damaged | When received by 
censor | Civil Censor“ enclosure label w/Open deleted in pencil. b 450 €

2573• 1949/56, three airmail covers with early 500y defi nitives to Australia: 1949 issue with 670y rate, 
1951 with 980y rate, 1956 with 538y registered rate (M) e 50 €

2574 1950, Pheasant airmails set, mint never hinged (Michel cat. 470.-) 494/98 **   80 €
2575 1950, pheasant airmails cpl. set, mint never hinged (Michel cat. 470.-) 494/98 **   80 €

JAPANISCHE POST IN CHINA      
see also 1464, 2636, 2782

P 2576+ 1879, UPU card thin paper 2 Sen canc. intaglio “Sa“ with 20mm “SHANGHAI I.J.P.A. 25 JAN 1889“ 
via “KOBE 30 JAN 1889 POST“ to Osaka w. native style same day arrival, horiz. crease GA 100 €

P 2577• 1892, stationery double card 3 Sen orange used in “I.J.P.O. TIENTSIN MEIJI 1 VI 1894“ with transits 
double cds “I.J.P.O. SHANGHAI MEIJI 27“, “K....APAN MEIJI 27 10 VI 1894“ and “YOKOHAMA JAPAN 
MEIJI 18 VI 1894“ sent to Bremen, Germany with b/s arrival 27.7.94, adherend reply card unused, 
VF, reply card unused. H&G 26 GA 600 €

P 2579 1899/1900, intact reply card 1 1/2 S. + 1 1/2 S. uprated 1 S., 1 1/2 S. ultra, 3 S. brownish violet 
(2) canc. violet “TIENTSIN I.J.P.A. 2 Nov 03“ (settlement agency, later Tientsin2) via “TONGKU 2 NOV 
03“ to Germany w. arrival “CÖLN 25.11.03“ on reverse, bold vermilion “R“ and registration label of 
“Tientsin Tzu Chu Lin“,  a showpiece 2 usw. GA 500 €

P 2580 1899, card 1 1/2 S. ultra (toning) uprated 2 S. canc. “YANGTSUN 14 DEC 00“ (date slug upside 
down) to Birkenbach/Germany. Private souvenir mark on imprint. 4 + card GA 100 €

P 2581 1900/14, two ppc used “TIENTSIN 2 AP 01“ resp. “Tsingtau 9.3.31“ (this creased not affecting 
stamp). Also POW card from Bando 1917 and ppc from “TSINTAU 5/11 98“. Total four cards all to 
Germany b/Ak 70 €

2582 1900/06, Kiku ovpt. mint (12) and used (56), some in mixed condition */(*)/g 130 €
P 2583 1900, 15 S., 5 S., 3 S., 2 S. 1 1/2 S. ultra each tied “SHANGHAIKWAN 2 MAR 01“ (star = military 

type) to cover to Silesia/Germany and fwd., backstamps “WALDENBURG“ and “BRESLAU“. b 100 €
P 2584 1900, 2 S. tied “PEKING 25.7.06“ to Tangku, marked “Peking/fusoku“ (insuffi cient), handwritten 

“5“ plus vermilion “CMTS/T“ and  “TANGKU 26.7.06 I.J.P.O.“, also cancelling the adhesive again on 
arrival. 4 Ak Gebot

2585 1900, 5 R., 1 1/2 S. ultra and 2 S. tied  “TIENTSIN I.J.P.A. 10 SEP 04“ (settlement agency, later Ti-
entsin2) to ppc “Artillery Camp, Tsingtau“ to Germany and fwd. Transits “SHANGHAI IJPO 19 SEP 01“ 
(year digit turned upside down), “HONG KONG 23 SEP 04“ and german arrivals. 1, 3, 4 Ak 120 €

P 2586 1905, 1 S brown with cds SOOCHOW, 16 FEB 05, on interesting ppc “Burning of stores set fi re by 
the enemy at the railway station in Liaoyang“, addressed to Somerset England. 2 Ak 100 €

P 2587• 1911/35, ppc (2) with Japanese frankings from “DAIREN/I.J.P.O.“, ppc Charbin with Russian stamp 
and a Manchouko stationery 15 Fen, all items sent to Germany or Czechoslovakia. GA/Ak 100 €

P 2588 1912, UPU card 4 S. canc. “FOOCHOW 1.12.17 I.J.P.O.“ vis Sibiera “CHANGHCHUN 12.12.17“ to 
Venlo/Netherlands, russian censorship and transit marks St. Petersburg, toning at left JSCA ZC3 GA 150 €

P 2589 Manchuria, 1912, oval “I.J.P.O.2.CHANGCHUN-(MOUKDEN) 1.7.12“ as transit on card Russia 4 K. 
canc. oval russian TPO “NOVONIKOLAEVSK 187 (KRASNOYA)RSK 11.6.12“ to Seoul/Korea, German 
Consul General w. arrival “KEIJO (SEOUL) 2.7.12“ GA 120 €

P 2590 1913/19, ovpt. Tazawa lot useds,  inc. 4 S. unwmkd., 6 S., 20 S. strip-3 roller  CHEFOO I.J.P.O. 
20.5.18 , 30 S., 50 S., 1 Y. (2) g/v 100 €

JAPANISCHE POST IN KOREA      
see also 2589, 2603, 2799, 3016

P 2591• Forerunners, 1888, New Koban 10 S. (corner tear 3 mm) tied “FUSAN 15 NOV 95 I.J.P. & T. O.“ to 
small cover endorsed “via Nagasaki“ to England, transits Kobe and San Francisco w. “COLNE 
LANCS. DE 28 95“ arrival, printed return of “H.MS. Edgar.“ on the backfl ap 63 b 400 €

2592 1899, stationery card 1 1/2 S. uprated 1/2 S., 2 S. canc. Korea-type „Kanghwa 3.1.19“ via „CHANG-
GCHUN 21.1.14 I.J.P.O.„ (apted type, “-S„ razed) to England via Siberia. Inkdot top left. GA Gebot
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P 2593 1900/06, Kiku 1 1/2 S. ultra, 3 S. carmine tied “GENSAN 22.8.09 COREA“ to ppc via “MOJI 
26.8.09“ to Walkerville/S. Australia. Corner crease affecting the 3 S. Unusual view “Chongjin All 
Countries [Foreigners] Settlement“. Card is dated “Joshin Corea Aug. 21st 1909“, the sender actu-
ally was at Chongjin (Joshin, Chyungjin) for holidays. Ak 150 €

P 2594 1900, 15 S. - 1 Y., unused mounted mint, 15 S.- 50 S. tiny thin *    100 €
P 2595 1909, stampless military mail cover from 1st rgt. Cheongum garrison, Cheonrapuk province, Korea 

to Japan. 3nd type Uch’eso datestamp “Cheongum 42.10.19“ (Oct. 19, 1909). Exhibition page with 
detailed annotation/translations. (M) b 700 €

P 2596 1909, stampless military mail cover from Kapyong district  military police post, Kyonggi province, 
Korea to Japan. 3nd type Uch’eso datestamp “Kapyong 42.1.13“ (Jan. 13, 1909). Exhibition page 
with detailed annotation/translations. (M) b 650 €

P 2597 1909, stampless military mail cover from Chirye  military police post, Kyeongsangnam province, 
Korea to Japan. 3rd type Uch’eso datestamp “Chirye 42.4.4“ (April 4, 1909). Exhibition page with 
detailed annotation/translations. (M) b 600 €

P 2598 1910, stampless military mail card from Muchang garrison in Muchang,  Cheonrapuk province, 
Korea to Japan. 3nd type Uch’eso datestamp “Muchang 43.4.11“ (April 11, 1910). Exhibition page 
with detailed annotation/translations. (M) b 600 €

P 2599 Incoming mail, Russia, 1911, stationery card 3 K. canc. oval “VOLOGDA 1.5.11 VOKS3“ (Vologda 
railway station)  to Korea, German Consul General w. arrival “SEOUL 30.5.11“. On reverse “V.  
13.V.1911“ dateline. GA 70 €

P 2600 Incoming mail, Russia, 1912, stationery card 3 K. (corner crease, top indenture) uprated 1 K. canc. 
oval russian TPO “VYATKA 81 TCHELYABINSK 29.4.11“ via “CHANGCHUN-S 22.5.11 I.J.P.O“ to Ko-
rea, German Consul General w. arrival “SEOUL 25.5.11“ and native style delivery marking “Kyungs-
ung 44.5.25 PM 9-12“. On reverse “Tscheliabinsk 12.5.1911“ dateline. GA 100 €

P 2601 1913. Japan postal stationery card 4 sen red addressed to Belgium cancelled by Keijo (Seoul) Cho-
sen date stamp routed via Manchuria with Changchun-H/I.J.P.O. transit date stamp on face and 
Tongres arrival. Scarce item of stationery used in Korea. GA 200 €

P 2602 1916. Registered envelope (opening faults and minor wrinkles) written from ‘Seoul, Korea’ addres-
sed to Paris bearing Japan Yvert 120, 2s green, SG 123, Ss violet (pair) and Yvert 124, 10s blue 
(pair) tied by vernacular Seoul date stamp with ‘Registered’ hand-stamp and label routed via Man-
churia and Siberia with ‘Chan-Chun’ registered label and ‘Chang-Chun/I.J.P.O.’ transit in violet on 
reverse with Paris arrival. Very fi ne item of registered mail. b 600 €

JAPAN - MILITÄRPOSTMARKEN    
P 2603 1911, Kiku 3 S. ovt. “military usage“ tied 3rd type Uch’eso datestamp “Sunheung 44.8.5“ (Aug. 5, 

1911) to military mail cover from military police post, Sunheung district, Kyeongsangpuk province, 
Korea to Nagoya/Japan. Exhibition page with detailed annotation/translations. - This uch’eso can-
cel from Sunheung on the military ovpt. stamp is unique. (M) Militär 1 b 900 €

LAGERPOST TSINGTAU      
see also 1525

2604 1902/12, correspondence of ppc (5, three with lacquer paintings and one on pressed wooden 
fi bres) to Altona/Germany sent from Harbin/Manchuria July.-Dec., 1912. Inc. a mixed frank of coling 
dragon 1 C. and with ovpt. 3 C. “HARBIN 25.7.12“. Also two stationery: 1898 reply part uprated 1/2 
C., 1 C. 2 C. adessed to Berlin but no pmkd. (probably sent in envelope) w. paining on reverse, resp. 
1908 card 1 C. square dragon (mint, toning in margin) (T) Ak/GA 100 €

2605• Bando, 1919, Bando envelope opened out for display to Tokyo with transit “Kojimachi 8.8.8“ (Aug. 
8, 1919) and on reverse blue “Tokyo / censorship passed / POW information offi ce“ to Landgraf, 
included letter by Heidemann dated July 29 1919 asking for assistance in getting job in Asia, Heide-
mann was a water engineer and head of Tsingtau water works before the war, signed Hammer. The 
POW information offi ce was a branch of the army ministry in Kojimachi, hence transit postmark 
showing delay for censorship. GA 80 €

2606• Fukuoka, 1917, preprinted “Easter Greetings“ card printed over ppc, from Fukuoka offi cers camp to 
Matsuyama camp. Violet camp seal of Fukuoka and han of censor Shibata, with special vermilion write 
permit seal (large type) struck over the bald man, so called “bald mans card“ (Glatzkopfkarte), scarce. Ak 80 €

P 2607• Fukuoka, 1916, incoming ppc (Krupp steel company 100 years)  from “DORTMUND 31.I.16“ via 
“TSURUGA 28.2.16“ to navy soldier Iserlohe w. violet camp seal. Ak Gebot

P 2608 Himeji, 1915, violetter SDPDG u. L1 zinnober “furyoyubin“ bzw. L1 “kenetsuzumi“ mit han des Zen-
sors in zinnober ab “Himeji 4.2.22“ (22. Februar 1915) auf AK (HQ 10. Wehrbezeirk Himeji) n. Berlin Ak 100 €

2609• Kumamoto, 195, two inbound cards from Elsaß (Alsace) from the Karl Wilhelm correspondence: ppc 
“Gruss aus Neunkirch“ (ed. W. Breuer, Oberehnheim) pmkd. “DINGOLSHEIM (UNTERELS) 5 4 15“ with 
rectangular violet censormark “POW mail / inspected / Strassburg commandanture“; and military 
mail card “ERSTEIN 13.3.15“ via “TSURUGA 12.4.15“ sent by Leo Deutel, Erstein military hospital 
priest. Both with oval violet camp seal of Kumamoto and vermilion han of censor “Watanabe Tsuto“. b/Ak 80 €
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P 2610• Kurume, 1917, incoming mail, preprinted POW card from german POW in Russia from camp Ekate-
rinburg with “EKATERINBURG 25 5 17“ with Petrograd censor and transit “TSURUGA 3.9.17“, fra-
med violet “furyoyubin“ and large violet camp seal. Sent by Emil Wilhelm in russian camp to his 
brother Karl Wilhelm in japanese camp. GA 350 €

P 2611 Kurume, 1917, large seal in violet and vermilion direction hs. “to Shanghai“ on envelope (corner 
repair) w. on reverse “Kurume 6.4.6“ and arrival “SHANGHAI I.JP.O. 29.4.17“, sender Gefr. Hunte to 
his wife b 170 €

P 2612 Kurume, 1915/18, correspondence of of four cards sent by Walter Stärtzenbach IV. comp. III S.B. 
including two camp printed ppc of 3rd arts+crafts exhibiton Kurume November 1918 and one card 
dated Jan. 1918 with oval violet admission handstamp. GA/Ak 80 €

2613 Matsuyama, 1915, rose telegraph form folded as letter telegram with telegraph paper seal,  inco-
ming from Yokohama with ms. date 3-2 1915, oval vermilion “kenetsuzumi“ and han of censor 
Motomiya, tex re. dispatch of parcel. POW telegrams are rather scarce. / Eingehendes Telegramm 
aus Yokohama 1915 mit ovalem “kenetsuzumi“ und han des Zensors Motomiya an Vizefw.l Fischer, 
Kgf. Telegramme sind selten. (T) b 90 €

2614• Matsuyama, 1916, incoming envelope from Germany with oval TPO “FRANKFURT/MAIN-FREIBURG 
Train 961 18 6 16“ with violet camp seal and han of censor Motomiya, on reverse blue seal stamp 
“SIEGELMARKE / KRIEGSGEFANGENENLAGER / MATSUYAMA“, letter still enclosed, fresh appearan-
ce (JSCA on cover Y.80.ooo) b 80 €

2615 Matsuyama/Osaka, 1915, incoming ppc from China “TIENTSIN 14.1.16“ w. handwritten “SdPdG“ to 
POW in camp Osaka and forwarded with paper slip “relocated to Matsuyama POW camp“ and ver-
milion s. l. “Osaka POW camp“ and han of censor “Ueda Kotora“, tied by violet camp seal of Mat-
suyama, text with han of censor “Motomiya“, interesting fwd. inter-camp mail Ak 50 €

P 2616 Narashino, 1916/19, drei Karten nach Deutschland (2) bzw. USA: an Artl. Mech. Maat S.M. Hilfs-
kreuzer Prinz Eitel Friedrich Ak 100 €

2617• Narashino, 1919, camp printed stationery envelope  pmkd. “Chiba.Tsudanuma (8.)10.18“ to ar-
chitect at Imperial Hotel/Tokyo, oval camp seal, violet han of censor “Iwasaki“ and violet direction 
mark “Tokyo“, on reverse “Kojimachi 8.10.19“ and hotel entrance dater. “Narashino POW camp 
letter paper“ sheet still included, sent by Josef Weber, staff from austrian cruiser “S.M.S. Kaiserin 
Elisabeth“ plus photography of the cruiser. GA 80 €

2618• Narashino, 1915/19, envelope 1918 and ppc 1919 to Landgraf/Tokyo both with oval red camp 
seal, han of censor “Tanaka“ and violet “Tokyo“ direction mark, senders Fr. Hack and Marine-Ober-
baurat Hartmann. Also 1915, inbound  ppc from Germany “TANGERMÜNDE 12.11.15“, transit “TSU-
RUGA ..12.15“, red camp seal and han of censor “Habu“ b/Ak 100 €

P 2619 Narashino, 1919, red oval camp seal with han of censor “iwaski“ in violet wnd two more in vermilion 
on cover (stains, corner repair) with violet “doitsu-yuki“ to Seehausen/Germany. Pmks. “Chiba.Tsu-
danuma 8.8.5“ resp. “TOKIO 9.8.19“. Sender H. Kerkhof. b 60 €

P 2620 Ninoshima, 1918, envelope “Ujina 7.8.22“ (Aug. 22, 1918) w. oval framed “kenetsuzumi“, boxed 
han of censor “Ikeda“ via “KOBE 24.8.18“ to Stockholm/Sweden, british censortape on reverse, 
arrival “19.11.18“ GA 100 €

P 2621 Ninoshima, 1920, late usage with boxed vermilion camp seal from “Ujina 9.1.13“ (Jan. 13, 1920) to 
Landgraf/Tokyo, han of censors Takada and Aoki. Includes letter dated jan. 13 with resume of “Alois 
Holona, 29 years of age, Master of Tubes in German Construction Administration in Tsingtau“. 
“Akasaki 9.1.15“ backstamp. b 150 €

P 2622• Ninoshima, 1918, Pfi ngstgrußkarte aus der Lagerdruckerei “Lithodruck Kgf. lager Nioshima“ mit 
Satyr sig. “B. Wilhelm 1918“ mit Lagersiegel, KEZ u. han ab “Ujina 7.5.8“ (8. Mai 1918) nach Elber-
feld und nachgesandt, attraktiv. - Pentecost greetings, liitho card printed in Ninoshima POW print 
shop showing faun/satyr signed  “B. Wilhelm 1918“ pmkd. Ujina with camp seal, han and dater of 
Ujina 1918 to Germany and fwd. Ak 120 €

P 2623• Ninoshima, AK aus der Lagerdruckerei “O schöner Tag / Wenn endlich der Soldat ins Leben heim-
kehrt...“ mit rotem Lagersiegel von Ninoshima, han des Zensors u. Leitstempel datiert 27.X.1919 
(Poststpl. 13. Nov.) Ak 60 €

P 2624 Oita, 1916, inbound money letter envelope (vert. bend) from “Kobe 5.2.29“ (Feb. 29, 1916) to W. 
de Longe, Oita. Sender DAB (German East Asia Bank), amount 30 Yen. (T) b 90 €

2625 Osaka, 1915, envelope with rectangular framed red “POW camp/OSAKA“ handstamp, red SDPDG, 
oval framed “kenetsuzumi“, two han of censors inc. Kakihara, “Osaka-horie 4.9.3“ (Sept. 3, 1915) 
via “OSAKA 3.9.15“ to Telgte/Westphalia, Germany. Sent by navy artillerist Schulte to his sister, 
letter dated 1. Sept. 15 enclosed. b Gebot

P 2626 Oita, 1918, preprinted camp Oita card (slight corner crease) with red oval camp seal from “Oita 
7.3.25“ (March 25, 1918) to Landgraf/Tokyo. Easter greetings by Lt. d. Res. Albert Töpfer, POW #59. GA 100 €

2627• Osaka, 1914, ppc with camp seal, han of censor and oval “kenetsuzumi“ (all markings in vermillion) 
w. ms. “dpdg and dater “Osaka Horie 3.12.16“ (Dec. 16, 1914), very early card Ak 60 €

P 2628 Osaka, 1916, preprinted postcard in blue  with oval KEZ and doitsu-yuki in red, han of censors Niwa 
and Kakihara, from “Osaka Horie 5.2.4“ resp. “OSAKA 4.2.165“ to Blankenheim/Germany, sender 
Fritz Lieber. GA 60 €
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2629 Osaka/Marugame/Matsuyama, 1916, ppc with stamped in “easter greetings with han of censor 
Ueda Kotora to camp Marugame, paper slip imprinted “rerouting notice / Matsuyama POW camp“ 
plus seal of censor “Motomiya“ and handwritten “Marugama POW camp“, triangular Marugame 
camp seal  with oval “kenetsuzumi“, interesting card involving three camps Ak 50 €

2630 Osaka/Tokushima, 1917, ppc with stamped in “pentecost-greetings“ (Pfi ngstgrußkarte) from “Osa-
ka Horie 5.5.30“ (May 30, 1916) to Obermaat Goerke in camp tokushima, red underlined SDPDG, 
same oval framed “kenetsuzumi“ and vermilion han of censer “Ueda Kotora“, ver clean condition, 
inter-camp card (Zwischenlagerkarte) 50 €

P 2631• Shizuoka, 1915, cover (vert. crease) w. violet s. l. “furyoyubin“, red boxed KEZ and han of censor 
“Shizuoka 4.3.31 (March 31,1 1915) via “YOKOHAMA 1.4...“ (on reverse) to Hamburg/Germany b 60 €

2632 Shizuoka, 1915, envelope w. black s. l.  “furyoyubin“, vermilion framed “kenetsuzumi“ and han of 
censor, from “Shizuoka 4.6.19“ (June 19, 1915) to Shanghai/China w. “24.6...“ backstamp b 50 €

2633 Tokyo Information Offi ce, 1918, preprinted envelope “EMPIRE DU JAPON / BUREAU DE RENSEIGNE-
MENTS...“ marked “Kojimachi 7.10.14“ (Oct. 14, 1918) to Red Cross Frankfurt/Germany, on reverse 
bilingual red paper seal “BUREAU DES REINSEIGNEMENTS...“, british censor tape. / Vordruckbrief 
vom Auskunftsstelle für Kgf. Tokyo and Rotes Kreuz Frankfurt ab “Kojimachi 7.10.14“ (14. Oktober 
1918) an den Frankfurter Verein vom ‘Roten Kreuz, rücks. rotes zweisprachiges Verschlußsiegel 
“BUREAU DES REINSEIGNEMENTS...“, britischer Zensurstreifen b 60 €

P 2634 Tokyo Information Offi ce 1919, blue “Tokyo POW information offi ce/censorship passed“ on preprin-
ted Bando-envelope to Landgraf, also on reverse and on enclosed letter (offi cial Bando letter stati-
onery paper) dated Aug. 11, 1919. Dater “Kojimachi 8.8.16“ (Aug. 16, 1919) and same day “Akasa-
ka“ (delivery). The censoring information offi ce was a branch of the Ministry of War in Kojimachi. 
Letter includes CV of Peter Segebarth (*1883 Barth/Baltic Sea), as civliian captain of Hamburg-Aus-
tralia S.S. Co. and seeking a job via Landgraf. Opened out for display. GA 200 €

P 2635 Tokushima, 1915, red oval camp seal (brilliant strike) w. han of censor “Otsuka“ alongside on folded 
letter from “Tokushima 4.3.5“ (March 5, 1915) to Tsinanfu/Shantung, China. Sender Franz Schat-
tenschneider. b 100 €

2636 1916, free of postage POW card (ppc) endorsed “Sce. Des Prisonniers de Guerre“ to POW-camp 
Kurume/Japan with large violet camp seal “A.“, posted from “NANKING (2?) (I.J.)P.O. 11.8. (16) Ak Gebot

P 2637• Forwarded via Siemens Japan, 1916, ppc from Shizuoka forwarded with boxed red company dater 
“Siemens-Schuckert D.K.K. / Tokyo, Tsukiji 48. Received: Dec. 14 1916 Forwarded: Dec. 19 1915“  
and blue arrival of “Siemens Berlin overseas dept. 15 II 16“, posted “BERLIN 15.2.16“ plus s. l., 
“Kriegsgefangenensendung“, unusual Ak 120 €

P 2638 POW information offi ce Tokyo, 1919, Bando envelope sent by Bando POW Oswald Fehr to Landgraf/
Tokyo, on reverse blue “Tokyo / kenetsuzumi / furyojohokyoku“ (Tokyo / POW information offi ce / 
censorship passed“,  two domestic style daters  Kojimachi and Akasaki both 8.6.10 (June 10, 1919, 
opened out for display. Plus typewritten letter by Fehr dated Sept. 6 1919 with another strike of the 
same blue censormark. b 120 €

JAP. BES. WK II - BURMA    
P 2639• 1942/44, stationery envelopes (5, 4 with stamps pasted) all used; also one used as postal bu-

siness envelope 1947 with oval “D.G.P.T. RANGOON 7. AUG.47“. Total 6 envelopes. GA 250 €
P 2640• 1942/43, stationery cards blue creast on  KGV 1/2 A. JSCA 4BS8 (6 ,inc. two used “TWANTE“); also 

card 6 P. with read seal alongside, mint. (T) GA 130 €
P 2641 1942, farmer 5 C. scarlet, small “c“ (vertical pair) tied “EXPERIMENTAL P.O. R33 45.I.5“ on self 

made envelope 81c (2) b 160 €
P 2642 Burma, 1942, farmer 1 a. scarlet, imperforated proof, a right margin block of four ps. 29-30/39-40 

unused no gum, some stains (JSCA 2B12a, cat. y80.ooo) SG J45 pr. (*)/v 110 €
2643• 1942, 5 C. on 1 A. scarlet (3, inc. pair) tied “SAGAING 27 MAR 43“ on reverse of re-used offi cial 

cover to Rangoon, marked red “30“ (grams), then taxed “SAGAING DUE 5c“, weight over 30g 0 20 
C. Ranggon dely cds of 31 march and “EXPERIMENTAL P.O. R-590 1 AP 43“ arrivals. After the fi rst 
letter was sent from Rangoon to Sagaing, the ovpt. japanese stampes were removed, it was franked 
on reverse and sent by divisional eductationoffi ce of Sagaing. (M) SG J57 (3) b 120 €

P 2644• 1942, peacock ovpt. on 1 A. envelopes: in black used “KYONPYAW 8 JUN..“ to Maubin w. “MAUBIN 
17 JUN.42“ backstamp; also two mint copies w. ovpt.  in black resp. red (JSCA 1BS10) GA 100 €

P 2645• 1942, peacock ovpt. Myaungma II on 1 A. violet brown tied “KYONPAW“ with red handwritten date 
.. 2.09, used local w. same day delivery on rvrse “KYONPAW with handwritten date in black. SG J15 b 150 €

2646• 1943, Farmer 5 C. (small “C“)  w. variety “broken c“ tied bilingual “PEINZALOK 17-5-43“ to reverse 
of cover to Minywa, some toning SG J76 var b 60 €

2647• 1943, Farmer 5 C. (small “C“)   tied  bilingual “PEINZALOK 9-7-43“ to reverse of small cover to Mi-
nywa w. 10 7 43 arrival marking alongside. b Gebot

2648 Burma, 1943, farmer 5 C. scarlet tied “TAM...... 12 AUG 43“ (day and year handwritten) to reverse 
of small cover to Seikgyi, Transit Rangoon G.P.O. b 50 €

P 2649• 1942/43, 5 C./1 A. tied “RANGOON 5 NOV 42“  to cover to Nagoya/Japan, violet censormark. Far-
mer 10 C. canc. “BASSEIN-U.HKA 3 3 44“ on offi cial cover to Chief Supitd. of Salt, Rangoon w. 9 3 
44 arrival. Reused OBGS envelope to Salt Offi ce, Bassein. 64, 82 b 100 €
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P 2650 Burma, 1943, Farmer issue. 5 C. tied “KOMAKKOO 18.3...“ to reverse of cover to “SEIKGYI.KA-
NAUNG. .. 5.1..“; 30 C. tied “GAWGLAY-RANGOON 23 MAR 43“ on small cover to “TAMWE 31 MAR 
43“ (backstamp); plus 3 C. blue (3) tied to piece. b/d 140 €

2651• 1943, Farmer 5 C. (small “C“)  two single franks: on reverse of cover “4 MAY 43“ to “GYOBINGAUK 
M.O. 18 MAY.43“, imprint of “MULSHANKER. JEWELLER“; and tied “8 JLY 43“ on small cover (bit 
scraped) w. arrival “THONZE 13 JLY.43“ on reverse SG J76 (2) b 60 €

P 2652• 143, burmese ovpt. on shan-States 5 C. tied “RIMANTAI 17 NOV..“ to reverse of small cover; also 
1944 document with rouletted fi scal 5 C. green. JSCA 2B81 b 80 €

P 2653• 1943, Jap. Occ. Malaya, Perak used in Burma: 5 C. brown ovpt. vertical s.l. “Dai Nippon Yubin“ tied 
“Loikaw 18.7.5“ to reverse of small cover to “KYAUKSE 13 7 43“ b 130 €

P 2654• 1943, farmer issue: small 5 c., three single frank covers; also cover w. 1 C., 2 C. (2, these faults) all 
used inland. b 130 €

P 2655 1943. Postal staionery card (faults) India 6p blue surcharge ‘Blue X’ with framed value hand-stamp 
upgraded with SG 186, 3c light blue tied by Moulmein/ Wireless double ring ‘24th May 1943’. Very 
rare commercial item of mail from the Japanese Occupation. GA 330 €

P 2656 1944. Registered envelope (little bit soiled) written from the ‘Superintendent of the Ministry of Fi-
nance’ addressed to Mingun (North West Burma) bearing SG’ J79, 15c magenta (2), SG J91 , 5c 
carmine (pair) and SG J92, 10c blue tied by Thingangyun date stamp ‘19th Aug’ with registered la-
bel. Very rare item of registered commercial mail used during the Japanese Army Administration. 
Superb franking. Exhibition item. b 250 €

P 2657 1944. Registered envelope (faults) written from the ‘Superintendent of the Ministry of Finance’ ad-
dressed to Mingun (North West Burma) bearing, SG J80, 20c violet (pair) and SG J92, 10c blue tied by 
Thingangyun date stamp ‘6th July’ with registered label and Mingun/ Mandalay arrival ‘28th Jly’. Very 
rare item of registered commercial mail used during the Japanese Army Administration. Very fi ne. b 200 €

P 2658 1944. Registered postal stationary envelope (minor faults) India GVI one anna brown surcharge 
‘Red X’ with framed value hand-stamp upgraded with SG J87a, 5c carmine (9 including block of 
eight) roulette x perf tied by Yawnghwe date stamp ‘21st July 44’ with Yawnghwe registered label 
addressed to Rangoon with ‘Experimental P.O. / R-516’ arrival ‘8rd Aug’. Very fi ne and rare item, 
lovely franking. GA 750 €

P 2659 1944. Censored soldier’s Military post card written from the Canococar Islands addressed to Japan 
endorsed ‘Takao Yamane, Ishikawa Party, Shinkai Unit, 129, c/o Saseba P.O.’, with circular ‘Shizuki’ 
censor in carmine. Only 600 Japanese soldier’s garrisoned both the Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
and surviving mail is very rare. Only a few items know from Canococar Island. b 300 €

P 2660 1944, East of India Japan Occupation.  Returned cover from Nagoya - Rangoon rare, some faults. b 300 €

JAP. BES. WK II - CHINA - NORDCHINA / NORTH CHINA    
P 2661 1942(Nov 10) Plain envelope used internally registered from Tientsin & bearing Sun Yat-sen 1c on 

2c + on back block 4 x 5c on 110c all overprinted North China & surcharged half original value [Jap 
Occup SG 88 & 92 respectively) tied Tientsin cds & with blank R /No 6114 label with Tientsin h/1 
inserted & with red on white Japanese Censor label tied circular Censor hand stamp. b 200 €

P 2662 1942 (Jun) Envelope to Shan Dong Province from Dalian bearing Japan 2nd Showa 5s tied vernacu-
lar cds & with scarce red on white Japanese Cherry Blossom Censored / Kwantung Communica-
tions Offi ce Communications Bureau label applied & only used in Kwantung & tied on reverse by 
vernacular d/s b 350 €

P 2663 1942 (Aug 17) Envelope registered from Chefoo & sealed by two fi ne 1st class Postmaster Chefoo 
wax seals bearing General Huang Hsing 20c on 40c + Sun Yat Sen 15c on 30c plus on back 2 x 4c 
on 8c + 2c on 4c all Overprinted North China & Surcharged half original value [SG 124, 96, 89 & 86 
respectively] tied Chefoo cds & with blank R /No 8264 label with Chefoo hand stamp inserted & 
with red on white Japanese Censor label tied Censor hand stamp in violet. Despite small faults & 
nibble out of top left a rare combination of Registered Censored Mail with Postmasters Wax seals. b 220 €

P 2664• 1942, half value surcharge 4 C./8 C., with SYS 8 C. and martyr 4 C. tied “SHANGHAI 10.11.42“ to 
stationery card (form use) to Hilleród/Denmark, german censorship. New years greetings, correct 
15 C. rate from North China. GA 60 €

P 2665 1942, half value ovpt 50 C./$1 tied boxed slogan dater “Tsingtau 31.10.9“ (Aug. 9, 1942) to Swit-
zerland 284 b 370 €

P 2666 1942, half value ovpt 8 C./16 C. tied boxed slogan dater “Shekmen 32.3.31 (March 31, 1943) to 
cover to Japan, full contents, corner fault 281 b 200 €

P 2667 1943, half value surcharges, correspondence of four covers (three registered) from Shantung pro-
vince to Tsingtau, from Weihsien (2), Shaho and Sangyuan b 160 €

P 2668 1943, half value surcharges 4 C./8 C. (pair) resp. 20 C./40 C. tied boxed slogan dater “Tsinan 
32.2.12“ (Fdb 12, 1943) to express cover to Consulate General of Finland w. arrival “SHANGHAI 
32.3.14“. Includes long typewritten letter in swedish, dated “Tsinanfu den 11 februari 1943.“ b 200 €

P 2669 1944 (Jul 2) envelope used internally bearing vertical pair Sun Yat-sen 18c overprinted North China 
in black & further overprinted 4th Anniv. of Establishment of North China Political Council in red (SG 
173) tied by vernacular Chinese cds b 170 €
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P 2670 1944 (Feb ??) Envelope (spots) to Tientsin bearing Japanese occupation Sun Yat-sen pair 2c over-
printed North China & surcharged for half original value (SG 85) + 4c overprinted North China tied 
vernacular Shanghai cds & 1st Anniv. Declaration of War on Allies in red (SG 170) + Martyr 30c 
overprinted North China that appears to be SG 419 without secret mark not SG 542 all tied verna-
cular Chinese cds & with Tientsin machine date stamp b 140 €

P 2671 1945 (Jun 17) envelope (minor faults) to Shanghai bearing on reverse Imperial City Tower $5 +Sun 
Yat-sen $1 & 2$ overprinted North China tied Tientsin cds & with circular Chinese Security 724/ED 
hand stamp in red alongside Shanghai (10 Jul?) arrival cds. b 160 €

P 2672 1945 (Jun ??) Envelope to Shanghai bearing on reverse North China $2 Fifth Anniv of Establish-
ment of North China Political Council (SG 195) + Sun Yat-sen “New Peking print“ $5 overprinted 
North China(SG 161) + pair Martyrs 50c overprinted North China tied vernacular Tientsin cds & with 
unframed Instructional h/s in violet & -n face circular Chinese Security 71357/ED hand stamp in 
red alongside Shanghai arrival cds b 160 €

P 2673 1945 (Jul2) Envelope to Shanghai bearing on reverse $5 Fifth Anniv of Establishment of North Chi-
na Political Council (SG 196) +Sun Yat-sen $1 & $2 overprinted North China tied Tientsin cds & with 
unframed instructional hand stamp in violet & on face circular Chinese Security 6/503/ED h/s in 
red alongside Shanghai arrival d/s b 80 €

P 2674 1945 (Jul ??) Envelope by Express to Peking bearing Japanese occupation Sun Yat-sen block 4 x $2 
Overprinted North China cancelled unclear Shanghai cds, nice use of block of $2 b 160 €

JAP. BES. WK II - CHINA - ZENTRALCHINA / CENTRAL CHINA      
see also 1236, 1266, 1544, 1545, 1555, 1567, 1569

2675 1932/39, SYS and martyrs, three covers Shanghai-Vienna/Germany 1940 via Siberia, all with ger-
man censortapes and censormark “Ab“ (Berlin foreign mail inspection dept.) b Gebot

P 2676 1940, SYS $1 tied “SHANGHAI 22.7.40“ to registered bank cover to Sweden, endorsed “en dépeche 
close“ (by closed pouch) and “ONLY BY JAPANESE STEAMER VIA DAIREN“, sender DAB to avoid 
censorship/trouble via via Pacifi c, vertical crease b 100 €

P 2677+ 1941, DEI civilian internee free of charge-folded-reply-envelope, reply part:  pmkd. “SHANGHAI 
29.11.30“ (Nov. 30, 1941) via Hong Kong (triangular censormark)  to camp Koetatjane/Sumatra w. 
red “CENSUUR 18.12.41“. Sender states the original envelope a was dated Nov. 1.  According ven-
dor the only recorded such item originating from (occupied) China and a major postal history rarity. b 500 €

P 2678 1942(Nov) envelope registered from Shanghai to Japan franked Sun Yat Sen 8c, 10c & 16c plus 
Martyrs pair 30c [SG 523] tied Shanghai d/s & w/blank R/No 7060 label w/Shanghai h/s inserted 
& wired on white Japanese Censor label tied Censor h/s. Very scarce. b 250 €

P 2679 1942, SYS 50 C. (4) and 30 C. (2) tied “SHANGHAI 22.7.42“ to registered cover endorsed “via 
U.S.S.R. & Turkey“, transits “ANKARA 22.9.43“ and “ISTANBUL 23.9.43“ to Sweden, german censor-
mark “Ag“ of Vienna b 150 €

P 2680 1944(Oct 17) Commercial envelope (creased) to Japan bearing on reverse Sun Yat-sen block of 4 
$1 on 8c & 2 x Pairs $5 on 15c [SG 24 & SG 33] making $24 rate tied Hanghsien d/s & w/red on 
white Japanese Censor label applied in Tokyo b 220 €

P 2681 1944, SYS $5 and martyr 20 C. tied “SHANGHAI21 17.2.44“ to registered censored cover to Swe-
den, Palaestine violet censormarks andcensortape teid by double circle “RM“. b 150 €

P 2682 1944, $1/8 C. (5) with unovpt. martyr 20 C. tied “SHANGHAI 4.2.44“ to registered cover endorsed 
“via U.S.S.R. & Turkey“, red transit “ISTANBUL3 5-4-1944“ to Sweden, german censormark “Ag“ of 
Vienna 22 (5) etc. b 150 €

JAP. BES. WK II - HONG KONG    
2683• 1943, Showa 1 S., 2 S. (one more fallen off) tied “Kowloon Tong 18.11.15“ (Nov. 15, 1943) to cover 

(30 mm tear) to Russian in Chungking/Free China, on reverse transit “CANTON 32.12.3“ (Dec. 3, 
1943) and arrival “CHUNGKING 33.2.8“ (Feb. 8, 1944) b Gebot

JAP. BES. WK II - MALAYA      
see also 2653

P 2684 1944, stationery cut-out 4 C. with defi nitive 1 C. (2), 2 C. (RC) tied “IPOH 2605.1.4“ to reverse of  
cover to Taiping, red “Ipoh/7“ censormark, commercial usage b 200 €

P 2685 1942, small seal in read on NS 1 C. (4, two pairs) and Dai Nippon 2602..“ on NS 2 C. (pair) tied 
“KUALA KUBU BHARU 7 6 2602“ (July 6, 1942) on reused cover (soiled and traces of ageing) to KL. 
Front shows Pahang 8 C. “DAI NIPPON 2602..“ tied KL to OGS cover to Ulu Selangor, all crossed out 
by red crayon. SGJ161 (4) etc. b 140 €

P 2686 1942(Jun) [16.6.17] Censored envelope from soldier Takeda Party “Ho“ 10352 Unit Malay E. F. to 
Minamisabaish village, Kariba-Gun, Niigata Pref. Envelopes are unusual. b 250 €

P 2687• 1943, general issue, 1 C., 3 C., 10 C., 15 C. 30 C., 50 C. 70 C. tied “SYONAN 10 1 2603 PM 3“ to 
FDC adressed local, same date PM4 delivery dater on reverse plus boxed “Shonan p.o.“ censormark FDC 60 €

P 2688• 1943, oval violet “INDIAN INDEPENDENCE, VOLUNTEER FORCE / Camp...I/3 / Kuala Lumpur“ on 
cover with Japan 3 S. and Pahang 5 C. “DAI NIPPON 2602..“ to Kulim/Kedah, on reverse KL censor-
mark, transit ALORSTAR, arrival “KULIM 5 FEB 18“ SG J240, Japan b 200 €
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P 2689• 1942, mint registration envelopes 15 C.:  ovpt. s. l. in red kanji “Dai Nippon Yubin“ on Straits Settle-
ments (3), Negri Sembilan (2), Perak (2) resp. circular “Dai Nippon Yubin / 27 C.“ on Straits. Total 8 
mint registration envelopes, JSCA 64.ooo Yen. (T)

JSCA 7MS24 
(3), 28 (2), 31 
(2), 35 (1) GA 150 €

2690 1946, general stationery card 4 C.  used after WWII and treated invalid:  “BANTING 18 MAR 1946“ 
(Selangor) placed left to imprint sent to Kediri/Java, Dutch East Indies. Blue crayon “22c“ and train-
gular boxed “BTN“. GA 200 €

2691 1942, General issues, Straits KGVI 3 C. green w. small red seal in red, a full sheet of 100, slight 
horizontal separation in margin row 4/5 and 7/8, mint never hinged MNH, original seet pouch en-
closed. Plus Straits KGVI 8 C.  unovpt., a left part sheet of 80 (8x10) with selvadge, to right vert. 
strip-5 loose, MNH (M) SG J149 (100) **   100 €

P 2692 1944, general issue 8 C. (pair) tied “...4 31 2604 Malacca“ to cover to Hong Kong, red censormark 
“Malacca p.o./4“ b 330 €

P 2693• Kedah, 1942/45, covers (5) used from Kulim, Sungei Patani, Alorstar (2); plus front cover with 
strikes of “BANDA BAHRU YUBIN KYOKU“ resp. “ALOR STAR YUBIN KYOKU“ each with s. l. date 
marks JUN 2602 and arrival mark of british era dater “KULIM“. Total 5 covers/1 front. b/d 300 €

P 2694• Malacca, 1942/45, covers (6) used in, inc. all-japanese “Alor Kajah 2 6 2605“ on defi nitve issue 8 
C. to Zaimuka Malacca, all-japanese “Malacca 2604 7 11“ on registered cover to Penang etc. b 150 €

P 2695• Malacca, 1942, card Straits KGVI 2 C. w. large red seal  and red “POSTAGE PAID MALAYA 2 CTS“ 
canc. “MALACCA 23 AP 1942“ to Syonan with violet censormark. A block of four of adhesives top 
left has been removed. Cert. Ceremuga (2011) “Genuine in all respects, correctly franked. Only 
1138 recorded as printed.“ JSCA 4MS1 GA 250 €

P 2696• Negri Sembilan, 1942/45, covers (6) used in N. S. inc. “KUALA PILAH 11 18 2602“ on Perak 5 C. w. 
small black-seal resp. 3 C. “DAI NIPPON...“ , all-japanese metal “Tampan 2603.1.12“ on strip-4 of 2 
C. Malai defi nitive issue etc. b 150 €

P 2697• 1942, Pahang/Kelantan: two covers w. single circle daters and apted year on 8 C. Perak w. “DAI 
NIPPON 2602..“: “TEMANGAN KELANTAN 24 AG 2“ (cover small  insect faults backed,  not affecting 
stamp ) resp. “LABIS 2 NO 2602“ (Pahang) b 150 €

P 2698• Penang, 1942, stationery card Perak 2 C. with s.l. kanji ovpt. “Dai Nippon“ plus boxed “MALAYA/2 
cts/POSTAGE“ canc. clear all-japanese “Penang / Dai Nippon 2603.7.7“ (July 7, 1943) used local, 
violet censormark “Penang/5“, commercial usage JSCA 7MS29 GA 60 €

2699• Penang, 1942, stationery card Perak 2 C. with s.l. kanji ovpt. “Dai Nippon“ plus boxed “MALAYA/2 
cts/POSTAGE“ canc. clear “BALIK PILAU 3 MY 2603 1.30 PM PENANG“ poste restante Lunas/Ke-
dah, violet censormark “Penang/1“, greenish blue Alorstar rubber type transit, blue “LUNAS YU-
BIN...“ arrival with s. l. “6 APR 26..“ (error), on reverse message in arabic dated 2/5/03. Card soiled 
but scarcer markings. JSCA 7MS29 GA 100 €

P 2700• Penang, 1942, registration envelope Perak 15 C. with red. s.l. kanji Dai Nippon Yubin uprated same 
in black on N.S. 25 C. resp. Selangor 6 C./5 C. tied all-japanese “Penang 2603 9 3“ (Sept. 3, 1943) 
used local

JSCA 7MS 
31, SGJ267, 
J270 (2) GA 150 €

P 2701• Penang, 1942, registration envelope Johore 15 C.  ovpt. s. l. in red kanji “Dainipponyubin“ canc. 
all-japanese “Penang 2603 12 13“ (Dec. 13, 1943) to Sungei Bakap, P. W. Also violet commemora-
tive dater of Penang resp. censormark of Penang, most of grey censor tape removed. JSCA 7MS25 GA 100 €

P 2702• 1942, Perak 8 C. ovpt. “DAI NIPPON / 2602 / MALAYA“ tied “SHONAN 9 18 2602“ (1942) to cover 
(toning)  to Ipoh, framed violet censormark on reverse. Includes original letter dated 18/9/42, three 
lines of text blackened by censor. b 70 €

P 2703 1942, Perak, small black seal on 5 C. (2), Dai Nippon in Kanji 3 C./5 C. (3) resp. 2 Cts./5 C. (pair) 
tied “Kuala Lumpur 2604.1.22“ to reverse of registered cover to Seremban, censormark and cen-
sortape, cover corner fault

SG J193 (2) 
etc. b 110 €

2704• Perak, 1942, registration envelope 15 C. ovpt. s. l.  kanji in red “Dainipponyubin“, unused mint and 
still with offi cial interleaving paper. JSCA 7MS31 GA 110 €

P 2705 1942. Offi cial mail envelope (creased) endorsed ‘O.G.S.’ (On Government Service’ written from the 
&Taiping Turf Club’ addressed to Ipoh cancelled by circular ‘Perak / Taiping / 13 May / 2602 / Yubin 
Kyoku’ in red on face. A scarce item of Offi cial Mail during the Japanese Occupation. Rare. (T) b 200 €

P 2706• Perak, 1942, stationery card Perak 2 C. with s.l. kanji ovpt. “Dai Nippon“ plus boxed “MALAYA/2 cts/
POSTAGE“ canc. clear all-japanese rubber “Chemor / Dai Nippon 17/4“ (handwritten) to Pasing/
Johore,  violet censormark “Ipoh/5“, commercial usage with long text in arabic and dating 16.4.03 
(April 16, 1943) JSCA 7MS29 GA 60 €

P 2707• Selangor, 1944, registration envelope  Negri Sembilan 15 C.  ovpt. s. l. in red kanji “Dainipponyubin“ 
uprated defi nitive issue 8 C. canc. “Banting Selangor 2604.8.4“ (Aug. 4, 1944) to Sungei Buloh, KL.  
Censortapes tied by Klang datestamps and Klang grey censormark in transit. Arrival all-japanese 
“Sungeih Buloh Selangor 2604.8.7“, soiling. JSCA 7MS28 GA 170 €

P 2708• Selangor, 1942, 5 C. Perak w. small black seal tied “K(L)ANG 7 16 2602 PM6“ on cover to “The 
Collector of Stamp Duties..“, Kuala Lumpur. A scarce stamp on cover. SGJ194 b 120 €

P 2709 Selangor, 1942, small seal in violet on 2 C. Perak perf. 14 (SG J 209B, SG GBP 170.-) resp. small 
seal violet on 1 C. NS and “DAI NIPPON 2602“ on 5 C. Pahang tied “KUALA LUMPUR 6 19 2602“ 
June 19, 1942) to small cover (staple holes) to Gopeg, black censormark

SG J 209B, 
J161A, J240 350 €
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P 2710• Selangor, 1942, Dai Nippon Yubin in Kanji, 2 Cents/5 C. Perak, a block of 12 tied “KUALA LUMPUR 
5 1 2603“ (May 1, 1943) to reverse of registered censored cover to Penang. Block shows the varie-
ties “12“ instead of “2“ on pos. 2, 4, 5 and 10 resp. inverted “s“ of cents on pos. 1. Violet censor-
mark of KL. SG J274 (12) b 180 €

2711 1942, Straits Settlements, 4 x 2 C brown-orange ovpd “DAI NIPPON 2602 MALAYA“, multiple fran-
king on local O.H.M.S. cover from Municipal Engineer´s Offi ce. F/VF condition. Sc  N20(4) b 80 €

P 2712 Selangor, stationery Peak 2 C. ovpt. Dai Nippon in Kanji canc. “KUALA LUMPUR 1 30 2603“ (Jan 30, 
1943) used local, KL censormark. On reverse message from “The Indian Independence  League“ 
‘intercepted from New Delhi on 23rd January, 2603: From Mrs. Veerappe, Kandy, Ceylon. Message, 
“unt and sister well. Anxious about you.“. GA 180 €

P 2713 1944. Registered envelope addressed to Syonan (Singapore) bearing SG J297, 1c olive (5), SG J301, 
8c blue and SG J302, 10c brown-purple tied by Batu Pahat double ring with registered label and Ja-
panese occupation censor label on reverse tied by boxed censor hand-stamp with Syonan arrival. 
Lovely item of censored mail paying the 8c postage and 15c Registration. Scarce and attractive. b 220 €

JAP. BES. WK II - NL-INDIEN / JAVA / DUTCH EAST INDIES    
P 2714• 1943, Japanese occupation in Java 2 Cent brown in full double sheet (200 stamps) with rare gutters 

pairs, folded, mint, nh. (M) 1 (Java) **   400 €
P 2715• 1943, Japanese occupation in Java 3 1/2 Cent red paddy fi eld in full double sheet (200 stamps) 

with rare gutters pairs, folded, mint, nh. (M) **   400 €

JAP. BES. WK II - NL-INDIEN / NAVY-DISTRICT / DUTCH EAST INDIES    
2716 Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Konijnenburg 80 C. tied “SANGGAU 23.1.04“ (Jan. 23, 1944) to 

postal transfer form W, amount 200 Rp., to japanese  “dokoryu jimukakari“ iin Pontianak, Pontianak 
backstamps, violet censormark of Pontianak b 70 €

2717 Bandjermasin, 1942, violet blurred anchor 7 1/2 C. dancer, with black small anchor (probably Ce-
lebes, JSCA type 8) Karbouw 2 1/2 C. both tied “BANDJERMASIN 20.6.8“ (June 8, 1945) to postal 
transfer form W, amount 5 Rp., to japanese company at Bandung/Java, Bandoeng backstamps, hs. 
of “Bandoeng insatu kozyo kocho“ and seal of plant director Yoshioka. b 70 €

P 2718 Lesser Sunda Is., 1942, ovpt. type 14B (Bali type) iin blackish violet on Konjinenburg 10 C. type I 
tied “KLOENGKOENG 20.2.3“ (Feb. 3, 1945) to piece,  pictured in Vrijdag p. 92 JSCA  7N176 d 230 €

2719 Celebes, 1942, black ovpt. on Kreisler 20 C., a top -right corner margin block of 45 (9x5), pos. 
29+37 are without overprint, some separations mainly in margins, mint never hinged, stains (M)

JSCA 4N19 (43) 
+ unovpt. (2) **   60 €

2720 North Celebes, 1942 red sun (14mm) plus block and anchor in black on Konjinenburg 10 C. tied 
“Dai Nippon / Kotamobagoe / Teikokuseifu“  w. “KOTAMOBAGOE 18.4.19“ (now japanese regnal 
calendar) alongside, on transfer form W. (amount 15 Rp.) to Tomohon w. 18.4.22/23 marks on re-
verse, also “MENADO 18.4.26“ dater JSCA 5N25B b 90 €

2721 West Borneo, 1942, Pontianak type I ovpt. in black on Konjienburg 30 C. tied “PONTIANAK 18.1.05“ 
(Jan 5, 1945) to transfer form W. (amount 30 Rp.) to Surabaya/Java, red Makassar censormark, on 
reverse “SOERABAJA“ Jan 30 and Feb 2 05 daters. JSCA 1N71 b 90 €

2722 East Borneo, 1942, Konijenburg 80 C. with violet anchor tied “TARAKAN 7.4.04“ (April 7 1944) to 
transfer form W (amount 200 Rp) to Banjermasin, South Borneo. On reverse violet “KWALAKA-PO-
EAS 19.5.4“ resp. “BANJERMASIN 19.5.04“ b 60 €

P 2723 West Borneo, 1942, Pontianak type I ovpt. in violet on Konjienburg 30 C. tied “PONTIANAK 22.8.04“ 
(Aug. 22, 1944) to transfer form W. (amount 30 Rp.) to Poerwokerto, red Makassar censormark, on 
reverse “POERWOKERTO“ Feb. 21 and Feb. 23 05 daters, 6 months in transit JSCA 1N31 b 90 €

P 2724 1943, Makasser telegraphic MO ovpt. 8.50 Gld./3 C. with Navy district regular issue, 1 Gld. (strip-3) 
tied “Bandjermasin 20.9.5“ (date handwritten)  to telegraphic money order, amount 800 Yen, to 
Yamagata/Japan.

JSCA 4N888, 
1N11 (3) b 230 €

P 2725 East Borneo, Samarinda ovpts., 1944/45, type Kreisler 20 C. tied to piece “SAMARINDA 30.12.44“, 
early usage, rare stamp JSCA 3N5 d 180 €

P 2726 East Borneo, Samarinda ovpts., 1944/45, type Kreisler 15 C. with numeral 5 C. tied to piece “SA-
MARINDA (3)0.01.05“ w. on reverse “NGADIREDJO 17.2.05“. - The Kreisler 15 C. with Samarinda 
ovpt. is unlisted in JSCA.

JSCA 3N12, 
none d 170 €

2727 East Borneo, Samarinda ovpts., 1944/45, Konjinenburg 15 C. with numeral 5 C. tied to piece “SA-
MARINDA 31.01.05“. -  The Konjinenburgr 15 C. with Samarinda ovpt. is unlisted in JSCA.

JSCA 3N12, 
none d 170 €

P 2728 East Borneo, Samarinda ovpts., 1944/45, Kreisler 25 C. with numeral 5 C. (pair) tied to piece “SA-
MARINDA 9.02.05“. (Feb 9, 1945).

JSCA 3N5, 
3N12 (2) d 140 €

2729 Celebes, 1944, Konjinenburg 15 C. and numeral 5 C. tied “BALIKPAPAN 27.10.04“ (East Borneo 
usage) to form W. (very thin paper, faults in margin, amount 20 Rp.) to Lamongan/Java, black Balik-
papan censormark, on reverse “LAMONGAN 5.11.04/8.11.04“ resp. “SOERABAJA 9.11.04“

JSCA 4N29, 
4N43 b 60 €

P 2730 East Borneo, Samarinda ovpts., 1945, Konjinenburg 17 1/2 C. used corner cancel “(SAMARI)NDA“, 
scarce JSCA 3N9 g 110 €
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JAP. BES. WK II - NL-INDIEN / SUMATRA / DUTCH EAST INDIES    
2731 East Coast, Konijnenburg 10 C. tied “PAGARALAM 19.3.20“ (March 20, 1944) to reverse of “request 

for PMO to other district“ (10 R. to Java), “Sumatra communications offi ce 19.3.25 postal transfer 
offi ce“ on front, on reverse boxed censormark “Sumatra 1“, scarcer form: transfers to Java were 
admitted from Jan. 1944 (max. amount: 30 R.) and in case required a special request. b 50 €

2732 Unifi ed ovpt., Kreisler 20 C. tied “Padang 19.8.23“ (Aug. 23, 1944) to postal transfer form W to 
Cheribon, amount 30 Rp., transit “Sumatra Palembang communications offi ce 19.9..“ and Tjirebon 
29./.30.9.04 backstamps, boxed blue censormark “Sumatra 10“. Transfers to Java were admitted 
from Jan. 1944 (max. amount: 30 R.) and in case required a special request. The forms were routed 
via Palembang and marked by a two-line violet “Java postal transfer / Sumatra postal service“ b 50 €

P 2733• 1938/40, Japan 5 S., 20 S. uprating 1944 Sumatra stationery card 3 1/2 C. tied “Medan 19.11.20“ 
(Nov. 20, 1944) to Abedan, censormark “Sumatra / 2“, toning GA 60 €

P 2734• 1942/45, four stationeries: envelope 10/12 1/2 C. uprated pmkd. “Medan 20.3.27 Sumatra East 
Coast“ (Mar. 27, 1945); 2 C. dancer verhuiskaart w. s. l. viiolet “Dai Nippon Yubin“, 3 1/2 C. Karbouw 
card with large violet seal of Atjeh Military Administration resp. small boxed violet “Dai Nippon“ GA 150 €

2735 1942, Malaya-used-in-Sumatra, Straits KGVI 5 C. with small red framed seal tied “DIEDJOEN-DJO-
ENG 5.10.42“  to postal transfer form W, amount 4 Rp.,  to Bukittinggi, backstamps “FORT DE COCK 
17.10.6, 17.10.16“.  Change of AD year digits  to japanese Showa year digits started by May 1942, 
replacement of dutch place names  by indonesian ones started by September 1942. Both see-
mingly delayed at place of dispatch and arrival. JSCA 12S3 b 70 €

2736 East Coast, 1942, framed “Dai Nippon“ Karbouw 2 1/2 C. plus Japan 1st Showa 1938 1 Sen brown 
resp.  non-framed “Dai Nippon“ Karbow 3 1/2 C. both tied “Medan“ to cards (2) sent from Patholo-
gical Laboratory Medan to different hospitals in Kabandjahe; the mixed frank used 1944.3.13, the 
3 1/2 C.  single 1943.5.17. Different kinds of red Medan censor marks. b 70 €

2737 East Coast, 1943, stationery card Karbouw 3 1/2 C. with frameless ovpt. “Dainippon“ tied “BIREU-
EN 18.6.10“ (June 10, 1943) to Medan, violet censor mark of Sumabwe p.o., vert. crease (JSCA 
1S1; cat. y50.ooo). GA 70 €

P 2738 Johore, 1943, Japan 1st Showa 1 S., 2 S. and 2nd showa 5 S. tied “PONTIAN 18 FB 2603“ (1943) 
to reverse of local coverr, red censormark of Johore Bharu b 250 €

P 2739 1942, framed Dai Nippon on dancer 4 C. in red resp. black with Kerbauw 2 C. in black tied “Medan 
18.7.16“ (Juy 16, 1943) to Galang/Serdang (Deli countryside district). . Red Medan censormark. b 180 €

P 2740 1943. Registered envelope addressed to Bireuen, Sibu bearing Federation of Sumatra SG 56b, 30c 
yellow brown tied by Lhoseumawe vernacular date stamp with matching registered label, framed 
censor in red and violet with circular Sumatra ‘Censor No 3’ in violet on reverse. Very rare item of 
registered mail from the Japanese Occupation of Sumatra. (T) b 400 €

P 2741 1943. Registered envelope addressed to Bireuen, Sibu bearing Japan SG 319 6s orange (6) tied by 
Lhoseumawe vernacular date stamp in Japanese with matching registered label, framed censor in 
red and violet with Japanese Occupation censor label tied by circular Sumatra ‘Censor No 3’ in vio-
let on reverse. Very rare item of registered censored mail from the Japanese Occupation of Suma-
tra. Exhibition item. (T) b 900 €

2742 1943, Japan-used-in Sumatra, 1939 1st Showa 10 S. tied “PERLANAAN 18.3.16“ (March 16, 1843) 
to censored cover to Medan, censor tape tied both sides by red framed “Pematang Siantar p.o.“ 
censor mark, Singer Sewing Co. privat arrival “19 MRT 03“. b 50 €

P 2743 1944(May) Money Order [Imprint ST -6237 -40] to Padang franked 5c w/Japanese s/I Ovpt. Dai Ni 
Hon Yubin in black cancelled Japanese character d/s & w/boxed Japanese Censor h/s b 170 €

P 2744• 1944/45, two transfer forms W with defi nitive issue: boxed red Bangka&Billiton military administra-
tion seal on top w. 40 C. brown (Pair, RC) tied “...20.8.28 Sumatra Billitong“ for 91 hfl . 20, three 
more Sumatra-Bililtong daters on reverse; boxed grey Dainippon on top w. 5 C. orange tied “Tandjo-
ng Balei 19.11.-6 Sumatra East Coast“ for 2.10 R. used local. b 80 €

2745 East Coast,  type 3 framed Dainippon ovpt. Konijnenburg 10 C. (horizontal pair) tied “PALEMBANG 
19.3.6 (March 6, 1944)  to reverse of “request for PMO to other district“ (30 R. to Java), “Sumatra 
communications offi ce 19.3.25 postal transfer offi ce“ dater on front, on reverse boxed censormark 
“Sumatra 1“ in violet, scarcer form: transfers to Java were admitted from Jan. 1944 (max. amount: 
30 R.) and in case required a special request. b 90 €

2746 West Coast, Japan-used-in-Sumatra, 2nd Showa 5 Sen Togo (2, bit paper clip rust) tied “Boekkitting-
gi 19.1.22“ (Jan. 22, 1944) to postal transfer form W to Solok, amount 10.45 Rp., Solok and Pa-
dang backstamps, boxed violet censormark of Bukittingii JSCA 14S17 b 50 €

P 2747• 1945, West Coast, two covers from Bukittinggi: 5 C. orange tied “20.9.-7“ to name card size envelo-
pe to Manindjau; 10 C. blue tied “20...“ to cover to Malacca w. bilingual censortape and double 
circle tie-mark “1/ Sumatra gunseibukan / kenetsuzumi“, machine-reseal at left. b 100 €
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JAP. BES. WK II - NORD-BORNEO / NORTH BORNEO      
see also 1083

P 2748• Labuan, 1942, Miri single line ovpt. (upper strokes of hon, tei and fu missing) on Straits KGVI. in 
red on 1 C., in dark violet on 2 C., 5 C. and 8 C. grey, unused mounted mint. - According Tsuchiya 
Vol. 1 1999 pp. 66/68, showing an Oct. 1942 cover with 3 C., 5 C. (in colour: “Tsuchiya collecti-
on“ 2004 p. 59), overprinted KGVI issues were sold in Labuan for the very short period of Oct./
Dec. 1942, whereafter Labuan was renamed into “Maeda-to“ and the name as well as KGVI 
stamps deemed unsuitable and redrawn from service resp. counter sale.

Straits SG278 
var, 2894var, 
28097 var, 
283 var *    2.000 €

P 2749• 1944, Kudat single line ovpt. in center in black, characteristic feature top stroke of character 
“hon“ is missing: 1 C., 4 C., 6 C. and 8 C., unused mounted mint.

SG J1a, 4a, 
5a, 6b *    1.250 €

P 2750• Brunei, 1942, single line type 1 in red on 1 C. (top margin copy), 8 C., 12 C. and 25 C. (bottom 
margin copy [separated]), unused mounted mint (SG cat. GBP 1800.-)

Sg J1a, 9var, 
12a, 14a *    700 €

P 2751• 1944, Kudat single line ovpt. in center in black, characteristic feature top stroke of character 
“hon“ is missing: 1 C., 2 C., 4 C., 6 C. and 8 C., unused mounted mint.

SG J1a, 2a, 4a, 
5a, 6b *    1.700 €

P 2752• 1942, single line ovpt. in violet on 1 C.-$5 (except 4 C.), 2 C. unused mounted mint, otherwise 
mint never hinged (MNH), some values slightly stained on gum. P. Scheller certifi cate. (SG cat. 
GBP 4005.-) SG J1-3, J5-17 **/* 1.000 €

P 2753• 1942, Jesselton single line ovpt. type 1 in black: on 3 C., unused mounted mint ( SG Cat. GBP 550.-) SG J3a *    300 €
P 2754• 1942, Jesselton single line ovpt. type 2 in violet: on 3 C., 6 C. (2, one a right margin copy with trial 

ovpt., this toning), 12 C., 15 C., all unused mounted mint (SG cat. GBP 970.-)
SG J3, J5 (2) 
J8, J9 *    400 €

P 2755• 1942, Jesselton single line ovpt. type 2 in black: on 8 C. (2, different ovpt. shades), unused mounted 
mint, rare (SG cat. GBP 650.-) SG J06b (2) *    400 €

P 2756• 1944, Papar single line ovpt. at bottom in black: 8 C., a vertical bottom margin strip of four , 
unused mounted mint.  The rarest of all single line ovpts. of japanese occupation BNB. SG J6b (4) *    1.300 €

P 2757• 1942/44, Sarawak, stamps 2 C.-$1-ex ovpt. “fukanshi“ (paper seal) inc. 4 pairs; also BNB ovpt. 
“WAR TAX“ with same ovpt. boxed violet (this rare) *    300 €

P 2758• 1942, Jesselton single line ovpt. type 1 in black: on 1 C. “WAR TAX“, unused mounted mint ( SG Cat. 
GBP 700.-) SG J16 *    400 €

P 2759• 1942, Jesselton single line ovpt. type 2 in violet: on 2 C. ovpt. “WAR TAX“, unused mounted mint 
( unpriced mint in SG) SG J17b *    1.400 €

P 2760• Sarawak, 1942, Miri ovpt. type 1 in blackish violet: 1 C. (unrecorded), 2 C. black, 4 C., 5 C., two 
copies of 6 C. carmine inc. one bottom margin copy withovpt. inverted  (unrecorded), 8 C. 
carmine, unused mounted mint *    1.800 €

P 2761• Brunei, 1944, $3 on otherwise non-ovpt. 1 C., unused mounted mint, cert. Brandon expert com-
mittee (1995),  SG cat. GBP 10.000.-. SG J20a *    5.000 €

P 2762• Sarawak, 1942, Kuching overpint type 2 in violet: 1 C.-$10, no $3 but otherwise inc. all basic 
stamps (2,3,6,8,12,15 both), including the rare 3 C. black (few stains on reverse) and 15 C. la-
ke-orange, also a 2nd copy of the $5 in darker shade, unused mounted mint (SG cat. GBP 7540.-)

SGJ1/22, 
J24/25 *    3.000 €

P 2763• 1944, three line machine ovpt.: on 3 C. with violet handstamp Jesselton type 2, unused mounted 
mint., stain blot (SG cat. GBP 450.-) SG J22a *    180 €

P 2764• 1944, three line machine ovpt.: on 10 C. with violet handstamp Jesselton type 2, unused mounted 
mint (SG cat. GBP 450.-) SG J26a *    180 €

P 2765• 1944, three line machine ovpt.: on 12 C. with violet handstamp Jesselton type 2, unused mounted 
mint, stains in perfs (SG cat. GBP 450.-) SG J27a *    180 €

P 2766• 1944, three line machine ovpt.: on 15 C. with violet handstamp Jesselton type 2, unused mounted 
mint (SG cat. GBP 450.-) SG J28a *    180 €

P 2767• 1944, single line ovpt. on Japan 1st Showa 1 Sen, overprint double, one diagonal, unused no gum, 
unlisted variety. SG J35 var. (*)  300 €

P 2768• 1944, single line ovpt. on Japan 1st Showa 6 Sen, overprint double, one inverted at top, unused no 
gum (SG cat. GBP 600.-) SG J40a *    240 €

P 2769• 1944, $5 on $1 unverprinted, a right margin copy, unused mounted mint, cert. BPA (1995), SG 
cat. GBP 8500.-. SG J34a *    3.400 €

JAP. BES. WK II - PHILIPPINEN      
see also 2803, 2804, 6959

P 2770• 1942/43, Japanese Military mail cards from Phillipine units (3), also 1943 card from Japan in-
bound to Philippines army unit. Plus 5 C. tied “CAVITE APR 8 1943“ to cover (reduced) to Manila. GA 100 €

2771 Philippines, 1943, two covers: 5 C. volcanoes tied duplex “MANILA No. 1 SEP 14 1943“ on cover to 
Zamboanga; 5 C./6 C., a strip of three tied to cover by indistinct “RIZAL“ duplex (vert. crease) (T) JSCA 2 (3); 18 b 50 €

2772 Philippines, 1943,  service stamp 5 C. / 6C.,  a vertical pair  tied duplex “MANILA No. 1  FEB 29 
1944“ on offi cial cover from Dept. of The Interior (bilingual senders hs.) to the mayor of San Pablo (T) JSCA O2 (2) b 50 €
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JAPAN - GANZSACHEN      
see also 2577

2773 1872, wrapper for registered users, unused mint, two slight vertical creases (JSCA cat. 100.000) JSCA WR! GA 100 €
2774 1872, wrapper #1, unused mint (JSCA 100.000 Yen) JSCA WR1 GA 100 €

P 2775 1873, envelope western style 2 Sen syll. 1 canc. intaglio “i-chi 1“ with double circle type KG “Okaya-
ma -.3.29“ alongside, to Kobe w. arrival type KB1 -.3.30, addressed to Kobe p.o. staff, horizontal 
crease but complete JSCA SE5 GA 120 €

2776 1877, 3-5-6 UPU cards, ovpt. “mihon“ (specimen), clean condition JSCA FC1/3 GA/SPEC 90 €
2777• 1878-1884, Ganzsachenausschnitte aus Streifbändern, mit Nummer 1, ungebraucht. 1 u.a. (*)  60 €

P 2778• 1879, UPU card thin paper 2 Sen olive (corner stains) ncanc. grey rubber “NAGASAKI 5 VI 1892“ on 
inbound from Shanghai to Tokyo, triangular framed grey “NA. SHIP“ (seriffed rubber type), Tokyo 
June 8 arrival GA 350 €

P 2779• 1879, UPU card 3 Sen canc. “KOBE 1 OCT 1889 POST“ 20 mm, via 20mm rubber non-seriff  type 
“YOKOHAMA 7 OCT 1889“ and New York to Denmark, then forwarded inland with special green la-
bel, unusual GA 170 €

P 2780• 1885, thin paper UPU reply card 3+3 Sen canc. brown intaglio “Y“ w. brown 20 mm “YOKOHAMA 17 
NOV 1888“ alongside to Leer/Germany, long text inc. crosswriting in different colour, reply card 
addressed to Japan but adhering unused GA 120 €

P 2781 1886(Apr) 3s Stationary card to Brest datelined Nagasaki & cancelled w/mute Cork h/s w/alongsi-
de Nagasaki d/s backstamped Hong Kong d/s (19.04.88) & transit via Saigon w/on face circ Ligne 
N/Paq. Fr No 10 d/s (20.04.88) & w/Brest arrival d/s (20.05.88) [Despite vertical crease a very 
pretty card] GA 140 €

P 2782 1892/99, card 1 1/2 S.ultra uprated offi ces in China 1 S., 2 S. tied “TIENTSIN 30 OCT 00“ to Ger-
many. Also UPU card 3 S. uprated 1 S. green (pair) canc. “YOKOHAMA 9 JUL 95“ to Berlin. GA 60 €

P 2783 1892/98, UPU cards 2 S. (1, taxed) and 4 S. (6) all w. coloured lithos on reverse from a correspon-
dence to Berlin all w. “TEMPELHOF“ arrivals GA 70 €

P 2784 1892, UPU card thick paper canc. brown “Kumamoto 30.2.15“ with brown “Kumamoto/fusoku/
sen“ (K./missing/...sen) inserted “1“, also circular “NA/T“ of Nagasaki, violet CTMS/T of Yokohama 
plus 2 1/2 C in blue crayon with “YOKOHAMA 21 DEC 97“ alongside, to Germany:  Berlin w. arrival 
“delivered by p.o. 66 3 2 98“, violet crayon “5“ (Pf.) to be collected from addressee, vertical crease. 
Sender A. Bolljahn “currently at Dai Go Kotogakko“ (later in Korea). GA Gebot

P 2785 1892, Insuffi ciently franked postal stationery card 2 sen olive-green used from Kobe to Izehoe, 
Germany bearing “KOBE/JAPAN/23 MAY 97“ despatch cds, Yokohama ‘27 May’ transit dater, 
‘30.6.97’ arrival date-stamp as well as Kobe “KO/T“-“CTNS“ duplex in black with added ‘5’ in m/s 
and “CTNS/T“ tax h/s in violet, plus german “10“ tax mark in blue m/s. Minor imperfections as 
lightly stained edges but still good. GA 100 €

P 2786 1894. Postal stationary card 3s green cancelled by Oita-Bungo vernacular date stamp in red routed 
via Kobe, sent on the French paquebot ‘Yarra’ with ‘Ligne N Paq Fr No 3’ double ring (Salles 1921) 
addressed to France with Rennes receiver. Superb item from the ‘Lebel’ correspondence. Emile 
Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo. GA 220 €

P 2787 1894. Postal stationery card 2 sen olive written from Yokohama and cancelled by vernacular date 
stamp with Yokohama Meiji double ring with circular tux ‘YO/T’ Hand- stamp, addressed to Pendrig, 
routed via Kobe and Hong Kong with transit and Penang arrival and forwarded to Singapore with 
receiver and taxed ‘2’ in m/s. Nice item. GA 260 €

P 2788 1895 (Jun 6) Japanese 1 sen Stationary card to Japan from Japanese soldier written from Keelung 
before any Field Post Offi ce had arrived & cancelled on arrival with vernacular Ujina / Hiroshima cds 
& with transit alongside. ( & After the terms of the Treaty of Shimonosek after the Sino-Japanese War 
became known whereby Taiwan was ceded to Japan the Taiwanese declared themselves a Republic 
& vowed to resist the Japanese. The Japanese on 6.June 1895 sent a force who skirted the formida-
ble fortifi cations of Keelung & Tam-Sui and landed troops at Ao-di& By September the Japanase had 
al resistance under control & the short lived Republic was terminated& ). A superb early item! GA 900 €

2789• 1898, UPU reply card 4+4 Sen canc. 1902 UPU-jubilee LCD “YOKOHAMA 35-6-20“ via “YOKOHAMA 
20 JUN 02“ to Germany w. arrival “LUDWIGSHAFEN 2 AUG 02“. Long text over both cards explaining 
the issued UPU commemorative post cards and their colour. GA 80 €

2790• 1898, UPU card 4 S. canc. “YOKOHAMA 7 APR 00“ via Kobe, “HONG KONG AP 17 00“, “COLOMBO 
AP 30 “, “SUEZ 11 V 00“ to Ismailia/Egypt, slight corner crease, attractive GA 60 €

P 2791 1898, UPU card 4 S. canc. “Imp. Germany Navy Posts No. 28 23/10 00“ to Osnabrück/Germany w. 
“11.2.00“. No. 28 was aboard german  troop transport (and later, hospital-) ship “Wittekind“ active 
during boxer upheaval in North China. Senders dateline on reverse “Nagasaki 23/X.1900“. GA 100 €

P 2792 1898, UPU card 4 S. canc. “YOKOHAMA 11 AUG 00“ to Constantinople/Turkey w. arrival “BRITISH 
POST OFFICE CONSTANTINOPLE A SP 14 00“, but readressed to Berlin/Germany, via german p.o. 
“CONSTANTINOPEL 1 14/9 00“ and arrival “delivered by p.o. 8 17/9 00“. Attractive combination. GA 100 €

P 2793 1900. Registered stationary card 4s brown upgraded with Yvert 80, 8s violet, Yvert 93, 5s grey, 
Yvert 96, 1½s blue and Yvert 108, 3s red tied by Yokohama Japan date stamp in violet with regi-
stered label addressed to France with Lyon arrival. Very nice 4 colour franking. GA 330 €
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P 2794 1901. Japan postal stationary card 3s yellow upgraded with Japanese Post Offi ce in Cltina SG 3, 1s 
pale brown tied by Amoy/I.J.P.O. date stamp in violet addressed to Amoy. Scarce stationery. GA 300 €

P 2795 1904. Postal stationary card 1½s blue upgraded with SG 134,1s pale brown and SG 135, 1½s pale 
ultramarine tied by Osaka/Japan date stamp ‘20/9’, addressed to ‘The Postmaster, Apia, Samoa’ 
routed via Victoria/Hong Kong ‘30/9’ with arrival Apia/Samoa ‘9/11’ of the German Post Offi ce. 
Nice item of destination mail. GA 200 €

P 2796 1905. Japan postal stationary card 1½s blue written from ‘German 1st East Asiatic lnf. Tien-Tsin’ 
bearing Japanese Post Offi ce in China SG 3a, 1s pale brown and SG 4a, 1½s pale ultramarine tied 
by ‘Tientsin I.J.P.A. ‘date stamp (type 2) addressed to Newcastle, England with Yokohama transit. 
Scarce military use from the International Force paying the 4 sen post card rate. The Postal Agency 
was located at Tzu-Chu-Lin. GA 200 €

P 2797 1906. Japanese postal stationery envelope 3s violet cancelled by Tientsin 2 / I.J.P.O. date stamp 
addressed to the ‘French Concession, Tientsin’ with ‘Tien-Tsin Chine / Poste Francaise’ arrival on 
reverse. Scarce item of local mail from the Japanese Post Offi ce. GA 300 €

P 2798 1907. Japanese postal stationery envelope 3s violet upgraded with SG 6a, 2s green and SG 10a, 5s 
yellow tied by Pekin / I.J.P.O. date stamp addressed to France, routed via Yokohama. Very fi ne and 
scarce stationery. GA 330 €

P 2799• 1926, UPU card 6 Sen canc. clear strike “JINSEN 15.10.35“ CHOSEN“ to Karlsruhe/Germany, on 
reverse oval offi cial seal “WEATHER BUREAU OF TYOSEN / ZINSEN TYOSEN NIPPON“, vert. crease 
at left reenforced on reverse GA 50 €

P 2800 1929/30, Fuji deer 20 Sen colour change: old plate unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH resp. new 
plate mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 350.-) 190I, 190II */** 100 €

P 2801• 1929, UPU card 6 Sen uprated 1.50 Y. tied “TOKIO 21.8.29“ with Zep  round-the-world fl ight cachet, 
to Los Angeles via Los Angeles, green Zeppelin entry marking of Lakehurst tie-ing both japanese 
uprates, card slight crease, correct uprate for Zep westcoast fl ight GA 150 €

P 2802• 1942/44, military mail, air mail double card question part used Burma to Ishikawa prefecture. Plus 
another “handmade“ card from Burma theatre dated July 11 to Tochigi prefecture. GA 110 €

P 2803• 1942/44, special airmail reply cards used from Philippines to Japan: navy air mail double card (re-
ply part adhering unused) to Gifu prefecture; army air mail question part card used to Mie pref. (vert. 
crease) GA 100 €

P 2804• 1942/43, military mail air mail double cards used Phillippines to Japan, reply part adhering unu-
sed: army air mail to Kyoto w. ms. entry dated “19.3.9“ (March 9, 1944); and navy air mail to Ikeno-
mura, Aichi prefecture (soling in margins). GA 130 €

P 2805• 1943, army air mail double card question part used to Nagano pref./Japan, sender 3rd Army Air 
Force, 16th Field Air Factory, Singapore. Detailed transcription included. e 100 €

JAPAN - BESONDERHEITEN      
see also 1549, 1592, 2613, 2633, 2637, 2897, 3839, 3927, 5724

P 2806• French Offi ces, 1875, Ceres 25 C. (4,  three overlapping and one RC) tied lozanges chiffres “5118“ 
to cover w. “YOKOHAMA JAPON 4 JANV. 75“ alongside to Lyons, on reverse TPO “MARSEILLE A LYON 
1. FEVR 75“ and arrival “LYON 17 FEVR 75“ b 450 €

P 2807 Incoming mail, USA, 1877, envelope 3 C. uprated 2 C. vermilion canc. mute with faint “KILLINGLY, 
CT. OCT 16“ alongside via New York and San Francisco (oval framed “Too Late“) to Kobe/Japan. 
Carried from SF by PMSS S. S. City of Tokyo, arriving Yokohama Nov. 23, 1877. Vermilion “YOKOHA-
MA NOV 23 PAID ALL“ and arrival “HIOGO. 27 NOV JAPAN“. Ms. “Rec’d Nov 27/77 JENCKS“. De-
tailed description included. (M) GA 750 €

2808 1886, “...Maat. S.MS. Nautilus z.Z. Nagasaki“, handschriftiche Absenderangabe rückseitig auf bild-
seitig dekorativ bemalten Brief mit 10 Pfg. rosa aus “BERLIN C. 1. 27.8.86“ nach Schweidnitz ver-
sendet, Beförderungspuren, früher Schiffspostbrief von einem Kanonenboot des Ostasien-Ver-
bandes über das Hofpostamt versendet b Gebot

P 2809 1892, Bild-Ganzsachen -Karte 10 Pf. Krone/Adler mit rs. Abb. Wartburg, gelaufen von “WARTBURG 
22.5.92“ über “LONDON MY 24 92“ und China nach Tokio mit Transit “YOKOHAMA 7.VII.1892“, dort 
L1 “UNCLAIMED“ und Ra2 “REBUT A L’ORIGINE“ und retour, 1892, German 10 Pf. picture statione-
ry-card sent from “WARTBURG 22.5.92“ via London and China to Tokio with transit cds “YOKOHAMA 
7.VII.92“, there unclaimed and retourned so sender, scarse item! PP10 GA 200 €

P 2810 1892, vermillion “MISSTENTTO“ on stationery card 2 S. olive thin paper (cross-wise creased) canc. 
“I.J.P.O. ...GHAI“ via Nagasaki to “OSAKA 23 III 1892“. Also vermilion native style “delayed at Na-
gasaki“.Cross-wise creases and some soiling in bottom margin,interesting commercial usage. GA 120 €

P 2811 1893, incoming mail, Germany 5 Pf. 10 Pf. tied “BERLIN.N. 28.8.93“ to wrapper to Shimoda/Izu 
province. Transits Yokohama 26.10.2, Shimoda 26.10.3 and paper tag “company not found / return 
to Yokohama + Shimoda 26.10.7“, s. l. “REBUTS.“ in violet and rare seriffed “UNDELIVERABL.“ in grey b 80 €

P 2812 Taiwan, 1899, Kiku 1 S. and 3 S. tied “Taiwan.Daitotei (Ta-tao-cheng, foreign quarter of Taipeh) 
38.6.25“ (June 25, 1905) via “TAMSUI TAIWAN JAPAN 25 JUN 05“ (clear strike) to ppc (Bank of 
Taiwan views) endorsed “via Colombo“, transit “VICTORIA 28 JUN 05“ to Australia and fwd. Stamps 
signed by sender as security measure, unusual. 76, 78 Ak 300 €
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2813• 1904/40, incoming mails (3): Germany ppc Dec. 1904 via USA to Tokyo; Norway registered cover 
via Siberia “OSLO 12 V 31“ to Tokyo; Straits Settlements 12 C. tied “SINGAPORE 14 MY 40“ to cover 
(crease) with censor mark top Osaka. b/Ak 50 €

P 2814• 1904, Russo-Japanese war, telegram to district manager of Riga p.o. russia dated 6 July 1904: 
“Receiving of Parcels of Declared Value addressed to the Army and Field Establishements in 
South Manchuria, starting from T’ieh-ling and up to Kwantung, is discontinued. Only parcels 
without declared value and wight no more than 17 pounds can be accepted.“ Very rare historical 
document from russo-japanese war period. (M) b 1.500 €

P 2815• 1904, Russo-Japanese war, POW cover from Russia (probaby civilian sailor from interned japa-
nese ship) “TOMSK 23 VII 1904“ with s.l. ciolet “Correspondences des prisonniers de guerre“ to 
Yokohama/Japan to Chief Engineer of “SS Shinano Maru“ and fwd. to Ujina, on reverse transits 
“YOKOHAMA 26 OCT 05“, domestic Yokohama 10/27 and arrival Ujina 10/28 on front. POW 
mails from Russia are much scarcer than from Japan, vert. crease. b 1.000 €

P 2816 1904. Picture post card of ‘Russian-Japanese War’ addressed to Belgium bearing Japan SG 118, 4s 
bistre tied by vernacular date stamp with Osaka date stamp, routed via the Russian Post Offi ce Port 
Arthur with oval bilingual ‘Port Arthur / M.R.H.O. / be’ cachet in violet with Blankenberghe arrival and 
forwarded to Bruxelles. Lovely item forwarded through Port Arthur during the Russian-Japanese War. b 550 €

P 2817 1907. Picture post card of ‘Vladivostok’ addressed to Seattle bearing Russia Yvert 41, 4k rose tied 
by Tsuruga/Japan date stamp (Tchil Fig 697) with adjacent framed ‘Paquebot’ (Tchil Fig 696) all 
routed via Yokohama. Very fi ne. b 170 €

P 2818• 1908/41, incoming mail (8): Tasmania, Natal (each ppc), French Indochina (2, censored/air mail), 
India (2, censored) and two interesting commercial airmails: Germany 1930 via Russia to Nagasaki 
resp. South Africa 1938 via Hong Kong. (T)

e/b/
Ak 80 €

2819• Colonies, Taiwan, 1912/40: incoming ppc from Germany “BERLIN “ 27.7.12“ via Siberia and Japan 
(“TSURUGA 12.8.12“ to “Taipeh 1.8.16“ (Aug. 16, 1912). And 1940, 1st Showa 4 S., 30 S. tied 
Taiwan-type “Tamsui 15.2.16“ (Feb. 16, 1940) to Tokyo French Embassy with “Azabu 15.2.18“ back-
stamp, OSK shipping co. printed return. Ak/e 80 €

2820 1913, USA reply card 3 C. canc. “KARUIZAWA 2.8.4“ (Aug. 4, 1913) to San Francisco w. Aug 18 arri-
val, tonings. GA Gebot

2821• 1913, fi scal 3 S. tied by Hotel dater to invoice for “hire of Motor Car.“ of “Sole agents in Japan, For-
mosa and Korea Studebaker“ plus picture of oldtimer (M) b 60 €

P 2822• 1914, Taiwan, Tazawa 2 S. tied metal “KEELUNG 18.2.21 TAIWAN JAPAN“ to ppc (temple in Pak 
Kong/Hokko) as printed matter rate to France w. 29 MAR 21 backstamp. Ak 60 €

2823• 1915/42, incoming mail, French Indochina: 45 C., 25 C. (faults) tied “HANOI 22 FEVR 15“ to 
value-declared cover to Osaka, french mail steamer etc. transits. And 1942, 15 C., 25 C. tied “HA-
NOI 2-6 42“ to Yokohama, japanese censor tape with tie mark “No. 2“. b 50 €

2824• 1915, Russia 10 K. tied “TSURUGA 11.5.15“ with boxed  “PAQUEBOT“ alongside to cover (two 
creases) to USA, printed return of “American Consular Service Vladivostok, Siberia“ (T) b 50 €

P 2825 1917. Picture post card written from Tokyo dated ‘16/3/1917’ addressed to Petrograd bearing Japan 
SG 161, 4s scarlet tied by Tokyo vernacular date stamp with boxed ‘No 6’ censor and cachet ‘57’ in 
violet with framed Russian censor on face. Very rare espionage post card to the French Mission un-
der Colonel Mangin in Petrograd. See three page article from the ‘Monde des Philatelists, 1997’. b 300 €

2826 1918/22, fi eld post, The Siberian Expedition, four fi eld post cards to Japan of No. 1, No. 9 (2) and 
No. 10 FPO. Analysis in french language included (FPO location, military units attached) b Gebot

P 2827• 1923, Taiwan, crown prince Taiwan visit 1 1/2 S. tied “Taiwan Torin 12.5.1“ (May 1st, 1923) to ppc 
(Taipeh main street) to Tokyo/Japan, correct usage for the 1 1/2 S. card rate and correctly used 
from Taiwan. This issue was not at p.o. counter in Japan. Commercial usage. Ak 100 €

P 2828• KLT, 1929/34, new plate Tazawa 3 S., 13 S. and 25 S. tied “DAIREN 12.12.36“ to registered-ex-
press cover to german consulate general, Mukden. Domestic rates. 119III etc. b 100 €

P 2829• 1930, Tazawa 1/2 S., 1 1/2 S., fuji deer old plate new colour 4 S. tied railway TPO “Nagoya-Osaka 
in-between 5.4.24“ (April 24, 1930) to reply part 5 Pf. of entire german double card: 5 Pf. uprated 
5 Pf. (2) “CHEMNITZ 1.4.30“ to Osaka and returned, unusual. (T) 188I etc. GA 120 €

P 2829A 1937, “PARIS-TOKYO in less than 100 hours“ (15000 km), First Flight by Marcel Doret and Mi-
cheletti, crash-air mail letter bearing France 3,50 Fr. with cds  “LE BOURGET 20-1 1937“ and 
arrival “HANOI 23-1 37“ (Indochine), sent with avion CHAUDRON via Brindisi-Caire-Bassora-Ka-
rachi-Allahhabat-Akyab to Hanoi, after Hanoi the airplane had an emergency-landing on a beach 
were the plane was seriously damaged, so the fl ight had to be abandoned, signed by the expert 
R.Calves. VERY RARE ONLY 15 CARRIED. A GREAT FRANCE, FRENCH INDOCHINA OR JAPAN 
AIRMAIL RARITY. e 1.000 €

P 2830 Nanyo (South Sea Mandated Islands), 1937/40, Nanko stationery card 2 S. carmine (vert. bend) 
uprated education resctiptt 4 S. green (2) tied two strikes “Ponape 16.2.19“ post offi ce“ (Feb. 19, 
1941) to Antwerp, german occupied Belgium with red german censormark. On reverse long messa-
ge by Leo Etscheit in fl amish. GA 300 €
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P 2831+ 1939/42, 1st Showa 10 Yen (5), 5 Y., 1 Y. and 2nd Showa 40 Sen total 56.40 Y. canc. “Takao-Ya-
mashitacho 20.1.25“ (Jan. 25, 1945) with postal giro codes in bottom arc, on telegraphic MO form 
for transfer of 800 Yen, red handwriting “urgent telegram“ (= express MO),used in Kaohsiung/
Taiwan, very high franking, toning

271 (5), 270, 
269, 321 b 120 €

P 2832 Military Mail, Navy, 1939, from aircraft carrier “Hosho“, 2 Sen warrior postcard canc. “Kure 14.7.31“ 
(July 31, 1939). Details translated and enclosed. GA 130 €

2833 Military Mail, Navy, 1939, from Shanghai Naval Special Landing Unit,  IJN anchor design card pmkd.  
“No. 1 Navy Post Offi ce 14.1.4“ (Jan. 4, 1939) to Japan.  Details translated and enclosed. GA 90 €

P 2834• 1940, cover w. stamps fallen off endorsed “Per s.s. Heian Maru“. to London/England, s.l. “SALVED 
FROM THE SEA“, from British S.S. Eros Canada-Liverpool posted in Japan early May 1940, “found 
dama(ged)“ paper seal on reverse. - S.S. Eros was torpedoed by U-48 on June 7, 1940, north of 
Ireland,  and was towed in burning condition to nearby Tory island and beached. Its cargo, including 
war materiall and mail was salvaged. Ship later was salvadged and repaired. b 130 €

2835• 1940, France, Semeuse camée 5 C. (strip-4) with 30 C. tied “HIKAWA-MARU SEAPOST NIPPON 
29.5.40“ with bilingual “PAQUEBOT/sennaiyubin“ alongside on printed matter to USA. Late usage of 
the series. b 50 €

2836 Military Mail, Navy, 1940, Hainan Island South China, c/o Sasebo p.o Navy Construction Unit Nor-
thern Sector Vehicle Section, anchor & blossom card  to Oita pref./Japan, on reverse printed sum-
mer greetings with palms and pavillon illustration. Details translated and enclosed. GA 90 €

2837 1941, inbound mail, USA, envelope 3 C. uprated prexy 15 C., 2 C. tied mute double oval to registered 
cover with STANFORD UNIV. printed return to Tokyo/Japan. “STANFORD UNIVERSITY NOV 18 1941“ 
resp. same day transit of San Francisco, routed via Canada due to US d freeze of shipping to Japan 
w. canadian censor tape, returned “VANCOUVER JAN 7 42“, two-line  “RETURNED TO SENDER / 
SERVICE SUSPENDED.“  and “SEATTLE FEB 2 1942“, two Stanford Univ. arrivals of Feb. 4. Not the 
average US mail suspension item. GA 50 €

2838 Military Mail, Navy, 1942 (ca.), warrant offi cer of naval vessel “Seisen Maru“, c/o Yokosuka p.o., 
envelope marked “military mail“ with censormark “Ino“, full contents, to Fujieda, Shizuoka pref., 
Japan. b 90 €

P 2839 1942, Malaya Penang, 10 C mit Ochiburi-Siegel (Mi. für gestempelt 200,-€) in Mischfrankatur mit 4 
x “DAI NIPPON“ auf Luftpost-R-Brief mit Sonderstempel aus Penang, selten.

19 II, 22 (2), 
24, 26 b 170 €

2840 1942, envelope  imprinted “ZENTSUJI WAR PRISON CAMP / NIPPON“ w. imprinted “POW mail“  to 
Australia, violet “Zentsuji POW camp/censorship passed“ plus “Zentsuji 17.8.25“ (Aug. 25, 1942) b 50 €

P 2841• 1943/44, POW cover 1943 to camp Singapore; POW cover resp. card used to Java Camp with re-
spective censormarks, all from Great Britain via Japan mainland. b 180 €

P 2842• 1943/44, POW covers (2) to Java camps: from England 1943, from Shepparton/Australia 1943; 
cards (2). sent from Java camp to relative in Soerabaja; and card from England to Java w. s. l. “MA-
RITIME MAIL“ (year cut out by censor, delayed mail). Total 4 items. b 110 €

2843• 1943, Australia POW envelope “FRANKSTON VICTORIA 16 DEC 43“ adressed to DEI army POW in 
Java “Camp B(O) 414 Java 2“ with violet boxed “relocated to Malaya“  adn red two-line of IRC Tokyxo, 
fi nally boxed “censorship passed“ w. seal of camp censor b Gebot

2844• 1943, censored air mail POW folder via New York franked 6 C. tied “CLIO JAN 23 1943“  inbound to 
US POW in camp Tokyo,  red. s. l. “Tokyo POW camp censorship passed“ plus two seals of censor b Gebot

P 2845• 1943, POW cover from “HORNSEY N.8 8 MAY 1943“ to british civilian internee in Changi Camp, Sin-
gapore, british censor tape, violet mute japanese “censorship passed“ (top/bottom segments empty) b 100 €

P 2846 Military Mail, Navy, 1943,Hachijojima (Bonin Islands), c/o Yokosuka p.o Sakai unit of 67th Indepen-
dent Mixed Brigade, dove&helmet card (some tonings) censored “Kitagawa“ to Mie pref./Japan. 
Details translated and enclosed. GA 180 €

P 2847 Military Mail, Navy, 1943, Andaman Islands, Bay of Bengal c/o Sasebo p.o Namitae Unit HQ, dove 
& helmet card censored “Matsumoto“ to Hanyu, Shizuoka pref./Japan, ms. arrival “18.12.14“ (Dec. 
14,, 1943). Details translated and enclosed. Rare. GA 450 €

2848 Military Mail, Navy, 1943 (ca.), Thailand, c/o Thai Expedtionary Katayama section, army aircraft 
fund ppc (bird painting by Katayama Nanpu on reverse), to Yokkaichi/Mie, Japan with censormark 
“Oyama“. Details translated and enclosed. Ak 130 €

2849 Military Mail, Navy, 1943 (ca.), New Guinea, New Britain, Rabaul, c/o Yokosuka p.o Rabaul #26 
Construction Unit anchor & blossom card (toned, 2mm torn) with censormark “Ono“ to Sasebo city, 
Nagasaki pref./Japan. Details translated and enclosed. GA 130 €

2850 Military Mail, Army, 1943 (ca.), Bougainville, c/o South Region,  #67 Commissariat Hospital 8th 
Area, dove & helmet  card (corner crease) to Kawagoe/Saitama pref., Japan. Details translated and 
enclosed. GA 130 €

2851 Military Mail, Navy, 1943 (ca.), Thailand, c/o Thai Expedtionary Katayama section, army aircraft 
fund ppc (bird painting on reverse), to Yokkaichi/Mie, Japan with censormark “Oyama“. Details 
translated and enclosed. Ak 130 €

P 2852 Military Mail, Navy, 1943 8ca.), Buin (Bougainville isl.), c/o  Yokosuka p.o., Tadokoro unit, #131 
construction unit,  anchor & cherry blossom card (toning) to Nagoya/Japan.  Details translated and 
enclosed. GA 270 €
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2853 Military Mail, Navy, 1944, central Chishima (Kurile Islands), c/o  Northern Area expeditionary, 1191 
Unit, weapons service unit of 42nd division,  dove & helmet card (rust spot) with censor “Kobayashi“ 
to Niigata/Japan.  Details translated and enclosed. GA 270 €

P 2854 Military Mail, Navy, 1944 (ca.), Ogasawara Is. (Bonin Is.)  Chichijima, c/o Yokosuka p.p. Chichijima 
Area Special Base Unit, offi cers’ mess, anchor & cherry blossom card with censor “Yamaguchi“, to 
Aichi pref., Japan“. Details translated and enclosed. GA 180 €

P 2855 Mail of Disarmed Military personell, army, 1946, Rabaul, c/o  South Seas expeditionary, Rabaul 9 
group 8 section  dove & helmet card  with censor “Hirado“ to Saitama perf., Japan. Boxed “RELEA-
SED BY / CENSORSHIP“. Details translated and enclosed. GA 300 €

P 2856 1947. Registered envelope addressed to Scotland bearing Great Britain SG 485, ½d green, SG 486, 1d 
pale scarlet and SG 490, 3d pale violet tied by ‘RAF / Post Japan / 321’ double ring with framed hand-
struck ‘R / R.A.F.P.O. 3201 “Milw“’ on face in violet. Superb item of registered mail from the Base. b 250 €

P 2857 1947. Registered envelope addressed to Scotland bearing Great Britain SG 486, 1d pale scarlet 
(pair) and SG 489, 2½d pale blue tied by ‘RAF. Post / Registered’ double ring with framed hand-
struck ‘R / R.A.F.P.O. 320 / lwakuni’ on face in blue. Superb item of registered mail from the Base. b 200 €

JEMEN      
see also 1005, 3656

P 2858 1893, Großer Umschlag, aufgegeben in Hudeida nach Konstantinopel, auf der Rückseite frankiert mit 
Türkei 1892 Ausgabe 2 Pia, entwertet mit zweisprachigem “HUDEIDA“ Poststempel (C/W fi g. 63). (T) TR 72 b 300 €

P 2859 1894, Cover from Dersaadet Istanbul to Hodeidah with arrival mark and shipped retour, blue oval 
“DÉCHIRER“ (addressee died), shortened on top and light toned, small fl aw on top left, scarce and 
unusual postal history to Yemen. b 300 €

P 2860 1905(Nov) ppc of Djibouti to Ayr franked Turkish 20pa tied belted eire Salif (Yemen) d/s in violet 
[Coles & Walker type 76 who only record this d/s in black) b 900 €

P 2861 1911. Picture post card of ‘Hodeidah Ville’ addressed to France-bearing Yvert 92, 20pa rose tied by 
bilingual Hodeida/6 date stamp (Coles & Walker Type 71) routed via Port Said. b 240 €

P 2862• 1926, 1 I. / 5 B. im 4er-Block, jeder Wert zentrisch gestempelt und zusätzlich handschriftlich entwertet, 
bis auf fehlenden Teil der rechten oberen Marke in guter Bedarfserhaltun, eine sehr seltene Einheit! 3 (4) g/h/v 100 €

P 2863 1926, 5b black on white, ON THE SCARCE VERTICALLY LAID PAPER (only 10 % are on this paper 
variety) CANCELLED BY THE RARE SMALL HUDEIDA SEAL IN VIOLET on the backside of an enve-
lope sent to Sanaa, addressed to an italian artillery soldier “artiglieria“. A cancellation rarity (no 
small violet Hudeida seal on cover was included in the famous Angus Parker collection). In 
combination with the paper variety possibly UNIQUE, signed Bolaffi  and A.Diena Sc. 3 b 1.800 €

P 2864• 1930, Freimarken: Arabische Schrift auf R-Brief von “SANAA 30.1.30“ nach Palästina, rs. Transit- 
und Ankunftsstempel, Bedarfserhaltung, 1 Marke mit Eckfehler und Fleck. Briefe aus dem Jemen 
sind selten. 5, 7 (4) b 220 €

2865• 1930, cover with 6 Bogaches in blue and ultramarine, and single frankings 6 Bog blue and 1951, 3 
Bogaches violet

7, 16 / 7 EF / 
124 EF b 50 €

P 2866 1931/51, Four envelopes with single frankings of Mi.Nr. 19, 34, 132, 179 and a postcard with mi-
xed franking of 11 and 13, good condition.

11+13, , 19, 
34, 132, 179 b 160 €

P 2867 1942/43 (ca.) envelope to Rome franked on reverse 6b cancelled Taiz endorsed “Via Aden“ w/
Egyptian bi-lingual Opened By Censor label tied circ 37 Censorship/Dept h/s in black & on face 
boxed 64/Postal censor h/s in violet. b 200 €

P 2868 1947, Flight Sanaa to N.Y., 1st issue, 12 values complete with black resp. red overprint, unmounted 
mint. Only 100 sets have been surcharged! 58/63 I/II **   100 €

2869 1947, Flight Sanaa to N.Y., 2nd issue with red overprint and 3rd issue with black and red overprints 
(one tooth toned), unmounted mint. Only 100 sets have been surcharged.

70/76 I, 82/85 
I/II **   100 €

2870• 1948, Revenues for Defense 2½ a. dull violet and 5 b. bluish grey both as bottom left corner blocks 
of four, mint never hinged, slight diag. corner ‘waves’ (no creases), good and scarce. v/** 170 €

P 2871 1950, 4 B to 14 B, 75-Years-UPU in complete sheets of 16 stamps with 4 ornament-fi elds, per-
forated and imperforated, in total 256 stamps, very fi ne mint never hinged. This issue was not sent 
to the UPU. In Michel without price. (M)

114  - 121 A/B 
(16) **   500 €

P 2872 1954, 6 B bis 14 B Flugpostmarken mit rotem Aufdruck “Sanaa-New York“ und 12 B Freimarke 
Sommerpalast, MiF auf Einschreibebrief von Hodeida via Transit Aden nach New York, Pracht. 70 I - 73 I, 139 b 120 €

P 2873• 1975, 278f on 7b variety ‘’COMPLETE OVERPRINT INVERTED’’, bottom right corner block of four, 
mint never hinged, slight corner crease (wave) affecting corner stamp also, otherwise fi ne and fresh. 
A scarce error not listed in Michel neither SG.

1548 (SG 543) 
var. (4) v/** 400 €

JEMEN - KÖNIGREICH    
2874• 1948, Fiscal Revenue stamps for ‘’Passport’’: Two pairs of 5 Bogaches and 1 Ahmadi, one pair with 

white gum, the other pair from top left corner showing more yellowish gum, mint never hinged, fi ne. 
Rarely seen fi scals as thus. **   100 €

2875 1963, very fi ne mint never hinged copy, old mark at back, sold as is. (CV 1,000 €) 57a **   80 €
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P 2876 1964, Battle against Republicans imperforate 24b. miniature sheet in UNISSUED colour black and 
red (instead blue and red), scarce m/s mint never hinged MNH Bl. 8 var. **   280 €

P 2877 1965, Weltausstellung New York: 3 Werte, jeweils als Kehrdruck im Viererblock vom Bogenrand, 
UNGEZÄHNT mit braunem Hintergrund. 188 - 190 B (*)  600 €

P 2878 1967, Olympic Games Tokyo 1964 1/8b, 1/4b and 1/2b with black opt. for World Champions-
hip-Cup England 1966 ‘ENGLAND WINNER’ and additional violet handstamp of new value ‘4 B / 
REVALUED’ in blocks of four from upper left corner, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 960,-- ++ 263/65 (4) **   450 €

JEMEN - REPUBLIK    
P 2879• 1993, 3 key values of the surcharged series in used condition, with ‘World Anti-smoking Day’ 50r. 

on 225f. (lightly creased, still good) and 100r. on 300f. (fi ne), and ‘Unity Agreement’ 100r. on 300f. 
(fi ne). (SG for mint stamps £975)

A133, B133 
u.a. (SG 115, 
120, 121) g 200 €

JORDANIEN    
2880• 1927, New Currency stamp set „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain“ 2 Mills to 1000 Mills, very fi ne unu-

sed, cat.val. 360,-- 119-31 *    80 €
P 2881• 1930-39, 20m. olive-green, Perf 13½x13, block of four, mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. (Mi. for 

sigle stamps 640,- €)
164D (SG 
201a) v/** 220 €

2882• 1939-1947, ordinary stamps „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain“, single stamps horizontal pairs and 
block of four, 32 stamps with the better perforations 13 1/2. (Michel D) from 1939

ex 155-170, 
185-92, 202-05 **/* 240 €

2884• 1942/47, two covers with nice franking to Switzerland, one of them with unusal censorship cancel 
in the form of a hexagon “PASSED BY CENSOR“

185,188, 204, 
205 b 60 €

P 2885• 1952 Obligatory Tax: Thre mint never hinged blocks of four of better stamps, of 1m. with black ovpt., 
2m. and 3m. with double ovpt. one inverted, the blocks of the 2m. and 3m. each with bottom sheet 
margin inscr. ‘Thomas De La Rue & Com’, fresh and fi ne. (SG for mint singles £920)

(SG T334a, 
T335, T336a)
(4) v/** 500 €

2886• 1956/63, two International Reply Coupons LONDON type 25 Fils both ms. surch. in red to 38 (diff. 
types) with issuing pmk. ‘Amman (-7JUL’56)’ or ‘Ramallah (25AUG’63)’, unusual pair! IAS GA 60 €

JORDANIEN - PORTOMARKEN    
2886A• 1942/44, Postage due stamps, 20 Mills olive-bistre, perf 12 block of four and 1942 set cancelled 

and in block of four with sheet margin. (Michel cat Val. 240,--) P33C, P35-37 **/*/g 60 €

JORDANIEN - TRANSJORDANIEN      
see also 1879

P 2887 1934. Envelope written from India addressed to ‘Lt. Colonel Miller, Commanding Offi cer of the 
Transjordan Force, Yerka’ bearing India SG 204, 1½a lilac (pair) tied by Lahore double ring ‘25 May’ 
underpaid with circular ‘T’ hand-stamp and framed Arabic instructional bearing on reverse Transjor-
dan postage due SG D189, lm red-brown, SG D190, 2m orange and SG D191, 4m green applied 
and tied by El Zarqa receiver ‘7 Ju’. Very rare item of postage due mail.

SG D189-D191, 
India SG 204 
(2) b 750 €

P 2888 1936. Envelope written from Egypt addressed to A. Wiliams, “B“ Flight, No 14 Squadron, Amman, 
Jordan’ bearing Egypt 5m brown, underpaid with framed T hand-stamp and boxed Arabic instructional 
bearing on reverse Transjordan postage dues SG D189, 1m brown, SG D190, 2m orange, SG D191, 4 
m green and SG D192, 10m scarlet tied by Amman receiver. Very rare item of postage due mail. SG D189-192 b 750 €

P 2889 1937. Envelope bearing Great Britain SG 464, 1½d brown tied by ‘Post Early in the Day’ slogan ad-
dressed to the R.A.F. Amman, underpaid with ‘T/20’ hand-stamp and boxed Trans-Jordan instructi-
onal in violet bearing Trans-Jordan postage due SG D192, 10m scarlet applied and tied on arrival by 
Amman date stamp. Nice combination.

SG D192, GB 
SG 464 b 280 €

KAMBODSCHA      
see also 1750, 1758, 3088, 3897, 4930, 4931, 6424

P 2890 Indo Chine 1885, French colonies 25 C yellow tied by Pnom Penh double ring on envelope (vert. fold 
and minor toned) adressed to His Majesty of Cambodga at Pnom Penh, rare item! Yv. 53 b 400 €

2891 1892, French Indochina stationery envelope 15 C blue/red, size 122:95 mm, sent from Pnom Penh 
3.10.96 to Saigon, VF condition. H&G B 2 a GA 80 €

P 2892 1892, 25 C black/red on rose, 10 C red/blue and Grasset 5 C greenon registered letter (Envelope 
toned and cutted on left and bottom) with canc. “KRAUCHMAR 11 SEPT 05“ and Ship-canc. “YOKO-
HAMA TO MARSEILLE LNNo.8 25 SEPT 05“ to Paris. 10, 18, 27 b 250 €

2893 1892, French Indochina 30 C Allegorie and 5 C Grasset on envelope front-side sent registered from 
“PNUM PENH 26 DEC 06“ to Pondichery, India. 11, 27 d 50 €

P 2894 1897, Incomming mail: French 25 C on envelope with content, sent from “PARIS 1 NOV 97“ to Pnom 
Penh with b/s boxed “DECEDE“ (dead) b 200 €

P 2895 1898. French Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c green cancelled by Pnompenh/Cambodge 
double ring ‘6th Jan 98’ addressed to France with Le Puy arrival ‘Feb 14th’ on reverse. Nice item 
paying the unopened printed matter rate. GA 200 €

P 2896 1899. Mourning envelope addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China SG 9, 5c blue/green tied 
by Soairieng/Cambodge double ring routed via Tanan/Cochinchine. Scarce item paying the un-ope-
ned printed matter rate. b 240 €
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P 2897 1899, Incoming mail: Japan 10 Sen blue on envelope (left side little reduced) sent from “KAGOSHI-
MA DEC 19 1902“ sent via Nagasaki (22.12.02) to Apostolic missioneries in Saigon with arrival 
“SAIGON CENTRAL 1 JANV 03“ there undeliverable “La procurse des Missions etranger pres eve-
che, Saigon“ and forwarded to Pnom Penh (3.1.03) with b/s “MYTHO 6 1 03“ and “TANAN 6.1.03“ b 200 €

2898 1900, French Indochina 10 C red/blue on picture card sent from “KOMPONG TIAM 14 FEVR 05“ via 
Pnom Penh to Paris with arrival 21.3.05 18 Ak 80 €

P 2899 1903. French Indo-China postal stationary envelope 5c yellow- green cancelled by Soairieng / Cam-
bodge double ring ‘26/12’ addressed to Prey-Veng with Bannam/Cambodge ‘28/12’ transit on re-
verse. Very rare item paying the unopened letter rate for domestic use. Superb usage from Prey-
Veng Province. GA 400 €

P 2900 Indo Chine 1904, 10 C on picture card (japonese woman with fl owers) from “KOMPONG-LUONG 20 
SEP 04“via “PNOMPENH 27 SEP 04“ to “SAIGON CENTRAL 29 SEPT 04“, very rare! Ak 400 €

2901 1904, 10 C red on picture card with blue “VAPEUR No.2 3 DEC (1906)“, via “PNOM PENH 4 DEC 06“ 
and “LIGNE N PAQ.FR.No.8 15 DEC 06“ to Boulogne, France. 28 Ak 80 €

2902 Indo Chine 1905, 10 C on picture card (Convoi militaire) from “KOMPONG THOM 17 SEPT 05“ via 
Phnom Penh to Paris, France and 1908, 5 C on PC (Vegetation) from “BATTAMBANG 27 APRIL 08“ 
via Pnom-Penh and Saigon to Chandoe, totally two cards. Ak 80 €

P 2903 Indo Chine 1906, 5 C on picture card (Justice de Paix) from “KHO.. LAOS 31 SEPT 06“ via Pnom 
Penh to Saint Servan, France and 1909, Ceylon 6 C on PC (Devil Dancers) from “PORT SAID EGYPTE 
10-3 09“ via Pnom Penh to Battambang with arrival 13.4.09, totally two cards. Ak 150 €

2904 1906, French Indochina 10 C blue/red on picture card sent from “STUNG-TRENG 21 JANV 06“ to 
Pessac, France with arrival 26.2.06 18 Ak 60 €

P 2905 1906, French Indochina 6 C black/red on envelope sent from “KOMPONG LUONG 9-11 30“ via 
Pnom-Penh to Paris, France. 111 b 100 €

P 2906 Thailand 1907, Grasset 2 C brown with ideal “BATTAMBURG 3-71955“ (Swiss type date stamp) on 
small piece. A rare item for the exhibitor, this cancel previously unrecorded on Into-China stamps 
handbook. Yv. 25 d 350 €

P 2907 Indo Chine 1907 incoming mail: French 10 C on picture card (Doulevant) from “DOULEVANT.. 9-9 
07“sent to Binhi, there undeliverrable / Inconnu and multiple forwarded to BacNinh, back to Binhi, 
to Sept Pagodes and fi nally to tonkin, there labeled with “INCONNU AU 3. TONKIN“ with Signature 
and canc. TIRAILLEURS TONKINCIS 3E REGIMENT / LE CONSEIL D’ADMINITon“, scarce item! Ak 180 €

2908 Indo Chine two cards: 1907, French 10 C on picture card (Marabout Sidi-Aas) sent from “TEMCEN 
5-9 07“ to Kratie, there forwarded to Hanoi with “PNOM PENH 10 OCT“, “SAIGON 13 OCT2 and 
“BAC-NINH 23 OCT 07“  and 1906,10 C on picture card (Prisonniers munis de la canguet) sent from 
“KOMPONG-TIAM 23 FEVR 06“ with boxed “B.M.“ via Pnom penh and Saigon to Moullins, France 
with arrival 28.3.06 Ak 80 €

P 2909 1907, 5C blck/green on nice small couvert used locally in Pnom Penh with business card “Le Prince 
Sisowath Monivong, Lieutnant au 2e etranger Secretaire General de S.M. le Roi du Cambodge“, la-
ter he became the King of Kambodscha between 1927-41 44 b 200 €

2910 1907, 25 C blue/black on envelope sent from “PNOM PENH 31 MARS 13“ via Saigon and “PARIS 
ETRANGERE 28 IV 1913“ to San Angel, Mexico with arrival 17.5.13, rare destination! 48 b 50 €

P 2911 Indo Chine: 1908,5 C on picture card (Pnom Penh waterfront view) sent from “KAMPOT 2 AOUT 06“ 
to Kratie with transit-canc. “HATIEN 13 AOUT 06“, “SHAUDOC 16 AOUT 06“, “PNOM PENH 17 AOUT 
06“ and arrival 18.8.06 Ak 100 €

2912 1908, Grasset 5 C with canc. “BANAM 8 FEVR 08“ on picture side of private picture card, sent to 
Marmande, France. Ak 50 €

P 2913 Indo Chine two envelopes: 1916, 15 C and 2x 25 C sent registered and 1918, 2x 5 C on 15 C stati-
onery envelope from “KAMPOT 30-10 25“ both from Pnpm Penh to Singapore with different Censor 
cancels. b 180 €

P 2914 1919, “10 CENT“ on 25 C blue/black on very rare “Avis de Reception“ sent from “PHNOM PENH 30 
JANV 22“ to Toulouse, France with arrival 6.3.22 (T) 79 b 200 €

2915 Indo Chine two cards: 1921, 2x “2 CENTS“ and “4 CENTS“ overpr. stamps on picture card (Angkor-
Vat) sent from “PNOM PENH 12-12 21“ to Marseille, France and 1932, 4 C . from “KEP 26-8-32“ to 
Ille-sur-Cet, France. Ak 120 €

2916 Indo Chine 1920 (ca.), 4 C., 7 c. and 10 C. on registered envelope (vert. folded) sent from “PNOM 
PENH 30-12 ..“ to St. Etienne, France. b 120 €

P 2917 Indo Chine, three envelopes: 1922, frontside 6x “4 CENTS“ on 10 C sent registered from “BATTAMA 
3 MAR 22“ with “TROUVE A LA BOITE“ to Pnom Penh, 3x 3 C and 2x 6 C from “KAMPOT 30-10 25“ 
registered to Angouleme, France and 6 C 1929 6 C fromPnom Penh to St. Etienne, France b 200 €

2918 1928/39, two small envelopes: 6 Cent with cds “PNOM PENH 1 NOV 28“ (and beneath corrected 
cds: 1 DEC 28) to Nantes and 3 C with cds “MIMOT 3-1 39“ to Saigon. 111 / 158 b 70 €

P 2919 1929. French Indo-China postal stationery envelope 2 cents green cancelled by Banam/Cambodge 
date stamp upgraded with French Indo-China SG 141, 2c green (pair) addressed to Toulon. Scarce 
item of stationery used in Cambodia. GA 330 €
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P 2920 1929, pair 10 C blue/black on registered envelope with fs/bs seals “TRIBUNAL ...DENTIEL DE KAM-
POT CAMBODGE“ sent from “KAMPOT 8-10 29“ to Pnom Penh, there undeliverabel “Maison fermez. 
Partis sans laises l’adresse..“, boxed “RETOUR A L’ENVOYEUR“ and fi ve different cds from Pnom Penh. 115 (2) b 200 €

P 2921 Indo Chine, three envelopes 1930, 1 C  and 3 C on stationery envelope 5 C, sent registered from 
“BANAM 9-7 30“ to Paris, used advertisement-envelope Hotel des Ruines d’Angkor with cachet 
“Visitez Angkor Ses Monuments Admiranbles“ and 1941 from Pnom Penh to Touluse with South 
African Censor-Stripes b 100 €

2922 Indo Chine 1931/71 Incoming mail: four comercial letters to Kambodge 1931 to Plei Ku, 1939 with 
cachet “Regiment de Tira..eurs Annamites Le Major“, 1967 to Ambasse de France, 1971 with canc. 
“Parti sans Adresse“ (T) b 120 €

P 2923• 1931 (May 5) registered cover Preyveng Cambodia from same correspondence as preceding item, 
rate on this occasion 1p 95, “Refused/by Sec/R 23/6/31“ and similar range backstamps/hand-
stamps. A rare participant in this consummate event. b 130 €

2924 1933, Frech Indochina stationery envelope 5 C violet, uprated 1 C brown, sent from Pnom Penh 
23.6.33 to Paris H&G B 33 GA Gebot

P 2925 1939: Under-franked letter from India with postage dues applied on arrival. b 100 €
2926 1939/40, four nice “Indo Chine“ franked letters, two sent registered, two with censorship. b 100 €
2927 1943/67,Five interesting letters + one card, incl. Postes aux Armees, Vietnam Due stamps, printed 

envelope: Conservation des Monuments D’Angkor etc... b 80 €
P 2928 1945. Envelope written from Algeria addressed to Phom-Penh, Cambodia bearing Algeria Yvert 214, 

1f50 blue tied by Bone/Constantine slogan ‘Je Fais La Guerre’ routed via India with ‘Opened by 
Examiner’ censor label with boxed ‘Crown / Passed / DHO / 81’ cachet and Bombay Foreign receiver 
with boxed instructional ‘Service Suspended / Returned To Sender’ hand-stamp in violet. Rare item 
of returned mail. b 330 €

P 2929 1946, French Indochina PTT-Envelope with cds “POSTE AUX ARMEES 136 15-11 46“ sent to “SP 
50.631 par BPU 405“ (Pnom Penh) b 120 €

P 2930 1947. Stampless Air Mail envelopte endorsed ‘F.M.’ writen from the ‘Group Monte Amio Royale 
Kmer / Sector Postal 60 096 / BPM 136’ addressed to France cancelled by Mimot / Cambodge 
date stamp ‘2/12/47’ with Phom-Penh transit on reverse. A very rare item from this mixed Bat-
talion of Cambodians aand French Troops used from this small village in Cambodia during the 
Indo-China War. b 1.500 €

P 2931 1948. ‘Mandate de Post’ Air Mail card addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 182, 10c blue/
pink (pair) and SG 195, $1 green tied by Kompongthom/Cambodge double ring with ‘Kompongt-
hom / Charge’ registered label and ‘Par Avion’ label and Loire arrival. Scarce item. b 240 €

P 2932 1951, 5$ Asparas, special deluxe proof, similar to delux proof but with slight differences such as 
size, paper and printer’s inscription, scarce item, vf 15 P (*)  150 €

P 2933 1951, 15 P. King Norodom Sihanouk, special deluxe proof, similar to deluxe proof but with slight 
differences such as size, paper and printer’s inscription, scarce item, vf 17 P (*)  250 €

P 2934 1951, 10$ Crown Hall, special deluxe proof, similar to deluxe proof but with slight diferences such 
as size, paper and printer’s inscription, scarce item, vf (*)  200 €

P 2935 1951, fi rst issue 10 c. to 10 P. set without 1,50, rare not perforated set on gummed paper. 1-17 o.9 **   200 €
P 2936 1952, Relief fund for students, cpl set not perforated from the sheet corner, vf 18-21 **   100 €

2937 1954, stampless F.M.-letter with red double-cds “ARMEE ROYAL KHMERE DU AUTONOME INFANTE-
RIE No. 5“ sent with cds “SIEMPRE .. ANGKOR26-1 54“ to Paris, rare letter. b 80 €

P 2938 1954, ordinary stamp set cpl, special deluxe composite proofs (Epreuves de Luxe) 4 blocks each 
with 5 stamps on cardboard, scare items (M) 31-50 P (*)  400 €

P 2939 1954, ordinary stamp set cpl. in horizontal pairs, not perforated, vf, rare (T) 31-50 U **/p 300 €
P 2940 1955 fi rst coronation issue, 5 special deluxe proofs, similar to deluxe proof but with slight differen-

ces such as size, paper and printer’s inscription, scarce items, vf (M) (*)  200 €
P 2941 1955, ordinary stamp set new currency, 10 special deluxe proofs, similar to deluxe proof but with 

slight differences such as size, paper and printer’s inscription, scarce items, vf (M) (*)  400 €
P 2942 1955. Air Mail envelope addressed to Paris, France bearing Cambodia SG 44, 4p50 violet tied by 

Kompong-Chhnang Cambodge date stamp ‘28/1’ with adjacent ‘Poste Rurale/ Kpg Beng/ KPG 
Chhnang’ in red on face. Wonderful item of Rural Post mail from Cambodia. The fi rst recorded in red. b 2.400 €

P 2943 1955, ordinary stamp set in new currency, 10 values not perforated, vf. 51-60U **   120 €
2944 1955, ordinary stamp set 2 R. and 2,50 R. fi ve color essays, three with margins, not perforated, vf 54,55 P **   100 €

P 2945 1955, fi rst issue ‘Coronation’, cpl. set not perforated, vf 61-65U **   100 €
P 2946 1955, fi rst issue ‘Coronation’, 2 R.three se-tenant pairs, color proofs, vf, rare 62 P **   150 €
P 2947 1956, second issue ‘Coronation’, cpl. set not perforated, all consistently from sheet bottom **   120 €

2948 1956, Coronation of King and Queen, cpl. set of six values in block of four, extremy fi ne 66-71 **/v 140 €
P 2949 1956, coronation set 2 R.-50 R., imperforated, full sheets of 25, mint never hinged MNH (M) 66/71 **   1.450 €
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2950 1956, Offi cial Military envelope, sent from the French Detachement in Cambodgia to the Ma-
rine-Commander in Marseille, cancelled with the cds “POSTE NAVALE 15-10 1956“ and a military 
cachet DETACHEMENT FRANCAIS AUPRES DE LA MARINE KHMERE“ in red, very rare item of Cam-
bodian mail! (T) b 100 €

P 2951 1957, XIV UPU congress Ottawa, offi cial booklet with two de luxe s/s of the 1-3-57 issue “Admission 
to UNO“ and of the 12-5-57 issue “2500 years Buddhisme“ (T) (*)  100 €

P 2952 1958, two issues “King Ang Duong“ and “King Norodum“,10 R.two se-tenant pairs, color proofs, and 
2 R. 3 color proofs, vf, rare **   100 €

2953• 1959, Registered airmail envelope from Phnompenh to Melbourne, AUSTRALIA, franked by 1947 
8.50r vertical strip of three, with transit and arrival backstamps. 74 (3) b 50 €

P 2954 1957 “2500 years Buddhism“, both issues not perforated from left margin and from lower sheet 
corner, vf

75-77U, 
78-80U **   100 €

2955 1958, two issues “King Ang Duong“ and “King Norodum“, both sets not perforated, vf 86-88U, 89-91U **   80 €
2956 1960, three clp. issues “Port of Sihanoukville“, “Sangum“ and “Peace“, not perforated, vf 98-100U, 106-

11U, 112-14U **   100 €
2957 1960/61, three clp. issues “Endemic Flowers“, Honoring Soldiers“ and “Development Aid“,all 3 

sets imperforated mint NH, vf
118-20,121-
24,132-36U **   80 €

P 2958 1962 ANTI-MALARIA, cpl set of three imperforated from the lower left sheet corner and  set in three 
single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print)

137-39U, 137-
39 Proofs **/(*) 120 €

2959 1962/63, three cpl issues, “Fruits I/II“ and “Fight against Hunger/FAO“, imperforated and mint NH, 
FAO in imperf bolcks of four, vf.

140-42, 143-
45, 149-50 U **/v 100 €

2960• 1962, International Reply Coupon LONDON type 5,00 RIELS with bilingual issuing pmk. ‘PNOM-
PENH R.P. CAMBODGE (25-7/1962)’, fi ne and scarce IAS GA 50 €

2961 1963, three cpl issues, “Temple Preah Vihear“, “Tourism“ and “Declaration of Human Rights“ all 
three imperforated sets, one set in imperf. vert. pairs. vf

151-53U(2), 155-
57U, 160-62U **/p 80 €

2962 1964/67, two stampless envelopes “POSTES AUX ARMES“ with different cachets “Marine Natio-
nale ...“, both sent to Toulon, France b 50 €

P 2963 1964, three cpl issues, “Wildlife conservation“, “Birds“ and “8th Annivers.of Royal Air Cambodge“, 
three imperforated sets all from upper right sheet corner

163-65U,166-
68U, 179-80U **   80 €

P 2964 1964, issue, “King Hanuman“ in fi ve single blocs, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de 
prestige / de Luxe print). (M) 169-73 Proofs (*)  150 €

2965 1964, 2 issues, “King Hanuman“ and two values from the overprinted set for 1964 Olympic games, 
both sets in blocks of four, imperforated, rare (M)

169-73U(4), 
176-77U(4) **   100 €

P 2966• 1965/75, musical instruments unissed set, mostly with usual toning as stored in securities cellar 
of posts, inc. two corner margin copies, mint never hinged (Michel cat. 1500.-) nach A-H432 **   300 €

2967 1965, three cpl.issues, “Handcraft“, “Plants“ and “Century of ITU“, 3 imperforated sets all from 
sheet corner, one set (ITU) in vert. pairs, vf.

184-186U, 189-
91U(2), 192-94U **   80 €

2968 1966, “Khmer temple Anghor Vat“, the cpl. set imperforated, vf and 3-12 R. in four single blocks, 
not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print) (M)

195-99U, 195,197-
99 Proofs **   100 €

P 2969 1966, “Inauguration of WHO Building“, 3 blocks of four imperforated - M/S de Luxe and 3 sunken 
die proofs for each stamp, on white cardboard, ungummed, rare (M)

200-02U(4), 
200-02 Proofs

**/v/
(*) 150 €

2970 1966, 3 cpl. issies “Day of the tree“, “20th Aniversary of UNESCO“ and “GANEFO Sport Event“ all 
tree sets imperforted from sheet corner, vf

203-05U,206-
07U, 208-11U **   80 €

2971 1966, IAS Muster London über 6,00 Riels links gest. “PNOMH PENH 30-11 1966“ IAS GA 50 €
P 2972 1966, WHO and UNESCO, sunken die proofs of both sets on creamy paper in original colors and with 

face value as issued.
200-02, 206-
07 proof (*)  100 €

P 2973 1968/69, fi ve diff. cpl. issues,“Hydrological Decade“, “Independence“, Human Rights“ and “Butter-
fl ies“, all fi ve sets imperforted from sheet corner, vf

228-30U,231-33U, 
242-46U, 253-56U **   100 €

P 2974 1968, two issues in de Luxe sheets, “20th Anniversary WHO“ and “Int.Year of Human Right“ in fi ve 
single blocs, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (M)

234-35, 244-
46 Proofs (*)  120 €

2975 1969, “Opening of the railway route Pnom Penh to Sihanoukville“ three blocks of four imprforated 
and four single blocs, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

256-59U, 
Proofs **/(*) 100 €

P 2976• 1969, “Inauguration of the new UPU Building“ four blocks of four imperforated and four single 
blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). 270-73U(4)

**/p/
(*) 200 €

2977• 1969, “Inauguration of the new UPU Building“ four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, 
vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). 270-73 Proofs (*)  100 €

P 2978 1975 Trad. musical instruments with brown and silver surcharge, very scarce,vf A432-H432 **   400 €
P 2979 1975 Trad. musical instruments without surcharge, one of the rarest issues of Cambodge, very few 

sets are known. A432-H432 Var **   600 €
2980 1980, fi rst issue after liberation from the Khmer rouge regime and the reintroduction of money, 

used, mint never hinged and on FDC 444-47
**/g/

FDC 90 €
2981 1983, 4th anniversary of Liberation, 3 Epreuves de Luxe 0,50 Ryal to 3 Ryal 450-52 Var (*)  Gebot
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2982 1989, Angkor Vat, 3 airmail covers to Germany with attractive frankings, 35 R. (2), 50 R., 80 R., 100 
R. (2). Mi. 425,- € for loose stamps. (T) 1063/66 etc. b 70 €

P 2983 1990/91, 4 covers to Europe with frankings on front and on reverse, showing e.g. 1989 Angkor Vat 
(35 R. (2), 80 R. (4) and 100 R.) and 1990 ovp. on Footbal Championship (200 R. (3), 300 R., 500 
R. (2) and 1000 R.). Very rare! (T) 1150/53 etc. b 700 €

2984 1991, Space, 150 on 3 R. and 500 on 15 R., together with 6 other values on front and on reverse 
on registered airmail cover from “Phnom-Penh 28.11.91“ to Germany. 1224, 1227 b 60 €

P 2985• 1993, Cambodia, complete set of 3 showing “40th Anniversary of Independence - Angkor Vat“ as 
trial printing with line perforation, each stamp individually mounted on card with signature, rare. 
(according to Michel stamp catalog the status of these three stamps is unclear) Proof *    150 €

P 2986• 1997, colour photo affi xed on small folder with wet ink signature of the late King Norodom Sihanouk 
with envelope (minor wrinkling) from Peking (King Sihanouk lives in China until his death in 2012), 
postmarked 23.7.97 (meter mark). b 100 €

KAMBODSCHA - PORTOMARKEN    
P 2987 Indo Chine 1904, Algeria 5 C. on picture card (El Golea) sent to Pnom Penh, there uprated with 

Frech Colonies imperforated due stamp 10 C. brown, canc. “PNOM PENH 30 JUL 04“, superb quali-
ty and very rare exhibition item!

Yv. Algeria 111 
+ French Col. 
P 19 Ak 300 €

KASACHSTAN    
P 2988• 1994 issue “Year of the dog“, trial print, line perf. instead of comb.perf., mounted on thick cream 

paper stamped “v/O Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga Moscow“. 43 var (*)  300 €

KIRGISIEN / KIRGISISTAN    
P 2989• 1995, mini sheet “1000 years kirghiz national epic MANAS“, with false golden inscription “’KY-

RGHYZSTAN“ instead of “KYRGYZSTAN“ with normal for comparison, mounted on thick cream 
paper stamped “v/O Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga Moscow“, just very few are existing. (M)

64-71A KLB 
var **   1.200 €

P 2990• 1995, “1000 years kirghiz national epic MANAS“, cpl. set of 8 values with false golden inscrip-
tion “’KYRGHYZSTAN“ instead of “KYRGYZSTAN“ mounted on thick cream paper stamped “v/O 
Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga Moscow“, just very few are existing. 64A-69A var **   1.200 €

KOREA      
see also 1120, 2589, 2591, 2602, 2799, 4314

2991 1884/1903, mint and used on two stock cards t inc. 25 P. red Dae Han mint and 1 (P.) on 25 P. red Dae 
Han used SON “SEOUL“, also two fakes for reference. Plus 1900, japanese issues ovpt. “Korea“ (6 inc. 
3 mint). And South Korea (ROK) 13 vals (inc. defi nivites 0.20-5.00) + 1 s/s MNH (this Michel cat. 425.-) (*)/*/g 150 €

P 2992 1896, Tae Geuk 5 P. 2nd printing (3 inc. pair, single on reverse) tied “Daegu Kwangmu 5.7.12“  
(July 12, 1902) to small cover to Seoul with 7.18 arrival. 3II (3) b 1.300 €

P 2993• 1895/96, Tae Geuk 5 P. bluish green resp. 10 P. dull blue (3 mm pulled perfs and handwriting of 
addressee) tied bisected circle “Impa Kwangmu  5.7.11“ (July 11, 1901) to reverse of cover 
(creases)  via “Oggang 5.7.13“ to Seoul w. arrival “Hansung 5.7.18“. Impa was a temporary p.o. 
(imchisa) in Cheonrapukdo province. 15 P. old currency account for 3 Ch. new currency, so basic 
domestic letter rate. Not many entires of Tae Geuk stamps with Imchisa markings survived, 
cert. Eichhorn BPP (2013) (T) 3II, 4II b 2.500 €

P 2994• 1896/1903, Taegeuk 10 P., a horizontal strip of 5, with Falcon 10 Ch. (pasted slightly overlap-
ping) and on reverse 2 Ri. (this used as fl ap-seal) tied “CHEMULPO 18 DEC 03“ to registered 
cover to Boston/USA, Seattle Jan. 17 transit on reverse 4II (5), 32, 39 b 1.300 €

P 2995• 1897: 50 P. mattviolett mit schwarzem Aufdruck “Tai Han“, Type I, ungestempelt. Ein gut gezähntes 
und farbfrisches Kabinettstück dieser seltenen Marke! 10 I b I (*)  850 €

P 2996 1897/1900, Taegeuk 25 P. 1st printing with Ewha, error-design 2 Ch. blue and 3 Ch. pale orange 
tied “SEOUL 1 DEC 00“ to Springfi eld/Mass., USA. On reverse transits “CHEMULPO 1 DEC 00“, “SAN 
FRANCISCO JAN 1 01“ and arrival “SPRINGFIELD JAN 6 1901“. 25 P. old currency = 5 Ch. new cur-
rency, so correct 10 Ch. UPU letter rate. 5I etc. b 750 €

P 2997• 1897/1900, Dae Han red overprint full set 5 P.-50 P. plus another copy of the 10 P. with Ewha 2 
Ch. old design (2, one corner tear) and 3 Ch. (pair) tied  SEOUL 7 AVIRL 00  to registered cover 
(some tears) to Lyon/France, address partially razed, printed return of  SERVICE POSTAL DE L’EM-
PIRE DE CORÉE , total 30 Ch = UPU letter double rate plus registration fee, a stunning cover (M)

7IIaI/10IIaI, 
10IIaI, 15 (2), 
16 (2) b 1.800 €

P 2998• 1900/03, Ewha 4 Ch. and falcon 5 Ch. (pair) tied „CHEMULPO 2 OCT 04“ to registered ppc to Bo-
stan/USA, transit San Francisco and arrival „OCT 31 1904 Registry Division“, correct rate and rare 
usage of the 5 Ch. falcon for registry fee, amateurs item 17, 37 (2) Ak 700 €

P 2999 1900/01, Ewha redrawn design 2 Ch. with 1 Ch., 4 Ch. and on reverse 2 Re., 5 Ch. tied “SEOUL 
6 SEPT 00“ to registered cover via “Korea Seoul 35.9.7“ (IJPO native stlye pmk.) to Tokyo with 
9.12 arrival, also three paper slips investigating addressees whereabouts, two by japanese 
posts and one by french legation, the latter with large vermilion seal. 13/15, 17, 18 b 2.000 €

P 3000• 1900, Ewha 3 Ch. (2 mm tear in margin), 6 Ch. tied “Pyongyang Kwangmoo 8.1.18“ (Jan. 18, 1904) 
with second strike alongside, to registered cover to Seoul, cert. Eichhorn BPP (2013) b 500 €
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P 3001 1901, UPU card 4 Ch. brown canc. green Imchisa “Shenchun .7.20“ via “CHEMULPO 31 JUIL 03“ to 
Leipzig/Germany w. arrival “L13 13/9“. Sender “Whittlemore, Syen Chyun“, very rare marking of 
UPU stationery GA 500 €

P 3002 1901, UPU card 4 C. canc. “CHEMULPO  COREE“ to Frankfurt/Germany, on reverse long text dated 
“Chemulpo d. 20 1 05“ GA 50 €

P 3003• 1901, envelope addressed to New York bearing 10p blue (4), 50p lilac, 1ch green (3) and 3ch 
orange tied by Gensan/Coree double ring ‘25 Sept’ routed via the Imperial Japanese Post Offi ce 
with Gensan/I.J.P.O. date stamp ‘1 Aug’ and Yokoham, Nagasaki transists ‘10 Aug’ and Albany 
arrival ‘31 Aug’ on reverse. Lovely mixed issue four colour franking.

SG 8 (4), 10, 
23a (3), 26a b 2.200 €

P 3004 1901. Registered envelope (small part of backfl ap missing) addressed to France bearing SG 21, 
1(p) on 25p rose-red and SG 32a, 20ch venetian red tied by Seoul/Coree double ring ‘26th Avril’ 
with boxed hand-struck ‘R/Seoul’ in red routed via the French Post Offi ce Shanghai ‘10th Mai’ with 
Paris arrival ‘16th Juin’ on reverse. Superb. b 900 €

P 3005 1902. Picture postcard of ‘A ceremony of House Building’ addressed to Paris bearing SG 23a, Ich 
green (strip of four) tied by Seoul/Coree double ring routed via the French Post Offi ce Shanghai. 
Beautiful item. SG 23a (4) Ak 450 €

P 3006 1903. Postal stationary card 1c blue upgraded with Yvert 22, 5c pale rose tied by Chemulpo Coree 
double ring addressed to Gera/Germany with French Post Offi ce ‘Shang-Hai/Chine’ transit and Gera 
arrival. Very fi ne. GA 400 €

P 3007 1903(May 13) British and Foreign Bible Society printed envelope to Bristol bearing Imperial Korean 
Post Plum Blossom 10 chon tied scarcer Seoul No 1 Coree datestamp & with on reverse Chempulo 
Coree (13 May) + French Post Offi ce Shang-Hai Chine (22 May) transit d/s & Bristol (27 Jun) arrival 
d/s. Ex Mizuhara & illustrated on page 148 in h/s Korean Postal History book. Rare commercial use 
prior to the opening of the Trans Siberian Railway. b 550 €

P 3008 1903, falcon set 2 Re.-2 W. complete, used “CHEMULPO“, 2 Re. RC, 2 W. slight crease, otherwise 
faultless (Michel cat. 850.-) 32/44 g 200 €

P 3009 1904, stationery card 40 C carmine, uprated 1 C and sent from “CHEMULPO 19 AVRIL 04“ to Char-
lottenburg, Germany. Ak 200 €

P 3010 1904, UPU card 4 Ch. carmine on rose canc. “SEOUL 15 JUIN 04“ to Germany w. arrival “LEIPZIG13 
12.8.04“. Sender Homer B. Hulbert with 11-line message and full signature. Hulbert (1863-1949) 
is a. o. author of classic “The Passing of Korea“ (1906), was a teacher of young Syngman Rhee and 
a great friend to the Korean people. Great autograph item. GA 200 €

P 3011• 1904, stationery card french printing 1 C. canc. “CHEMULPO 9 SEPT 04“ to navy engineer aboard 
german protected cruiser “Fürst Bismarck“ in Chemulpo port, message and toning on reverse GA 70 €

P 3012 1904, UPU double card 4 ch. brown used from “CHEMULPO COREE 24.SEP.“ with Text to Hong-
kong with arrival mark, answer card (readdressed) adherent return (cancelled from same 
day,11.OC.1904) with short messages via Nagasaki, fi ne, very rare P 5 GA 1.800 €

3013 1905, incoming mail. Germany, cover with 2 Pf. (pair) and 3 Pf. (pair) tied “SCHWEDT 25.8.05“ to 
cover to “Söul Korea“,  endorsed “via London“, marked german boxed “T“ with handwritten “12 
1/2“ alongside, “SEOUL I.J.P.O. 18 OCT 5“ plus red “DUE/SEN“ and ms. blue “10“, also bilingual 
“INCONNU“, two paper slips b 80 €

P 3014 1905, UPU card 4 ch. rose used from “SEOUL No.1 COREE 13.AVRIL.“ with text (beer order) to Che-
mulpo with arrival mark, slightly crease at top, otherwise fi ne, P 8 GA 180 €

P 3015 1906. Postal stationary card 1ch green written from ‘H.M.S. Amphitrite’ at Chemulpho upgraded with 
Yvert 38, 3ch orange tied by Chemulpho Coree double ring routed via the French Post Offi ce Shang-
hai addressed to England. Very nice item of mail from British Warship in the Gulf of Chemulpo. GA 700 €

3016• 1914, incoming mail, France: Semeuse 5 C. (pair) tied “(NEUILLY) 2-5 14“ to ppc via “PARIS ETRAN-
GER 3 V 14“ to “SEOUL 16 5 14“. And China: cover from “SHANGHAI 23 NOV 16“ via, transits on 
reverse, Antung chinese resp. japanese p.o., then Seoul Nov. 29 and fwd. Nov. 30 to Tokyo/Japan, 
missionary mail. Ak 80 €

P 3017 1942, 4 C. (5), 50 C. (on reverse), 60 C. (26, 6 on reverse) canc. “(ADDIS-ABEBA) ?.3.47“ to regi-
stered air mail sample of no value to USA w. NY 3-11 47 arrival on reverse, attractive commercial 
usage. (T) 203 (26) etc. e 60 €

3018• 1941, incoming mail to “Mrs. Kim Rita, Keijo Music-Academy“ from Germany, UPU card tied “BER-
LIN SW 11 17.3.41“ with ‘2nd war winter help action’  slogan, unusual GA Gebot

P 3019 1955, sovjet-korean friendship 20 W. imperf.  frame 43mm etc. total 95 W. frank tied “55.7.26“ to 
air mail cover (unevenly opened) via “PHYONGYANG 27.7.56“ to USSR w. arrival “MOSKVA 2.8.56“. 98B etc. e 60 €
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KOREA-NORD      
see also 4313, 4811, 5241

P 3020 1946, Rose of Sharon 20 Ch., an irregular block of 12 (one stamp hole); 1949, establishment of 
DPRK 25 Ch. roul. 11, a block of 8 (4x2); 1950, tractor, a bottom right corner margin block of 10 
(5x2). All unused no gum as issued

2 (12), 18 (8), 
34 (10) (*)  270 €

P 3021• 1950, Pagoda Pjönjang 1w. brown orange roulettet block of ten with strong OFFSET over complete 
block, unused without gum as issued, unusual variety! 31 var. (10) (*)  70 €

P 3022• 1950, Pagoda Pjönjang 1w. brown orange roulettet block of ten from lower margin with strong OFF-
SET over complete block, unused without gum as issued, unusual variety! 31 var. (10) (*)  80 €

3023• 1950, Conquest of Seoul 1w. multicoloured bock of ten from left margin, unused without gum as 
issued, Mi. € 300,-- + 37 (10) (*)  50 €

P 3024• 1950, Conquest of Seoul 1w. multicoloured bock of ten from lower left corner, unused without gum 
as issued, Mi. € 300,-- + 37 (10) (*)  60 €

P 3025 1950/55, 10 W. scarlet working day imperforated in a block of four, 1954 reconstruction worker 
imperf., 1954 6th anniversary imperf.,  etc. all tied “Gaesong 55.6.14“ to air mail cover to CSR

33A, 75B, 78B 
(4), 83B, etc. b 240 €

P 3026• 1951, three covers to CSR with 5 ch./6 Ch. surcharges inc. air and registration (T) 45 (3) etc. b/e 350 €
3027• 1951/55, Li Su Dok, peace propaganda etc. tied “PHYONGYANG 55.5.17“ to ppc by air mail to CSSR Ak 50 €

P 3028 1951/55, 5 W. on 6 W. orange, 7th anniversary of peoples army imperf. etc. tied “Sosan 55.6.28“ 
to registered pictorial cover (freighter) 5o CSR. The ovpt. stamp is great rartiy, particular on cover. 47, 88B etc. b 550 €

P 3029 195? unfranked undated pictorial envelope (corner faults and lightly creased) to Harbin endorsed 
from soldier, 3297th Unit, Chinese Army & marked “Postage Free“ w/tri Star h/s in red & cancelled 
on reverse Chinese Army 96882 d/s without date b 110 €

P 3030• 1951, 5w. on 6w. orange along with two other adhesives on reverse of 1954 airmail cover to Sofi a, 
Bulgaria, envelope creased but a scarce overprinted stamp used on cover. 47 a.o. b 500 €

P 3031• 1951, 5w. on 6w. orange with OVERPRINT DOUBLE along with four adhesives on registered 
airmail cover to Prague, Czechoslovakia, fi ne. A PROBABLY UNIQUE FRANKING. 47 Var., a.o. b 2.500 €

P 3032• 1951, 5w. on 6w. orange in combination with vertical pair of 1950 10w. (4th Anniv. of Outbreak of 
War) and 1952 70w. on reverse of illustrated airmail cover to Sofi a, Bulgaria. A rare franking inclu-
ding the 1951 overprinted stamp. 47 a.o. b 700 €

3033 1951/56, rocks 10 W. (pair), order 40 W. (3) and 5 W. hall reddish-brown tied “Sinuiju 56.11.15“ to 
reverse of registered air mail pictorial cover to Moscow

50 (3), 84, 
101 (2) b 60 €

P 3034 1951/54, military medal 40 W. carmine imperf. (2) and Taedong gate 5 W. violet brown tied “Gase-
ong 53.12.4“ to ppc via air mail to CSR 51bB (2), 84B Ak 90 €

P 3035• 1952/56, Li Su Dok 70 W. (pair) and  10 W. rose tied “Chunnai 57.3.19“ to registered airmail picto-
rial cover ( to East-Germany, transit “PHYONGYANG  22.3.57“ plus senders note “Chen Nai Bo, ce-
ment factory“ on reverse, attractive, registered cancel “CHUN NAI“ 52B (2), 115B b 70 €

P 3036• 1952/56, 40 W. (strip-3) etc. tied “UNSAN 57.4.1“ to registered air mail cover to Ministry in Praha/
CSR, on reverse transit PHYONGYANG and arrival “PRAHA12 8.IV.57“. Also 1958 Sputnik 20 Ch. sing-
le tied native “Pyongyang 59.1.17“ to surface mail cover to Berlin/East Germany. And South Korea, 
1946, liberation commemorative set plus defi nitives tied “Seoul Central 46.5.1“ to unadressed FDC.

e/b/
FDC 100 €

3037 1952/54, Li Su-Dok etc. tied “Gaesong 54.10.13“ to air maill cover to CSR 52aB, 53aB, 85B e 70 €
3038• 1952,  peace propaganda 20 W. canc. “Hamheung 58.1.6“ on surface card (message part soiling) 

to Karl-Marx Stadt/East Germany, transit “PYONGYANG 7.1.58“ alongside.  Real-photo ppc showing 
senders “family Seidenglanz“  with child posing in front of gate in Pyongyang. 53aB Ak 60 €

3039 1952, sinokorean friendship 20 W. dark blue imperf. etc. tied “55.8.27“ to airmail cover (creases, 
part incomplete on reverse) to CSR 52aB, 57B, 85B e 90 €

3040 1952/54, Taedong gate 5 W. reddish brown imperf. etc.  tied “Gaesong 55.6.4“ to air maill cover 
(two creases not affecting stamps)  to CSR

52aB, 53aB, 
84B e 70 €

P 3041 1952, peace propaganda 20 W. imperf. (2) tied “57.12.7“ to reverse of illustrated air mail cover 
registered via “PYONGYANG 9.12.57“ to CSR, marked “T“ with amount “250“ and vermilion air mail 
mark crossed out 53bB (2) e 110 €

P 3042 1953/58,  10 W. International Womens Day dark blue perforated, 5th anniversary PA 10 W., etc. 
mostly reprints tied “58.9.20“ to air mail cover to CSR; Pilsener beer strickers on reverse

61B, 72NAB, 89aA, 
110A, 128A, 134/35 etc. b 240 €

P 3043 1953 unfranked pictorial envelope by airmail to Swuchow, central China endorsed from soldier, 
Sports Unit, Volunteer, Andong cancelled Chinese Army 63089 d/s 27 Jul 53 [year unclear] b 160 €

P 3044• 1953/54, military mail postcard used with full text on reverse (4) one with “53.3.22“ dater, as is GA 150 €
3045 1955, Friendship between Korea and Soviet Union 20 w. (2) and 10 w. imperforated and Li Su Dok 

70 w. (imperforated pair) on airmail cover to Czechoslovakia, folded
52 aB (2), 95 B. 
98 B (2) b 50 €
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P 3046 1955. Registered Air Mail envelope headed ‘Department of the Army / Neutral Nations Supervisory 
Commission / Inspection Team No 4 / Manpo (North Korea)’ addressed to Switzerland bearing SG 
N28, 1wn olive (imperf pair), SG N29, 1wn blue and red (block of four), SG N31, 2wn black and red, 
SG N47, 40wn carmine, SG N51, 20wn blue/red (2), SG N52, 120wn purple and SG N82, 5wn lake 
tied by Manpo date stamp with boxed hand-struck ‘R / Korea / Manpo’ and Zurich receiver on re-
verse. Superb item from the United Nations Inspection team. (M) b 650 €

P 3047• 1955, stationery card 10 Ch. korean-sovjet friendship month (DPRK catalog #24) uprated sovjet-ko-
rea friendship month 20 C. tied “CHUNGZIN 5.9.55“ to NNSC member at Panmunjon, also large red 
monument cachet, attractive GA 250 €

3048 1956, theatre 40 W. light green routletted, a horizontal pair with Taedlong gate red brown imperf. and 
rock (fault) tied “56.11.19“ via “PYONGYANG 21.11.56“ to reverse of pictorial air mail cover to CSR

84B, 105A (2) 
etc. b 60 €

P 3049• 1955, Illustrated registered airmail cover to Czechoslovakia franked with six stamps (5 different) on 
front and back - an unusual franking. 97, 99 a.o. b 250 €

P 3050 1955, liberation 10 W. dull green perf. (block-4) with russokorean friendship 20 W. (pair) etc. tied 
“PHYONGYANG 27.7.56“ to reverse of registered air mail cover to CSR.

97B (2), 22A 
(4) etc. e 240 €

P 3051 1955, envelope 20 W. ten years of national liberation  (corner fault) uprated 75 W. tied “CHYUNG-
ZIN 5.12.55“ (apted comb type dater from japanese period) by air mail to CSR DPRK env. 3 GA 240 €

P 3052 1956, miner 10 W. imperf. (horizontal strip-3), young pioneers 10 W. imperf. with 20 W. sovjet-kore-
an friendship (block-4) and 10 W. imperf.(horizontal pair), 1956 working day horizontal pair  imper-
forated tied “Chongjin 56.5.25“ via “PHYONGYANG 26.8.56“ to reverse of pictorial peace-slogan 
registered air mail cover to CSR

97B (4), 103B 
(2), v106B (2), 
107B (3), e 300 €

3053• 1959, USSR, FFC Moscow-Pyongyang unadressed, two different postmarks inc. on reverse f 50 €
P 3054 1959, envelope 20 W. Youth Street in Pyongyang canc. “Hongun 60.8.12“ to CSR w. arrival “PRAHA 

28.VI.60“, letter still included GA 160 €
3055• 1977/90 , three mint stationery envelopes 1977 40 Ch., 1982 90 Ch. (soil spot on reverse), 1990 

1.20 W. (DPRK 1998 catalog nos. #127, 164, 209) GA 60 €
P 3056• 1957, Illustrated registered airmail cover to Czechoslovakia franked with 12 imperfd. stamps (6 

different), roughly opened but an unusual franking.
120B, 123B 
a.o. b 200 €

KOREA-SÜD      
see also 4287, 4872

3057• 1948, new consitiution, mint never hinged. Mi. 280,- € 37/38 **   60 €
P 3058 195? unfranked envelope to Seoul Broadcasting Offi ce cancelled Korean vernacular FPO 114 d/s 

with no date & marked “Military Post“ & w/partial boxed h/s in black & partial arrival d/s. b 110 €
3059 1951, UNO miniature sheets, 21 items (without 2nd issue Italy) complete, few with some creasing 

at margin otherwise vf. (T) Bl. 27/48 ex (*)  200 €
P 3060 1953 unfranked envelope to Wonju-City, Gangwon Do Province cancelled Korean vernacular d/s for 

20 Nov [-.11.20) & marked “Military Post“ & “Censored“ w/boxed h/s & 5 pointed Star in black & 
oval h/s in red b 80 €

3061• Korean War, Panmunjon, US prexy 15 C. top margin copy tied “ARMY AIR FORCE POSTAL SERICE 
MAR 31 1954 A.P.O. 72“ to air mail ppc to Sweden, dated “Panmunjon 29/3-54“, sender swedish 
offi cer of NNSC Ak 60 €

3062• 1955/73 (ca.), four International Reply Coupons IRC, 120 W. no postmarks, 75 Hw. on 95 Hw on 75 
Hw. “SEOUL 8 OCT. 1959“, 47 Won “SEOUL 1. IV. 68“ and 80 Won on 60 Won on 47 Won “SEOUL 
21.8.73“, scarce 60 €

P 3063• 1957, fi ve years in ITU 40h blue and 55h green imperforate miniature sheet, mint never hinged, 
scarce and very fi ne, Mi. € 1.200,-- Bl. 108 **   200 €

P 3064 1957 unfranked envelope to Soso-Gun, Gyongpok Province cancelled vemecular Korean mute d/s 
with date removed & marked “Military Post’ & “Censored“ w/boxed h/s in blue & red 7 w/Kimchon 
transit d/s for 2 May [90.5.2] b 110 €

3065• 1959, 40th anniversary of march-rebellion, block and single stamp, mint never hinged. Mi. 182,- € 288, Bl. 131 **   50 €
3066• 1970, animal paintings of Yi dynasty complete set of perf. and imperf. miniature sheets, unused 

without gum as issued, Mi. € 340,--
Bl. 314/16 
B+C (*)  70 €

KUWAIT    
P 3067• 1939, KGVI. Rupee values surcharged “KUWAIT“ in blocks of four (except 5r. in two vert. pairs), all 

with Wmk Mult Star upright, mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. 47-51 (4) v/** 800 €
3068• 1944, Back of a censored airmail cover from Kuwait bearing India KGVI. 3p.(x2) and 1a.(x2) all tied 

with ‘’KUWAIT/10 APR 44/PERSIAN GULF’’ double-ring d/s, with part of censor strip tied with octo-
gonal Crown ‘’PASSED/DHC/80’’ h/s, indistinct strike of violet ‘’PASSED BY CENSOR ...’’ h/s and 
part of arrival slogan alongside. India d 60 €

P 3069• 1947 (Oct 23), Indian KGVI. 1½a. postal stationery envelope from Kuwait to Bombay by air mail, 
uprated on reverse by 1a. both tied by “KUWAIT/23 OCT./1947“ wavy lines datestamp, Bombay ‘14 
Nov.’ delivery cds on back, a little damage on opening but a scarce Kuwait-India air mail cover. GA 100 €
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P 3070 1948, Two air mail covers to the U.S.A.: Cover to New York bearing ‘KUWAIT’ ovptd. India KGVI. 4a. 
strip of four, 8a. pair and ½a all tied by “KUWAIT/20 JUN/1948“ cds+wavy lines, no arrival or transit 
backstamp, and cover to Amherst, Mass. franked by GB KGVI. 1r. on 1s. tied by “KUWAIT/15 NOV 
48“ bridge type d/s, with small ‘Via Air Mail’ label on front, and a similar large one on reverse. The 
earlier cover with minor imperfections (needle holes at left), the later cover with hinge/Scotch tape 
marks on back, still good/fi ne. 61, 71 u.a. b 100 €

P 3071• 1949, Scarce single franking of 3a. on 3d. (on GB KGVI.) tied by “KUWAIT/10 MAY 49“ cds to air mail 
card from The Imperial Bank Of Iran at Kuwait addressed mistakenly to Jonkoping, Switzerland, 
corrected to Sweden, re-directed to Stockholm with violet Swedish handstamp (= Unknown ...), with 
Jönköping ‘16.5.49’ arrival cds’s. 69 b 100 €

P 3072• 1950-51, Surcharged KGVI. set of nine each in block of four, mint never hi8nged, fresh and fi ne. (SG 
for mint singles £380)

85-93 (SG 
84-92) (4) v/** 300 €

P 3073 1952-54, Four fi ne FDC’s for QEII. surcharged issues, with ‘10 Dec 52’ FDC bearing 1½a. and 2½a., 
‘31 Aug 53’ FDC for ½a., 1a. and 2a., ‘2 Nov 53’ registered FDC to the U.S.A. (arrival datestamps) 
for 4a., 12a. and 1r., and ‘18 Jan 54’ FDC for 3a. and 6a., fi ne. 94-103 et al. FDC 170 €

P 3074 1958, “REGISTERED KUWAIT-SAFAT 5.4.1958“ on registered letter with 6 overprinted stamps (incl. 
“75 NP“ on 1,3 Sh.), a rare postmark used on a paquebot-cover sent by the “M/S Corcovado“ to 
Adliswil, Suisse. Very fi ne.

108,112,119-
20,127,129 b 250 €

P 3075 1958, “AHMADI 25 AU 51“ on airmail letter with “KUWAIT 6 ANNAS“ on 6 d. violet, a scarce post-
mark sent from aboard “M/T ASTARTE VAHAEEL“ during a stop in Kuwait to Paris, France. Very Fine. 117 b 180 €

P 3076• 1964/68, two different International Reply Coupons incl. LONDON type 50 Fils with issuing pmk. 
‘Kuwait (19NO/64) and VIENNA type 50 Fils with issuing pmk. ‘Kuwait (4JY/68)’ and an arab reply 
coupon with issuing pmk. ‘Kuwait (19NO/64), scarce and unusual trio IAS GA 80 €

P 3077• 1964, Registered airmail cover (with contents) from Abraq Khaitan, Kuwait to Imbaba, Egypt bea-
ring 1964 Shaikh Abdullah 70np on reverse, with oval registered despatch d/s (16 DEC 1964), 
Cairo Air Port and Cairo transit datestamps as well as arrival cds alongside, plus small oval native 
h/s on face, with traces of usage but still good. 228 (SG 229) b 100 €

P 3078 1981, Internationaler Tag des Roten Halbmondes, zwei ungezähnte Werte mit fehlender Farbe rot. 
// ‘Red Crescent’ 30f. and 80f. both imperforated with colours missing. 889 - 890 **   450 €

3079 1982, 30 years Arab Postal Union complete set in IMPERFORATE horizontal pairs, mint never hinged 
MNH 930/31 U (2) **   400 €

P 3080 1983, souvenir issue “25th anniversary of international seafaring org.“, imperf. color trials, only one 
sheet known. 997-98 var **   500 €

3081 1984, 20 years INTELSAT complete set in IMPERFORATE horizontal pairs, mint never hinged MNH 1057/58 U (2) **   340 €
3082• 1988, collective 11 phased die proof in vertical strips of 3 for the complete issue (3 values) “Arab 

Housing Day“, mint, NH, 33 stamps in all. (Michel 1170/72)
Sc #1078/80 
Proof **   700 €

LABUAN    
P 3083• 18907, “Straits Settlements“ overprints, 8 different values each tied “LABUAN 16 NOV 1907“ to 

registered cover to Germany w. transits “SINGAPORE NOV 23 1907“, two italian and arrival “OLDEN-
BURG 15.12.07“ b 400 €

P 3084• 1902, $2 dull green with local overprint “LABUAN“, used with part of Labuan cds. A FINE EXAM-
PLE OF THIS SCARCE STAMP. P. Scheller certifi cate. (SG £3500) 121 (SG 140) g 1.000 €

P 3085 1945 (Dec 21), YMCA envelope from ‘Labuan Island’ addressed to Australia, re-directed, franked 
with “BMA“ surcharged North Borneo 3c. pair in combination with “BMA“ surcharged Sarawak 1c. 
pair and 2x 2c. all tied by “VICTORIA/21 12 1945/LABUAN“ cachet (introduced 17th of Dec.), no 
further postmark. A decorative cover from the Fletscher correspondence.

North Borneo 
& Sarawak b 180 €

P 3086 1946 (Jan 19), YMCA envelope from ‘Labuan Island’ addressed to Australia, franked with “BMA“ 
surcharged North Borneo 50c., 12c., 10c. and 1c. in combination with “BMA“ surcharged Sarawak 
5c. pair all (except the 10c.) tied by “VICTORIA/19 1 1946/(LABUAN)“ cachet, no further postmark. 
A decorative cover from the Fletscher correspondence.

North Borneo/
Sarawak b 140 €

LABUAN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3087• 1901, Postage Due 8c with FRAME INVERTED, c.t.o. by oval of bars, light traces of oxidation and 

tiny thin at back otherwise fi ne, with two signatures on reverse. A very rare stamp which is 
known c.t.o. only. (SG £9500)

6 var (SG 
D6ba) g 4.500 €

LAOS      
see also 5123

P 3088 1901. French Indo-China 5c green cancelled by Song-Khone / Laos double ring ‘27th Nov 1901’ 
addressed to Charleville, France. Very rare cancel from this small Mekong River offi ce paying 
the unopened printed matter rate, small wrinkles GA 1.400 €

P 3089 1907. Picture postcard of ‘Le Chutes de Ia: St Noi’ (Saravane Province) addressed to France bearing 
Indo-China SG 34, 10c rose tied by Xieng-Khouang/Laos double ring ‘18th Juil’ with Paris arrival 
‘4th Sept’ and forwarded to Pouliguen. Scarce cancel from Xieng-Khouang Province. b 330 €
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P 3090 1907. Picture postcard of ‘Thai Neu village in Hua Pahn Province’ addressed to France bearing In-
do-China SG 34, 10c rose tied by Pak Se/Laos double ring ‘25/4’ routed via Bassac ‘25/4’ andSai-
gon/Cochinchine ‘8/5’ on reverse. Very nice item of mail routed down the Mekong from this small 
village. Scarce Pak Se (Done) with the ‘Done’gratte.

Indo-China 
SG 34 Ak 350 €

P 3091 1908. Picture postcard of ‘The Bronze Dragon Pagada’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 
33, 5c green tied by Bassac/D double ring with Aix/Province arrival. Very rare ‘D’ cancel from the 
Post-Offi ce right of the Mekong River in Bassac (Champask) town.

Indo-China 
SG 33 Ak 450 €

P 3092 1908. Picture post card of ‘Khas Loves Tribe, Attopeu Region’ addressed to France bearing Indo-Chi-
na SG 34, 10c rose tied by Attopeu/Laos double ring ‘2nd April’ routed via Pak Se/Laos ‘7/4’ transit 
on reverse. Rare village cancel from this small Mekong town. b 330 €

P 3093 1911. Picture post card of ‘Courses de Pirogues, Mekong River’ addressed to France bearing French 
Indo-China SG 33; 5c green tied by Paklay/Laos double ring. Very rare item from the small Mekong 
town of Pak Lai. b 240 €

3094 1951/52, defi nitives and airmails, 20 values plus 6 values postage dues, 26 miniature sheets (2 
with toning spot) within booklet, unmounted mint. (T) 1/20, P 1/6 **   90 €

P 3095• 1932, French Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c purple upgraded with SG 155, 30c blue and 
grey and SG 168, 1c sepia tied by Vientiane/Laos date stamp ‘18 NOV’ with ‘Par Avion’ cachet ad-
dressed to Marseille with Saigontransit and Marseille arrival on reverse. Very fi ne item of French 
Indo-China Air Mail fl own from Laos. GA 350 €

P 3096 1951, Artist die proof 10 C. Mekong in  brown-lilac (instead of deep-green) signed Dufresnes 1 Proof (*)  170 €
P 3097 1951, imperforated blocks of four in original colour: 20 C, 70 C, 1 P, 1,50 P and 1952, 1,90 P in 

addition Due stamps 10 C deep brown and 20 C black, Michel 2, 6, 7, 8, 16, Due 1, Due 2 seven 
blocks of four, all mint NH, only few known!

2, 6, 7, 8, 16, 
P 1, P 2 (all 4x 
imperf.) **   1.700 €

P 3098 1951, Artist die proof 1 $ Pagode That Luang in  black (instead of purple/grey-violet) signed by de-
signer J. Phulpin 7 Proof (*)  100 €

P 3099 1951, Artist die proof 1,50 P. King Sisavang Vong in deep-green (instead of brown-lilac/black) si-
gned P. Gandon 8 Proof (*)  600 €

P 3100 1951, Artist die proof 1,10 $ Women from Laos in  black-green (instead of brown-carmine/red) si-
gned by designer. 15 Proof (*)  170 €

P 3101 1952, 4,50 and 6 P. Marriage Market, special deluxe proof (tirage de prestige) with embossed con-
trol seal, rare. (*)  100 €

P 3101A 1952, fi rst issue “Weaver“ 10 P. two color trials in dark-brown and red-brown, 3,30 P “Temple“ in 
orange and violett-brown/red, imperf mint NH, vf

18, 28 Color 
trials **   120 €

P 3102 1952, 10, 20 and 30 P. weaver, all 3 blocks, each on registered letter to USA with arrival cancel, one 
with additional franking, rare! (T) bl. 18/20 b 100 €

P 3103• 1952, 0,80 - 1,90 P. “Admission to UPU“, the ordinary set without airmail in blocks of four, gutter 
pairs, rare. 21-25 (4) ZW **   100 €

P 3104• 1952, 0,80 P. admission to UPU’ black, sunken die artist proof, vf signed ‘Jean Pheulpin 21 proof (*)  100 €
3105 1952, 1,50 P. admission to UPU, special deluxe proof (tirage de prestige) with embossed control 

seal, rare. 24 Proof (*)  80 €
3106 1952, 1,50 P and 50 P membership in  UPU , two single die proofs mint, issued without gum. 24 Proof, 27 Proof (*)  100 €

P 3107 1952, 1,50 P membership in “UPU“, imperforated block of four (two gutter pairs), mint NH (minimal 
corner wrinkle on left upper side) 24U (4) **   80 €

3108 1952, 1,50 P and 50 P membership in “UPU“, imperforated blocks of four (two gutter pairs), mint 
NH (minimal corner wrinkle on right upper side)

24 U (4), 27 
U (4) **   350 €

P 3109• 1952, 25 P and 50 P. admission to UPU, special deluxe collectif M/s (tirage de prestige) with the 
high values, rare, fi ne

26-27 de luxe 
block **   100 €

P 3110• 1952, 25 P and 50 P. admission to UPU, special deluxe collectif proof (tirage de prestige) with the 
high values, rare, fi ne 26-27 Proof (*)  250 €

P 3111• 1952, 50 P membership in “UPU“, imperforated block of four (two gutter pairs), mint NH, vf 27 de Luxe MS **   250 €
P 3112• 1952, 50 P. admission to UPU, special deluxe proof (tirage de prestige) with embossed control seal, 

rare, vf 27 Proof (*)  150 €
P 3113• 1952, 50 P. admission to UPU’ black, sunken die artist proof, vf signed ‘Jean Pheulpin 27 Proof (*)  200 €
P 3114• 1952, 50 P. admission to UPU’ black, great format, sunken die artist proof, vf signed ‘Jean Pheulpin 27 Proof (*)  220 €
P 3116• 1952, 50 P. admission to UPU’ red-brown, great format, sunken die artist proof, vf signed ‘Jean 

Pheulpin 27 Color Proof (*)  220 €
3117• 1952, 50 P. admission to UPU, special deluxe proof (tirage de prestige) with embossed control seal, 

rare, fi ne 27 Proof (*)  150 €
P 3118 1953, Marriage Market and Red Cross, 2 cpl.sets imperforated, Red cross from upper corner sheet 29-30U, 31-33U **   80 €

3119 1953, 1,50 P, 3 P and 3,90 P Red Cross in imperforated blocks of four, mint NH (some minor to-
nings), and in single die proofs, mint, issued without gum.

31/33 Proof, 
31/33 U (4) **/* 170 €
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P 3119A 1953 airmail “BUDDHA“, the cpl issue in imperforated color trials mint NH vf 34-39 Color trials **   100 €
P 3119B 1953 airmail “BUDDHA“, the cpl issue in six single proof blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, 

vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (M) 34-39 Proofs (*)  300 €
P 3119C 1953, 9 p. Buddha, epreuve d’artiste in black, signed Pheulpin. 36 (*)  100 €

3120 1953, “Buddha“ issue, complete set in single die proofs issued without gum, complete set imper-
forated mint, NH and complete set imperforated colour proofs, mint NH, totally 18 values. (T)

ex 34 - 39 (6x 
imperf., 12x proofs) **   170 €

P 3120A 1953 airmail “BUDDHA“, the cpl issue in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps, vf (T) 34-39U (4) **/v 250 €
P 3120B 1953 airmail “RAMAJANA EPOS“,  Color trials,the cpl issue (without 46)  in six stripes of fi ve with 

different colors (phase prints), some tonings (M)
43-48 Color 
trials **/* 200 €

P 3120C 1953 airmail “RAMAJANA EPOS“,  the cpl issue in six single proof blocks, not perforated, ungummed 
paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (M) 43-48 Proofs (*)  300 €

P 3120D 1953 airmail “RAMAJANA EPOS“, the cpl issue in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps, vf (M) 43-48U (4) **/v 250 €
P 3120E 1953 airmail “RAMAJANA EPOS“, 2 K., 5 K. and 20 K. three sunken die artist proof, black on ungum-

med edged paper, signed Jean Pheulpin, very rare, some tonings (T)
43,45,47 arti-
san proofs (*)  150 €

P 3121 1954, King Sisavong Vong’s jubilee,2 P- 50 p cpl set of three special deluxe proof (tirage de presti-
ge) with embossed control seal, ungummed paper, rare (*)  200 €

P 3122 1954, King Sisavong Vong’s jubilee,2 P- 50 p cpl set in imperforated blocks of four (two gutter 
pairs), vf (T) 40-42U (4) **   250 €

P 3123 1954, ‘Jubilee of King Sisavang Vong’ 2 P violet sunken die artist proof, vf signed ‘Jean Pheulpin 40 Art.Pr. (*)  100 €
3124 1979, 200 K. Year of the Child, horizontal pair, imperf between, unused. 40 A Um (*)  60 €

P 3125 1954, ‘Jubilee of King Sisavang Vong’ 50 P black and handcolored sunken die artist proof,rare, vf 
signed ‘Jean Pheulpin 42 proof (*)  150 €

3126 1955, 2 K to 30 K “Ramajana-Epos“, complete set imperforated, mint NH, additional 4 K, 10 K and 
30 K. artist die proof in black, mint, issued without gum, signed by designer J. Phulpin

43-48U / 44 P, 
46 P, 48 P **/(*) 200 €

P 3127 1955, $2 (block-10) and $1 (8, two blocks-4) canc. “VIENTIANE AVION XAY 29 - I 55“ to offi cial par-
cel front to director of UN library, Geneva, including “Journal Offi ciel du Royaume du Laos de 1954“ 
with offi cial seal (elephant crested) and facsimile  signature of ‘Minister of Interior and Posts’ (M) d 180 €

P 3128 1955, Ramajana-Epos, Serie von 6 Werten als Èpreuve d´Artiste in schwarz auf ungummiertem 
Büttenpapier, handschriftlich signiert. 43 - 48 EPA (*)  800 €

P 3129 1956, 2500th Birthday of Gautama Buddha cpl set of fi ve special deluxe proof (tirage de prestige)
l, ungummed paper, 2,3 and 5 Kip with some toning, otherwise vf, rare. 49-53 Essais (*)  150 €

P 3130 1956, 2500th Birthday of Gautama Buddha cpl set of fi ve De Luxe Souvenir Sheets, imperf. each 
of four (2 gutter pairs) mint NH, very rare only 15 issued, vf (T) 49-53 var **   600 €

P 3131 1956, 2500th Birthday of Gautama Buddha, 30 Kip, four diff. color proofs orange/red-brown, vio-
lett/dark blue-green, green/dark blue, blue/black on imperf gummed paper 53 Proof **   100 €

3132 1954, 50 P “Jubilee Sisavang Vong“, imperforated blocks of four in original colour (two gutter pairs) 
and one copy in deep brown, mint NH.

53 U, 53 U 
Proof  (4) **   280 €

P 3133 1956, ‘First anniversary of Admission to UNO’, cpl set in imperf horizontal pairs, 15 Kip four color 
proofs and 2 Kip color proofs the last in vertical strip of fi ve.

54-59 U, 55, 58 
proofs **   100 €

3134 1956, issue “2500th Birthday of Gautama Buddha“ cpl set in horizontal gutter pairs, vf mint never 
hinged 59-53ZW **   130 €

P 3135 1957, “Rice cultivation“, for imperforated blocks of four, rare, light tonings **   200 €
3136 1957, “Native Musicians“, fi ve color trial 2-20 Kip without 8 Kip in stripes of fi ve on gummed paper, 

rare (M) **   100 €
P 3137 1957, “Native Musicians“, cpl. set of six artist sunken die proof, black on deckle edged paper, si-

gned Jean Pheulpin, very rare (T) (*)  350 €
3138 1956, ‘First anniversary of Admission to UNO’, cpl set of seven special deluxe proof (tirage de pre-

stige), ungummed paper and add. 15 Kip sunken die artisan proof signed Jean Pheuplin, most 
proofs with some tonings (T) (*)  100 €

P 3139 1957, “Native Musicians“, cpl. set in six color trial 2-20 Kip  in pairs from sheet margin, imperf on 
gummed paper, rare and add the cpl set imperf. (M)

60-66U, 60-66 
Proofs **   120 €

P 3140 1957, 2 K to 20 K “Musicians“, complete set artist die proof in black, mint, issued without gum, 
signed by designer J. Phulpin 60 - 65 Proof (*)  350 €

3141 1957, 2 K to 20 K “Musicians“, complete set imperforated, mint NH, additional 2 K “Musicians“ 
artist proof in black but hand colorated, mint, issued without gum, signed by designer J. Phulpin

60 - 65 U, 60 
proof **/(*) 170 €

P 3142 1957, “Native Musicians“, 2 Kip red/redbrown artist sunken die proof on deckle edged paper, si-
gned Jean Pheulpin, very rare 60 Proof (*)  150 €

3143 1957, “Rice cultivation“, cpl. set of four special deluxe proof (tirage de prestige), ungummed paper. (M) 66-69 Proofs (*)  100 €
P 3144 1957, “Rice cultivation“, 3 Kip blue, 3 Kip , multcolored, 5 and 26 Kip also multicolored. Four artist 

sunken die proof on deckle edged paper, signed Jean Pheulpin, very rare (T)
ex 66-69 
Proofs (*)  250 €
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P 3145 1957, “Rice cultivation“, cpl. set of four artist sunken die proof, black on deckle edged paper, si-
gned Jean Pheulpin, very rare (M) 66-69 Proof *    250 €

P 3146 1957, “Rice cultivation“, 5 Kip blue, blue-green and light-brown, 16 Kip lilac and blue , 26 Kip light-
brown. Six artist sunken die proofs on deckle edged paper, signed Jean Pheulpin, very rare (M)

66-69 artist 
proofs (*)  250 €

3147 1957, “Rice cultivation“, color essays, 3 Kip light-brown and dark-blue, 5 Kip green and black-violet, 
16 Kip blue and green-olive, 26 Kip dark-grey and blue-green, all items imperf, vf 66-69 Essais **   100 €

3148 1957, 3 K to 26 K “Rice Cultivation“, four artist die proofs in black, mint, issued without gum, signed 
by designer J. Phulpin 66 - 69 Proofs (*)  200 €

P 3149 1957, “Rice cultivation“, 18 Kip multicolored artist sunken die proof on deckle edged paper, signed 
Jean Pheulpin, very rare 68 proof (*)  120 €

3150 1957, 10 K to 24 K “Buddhism“, four single die proofs, mint, issued without gum. 70 - 73 Proofs (*)  100 €
3151 1957, 10 K “Buddhism“, artist die proof in black, very rare yellow colouration, mint, issued without 

gum, signed by designer J. Phulpin 70 Proof (*)  100 €
P 3151A 1957/58 “Buddhism“ and “Red Cross“, two imperf mint NH sets and Red Cross 20 Kip four diff. 

color trials, imperf vf.
70-73U, 81-84U, 
color trials **   120 €

P 3152 1958, Elephants vf set of six Proofs 0,10 Kip and 0,20 Kip black , 0,30 Kip lake, 5 Kip blue-greenc, 
10 Kip carmine and 13 Kip red, (without value 2 Kip) six artist sunken die proofs on deckle edged 
paper, signed Jean Pheulpin, very rare (M) 74-80 proofs (*)  400 €

P 3153 1958, Elephants vf set of seven Proofs 0,10 Kip lilac, 0,20 Kip green , 0,30 Kip steel-blue, 2 Kip 
carmine, 5 Kip lilac, 10 Kipy grey-violet and 13 Kip grey-blue, seven artist sunken die proofs on 
deckle edged paper, signed Jean Pheulpin, very rare (M) 74-80 proofs (*)  500 €

3154 1958, Elephants vf set mint NH imperforated from the lower sheet corner 74-80U **   80 €
P 3155 1958, Elephants, trial color essais all imperf 0,10 c. to 13 Kip from each value a horizontal pair and 

a single stamp, total 21 stamps in different colors, vf (M) **   150 €
P 3156 1958, Elephants, 10 Kip black-brown and 10 Kip blue, two artist sunken die proofs on deckle edged 

paper, signed Jean Pheulpin, very rare 79 Proof (*)  150 €
P 3157 1958, “Inauguration of the New UNECSO Building“, cpl set of four artist sunken die proofs on deck-

le edged paper, signed Jean Pheulpin, rare (M) 85-88 Proof (*)  150 €
P 3158 1958, “Inauguration of the New UNECSO Building“, cpl. imperf set mint NH and four color essais 

imperf in strips of three each, vf (T)
85-88U, 85-88 
Essais **   100 €

P 3159 1959, Ordinary stamp set, cpl. set of four special deluxe proof (tirage de prestige), ungummed pa-
per (M) 89-92 Proof (*)  80 €

P 3160 1959, Ordinary stamp set, cpl. set of four special deluxe blocks of four imperf on gummed paper, 
gum disturbed. (M)

89-92 de luxe 
blocks **   120 €

P 3161 1959 ‘Education’, cpl set of four color essais vert. or horiz. pairs, imperf, mint NH and a set of four 
special deluxe blocks of four imperf on gummed paper (T)

93-96 essais 
and proofs **   150 €

P 3162 1959, “Buddhistic Buildings’, cpl set of six artist sunken die proofs on deckle edged paper, signed 
Jean Pheulpin and other artist’s, rare (M) 97-102 Proofs (*)  200 €

3163 1959/62, buddhist bldgs. set, funeral ceremony set, new king 10 K.: imperforated colour trials on 
gummed paper

97/102, 
109/12, 120 Pr. **   100 €

3163A 1961/62 “Tourism“ and “Makha Bousa“, set Tourism with 4 color trials in vert. pairs, imperf, mint 
NH and the second set vf imperf from sheet corner.

105-08 color 
trials, 113-16U **   100 €

3164 1959, “Buddhistic Buildings’, cpl set of six imperforated each from sheet corner and 7 color essais 
in vert. or horiz. pairs, vf

97-102U, 97-
102 Essais **   100 €

P 3165 1961, “Kings Sisavang funeral“, cpl set of four imperforated each from sheet corner and 6 color 
essais 25 and 9 Kip each two different , vf

109-12 U, 109-
12 Essais **   100 €

3165A 1962, “King Savang“, four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / 
de Luxe print), slight tonings and 10 K.,a vert pair of color trial.

117-20 Proof , 
120 Color trial **/(*) 100 €

3166 1962, “King Savang“, mint NH set of four special de Luxe blocks of four imperf on gummed paper, 
light gum disturbed

117-20 de 
Luxe sheets **   100 €

P 3166A 1962 “Stamp Exibition in Vientiane“, 0,70 K. block of four mint NH, then of each design color trials 
in 3 vert. pairs and one stripe of three, one single block, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage 
de prestige / de Luxe print) and at least a sunken die artist proof, black on ungummed edged paper, 
signed Jean Pheulpin, very rare. (T)

ex 124A-27A 
Color trials, 
Proofs

**/*/
(*) 200 €

3166B 1963 “Fight against hunger“, the cpl issue in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps and four color 
trials of each value in horiz. pairs imperf on gummed paper, vf (M)

128-131U (4), 
color trials **   100 €

P 3166C 1964, “Monarchy“ the cpl set in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps and the cpl issue in four 
single proof blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

139-42U (4), 
Proofs

**/v/
(*) 150 €

3166D 1964, “People of Laos“ the cpl set imperforated and the cpl issue in four single proof blocks, imper-
forated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

147-150U, 
Proofs **/(*) 100 €

3166E 1965, “Butterfl ies“ three values in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps and the cpl issue in four 
single proof blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

151-53U(4), 
153-54 Proofs **/(*) 100 €
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P 3166F 1965, “Animals from Laos“, fi ve single proof blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de 
prestige / de Luxe print). 166-70 proofs (*)  150 €

3166G 1965, “national customs“ the cpl set imperforated  and the cpl issue in four single proof blocks, 
imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

174-77U, 174-
77 Proofs **/(*) 100 €

3166H 1966, “national customs“ the cpl set imperforated  and the cpl issue in four single proof blocks, 
imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

185-88U, 185-
88 proofs **/(*) 100 €

P 3166J 1967, “10th Anniversary of Red Cross in Laos“ the cpl set in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps 
and the cpl issue in three single proof blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige 
/ de Luxe print). (T)

215-17U, 215-
17 Proofs **/(*) 150 €

P 3167• 1966, World Health Organisation ‘WHO building in Geneve’ complete set in EPREUVES DE LUXE with 
imprint ‘Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste – Paris’ on ungummed paper 182/84 epr. (*)  100 €

P 3167A 1966, “Birds“ the cpl set in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps and the cpl issue in four single 
proof blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

178-81U (4), 
178-81 proofs **/(*) 200 €

3167B 1969, “Animals from Laos“, cpl. set imperforated vf 261-65U **   80 €
P 3167C 1969/70 four diff. issues in single proof blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de 

prestige / de Luxe print),total seven tirages de Luxe. (T)
266-67, 270, 273-
74,295-97 Proofs (*)  150 €

3167D 1969/70 “Pictures from Marc Leguay“ two issues vf imperf mint NH and three single proof blocks, 
not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

268-69U, 298-
300U, Proofs **/(*) 120 €

3167E 1970/71 “Pictures from Marc Leguay and Prisayane“ two issues vf imperf mint NH and three single 
proof blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

276U, 329-30U, 
Proofs **/(*) 100 €

3167F 1971 “Endemic orchidees“, three single proof blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage 
de prestige / de Luxe print) and three imperf., mint NH values

311-13U, 
proofs **/(*) 100 €

3167G 1971/72 two issues, “Wild Animals“ and “UNESCO“ 15 color trials in 3 stripes of fi ve and animals 
25 to 85 K. imperforated mint NH vf (T)

318-21U, 331-
32U Color trials **   80 €

3167H 1972 “Laotian Myhologie“ and “Thatluang festival“, both issues imperforated and two single proof 
blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

344-48U, 37-
48 Proofs **/(*) 80 €

P 3167J 1972 “Pictures from Marc Leguay“, the cpl. set imperforated from sheet corner and fi ve single proof 
blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (M)

349-53U, 
Proofs **/(*) 120 €

3167K 1973, “Lions-Club“, 40 and 80 Kip  in imperforated M/s with each 4 stamps and the issue - wi-
thout airmail - in two single proof blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / 
de Luxe print).

358-59U(4), 
Proofs **/(*) 80 €

3167L 1975 “1th Anniversary of Peace contract“, the cpl. set imperforated from sheet corner and three 
single proof blocks, imperforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

396-98U, 
Proofs **/(*) 100 €

3168 1976, Anniversary, 5 values imperf in blocks of 4 from the lower left corner of the sheet and 5 im-
perf miniature sheets, unmounted mint.

437/41 B (4), 
Bl. A/E 72 **   70 €

P 3169 1982, very rare provisional overprints “1982“ on former issues, cpl set, seldom offered cpl. 599-617 **   1.000 €
P 3170 1982, rare provisional overprint “1982“ in black/red at former issues, 11 val ex Mi. 600b-17 mint 

never hinged, cat.val.1.070,-- ex 600b-617 **   350 €
3171 1982, rare provisional overprint “1985“ in black at former issues, 10 and 80 Kip both with inverted 

‘8’ in “1982“, very rare, signed Osper. 607b, 614 var g 90 €
P 3172 1982, rare provisional overprint “1982“ in black, 200 Kip ‘coat of arms’, double overprint one inver-

ted, very rare variety 616DD **   220 €
3173 1983, rare provisional overprint “1983“ in red at former issue 10 Kip from 1976 (Mi.440), mint 

never hinged. B687 **   90 €
P 3174 1985, Freimarken mit rotem Bdr. Aufdruck der Jahres zahl 1985 40 K.-300 K., postfrisch, in 

dieser Qualität sehr selten, Attest Osper (2012) 801/12 **   1.200 €
3175 1985, rare provisional overprint “1985“ in red at former issues, 6 val ex Mi. 801-12 mint never 

hinged, cat.val.1.280,--
801, 804, 805, 
809-12 **   450 €

3176 1985, Rare provisional overprints, 40 Kip, 70 Kip and 80 Kip with red overprint “1985“ on former 
issues in cpl. sheets of 20, cto. (cat val. 5.000,--) (M) 801,804,805 g 450 €

P 3177 1985, rare provisional overprint “1985“ in red at former issues, 9 val ex Mi. 801-12 all commercia-
ly used. cat val 1.120,-

801-807, 
811-12 g 300 €

3178 1985, overprints, 9 used values. Mi. 1.120, -€. 801/07, 
811/12 g 240 €

LAOS - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3179 1952 approx. not issued postage due stamp set, 50 c. 1, 2 and 20 $ in  cpl. sheets of 25, very 

rare (M) **   4.500 €
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LIBANON      
see also 1796, 1811, 4628A

P 3180• 1929, air mail cover with ragistration label, ms. “Beyrouth - Castellorizo“ from BEYROUTH 3/9/29 
via Castelrosso & Rodi italian transit marks, via Istanbul to Bukarest Romania with arrival mark on 
reverse, scarce surcharged air mail franking, light crease and tiny border toned, fi ne and very scarce 
fl ight route f 100 €

3181 1892, Ottoman cancellation BEKAA TPH (Isfi la no.3, RRR) violet on cover with 1 Pia. stamp, light 
toned spots, light fold, fi ne and very scarce b 60 €

3182 1910, ALEY (Isfi la no. 2, R) on 20 Para postal stationery card to Egypt with arrival mark, fi ne and 
scarce turkey forerunner GA 60 €

P 3184• 1924, Olympic Games overprint issue 50 c. - 2,50 pia., two complete sets, mint nevern hinged, fi ne 22-25, 53-56 **   100 €
P 3185 1936. Stampless envelope written from Egypt addressed to Beyrouth, Grand Liban cancelled by Ale-

xandria date stamp ‘10th Nov 36 ‘, underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing Grand Liban postage 
due Yvert 36, 15pi black tied by Aley receiver ‘13th Nov’ on face. Scarce item of postage due mail. b 300 €

P 3186 1936, French-Lebanese Treaty, 5 values complete, imperforated, mint o.g. Very rare issue! Mau-
ry 5.250,- €.

Maury 149 
A/D, PA 56 A *    1.600 €

P 3187 1937, defi nitives, 7 epreuve de luxe, imprint “Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres-Poste Paris“. Very 
rare issue! (T) Maury 150/56 (*)  500 €

P 3188 1937, 7.50 pia. blue, epreuve de luxe, imprint “Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres Poste, Paris“. 
The 7.50 pia value, which was issued imperf only, appears to be the rarest stamp of the Libanon 
- as an epreuve de luxe a major rarity! Maury 156 A (*)  1.000 €

P 3189 1942, Blockausgabe: 1 Jahr Unabhängigkeit, Aufl age 200 Stück, ohne Gummi, wie verausgabt. Bl. 6, Bl. 7 (*)  650 €
P 3190• 1942 (11.5.), One Year of Independence complete set used on registered company cover (Maison 

Georges Flouty & Cie, Commissionnaires, Beyrouth, Liban) headed ‘First day cover’ (Michel states 
the issue date four month later!) from BEYROUTH R.P to Damas with transit and arrival pmks. on 
reverse, colourful cover! 254/59 FDC 60 €

P 3191 1945 (27.VIII.), Censored air mail cover from Saida to Conakry, FRENCH GUINEA bearing on front 
and on reverse 1938 12½p. on 7.50p. (x4), 1940 5p. green-blue (x3) and 1945 Post Tax stamp 5p. 
on 30c. (SG T289) all tied by Saida cds, ‘13 Dec 45’ (inverted month) arrival cds on reverse, with 
censor strip and censor handstamps, with a few little stains but still good. 249, 253 a.o. b 80 €

3192• 1946/49, Partie mit 4 Luftpostbelegen nach Australien. Dabei Postkarte aus Beirut und Brief aus 
Tripoli je mit ZZ-Marke für die libanesische Armee sowie zwei Einschreibebriefe aus Beirut mit 
ZZ-Marken Palästina-Hilfe. Bedarfserhaltung. 1(2), 6, 7b u.a. b Gebot

P 3193 1949, Two different Souvenir sheets 75-Years-UPU, one with green inscription (mint NH) and one 
without inscription and denomination (as issued without gum, ONLY 500 ISSUED!), very under-
priced in Michel.

Bl. 12 a, Bl. 
12 b **/(*) 500 €

P 3194• 1959/68, four mostly different International Reply Coupons incl. LONDON type 35 P. surcharged in red 
‘40 P.’, 40 P. (two shades) and VIENNA type 40 P. with issuing pmk. ‘Kuwait (4JY/68)’ and additionally 
an arab reply coupon all with issuing pmks. of BEYROUTH (different dates), scarce and unusual quintet IAS GA 100 €

MACAU    
P 3195 1906. Picture post card of ‘Port Arthur’ addressed to the ‘l.M. Customs, Shanghai’ bearing Macao SG 79, 

1c orange tied by Correio/Macau date stamp ‘21st Dec’ with adjacent Customs/Lappa routed via Hong 
Kong ‘22nd Dec’ with arrival in the Shanghai Local Post and Shanghai/B.P.O. (Webb Type J). Very fi ne. b 500 €

P 3196 1910, bisect 6 A./100 A., a block of 9 tied “MACAU 30 JUL 10“ (9 strikes) to registered cover to Hong 
Kong w. next day arrival on reverse, crosswise bend not affecting stamps (T) b 150 €

P 3197 1917, 10 A. blue tied “MACAU 5--9-17“ to reverse of cover to Johannesburg, South Africa. Full 
contents in chinese. Also  Portugal 5 C. blue (same design) tied “LISBOA 9 4 17“ to bank cover to 
Holland, The Hague via Amsterdam (transit mark on reverse), french censor tape and tie-marks, to 
Portugese Embassy with full contents (bank letter, account copies), unusual. b 60 €

3198+ 1984/95, Chin. Neujahr, alle postfr. MH, ohne Tiger und Hase, einwandfrei. MH ex 513/785 **   70 €
3199• 1985, butterfl ies complete set and miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 230,-- 540/45, Bl. 3 **   50 €

MACAU - GANZSACHEN    
3200• 1888, 10 Reis blue King Luis I. stationery card, on reverse printed message from a furniture dealer, 

locally used Macao, 19.11.88. VF condition. Scarce. GA 100 €
P 3201• 1893, reply card w. 10 R. tied “CANTON * MY 25 93“ to Macau, on reverse “CANTON A MY 24 

93“ and  “MACAU 25 MAI 93“, message on reverse re. “coolies“, fi rst commercial usage we 
have seen GA 1.500 €

P 3202• 1893, 30/200 R. tied “MACAU 16 NOV 93“ to provisional double-card to Shanghai, reply part adhe-
ring unused GA 130 €

3203 1896, 5 a. on 30 r. postal stationery card used from “MACAU 6.MAR.96“ with text to Germany with 
arrival mark P 6 GA 80 €

P 3204 1898. Postal stationery card 3 avos lilac cancelled by Macau date stamp with adjacent ‘Customs 
Lappa’ double ring, routed via Hong Kong with transit addressed to Germany. Very fi ne. GA 600 €
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS      
see also 1445, 1568, 1847, 3396, 3677, 3679

P 3206• 1837, Straits Settlements boxed “PINANG / POST OFFICE 1837 MR 18“ in red on entire letter 
send by the “Prince of Wales Island Christian Association“  to London via France, boxed “INDIA 
LETTER / FALMOUTH“ and “30 aug 1837“ arrival. A fi ne examples of this rare Penang postal 
marking of which ONLY 9 COVERS RECORDED IN RED. (T) b 1.100 €

P 3207 1839 (17.2) entire letter from Penang showing a fi ne strike of the boxed PENANG / SHIP LETTER 
/ 1839 FEB / BEARING 2 AS handstamp send to Madras, with Ship Letter arrival mark. This 
rarity of Penang prephilately is only recorded on 5 covers all dated between January 1839 and 
August 1839. THIS ENTIRE SHOWS THE FINEST AND MOST EXHIBITABLE STRIKE OF THE RARE 
POSTMARK. Ex P.H.Tay Grand Prix collection. b 2.300 €

P 3208 1846, “SINGAPORE/18(46 November) 7/Bearing“ trisected h/s in black (not recorded this form by 
Proud) on reverse of entire from Batavia to London ‘via Marseilles’, with blue sender oval and “ZEZ-
BRIEF/FRANCO“ oval h/s in blue on front, red London arrival cds (20 Dec 1846) on reverse. Vert. 
cover fold at left but still a good letter with scarce postmarks. b 260 €

P 3209 1854, Indian lithographed 2a. green used in PENANG with “B/147“ octogonal handstamp, with 
equally wide margins, fresh and fi ne. (SG £400) (SG Z22) g 130 €

P 3210• 1854, India Used in PENANG: Three lithographed stamps used with clear strikes of “B/147“ Bengal 
type numeral in PENANG, i.e. 1a red (Die I, four margins), 2a. green (close to full margins) and 4a. 
blue & red (Head Die III, cut-to-shape remaining 1-3 frame-lines). A GOOD/VERY FINE TRIO OF SCAR-
CE STAMPS WITH GOOD/SUPERB STRIKES OF PENANG “B/147“ octogons. (SG £2475)

(SG Z21, Z22, 
Z25) g 400 €

P 3211 1863. Envelope addressed to England bearing SG 40, 1d rose-red (minor faults) tied by ‘A 86’ 
mail boat obliterator endorsed ‘From Geo. Fossick on board H.M.S. “Scout“ Singapore/John G. 
Hamner Commanding Offi cer’, m/s ‘P.P.’ with Ripon arrival on reverse ‘Ja 31/64’. (Postal re-
cords indicate the cover left Singapore ‘22/12/63’ on the P. & O. “Orissa“ via Galle, Ceylon 
‘29/12/63, departing Galle on the P. & O. “Mooltam“ to Suez ‘15/1/64’ then overland to Ale-
xandria ‘18/1’ then on the P. & O. “Pera“ arriving Southampton ‘30th Jan 64’). The H.M.S. 
“Scout“ was a Corvette (1462 Tons) commanded by John G. Hamner. A very rare soldiers conces-
sion cover from Singapore. GB SG 40 b 1.400 €

P 3212 1867, Queen Victoria 12 c. on 4 a. green with double surcharge in red, unused with original 
gum, tiny spots on gum, otherwise fi ne and fresh colour, very rare stamp SG 7 a *    1.300 €

P 3213 1875. Envelope addressed to England bearing Straits Settlements SG 13, 6c lilac and SG 15, 12c 
blue (pair) tied by ‘bamboo’ obliterator with Singapore/Paid date stamp ‘Mr 25 75’ in red, endorsed 
‘via Brindisi’ with Southampton arrival on reverse. Attractive item. b 400 €

P 3214• 1875, CIRCLE OF DOTS cancellation + PAID cds: Cover from Singapore to Paris franked by 
wing-marginal vert. pair of 1867 8c. orange-yellow tied by TWO SUPERB STRIKES of CIRCLE OF 
SQUARED DOTS (Proud K15 ‘in use from 26th Jan. 1875 to April 1876’), alongside with “P.D.“ 
h/s in red (Proud PD5), red “SINGAPORE PAID/A/JA 2/75“ cds (Proud PD7), and octogonal 
French Suez-Marseille maritime datestamp in red, and on reverse with Marseille-Paris transit 
and arrival datestamps. Cover with missing back-fl ap and short tears at top and lateral, stamps 
are fresh and fi ne, and superb strikes of Singapore postmarks. Following Proud and seeing the 
date of the Singapore d/s (2nd Jan. 1875) it can be reasoned that this cover represents the 
EARLIEST USAGE OF THE CIRCLE OF DOTS HANDSTAMP. 13 (SG 14) (2) b 1.500 €

P 3215• 1879/1906 (ca.), cover/card/ppc to Hamburg/Germany:  QV 12 C. light blue tied grid to envelope 
w. red “SINGAPORE PAID JA 29 79“ alongside, on reverse french TPO “MARSEILLE LYON SPECIAL 27 
FEVR 79“ and “HAMBURG 1/3 79“ arrival. Also card QV 3 C. “SINGAPORE DE 14 95“ w. arrival. 
Ceylon KEVII 6 C. w. “GALLE FACE HOTEL / COLOMBO“ savings mark tied “COLOMBO MR 13 06“ 
with boxed “T“ and blue crayon marks and arrival.

b/GA/
Ak 100 €

P 3216• 1878-1994, Three covers and front of cover to England/Scotland with sender or forwarder cachets 
or security handstamps: 1878 cover from Singapore to Edinburgh franked with wing-marginal 12c. 
blue tied by (indistinct) sender cachet in blue, cancelled with “B/172“ numeral, red “SINGAPORE/A/
FE 4/78/PAID“ cds alongside, large part of front of cover to London (1889) bearing marginal 4c. 
and top right corner marginal 8c. tied by scarce Singapore double-ring h/s (without date) and sen-
der oval, 1891 cover from Singapore to England franked with 5c. blue bearing violet “C.M.B.“ h/s 
(Chartered Mercant. Bank, with red seal on reverse), and 1894 forwarded cover Singapore-London 
franked by QV 8c bearing violet ‘G & Co’ h/s, with violet oval “FORWARDED BY/GUTHRIE & Co./
SINGAPORE“ on reverse. Mixed condition but still an attractive and interesting quartet. b 200 €

P 3217• 1879-84: Five better surcharged stamps unused, with 1879 5c. on 8c. and 7c. on 32c. (SG 20+21 
both without gum), 1880 5c. on 8c. (SG 42 mint), 1883 2c. on 8c. (SG 57 without gum), and 1884 
8c. on 8c. on 12c. (SG 80 mint). (SG about £1100) ex 19/51 */(*) 150 €

3218• 1880, 10 on 30c claret, ovpt Type (a), mint lightly hinged, fresh and fi ne. Signed Engel. (SG £300) 22 (SG 33) *    80 €
3219• 1883, 2c. on 8c. ovptd. by SG Type 20d, unused with part o.g., signed P. Scheller, fi ne, and 2c. on 

32c ovptd. by SG Type 20a, unused without gum (re-gummed), bottom corner perfs shortened, 
good. (SG £170 + £850 for mint)

43, 44 (SG 
57, 59) */(*) 100 €

P 3220• 1883, 2c. on 32c. with SG Type 20f ovperprint, unused with original gum, violet owner mark on 
back, fi ne. P. Scheller certifi cate. (SG £1300) 44 (SG 60) *    300 €
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P 3221• 1883, 2c. on 32c. with SG Type 20f ovperprint, unused without gum, fi ne. P. Scheller certifi cate. (SG 
£1300 for mint) 44 (SG 60) (*)  150 €

P 3222• 1884, 8 on 8c. on 12c. dull purple, mint with several hinge marks on original gum, fresh and good. 
(SG £475) 51 (SG 80) *    100 €

3223 1886, QV PS card 3c blue from Singapore (31st May 1886) to Kopenhagen, DENMARK, with small 
Singapore double ring obliterator and Singapore cds, and Danish ‘’V./OMB.1/2 7 86’’ and ‘’K./
OMB.1/2 7 86’’ cds’s alongside. Vertical trace of folding otherwise a fi ne card, and a scarce desti-
nation. GA Gebot

P 3224+ 1886, 8 C. orangegelb, 2 Ex. auf Kabinettbrief mit zartem K2 “SINGAPORE“ sowie zusätzlich roter 
Absender-Ovalstempel “PUTTFARCKEN, RHEINER & CO. SINGAPORE“ nach MAINZ, Deutschland. 
Die Absenderentwertung wurde angebracht, um eine Unterschlagung der Postwertzeichen durch 
das Personal auf dem Wege zum Postamt zu unterbinden. Eine Brief- und Destinationsrarität! Foto-
attest Holcombe. (SG 14) 33  (2) b 800 €

P 3225• 1888, REVENUES: QV $25 in strip of fi ve plus single tied with three red $50 Singapore seals to piece 
of an Indenture. The 2nd stamp with two (off.) punch holes. A scarce multiple and high franking. d 100 €

P 3226• 1891, Postal stationery card 3c. blue used from Singapore to Flawyl, Switzerland by French ship 
mail, cancelled with small Singapore ‘30 March 1891’ cds, with red octogonal “LIGNE N/PAQ. FR. 
No.6/31 MARS/91“ French paquebot d/s and ‘25.IV.91’ arrival cds alongside. Card with a horizon-
tal fold through lower part otherwise fi ne. GA 60 €

P 3227 1892. Registered postal stationary card two cents on 3c blue upgraded with SG 83, 3c on 32c 
magenta, SG 90, 1c on 6c lilac and SG 91, 1c on 8c orange tied by Singapore date stamp with fra-
med ‘R/Singapore’ addressed to Germany with Aue arrival on face. Lovely four color franking on 
stationery. SG 83, 90, 91 GA 300 €

P 3228• 1894, Privately backprinted 1c. postal stationery card addressed locally to Hasslinger Esq., H.
J.M.S.S. “Saida“, cancelled with “SINGAPORE/D/JA 15/94“ cds, with advertisement backprint by 
“The Royal Hair Dressing Saloon - For Sale at G. Bettanin’s Museum of Ancient Curious“ (Weapons 
and Curios of the Middle Ages from Borneo, Java, New Guinea, Australia, Malaysia, Siam and other 
countries.) GA 80 €

3229 1898/1931, three entires: QV 8 C. (2, faults) and 5 C. used “PENANG“ 1899 on reverse of regi-
stered cover to India; Siam 2 C. pair canc. “SINGAPORE NO 16 1900“ on ppc to Germany; FMS 3 C., 
4 C., 20 C. tied oval “KUALA LUMPUR REGISTRERED 24 FEB 1931“ to reg. cover to Germany, Pen-
ang transit and arrival on reverse. b/Ak 80 €

P 3230 1898, Postkarte 3c, rs. oben Farb-Abb. “Greetings from Singapore“, als R-Karte mit Zfr. 5c von 
“Singapore 9.12.98“ nach Mainburg/Bayern, Mängel. GA 100 €

3231 1899, Doppelkarte 1 C. QV grün mit Zusatzfrankatur 3 C braun und “4 cents.“ auf 8 C hellblau mit 
Ortsverwendung “SINGAPORE JA 4 1901“, Antwortkarte ungebraucht.

H&G 7 a + Mi. 
66, 77 GA 90 €

P 3232 1900’s, MALAYAN RAILWAY NEWSPAPER STAMP 5c. black on pale green VERTICAL PAIR with serial 
numbers in black, USED with blue pen-strokes. Thin patch at foot and few weak stains but still a 
good and VERY SCARCE pair of the special stamps. g 350 €

P 3233 1900. Registered envelope (some wrinkles, minor faults) written from the Straits Settlements ad-
dressed to ‘German Feld Expedition Corps, Tientsin’ bearing Straits Settlements SG 95, 1c green 
and SG 98, 4c carmine (5) tied by Singapore double ring ‘Nov 29 00’ with framed hand-struck ‘R/ 
Singapore’, routed via Hong Kong ‘Dec 5’ and the Imperial Post Shanghai ‘9th Dec’ with Tientsin 
arrival in blue on reverse ‘26/12’ and forwarded to Peking with German Post in China ‘Peking/ 
Deutsche Post’ arrival ‘28/12 00’ on reverse. Very nice item of mail into the German Contingent 
during the Boxer Campaign. b 300 €

P 3234 1900(Feb 22)C.A. Robeiro & Co., Stationers, Stamp Dealers, Printers & Bookbinders, Singapore 
printed envelope registered to Hague bearing Straits Settlements 1c, 2 x 4c on 5c & 12c [SG 95, 
109 & 102] tied Singapore d/s & w/boxed Singapore/22 Feb 00/No/R h/s in black w/manu 220 
inserted & below upright R h/s in violet [Not listed Proud] & w/on reverse Brindisi [15 ???] transit 
d/s & Gravange [?? Mar] arrival d/s b 140 €

P 3235 1901, registration envelope QV 5 C. uprated QV 3 C., 4 C., 5 C., 10 C., 25 C., 50 C. tied “SINGAPORE 
SP 23 1901“ used local, slight vert. crease GA 80 €

P 3236• 1902/35, Registerded Letter Five Pence QV uprated with 9 stamps oft the KEVII 1902 issue (with 1 
and 2 $) to the Belgian consul in Singapore. Additionally a registered cover and a front to Australia 
(small faults). b 100 €

P 3237• 1902-03, KEVII. $100 purple and green/yellow, Wmk Crown CA, overprinted SPECIMEN, with large 
part original gum. The scarce stamp partially lost parts of the yellow background colour at top, and 
bears a violet dealer mark on back, otherwise fi ne. (SG £750) 91 (SG 122s) SPEC 200 €

P 3238• 1904/33, Three high values used fi scally: 1904-10 $25, 1912-23 $100 and 1921-33 $100 all were 
fi scally used, have been cleaned and provided with an obliteration, each with red B.P.A. certifi cate.

108, 153, 173, (SG 
139, 214, 240c) x 100 €

P 3239• 1904-10, $25 grey-green & black, on chalk-surfaced paper, Wmk Multiple Crown CA, unused with 
large part original gum, few slightly shortened perfs at left, fresh and still fi ne. B.P.A. certifi cate. (SG 
£3000) 108 (SG 139) *    800 €

P 3240• 1905, Freimarken König Edward VII.: 5-Farbenfrankatur (einen Marke mit Fleck) auf R-Brief ab Sin-
gapur nach Manaos/ Brasilein, Bedarfserhaltung, seltene Destination. b 130 €
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P 3241• 1912-23, KGV. $500 used fi scally with part of red $500 seal, fi ne. (SG £600) 154 (SG 215) g 100 €
3242• 1912-23, KGV. $500 used fi scally with large part of red $500 seal, fi ne. (SG £600) 154 (SG 215) g 100 €

P 3243• 1921-33, KGV. $25, Wmk Mult Script CA, overprinted SPECIMEN, lightly toned original gum with 
trace of hinge mark, fresh and fi ne. (SG £375) 172 (SG 240b) SPEC 180 €

P 3244• 1922, The probably unissued KGV. postal stationery card 8c. carmine with large “SPECIMEN“ over-
print, with minor imperfections (small corner fault at top left and slightly toned at top) but still good. 
A SCARCE POSTAL STATIONERY. H&G 32 GA 100 €

P 3245• 1926 (Aug 23) FIRST FLIGHT: Scarce return fl ight SINGAPORE-PORT SWETTENHAM to Kuala Lumpur 
cover fl own by Neville Vincent, with special one-line cachet “BY AIR MAIL“ in black, arrival cds on 
reverse. Appended is a photo of the airoplane. (Details: In 1926 an aerial survey was conducted in 
Sarawak and Borneo by the “Air Survey Company“, and after this had been completed the returning 
aircraft carried mail from Singapore (23. Aug. 1926 datestamp) to Port Swettenham or to Kuala 
Lumpur marked by the offi cial cachet “BY AIR MAIL“. The pilot was Neville Vincent, who was later 
Director of Civil Aviation India.) 177 b 500 €

P 3246 1931, SINGAPORE-BUSHIRE leg of 1st EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT AUSTRALIA-INDIA-ENGLAND ROUTE: 
Illustrated envelope (Aero-Philatelic Club, Calcutta) sent registered from Singapore to Bushire, Per-
sia, and ‘Retour’, franked with KGV. 30c., 10c. and 3c. all tied with Singapore ‘29 AP 31’ datestamp, 
reg. label and bilingual “BOUCHIR (DEPART)/10 V 31“ double-ring alongside, various Singapore, 
Bouchir, Calcutta and Karachi cds’s on reverse. Envelope with short tear at foot and further unim-
portant imperfections. A decorative and scarce cover. b 200 €

P 3247• 1933-34 Survey Department Essay 5c with three-quarter view of King in uniform with cross-hatched 
background on white glazed paper: Three top marginal blocks of six in orange, lilac and red, each 
with a guide cross at each corner, very fi ne. Essays (*)  300 €

P 3248• 1933, Printed commercial airmail cover from Singapore to Vienna, Austria sent by Thos. Cook & Son, 
Ltd. ‘By Dutch Air-Mail Singapore-Amsterdam’, franked with KGV. 50c., 5c. and 2c. all perfi nned “T 
C/& S“ and tied by Singapore ‘15 Nov’ double-ring d/s, with blue “P. & T.- Mail 25/BY AIR MAIL“ label, 
and on reverse with Rome and Venice airmail transit datestamps, and Vienna ‘25.XI.33’ arrival cds’s. 185 a.o. b 60 €

P 3249 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to India cancelled by Straits Settlements 25c red meter mark 
tied by ‘F.P.O. / No 32’ date stamp ‘25th Sept 41’ with framed ‘Passed by Censor/ Crown/ No 3366’ 
censor and Indian ‘Passed by Censor/ A 5’ on face with receiving on reverse. Very nice item from the 
lndian Field Post Offi ce in Singapore. b 150 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS-POST IN BANGK.    
P 3250• 1882-85, 6c. lilac ovptd. “B“, mint hinged, short perfs at lower right otherwise fresh and fi ne. (SG 

£325) 5 (SG 5) *    80 €
P 3251• 1882-83, 6c. lilac, 8c. orange and 24c. green all on paper with Wmk Crown CC, ovptd.  B  and used, 

fresh and fi ne. (SG about £600) 5, 6, 9 g 150 €
P 3252• 1882-84, Group of 11 used stamps overprinted “B“: 6c. and 8c. both on paper with Wmk Crown CC, 

2c. brown (signed Scheller), 2c. rose (three, one signed Scheller), 5c., 6c., 8c., 10c. and 12c. all on 
paper with Wmk Crown CA, mixed condition (some creases or thins or short perfs) but a useful 
group. (SG £1680) ex 5/21 g 200 €

P 3253• 1882-85, 10c. slate with large “B“ overprint, Wmk Crown CC, used, fi ne. Scheller certifi cate. (SG 
£1500) 7 (SG 7b) g 300 €

P 3254• 1883, 2c. on 32c. (ovpt. with wide ‘S’) surcharged “B“ for Bangkok, unusued without gum, damaged 
(closed tear and creases at left, missing perf at top right) but with original overprints, signed Schel-
ler. (SG £3000 for mint) 12 (SG 12) (*)  100 €

P 3255• 1883-84, Group of 11 mint/unused stamps (Wmk Crown CA) with “B“ overprints, with 2c. brown (no 
gum, signed J.-F. Brun), 2c. rose (x2, one signed Brun), 4c. brown (x4, one signed Brun), 5c. blue 
(x2), 6c. lilac and 8c. orange, with or without gum, two or three overprints may be doubtful, still good 
to fi ne group. (SG for mint: £2475)

ex 13/20 (ex 
SG 14/20) */(*) 300 €

P 3256• 1883, 4c. rose with large “B“ ovpt., used with bars obliterator, in good condition. Scheller certifi cate. 
(SG £1400) 14 (SG 16a) g 300 €

P 3257• 1883, 12c. brown-purple horizontal bottom left corner pair with marginal plate No.“1“, mint never 
hinged with lightly toned original gum, fi ne. Scheller certifi cate. (SG from £750 for two mint singles, 
Mi. 880 € for two mouted mint singles + 100% for unmounted mint + corner pair) 21 (SG 22) (2) p/** 400 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - BRIT. MILITÄRVERW.    
P 3258• 1946-50, Five covers and cards: 1947 air mail envelope from Negri Sembilan to BERMUDA, 1950 

air mail cover as ‘Forces Mail’ from Tanah Rata (Pahang) to England, and three 4c. postal stationery 
cards within Penang, from Penang to Perak, and from Butterworth, Penang to Kuala Lumpur. b/GA 100 €

P 3259• 1947 (June 21), Registered airmail cover from Masai, JOHORE to Genova, ITALY franked with $1, 
25c. and 10c. tied by “MASAI/21 JU/1947“ double-ring d/s (late date of use; Proud D2), Reg. label 
with ‘MASAI’ in m/s alongside, on reverse with Singapore transit and Italian 1st/2nd July arrival 
datestamps. Envelope with light corner creases but still fi ne. 7, 10, 12 b 60 €
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MALAIISCHER STAATENBUND    
P 3260• 1917, Censored cover from Kuala Selangor to Lahaye (now Den Haag, the Hague), Netherlands 

franked by 8c. ultramarine tied by “KUALA SELANGOR/P.M/14 DE/1917“ double-ring d/s, violet 
censor marks “LETTER CENSOR OFFICE/G.P.O.“ and framed “PASSED/BY CENSOR/PENANG“ 
alongside, Straits Settlements censor strip, and on reverse with Kuala Lumpur ‘14 Dec’ and Penang 
‘17 Dec’ transit datestamps, and arrival cds dated Feb. 16th, 1918. 42 b 100 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - JOHOR      
see also 3259

P 3261 1903, 1 C., 2 C. tied crowned “JOHORE BAHRU“ w. “vermilion “JOHORE BAHRU 10 MAY 11 PAID“ via 
!“SINGAPORE MY 11 1903“ to France 23. 24 Ak 150 €

P 3262 1908. Photographic post card of ‘His Highness the Sultan of Johore’ addressed to France bearing 
Johore SG 63, 3c purple and olive tied by Crown / Johore / Bahru double ring with Johore/ Bahru 
cds in red ‘24th Apr’ routed via Singapore with Longue arrival ‘25/5’ on face. Very fi ne. b 200 €

P 3263 1910. Picture post card of ‘Johore Market’ addressed to Paris bearing Johore SG 61, 1c purple and 
green and SG 62, 2c purple and orange tied by Johore/Bahru double ring ‘22/2’ with Johore cds 
and Singapore transit ‘Fe 23’ on face. Attractive item. b 150 €

P 3264 1938. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Gagnoa, Ivory Coast, French West Africa bearing 
Johore SG 109, 5c purple and sage green, SG 118, 40c purple and brown and SG 119, 50 purple 
and carmine tied by Scudai date stamp with matching registered label endorsed ‘via Air France/
Marseille Dakar’ with Johore Bahru and Singapore transits with Abidjan/Cote D’lvoire on reverse. 
Very scarce item of destination mail from Johore. b 330 €

P 3265• 1940’s (WWII): Air mail cover from a soldier of Australian 8th Division sent from Johore to N.S.W., 
AUSTRALIA bearing fi ne strike of “POSTAGE PAID/JOHORE/25 CENTS“ double-ring in red (similar to 
Proud PD5) and “AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL/FORCE/PASSED BY CENSOR/19“ rectangular framed cen-
sor cachet in violet, which was signed. Roughly opened (with tears from top) and somewhat creased 
but fi ne strikes of the scarce “Johore Paid“ h/s and the censor mark. b 100 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KEDAH      
see also 2693, 3911

P 3266 1920. Registered Advice of Receipt cover addressed to Penang bearing Kedah SG 26, 1c brown 
(pair), SG 27, 2c green and SG 31, 20c black and yellow green tied by Gurun double ring with 
boxed hand-struck ‘Gurun/R’ and ‘A.R.’ handstamp on face, routed via A/or Star with Penang 
receiver. Superb exhibition item. b 1.100 €

P 3267 1940(Aug) envelope to New Haven Conn franked Kedah 12c cancelled Jifra & w/Plain Brown rese-
aling label tied boxed Passed By/Censor 114/Singapore h/s w/on reverse partial Alor Star transit b 150 €

P 3268 1932. Envelope written from Vancouver addressed to Alor Star, Kedah bearing Canada SG 315, 3c 
scarlet tied by Vancouver slogan ‘Aug 16 ‘, routed via Hong Kong ‘9 Sept’ and Penang ‘15th Sept’ 
with Alor Star/ Kedah receiver ‘16th Sept’ and endorsed ‘Closed Down’ with framed instructional 
‘Undelivered For Reason Stated Return / Sender At Address Shown On Cover’ (Proud 1 10), oval 
‘Dead Letter Offi ce / Alor Star, Kedah’ ‘27th Sept’ and boxed ‘Retour’ with ‘Dead Letter Offi ce / 
Singapore ‘ in red ‘30th Sept’ and circular ‘Returned Letter Offi ce / Hong Kong’ date stamp ‘6th Oct’ 
(A year earlier than Proud records) with ‘Ottawa / Inspection Division / Dead Letter Offi ce’ on re-
verse. Wonderful item with very rare Alor Star instructional. b 500 €

P 3269 1940(Dec 26) Plain envelope by airmail to India franked on reverse Kedah 50c & 5c tied Alor Star 
d/s w/alongside Devakottai [4 Jan] & w/on face tri Passed For/Transmission/24 h/s in black b 110 €

P 3270 1942. Post Offi ce Form headed ‘Kedah Government / Registered Postal Packet’ sent from the ‘Go-
vernment Printing Offi ce; Alor Star’ addressed to Penang cancelled by ‘Alor Star / Ybin Kyoku / Ke-
dah 2602’ date stamp with additional ‘4th Jul 1602’ hand-stamp and framed hand-struck ‘AR.’ on 
face. A very rare Advice of Receipt Post Offi ce Form from the Thai Occupation of Kedah. Few items 
known. b 650 €

3271• 1950 ‘Sultan Tengku Badlishah’ $5 green & brown vertical pair on large-sized registered air mail 
cover 1955 from Penang to London, tied by “PENANG/3 AUG 55“ cds, reg. label alongside, further 
strikes of despatch cds on reverse. The pair with minor imperfections (creased, short perfs at top 
right) but a very scarce usage of a $5 pair on cover. (M) 81 8sg 90) (2) b 100 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KELANTAN      
see also 2697, 3771

3272• 1934 (Dec 6) cover Kuala Krai to Moorabool Victoria bearing aggregate franking 35c overpaying 
combined airmail rate 25c per ½oz., carried on fi rst fl ight of the regular airmail service England-Aus-
tralia, some ink staining (largely on reverse), backstamped Melbourne. AAMC 469n. b 80 €

P 3273 1941. Envelope (creased) addressed to the ‘Indian Military Hospital, India’ bearing Kelantan SG 45, 
8c olive tied by ‘F. P.O. No 34’ date stamp ‘5th Feb 41’ with framed ‘Passed by Censor/ Crown/ No 
2578’ censor cachet in violet on face and arrival in Forzepore on reverse. Scarce item from the In-
dian Field Post Offi ce 34 in Kuth Bahru, Kelantan. b 300 €
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN - NEGRI SEMBILAN      
see also 2696

P 3274 1905 (30/8), Kuala Klawang (formerly Jelebu): ppc (Kuala Lumpur - Engrance to Batu Caves) to 
London, bearing FMS 3c tied by “JELEBU“ c.d.s. (Type D3) and showing Seremban and Penang 
transit d.s. Ak 250 €

P 3275 1909 (6/2): Sungei Gadut, 3c stationery card to Cairo, cancelled by “SUNGEI GADUT“ double-ring 
d.s. (Type D2) and showing Seremban, Penang and Suez transit datestamps. GA 250 €

P 3276 1916 (24/11): Tiroi, envelope (at right raughly opened and shortened) to Seremban bearing, on 
reverse, FMS 3c tied by superb “TIROI“ oval d.s. in violet (Type D2, earliest recorded date) and sho-
wing arrival d.s. alongside. Rare. b 850 €

P 3277 1918 (19.11), GEMAS: envelope to Singapore bearing, on reverse, FMS 1c and 3c tied by “GEMAS“ 
double-ring d.s. (type D2, latest recorded date), showing arrival machine d.s. alongside and, on face, 
a fi ne strike of the Gemas c.d.s.; the envelope a little cut down at left. b 130 €

P 3278 1919 (8/8): Rantau, FMS 12c registered envelope to Bristol, uprated with 3c and 6c; each clearly 
cancelled by “RANTAU/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type D4 State 1), showing registration label and, on 
reverse, Seremban transit d.s. b 150 €

P 3279 1919 (30/9): Rembau, FMS 2c on 1c reply half of reply paid card to Tampin, clearly cancelled by 
“REMBAU’ double-ring ds. (type D3) and showing arrival datestamp alongside. GA 250 €

P 3280 1919 (16/4): Tampin, FMS 2c on 1c stationery card, addressed locally, cancelled by “TAMPIN“ dou-
ble ring d.s (Type D5) GA 120 €

P 3281 1925? (21/11): Siliau, envelope to USA, bearing FMS 6c vertical pair placed sideways and tied by 
“SILIAU/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type D3) and showing line triangular “sTu“ h.s. (Type UP1) below. b 400 €

P 3282 1926 (28/10): Mambau, postcard to England, bearing FMS 6c, clearly tied by fi ne “MAMBAU/F.M.S.“ 
double-ring d.s. (type D3) and showing Seremban transit d.s.alongside Ak 250 €

P 3283 1930 (17/6): Kuala Klawang (formerly Jelebu): FMS 12c registered envelope to Paris, uprated with 
3c and 12c; cancelled by “JELEBU / F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (type D6), showing registration label 
with Seremban and Singapore transit datestamps on reverse. b 230 €

P 3284 1930 (30/9): Seremban - Paul Street, FMS 15c registered envelope to Seremban, uprated with 4c 
and 12c clearly cancelled by “PAUL STREET. SEREMBAN/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2), showing 
registration label and circular-framed “A.R. “ (Type AR1). GA 250 €

P 3285 1934, 18 December, Airmail letter to London via Gemas 18 December. Franked $1.10, 70cts on 
reverse, these stamps unusually being cancelled in transit at Gemas, for double K.L.M rate of 55cts 
per ½oz. The stamps on the front are cancelled with D2.  This was conveyed by “Oehoe“, PH-A10 
which arrived in Amsterdam on 27 December. b 250 €

P 3286 1935 (20/8): Rembau, envelope registered to England bearing, on reverse, FMS 5c and 6c (10), all 
tied by “REMBAU/F.M.S.’“ double-ring d.s. (type D5), showing Seremban transit d.s. alongside and, 
on face provisional registration label b 130 €

P 3287 1936 (27/5): Kuala Pilah: envelope registered to Glasgow, bearing 1935-36 5c (3) and 8c; all tied 
by “KUALA PILAH/M.O.O.“ double-ring as. (Type R6), showing registration label and, on reverse, 
Seremban and Kuala Lumpur transit d.s. b 140 €

3288• 1937/40, Registered cover 1937 from Kuala Pilah to India and censored cover 1940 to New York. b 80 €
P 3289 1938 (3/6): Pedas, envelope to Glasgow, bearing 1935 4c vertical pair placed sideways and tied by 

“PEDAS“ double-ring ds. (type D2). Scarce. b 300 €
P 3290 1938 (26/12): Rembau, envelope to Genoa, bearing 1935-36 1c; 25c and $1, all tied by “REM-

BAU/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type D5); the envelope with some minor peripheral faults b 150 €
P 3291 1939 (17/3): Kuala Pilah: 2c stationery card to Malacca, crisply cancelled by “KUALA PILAH/F.M.S.“ 

double-ring d.s.; fi ne. GA 120 €
P 3292 1939 (9/5): Tampin, “Chettiar“ envelope from Burma to Tampin bearing, on reverse, 1a pair plus 

FMS Postage Due 1a strip of three applied and cancelled by “TAMPIN/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type 
D7) on arrival b 100 €

3293• 1940 (Dec 6) censored cover Seremban to Melbourne franked 55c for combined airmail service per 
½oz., Penang triangular “PASSED FOR/TRANSMISSION/6“ handstamp, additionally censored at 
Melbourne upon arrival, central crease. b 80 €

P 3294 1941 (23/5),Tanjong Ipoh: 2c stationery card to Java, uprated with 2c and Selangor 2c vertical pair, 
all cancelled by “TANJONG IPOH N.S/MALAYA“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2) and showing two different 
Censor h.s. one in red applied on arrival; the card with some light overall discolouration. GA 550 €

P 3295 1945, 14 December: 4 c Postcard (local rate) to Perak via Tampin 14 December. Struck with D5, the 
only recorded example. GA 600 €

P 3296 1945 (4/10): Nilai, stampless envelope., with Economy label affi xed to face, to Seremban sent du-
ring the free post period, showing “’NILAI“ double-ring cLs. (Type D2 State 2, earliest recorded date); 
some light creases b 300 €

P 3297 1947 (18/1): Nilai, Rubber Research Institute circular to Kuala Lumpur, bearing BMA 1c and 2c tied 
by light “NILAI“ double-ring ds. (Type D2 State 2). b 120 €

P 3298 1947 (15/1): Pengkalan Kempas, Rubber Research Institute circular to Kuala Lumpur, bearing BMA 
1c and 2c tied by light “’PENGALAN KEMPAS/N.S.“ double-ring d.s. (type D4). b 160 €
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PAHANG      
see also 2697

P 3299• 1889, 8c. orange with fi rst type “PAHANG“ ovpt., used 1890 with scarce “SINGAPORE“ in circle of 
dots obliterator (in use from 23. Jan. to 24. March 1890 only; see Proud K26). P. Scheller certifi cate. 
(SG £1800 + cancellation) 2 (SG 2) g 500 €

P 3300 1901 (31/3): Kuala Lipis, 1c stationery card to Raub, cancelled by light “KUALA LIPIS PAHANG“ c.
ds. (Type D3) and showing arrival datestamp alongside. GA 500 €

P 3301 Tras: 1908 (24/6): picture postcard to USA, bearing FMS 4c tied by poor “TRAS“ c.d.s. (Type D3), 
showing another mainly fi ne strike at top left with Kuala Kubu and part Penang transit datestamps. Ak 300 €

P 3302 1908 (24 November): Letter to Kuala Lumpur via Kuala Kubu 24 November arrived the same day. 
Franked 13cts for 3ct local rate plus 10c registration fee. The stamps are cancelled with D3, also 
struck with R2 (LRD). GA 700 €

P 3303 1908 (27 July): Registered letter to Holland via Kuala Kubu 27 July (D7) arrived 23 August. Franked 
26cts for double UPU rate of 8c per ½oz plus registration fee. The stamps are cancelled with D3. 
Also struck with R2 (E.R.D), some stains/ faults. GA 800 €

P 3304 1910 (8/11): Kuantan G.P.O., FMS 10c registered envelope to Singapore, uprated with 3c; can-
celled by “KUANTAN“ double-ring d.s. (Type D5) and showing, on reverse clear registration d.s. (Type 
R2 earliest recorded date). GA 150 €

P 3305 1922 (20/1): Kuantan G.P.O., envelope registered to Western Australia, bearing FMS 1c, 2c,and 
10c, all tied by “KUANTAN’“ double-ring d.s. (Type D8, the only recorded date) showing registration 
label at top left and, on reverse, Singapore transit d.s. b 120 €

P 3306 1923 (7/2): Kuala Krau, FMS 10c registered envelope to California, uprated with 2c and 6c (2) 
cancelled by “KUALA KRAU’“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2), showing registration label, and, on reverse, 
Singapore transit d.s.; envelope a little damaged at left caused through opening. GA 350 €

P 3307 1925 (12/2): Kuantan G.P.O., FMS 12c registered envelope to Kampar, uprated with 2c; 5c and 
10c; cancelled by “KUANTAN“ double-ring d.s. showing registration label, circular framed “A.R.“ and, 
on reverse, very fi ne arrival datestamp. GA 250 €

3308 1926 (11/5): Bentong, envelope to Manchester, bearing FMS 2c and 4c clearly tied by “BEN-
TONG/F.M.S. “ double-ring d.s. (Type D7) and showing Kuala Lumpur transit d.s. on reverse; the 
envelope with some peripheral faults. b 90 €

P 3309 1927 (5/2): Bentong, FMS 15c registered envelope to England, uprated with 3c and 6c, cancelled 
by “BENTONG“ double-ring d.s. (type D6), showing registration label and Kuala Lumpur transit d.s. GA 230 €

P 3310 1927 (19/12): Kuala Krau, FMS 12c registered envelope to London, uprated with 3c and 6c can-
celled by “KUALA KRAU“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2). showing provisional registration label and, on 
reverse, Kuala Kubu and Penang transit datestamps; some slight damage to fl ap caused through 
opening. GA 200 €

P 3311 1928 (21/12): Kuala Lipis, envelope to England, bearing FMS 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c and 6c, all tied by 
 KUALA LIPIS/F.M.S.  double-ring d.s. (Type D10), showing Airmail etiquette and, on reverse, Kuala 
Kabu and Penang transit datestamps b 90 €

P 3312 1929 (30/8): Kuala Rompin, FMS 2c stationery card to Chicago, uprated with 4c tied by “KUALA 
ROMPIN“ double-ring d.s. (Type D4, the only recorded example) and showing fi rm’s violet receiving 
h.s.; the card witb some peripheral discolouration. GA 600 €

P 3313 1935 (20/3): Tanah Rata, envelope to London, bearing Perak 1935 5c (5) tied by “TANAHRATA/
CAMERON HIGHLANDS“ double-ring ds. (Type D3, earliest recorded date). b 140 €

P 3314 1936 (16/1): Sungei Lembing, envelope to New Zealand, bearing FMS 25c tied by “SUNGEI LEM-
BING/F.M.S. “ double-ring d.s. (Type D4) and showing Sydney transit d.s. on reverse; the envelope 
with part fl ap missing and some light creases. b 250 €

P 3315 1937 (29/1): Ringlet (Renglet), envelope to Denmark, bearing 1936 12c tied by “RENGLET/CAME-
RON HIGHLANDS“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2). Scarce. b 500 €

P 3316 1938 (31/8): Mengkuang, 2c stationery card to Kuala Pilah, Cancelled by Slightly over-inked “MENG-
KUANG/MALAYA“ double-ring d.s. type D2, LRD; the card with creased lower right corner. RARE! GA 550 €

P 3317 1939 (3/5): Sungei Lembing, 15c registered envelope to Singapore, uprated with 5c, cancelled by 
“SUNGEI LEMBING/F.M.S“ double-ring d.s. (type D4) and Kuantan transit d.s., and showing Sin-
gapore transit datestamp. GA 450 €

P 3318 1939 (27/12): Triang, envelope to Bristol, bearing 1935 4c pair tied by “TRIANG/F.M.S. “double-ring 
d.s. (Type D3) and Showing black “PASSED/FOR/TRANSMISSION“ h.s. b 450 €

P 3319• 1940, Two covers to the U.S.A.: Censored air mail cover from Kuala Lumpur to Sierra Madre, Cal. 
(10-colour-franking), and censored cover from Ringlet, Cameron Highlands to Cranford, N. J. (fran-
ked 2c. green tied by double ring d/s, with censor triangle alongside). The Ringlet cover with dama-
ged corner at top right otherwise an attractive pair of fi ne and scarce covers. b 120 €

P 3320 1941 (23/5): Mela, 2c stationery card to Singapore uprated with 1935 2c, clearly cancelled by 
“MELA/MALAYA’“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2); the card with two fi lled-in punch holes at foot. GA 700 €

3321 1947 (18/1): Triang, Rubber Research Institute circalar to Kuala Lumpur, bearing BMA 1c and 2c 
tied by “TRIANG“ double-ring d.s. (Type D3). b 120 €
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P 3322 1947 (16/1): Tras, Rubber Research Institute circular to Kuala Lumpur, beariug BMA 1c and 2c tied 
by “TRAS“ datestamp (Type D8 earliest recorded date). b 300 €

P 3323 1947 (14/1): Karak, Rubber Research Institute circular to Kuala Lumpur, bearing BMA 1c and 2c 
clearly tied by “KARAK/AGENCY“ double-ring d.s. (type D4). b 300 €

P 3324 1948 (21/2): Benta, BMA 15c registered envelope to Kuala Lumpur, uprated with 15c, clearly can-
celled by “BENTA“ c.d.s. (Type D5, earliest recorded date), showing provisional registration label 
with arrival datestamp on reverse; the envelope a little reduced at left. GA 550 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PENANG      
see also 1869, 1907, 2839, 3210

P 3325 1895 (28 February): Letter to Bindjey in Sumntra, via N.l Agent Penang 28 February and Medan 2 
March, arrived 3 March. Franked 8c for the UPU rate. The stamp is cancelled with K15 also struck 
with D22 and I50 as it missed the mail. b 700 €

P 3326 1897, “MONEY ORDER INTIMATION“, OPS form from “TAI PING 18 JA 97“, scarce form GA 300 €
P 3327 1902, incoming mail, Germany, card 5 Pf. uprated 5 Pf. canc. “BERLIN N.W.52  3.3.02“ to pas-

senger aboard NGL postal steamer “König Albert“ via GENOVA, fwd. note “Penang“ w. “PENANG AP 
4 1902“, readressed to Weltevreden/Dutch East Indies, total 10 markings (inc. DEI Postagent Pen-
ang?) on front GA 100 €

P 3328 1912 (25/11): Butterworth, 10c registered envelope to London, uprated with 1c. vertical strip of 
four and 6c.., all cancelled by “BUTTERWORTH“ c.ds (type D5) and showing, on face, provisional 
registration label fi ne. GA 150 €

P 3329 1912 (16/7): Bukit Mertajam, 10c registered envelope to New York. uprated with 4c pair, clearly 
tied by “BUKIT MERTAJAM’“ c.d.s. (type D4) and showing provisional registration label. Neat and 
attractive. GA 140 €

P 3330 1921 (11/6): Eastern and Oriental Hotel, 10c registered envelope to Pretoria, uprated with 4c., 
cancelled by “EASTERN & ORIENTAL/PENANG“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2),s howing fi ne registration 
h.s. (Type R2) and showing Colombo transit d.s. on reverse. GA 300 €

3331 1923 (2/1): envelope to Madras, bearing 6c (3) and 10c tied by Penang double-ring d.s. and show-
ing rme framed “LATE FEE PAID“ h.s. (Type I56) with arrival datestamp on reverse. b 120 €

P 3332 1925 (10/9): Eastern and Oriental Hotel, 10c registered envelope to England, uprated with 2c and 
10c, cancelled by “EASTERN AND ORIENTAL HOTEL/PENANG“ double-ring d.s. (Type D3, earliest 
recorded date), showing provisional registration label and Penang transit d.s. GA 300 €

P 3333 1925 (23/1): Prai (Prye), envelope (opened out for display) registered to England, bearing 1c (3, two 
on reverse) and 5c (3, one on reverse), all tied by “PRYE/PENANG“ double ring d.s. (Type D3) and 
showing provisional registration label. b 250 €

P 3334 1929 (20/12): Pulau Tikus, 15c registered envelope to England, uprated with 3c pair, cancelled by 
“PULAU TIKUS/PENANG“ double-ring d.s. (type D2), showing provisional registration label and legi-
ble framed “RECOMMANDE“ h.s. (type R4), smallcorner faults. GA 250 €

P 3335 1933, envelope from Kuala Lumpur (sender’s h.s. on fl ap) to Germany, bearing FMS 12c cancelled 
in transit with Penang double-ring d.s. (20/5) and showing large framed “TRAIN LETTER“ h.s. in vio-
let (type TL9). b 130 €

P 3336 1934 (17/12): Kepala Batas, 15c registered envelope to Netherlands, uprated with 2c., 5c and 
50c., clearly cancelled by “KEPALA BATAS (P W)/S.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2), showing provisional 
registration label and Airmail etiquette. GA 160 €

P 3337 1936 (7/3): Bukit Tambun, envelope to Glasgow, bearing 4c vertical pair (upper stamp with perf 
faults) placed sideways and neatly tied by fi ne “BUKIT/TAMBUN/S.S“ double-ring d.s. (Type D7) and 
showing, on reverse, “SIMPANG AMPAT/S.S.“ double-ring transit d.s. (Type D3). b 300 €

3338 1940 (6/1): Prai (Prye), envelope to California, bearing 4c and 5c (2) tied by “PRAI-S.S.“ double-ring 
d.s. (Type D5) and showing unframed “PASSED/FOR/TRANSMISSION“ h.s. b 120 €

3339 1941 (3/4): Butterworth, envelope to USA, bearing 5c (3) tied by “BUTTERWORTH/S.S.“ double-ring 
d.s. (Type D8), showing brown sealing tape at left tied by violet Censor h.s. b 90 €

P 3340 1947 (18/9): Sungei Bakup, envelope to Penang, bearing BMA 10c clearly tied by skeleton “SUNGEI 
BAKAI“ skeleton c.d.s. Rare. b 130 €

3341 1947 (28/8): Nibong Tebal, envelope to Glasgow, bearing BMA 50c clearly tied by “NIBONG TEBAL“ 
skeleton d.s. (Type D11). Scarce. b 120 €

3342 1950 (3/5): Eastern and Oriental Hotel, Airmail envelope registered to Glasgow, bearing 1949 15c 
vertical pair and 45c clearly tied by “E AND 0 HOTEL/PENANG’“ skeleton d.s. (Type D5) and showing 
provisional registration label Scarce. b 90 €

3343 1969, Meter mark label ‘Mansfi eld & Co. Ltd., Penang, Malaya’ 150c. on special SUEZ CANAL ship 
letter from B. Hill, Captain on board Blue Funnel steamship “Talthybius“ to his wife in England bearing 
three special ship stamps ($1, $2) tied by “TALTHYBIUS...“ cachet and “2 FEB 1969“ datestamp. (T) b 60 €
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERAK      
see also 2653

P 3344• 1880-81, 2c. brown, Wmk Crown CC, ovptd. “PERAK“, unused without orig. gum (re-gummed), si-
gned ‘Scheller’. 3 (*)  100 €

P 3345• 1883, 2c. on 4c. rose, unused without orig. gum (re-gummed), good. P. Scheller certifi cate. (SG 
£700 for mint) 5 (SG 16) (*)  100 €

P 3346• 1895-99, Two singles $25 green & orange used fi scally, have been cleaned and provided with an 
obliteration, one (faded colours) bears a squared Lahat cds, the other (fresh colours) shows a 
squared Ipoh cds, both with red B.P.A. certifi cate. 33 (SG 80) (2) x 80 €

P 3347 1885: (June): Taiping, envelope to England, bearing Straits Settlements 1882 10c (2) tied by oval of 
bars (Type K1), showing Penang transit c.d.s. alongside and, on reverse, legible strike of rare 
“THAIPING/LARUT“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2). b 850 €

P 3348 1892 (Jan): Janing, stampless front to Bristol, showing very fi ne framed “JANING/UPPER PER-
AK“ d.s. in violet (Type D2) overstruck by “I.B./5D“ tax as. applied on arrival, light Kwala Kangs-
ar c.d.s., circular-framed “T“ and blue crayon “25“; the front with some fauIts including staining. 
A very rare marking. d 2.500 €

P 3349 1893 (29/8): Parit Buntar, envelope to India bearing, on reverse, Straits Settlementws 5c tied by 
oval of bars (Type K1), showing Penang transit d.s. alongside and, on face, “PARIT BUNTAR“ c.d.s. 
(Type D3). b 500 €

P 3350 1895 (19/10): Taiping, envelope registered to New Zealand bearing, on reverse, 1893 1c (13) tied 
by fair “TAIPING/POST OFFICE“ squared-circle d.s. (Type D9) and sbowing Penang, Wellington and 
Oamaru datestamps with, on face. fi ne strike of registration d.s. (Type R3). b 450 €

P 3351 1896 (29/4): Teluk Anson, 1c stationery card to Germany, uprated with Straits Settlements 1895 
3c, cancelled by light “TELUK ANSON/POST OFFICE“ squared-circle d.s., showing Penang and arrival 
datestamps. A scarce combination. GA 300 €

P 3352 1897 (23/11): Ipoh G.P.O., envelope to England, bearing Straits Settlements 1894 8c tied by fi ne 
“IPOH/POST OFFICE“ sqnared-circle d.s. and showing, on reverse, Taiping and Penang transit da-
testamps. b 500 €

P 3353 1898 (4 April), registered, A.R letter to London via Ipoh 4 April, Penang 6 April arriving 30 April. 
Franked 34cts (24c on reverse) for the UPU 2oz letter rate (3x 8c) plus 5cts registration fee & 5ct 
A.R. fee. The stamps are cancelled with D3, also struck with R1 (E.R.D) & AR1 (E.R.D). b 600 €

P 3354 1900 (5/9): Tapah, outward half of 1c reply paid card to Batu Gajah, cancelled by “TAPAH“ 
squared-circle d.s. (type D3) and showing arrival datestamp below. GA 170 €

P 3355 1900 (17/3): Ipoh G.P.O., lc stationery card to Batu Gajah, caneelled by “IPOH/POSTOFFICE“ 
squared-cirde d.s. (Type D3) and showing arrival d.s. alongside. GA 170 €

P 3356 1908 (12/8): Tronoh, picture postcard (penang Weed Quay) to Sweden bearing, on picture side, 
FMS 3c clearly tied by fi ne “TRONOH’ squared-circle d.s. (Type D2). Ak 250 €

P 3357 1909 (10/12): Gula, picture postcard (Market, Ipoh) to Scotland, bearing FMS 4c clearly tied by 
“GULA“ double-ring d.s. (type D2, earliest recorded date) and showing Kuala Kurau and Penang 
transit datestamps. Ak 300 €

P 3358 1911 (1/1): Bagan Serai, FMS 1c stationery card to Penang, cancelled by “BAGAN SERAI/POST 
OFFICE“ squared-cirde d.s. (Type D2) and showing Parit Buntar and Penang datestamps. GA 120 €

3359• 1912, Picture postcard sent as printed matter by the RAILWAY AGENCY in Tanjong Rambutan to 
Bucarest, RUMANIA, franked on picture side with Fed. Malay States 1c. green tied by large violet 
oval datestamp “POST OFFICE/TANJONG RAMBUTAN/13 JUN 12“, with Ipoh and Penang transit 
datestamps and Bucarest ‘8 July’ arrival cds’s. Card slightly stained but an unusual card and desti-
nation, and a scarce oval ‘postmark’ from Tanjong Rambutan station (opened as a railway agency, 
upgraded to a Post Offi ce in 1914.) b 80 €

P 3360 1912 (15/9): Selama, envelope to Paris, bearing FMS 8c tied by fi ne “SELAMA “ double ring d.s. 
(Type D2) and showing another superb strike at top. b 120 €

P 3361 1915 (28/12): Chendriang, FMS 1c stationery card to Telok Anson, clearly cancelled by fi ne “CHEN-
DERLANG“ squared-circle d.s. (Type D2) and showing Temoh and arrival datestamps; the card with 
two tiny punctures. GA 230 €

P 3362 1917 (5/5): Lumut, envelope to USA, bearing Straits Settlements 5c (2) tied by “LUMUT/PENANG“ 
double-ring d.s. (Type D5) and showing another fi ne strike at lower left. b 300 €

P 3363 1917 (6/11): Hutan Melintang, picture postcard (Tin mining in Serandah, Selangor) to Sweden, 
bearing FMS 3c tied “UTAN MELINTANG“ (type D2) and showing Taiping, Teluk Anson and Penang 
transit datestamps; some minor corner creases. Ak 120 €

P 3364 1919 (16/8): Teluk Anson, envelope to USA, bearing FMS 2c (4) tied by “TELUK ANSON“ double-ring 
d.s. (type D7) and showing Tax h.s. (type UP2) at lower right with manuscript “5“ alongside. b 250 €

P 3365 1923 (6/4): Trong, FMS 2c stationery card to Taiping, clearly cancelled by“TRONG“ double-ring d.s. 
(type D3) and sbowing arrival d.s. alongside. GA 250 €

3366 1924 (June): Taiping, under-franked envelope from India to Kuala Lumpur bearing, on reverse, India 
½A pair and showing boxed “TAIPlNG/8 Cts/TO PAY“ h.s. in violet (Type UP15). b 90 €
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P 3367 1926 (6/8): Bagan Datoh, FMS 12c registered envelope to Manchester, uprated with 3c and 6c, 
clearly cancelled by “BAGAN DATOH“ donble-ring d.s. (Type D5, latest recordedd ate), showing regis-
tration label and Teluk Anson transit d.s. GA 130 €

P 3368 1928 (28/8): Lenggong, envelope registered to England bearing, on reverse, FMS 1c and 4c (5), all 
clearly tied by “LENGGONG“ squared-circle d.s. (Type D2) and sbowing Kuala Kangsar transit d.s. 
and, on face, provisional registration label. b 170 €

P 3369 1929 (15/2): Ipoh East, envelope registered to England bearing, on reverse, FMS 1c and  10c pair 
clearly tied by “IPOH SUB OFF1CE“ double-ring d.s. (Type D1) and showing, on face, another strike 
and registration label. b 160 €

P 3370 1930 (25/11): Ayer Tawar, envelope to Ipoh bearing, on reverse, FMS 4c clearly tied by “AYER TA-
WAR“ double-ring ds. (Type D1) and sbowing Taiping and Ipoh machine ds. alongside. b 250 €

P 3371 1931 (6/1): Behrang, FMS 15c registered envelope to New York, uprated with 6c and 12c, clearly 
cancelled by “BEBRANG/F.M.S.“ double-ring ds. (type D2) and showing Tanjong, Malim, Kuala Lum-
pur and arrival datestamps; the envelope with some small peripheral faults. GA 500 €

P 3372 1932 (11/2): Ipoh New Town, picture postcard to New York bearing, on picture side, FMS 2c and 4c, 
both tied by “IPOH NEW TOWN/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2, latest recorded date). Ak 400 €

P 3373 1933 (4/3): Parit Buntar, envelope to England, bearing FMS 1c (2) and 4c clearly tied by “PARIT 
BUNTAR/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (Type D8), and showing Tax h.s. (Type UP2, latest recorded date) 
alongside. b 250 €

P 3374 1936 (16/5): Kampong Gajah, 2c stationery card to Kuala Kangsar, cancelled by ligbt “KAMPONG 
GAJAH/F.M.S.“ double-ring ds. (Type D2); card witb small central surface fault. GA 250 €

P 3375 1936 (1 December), Registered letter to Singapore via Tapah Road 1 December 1936 arrived 2 
December. Franked 25cts for internal rate of 5ct per 2oz plus 15c registration fee & 5c excess. The 
letter is from a sailor which is probably the reason a Negri Sembilan stamp is used. b 450 €

P 3376 1937 (9/12): Teluk Anson, 2c stationery card to New York, cancelled by “TELOK ANSON/F.M.S.“ 
double-ring d.s. (Type D4) and showing Tax h.s. (Type UP2) below with manuscript “20c“ alongside; 
small corner crease. GA 250 €

3377• 1938 (Aug 23) cover Ipoh to Hamilton Victoria bearing solo franking of 8c for Empire Air Mail 
Scheme “all-up“ rate per ½oz., rare this origin/destination. b 100 €

P 3378 1939 (31/5): Ulu Bernam, KLM airmail envelope registered to Switzerland, bearing 1936 $1 and 
1938 5c, 10c and 35c, all tied by “ULU BERNAM/F.M.S.“ double-ring d.s. (type D2), showing regis-
tration label and, on reverse, Utan Melintang, Telok Anson and Penang transit datestamps. b 120 €

3379• 1939 (Sep 28) early censored cover Taiping to Brisbane franked for post-EAMS combined airmail 
rate 55c per ½oz., scarce Singapore Censor tape, small blemishes. b 100 €

P 3380 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to Denmark bearing Perak SG 112, 10c purple and SG 115, 25c 
scarlet and purple (pair) tied by Ulu Bernam/F.M.S. double ring routed via Penang with ‘Passed by 
Censor’ tied by framed ‘Passed by/3/Censor’ cachet, forwarded via London with ‘Opened by Cen-
sor/PC 66’ label and German censor applied and tied on arrival by circular red censor cachet. 
Scarce item into occupied Northern Europe. b 330 €

P 3381 1945 (Nov): Selama, BMA 4c stationery card from Ipoh to Selama and re-addressed to Penang, 
lightly cancelled by double-ring d.s. and showing framed “SELAMA“ h.s. (Type D4) with “NOV. 10 
1945“ b.s. alongside and showing Taiping transit d.s. Rare. GA 350 €

P 3382 1945 (October): Letter to England, arrived 1 November, sent during the free postage period (fi nis-
hed 21.10.45). Struck with D9, the only recorded example. This mark was used later on registered 
letters. b 600 €

P 3383 1945 (25/9): Teluk Anson, stampless “Chettiar“ to India sent during the free post period showing, 
on reverse, fair to fi ne framed “TELUK ANSON“ h.s. (Type D15) with datestamp below. Very rare. b 450 €

P 3384 1945 (26/10): Parit Buntar, envelope to India, bearing BMA 8c tied by “(Parit Buntar)“ h.s. in violet 
(Type D9) with manuscript date below and showing Censor label and h.s. at left; the envelope a little 
soiled. Very rare. b 600 €

P 3385 1946 (13/6): Sauk, envelope to England, bearing BMA 10c (5) clearly tied by “SAUK/F.M.S.“ dou-
ble-ring d.s. (Type D2). b 230 €

P 3386 1946 (16/11): Kuala Kurau, envelope to Penang, bearing BMA 8c tied by mainly fi ne “KUALA KU-
RAU/PERAK“ temporary rubber d.s. (Type D5) with manuscript date in centre. Rare. b 500 €

P 3387 1946 (19/9): Ipoh East, envelope registered to Glasgow, bearing BMA 5c (3) and 50c clearly tied by 
“IPOH EAST“ skeleton c.d.s. (Type D4) and showing promional registration label; the envelope with 
some creases at top. b 120 €

3388 1946 (6/5): Sungkai, envelope registered to Tapah, bearing BMA 5c and 15c pair tied by “SUNGKAI“ 
skeleton c.d.s. (Type D9), showing provisional registration label and unframed “A.R“ h.s. (Type AR3). b 130 €

P 3389 1947 (23/1): Trolak, Rubber Research lnstitute circular to Kuala Lumpur, bearing BMA 1c and 2c 
tied by clear “TROLAK/PERAK’“ c.d.s. in violet (type D5) with manuscript date in centre. Very rare! b 700 €

3390 1947 (17/1): Slim River, rubber Research Institute circular to Kuala Lumpur, bearing BMA 1c and 2c 
tied by fi ne “SLIM RIVER“ skeleton c.d.s. (type D4). b 120 €
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERLIS    
P 3391• 1919, REGISTERED cover from PERLIS to Penang franked with Straits KGV. 1c. black (x2) and 4c. 

rose-scarlet and Kedah 2c. green and 3c. black & red all tied by scarce “PERLIS/4.-10. 19“ cds from 
THAI P.O., backstamped Perlis Reg. cachet, Alor Star, Kedah transit d/s and Penang arrival d/s. A 
fi ne cover and a very scarce combination usage of Straits and Kedah defi nitives in Perlis especially 
as registered mail.

Straits 157, 
159 + Kedah 
2, 18 b 350 €

P 3392• 1919, Cover from Perlis to Penang franked with two singles of Kedah 1c., Straits 1c. and 4c. all tied 
by “PERLIS/14.10.19“ cds, on reverse with Alor Star, Kedah trasit double-ring and Penang arrival 
datestamp- A fresh and fi ne and scarce cover. b 100 €

P 3393 1932. Envelope written from Vancouver addressed to Kangar, Perlis bearing Canada SG 314, 3c on 
2c scarlet tied by Vancouver slogan ‘No 24’, routed via Singapore ‘21st Dec’ and Alor Star/Kedah 
‘23rd Dec’ with Kangar/ Perlis receiver ‘26th Dec’ and endorsed ‘Address Left’ with framed instruc-
tional ‘Undelivered For Reason Stated Return/Sender At Address Shown On Cover’ (Proud 110), oval 
‘Dead Letter Offi ce / Alor Star, Kedah’ ‘13th March’ and boxed ‘Retour’ with ‘Dead Letter Offi ce / 
Singapore’ in red ‘15th March’ on face and ‘31st March’ on reverse with circular ‘Returned Letter 
Offi ce / Hong Kong’ date stamp ‘5th April 33’ with Ottawa / Inspection Division / Dead Letter Offi ce 
My 6th’ on reverse. Wonderful item of mail into Perlis with very rare Alor Star instructional. Exhibiti-
on item. b 650 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SARAWAK      
see also 1280, 1281, 1286

P 3394• 1878, Cover to Singapore, franked with 1875 6c. green and 12c. red on pale rose, cancelled by 
fi ne strikes of “SARAWAK/18/DEC/78/POST OFFICE“ double-oval datestamp in black (Proud 
D1), endorsed ‘ Per “Rajah Brooke“ ‘, red “SINGAPORE/.../PAID“ arrival cds alongside. Minor im-
perfections (envelope roughly opened and slightly creased, the 12c. adhesive with uneven perfs) 
but still a good and VERY SCARCE COVER bearing SCARCE POSTMARKS. B.P.A. certifi cate. 5, 7 b 5.000 €

3395 1892, 1 C./3 C., a top margin block of  30 (6x5), each stamp cto “SARAWAK 6 SEP 93“, margin ba-
cked 21 (30) g 90 €

P 3396 1892, MIXED FRANKING of Sarawak 1888 ‘C.J. Brooke’ 4c.(x2) in combination with Straits QV 
5c. blue and 10c. on 24c. vert. pair on registered cover from Sarawak (30 June 1892) to London 
via Singapore, with headed Lodon ‘1 Aug 92’ arrival cds in red on front, trisected rectangular 
framed “SARAWAK POST OFFICE/REGISTERED LETTER/DATE 30 JUN 92“ cachet in black, Sin-
gapore transit cds and London Reg. oval d/s in red along with red wax seals on reverse. Cover 
with usual minor marginal imperfections (slightly toned and creased), but still good. A SCARCE 
MIXED FRANKING.

11(2) + Straits 
37, 56(2) b 3.000 €

P 3397 1892, 1 C./3 C., a block of four with paper fold in pos. 4 and shifted print/ovpt., unused no gum,  very 
unusual 21 (4) (*)  300 €

P 3398• 1900, Registered cover from Sarawak to Budapest, Hungary franked with 1888-93 1c. and 3c., and 
1899 2c. (x2) and 4c. (strip of three) all tied by Sarawak ‘15 Feb 00’ cds,  SARAWAK / R  circled Reg. 
h/s (Proud R2) alongside, backstamped Budapest ‘15 Mar 00’ arrival cds, fi ne. A scarce registered 
cover bearing the special  R  handstamp.

8, 10, 35(2), 
37(3) b 350 €

P 3399• 1915, Wrapper plus complete newspaper (Sarawak Gazette of Friday April 16, 1915) sent by “The 
Sarawak Gazette“ Offi ce from Kuching at Nov. 2nd to VANCOUVER, CANADA. A very scarce item 
paying the printed matter rate. AN EXHIBITION ITEM. (T) 35 (SG 37) b 800 €

P 3400 1918, “BINTULU/13/NOV/1918“ cds in bright violet (Proud D5) tying top marginal plate number pair 
of Sarawak 1918 2c. green to cover addressed to Seremban, F.M.S., with Kuching transit cds along-
side, Kuching and Singapore transit datestamps along with arrival dater on reverse. A fi ne cover with 
an attractive franking and a scarce cancellation. (Ex: Shipman) 48 (SG 51) (2) b 300 €

3401 1918/34, Sir C.V. Brooke 1918/28 set of 18v to $1 (with or without Wmk), and incomplete 1934-41 
set but with the $ values and duplication (as $4) (= 26 values), mint lightly hinged (few unmounted 
mint), some with toned gum or perfs, fresh and fi ne mostly. ex 47/126 */** 80 €

3402 1934-41, Complete set of 26 values, mint lightly hinged or never hinged, few stamps lightly toned, 
but still a fresh and fi ne set. (SG £300)

100-125 (SG 
106-125) */** 80 €

P 3403• 1934, Sir Charles Vyner Brooke defi nitives $2 purple & violet to $10 black & yellow commercially 
used ($3 one shortish perf.), SG. £ 330 SG. 121/25 g 90 €

3404 1939, 1 C. (pair), 15 C. (pair) tied “KUCHING 18 MAY 1939“ (clear 19 MAY transit on reverse) to Gö-
teborg/Sweden, unusual destination 100 (2), 106 (2) b 80 €

P 3405 (Sep 14) Airmail envelope to Sarawak Govt Offi ces, Westminster, London endorsed B.O.A.C. & 
Pan-American Trans Pacifi c & Trans Atlantic Airways in red ink bearing $2 & 20c (2) tied Kuching d/s 
& w/boxed Passed By/Censor h/s in violet w/ manu C.V. Brooke above unframed Rajah of Sarawak 
h/s in violet & w/on reverse a further strike & Signature. A remarkable & exceptional wartime two 
ocean cover! b 650 €

P 3406 1941. Air Mail envelope (soiled) addressed to the United States bearing SG 112a, 10c carmine, SG 
118, 30c red-brown and violet and SG 120, $1 scarlet and sepia tied by Miri date stamp with framed 
‘Passed by Censor’ and ‘Crown/ Passed by Censor’, hand-stamped ‘Air Mail’ and routed via Singapo-
re with censor tape tied by ‘Passed by Censor 68/ A’ in violet and instructional ‘Missent to Litchfi eld 
Maine’ on face. b 350 €
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P 3407 1947, Air letter sent registered from Jesselton to ‘Major F.E. Wood, COEDFA, BETTWS-Y-COED, North 
Wales’, franked by “BMA“ surcharged 30c. and marginal 15c. tied by Jesselton cds, with reg. label 
tied by violet “A.V.2“ in circle, on reverse with part of arrival cds (scotch tape bearing other parts has 
been removed). 138, 135 b 170 €

3408• 1947-48, Three airmail + one registered covers to Australia (x3) or England bearing Crown surchar-
ged (one un-surcharged) Sir C.V. Brooke adhesives. b 50 €

3409• 1950’s, Four covers franked by KGVI. adhesives (incl. 10c pair) from Miri to Hongkong by air, regi-
stered from Rejang to Sarikei, air letter to South Australia, and from Kuching to Sandakan by air. b 50 €

3410• 1951, Three airmail covers to AUSTRALIA, registered from Sibu, O.H.M.S. cover from Kuching to 
Ivanhoe, Victoria and insuff. franked cover from Sibu to Melbourne. (T) b 60 €

3411 1953/65 (ca.), KGV resp. QEII covers (2) franked airletters (2) to Ireland, Denmark resp. UK (2) b/e 90 €
3412• 1955-60, Five covers with QEII. frankings (including 4c brown-purple) to Canada, USA, Australia and 

New Zealand, and a FDC (1 June 55) with pair 30c to Geelong, Victoria. b 60 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SELANGOR      
see also 2690

P 3413 1892 (15 March): Letter to South India, via Singapore 18 March, Tuticorin 31 March, arrived 3 April. 
Franked 5c Strait settlements for the UPU rate, the stamp being cancelled with K3 (ordered 20 May 
1890) E.R.D., also struck with D2. b 500 €

P 3414• 1895-99, $25 green and orange, mint lightly hinged, shortened perfs at bottom otherwise fi ne. 
With signature handstamps on reverse (Jules Bernichon, Paris, a.o.). (SG £4500) 27 (SG 66) *    1.000 €

P 3415 1918 (24/9): Batu Tiga, FMS 10c registered envelope to Ceylon, uprated with 1c and 3c, all can-
celled by “BATU TIGA“ double-ring d.s. (type D5). Attractive. GA 130 €

P 3416 1923, Kuala Lumpur G.P.O., envelope to London, bearing FMS 1c, 2c and 3c, all clearly tied by cir-
cular “BRITISH EMPIRE/Lion/EXHIBITION 1924“ handstamp; no other markings. b 300 €

P 3417 1927 (12 July): Postcard written aboard S.S. Muzapore (B.I) at Penang to Australia put ashore at 
Port Swettenham. Franked 4c Straits Settlements for the Imperial rate, the stamp being cancelled 
with D8, on arrival also struck with SL2 in accordance with UPU regulations. Ak 500 €

P 3418 1936 (8/1): Kuala Lumpur G.P.O., envelope registered to Oxford, bearing Negri Sembilan 1c, 2c and 
40c; all clearly tied by “CENTRAL ACCOUNTS OFFICE/P & T MALAYA“ double-ring d.s. (Type D2). b 230 €

P 3419 1936, 4 C orange and 8 C grey, each from sheet corner, mixed franking on cover from Kuala Lumpur, 
6.11.1936, to Braunschweig in Germany. VF condition. SG 72, 75 b 100 €

3420• 1938 (Aug 5) cover Kuala Lumpur to Daylesford Victoria with rare franking 8c pair and 5c block of 
four from $1.30 Booklet, overpaid as Empire Air Mail Scheme (8c per ½oz.) had been introduced 12 
days prior, backstamped Melbourne. b 130 €

P 3421 1949 (11/3): Kuala Lumpur - Brickfi elds Road, envelope registered to Liverpool bearing BMA 10c 
air and 50c clearly tied by “BRICKFIELDS ROAD KUALA LUMPUR“ double ringd.s. (Type D2 State 2) 
and showing provisional registration label Attractive. b 90 €

P 3422 1954 (8/9): Tanjong Karang; envelope registered to Penang bearing, on reverse BMA 10c strip of 
three clearly tied by “TANJONG KARANG“ skeleton c.d.s. (type D1) and showing on face, provisional 
registration label Scarce. b 250 €

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - TRENGGANU    
P 3423 1917 (9/6): Kerteh, picture postcard (Malaya village on the Rochor River, Singapore) to Batavia, 

bearing 1910 3c tied by bi-lingual “KRETAI“ c.d.s. (type D2) and showing Singapore transit d.s. at 
left; the card a fraction soiled. b 800 €

3424 1917, red cross, 2 C./3 C., a top left corner margin plate number block of 30 (6x5) with error  comma 
after 2  in pos. 3, mint never hinged **   90 €

P 3425 1921 (9/7): Kuala Trengganu - G.P.O., envelope to Seremban, bearing Straits Settlements 6c tied by 
large part bi-lingual “TRENGGANU“ c.d.s. (type D2), showing another clearer strike alongside and, 
on reverse, Singapore and arrival datestamps. b 300 €

P 3426 1930 (17/3): Kemaman, photographic picture postcard to Japan, bearing 1924 6c tied by bi-lingual 
“KEMAMAN“ c.d.s. (type D4). Ak 250 €

P 3427 1931 (19 October), Besut: pink envelope registered to Singapore, bearing 1921-41 10c and 12c 
tied by fi ne bi-lingual “besut“ c.d.s. b 400 €

P 3428 1931 (17/10): Paka, envelope to Singapore bearing 1924 6c tied by very fi ne bi-lingual “PAKA“ 
c.d.s. (Type D2) and showing, on reverse, Kemaman and arrival datestamps. b 850 €

P 3429 1931 (30/3): Seti, envelope to England, bearing 1926 1c (on reverse) and 5c, both clearly tied by 
bi-lingual “SETI“ c.ds. (type D2, earliest recorded date) and the latter by part machine d.s. Rare. b 1.400 €

P 3430 1931 (16/10): Dungun, pink envelope registered to Singapore, bearing 1921 10c and 12c tied by light 
bi-lingual “DUNGUN’“ c.d.s. (type D3) and sbowing registration b.s. (Type R2, earliest recorded date). b 450 €

P 3431 1934 (14/4): Kemaman, picture postcard to USA, bearing 1926 5c tied by bi-lingual “KEMAMAN’“ 
c.d.s. (Type D4). Ak 250 €
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P 3432 1936 (22/2): Dungun, envelope to England bearing, on reverse 1926 1c (8) tied by light bi-lingual 
“DUNGUN“ c.d.s. (Type D3). b 300 €

3433• 1937, Cover plus full contents from Trengganu, addressed to Altadena, Cal., U.S.A., franked with 
1921-41 1c. black, 5c. purple/yellow and 6c. orange tied by bilingual Trengganu double ring d/s, no 
further postmarks. b 70 €

P 3434 1937 (28/8): Kemaman, envelope registered to USA, bearing 1921-41 2c; 5c and 20c; all tied by bi-lin-
gual “KEMAMAN“ c.d.s. (type D4), showing registration label with Singapore transit d.s. on reverse. b 350 €

P 3434A 1945 (17/11): Marang, BMA 4c stationery card to Kuala Kangsar, cancelled by bi-lingual “MARANG“ 
double-ring ds. (Type D2, earliest recorded post-war date). Ak 500 €

MALAYSIA    
3435• 1960/65, two different International Reply Coupons LONDON type 32 Cents surch. in red ‘40 

CENTS’ (inscr. Malaya, spikeholes) with issuing pmk. ‘Queen Street Singapore (21SEP60)’ and 40 
Sen (inscr. Malaisie Malaysia) with issuing pmk. ‘Kampar (21JUN65)’, unusual pair! IAS GA 60 €

P 3436 Incoming Mail: 1962, “ORAGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES AU CONGO AUG.1.-1962“, special ca-
chet clear on airmail cover with sender address “....c/o G.P.O. Kuala Lumpur“ To Radia Malaya, 
Kuala Lumpur, cover with small cut at left, otherwise fi ne b 180 €

3437• 1985 FISCALS: $1000 HASIL-stamp, Wmk “ITVF’’, full Sarawak Crest, vertical bottom marginal pair 
and bottom right corner stamp with printing date on margin, all three mint never hinged, fresh and 
fi ne. **   100 €

MALAYSIA - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3438 1951(Mar 1) Plain stampless envelope to Tanjong Malim cancelled lpoh/A d/s & w/segmented 

I.T.P./cts circular postage due h/s in black & w/on reverse Malayan Postal Union 20c Postage Dues 
(SG 013) tied Tanjong Malim [2 Mar] d/s b 120 €

MALEDIVEN    
P 3439• 1939 (7.11./20.12.), two commercial covers bearing different defi nitives ‘Juma Mosque’ used with 

double-line ‘MALDIVE ISLANDS’ pmks. to India with Colombo Foreign transitmarks and Vankaner 
arrival pmks., one cover roughly opened at left nevertheless a very attractive and scarce cover pair SG. 11/15 b 80 €

MANDSCHUKO (MANCHUKO)      
see also 1192, 1227, 1468, 1477, 1480, 1481, 1495, 1505, 1516, 1523, 1530, 2557, 2587, 2602, 

8110
P 3440 1895(Apr 24)[24.4.28] envelope c/w letter to Soldier, 3rd Coy Field Artillery, 1st Regt., at Jinzhou 

[Liaotung Peninsular) franked 2s tied vernacular Tokyo d/s & w/Jinzhou [11.5.95 (11.5.28)] arrival 
d/s w/int content “It is our honour that the enemy asked for peace and they offered 300 million 
Yuan“. Interesting incoming item written exactly one week after the Shimonoseki Treaty. b 350 €

P 3441 1905. Picture post card of ‘Japanese Troops crossing the plans of Manchuria’ cancelled by Pre-
Paid/War Post hand-stamp in red. Scarce. b 200 €

P 3442 1905. Folded Letter sheet with ‘Postage Paid’ hand-stamp and Military Post Offi ce cachet. Very fi ne 
and attractive. b 330 €

P 3443 1922  JAPAN; (POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA). Envelope addressed to France bearing Japan SG 
168, 1s orange and SG 171, 3s carmine (strip of 3) tied by ‘Moukden/I.J.P.O. date stamp in violet, 
underpaid with circular ‘50 Ctms/T’ hand-stamp and ‘Ctms/T’ in violet with French postage dues 
Yvert 31, 20c olive and Yvert 33, 30c red applied and tied on arrival by Montpellier cds. Very fi ne 
combination, small faults

SG 168, 171 
(3), France 
P31, P33 b 450 €

P 3444 1926 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF MANCHURIA). Red Band envelope addressed to Vladivostok 
bearing Japan SG 171, 3s carmine tied by Dairen/I.J.P.O. in violet ‘26/1/26’, underpaid with 
boxed hand-struck ‘T/Centimes’ in violet bearing Russian postage due Yvert 16, 14k maroon 
applied and tied by Vladivostok ‘31/1’ receiver. Wonderful item of postage due mail from the 
Japanese Occupation of Manchuria. Very attractive. Japan SG 171 b 2.200 €

P 3445 1932. Air Mail envelope sent from Pinkiang (Harbin) addressed to Hsinking bearing Manchuria SG 
3, 1½f dull purple, SG 4, 2f slate, SG 8, 6f vermilion and SG 14,16f turquoise tied by Harbin Air Mail 
cachet in violet ‘3/11/32’ with boxed hand-struck ‘Air Mail’ in red and receipt label attached can-
celled ‘Pinkiang / Harbin’ with Hsinkiang arrival. Attractive Air Mail cover. b 150 €

P 3446 1932(Oct 4) Plain envelope to lmmensee from Catholic Mission, Tsitsihar bearing White Pagoda 
vertical pair 1f & vertical strip three 6f [SG 2 & SG 8] making 20f rate tied Japanese style vernacular 
Tsitsihar (Ch’ i-ch’ i-ha-erh) d/s. Attractive & early Manchukuo item overseas. b 220 €

P 3447 1932/36, two covers from Kirin  to Sweden, one registered w. landscape pictorial postmark and on 
reverse transit “HARBIN“ resp. framed “Recue endommagé“ (received damaged), unusual b 120 €

3448 1933, incoming mail: USSR, 7 K. pair tied “VLADIVOSTOK  4.3.26“ to reverse of red band cover to  
“HARBIN 6.3.26“. b 60 €

P 3449 1933. Native envelope written from Moukden addressed to Peking bearing Japan SG 266, 4s oran-
ge tied by-vernacular Moukden date-stamp with China SG 391, 4c olive-green and postage due SG 
D342, 1c blue applied and tied on arrival by Peiping date stamp. The Chinese refusing the Japanese 
stamps used in Manchuria during the Occupation. Nice item. b 850 €
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P 3450 1935. Envelope addressed to England bearing SG 74, 10f blue tied by Nansuichune / Chinchow 
date stamp in Japanese ‘29-8-1935’ routed via Siberia. Very rare item of mail from the Japanese 
Occupation of Nansuichune previously known as ‘Shan-Hai-Kuan’. b 240 €

P 3451 1935. Envelope addressed to Chinwangtao, North China bearing Manchuria SG 58, 4/ yellow-oli-
ve (pair) tied by Harbin date stamp (with Manchuria erased) routed via Shanhaikwan and Hopei-
Nghiu (frontier) with Chinwantao receiver with framed instructional ‘Postal Communications 
Resumed/Taxed’ hand-stamp in violet. Rare item sent on the re-opening of the frontier between 
Manchuria and North China; Ex-Desrousseau see Livre 5 page 330. b 1.300 €

P 3452• 1935, two printed matter envelopes with corner copy frankings to Switzerland, interesting reverse (M) b Gebot
P 3453 1941. Registered envelope addressed to the German Government in Poland bearing Manchuria SG 

86, 6f rosine and SG 95, 20f brown (pair) tied by Harbin/Manchoukho date stamp with Harbin regi-
stered label and hand-struck ‘Registered’ with ‘A.R.’ hand-stamp in violet. Nice item of Advice of 
Receipt mail from Manchuria. (T) b 240 €

P 3454 1945, 50 F mit rotem Lokalaufdruck auf 4 F oliv auf Ortsbrief von Hailar. 100 Lokal b 140 €
P 3455 1942. Envelope addressed to France bearing Manchuria SG 95, 20f brown tied by Harbin date 

stamp, endorsed ‘via Siberia ‘ with ‘Controle Postal Militaire’ label (4) tied by oval ‘Ouvert / Par 
L’Autorite Militaire / WF 392’. Nice item. b 240 €

MONGOLEI      
see also 1213

P 3456 1891, 1 K., 3 K. (pair) and 7 K. tied three strikes oval “URGA 18 VIII 18“ Hellrigl type 3c on re-
verse of red band cover to Peking. 14 K. payed double the internal rate. The lunar dateline on 
reverse gives the year as “xinmao“ or 1891. Amazing three-colour franking. b 5.000 €

P 3456A• 1915, russian p.o., incoming mail from “Petrograd 7.8.15“ to Urga with arrival “ URGA Bb MONGOLIA 
1.9.15“ on reverse. Inbound mail is much scarcer than outbound. From the archives of the Colonel 
P. Kozlov, bit unevenly opened. b 700 €

P 3457• 1924, First issue 1c., 2c.(x2) and 10c.(x2) on red band cover from Altanbulak to Mandchouria, min-
or imperfections as toning but still good. 1, 2, 4 b 500 €

P 3458• 1926, Provisional 20c. brown with violet ‘Postage’ ovpt. used on reverse of cover from Tsetserlig to 
Ulan Bator, tied with rare violet squared bilingual “TSETSERLIG/MANDAL/26.6.26/MONGOLIA“ da-
testamps, similar ‘30.6.26’ d/s on front, and Ulanbator Mongolia ‘2 VII 26’double-ring arrival d/s on 
reverse. Cover shortened at left and right otherwise fi ne. A scarce inland usage with one of the 
rarest postmarks. Signed (Hellrigl?) 12 b 900 €

P 3459• 1926 Provisionals: 50c brown & yellow with black ‘POSTAGE’ overprint, mint never hinged. (The 
majority of details of the ovpt characteristics lead to the conclusion that this is the original genuine 
overprint (in comparison with the similar Looshnikoff Type ovpt)). (Mi. 1500 € (for mounted mint) + 
100% (for mnh) = 3000 €) 13b **   200 €

P 3460• 1928, 25 M. tied “ULAN BATOR 19 V -8“ to reverse of cover to Harbin wtih 29.5.28 arrival and 
30.5.28 native style delivery.  Marked “T/20“ and pair of chinese dues 10 C. affi xed canc. “HARBIn 
29.5.28“. Name of the addressee cut out, because Mr. Shulyak was executed  during sovjet invasi-
on of Manchuko in August 1945.

31 + China 
Porto b 350 €

P 3461• 1930, JABHOLANTO cds clear strike  on 25 M  on reverse of red band cover in mixed franking with 
China vertical pair 4 C. olive. Extremely fi ne strike of this better cancellation. 22 b 400 €

P 3462 1932, Red band cover from Ulan Bator to Kalgan franked on reverse with 1931 20c. (with ‘Postag’ 
ovpt.) and 1932 5m. on 5c., both tied by “ULANBATOR MONGOLIA/16 III 32“ cds, and, on front, 
Chinese postage due stamps 30c. and 20c. both in blue tied by bilingual Kalgan dater, with further 
strikes of these datestamps. A fi ne and scarce cover.

39, 43 + Chi-
nese postage 
due b 700 €

P 3463• 1932, Cover from Ulan Bator to Shanghai via Kalgan franked by 1st Pictoral 15m. brown (two sing-
les) tied by violet Ulan Bator cds, on reverse with fi ve Chinese Postage Dues 10c. orange (vert. 
marginal strip) tied with Kalgan cds. A scarce cover Mongolia-Shanghai with Chinese Postage Dues.

50 (2) + China 
Due 55 (5) b 900 €

P 3464• 1933, First pictoral 25m. violet used in combination with Soviet 1931 20kop. ‘Zeppelin’ and Russi-
an 1918 70kop. brown on registered cover from Moscow to Germany, with Dresden arrival da-
testamps on reverse. 52 + Sowjet b 250 €

P 3465• 1941 Provisionals: Six stamps of the 1932 pictoral set overprinted provisionally during WWII in 
1941, with 5 mung on 5 tuk, 15 mung on 5 tuk, and 30 mung on 3 tuk as set of three with ovpt in 
black, and a similar set overprinted in violet, all fresh and fi ne unmounted mint with unusual good 
perforation. **   600 €

NEPAL      
see also 2167

P 3466• 1881, 1 A.ultramarine on white, wove European paper, pin-perf., with gum, extremly fi ne scarce fi rst 
stamp of Nepal 1A, H/V 1 *    250 €

P 3467• 1881, 1 Anna dull deep blue, setting 2, imperf on cover from KATHMANDU with fi ne strike of Kath-
mandu Killer (Hellrigl Type I) in black ( a similar cover shows Fig 3 in “The Native postmarks of Ne-
pal“ by Hellrigl), at reverse Kathmandu Date stamp (Hellrigl Type 6), 1882 and arrival from RAUTHAT. 
Little faults on cover, but covers with the fi rst issue are very rare 4a b 600 €
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3468 1887, “horse“ postal stationery card (type 3) used with nativ postmark, slightly spots GA 60 €
P 3469 1894, ‘Horse’ ½a. postal stationery card, Hellrigl Card 12, used with large “NEPAL RESIDENCY“ oval 

h/s in pink, Nepal native datestamp and further native datestamp on front and on reverse. H&G 15 GA 100 €
3470 1894, ‘Horse’ ½a. postal stationery card, Van der Wateren Card 12 (Stamp Type C, Horse Type 5, 

Nepal Sarkar 25mm), in use 1894-99, cancelled by Kathmandu seal, native datestamp alongside, 
trace of vert. fold, good. In addition two unused cards. GA 70 €

3471• 1897, ‘Horse’ ½a. PS card, Wateren Type 11 (H&G 8), cancelled by Kathmandu heptagonal killer 
h/s, lightly creased and stained. One of the better types of the ‘Horses’. GA 60 €

P 3472• 1898/03, 4 Anna, rare shade olive-green, pin-perf, nice block of 10 cancelled by large crescent 
type, Telephone Sub-Offi ce II h 250 €

P 3473• 1899, India QV ½a. postal stationery envelope blue from Nepal to Bombay, upated by India QV ½a. 
green with sheet margin at right, both tied with squared Nepal cds, two Bombay Delivery cds’s on 
reverse. Env shortened at left and lightly toned, but still an attractive and scarce Indian postal sta-
tionery used in Nepal. GA 100 €

P 3474 1908, “NEPAL  26 MA 08“ on stationery card India QV 1 A. blue to Copenhagen/Denmark GA 200 €
P 3475 1911. Envelope addressed to Bombay bearing India SG 85, ½a green (pair) tied by Nepal squared 

circle with Bombay arrival. Very fi ne. (M) b 240 €
3476 1913, Letter from Prime Minister Chandra Shumsher Jung Bahadur Rana in Kathmandu to a judge 

in Nepalganj near the Indian border. The letter was transported by the british postal agency in Kath-
mandu. Franked by a britsh india 1/2 anna, fi ne strike of the Horseshoe Postage due handstamp 
(Type B61). Very fi ne and extraordinary letter with the coat of arms of the Prime Minsiter. Mounted 
on album Page (M) b 60 €

P 3477• 1926/29 4 Anna setting 11, 4th state, a cpl sheet of 64 and the ONLY known telegraphically used 
sheet. The fi nal state of setting 11 shows the heavily impressed cliché in pos.56, pos 14 and 33 
show prominent printing fl aws (see fi g 89 in Hellrigel/Vignola “The classic stamps of Nepal“) and 
inverted cliché on pos. 54. Cancelled by scarce large crescent type, Telephone Sub-Offi ce I, but ne-
arly unreadable as usual. Sheet margins trimmed. (M) h 650 €

P 3478• 1933, Registered inland cover addressed to His Highness Maharaja Judha A. Bahadur Rana, fran-
ked on reverse by India KGV. 2a6p.(x2) and 3p. all tied by “NEPAL/26 APR 33“ cds, with small 
“KATMANDU“ in oval alongside. b 80 €

P 3479+ 1959, Sri Pasupati 4p. green complet sheet of 49 (7x7) with bottom row IMPERFORATED at foot to 
margin (7 stamps), mint never hinged, sheet marginal stains and hinge marks, good. (M) 130 (49) Var. **   200 €

P 3480• 1997, colour photo with wet ink signature of the late King Birendra of Nepal (he died 2001 in the 
Nepal royal massacre) with cover note and  franked envelope, postmarked 27 OCT 97. b 100 €

NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN      
see also 2677, 2841, 2843, 3208, 3948, 4854, 6546

P 3481 1837, Entire letter from a missionary at Batavia to London, handstamped by boxed “PORTSMOUTH/
SHIP LETTER“ on front, with red circled ‘12 JU 1837’ arrival cds on back.// Kompletter Vorphila-Falt-
brief aus Batavia von einemn englischen Missionar an die englische Missions-Gesellschaft in Lon-
don, vs. Schiffspoststempel “PORTSMOUTH/ SHIP LETTER“. b 150 €

P 3482 1844. Stampless envelope written from Batavia dated ‘20th November 1844’ addressed to France 
endorsed ‘Franc de Port’ with m/s ‘1.20’ on reverse (Port Paye) routed via Holland with Rotterdam 
transit ‘20/3’ and hand-struck ‘P.P.’ in blue with oval ‘A.E.D.’ and French entry cachet ‘22 Mars’ with 
Bordeaux receiver. Very fi ne. b 240 €

P 3483 1854. Stampless envelope written ‘Sumanap’ dated ‘20th April 1854’ addressed to Batavia can-
celled by framed hand-struck ‘Franco / Sumanap’ in red and rated ‘115 duiten’ in m/s onface. Lo-
vely item with ‘van der Vlist’ certifi cate. b 300 €

P 3484 1858. Stampless envelope written from Keboeman addressed to Prussia cancelled by oval ‘Ke-
boeman Res. Bagelen / Zee Brief / Franco’ in red on face, endorsed ‘Franco via Paris’, routed 
via Batavia and Singapore with m/s ‘36’ on reverse for the ‘Port Paye’ and French entry cachet 
‘Pays Etr. V. Suez Amb E’ in red and framed accountancy ‘F/39’ in black on face (van der Linden 
1174), Marseille and Paris transits ‘14th Juil 58’ with ‘Aus Frankreich / Par Aachen’ on reverse 
and rated ‘17’ in blue m/s on arrival. Very rare item of accountancy mail from the Netherlands 
Indies in excellent quality. b 1.700 €

P 3485 1858. Stampless envelope written ‘Modjowarno’ dated ‘2nd Oct 1858’ addressed to Holland can-
celled by oval ‘Modjokerto / Ongerfrankeerd’ horn in red on face, rated ‘180 duiten’ in m/s with 
‘216’ m/s erased, endorsed ‘Landmail, via Marseille’ and routed via Singapore and Alexandria with 
Rotterdam receiver on reverse ‘28/11’. Superb item with ‘Vander Vlist’ certifi cate. b 240 €

P 3486• 1860 (ca.), stampless envelope written ‘Banjermassing’ addressed to Germany cancelled by oval 
negative ‘Banjermassing/Franco’ horn in black on face, rated ‘480 duiten’ inm/s erased and char-
ged ‘380’, endorsed ‘via Trieste overland’ and routed via Singapore and Alexandria with Emmerich/
Oberhausen receiver on reverse. Superb item wih ‘Van der Vlist’ certifi cate. b 500 €
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P 3487 1860 (ca.). Stampless envelope written Amsterdam addressed to Samarang, Java cancelled by 
Amsterdam date stamp, endorsed ‘via Marseille’ with framed ‘Nederland / over / Marseille’ in blue, 
routed overland via Alexandria and India with framed ‘Landmail / Port’ in blue on face, rated 180’ 
in m/s and charged ‘216’ on face. Scarce item of overland mail. b 300 €

P 3488 1864, “GRISSEE 29 4 1868“ extremely rare cancel on folded letter (a little re-inforced with ar-
chival tape, which can be removed) bearing 10 c (#1 of Netherlands Indies slightly touched at 
left otherwise wide margins) sent to Bangkallang with red cds “SOERABAJA 30 4 1868“ on 
back. ONE OF THE RAREST CANCELS OF THIS ISSUE, ONLY TWO LETTERS RECORDED, the other 
being in famous Tay-collection. 1 b 3.800 €

P 3489 1866, “KEDIRIE 21/6 1866“ a superb full strike on very fi ne 10 C. lilac-red (four wide margins). 
According to the Voerman Census only 20 strikes are known, and this is probably the fi nest !, (see 
for example the Tay collcetion), NVPH: 300 points 1 g 350 €

3490• 1876, 3 portofreie GSU mit Inschrift “Portfrij wegens Gouvernements“ mit eingedrucktem Wertstem-
pel ‘3’ aber überdruckt mit “IND.LANDBOUW SOERABAYA CONGESS“ in den Farben grün/weiss, 
grün/hellorange und bräunlich/hellorange je ungebraucht GA 130 €

P 3491• 1879, Swiss 5c stationery card registered with added 5c and 25c sent on a “round the world“ 
trip from Berne addressed, respectively, to Batavia, Valparaiso, Rosario, Sao Paulo and back to 
Berne with added frankings from Dutch Indies, Argentina and Brazil (1877 50r pair and 1878 
300r) to pay the respective legs, and also with the related postmarks on face and on reverse. 
Brian Moorhouse certifi cate.

Brasilien 
37, 40 (2) + 
various GA 1.200 €

P 3492• 1881, “FELDPOSTKONTOR 9 7 1881“ cds on stationery card 5 C. violet, sent to HMSS “Soerabaya“ GA 100 €
P 3493• 1883, stationery card 5 C violet uprated 10 C orange-brown, tied by numeral “63“ sent from “TER-

NATE 8 3 1883“ via “NAKASSAR 19 3 1883“, “SOERABAJA 23 5 1883“ to Semarang with arrival 
25.3.83 GA 150 €

P 3494• 1887, Postkarte 5 Cent mit Zusatzfrankatur 2 Cent (links oben eckrund) und Niederlande 1 Cent, 
entwertet mit kleinem Rundstempel via Ned. Indie nach Port Said, adressiert an Bord Princes Ama-
lia, nachgesendet, da das Schiff schon auf dem Weg in die Niederlande war, Ankunft Amsterdam, 
da nicht bestellbar, weitergesandt nach ´s Gravenhage, Ankunft mit Briefträger Stempal A33 am 
19. Sep 87, ! Cent unten kurze Zähne, Postkarte mit einigen Fleckchen, Frankatur echt und in guter 
Erhaltung, Fotoattest Vleeming BPP. GA 250 €

P 3495 1895. Dutch Indies postal stationary card 5c blue cancelled by Makasser squared circle ‘10/11’ 
addressed to Switzerland with Weltevreden transit ‘15/11’, sent on the French paquebot ‘Ern. Si-
mons’ via Singapore with ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 4’ date stamp (Salles 1921), underpaid with ‘T’ hand-
stamp and bearing Swiss postage due Yvert 23, 10c olive and carmine tied by Zurich receiver. Lo-
vely combination. GA 200 €

P 3496 1896. Registered Book Post addressed to Berne, Switzerland bearing SG 98, 25 c purple tied by 
Macassar squared circle with hand-struck ‘R’ sent on the French Paquebot ‘Calédonien’ with octa-
gonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 8’ date stamp (Salles 1924). A rare usage of registered mail. SG 98 b 220 €

P 3497 1899. Registered envelope addressed to England bearing SG 94; 10c brown and SG 98, 25c violet 
tied by Buitenzorg squared circle with matching registered label routed via Weltevreden with London 
registered arrival and forwarded to Andover with hand-struck ‘2d / R.L.D.’ and framed instructional 
‘Posted Out/Of Course’ on face. Very fi ne. b 170 €

P 3498 1898. United States postal stationery carl 2c blue cancelled by Rome, New York duplex ‘Mr 15th’ 
addressed to Batavia, Java but missent with instructional ‘Missent to / Batavia, Iowa’ on face in 
crimson with Batavia/Iowa receiving ‘Mar 17’ and forwarded to the Netherlands Indies with Weltev-
reden squared circle ‘Ap 25th’ on face. Most unusual and very attractive item. GA 200 €

P 3499 1902, 7 1/2 c. postal stationery card with picture “dam“ in blue, used from “SITOEBUNDO 28.4.02“ 
with text to Princenhage, Holland with arrival mark, fi ne GA 180 €

P 3500 1902, 7 1/2 c. postal stationery card with picture “bridge“ in blue, used from “SITOEBUNDO 
28.4.02“ with text to Princenhage, Holland with arrival mark, fi ne GA 180 €

P 3501• 1907, 5 C. Doppel-Ganzsachenkarte gebraucht aus “DEVENTER 11.12.07“ mit viel Text nach Sito-
bondo, Java, Antwortteil anhängend retour aus “SITOBONDO 20.1.08“ mit viel Text nach Deventer 
mit Ankunftsstempel, Pracht, selten! NL. P 42 I GA 120 €

P 3502 1910. Postal stationary photographic view card of the ‘Soengei Toean Estate’ addressed to France 
with 5c rose upgraded with SG 120, ½c violet (5) tied by Medan squared circle. Scarce item. GA 200 €

3503• Incoming mail: 1910/31, three postcards from Germany and one wrapper from Bavaria, one Red Cross 
letter with censor ship and postage Netherland India from Buitenzorg to Geneve/Suisse 1941 (T) b/GA Gebot

P 3504 1914, 5 + 5 cent red postal stationnery card with reply used both sides from Dutsch Indies to BATA-
VIA, very scarce. GA 130 €

3505 1915, stationery envelope 10 C grey (150x122 mm) uprated 2 ½ C. sent from “MEDAN 30.7.15“ ti 
Hamburg, Germany with german blue censor-cancel “Auslands.. Emmerich Frei- gegeben“ GA 50 €

3506• 1935 (Feb-Apr) covers Modjoagoeng (2) and Soerabaja to same addressee in Sydney, earliest regi-
stered at 1g 10, others underfranked at 45c and 75c and with “T“ handstamps, “50c“ revised to 
“5d“, and “50c“ with Australian Postage due ½d x2 and 1d x4, minor blemishes, (3). b 90 €
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P 3507 1936, Airmail 30 on 40 c. carmin-rose and 30 c. blue and Queen Wilhelmina 20 c. lilac red and 40 
c. green, tied by cds. “BANDOENG 8.8.36“ to Zeppelin cover via Halle (special fl ight cancel on re-
verse) with special cachet (7th. Northamerica fl ight), addressed to Bandoeng

173, 195, 216, 
221 b 140 €

P 3508• 1940 (Jan 13) Nederlandsch Indische Handelsbank Medan registered cover to Sydney, clear signs 
of trauma from K.N.I.L.M. PK-AFO event detailed in preceding two lots, rare “Recovered From Lost/
Flying Boat“ in red applied only to registered mail, backstamped Sydney (Jan 24). Only six recorded 
in red. b 400 €

P 3509• 1940 (Jan 16) N.V. General Motors Tandjong Priok to Wellington N.Z. franked 25c solo for single 
rate, carried on ill-fated fl ight detailed in preceding lot, fi ne strike of the informative marking, “off 
Koepang Jan. 1940“ added beneath. N.Z. as a destination rare. b 160 €

3510• 1941, Dancer 3 Cent green and 5 Cent blue in imperforated proof blocks of 8, without gum. 313, 317 Proof (*)  50 €
P 3511 1946, blauer Fp-Stpl. “Mariniers Posikantoor Soebabaja 7. X. 46“ auf Foto-AK “Mariniers in Indie“ 

nach Holland, Eckbug. b 60 €
3512• 1948, “Legong dancer from Bali“ 4 cent grey-olive two proofs in block of 8 from the right lower sheet 

corner with code Printing “A“ and “B“, scarce. 316 proof (*)  Gebot
3513• 1948, 3 Cent red Dancer, 2 imperforated full sheets (à 100 stamps), code printing “A“ and “B“ res. 

(M) 314 (*)  200 €
3514• 1948, 4 Cent gray olive Dancer, 2 imperforated full sheets (à 100 stamps), code printing “A“ and “B“ 

res. (M) 316 (*)  200 €
P 3515• 1949, used card “Post-, Telegraaf- en Telefoondienst“ (No. C7) b 150 €

NIEDERLÄND.-INDIEN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3516• 1874, 20 c. postage-due stamp on cover from “SAMARANG 3-12-1882“, numeral obliteration “2“, 

at reverse receiver from “WELTEVREDEN 7-12-1982“ P4 b 120 €

NORDBORNEO      
see also 1405, 3085, 3086, 5199

3517• 1892, 6 Cents lake, complete unfolded sheet with 50 (10x5) stamps and all sheet-margins, except 
3 stamps all mint never hinged. VF condition. (M) SG 42 (50) **   270 €

P 3518• 1895, double card 1+1 C. red uprated 2 C. (pair) tied “KUDAT JU 9 95“ via “LABUAN JU 11 95“ to 
Germany w. arrival, no message GA 100 €

3519• 1898, 8 C green stationery card with violet dater KUDAT, 2.MR 98, sent via transit Labuan to Göttin-
gen in Germany, full message on reverse. VF condition. GA 70 €

P 3520 1906, Doppelkarte 1+1 C rot als Ortskarte “Sandakan 19.2.1906“, anhängende Antwortkarte an 
einen Marineingenieur der “SMS Fürst Bismarck“ Sandakan Reede. GA 100 €

3521 1906, Doppelkarte 3+3 C blau als Ortskarte “Sandakan 19.2.1906“, anhängende Antwortkarte an 
einen Marineingenieur der “SMS Fürst Bismarck“ Sandakan Reede. GA 100 €

3522 1906, Postkarte 3 C braun als Ortskarte von “Sandakan 19.2.06“ an einen Marineingenieur der 
“SMS Fürst Bismarck“ Sandakan Reede. GA 60 €

P 3523 1906, Postkarte 8 C grün als Ortskarte “Sandakan 19.2.06“. GA 60 €
3524 1906, Postkarte 6 C blau als Ortskarte von “Sandakan 19.2.06“ an einen Marineingenieur der 

“SMS Fürst Bismarck“ Sandakan Reede. GA 60 €
P 3525 1918, Red Cross complete set of 17 each as marginal block of four, mint never hinged, fresh and 

very fi ne. An extraordinary set. (Mi. for singles 8000 €)
179-95 (SG 
235-52) v/** 2.000 €

P 3526• 1921, Red Cross Four Cents overprinted complete set of 17 each in corner marginal block of 
four with sheet number, mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. A very rare (if not unique) series in 
this form. (M)

179-95 (SG 
235-52) (4) v/** 9.500 €

P 3527 1939, Complete short set to $2 (14v), mint lightly hinged, most of small values marginal, good/very 
fi ne. (SG about £750)

224-37 (SG 
303-16) *    100 €

P 3528 1939, defi nitives complete set to $5 Arms mint never hinged with some values mint very lightly 
hinged, fi ne and rare set! SG. £ 1.300 + SG. 303/17 **/* 260 €

P 3529 1939, $1 and $2 both mint never hinged, the $2 with a little patch without (or thinned) gum (from 
a gum bubble), still fresh and fi ne. (SG £380 for mint)

236-37 (SG 
315-16) **   120 €

3530 1939, $1 and $2 both mint never hinged, and both with a little patch without (or thinned) gum (from 
a gum bubble), still fresh and fi ne. (SG £380 for mint)

236-37 (SG 
315-16) **   100 €

3531 1939, $1 and $2 both mint lightly hinged, fresh and fi ne. (SG £380) 236-37 (SG 315-16) *    80 €
3532 1939, $1 and $2 both mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. (Mi. 480 €, SG £380 for mint) 236-37 (SG 

315-16) **   150 €
P 3533 1939, Seven mint singles of $1 and $2, mint lightly hinged or never hinged, a few with minor imper-

fections like a toned perf or a stain, but still fresh and good/very fi ne. (SG £2660)
236-37 (SG 
315-16) (7) */** 400 €

P 3534 1942(Jan) National Bank of Australia envelope to Sandakan franked 3½d on 3d tied Sydney d/s 
[16 Jan] & wired on white 2 Opened By Censor label tied boxed 2 Passed By Censor 1260 h/s & w/
large unframed Not Transmissible/Service Suspended h/s & Pointing fi nger Return To Sender h/s 
& boxed Received h/s for 13 Mar b 180 €
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3535 1945/47, The two overprinted sets (‘BMA’, Crown) fi ne mint lightly hinged. (30v). (SG £310) 241-270 (SG 
320-349) *    80 €

3536• 1954/61, two different complete QEII defi nitives sets to $10, mint never hinged (1954 set) or very 
lightly hinged (1961 set), SG. £ 235

SG. 372/86, 
391-406 **/* 70 €

NORDBORNEO - PORTOMARKEN    
3537• 1939, Postage Dues complete set mint very lightly hinged, SG. £ 150 SG. D 85/89 *    50 €

OMAN    
P 3538 1904. Small piece bearing India QV SG 113, ½a green tied by Pasni date stamp ‘25th Jul 04’. Pas-

ni was a small fi shing port in the Port of Guadur, Baluchistan, an enclave of the Sultan of Oman. A 
very rare India used abroad cancels, listed in Robson Lowe table of contents but no reference in the 
text on page 73 under Guadur. Superb item. d 350 €

P 3539 1917. Registered, Advice of Receipt envelope (soiled and opening faults) headed “Abdoulhous-
sen Salemandjee Sam, Majunga, Madagascar’ addressed to ‘Maskate, Arabie’ bearing French 
Colonies, Madagascar Yvert 101, 25c blue and grey (2) tied by Majunga/Madagascar double 
ring ‘31st Aug’ with framed hand-struck ‘R’ and boxed ‘A.R.’ routed via India with circular ‘Pas-
sed Censor/21/Bombay’ on face and Port Said and Port Tauffi o transits on reverse ‘19th Sept’ 
with Muscat arrival ‘11th Oct’ tied too ‘Crown/Opened by Censor’. A very rare item of censored 
mail from Muscat with exceedingly scarce origin. Unique exhibition item. b 2.400 €

P 3540 1940(Jan 14) Stampless OHMS envelope to Keamari oval Senior Naval Offi cer/14 Jan 1940/Persi-
an Gulf Division [allocated to sloop HMS Shoreham commanded by Capt. C.M. Graham deployed in 
the Persian Gulf & Arabian See] h/s in blue & w/tri Free Postage/Naval Force’s/Passed /By/Bom-
bay/G.P.O. h/s in red & w/on reverse oval Sea Transport Headquarters lndia/20 Jan 1940/Bombay 
h/s in violet together w/partial Karachi [23 Jan] transit d/s & Kesmari [23 Jan] arrival d/s. [This was 
clearly a very important HQ vessel as HM Sloop’s of this type were normally commanded by a Lt/
Cmdr however Capt. Graham had on board three Lt/Cmdr’s.] (T) b 450 €

P 3541 1943/59, Cover and two pieces used in MUSCAT: India KGVI. 1½a. tied by “MUSCAT/2 APR/1943“ 
d/s to piece, two singles of India 1½a. with “MUSCAT/10 JLY/1943“ dater censor cachet and Bom-
bay arrival double-ring on piece, and airmail envelope used form Muscat 16th July 1959 to Germany. b/d 120 €

P 3542• 1944 9p. green with ‘Al Busaid 1363’ in Arabic ovpt. on picture side of ppc from Muscat 1951 to 
Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., tied by rectangular “MUSCAT 8-OCT ‘51“ ornamentic cachet, on front with 
“MUSCAT/*/8. OC/51“ double-ring d/s, and with circled “T“ h/s in black, ‘T 16 c’ in m/s and violet 
“Postage Due (4) Cents/Foreign Sect. G.P.O. N.Y.“ cachet. Card slightly toned but still good. A very 
scarce postcard with scarce franking, scarce obliteration and scarce destination. 3 b 200 €

P 3543 1947, forerunners: British India KGVI 1/2 A., 1 1/2 A. 2 A., 3 A. and  3 1/2 A. tied by fi ve strikes 
“MUSCAT 20 MAY 47“ to cover to Sweden and fwd., on reverse transit “STORDMAN 12.7.47“. b 100 €

P 3544 1963, QEII surcharged 5 NP, 10 NP (2), 20 NP, 30 NP tied “MUSCAT 7 MY 63“ to registered unsea-
led airmail cover to Sweden b 100 €

P 3545• 1967, Muskat & Oman 50b. blue-green and red-brown, Type II (1967), vertical pair on registered 
airmail cover from Muscat on Sep. 2nd, 1968 to Stockholm, SWEDEN, with further defi nitives (3b. 
strip of three and 5b.) on reverse. For comparison a similar cover from same correspondence sent 
1966 bearing the 50b. of type I, and a 30b. alongside. Envelopes with minor imperfections. A rare 
usage of a pair of this scarce stamp on cover. (T) 102 II (2) b 100 €

3546• 1970/71, 6 different not listed stamps on three offi ciel airmail-envelopes sent from OMAN POST 
between 15.12.70 and 21.5.71 to Denmark with inside advertising for Oman stamp abo. b 80 €

P 3547• 1978, 50b. on 150b. on air mail cover to Karachi, Pakistan, cancelled with bilingual ‘26 AUG 78’ 
double-ring datestamp. Stamps slightly creased through top right corner, back-fl ap of envelope mis-
sing, but a VERY SCARCE STAMP USED ON COVER. 191 (SG 213) b 600 €

P 3548• 1978, The fi rst two of the rare surcharged stamps, 40b on 150b and 50b on 150b in fi ne used 
condition. (SG £775)

190-91 (SG 
212-13) g 220 €

P 3549• 1987, collective die proof for the complete set (2 values) “National Day“ in blue and green with 
shifted color lilared downwards, inscription error “SULATANATO“ instead of “SULTANATE“, mint, NH. 
(Scott #304/05), unique like this?

314/15 Proof  
/ Error **   400 €

P 3550 1996, “UNICEF“,  100 Bog. in imperf gutter pair, folded in the middle from the unique proof 
sheet. Only 5 pairs can exist, vf. **   1.600 €

PAKISTAN      
see also 2059, 5305, 5306

P 3551 1948 (Mar 8) Plain envelope to Columbia MO. bearing India strip 3 x 1a +single ½a overprinted 
Pakistan tied Pasni cds. (Indian stamps were used until1947 then in August 1947 when Baluchi-
stan became part of Pakistan these stamps were used although Guadur continued to belong to the 
Sultan of Muscat. Pasni a small port on the mekran coast was used by The British India Steam Na-
vigation Company on the way from India & Pakistan to Persia.) 140 €
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PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR    
P 3552• 1948, defi nitives complete set to 10r. mint lighlty hinged SG. 19/32 *    80 €

PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR-DIENSTMARKEN    
P 3553 1933-34, Revenue stamps 8a. black-purple, 1r. black-orange and 2r. black-blue fi ve sets all WI-

THOUT SURCHARGE. These stamps were used in 1945 overprinted by Nasik Secure Printers as 
basis for offi cial stamps. Without overprint very rare, 5 sets in very fi ne mint never hinged condition.

7-9 (SG 
O11-O13) Var. **   200 €

PAKISTAN - LAS BELA    
P 3554 LAS BELA 1897-1904, Native cover franked on reverse by ½a. tied by “KARACHI/OUT/3 MAR/...“ 

cds (env shortened at left), and four used stamps including ½a. with “BFLA“ variety, two stamps 
(mint and used) from late 1904 printings, and 1a. black and orange, 1b, 1d, 2 u.a. b/g/* 150 €

P 3555 1900 (ca.), ½A mit Steg-K2 “KARACHI/ 3. SEP“ rückseitig auf Brief, sehr selten. 1 b 340 €

PALÄSTINA      
see also 2130, 2131, 3846, 5667

P 3556 1918, Freimarke im Viererblock ohne Gummi vom linken Bogenrand mi Bogennummer “A 18“. 1 (4) (*)  600 €
P 3557 1918. Picture post card written from Jerusalem dated ‘3/7/18’ addressed to France bearing Pale-

stine SG 4, 5m on 1p ultramarine tied by ‘Army Post Offi ce / SZ44’ with circular ‘Commissariat de 
Ia Republique Francaise en Palestine’ and boxed ‘Palestine / Censorship / No 3’ in purple with ‘S’ 
hand-stamp in blue. Very fi ne item from the French Detachment. b 500 €

P 3558 1918, 1p indigo rouletted 20 with wmk. ‘Royal Cypher in column’ block of four from lower left corner 
with plate number ‘A 18’ (transfer B), unused without gum as issued (never hinged), SG. £ 900 SG. 1 (4) (*)  550 €

P 3559+ 1918, 1 pia. ultramarine tied by cds. “ARMY POST OFFICE B - SZ 44 - 4.JUL/18“ (Jerusalem) on co-
ver with violet triangle censor “PASSED BY CENSOR 3346“ to England, sligthly toned at border and 
fl aw on fl ap, fi ne and scarce, signed Sorani 1 b 300 €

3560 1918, 5m on 1p. cobalt-blue, roul. 20, on small postcard tied by Army PO cancellation and commer-
cial label adress to Cairo, tiny fl aw at left, fi ne and scarce, SG catalogue value 1.000 GBP+ SG 2 Ak Gebot

P 3561 1919. Censored envelope addressed to Port Said Egypt bearing Palestine SG 9, 5m orange (2) tied 
by ‘O.E.T.A.-E.E.F./Jerusalem’ double ring with ‘Opend by Censor/E2623’ label on white with boxed 
‘F’ hand-stamp in blue and boxed ‘Passed/Censorship/No 2’ and ‘Army Post Offi ce/SZ22’ date 
stamp applied on arrival on reverse. Very fi ne item of censored mail. SG 9 (2) b 180 €

P 3562 1920, TRIAL ISSUE 9p ochre perf. 15x14 with bilingual opt. PALESTINE with the Hebrew opt. 
REVERSED from upper margin mint never hinged MNH, signed Hoexter and Richmond certifi -
cate (1981), only eight known to exist, rare stamp! SG. 24 var. **   1.700 €

P 3563 1920, ‘5 MILS. PAID IN CASH’ cover from Jerusalem to Jaffa bearing “5“ in m/s and “... 5 MILES“ red 
circled h/s, Jerusalem ‘8 Sep 20’ cds alongside, Tel Aviv/Jaffa and Jaffa arrival cds’s on reverse, fi ne. b 350 €

P 3564 1921, 1m sepia perf. 14 with bilingual opt. PALESTINE very fi ne used signed and with Muentz 
certifi cate (1984), rare stamp! SG. £ 2.250 SG. 58 g 1.900 €

P 3565 1922. Registered envelope addressed to Egypt endorsed ‘Detachment Francaise de Palstine / Base 
de Port Said’ bearing France ‘Type Merson’ Yvert 119, 40c red and blue and Yvert 135, 10c red tied 
by Tresor et Postes/601 date stamp with ‘R/S 601’ registered label and circular ‘lnterdance Mili-
taire Coloniale M.N.P. Pirel’ in violet with framed ‘Passed by / Base Censor / E.E.F.’ routed via the 
Army Post Offi ce with ‘S.Z. 10’ date stamp, ‘Army Post Offi ce/22’ and ‘B.A.P.O.’ cds with Cairo arrival 
and boxed ‘Passed Censor/B’. Rare item of registered mail from the French Detachment in Palesti-
ne, Suez Base. b 400 €

P 3566 1922, 1m sepia perf. 14 with bilingual DOUBLE OPT. ‘Palestine’ horizontal pair from left margin, 
mint hinged, SG. £ 500 ++ SG. 71c (2) *    500 €

P 3567+ 1922, Registered Letter large size franked with 1 Pia. gray two pairs and 4 Mils. red, all tied by “MEA 
SHEARIM JERUSALEM 17/11/22“ cds., blue registration label and mark alongside, arrival mark 
“NEW YORK 7/12/22“, vertical fold, light toned, some border crease and tiny faults, on reverse 
imprint “Greek Convenant Press“, very scarce usage and destination, catalogue value $3000 (M) PR #3 GA 500 €

3568• 1926, registered stationery envelope uprated 3x 10 C grey sent from “TEL AVIV 6 MR 40“ via Haifa 
to London with violet censor cancel Nr. 823 GA 60 €

P 3569+ 1927, Registered Letter large size franked with 1 Pia. gray single and strip of three all tied by “MEA 
SHEARIM JERUSALEM 30/3/27“ cds., blue registration label and mark alongside, transit mark 
“NEW YORK 13/4/1927“ and on reverse violet arrival mark “PHILADELPHIA PA 15/4/27 REGI-
STERED“, some border crease and tiny faults, very scarce usage and destination, catalogue value 
$2500 (M) PR #9 GA 400 €

P 3570 1936, 200 M. 50 M. tied “HAIFA 12 MR 36“ to parcel despatch to Tallin (Reval)/Estonia, transits 
Trieste/Italy, Innsbruck/Austria, Muhich resp. Stettin/Germany and “TALLINN- 7.IV.36“, Estonia stamps 
1 Kr., 10 S. and 40 S. (2) pasted on reverse canc. “TALLIN 2. V.36“, very unusual combination (T) b 250 €

P 3571 1937, Brief mit rotem Postfreistempel ab Jerusalem am 29. IX. 37 nach Zürich/ Schweiz und vio-
lettem L1 “Durch Meerwasser beschädigt“, entsprechende Spuren. b 90 €
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P 3572• 1938-39 trio of Empire Air Mail Scheme “all-up“ rate related comprising 1938 (Nov 18) cover Jerusa-
lem-Sydney bearing 15m for combined airmail rate per 10gms, very few recorded to Australia from 
this origin, 1939 (Feb 5) cover (roughly opened at left) Tel Aviv-Melbourne bearing 10m solo, appa-
rent underpayment for 15m rate, untaxed, and the only recorded 8m postcard rate for this service, a 
1939 (Sep 19) use of Stationery 8m Postal card Haifa-North Sydney, posted two weeks subsequent 
to cessation of the scheme, but untaxed, censored Palestine and Egypt, latter crucially tying British 
Par Avion etiquette, exceptional group, worthy of inclusion in the fi nest of EAMS exhibits, (3). b 240 €

P 3573 1939(Aug 18) Plain envelope by airmail to Copenhagen bearing 15m tied Jaffa d/s & with on re-
verse unframed roughly translated as “Damaged in Mail on arrival at Berlin & resealed“ h/a in violet 
with a series of Postamt/Berlin 11 Currency Control labels used to reseal envelope & prevent further 
damage. b 170 €

P 3574• 1939, stationery card 4 M uprated 2x 2 M sent from “MOUNT CARMEL 10 JY 39“ to Praha with vio-
let boxed “Insuffi ciently prepaid for air mail“ and m/s “T“ GA 60 €

P 3575 1945(Mar 11) envelope (toned) to Lublin franked 20m tied Tel Aviv d/s & wired on white PC22 
Opened By/ Censor/70/11733 label & w/unframed Returned to Sender/No service h/s in violet & 
w/manu dates of returned & received in bottom right & top left. b 220 €

P 3576 1994 onwards, PROOF/VARIETY: Imperforated sheet (4x10) of 1 Dinar (revenue) stamps for the 
Palestinian Authority, Ministry of Interior. The sheet is half in full colours and the other half in black 
and white, unmounted mint, top left corner crease otherwise fi ne. (M) **   300 €

PALÄSTINA - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3577+ 1922-28, Postage due complete set in strips of three on paper forewarded to the U.P.U. and tied by 

red SPECIMEN of Madagascar “COLLECTION DE BERNE“, plus some cancellation specimen of Hai-
fa, Jaffa, Tel Aviv and Jerusalem in red, fi ne group (M) Sc. J1-J5 (3) d 400 €

P 3578 1924, PHOTO PROOF of fi ve different value shields 2m to 5pia. each on thick card affi xed to 
larger card ms. dated ‘16-6-24. / Duplicate’ and violet handstamp on reverse ‘Thos. de la Rue & 
Co. Ltd. / London’ on reverse, scarce item!

SG. D 7/11 
proof 1.800 €

PALÄSTINA - STEMPEL    
P 3579 1941, Australian 9 d. on airmail letter (round corner) sent to Jerusalem with fi ve Censor triangular 

canc. Nr. 1906, 3295, 3393, 3482 and cds “A.I.F FIELD P.O. Nr. 211 14 AU 41“, “BASE P.O. B.W.I 15 
AU 41“ and b/s. “M.P.O. E.608 19 AU41“ and vignette: Australian Comforts Fund b 60 €

PHILIPPINEN      
see also 1493, 2771, 6820

P 3583• 1844 (Aug 18th), Entire from Manila to London ‘per „Bentinck“ with large rect framed ‘’CALCUT-
TA/G.P.O./SHIPLETTER/18 NO 18/1844’’ transit h/s in red and red London arrival cds (9th Jan 45) 
on back, red boxed ‘’INDIA’’ on face. b 100 €

P 3584 1879. Envelope (light vertical fold) written from the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris with blue 
cachet on reverse addressed to the French Scientifi c Mission in Manila, Philippines bearing French 
Type Sage Yvert 89, 10c black/lilac (corner fault) and Yvert 91, 25c black/red tied by Paris/Cardi-
nal-Lemoine double ring routed via Marseille with Manila arrival and forwardeded to Davao and 
Solo, Ile Lucon. Lovely item from the correspondence of Monsieur St Pol Lias and de Ia Croix of the 
French Scientifi c Mission to Sumatra and Perak. b 650 €

P 3585 1879. Envelope addressed to the French Scientifi c Mission in Manila Philippines bearing French Type 
Sage Yvert 45, 35c violet/yellow tied by Toulouse / Haute Garonne double ring ‘11/11’ with Manila 
(Spanish) arrival on reverse ‘14th Dec’ and forwarded to Davas and Solo. A lovely item addressed to 
St Pol Lias and de Ia Croix French scientifi c Mission in the Philippines (Sumatra and Perak). b 650 €

P 3586 1885. Envelope written from the ‘Consulate de France a Manila’ with circular cachet on reverse, 
addressed to France bearing SG 82, 2c crimson (4) tied by dotted cogwheel obliterator with 
adjacent Manila date stamp ‘21st Mar’, routed via Saigon on French paquebot with octagonal 
‘Col Espag P. Fr. Ligne N No 10’ date stamp ‘1st Avril’ in red (Salles 1937) and Haute Garonne 
arrival on reverse. A lovely item of French Maritime mail with scarce Manila cancel. b 1.700 €

P 3587 1887. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 82, 2c crimson (4) tied by Correos/ Manila date 
stamp in blue ‘10th May 87’ routed via Saigon on French paquebot with octagonal ‘Col Espag P. 
Fr. Ligne N no 5 ‘ date stamp in red (Salles 1937) and Haute Garonne arrival ‘13th Juin’ on re-
verse.Superb. A love item of French Maritime mail. b 1.400 €

P 3588 1892. Envelope (toned) with 5 pages corresponce written from Manila dated ‘6th Dec 1892’ ad-
dressed to France bearing Yvert 123, 8c blue tied by ‘Correos / Manila’ date stamp with octagonal 
French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 6’ date stamp ‘20 Dec’ (Salles 1924) routed via Saigon on the 
steamer ‘Natal’ with French arrival in Ardeche ‘12/1/93’ and forwarded to a French Doctor on the 
Messageries Maritimes ‘Caledonien’ at Shanghai by the ‘Don Juan’ with French Post Offi ce Shang-
Hai/Chine arrival on reverse ‘28th Feb’. A very rare item of destination mail. b 500 €

P 3589 1892, Pelon 2 C. (strip-3) and 10 C. tied boxed blue “CERTIFICADO“ to registered cover (creases) 
w. blue “LINGAYEN 16 MAY 95“ alongside (also on paper seal on reverse) to Luxemburg city, 
Duchy of Luxemburg. Transits french mail steamer “LIGNE N 4 JUIN 95 No. 6“ (superb strike), on 
reverse  french transit ?TPO “...GIVET 30 JUIN 95“ and arrival “LUXEMBOURG GARE 30 6 95“, 
phantastic destination, exhibition item. b 1.200 €
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P 3590• Philippines crisis: 1898, German special postal stationery card 10 Pfg. tied by naval ship post can-
cel “MSP No.27 26.5.98“ (SMS Darmstadt) with long message to Kiel, post from the detachment 
transport via Manila to Shanghai, tiny spots GA 80 €

P 3591 1890, IMPRESO 5 Mils de Peso violet IMPERFORATED with left border and wide margins on all 
sides, fi ne used (minimal thin on edge outside of the stamp). Mi. 138 U g 160 €

P 3592• 1899, 1$ black, rare type II, unused, a rare stamp! Sc. 2.400,- $, Mi. 2.600,- € Sc. 223A, Mi. 218II *    700 €
3593• 1899, stat. envelope Franklin 1c green on oriental buff paper with red opt. PHILIPPINES and sen-

ders adress on upper left corner of ‘Francisco Gonzales, Manila’, very fi ne and fresh unused, scarce 
envelope with only 500 issued Sc. U 5 GA 70 €

P 3594 1899. Registered envelope addressed to New York bearing U.S Philippines SG 252, 1c green, SG 
253, 2c carmine, SG 255, 3c violet, SG 257, 5c blue and SG 260, 10c brown tie by bar obliterator 
with circular ‘Mlt. St. No 1 Philippines Island / Registered’ on face ‘Oct 24 99’ boxed ‘Registered’ 
and framed ‘R/Manila’ in violet, routed via San Francisco ‘Nov 23rd’. Attractive 5 colour franking. b 240 €

3595• 1899 (1 June), USA 2 C. Mississippi-exposition carmine on soldiers-envelope with violet two-line 
canc. “SOLDIERS MAIL Jos. L. Hunter Chaplan 10th Pa. Vol.“ and duplex “MIL. STA. No.2 PHILIPPI-
NES CAVITE JUNE 1 1899“ sent to Uniontown, USA. b 240 €

P 3596• 1901, Perry $1 black type I with red opt. ‘PHILIPPINES’ from lower margin, mint hinged, Scott $ 300 Sc. 223 *    60 €
P 3597 1901, 5 $ dark green, bright colour, very well centered, upper right corner slightly uneven, otherwise 

well perforated, unused no gum. Attractive copy, rare in this condiiton! Sc. 225 (*)  850 €
3598• 1903, Grant 6 c. brown with overprint, vertical pair with sheet margin at left with part of initials and 

number “1799“, mint never hinged, fi ne (Sc. 229) 225 a (2) **   60 €
P 3599• 1903, Grant 4 c. brown with overprint, block of 4, mint never hinged, very fi ne (Sc. 229) 225 a  (4) **/v 150 €
P 3600• 1903, Garfi eld 6 c. brown-carmine with overprint, block of 4, mint never hinged, very fi ne (Sc. 231) 227 (4) **/v 150 €
P 3601 1916. Picture postcard written from ‘13th Infantery, Camp Mc Grath, Batanges, Philippines’ of 

‘Camp Malaig’ addressed to Harrar, Ethiopia bearing SG 320, 4c carmine tied by Batanges duplex 
routed via Singapore, Alexandria and Port Said with framed ‘E.P.C’.’ in violet (Egypt Passed Censor) 
and Harrar arrival in blue. Interesting item of destination mail.

Ethiopia SG 
320 Ak 220 €

P 3602 1918(Jun 15) Dr. H. C. Strong, Manila envelope (creased and opening faults) to Southampton & 
redirected to Kingston franked pair 10c tied Manila duplex d/s & w/Opened By/Censor label tied 
circ Passed By Censor/154 h/s in violet & w/manu Rec Damaged w/initials & Received in damaged 
condition and resealed by labels tied Southampton [10 Aug] d/s w/on reverse Alfonso XIII 8c tied by 
both Censor h/s & Southampton d/s b 110 €

3603• 1926, airmail overprint issue 2 c. green - 20 c. orange, set with seven stamps, unused, fi ne 291-298 *    60 €
P 3604 1926 813.5.), Flugpost-Überdruckmarken 2 - 30 C auf Brief mitt Flugzeug-Sonderstempel nach 

Manila, schwarzer K1 “MANILAS/ MAY 13“, lose Marken bereits 400,-, selten, signiert Diena. 291 - 300 b 240 €
P 3605 1931. Envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing China SG 315, 4c. olive tied by Peking date stamp 

with framed instructional ‘Complimentary Postage To/Be Collected 21 Ctms’ on face in red and 
forwarded to the Philippines bearing Philippine postage due SG D395, 4c scarlet and SG D396, 6c 
scarlet tied by Manila receiver. Scarce combination. b 500 €

P 3606• 1939/41, Cover to Germany, a card from “BAGUIO MOUNTAINS“ and a ppc from Manila, all addres-
sed to Germany or Czechoslovakia, the cover and the ppc with German censor marks or label. b/Ak 80 €

P 3607 1941 (Mar 6) Airmail printed envelope to Amsterdam endorsed Via Clipper bearing 1p & on reverse 
2 x 10c & 2 x 26c ovptd Commonwealth all tied Manila d/s & w/German Wehrmacht code “E“ label 
tied by typed “Retour a l’expedituer/Relations postales avec le pays/de Destination temporaire-
ment/Suspendues label & on reverse framed Adres niet te Amsterdam h/s in violet tied by black on 
white Examined By/5045 label applied on return legend. b 300 €

P 3608 1941, airmails 60 C., 1 P. w.  12 C. tied “MANILA NOV 17 1941“ to clipper air mail cover “Via San 
Francisco-New York-Lisbon“ w. british Bermuda censortape but two line “RETUREND TO SENDER / 
SERVICE SUSPENDED“ and “NEW YORK JUL 25. 1942 RETURNED to SENDER / SERVICE SUSPEN-
DED“ slogan marking, however readressed from Den Haag  to Voorthuisen/Gld., so eventually for-
warded later e 60 €

PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN      
see also 2042, 2183

P 3609• 1897, ¼ Tanga green postal stationery card (corner fault at upper right) tied “MAPUCA“ very rare 
destination DOA, german East Africa, receiver “TANGA 9/11 97“, because of unsuffi cient franking 
tax cancel “T“, little faults. GA 70 €

P 3610 1907, 2 1/2 R./6 R. (pair) tied “NOVA-GOA 30 JUN 07“ to ppc to Lisbon w. 22-7-07 arrival Ak 60 €
P 3611 1915, Registered cover from Nova Goa to Glastonbury, Conn., U.S.A. bearing 5 different (one pair) 

1911/13 defi nitives tied by Nova Goa cds, reg. label and violet “PASSED FOR TRANSMISSION ...“ 
cachet alongside, New York transit ovals and arrival d/s on reverse. Minor imperfections but still a 
good, interesting and unusual registered cover. b 200 €

P 3612 1944, Brief eines ital. Zivilinternierten aus GOA/Portug. Indien vom 28.2.1944 an das IRK in Genf/
Schweiz mit EF 2 1/2 TANGAS CORREIO INDIA, mit britischer Zensur (Indien) und deutscher 
OKW-Zensur b 100 €
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PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3613 1937, Postage due 1 t. orange and black and horizontal pair 3 r. pale green and black (one stamp 

with faults), tied by cds. “GOHA 4.JUN.“ to reverse to cover from “PERTH 17.MY.37“ with tax-cancel 
“T 16 2/3“, fi ne 29, 24 (2) b 450 €

QATAR      
see also 4911, 4912

P 3614• 1957-64, Group of fi ve covers, with Boy Scouts set on FDC (1 FEB 57), two airmail covers 1958/59 
bearing QE 40np on 6d from Doha to Switzerland (1958) resp. from Doha to Aden (1959, with 
Christmas slogan arrival d/s), and two 1964 airmail covers bearing 20np Sheikh Ahmed bin Ali 
al-Thani defi nitives (single/pair) both from Doha with Cairo Air Port and further native datestamps, 
minor imperfections.

ex 9/28 (SG ex 
9/29) b/FDC 200 €

P 3615• 1961 Birth certifi cate bearing QV 10s. Foreign Service stamp cancelled with violet “H.M. POLI-
TICAL AGENCY QATAR/10 MAY 1961“ cds, Qatar ‘Coat of Arms’ double-ring h/s in black along-
side. Document with two punch holes at foot and folded, still fi ne. A SCARCE DOCUMENT AND 
HANDSTAMP. b 1.000 €

P 3616 1983, 12. Jahrestag der Unabhängigkeit, 4 nicht verausgabte Einzelabzüge in den für die Ausgabe 
vorgesehenen Farben. // ‘Independence’ four single die proofs in issued colours. 850 - 53 **   450 €

P 3617 1965/66, 100th aniversary ITU cpl. set perf and imperf. including both S/S on FDC, also 1966 
overprints “Gemini Rendezvous“ on fi ve FDC’s with diff. color of the ovpt. (M)

64-71A/B, Bl.2 
A/B, 91a-101c FDC 400 €

P 3618• 1966, defi nitives with bilingual black opt. ‘John F. Kennedy 1917-1963’ and additional surcharged 
in grey or red with new currency ‘Dirham’ or ‘Rijals’, mint never hinged MNH (high values from top 
margin), scarce set, Mi. € 220,-- for the unsurcharged set! 173/77 var. **   70 €

P 3619• 1966, International Co-operation year imperforate block of four in pair as miniature sheet, two per-
forated blocks of four with black or red opt. ‘U. N. 20th / ANNIVERSARY’ and three imperf. miniature 
sheets without opt. or with red or black opt. for UN Anniversary, mint never hinged MNH and scarce, 
Mi. ~ € 400,--

114/17B (2), 
Bl. 4, Bl. 5a/b 
etc. **   100 €

P 3620• 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different denomina-
tion in bright mauve (inner background and basis), the 80d value was accepted, the others have 
been crossed out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   800 €

3621• 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different denomina-
tion in red (inner background and basis), the 35d value was accepted, the others have been crossed 
out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   800 €

3622• 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different denomina-
tion in turquoise (inner background and basis), the 10d value was accepted, the others have been 
crossed out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   800 €

3623• 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different denomina-
tion in green (inner background and basis), the 5d value was accepted, the others have been cros-
sed out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   800 €

P 3624 1980, 9 years of Independence complete set of four printed together on large piece from left 
margin, imperforate and mint never hinged MNH, scarce and attractive 786/89 U var. **   380 €

RAS AL KHAIMA    
P 3625 1965, 5 NP (pair) 30 NP and 40 NP tied violet bilingual “RAS EL-KHAIMAH P.O. 30 3 65“ on small 

cover to Sweden, boxed violet “O.A.T. / F. S.“, late usage, scarce b 100 €
P 3626 1966, Seven surcharged Shaikh Saqr defi nitives (four singles 5dh. on 5np., two 15dh. on 15np. and 

75dh. on 75np.) on registered airmail cover, tied with bilingual Ras Al Khaima ‘5.6.69’ cds, reg. la-
bel ‘RASULKAIMA / 5’ on front. Cover shortened by opening at left and a weak trace of vert. fold 
otherwise fi ne.

A105, B105, 
E105 b 80 €

P 3627 1969, Four singles of overprinted Olympic Games 5dh. on 1r. on front and on reverse of printed ‘Go-
vernment of Ras Al-Khaimah’ air mail cover sent to Georgetown, JERSEY, Channel Island, also franked 
with three copies of 15np. defi nitives all tied by bilingual Ras Al Khaima 1969 cds. Cover was opened 
roughly, stamps and cover with a few light creases, and other minor imperfections. A VERY SCARCE 
GOVERNMENT COVER TO JERSEY bearing the RARE OVERPRINTED OLYMPIC GAMES STAMPS. (T) B348 (4) b 500 €

RIU-KIU-INSELN - RYU KYU    
3628 1951, stationery card 15 S. uprated by vermilion handstamp 85 S. resp. 1 Y. island beauty (pair) tied 

“NAHA 26 3 51“ as surface rate card to the US, no message. PC7 GA Gebot
P 3629 1964, communication between Japan and Ryukyu Islands 3c green with INVERTED opt. ‘1964’ from 

lower margin with imprint, unused without gum, minor shallow scuff marks in the ‘4’ of 1964 and abo-
ve the ‘3c’ symbol, scarce stamp with certifi cate of the Ryukyu Philatelic Specialist Society Ltd. (1979) 151 K (*)  900 €
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SAUDI-ARABIEN      
see also 1789, 1790, 5601

P 3633 1868 (July 29), Egypt used abroad: Front of a letter used in Gedda (now Jeddah, Saudi Arabia), 
franked with Egyptian 1867 2pia. blue tied by fi ne strike of “POSTE VICE-REALI EGIZIANE / 
GEDDA/29/LUGL./68“ cds (date inverted), with a further strike alongside. A fi ne front, and a 
rare usage in Saudi Arabia. Egypt 12 d/b 3.000 €

P 3634 1897. Registered envelope written from Mecca dated ‘25th Jan 1897’ addressed to the ‘Postes 
& Telegraph, Nimes, France’ bearing Turkey Yvert 85, 1p olive (pair) tied by bilingual Mekke 
double ring in bluer-green (Coles & Walker 22) with adjacent circular hand-struck ‘R’ in blue-
green routed via Suez/R and Alexandria and Nimes/Gard arrival. A superb Registered cover 
with text (French) from the Turkish Post Offi ce in Mecca. Wonderful showpiece for the exhibitor.

Turkey Yv. 
85 (2) b 3.000 €

P 3635 1898. Registered and Advice of Receipt envelope with content, written from Mecca dated ‘20th 
July 1898’ addressed to the ‘Postes & Telegraph, Nimes, France’ bearing Turkey Yvert 85, 1p 
olive and Yvert 86, 2p bistre (stamps small faults) tied by circular framed Arabic Mecque date 
stamp (Coles & Walker 19) with oval hand-struck ‘Registered/Mecca/No 304’ and framed ‘A.R.’ 
in green on face and endorsed ‘A.R.’, routed via Suez and Port Said with ‘Modane a Paris’ ambu-
lant and Nimes/Gare arrival. A superb Registered, Advice of Receipt cover with three page text 
(French) from the Turkish Post Offi ce in Mecca. Only one other cover exists with the oval Regi-
stered hand-stamp from Mecca and this is the only one in combination with the Advice of 
Receipt boxed hand-stamp, stamps some faults. A unique showpiece for the exhibitor. Yv. 85, 86 b 10.000 €

P 3636 1898. Registered and Insured envelope (vertical fold) headed ‘Consulaat der Nederlanden te 
Djeddah’ with circular seal in violet (on reverse), addressed to the Netherlands Indies bearing 
Turkey Yvert 85, 1p olive and Yvert 86, 2p bistre tied by Djedda double ring in blue ‘Juin 7’ (Coles 
& Walker Type 10) with framed hand-struck ‘Assure’ in blue/green and ‘Recommande’ hand-
stamp in violet, routed via Aden with unframed ‘Aden/Reg/Jul 1/98’ on reverse and oval Indian 
Post Offi ce registered with N.I. Agent Singapore squared circle transit ‘2/7’ with Medan arrival 
‘4 July 98’ on reverse. Amazing newly discovered item of classic Saudi with the framed ‘Assure’ 
not recorded by Von Uexkull. Superb showpiece cover, some faults

Turkey Yv. 
85, 86 b 3.000 €

P 3637 DJIDDE: 1904. Turkish postal stationary envelope (vertical fold) 20 para rose cancelled by bilingual 
Djidde date stamp (Coles & Walker 12) addressed to Beyrouth, Lebanon with receiver on reverse. 
Very scarce item of stationery used in Saudi Arabia. GA 500 €

P 3638 c1910’s rare set 5 colour postcards with Arabic text. Ak 350 €
P 3639• 1917, Ottoman 20 Para postal stationery answering card uprated with Hejaz 1/8 Pia. orange and 

tied by clear “YAMBO“ violet cds., uncarried but a rare card! Sc. L4 GA 800 €
P 3640 1917. Turkish postal stationery card (small tear at left) 20p red addressed to the ‘Commandant 

Renouard, 19th Battalion, French Mission B / Base de Suez’ cancelled by bilingual Yambo date 
stamp in violet (Coles & Walker Type 38) with adjacent circular ‘Mission B-Detachement de Yambo 
/ Le Chef de Detachement’ on face. Very rare item from French Military Mission in Saudi Arabia. GA 1.500 €

P 3641 1919. Picture post card  of ‘Rue du Commerce, Port Said’ addressed to. France dated ‘Port Said 
10th Mars 1919’ and endorsed ‘Franchise Militaire’, cancelled by ‘Tresor et Postes/601’ date 
stamp ‘11/3’ circular ‘Le Medecin Major / Mission Francaise / au Hedaz’ in red Very rare item 
from the French Detachment in Hedjaz. Few items known. b 2.000 €

P 3642 1930. Registered and Value Declared envelope (opened at left and top, fl ap ripped) written from 
Alep (Syria) addressed to Port Said, Egypt bearing Yvert 75, 3pi olive, Yvert 77, 10pi brown, Yvert 
80, ½pi rose (faults) and Yvert 87, 20gr violet (all adhesives with spots) tied by Mekka date 
stamp with ‘R/Mecque’ registered label and ‘Valeur Declaree’ label endorsed ‘frs 2000’ routed 
via Port Taufi o and lsmailia with Port Said receiver. Very attractive and scarce item of Value 
Declared mail from Saudi Arabia. b 1.100 €

P 3643+ 1934/42, Freimarken ungebr. Kabinettsatz, selten! 13/23 *    120 €
P 3644 1934, Ibn Saud, 12 values complete imperf., mint o.g., brownish remainder of hinge glue on re-

verse, cert. Holcombe for 1/2 s. and 1 s. 1-Dez *    1.000 €
P 3645 1935, Cover from Saudi Arabia to Sunel, India ‘via Bombay and Bhawanimundi’ (noted on front) 

addressed to ‘Mulla Abdulrahim Shaikh Kamerah’ bearing 1934 Charity Tax stamp ½g. scarlet and 
defi nitive 3½g. blue both tied by violet cds (indistinct stikes), on reverse with bilingual “DJEDDAH/13 
4 35“ cds and Sunel ‘4 May 35’ delivery datestamp.

18 + Zwangs-
Z.M. 1 (SG 328, 
337A) b 80 €

P 3646 1942(Nov 30) envelope registered to Louisville, KY franked 1g (2), ½g & 3½g plus ½g Medical Aid 
Charity tied Mecca d/s & w/matching registration label No w/manu 1065 inserted. Bi-lingual blue 
on buff Opened By Censor/Egyptian Censorship label tied circ censor h/s & on reverse Jeddah 
transit d/s & Louisville [29 Apr 43] arrival d/s b 180 €

3647• 1946/48, Partie mit Buntfrankaturen der 2.Freimarken-Ausgabe auf drei Luftpostbriefen nach Aus-
tralien. Dabei 2 Einschreibebriefe von Djeddah nach Perth bzw. Sydney sowie Brief von Dhahran 
nach Melbourne. Bedarfserhaltung. Seltene Destination. ex 15/21 b 50 €

P 3648 1950 ca.: Air mail cover from Dhahran to Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A. franked with 1950 ‘Anniv. of 
Capture of Riyadh’ 1g., 10g. 1934 defi nitive and 1/8g. Charity Tax stamp all tied with un-dated bi-
lingual Dhahran circular handstamp, alongside with “TWA / Air Mail - Par Avion“ label, no further 
postmarks. Cover with a short corner crease at top right, still fi ne.

38, 20, 
Zwangs-Z.M. 5 b 80 €
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3649• 1952, Railway and camel rider complete set mint never hinged MNH, scarce set, Mi. € 180,-- 44/48 **   50 €
P 3650 1952, Twenty-three examples of ‘Railway’ 20g. blue (incl. two blocks of 10) together with Railway 

½g., 1949 air mail 1g. and 4g. and 1/8g. Charity Tax stamp on large piece, cancelled with un-dated 
bilingual “DHAHRAN“ circular handstamp. Some creases, one 20g. stamp with damaged corner and 
minor imperfections but a very scarce high franking. (SG for 22 used singles: £858)

48 (SG 376)
(23) a.o. d 100 €

3651• 1953, Registered airmail envelope from Mecca to Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND bearing 1934 ½g, 
1949 3g and 10g airmail stamps and 1/8g Compulsory surtax stamp (one stamp missing), tied by 
bilingual Mecque cds, bilingual ‘Airmail’ h/s and Reg. cachet alongside, violet Jeddah transit cds 
and part of arrival cds on reverse; one stamp missing. 15, 30, 32 a.o. b 50 €

P 3652• 1953, ‘Visit of Governor of Pakistan’ both stamps each in sheet of 25, mint never hinged, the left 
sheet margins defect/removed, few perfs separated, but still fi ne and fresh. (SG for single stamps 
£850) (T)

51-52 (SG 379-
80) (25) **   400 €

3653• 1955, ‘Arab Postal Union’ cpl. set of three complete sheets of 20, mint never hinged, top sheet 
margin not perfect, stamps fresh and fi ne. (SG for single stamps £660) (T)

55-57 (SG 383-
85) (20) **   350 €

P 3654 1960/61, Oil refi nery 11 different values 1/2pia to 200pia mostly from lower right corner IM-
PERFORATE with plate number ‘A/60’, mint never hinged with a few lower values having gum 
faults and the 100pia + 200pia with minor corner creases in margin not affecting the stamp, 
very scarce! ex 87-102 U **   1.100 €

3655 1962, Fight against Malaria miniature sheet with MISSING BLUE colour in 6pia. stamp, unused wi-
thout gum and very scarce Bl. 4 var. **   700 €

P 3656• 1972, ‘Saker Falcon’ 20p in block of four, very fi ne unmounted mint. A scarce and nice multiple of 
this highest ‘Falcon’ value. (SG £500++)

465 (SG 1025) 
(4) **   200 €

3657 1978/82, eight souvenir sheets, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 632.-) Bl. 6, 11, 12-17 **   250 €
3658 2000, ‘Oil’ 25h. complete INTERPANNU sheet of 100, with gutter inscription (correct usage of Postal 

Code), with perforated top margin (showing misplaced perforation), mint never hinged, light diago-
nal ‘wave’ (trace of light fold) through lower left corner, fresh and fi ne. A very uncommon sheet as 
thus. (MS) 1346 (100) **   150 €

SCHARDSCHA      
see also 4531

P 3659• 1932 (Oct 1), First Flight postcard from England to India using the new Southern Route via Bahrain 
and SHARJAH, sent from Walton-On-Thames to Bombay, re-directed to Junagad, with several Bom-
bay transit datestamps and arrival cds. A fi ne example from this scarce fi rst fl ight via Sharjah. b 150 €

P 3660 1963, provisional overprint 20 np on 2 np redbrown, mayor error: overprint strongly shifted diagonal-
ly upwards with the overprint transformed (“20“ on top) on two stamps of a strip of three, very rare. 42A var **   500 €

3661 1963, provisional overprint 80 np on 90 np lilac-red, mayor error: overprint shift with the “80“ print 
over two stamps between the perforation, marginal pair, very rare. 46A var **/p 240 €

P 3662 1965, airmail issue 30 NP, 40 NP, 75 NP (pair) and 30 NP tied bilingual violet “SHARJA T. S. 
10.11.65“ to registered air mail cover to Sweden. Includes stamp invoice of Sharjah GPO with signa-
ture of PM general. b 100 €

P 3663 1966, Rendezvous in space of Gemini VI and VII 2 np. error: overprint inverted, marginal, superb, 
very rare. 205A var **   500 €

P 3664 1966, Rendezvous in space of Gemini VI and VII 4 np. error: overprint inverted, marginal-pair, su-
perb, very rare, only one sheet of 25 are known, **/p 800 €

P 3665• 1967, Registered envelope from Sharjah to Bethesa, Maryland, U.S.A. by air via Safat and Was-
hington D.C. (transit datestamps on back), franked with surcharged 1966 75d. and 4r. ‘Fishes’ tied 
by violet “SHARJAH & DCIES/26 OC 67“ bilingual double-ring d/s in violet. b 60 €

P 3666 1971, modernisation of the country: 5 Dh to 10 R., the complete set of 26 values vf mnh (as al-
ways with brownish gum). Ther rarest set of Sharjah and the UAE, which we have never seen 
before offered complete.This issue was ordered by the ruler without involving the philatelic 
agency. It was printed by Rosenbaum/Vienna used only on commercial mail and remained 
unknown to collectors for almost 40 years. No price in Michel. A 863-Z863 **   3.200 €

P 3667 1971, Proclamation of the UAE, 25 D. to 2 R., the cpl. original set on thin dull paper, superb with sheet 
margins. This set was ordered by the ruler without involving the philatelic agency and almost used on 
commercial and private mail. It remained unknown to collectors for almost 40 years. Very rare. 1392x-1397x **   800 €

P 3668 1971, Proclamation of the UAE, 25 D. to 2 R., the cpl. original set on thin dull paper, superb with 
sheet margins. This set was ordered by the ruler without involving the philatelic agency. Vf commer-
cially used. Very rare. 1392-97x *    400 €

P 3669 1971, Proclamation of the UAE, the pair of souvenir sheets in the original printing on thin dull paper, 
superb. Unrecorded for almost 40 years and only a few known (unlisted in SG, in Michel only the 
reprints) **   800 €
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SINGAPUR      
see also 1071, 1252, 1445, 1835, 1846, 2184, 2787, 2805, 2813, 2841, 

2845, 3211, 3227, 3229, 3268, 3277, 3393, 3759, 3769
P 3670• 1865 ca: Hongkong 12c blue cancelled by ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral at SINGAPORE, top right 

corner perf missing and tear at foot otherwise fi ne. A lovely and very scarce item.
Hongkong 
SG 12 g 150 €

P 3671• 1868, INCOMING MAIL: from France, 80 c ‘Napoleon with laureal wrath’, horiz. pair with fi ne strike 
“Etoile et Numero“, “PARIS PLACE DE LA MADELAINE“, red “PD“, endorsed manuscript “via Suez par 
paquebot anglaise“, at reverse receiver SÌNGAPORE“ 31 b 300 €

P 3672 1885. Stampless envelope written from Singapore dated ‘3rd Mars 1885’ addressed to France 
endorsed ‘Corps Expeditionnaire du Tonkin’ cancelled by ‘Corr. D Arm. Lig. N Paq. Fr No 8’ double 
ring (Salles 1949) ‘3rd Mars’ sent on the French paquebot “Oxus“ with arrival in Nice ‘29/3’ on re-
verse. Rare item from the French Brigade in China in transit in Singapore. b 500 €

P 3672A• 1891-1955, Four covers/cards: Unpaid cover 1891 from Penang to Singapore (despatch and arrival 
cds) with charge mark “10“, ‘Bibby Line’ coloured picture postcard (H.T. “Somersetshire“) 1929 to 
England, taxed unpaid ppc from Singapore to Hong-Kong, and a 20c. PS registered envelope used 
uprated in 1955 (locally). b/GA 120 €

P 3673 SAMSOUN: 1892. Turkish postal stationery card 20p lilac cancelled by bilingual Samsoun date 
stamp ‘18/11’ addressed to the ‘Messageries Maritimes, Singapore, Malacca ‘, routed via Constan-
tinople ‘21/11’ with circular Sea Post Offi ce ‘De 6’ and Bombay ‘Dec 12’ with framed instructional 
‘Missent in /Indian Mail’ and on reverse ‘Penang to Singapore’ double ring marine sorter ‘25/12’. 
A superb item for the exhibitor of Miss-Sent mail. GA 450 €

P 3674• 1900, French postage stamp 10 c. black tied by ship cancel “MARSEILLE E.A.YOKOHAMA L.N.
No.8.30.10.“ to picture card “A GREETINGS FROM SINGAPORE“ (dated on board SS Amam...“ via 
Saigon to Zürich with arrival mark, fi ne b 200 €

P 3675• 1900, Queen Victoria 3 c. brown tied by cds. “SINGAPORE SP 6.00“ to folded card “menu card 
Norddeutscher Lloyd, steambot H.H.Meier with picture India“ with text Frankfurt, Germany with arri-
val mark, nice

Straits Settle-
ments 66 b 100 €

P 3676• 1901, Ansichtskarte aus Deutsch-Neu-Guinea befördert mit deutscher Seepost “ 5 Pfennig mit 
zarter Entwertung “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST DEUTSCH-NEUGUINEA SINGAPORE“ (Arge 1.000,--) Ak 350 €

P 3677• 1902, Queen Victoria postal stationery card 3 c. with additional franking King Edward VII. 5 c. lilac as 
registered card from “SINGAPORE SE.12.1902“ with text to Amsterdam with arrival mark, fi ne, rare

Straits Settle-
ments 82 GA 150 €

P 3678• 1905, King Edward VII. 5 c. lilac and 8 c. lilac on blue, tied by cds. “SINGAPORE FE.10.1095“ to registered 
picture card with text and boxced “Singapore R 10.FEB.“ to Melle, Germany with arrival mark, fi ne 82, 95 b 150 €

P 3679• 1912, 3 c. postal stationery card with additional franking King Edward VII. 10 c. lilac on yellow as 
registered card from “SINGAPORE 6.12.“ with text to Germany and forwarded to M nster with arri-
val mark, tiny spots

Straits Settle-
ments 101 GA 170 €

P 3680 1917(May 11) India GV ½a printed Stationary envelope to Singapore uprated with on reverse addi-
tional ½a tied Pudavayal d/s overlaid by black on white Straits Settlements/Arms/Opened By Cen-
sor label [Type S6] & with Singapore (19 May) arrival d/s GA 110 €

P 3681 1919 (22/3): envelope from India to Singapore bearing, on reverse, ½A vertical pair with Singapore 
arrival datestamp (5/4) alongside and showing, on face, “T“ in circle and framed “SINGAPORE/TO 
PAY 4 CENTS“ h.s. (Type UP5) in red. Ak 100 €

P 3682 1929, “DEAD LETTER OFFICE SINGAPORE/26 JUN 29“ oval d/s in salmon on reverse of cover from 
Vancouver, Canada to Papua, re-directed to Singapore, franked 2c. green tied by ‘4 Jan 29’ slogan 
d/s, with violet ‘Undelivered for reasons stated/Return to sender’ and black ‘Inconnu...’ cachets 
alongside, Papua, Singapore and ‘Inspection Division, D.L.O., Ottawa’ datestamps on reverse. Canada 129 b 180 €

P 3683• 1947 REVENUES: KGVI. $25, $100 and $500 each with complete red Singapore seal on piece, a 
fi ne set of the three high Revenues. (Singapore Stamps cat. R1-R3: S$1130) d 100 €

3684 1948-52, KGVI. short sets: Set perforated 14 complete except 15c (Cent values marginal and un-
mounted mint, $-values lightly hinged) and set perforated 17½:18 to $2 with duplication/shades 
(22 values), mint lightly hinged, 36 almost fresh and fi ne stamps. (SG about £430)

ex 1-20 (SG ex 
1-30) */** 100 €

P 3685 1948-52, KGVI. complete sets up to $5 (both Perf 14 and Perf 17½:18), mint lightly hinged or never 
hinged (small values), fresh and fi ne. (SG £580) 1-20 (SG 1-30) **/* 150 €

P 3686 1950 (18 July): North Canal Road, Airmail envelope registered to Glasgow, bearing KGVI 10c pair 
and 25c (2), clearly tied by “NORTH CANAL ROAD/SINGAPORE“ double-ring d.s. (Type D6, latest re-
corded post-war date) and showing registration label at lower left. b 90 €

P 3687• 1969, 150th Anniversary of Singapore complete set and miniature sheet, mint never hinged MNH, 
SG. £ 425

SG. 121/26+ 
MS127 **   120 €

3688• 1969, 150th Anniversary of Singapore miniature sheet, mint never hinged MNH, SG. £ 375 SG. MS127 (Mi. Bl. 1) **   100 €
P 3689• 1969, 150th Anniversary of Singapore miniature sheet, mint never hinged MNH, SG. £ 375 SG. MS127 (Mi. Bl. 1) **   100 €
P 3690• 1973, SEAP Games 10c part sheet of 25 IMPERFORATED stamps, unmounted mint, fi ne, and scar-

ce. (T) 186 (SG 205)(25) **   500 €
P 3691 1974, UNICEF - Kindertag, 4 postfrische Werte UNGEZÄHNT, Aufl age 100 Stück. 221 - 224 **   450 €
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SYRIEN    
P 3692• 1671, folded letter (Aleppo dateline) to Sir Edward Bagot, Barron at Blithfi eld England, sent by 

his newly arrived son (Lewis Bagot), message in English concerning personal and commercial 
matters, very rare from Syria to England at this time, Sir Edward Bagot, 2nd Baronet (23 May 
1616 – 30 May 1673) was an English landowner and politician who sat in the House of Com-
mons in 1660, excellent condition, VF. b 2.000 €

P 3693 1861, Vollständiger Vorphila-Brief ab Ourfa nach Aleppo mit vollständigem arabischem Nega-
tiv-Stempel “An Canib-i Posta-i Halep“ = im Auftrag von Aleppo Postamt (C.W. Fig. 1) an den Konsul 
von Sardinien. b 170 €

P 3693A 1861. Stampless envelope written from Alep addressed to Switzerland cancelled by ‘Poste Francai-
se/D’Alep’ hand-stamp in blue with adjacent ‘Alexandrette/Syrie’ double ring (Pothion Type B), sent 
by French paquebot with boxed ‘Paquebots / de la Mediterranes’ in red, routed via Marseille, Paris 
and Basel with Roggwyl receiver and rated ‘190’ in red m/s. Nice item of mail into Switzerland 
paying the double letter rate. b 300 €

P 3694 1875 Incomming mail: USA 2 C green an 3 C brown on cover to the “ARCHAEOLOGIST AMERICAN 
PALESTINE EXPLORING PARTY BEYROUTH, SYRIA“, cancelled with black cork and “SAN FRANCISCO 
AUG 19“ alongside, red “NEW YORK AUG 26“ transit on front and reverse with Vienna, Triest, and 
Austrian “BERUTTI 25/9“ arrival-cds. Manuscriot “CARE DR POST“. A cover which has probably a 
very interesting story to tell. b 750 €

P 3695• 1880 ca., Folded offi cial envelope used registered with all arabic negative “TAHRIRI MALIYE VILA-
YET-I HALEB“, boxed black registration mark, extremely scarce and fi ne b 400 €

P 3696 1888, Zweisprachiger K2 (ähnl. C.W. 35) “DAMAS (SYRIE) auf Türkei 20 Para im waagerechten Paar 
auf Brief (oben etwas verkürzt) nach Frankreich, rs. Transit-stempel BEYROUT und BRINDISI, vs. 
roter Transit-K2. Türk. 46 (2) b 170 €

3697 1892, DEYR (DEYR EL ZOR, Isfi la No.3) all arabic cancellation on cover to Aleppo, large fl aw at left, 
fi ne and very scarce syria and ottoman postal history b 90 €

3698 1911, Lot von 2 dän. Postkarten 10 Öre nach Damaskus an die dortige Dänische Mission, je An-
k.-Stpl., beide Bedarf. GA 60 €

3699• “SAIDA 24.11.1912“ (Syrien) türkischer Stempel auf bedarfsgebrauchtem Vordruck-Brief mit Paar 
20 Pa rosa. b 80 €

P 3699A 1917, “ILE ROUAD POSTES FRANCAISES 18-7 17“ (Syria) on POW card with double cds “MARINE 
FRANCAISE SERVICE DE LA MER“ and red english censor triangle canc. b 200 €

P 3700 1920, Seven proofs, two 5 Pia. on greenish-blue paper, all imperf, some faults, scarce group Proofs (*)  100 €
3701 1920, Two covers with 1920 issue franking, one with block of six used registered, both to New York, 

clear cancellations of Halep and Damas, both with attractive commercial imprint, a fi ne and scarce pair b 60 €
P 3702 1921, “O.M.F. SYRIE 2 PIASTRES“ on 1 Pia. blue-violet, horizontal pair ONE WITH BLACK OVER-

PRINT THE OTHER VIOLET, mint never hinged, superb quality. This very rare variety is only men-
tioned in the Yvert Specialise of 1932. A mayor rarity of Ain-Tab which is unknown to the Kacz-
marczyk handbook, WE RECORD ONLY TWO PAIRS OF THIS VARIETY, certifi cate Pascal Scheller 
and signed Roger Calves. Yvert 4 + 8 4 + 8 **   2.000 €

3703 1921, Two covers with triangle surcharged ottoman 5 Para issues, both mix franking to New York, 
each violet or black surcharged, clear cancellations of Damas, one cover with attractive commercial 
imprint, a fi ne and scarce pair b 60 €

P 3703A 1924, Olympic Games, 4 values complete in blocks of 4 (0.50 pi on 10 c. slightly separated), un-
mounted mint, some toning spots. 1.280, - €.

Maury 146/49 
(4) **   250 €

3704• 1924, Olympic Games Paris, 4 values complete, unmounted mint. 320,- €. Maury 149/52 **   80 €
P 3705• 1924 three Turkish Revenue Stamps  “A.D.P.O  P.S.2“  (Administration Dette Publique Ottomane) 

with “P.S.2“ surcharge, used as postage stamps on parcel-card sent from “ALEP 26.9.24“ to Con-
stantinople, VERY RARE POSTAL USAGE OF FISCAL STAMPS. (T) b 400 €

3706• 1924, Olympic Summer Games Paris complete set of french stamps with opt. ‘SYRIE’ and new 
values, mint lightly hinged, Mi. € 220,-- 227/30 *    50 €

P 3707 1925, complete set of defi nitives and fi ve different postage dues printed together in perforated 
sheet format (Epreuve d’Artiste) in issued colours on thick ungummed stock and two affi xed 
labels ‘Etats de Syrie’ and ‘Timbres-taxe.’ on front and violet handstamp on reverse ‘H.C.R.F. en 
Syrie au Liban / Emission de Timbres Poste’, very scarce exhibition item! (M)

263/75, P 
38/42 (*)  1.300 €

P 3708• 1925, Two franked recepisse with surcharged turkish revenues, each tied by ALEP cds. and boxed 
CHARGE alongside, fi ne pair b 100 €

P 3709• 1926, Drei seltene Maximumkarten, Ansichskarten von “Palmyra, Kolonaden der Säulenstrasse“, 
“Aleppo Blick über die südl.Altstadt“ und “Palmyra, Reste der Säulenstrasse“ alle mit den passenen 
Marken vorderseitig frankiert, gestempelt in “DAMAS-SALHIE“ 290, 293, 295 Mk 120 €

P 3710• 1929, air mail cover with green par avion label, ms. “Damas via Beyrouth & Athens to Constantino-
ple“ and scarce surcharged air mail franking, transit marks Beyrouth & Athens on reverse, light 
vertical fold, fi ne and scarce (M) b 100 €
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P 3711 1932, 0.10 pi. violet, imperf. block of 25 from the lower right corner of the sheet, unmounted 
mint. (M)

Maury 217 nd 
(25) **   500 €

P 3712 1934, 10th anniversary of Syrian Republic, proofs, 5 imperforated blocks of 24 without face 
value in the cartridge,10-25 Pia ‘President Abed’ and 50 and 100 Pia ‘Saladin’, vf, (Maury cat 
val.26160,--) (M)

381-85U 
proofs **   4.500 €

P 3713 1934, 10th anniversary of Syrian Republic, proofs, 5 blocks of 15 without face value in the car-
tridge,10-25 Pia ‘President Abed’ and 50 and 100 Pia ‘Saladin’, vf, (Maury cat val. 15.900,--) (M) 381-85 proofs **   2.500 €

P 3714 1934, 10th anniversary of Syrian Republic, proof, cpl sheet of 50 imperforated without face 
value in the cartridge, 50 Pia ‘Saladin’, vf, (Maury cat val.12.500,--) (M) 384U proof **   2.500 €

P 3715 1934, 10th anniversary of Syrian Republic, proof, cpl sheet of 50 imperforated without face 
value in the cartridge,100 Pia ‘Saladin’, vf, (Maury cat val.13.250,--) (M) 385U proof **   2.600 €

P 3716 1934, airmails, 10 value complete, unmounted mint. Maury 550,- €. 386/95 **   180 €
P 3717 1934, Flugpostmarken 10 Jahre Republik, jeweils im gestempelten Viererblock vom Bogenrand, 

selten angeboten (Maury 61-70). 386 - 395 g/v 600 €
3718 1937, airmails, 8 values complete as epreuve de luxe. Maury 620,- €. Maury PA 78/85 (*)  250 €

P 3719 1937, 50 P grünschwarz, 25 P ultramarin u. vier weitere Marken auf Luftpost-Einschreibebrief von 
YABROUD, 5.2.1937, nach Buenos Aires in Argentinien, Pracht. 317, 365 u.a. b 100 €

3720 1938, 4 Pia. orange postal stationery envelope used uprated registered tied by “NEBIK“ cds. ad-
dressed to Argentina with arrival mark on reverse, some toned spots and light vertical crease, fi ne 
and very scarce destination! GA Gebot

3721• 1940, BULGARIEN, express stamp 7 l. brown tied by machine cancel “SOFIA 30.7.40.“ to cover to 
Beirut, Syria with censorship cancel “OUVERT PAR L’AUTORITE MILIATAIRE L.O.“ and label and for-
warded to Baghdad, Iraq with arrival mark plus American consulat cancel on reverse, fi ne Bulgarien 367 b 60 €

3722 1940, defi nitives buildings, 10 values complete as epreuve de luxe. Maury 550,- €. Maury 250/59 (*)  200 €
3723 1940, airmails, 7 values complete as epreuve de luxe. Maury 450,- €. Maury PA 87/93 (*)  180 €

P 3724• 1941 (Sep 29) use of Stationery 4p 50 Postal card uprated 48p for airmail Damas to Gisborne N.Z.,  
circular “Cross of Lorraine“ symbol “11“ handstamp and Egyptian censorship, numerical hand-
stamps possibly indicating further such scrutiny, one of the more exotic origin/destination items in 
the collection. b 160 €

P 3725 1945, Flugpostmarken Wiederaufnahme der verfassungsmäßigen Regierung, 7 UNGEZÄHNTE Wer-
te je aus der linken unteren Blockecke einzeln auf Brief. 501 B - 507 B b 450 €

3726• 1946/7, Airmail X-Back proofs on 9 Bileski cards (signed by him on back), only 50 stamps exist of 
each (an ex. Egyptioan Royal Collection)

Sc. ex C 
124/34 proofs (*)  240 €

P 3727• 1948, 50p. on 300p. air mail stamp IMPERFORATED marginal BLOCK OF FOUR with DOUBLE OVER-
PRINT, unused without gum, top left corner crease otherwise fi ne. A VERY SCARCE BLOCK OF FOUR. 
(A proof?)

576 (SG 477) 
Var. (4) (*)  100 €

P 3728 1949, Souvenir sheet 75-Years-UPU, mint NH (a minimal gum-wave is due to production), rare is-
sue!, Block 75 Jahre Weltpostverein, postfrisch (herstellungsbedingte minimale Gummiwelle), ge-
suchte Ausgabe, Mi. 650.- Bl. 26 **   250 €

3729• 1952, Freimarken: Bauwerke, 13 UNGEZÄHNTE Werte jeweils im senkrechten Paar vom Oberrand. 604 - 616 U (2) **   60 €

SYRIEN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3730 1925, 1 p. brown on rose with stroke on pen as fee for “Poste restante“ on cover from Russia with 

postage stamp 20 k. on reverse via Haifa to Damas with arrival mark 1 b 90 €
P 3731 1930, 2 p. black on bluegreen, vertical pair and two single stamps, tied by cds. “ALEXANDRETTE 

27.6.30“ to reverse to unstamped cover from “ALEP 26.JU.30“ with bilingual tax cancel “T...“ to 
Alexandrette, slightly spots 40 (2) 120 €

SYRIEN - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN    
P 3732 1945, Zwangszuschlagsmarken zu Gunsten der Armee, 5 P. auf 25 C (aus der linken oberen Bogen-

ecke)  und 5 P. blau jeweils mit Aufdruck, beide Werte postfrisch, M€ 500,-, Yv.293, 296 1, 3 **   150 €
3733• 1945/47, Partie mit drei Briefen nach Australien, dabei Luftpost-R-Brief von Aleppo nach Sydney, 

Luftpostbrief von Damaskus nach Melbourne und Zensurbrief von Aleppo nach Whyalla. Neben den 
Freimarken auf jedem Beleg eine Zwangszuschlagsmarke für die Armee, dabei 5 P blau mit Auf-
druck III+V, 5 P blau mit Aufdruck IV+V sowie 5 P rosa mit Aufdruck II. R! 2, 4, 8 u.a. b 60 €

TANNU-TUWA    
P 3734 1927, ovpt. issues, cpl. set in conrer margin copies, two with small thins in selvadge only, unused 

mounted mint fi rst mount LH Nov-14 *    100 €
P 3735• 1936, 25 K. Flugpost, waagerechter 4er-Streifen, mittleres Paar in der Mitte ungezähnt, tadellos 

gestempelt, sehr selten! 101 g 800 €
P 3736• 1943, 22 Jahre Republik, 25 K. graublau im senkrechten 5er-Streifen, wie verausgabt ohne Gum-

mi, tadellos 134 (5) (*)  250 €
P 3737• 1943, 25 und 50 K grün im getrennten 4er-Block ohne Gummi wie verausgabt 135/36 (2) (*)  200 €
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THAILAND      
see also 1536, 3250, 3257, 3903, 4824, 4960, 5257

P 3738 1885, 1 Tical on 1 Solot, overprint type II, hinged, small crack on left side, certifi cate Osper 6 II *    180 €
P 3739 1885, 1 Tical on 1 Solot, overprint type II,used, tear (~3mm) in the lower right corner, certifi cate 

Osper 6  II g 180 €
P 3740 1887/99, defi nitive issues 1887 and 1899, 1 Att 1899 in both types, hinged, faultless 7/14, 28/42 *    400 €
P 3741 1887/99, the 1899 recalled 2 A. (3, pair and single) with 1887 2 A. green/carmine, 1899 12 A., 

1 Att. on 12 Att. (14, a horizontal strip 4 resp. on reverse two vertical strips of 5) tied small circle 
“KORAT 19.7.00“ to registered cover to Germany, on reverse transits “BANGKOK 1 30/7 00“, 
“BRINDISI 31 8 00“, “MILANO 1 9 00“, railway TPO Italy-Switzerland “AMB. MILANO CHIASSO2 1 
9 00“ and arrival “HANNOVER 8 9 00“. Stamp cut out top left. New fi nd from estate, spectacular.

III (3), 8, 38, 
21I (14) b 6.000 €

P 3742 1907, 12 Atts lilac/carmine, vertical pair on registered cover from Bangkok 27.05.07 to Germany, 
registration canc., sender’s imprint “Kaiserlich Deutsche Minister-Residentur“ (Imperial German 
Minister’s Residence) on reverse, in Germany redirected, 2 arrival marks 27.6./28.6. on reverse. 12 (2) b 450 €

P 3743 1889, 1 A. on 2 A. green/carmine, a horizontal pair with surcharge double, setting B, sub type B4, 
unused mounted mint (Hobby 22a) 16 (2) DD *    200 €

P 3744 1889, 1 Att on 2 Att, overprint type IV, used, faultless 16 IV g 450 €
P 3745 1889, 1 Att on 2 Att, overprint type III, hinged, faultless 16 III *    150 €
P 3746 1890, 1 Att. on 3 Atts. green blue (1887 issue) clear and face free cancelled, light bend in the 

top left corner, certifi cate PAT 2005, michel catalogue value 14.000,- Siri.26, Sc. 26 g 4.500 €
P 3747 1892/1905, 2 A./24 A. (block-10, 2x5) and 5 A. scarlet in a horizontal left margin-strip-5 tied 

“Bangkok2 13.10.08“ to registered cover to Munich/Germany w. arrival “13. NOV 08.“ on reverse, 
amazing

23VI (10), 
54 (5) b 800 €

3748 1892 provisional overprint issue, 4 Atts on 24 Atts lilac/blue, the both dies, two vf stamps, mint 
never hinged. 19I+II **   90 €

3749 1892 provisional overprint issue, 4 Atts on 24 Atts lilac/blue, die II, great letter “4“ without dot, a 
marvellous vertical strip of fi ve from the sheet margin, mint never hinged. 20II **   90 €

P 3750 1892 provisional overprint issue, 4 Atts on 24 Atts lilac/blue, die I, a marvellous strip of four mint 
never hinged. 19I **   180 €

P 3751 1894, 1 Att. and 1 Atts. on 12 Att, both different overprint types, hinged, faultless 21 I, 21 II *    200 €
3752 1894 provisional overprint issue, 1 Att on 64 Atts lilac/orange, die I, vf block of 12 with some varie-

ties included, mint never hinged 22I (Hobby 41) **   100 €
P 3753• 1894, King Chulalongkorn 64a lilac/brown orange surcharged ‘2 Atts.’ in a large block of 28, mint 

never hinged with some toning and one stamp hinged but great exhibition block and good for stu-
dying the surcharge! 23 (28) **/* 300 €

3754 1894 provisional overprint issue, 2 Atts on 64 Atts lilac/orange, die VI, vf block of 25 with some 
varieties included, mint never hinged 23 VI **   130 €

3755• 1894, 2 Atts. on 64 A., small 2, a block of 24 (6x4), mint never hinged MNH, clean condition 23VII (24) **   150 €
P 3756 1902, 4 Atts on 12 A. overprint issue 1894 on card from Bangkok to Hannover 25 I b 200 €
P 3757 1894 provisional overprint issue, 4 Atts on 11 Atts lilac/red, die II with clear double print, two 

stamps, mint and cancelled
25IIDD (Hobby 
55a) */g 180 €

P 3758 1895. Envelope (shortened at left) addressed to Germany bearing SG 14, 4a green and brown and 
SG 15, 8a green and yellow tied by Bangkok date stamp with Mulheim arrival with instructional 
‘Nachsenden Nach’ and forwarded to Karlsruhe. Nice franking. b 500 €

P 3759 1896, 4 Atts./12 A., a horizontal strip-3 tied diamond circle (Singapore) w. on reverse “BANGKOK 2 
6 8 98“ to Germany w. arrival “HANNOVER 4.9.98“ 25 (3) b 300 €

P 3760 1899, 1-10 Att, all 5 unissued values, 4 centered canceled “KORAT“, perforation faults, 2 Att closed 
pin hole II/VI g 700 €

P 3761 1899. 1st Issue postal stationery card 1a yellow/orange upgraded with SG 11, 1a green and SG 
44, 2a on 64a purple and brown tied by Kosichang date stamp addressed to the United States 
with New York receiver on face. Very fi ne. GA 1.000 €

P 3762 1902. Registered envelope (toned) addressed to the United States bearing SG 16, 12a purple 
and carmine and SG 75, 8a green and orange (3) tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp with framed ‘R 
/ Bangkok’ hand-stamp routed via London with New York receiver on reverse. A very attractive 
mixed second issue cover. b 1.300 €

P 3763 1905. Envelope addressed to the ‘French Consulate in Tunis, North Africa’ bearing SG 71, 3s green 
tied by Bangkok date stamp. Very rare item paying the un-sealed printed matter rate to North Africa. b 650 €

P 3764 1894, 10 Atts. on 24 Att, both different overprint types, hinged, faultless 27 I, 27 II *    300 €
P 3765• 1905, Picture postcard sent 27.11.05 by the ‘Deutsch-Siamesische Handelsgesellschaft’ (Ger-

man-Siamese trading company) (blue oval cachet) to Trogen, Switzerland, franked with 1899-1904 
1c. green and 2c. brick-red & blue pair tied with Bangkok dater, Trogen ‘27.XII.05’ arrival cds along-
side. Card not perfect (creased, slightly stained) but still attractive and scarce. 28, 30(2) b 100 €
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P 3766 1903, 1 and 3 A. defi nitive issue 1899 on card from Bangkok to Hannover 28, 31 b 100 €
P 3767 1904, 1, 2 and 3 A. defi nitive issue 1899 on card from Bangkok to Wilhemshaven, some traces 

from transportation, decorative franking! 28, 30, 32 b 150 €
3768 1902, 2 Atts green defi nitive issue 1899, pair on card from Bangkok to Vienne / France 29 (2) b 100 €

P 3769 1906. Postal stationery card 1a orange written from Bangkok dated ‘5th July 06’ upgraded with 
SG 97, 4a pale red and sepia tied by Singapore date stamp ‘Jy 9’ addressed to Bandjermasin, 
Netherlands Borneo with squared circle ‘N.J. Agent Singapore’ transit on face. Very rare desti-
nation from Siam. GA 1.500 €

P 3770 1906, 4 Atts. / 1½ Atts. uprated postal stationary card from Cambodia “BATTAMBONG 17/8/1906“ 
cds. adressed to Marseille, fi ne and rare item from Lost territories during the reign of King Chulal-
ongkorn. GA 450 €

P 3771 1906. Picture post card from Kjobenhaven bearing Denmark Yvert 35a, 5ore green (pair) ad-
dressed to Kalantan, Malaya, routed via Singapore with Siam Post Offi ce in Kalantan arrival 
date stamp on front. Very fi ne and rare postmark only 2 recorded on incoming mail. b 1.300 €

P 3772 1905, defi nitive issue, unused, 2 Att green and 1 Tical small spots, otherwise faultless 47/60 *    150 €
P 3773• 1907, Provisional Fiscal issue complete set 10 Ticals to 40 Ticals green with additional handstamp 

‘Specimen.’, mint hinged rare set! 61/63 spec. *    850 €
P 3774 1907(Dec 16) Plain stampless envelope used locally to H.B.M. Legation Bangkok w/unframed One 

Att Stamps Run Short Postage Paid h/s in black signed Fack in red ink & w/bi-lingual Bangkok 2 d/s b 400 €
P 3775 1908. Registered picture post card of ‘The Royal Palace, Bangkok’ addressed to Singapore bearing 

SG 93, 2a grey and violet, SG 95, 3a green, SG 100, 8a olive and black and SG 105, 1t bistre and 
blue tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp with handstruck framed ‘R / Bangkok’ with Singapore arrival. 
Very fi ne and scarce. b 500 €

P 3776 1908. Registered Photographic post card of ‘The Royal Esplanelle, Bangkok’ addressed to Singapo-
re bearing SG 93, 2a grey and violet, SG 95, 3a green (2) and SG 99, 5a carmine tied by Bangkok/2 
date stamp with hand-struck framed ‘R / Bangkok’ with Singapore arrival. Very fi ne and scarce. b 500 €

P 3777 1908. Registered picture post card of ‘Wat Phakeo, Bangkok’ addressed to Singapore bearing SG 
102, 12a blue and SG 109, 1a on 24a purple and blue tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp with hand-
struck framed ‘R / Bangkok’ with Singapore arrival. Very fi ne and scarce. b 500 €

P 3778• 1908/38, Stationery 2 A on 1 1/2A (H&G # 10), a card from Bangkok with transit TANDJONGPRIOK/
Netherlands Indies and a photocard (weaver) with red KLM label, all 3 items addressed to Germany.

b/GA/
Ak 100 €

P 3779 1908. Envelope (backfl ap missing) addressed to France bearing SG 109, 1a on 24a purple and 
blue (12) tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp. Very fresh. Lovely franking. b 1.300 €

P 3780• 1908/10, jubilee set cpl. mint; also King revised design 2 S.-28 S. cpl. in clean used blocks of four 
inc. clear „Rajani“; 2 S. another block-4 with commemorative marking, resp. top margin block-6 
canc. „Korat“ (T) 68/72, 94-99 g/v 350 €

P 3781 1908, 1 and 3 Atts, blocks of 4, lower left stamp with variety “small i“, lower stamps hinged, fault-
less 68/69 var. */** 120 €

P 3782 1908, 1 Att Jubilee, block of 9, middle stamp with rare overprint variety “wrong character“ and cor-
rected by hand, mnh and faultless, upper left an right stamp hinged, very rare! 68 var. **/* 900 €

P 3783 1908, 1 Att Jubilee, horizontal block of 12, second stamp of middle row with rare overprint variety 
“wrong character“, mnh and faultless, some other values hinged or with brown spots, very rare! 68 var. **/* 900 €

3784 1908, Jubilee, 1 Att, block of 9, middle stamp with variety “small i“, mnh, other values partly hinged, 
faultless 68 var. **/* 120 €

P 3785 1908, Jubilee, 1 Att, block of 9, middle stamp with variety “small i“ hinged and upper right stamp 
with variety “bigger space between i and l“ mnh, faultless 68 var. **/* 300 €

P 3786 1908, 8 Atts Jubilee, strip of 5 from lower margin, 4th stamp with variety “bigger space between i 
and l“ mnh, toned, otherwise faultless 71 var. **   150 €

P 3787 1908, 40 years government of King Chulalongkorn, 7 values,fi rst time hinged, faultless 73/9 *    2.000 €
P 3788 1908, 40 years government of King Chulalongkorn, 7 values, used, faultless 73/9 g 400 €
P 3789 1908, 40 years government of King Chulalongkorn, 10, 20 and 40 Ticals with “Specimen.“-over-

print, hinged, faultless 77/9 Spec. *    800 €
P 3790 1908. Registered envelope (two horiz. folds) addressed to France bearing SG 94, 2a yellowgreen, 

SG 101, 9a blue and SG 109, 1a on 24a purple and blue (block of fi fteen + single) tied by Bang-
kok/2 date stamp with framed ‘R/Bangkok’ registered hand-stamp with Orleans arrival on re-
verse. Lovely franking. b 1.500 €

P 3791 1908, postal jubilee commemorative post card in blue, unused mint Ak 60 €
P 3792 1909, defi nitive issue, overprints, 14 values, mnh, faultless 80/93 **   350 €

3793 1909, defi nitive issue, overprints, 14 values, unused, faultless 80/93 *    200 €
P 3794 1909, currency changeover: former values surcharged with new decimal currency Baht/Satangs, 

very fresh set in premium quality. 80-93 *    220 €
P 3795 1909, defi nitive issue, overprints, 14 values, used, faultless 80/93 g 200 €
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P 3796 1909, defi nitive overprint-issue, 9 different values (Mi. 80, 82/6 and 89/91) in blocks of 4, except 
of one all with centered cancelations, partly rare, all in good condition ex 80/91 g/v 300 €

3797• 1909, King Chulalongkorn, Wat Jang 3 S. on 2 A. green, a block of 25 (5x5, some separation), mint 
never hinged MNH, violet control marking on reverse, scarce thus 82 (25) **   80 €

P 3798 1909, 6 Satang on 5 Atts, block of 4, upper left stamp with variety “big 6“, mnh and faultless, lower 
left stamp hinged 87 var. **/* 180 €

P 3799• 1909, 14 S. on 12 A. blue, six blocks of 8 (2x4), mint never hinged MNH, Michel cat. 1344.- (M) 91 (48) **   350 €
P 3800 1909, 6 Satang on 4 Atts, block of 4, upper right stamp with variety “big 6“, mnh and faultless 85 var. **   400 €
P 3801 1910(Jul 1) On the 25th anniversary of Siam’s admission to the UPU a set of postcards were pro-

duced. These cards came in 3 different designs with each card being produced in Red, Blue & Pur-
ple. This group of the 3 different designs are included within the Thai Postal Stationary & Booklet 
Catalogue & are seldom offered in such fi ne unused condition and should be part of any serious 
Thailand, thematic or UPU collection. b 550 €

P 3802 29 July 1910: To Bangkok, by overland route. The only recorded example, backside seal missing. b 350 €
3803• 1909, 4 S carmine/rose with perfi n “E.A.C.“ on ppc “Siamese Musicians“, sent from Bangkok, 

26.11.1909, to Copenhagen in Denmark. F/VF condition. Sc 98 b 120 €
3803A 1910/42, lot with 4 covers from Bangkok, 14 S blue on cover to Hamburg, 10 S brown/orange and 

15 S blue on cover to Germany, 15 S blue on ppc “Watt Rajapopit“ to Italy and 15 S dark blue on 
cover to St.Louis, USA. F/VF condition.

Sc 143, 193, 
194, 242 b 60 €

P 3804• 1912/1928, Two part sets used: 1912 King Vajiravudh (2s., 3s., 1b.-20b.) and 1928 King Prajadhi-
pok set to 20b. except 80s.

ex 100/111, 
199/212 g 80 €

P 3805 1912, defi nitive issue King Vajiravudh, Vienna print, 12 values, mnh, fresh colour and faultless, CV 
Mi. for * 1.200,- € 100/11 **   700 €

P 3806 1912, King Vajiravudh 2 S.-20 B. cpl. set, clean used 100/111 g 100 €
P 3807 1915, 1 tical blue and brown-yellow and King Vajiravudh 10 s. on 12 s. black and brown (two blocks 

of 4, pair and single stamp) and horizontal pair 15 s. on 28 s. brown-black, tied by cds. “BANGKOK 
1 5.7.15“ to complete package card to Kopenhavn, Danmark with arrival mark, 4 stamps with per-
foration faults, otherwise fi ne, rare

60, 114 (11), 
115 b 550 €

P 3808 1919, First Flight BANGKOK-CHANDABURI with special postmark (Military Flight), only 300 covers 
carried, Muller No. 1, rare! 114 (4) b 250 €

P 3809 1915, defi nitive overprint-issue, all 3 values with varieties, 2 S. n 1 Att and 2 S. on 2 Atts with varie-
ty “accent“, 2 S. on 14 Atts with variety “broken line“, hinged 116/8 var. *    120 €

P 3810• 1915, King Chulalongkorn, Wat Jang 2 S. on 1 A., a block of 16 (4x4), mint never hinged MNH (T) 116 (16) **   350 €
P 3811 1917, defi nitive issue King Vajiravudh, London print, 11 values, hinged, faultless, 10 and 15 S. 

small spots 119/29 *    1.300 €
P 3812 1917(May) env to Gravenhage & forwarded to Wiesbaden, Germany fnkd 15s on 28s canc Bang-

kok/5 w/British & German censor labels plus German censor h/s & w/on rev Bangkok/2 & Tandjo-
ng transit d/s & on face Gravenhage d/s for forwarding b 850 €

P 3813• 1918, registered (label) cover to Massachusetts (backstamp) franked with 10s, 5s pair & 2s plus 
Semi-Postal Red Cross 3s (x2) & 2s, all tied by Bangkok 2. datestamps, HONG KONG REGISTERED 
and SAN FRANCISCO REG. SEC. Backstamps, bit roughly opened at bottom, BORNEO COMPANY 
BANGKOK embossed return, rare in-period commercial franking of Red Cross issue, Fine. b 2.000 €

P 3814 1917, defi nitive issue King Vajiravudh, London print, 10 and 20 Baht, perforated 12½, mnh, fresh 
colour and faultless, toned as usual, certifi cate Osper CV Mi. for * 1.440,- € 128/9 C **   800 €

P 3815 1918, Red Cross, 11 values, hinged, 20 Baht in type II and with small spots (certifi cate Osper), 
otherwise faultless 130/40 *    1.600 €

P 3816 1918, VICTORY, former issue with red overprint “VICTORY“ in english and above thai “Tschaj“, very 
fresh set as hard to get, 3 val. mint never hinged. 141-49 */** 350 €

3817 1924/27, four covers to Germany inc. one registered b 100 €
P 3818 1920, scout-fonds, 6 values, hinged, 1 Tical with partly missing overprint (certifi cate Siam Stamp 

Expert Committee), 1 Tical toned and small crease on the left, otherwise faultless 152/7 *    450 €
P 3819 1920, defi nitive issue King Vajiravudh to left, 12 values, mnh, fresh colours and faultless 164/75 **   200 €

3820 1925/37, airmails 2 S.-1 B., both perforations, unused mounted mint 183/90A, 183/89C *    100 €
P 3821 1925, Airmail, perforated 12½, all 6 values in blocks of 4, mnh, fresh colour and faultless 183/9 C (4) **   250 €
P 3822 1932. Registered Air Mail postal stationery envelope 10s red ungraded with SG 259, 80s black and 

light blue tied by bilingual Chantaburi date stamp (railway cancel) with ‘Chantaburi’ registered label 
with framed ‘A.R.’ (Advice of Receipt) addressed to Germany with ‘By Air Mail / Par Avion’ label 
routed via Bangkok with Nürnberg receiver on reverse. Scarce item of Advice of Receipt mail from 
Chantaburi. GA 650 €

P 3823 1934. Registered Air Mail postal stationery card 3s green upgraded with SG 239, 5s green and SG 
241, 15s carmine (2) and SG 255, 10s carmine tied by Nong Kai date stamp with matching regi-
stered label and ‘Par Avion’ label addressed to Paris routed via Bangkok. Scarce usage. GA 400 €
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3824• 1935, fl own cover to USA franked with 25s (x2) & 10s tied by Bangkok datestamps, alongside scar-
ce red KLM etiquette, oval company handstamp on reverse, VF. b 130 €

3825• 1935, cover to England (backstamp) franked with 10s pair & 5s tied by SOUTH EXPRESS da-
testamps, vertical fi le fold, Fine. b 130 €

P 3826 1937. Registered Advice of Receipt envelope addressed to Bandon, Sural Thani Province bea-
ring “Victory“ SG 191, 10s olive brown and black (4) tied by bilingual Bangkok/6 double ring 
‘16th June’ with registered label and framed hand-struck ‘A.R.’ (Advice of Receipt) with bilingu-
al ‘Post Offi ce Phaan/lnland Section’ on reverse with Bandon receiver ‘17/6’ and forwarded to 
Bukitmertajam, routed via Haadyai ‘18/6’ and Penang ‘19/6’ with Bukitmertajam arrival ‘21st 
June’ with ‘T’ hand-stamp endorsed ‘10c’ in blue crayon for the additional postage to Malaya. 
Very fi ne and rare item. Exhibition piece. b 1.500 €

P 3827 197, Airmail 25 s. blue tied by bilingual cds. “BANGKOK G.P.O. 18.12.37“ to airmail cover “Delphi-
nus Flight“ Kowlon, Hongkong with arrival mark, fi ne 188 b 180 €

P 3828 1940, Airmail 50 c. orange-brown and black and 1th. National holiday 5 s. violet, tied by bilingual cds. 
“BANGKOK G.P.O. 29.2.40“ to airmail cover to Tokio with arrival mark and forwarded to USA, fi ne 189, 229 b 140 €

P 3829 1926, defi nitive issue royal throne, 6 values, mnh, 10 Ticals small spots on upper teeth, fresh colour 
and otherwise faultless, 20 Ticals from lower margin with part of printers signature 191/6 **   850 €

P 3830 1928, defi nitive issue King Prajadhipok, 10 S. strip of 4 and 1 B. block of 8 on letter from “TAKUAPA“ 
to Denmark, faultless 202 (4), 207 (8) b 200 €

P 3831 1938, King Prajadhipok 5 s. deep violet and 10 s. carmine, tied by bilingual cds. “KANTANG 30.1.“ 
to reverse to cover to Tanganyika, British East Africa, fi ne 202, 201 b 150 €

3832 1946, King Pradadhipok 3 b. and 2 b., King Mahidol 10 s. and airmail 50 s. tied by bilingual cds. 
“BANGKOK 21.10.“ to airmail cover with Netherland censorship cancel and label to Munich, stamps 
with gum spots, otherwise fi ne

209, 208, 240, 
189 b Gebot

P 3833 1932, 15 S. and 1 B. Chakri 1932 on registered airmail-letter from Bangkok to Berlin 220+223 b 150 €
P 3834 1938(Jul 5) Printed airmail envelope to Rev. & Mrs Bassett c/o Agents Canadian Pacifi c arriving 

“Empress of Japan“ Hong Kong bearing King Prajadhipok 10s & 15s [SG 255-6] tied belted bilingu-
al Bangkok GPO d/s & w/unframed “Received Too Late“ deleted & “Uncalled For/Return to Sender“ 
both in black & boxed “Not on Board/Empress of Japan/Date“ in blue w/manu July 22 (?) added & 
w/Address crossed through in red ink & manu return address in blue crayon applied & w/on reverse 
Hong Kong [6 Jul] +Victoria/Hong Kong [6 Jul] + Victoria/Hong Kong [12 Aug] transit d/s & Bangkok 
GPO [24 Aug] arrival d/s b 250 €

P 3835 1938(Jul) registered envelope to Geelong bearing King Prajadhipok 5s & 25s on 28s & w/provisio-
nal type R/Siam Registration label No 454 w/manu S. Yala inserted & w/on reverse Haad Yai. 
Penang, Singapore & melbourne transit d/s & Geelong arrival d/s b 320 €

P 3836• 1939/47: 50, 25 S. tied “Bangkok G.P.O. 28.4.239“ to reverse of registered air mail cover (horizon-
tal crease) endorsed “per Air Mail K.L.M. via Amsterdam“ to Suhl/Germany (backstamp), sent by 
“The International Firearms Co.“ to gunmaker. Also 3 B., 2 B. and 20 S. (pair) tied “WASHINGTON 
C.D. DEC 10 1947“ to “diplomatic pouch“ cover to USA with two line violet “This article originally 
mailed/in country indicated by postage“ e/b 70 €

P 3837 1939, 75 years Red Cross, 3 values in horizontal pairs, mnh and faultless 224/6 **   150 €
P 3838 1939, Red Cross, 3 values in blocks of 4, 2 of them from lower right corner, hinged 224/6 *    100 €
P 3839• 1939, Japan Aviation Co. Bangkok-Tokyo fi rst fl ight cover franked with Airpost 25s tied by Bangkok 

datestamp, Japanese facing slip, VF. b 220 €
P 3840 1939, First National Holiday, compete set on First Day Cover with canc. “BHUKET 24.3.32“, rare ! 227 - 231 FDC FDC 150 €
P 3841 1940, national holiday, complete issue with 5 values and also 5 S. in wrong colour green, mnh and 

faultless 232/6, 234 F **   300 €
P 3842 1940, 2th. National holiday 10 s. carmine tied by bilingual cds. “RON PIRUL 27.12.40“ to cover to 

Bangkok, fi ne 235 b 170 €
P 3843 1940, Chakri Palace 10 S., 5 S. tied by “BANGKOK GPO“ cds. on censor cover (toned at left), censor 

label and censor mark at left, attractive commercial usage b 100 €
3844 1940, 15 S. dark blue canc. „SONGKHLA  4.3.41“ on censored cover to USA 236 b 80 €

P 3845 1941, defi nitive issue, 12 values in blocks of 4, 2 hinged, 2 mnh, faultless 237/48 (4) **/* 1.200 €
P 3846 1940(Jul24) “Visit Bangkok on your next local short leave / Only 52 hours by day and night express 

trains from Singapore“ printed envelope (creased, tear at bottom) to Haifa from the Thai Commerci-
al Developement Bureau & endorsed Printed Matter bearing Chakri Palace 3s (SG 286) tied belted 
Bangkok GPO d/s & w/triangle Passed For/Transmission/Penang/28 h/s in black. 3s Chakri Palace 
used singly & commercially on cover is very scarce. b 350 €

P 3847 1940(Dec) uncensored envelope registered airmail to Deloraine Tasmania bearing 25s [2] & 10s [2] 
tied Huey Mood d/s in violet & w/boxed R w/ manu 404/H. Moot below & w/on reverse faint Thung 
Song transit d/s Bangkok transit d/s plus various Australian transit d/s & Deloraine arrival d/s. Rare 
village in south Thailand together w/rare provisional manuscript registration and destination. b 650 €
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P 3848 1940(Oct) Plain envelope to Penang from Anglo-Thai Tin Syndicate Ltd., Huey Yot bearing National 
Assembly Hall 3s, 2s & 108 [SG 281, 280 & 283] tied Huey Yot Station d/s & w/tri Passed For/
Transmission/6/Penang h/s in black & w/on reverse Haad Yai (16 Oct) transit d/s b 160 €

P 3849 1941. Illustrated Air Mail envelope headed ‘Trocadro Hotel / Bangkok addressed to France bearing 
SG 287, 5s purple and SG 296, 50s grey and orange tied by Bangkok date stamp and bamboo chop 
with ‘Post & Telegraph of Thailand / Offi cially Sealed’ labels tied by circular censor chop ‘10’ in violet 
on face, endorsed ‘Dai Nippon / Siberia’ routed via the Pacifi c and censored on arrival in Occupied 
France with German censor tape and label applied in Marseille. Superb item. b 500 €

P 3850 1941(May 6)[6.5.84) Plain envelope to Penang from Anglo-Thai Tin Syndicate Ltd., Ban Din Lan 
bearing Chakri Palace & Garuda strip 3 x 5s [SG 287] tied Ban Din Lan Station d/s (badly struck 4 
of 84 looks like 81) & w/Plain brown resealing label tied boxed Opened By/Censor 40 h/s in violet. b 200 €

P 3851 1942, 2th. National holiday 3 s. green tied by bilingual cds. “BHUKET 4.11.42“ to printed matter 
cover with censorship cancel “PASSED FOR TRANSMISSION 41“ to Barbados with arrival mark, 
slightly crease b 170 €

P 3852 1943, 3 St green on Red-Cross-Card to an italian prisonner of war in Bhuket with b/s RC-cachet, 
an extremly rare exhibition item because only 3 (!) Italians were interned in Thailand during the 
world war. Ak 1.000 €

3853 1942, democracy / airmail, 5 values, mnh or hinged, all from sheetcorner, rare! 249/53 **/* 120 €
P 3854 1942, airmail, 5 values in blocks of four, all from corner, 4 upper right and one lower right, 5 S. ad-

ditional in other shade (not from corner), partly hinged 249/53 (4) **/* 200 €
P 3855 1942, airmail, 5 values horizontal pairs from right sheet corners, 2 from upper with sheet number 

and 3 from lower corner with printers sign, used and faultless 249/53 (2) g 100 €
P 3856 1943. Air Mail envelope addressed to Formosa bearing SG 295, 25s orange and slate, SG 296, 50s 

grey and orange, SG 304, 5s purple and SG 305, 10s carmine tied by Bangkok date stamp and on 
reverse tied by bamboo chop with ‘Post & Telegraph of Thailand/Offi cially Sealed’ labels tied by 
circular censor chop ‘6’ and ‘8’ in violet on face and reverse. Lovely item in 1943 Formosa was still 
under Japanese occupation. b 500 €

P 3857 1943, defeat of a coup, both values each in units with different perforation variants (partly per-
forated), 2 values with pin holes 258/9 var. g 200 €

P 3858 1943, 2 S. brown orange corner margin block of four showing variety “print on both sides“ mint 
never hinged and 10 S. carmine corner margin block of four with imprint no gum, very fi ne and 
scarce pair 258 - 59 var (*)/** 120 €

3859 1943, Warrior Monument, 2 values, each as block of 6, unused. 256/57 (6) (*)  100 €
P 3860• 1943, 10s. carmine horizontal strip of three IMPERFORATE between the left stamps, very fi ne used 

with ‘Bangkok, 17.11.47’ cds., fi ne and very scarce 259 (3) + var. g 100 €
P 3861 1944(Nov 20) Prisoners of War Post 3d airmail printed card to 5933078 Pvt F. J. Thurgood, Camp 

4 Thailand cancelled Hawthorn/Wilts d/s & w/losenge Crown/Passed/PW 4034 h/s in red plus 
boxed Returned in Undelivered Mails/From Territory Formaly occupied/by Japanese Forces h/s 
alongside boxed Undelivered for Reason Stated/return to sender h/s both in violet & w/unframed 
Recovered POW/Head Clerk/Mail Centre h/s in mauve. (Pte F.J. Thurgood of 1st Bn. Cambridgeshi-
re Regiment died in captivity aged 23 on 10 July 1943) GA 270 €

P 3862 1944. Envelope addressed to French Indo-China bearing SG 309, 3s deep green (2) and SG 311, 
2s brown-orange (3) tied by Bangkok date stamp and bamboo chop with ‘Post & Telegraph of Thai-
land/0ffi cial Sealed’ labels tied by circular censor chop ‘6’ in violet on face and reverse with Saigon 
transit ‘11/7’ and Dalat/Annam arrival in violet on reverse ‘11th July’. Although opened at two 
sides, shortened at right and somewhat stained a superb item. b 500 €

P 3863 1945(Aug 27) Rama V111 issued 10 stg Stationary letter card (LC-0005) to Amsterdam from Capt. 
W. Brack at Camp Kenburi a miss spelling for Kanchanaburi uprated Rama V11 issue 10 x 5 stg (3 
are damaged when opened) tied by circle of dots bamboo cancel with partial Bangkok (1 Sep) tran-
sit cds & with 10 within circle censors hand stamp in violet. b 180 €

P 3864 1945(Jul 29) GB GV1 Prisoner of war Post 1½d Stationary card to 2579018 Sergeant H.L. Turner, 
Sanitorium cancelled Ramagate/Kent machine d/s with losenge Crown / Passed / P.W. 4831 h/s in 
red & unframed Returned From Abroad / Service Suspended h/s in violet. GA 80 €

P 3865 1946 (May) Stampless env. containing enclosure from C.O.Camp “Beatrx“ at Nakorn Pathorn to 
Netherlands HQ, Bangkok, requesting the issue of a Rail ticket for a member of the Dutch forces to 
travel from Nakorn Pathorn to Dhonburi-Station Bangkok & signed by both the C.O. of “Beatrix“ Camp 
& the authorizing Offi cer Major Godin at Bangkok. Most unusual item Camp “Beatrix“ was set up for 
the recuperation & temporary housing of Dutch Liberated POW who worked on the death railway. b 600 €

P 3866 1947/48, small size air mail covers (3) with up to 4.80 B. franking sto Switzerland, two with bold 
“A.V.2“ handstamps e 70 €

P 3867 1947, majority of Bhumibol, 5 values, mnh 260/3 **   120 €
P 3868 1947, 2 letters to London and Zürich with franking of fi rst defi nitive issue Bhumibol (T) ex 266/69 b 150 €
P 3869 1955/56, Tao Suranari and Don Chedi, 7 different proofs in original colours, Mi. 316/8 in pairs, Mi. 

326 in two shades, mnh, every value with pin hole, faultless 316/8, 326/9 **   200 €
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P 3870 1958(Jul 19?) Plain envelope (opened at three sides for display) by registered airmail to Klamath 
Falls, OR bearing Processional Elephants 3b [5] plus 2500 Anniv Buddhism 10s [2] all tied smud-
ged Chieng Kam d/s & w/blank registration label No 0927 w/manu Chieng Kam inserted in red ink. 
Item damaged en-route & bottom sealed w/white on red Offi cially Sealed Post & Telegraphs of 
Thailand labels tied by Bangkok (28 Jul) transit d/s & w/on reverse Chieng Rai (25 Jul) Bangkok (28 
Jul) transit d/s & Klamath (1 Aug) arrival d/s. lntersting & colourful item from a small town in Chiang 
Rai province. b 400 €

P 3871• 1961, King Bhumibol Aduljadeh 5-20 s., 50 s. and 80 s. on silver maximum card, nice 358-361, 363, 
364 b 90 €

P 3872 1973, 5 Baht, ‘handcraft manufacturing of paper umbrellas’ marginal block of six from the upper 
left sheet margin without perforation, probably unique. 669U **   180 €

P 3873• 1982 “60.Geburtstag von Königin Sirikit“ ungezähnter Block mit 1 mal 100 Baht blau/gold auf 
ungummiertem Kartonpapier, nummeriert oben rechts, rs. roter Kontrollstempel, rs. min. verfärbt 
und kleine Fleckchen, sehr kleine Aufl age, sehr selten KW 2.500,-- EUR (T)

1514 Karton-
block (*)  750 €

3874 Mi. Nr. 2299, unperforated block auf carton-paper, faultless (T) 2299B 200 €
3875 2009, Red Cross, perforated and imperforated sheet with 20 values, each with No “438“, mnh (M) 2789A/B (20) **   100 €
3876• 2009, discount-defi nitives 30 B. on 6 B. and 46 B. on 9 B. each in two blocks of four from upper 

right corner numbered ‘229’ and from lower right corner, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 440,-- + 2791/92 (8) **   80 €
3877 2009, discount-defi nitives, 30 B. on 6 B. and 46 B. on 9 B, each in sheets of 20 unmounted mint, 

some toning. Mi. 1.100,- €. (M) 2791/92 (20) **   160 €
3878 2009, Culture/Khmer ruins, combination sheet, imperforated, mnh (M) 2793/6 B **   100 €
3879 2011, Buddhist Monks, 5 imperf minature sheets, unmounted mint. 3132/36 **   70 €

THAILAND - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 3880 1963, offi cial stamp 25 S. red (rare color, unpriced in Michel), part sheet of 40 stamps issued wi-

thout gum, vf condition, probably unique. (M) D4b (*)  450 €

THAILAND - STEMPEL      
see also 2906, 3391, 3392, 3890

P 3881 1898, Bang-Pain: UPU card 4 Atts. red cancelled all-native dater (lunar calendar) “Bang Pain“ (ne-
arly perfect strike of this central region p.o.) via “BANGKOK 13 7 91“ to Germany, tiny crease on top 
left, fi ne and attractive GA 300 €

P 3882• 1914, Boxed ‘’MISSENT TO BANGKOK’’ in black on cover from Manila, Philippines to Switzerland 
‘Via Suez’ with Bangkok cds alongside. A perfect strike of this scarce handstamp. b 450 €

THAILAND - GANZSACHEN    
P 3883 1885 (July 10): Provisional “4 Atts.“ on 1 a. red on yellow postal stationery card surcharged 

“CARTE UNIVERSELLE / UNIVERSAL POSTCARD“ in black instead of the usual “UNION POSTALE 
UNIVERSELLE / POST CARD“ overprint (H&G 2), a fi ne commercially used example cancelled by 
neat “Bangkok / Paid“ cds in black with Oberndorf arrival at left (Aug 14). Reverse with Sin-
gapore transit cds (July 15). A remarkable card, mailed just 10 days after Thailand’s admittance 
into the UPU, it is the fi rst design for the new UPU card, which was quickly withdrawn due to its 
spelling errors. THIS HIGGINS & GAGE UNCATALOGUED POSTAL STATIONERY IS UNIQUE AND 
CAN BE CONSIDERED THE RAREST OF THAILAND. It was sold last time at Schwanke auctions 
(Hamburg) in september 1995 for 20.000 DM (10.000 EUR + premium). Cert. RPS (1994). GA 8.000 €

P 3884 1888/91, card canc. “BANGKOK 4/2 88“ (no indicias) adressed local and UPU card 4 A. canc. 
“BANGKOK1 27/11 91“ used to Königsberg/Prussia. GA 60 €

P 3885 1900, card 1 1/2 A. on 1 A. uprated 2 A (pair) tied “BANGKOK2 25.7.1904“ to Hong Kong w. part-
strike arrival “8... 04“, long text, commercial usage GA 200 €

P 3886 1904, letter card 4 A. uprated 1899 12 A. tied small size all native script dater via “BANGKOK2 
7.8.1904“ to Hannover/Germany, on reverse “Bangkok1 7.8.04“ and german arrival GA 100 €

P 3887• 1906, 10 Atts on 24 A, small roman surcharge, rare usage on postal stationery letter card 2 Atts 
sent from BANGKOK 2 / 24.10.1906“ to Forst Lausitz, Deutschland with arrival b/s  21.11.06, ex-
tremely fi ne and fresh! Mi. 27 I GA 500 €

P 3888• 1908, 4a lettercard to Germany (backstamp) franked with 5a tied by Bangkok.2c datestamp, full 
message in German inside, scarce commercial usage, F-VF. GA 270 €

P 3889• 1909 3 satang on 1½ atts. PS card sent uprated (1910 3 sat.) from Prapatom to Aarhus, DENMARK 
via Bangkok, with bilingual despatch and Bangkok transit datestamp, and colorless embossed sen-
der address ‘Captain P.L.E. Warming/PRAPATOM/SIAM’. A fi ne and scarce card. 95 + H&G 18 GA 80 €

P 3890 1911(Jun 6) 4th issue Rama V 1½ att stationary postal card Surcharged 5 att cancelled boxed Pe-
trieu Railway Station datestamp in blue to Bangkok with bi-lingual Bangkok 2/c & Bangkok 5/b (6 
Jun) arrival datestamps. GA 140 €

P 3891 1930, UPU card 10 S./15 S. canc. large bilingual “NAGOR SRIDHAR MARAJ“ to  gun  producer in 
Germany, vert. crease. Interesting text re. baisse in tin- and rubber producing countries in SEA. GA 60 €
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P 3892 1938, envelope King 2 S. uprated King 2 S., 3 S. tied “NORTH EXPRESS 8.3.38“ via, on reverse, 
“BANGKOK G.P.O. 9.3.38“ (2, handstamp and slogan-machine dater) to Helsinki/Finland. Chieng-
mai typewritten return. GA 200 €

P 3893• 1938, “BUY SIAM RICE / Best in the World“ Bangkok cachet d/s on reverse of 15 sat. postal stati-
onery envelope from PRAE, addressed to Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A., part of lateral back-fl ap 
missing, still fi ne. GA 80 €

P 3894 1939(Nov 4) 25c Siam IRC modifi ed w/Thailande h/s applied in violet and uprated to 50c w/ Price 
17 satang h/s blanked out in violet & below Price 2(0)? satang h/s blanked out In black and diffe-
rent style Price 20 satang h/s in black & w/text in 3 places modifi ed to read 50 satang canc w/
Bangkok d/s for 4 Nov 39. Rare item & most unusual. GA 650 €

P 3895 1942(Aug 1 )[2485] King Ananda Mahidol (Rama V11) 3s Stationary card (PC-0078) to Wat Khon 
Gao, Nakhon Sawan from monk in Wat Wai Niew, Tamakam, Kanchanaburi cancelled faint boxed 
Tarnaka d/s & with 1 within circle Censor h/s in violet GA 300 €

P 3896 1945(Apr) 3s Stationary card to Khun Sawangjit Apanont, House of Land Registor, Samutprakarn 
from Prapai Apanont, Tamon Tok House [On Charoenkrung Road near Chao Phraya River] cancelled 
Bangkok & unusually internally censored w/circ 10 h/s w/message to sister ‘This afternoon our 
Tanon Tok house was bombed, some places were fi red but we put out the fi re. The plantation was 
bombed with 20 bombs, fi re blazed up and many trees were burning. At night the fi re blazed again 
“J“, Mr “lm“ and uncle “Jif“ had almost died to put out the fi re, our hearts sank. But you don’t worry 
because none is troubled“. Extraordinary& historic item internally censored within Bangkok. GA 650 €

P 3897 1945(Dec) 3s Stationary card cancelled Bangkok & censored to Ronnapakas, Battambang w/
tri “T“ handstamp & manu 4 in blue crayon denoting double defi ciency. During the occupation 
period Thai domestic rates were applicable to occupied areas however there was a rate change 
in Nov 1945 from 3s to 5s. Therefore item was taxed at twice the underpaid amount. Rare. GA 1.600 €

P 3898 1945(Aug 30) Rama V111 issued 10 stg Stationary letter card (LC-0005a) to Den Haag from 1st 
Lieutenant D ter Brugge at Ubon with oval segmentated Tax hand stamp with manuscript 20 in-
serted. Scarce stationary. GA 200 €

THAILAND - BESONDERHEITEN      
see also 1750, 2848, 2851, 3229, 3270, 3861

P 3899• 1873 (July 1), Cover from Gare de Compiégne, France to the French Consulate in BANGKOK via 
Brindisi, franked with Ceres 15c (block of four and two pairs) and 5c (pair) all tied with small nu-
meral ‘’EP 2°’’ in diamond of dots, with French and Singapore (Aug 3) transit cds’s. Minor imper-
fections (roughly opened) but a scarce early FRANCE-SIAM cover with an extraordinary franking.

France Mi. 
50(8), 48(2) b 2.500 €

P 3900 1886(Feb 27) Alberto Grassi - Trieste printed envelope endorsed Via Italy to Bangkok franked Aus-
tria 20kr tied Trieste d/s & w/on reverse superb Bangkok/Paid (31 Mar) arrival d/s. b 450 €

P 3901 1890(Apr) envelope to Bangkok bearing QV Jubilee pair 2½d for the single UPU rate of 5d which 
reduced to 2d the following year in 1891 tied Rugby 659 duplex d/s & w/on reverse large s/r Bang-
kok arrival d/s w/alongside vernacular Bangkok d/s. (Very little mail from GB to Siam prior to 1900 
has survived) b 500 €

P 3902 1892(Nov 2) 1877 King Willem 111 Nederland& 12½c stationary enve-lope to Bangkok cancelled 
91 within diamond of dots with Rotterdam / 2-3 (2 Nov 92) despatch d/s alongside & with on reverse 
Bangkok / 2 (4 Dec) arrival d/s. Scarce incoming item with clear KNBF Certifi cate 25 April 2013. b 650 €

P 3903• 1899 ÄGYPTEN, 5 Mills karmin ‘Sphinx’ auf Schweizer GSK, die rund um die Welt lief. WINTERTHUR 
14.IV 1899 10 Rp GSK rosa nach NEW YORK 27.Apr 1899 auf 5 c. nach SYDNEY, dort wurde eine 2 
1/2 d Marke von NSW verklebt. Weitersendung über Honkong nach BANKOK. In Thailand, damals 
Siam (seit 1885 im UPU)  erfolgte mit einer 12 Atts Marke die Weiterbeförderung über Calcutta 
nach CAIRO 8.8.1899, wo die 5 Mills Marke aufgeklebt wurde für den letzten Weg an den Ausgangs-
punkt nach WINTERTHUR 15 VIII 1899.Insgesamt 18 div. Stempel P  CH GA 600 €

P 3904 Incoming Mail: 1901, Danmark 5 öre postal stationery picture card with additional franking, used 
with special cachet “VELGJORENHEDSBAZAREN KJOPENHAVN 9.4.1901“ via “RAHENG 13.5.01“ 
and “LAMPANG 20.5.01“ to Muong Pray, Laos, fi ne GA 300 €

P 3905 1903(Apr 14) Plain stampless envelope (light vertical crease) to Capt. Feist, De ‘l Infanteria 
Coloniale, Etat Major, Saigon endorsed Troupes D’ Occupation du Siam cancelled circular Sai-
gon Cochinch/ Corps Exp d/s & w/double rimmed 38mm circular Detachment D’ Oocupation 
de Chantaboun/Le Commandant/Siam h/s in blue. [After clashes along the Laos & Cambodian 
borders the French & Thais sign an armistice on 3 Oct 1893 & French & Cambodian forces oc-
cupy the town of Chantabounl (Chantaburi) & the small Sea Port of Pak Nam until a new Treaty 
of May 1904 when Siam fi nally accept the frontier accords & evacuates the Laos east bank of 
the Mekong, however the French occupy Krat (Trat) from 1904-7 when Siam ceded trading 
rights upon the French relinquishing Chanlaboun.] b 1.100 €

P 3906• Incoming Mail: 1904, Spain 10 c. rose tied by cds. “PAQUEBOT PLYMOUTH DE.19.03“ to picture 
card (Las Palmas) via Singapore to Bangkok with two arrival marks, fi ne b 150 €

P 3907 Incoming Mail: Natal 1907 - 1d letter card with additional franking from KRANTZ KLOFF 14.1. via 
COLOMBO 4.2, SINGAPORE 9.2. to BANGKOK 14.2. Natal H&G A2 GA 60 €

P 3908 1907(Mar) ppc (Congregation outside church) to Bangkok bearing on face 10c tied Noumea d/s 
(Although no anival d/s a very scarce origin) b 70 €
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P 3909• 1909/20, 6 S./5 A. (block-4) and Vajiravudh 5 S. green (pair) resp. carmine (pair) and 25 S. tied fi rst 
fl ight LCD “UBON 25.6.23“ on FFC Ubon-Bangkok sent registered to Switzerland w. “BERN 30.
VII.23“ arrival. 87 (4), 173 etc. f 80 €

P 3910• 1909, King Chulalongkorn provisional issue small group incl. 7 stamps with mostly different BAM-
BOO-CHOPS and six stamps with PRIVATE PERFINS, mixed condition but very unusual and intere-
sting study lot! ex 80/86 g 150 €

P 3911 1912 (SIAMESE POST OFFICE IN KEDAH). Thailand postal stationery card 4a on 1½a carmine 
upgraded with SG 92, 1a yellow and green tied by Kedah cds ‘11th June 12’ addressed to Hol-
land with Penang transit 72/6’ and arrival in Schiedam and forwarded to Nieuwveen ‘6/7’ on 
face. Rare stationery used in the Malaya States. Exhibition piece, very attractive. SG 92 GA 3.600 €

3912 1915 (Sep 10) envelope to Bangkok franked 15c tied Colombo d/s & w/stamp selvedge improvised 
label w/Opened By The Censor h/s in violet & boxed Censor/10 Sep 1915/Colombo h/s in violet & 
w/ on reverse Bangkok arrival d/s. b 70 €

P 3913 1916 (ca). Stampless wrapper addressed to ‘Capt Hovers, Bangkok, Siam’ with m/s ‘120g’ with 
return hand-stamp ‘Librairie des Missions/Bale’ in violet and cancelled by circular ‘Ministere de la 
Guerre / Controle Postal / Marseilles’ and censored with oval ‘Ouvert / 359 / Par l’Autorite Militare’ 
handstamp. Scarce item of stampless military mail incoming to Siam. b 300 €

P 3914 1917, 15 S. light blue canc. „BANGKOK2 16.10.17“ on cover to England, British censor label. 123 b 100 €
P 3915• 1918, “CONCENTRATION CAMP. SIAM / PRISONER OF WAR LETTER“ plus large native script double 

circle on stampless cover endorsed ““Sdpdg“ from “Bangkok 1B 5.1.18“ via “Bangkok2“ same date 
to Copenhagen/Denmark. b 700 €

3916 1928, 1 B. blue revenue with red surcharge cancellaed with pen stroke, few toned perfs, fi ne and 
rare. Iber R22 g 70 €

P 3917 1930. Air Mail envelope addressed to ‘FI/Lt. D. F. Anderson, Karachi’ bearing India SG 203, 1a 
chocolate tied by Karachi date stamp ‘28th Oct’, fl own on ‘Wapiti’ Plane via Allahabad to Cal-
cutta and Bangkok bearing Thailand SG 213, 3s brown and SG 252, 2s chocolate tied by wavy 
lines with adjacent Bangkok date stamp ‘7th Nov’ and forwarded to Phya Thai Palace with fra-
med hand-stamp ‘Phya Thai Palace/Mail Service/Nov 8 I930’ in red. Only ten covers were fl own 
threw Bangkok and only four were stamped with the ‘Phya Thai Palace’ cachet. Extremely rare 
item of Aero Philately. b 2.000 €

P 3918 1930 (Aug 16) ppc (Loibert in der Wachau) to Bangkok bearing 10g (2) tied Krems/Donau d/s & w/
manu T10c in red crayon and w/a further manu 6 in blue crayon alongside tri “T“ h/s & Bangkok (13 
Sep) arrival d/s. b 140 €

P 3919 Incoming Mail: 1933, fi rst fl ight England to Siam 9.12.33, cover from “LEICESTER 7.DE.33“ to Bang-
kok with arrival mark and retour with two different cancels, fi ne. b 220 €

P 3920 1937. Registered Offi cial Air Mail envelope addressed to Paris headed ‘On Postal Service’ (bilingual) 
cancelled by circular ‘Bangkok / Central Money Oder Offi ce’ date stamp ‘2st Aug 37’ with matching 
‘Siam/Bangkok’ registered label and ‘Par Avion’ label and Paris receiver on reverse. Very unusual 
item from the Central Money Order Offi ce. b 300 €

3921 1939, Garuda 15 S. tied “BANGKOK CPO 19.7.39“ to Olmütz, Bohemia&Morava. Advertisement 
cover of Müller Motor-Agency, Bangkok. b Gebot

P 3922 1941 (Oct), envelope to Bangkok (minor faults) franked 50c & Petain 1f (2) tied Marseilles m/c w/
red on white Arms 117C/Opened By Censor label tied tri Passed By Censor C 18 & w/boxed Service 
Suspended/Return to Sender h/s in violet w/alongside manu Rnd 2416/42 in red crayon. b 200 €

P 3923 1941 (Oct 18) [18.10.84] Plain stampless envelope to Bangkok with at top right manuscript Taw 
Raw (Police) in red crayon cancelled on reverse faint Hot d/s & with manuscript Truad Law (Cen-
sored) provincial censor of Chieng Mail in black ink & with on face “T“ within triangle h/s in black 
with manuscript 20 alongside for defi ciency. Scarce item of internal provincial censorship & taxed 
from Hot which is located in the southern part of Chieng Mai province with presumably the police 
offi cer thinking he would get free postage. b 500 €

3924 1942, Fiscals armed forces, small size (30x34 mm), very rare (Iber D8). (*)  80 €
P 3925• 1942/44, military mail cards (mostly mounted warrior cards used en-lieu) from Philippines Occupa-

tion I.J. navy units (7) to Japan; also card 3 S. used Sept. 1944 to Philippines. Total 8 cards. GA 300 €
P 3926 1942-45, fi scals documentary tax, civil defense issue, blue rouletted, twomint blocks, one bottom 

margin block, horizontally imperforated, unused no gum, row two creases, clean condition, rare 
(Iber D4 & D11). (*)  100 €

P 3927• 1944 (ca.), preprinted POW card from  Camp Thailand with preprintec text on reverse, Japanese and 
British censorships, creases. GA 60 €

P 3928 1944, fi scals armed forces large type (64x79 mm) stamp, very rare (Iber D9). (*)  100 €
P 3929 1944 (Nov) Stampless envelope addressed to Buddist Monk, Namassakarn, Tan Ruay Vejchasilp, 

Wat Kalayandmitr, Thonburi, Bangkok from Lieut Col w/oval cachet of General Staff, Division No 1 
Siam Army w/further strike on reverse & c/w letter headed “Front Line“ at Tapanhin in Petchaboon 
district w/interesting content “the soldiers he 100 soldiers have already died. b 650 €
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P 3930• 1946, ex-POW mail: two airletters from dutch military to Bandung/Java,dated Oct./Nov. 1946, both 
with “Nakom Prathom“ datelines. GA 100 €

P 3931 1968. Registered Air Mail envelope (two vertical folds) addressed to England bearing Thailand SG 
581, 3b sepia and orange and SG 590, 2b olive and carmine tied by Bangkok date stamp ‘12/6/68’ 
with two registered labels and framed hand-stamp instructional ‘Recovered From Air Crash / LBA 
73’ on face in violet The Pan-Am Airways Boeing 707 “Caribbean’’ crashed as a result of bad we-
ather off Calcutta. Part of the mails were recovered. Very few “Caribbean“ crash covers known to 
have originated to Thailand. b 500 €

TIBET      
see also 1615, 1622, 2100, 2173

P 3932• 1912, 1/6 T. green, fresh colour, typical printing, full to large margins, on reverse of cover, tied by 
circular “Gyantse“, signed Dahnke and certifi cate Franke BPP. 1 ax b 100 €

P 3933• 1912,  1/2 trangka violett auf Prachtbrief entwertet mit blauem Negativstempel von LHASA (Hellrigl 
Typ 4) nch GYANTSE mit AK-0 in violetter Farbe der Type (Hellrigl Typ 3), sehr selten! Farb-Fotoattest 
Franke! 3 xa b 130 €

P 3934+ 1912, 1/6 T-1 T. used on piece tied intaglio “GYANTSE“; also fi ve doubtfull used, these for reference 
only. 1-Mai d 60 €

P 3935 1912, 1/6 . tied all native “Phari“ type X (30 mm diameter) on inbound cover from Nepal “Katman-
du“ oval and British India “Nepal“ dater (stamp fallen off), arrival British India p.o.  “PHARIJPONG2 
MAY 26“. Also philatelic cover w 1933 1/6 T. and “GYANTSE“ mark, Nepal horse stationery card 
used. 1 etc. b 60 €

P 3936 1914. Complete sheet of the 8 Trangka in carmine rose (late printing) on thick native paper can-
celled by Lhasa double ring (Hel T42). Lovely item with Geoffrey Flack (2004) cert. d 400 €

P 3937 1921. Envelope addressed to Gyantse, Tibet bearing India SG 155, ½a light green tied by Bara-Ba-
zar double ring, underpaid with horseshoe ‘Bara Bazar-Calcutta / Due / ½ Anna’ with m/s ‘4’ anna 
in red crayon, routed via Darjeeling with transit and octagonal ‘Darjeeling/Unpaid’ with Gyantse/ 
Tibet arrival. Interesting item of postage due mail into Tibet. Ex Geoff Flack. b 100 €

P 3938+ 1922, Part of front of registered cover from YATUNG franked with India Offi cials KGV. 1a. marginal 
pair, 4a. and 8a. all surcharged “SERVICE“ and tied with “YATUNG-TIBET VIA SILIGURI/25 FEB/22“ 
cds, reg. label “YATUNG-TIBET/VIA SILIGURI“ alongside. Stamps with some imperfect perfs but an 
attractive and scarce piece. India Offi cials d 80 €

3939• 1924 Mount Everest Expedition, special picture card franked by 1a. and pair of 3p. India (canc. by 
dcds Darjeeling 18 AUG 24) and the special Exped. vignette canc. by red Exped. mark from the 
Rongbuk Glacier Base Camp, with signatures on reverse, to Great Britain. Ak 90 €

P 3940 1933, 4 T. emerald, a bottom margin copy, tied “LHASA“ to reverse of registered cover, cert. APS 
(1970). 13 b 70 €

P 3941• 1933, 4 T. emerald  (top right corner margin copy) resp. yellowish green, two single franks both tied 
“GYANTSE“ on reverse of inland covers. Also 1 T. red tied “LHASA“ to unsealed inland cover (this “as is“). 13 (2), 11 b 120 €

P 3942 1940/1 (ca.). Registered envelope addressed to Lhasa bearing SG 128a, 2 tranka rose-carmine 
tied by Phari date stamp with hand-drawn registration mark. Scarcer 2tr registered rate. Full Geoff-
rey Flack Certifi cate. Ex Geoff Flack. b 130 €

P 3943 1940’s (ca.). Local envelope addressed to Lhasa bearing SG 118, 1 tranka carmine and SG 128, 2 
tranka scarlet tied by Phari date stamp. Very scarce 3 tranka internal rate. Full Geoffrey Flack Certi-
fi cate. Ex Geoff Flack. b 130 €

P 3944 1942, complete imperforated issue “lions“ from 1/2 T to 4 T on cover, tied by bilingual LHASA, ad-
ditional franking of foreign rate with India 3 x 1 1/2 A violet KGVI at indian transit p.o. GYANTSE, sent 
to St.Louis in USA. Impressive cover in VF condition.

9-13 B, Indien 
170 (3) b 500 €

P 3945+ 1946 (Feb 28), Cover from Pharijong (boarder city) to Kathmandu franked on reverse by India KGV. 
1½a. tied by Pharijong double-ring d/s, native arrival cds alongside, fi ne. India b 80 €

P 3946 1946, India KGVI 3 Ps. (2), 1/2 A. (2), 1 A., 1 1/2 A., 2 A., and 3 A. tied eight mostly clear strikes 
“GYANTSE TIBET 23 OCT 46“ on reverse of registered cover to Swe3den w. arrival “STORUMAN 
2.12.46“, shows some transport wear but complete, attractive commercial usage b 100 €

P 3947 1953. Indian postal stationary card 9p green written from Gyantse, Tibet with dispatch date stamp 
and ‘Tuladhar’ traders hand-stamp on face in violet, addressed to Calcutta with ‘Park Street/Del/
Calcutta ‘ arrival. Scarce Indian George VI stationery used in Tibet. Ex Geoff Flack. GA 150 €

TIMOR    
P 3948 1895. Registered Timor postal stationery double reply card bearing Timor SG 31, 30 on 300r 

orange tied by Timor date stamp with framed hand-struck ‘R/Timor’ addressed to the Nether-
lands Indies with Makasser squared circle transig ‘12/1 with Sudhoardje arrival and forwarded 
to Weltevreden with squared circle receiver ‘26 Mars 1895’ on face. Very scare item of regi-
stered mail from Timor. Exhibition item. b 1.500 €

P 3948A• 1893, postal double card, both with affi xed stamp “30 TIMOR 30“ on 300 R orange, question card 
sent from “TIMOR 5 MAR 93“ to Apeldoorn, Netherlands, reply-card unused. GA 130 €
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P 3949 1914, King Carlos I. 22 a. brown and black on rose with overprint “REPUBLICA“, horizontal pair tied 
by cds. “TIMOR 11.8.“ to registered - AR - cover via London with double line “UNDELIVERIABLE L.P.S. 
and wax seals “RETURNED LETTER BRANCH LONDON G.P.O.“ and censor label “OPENED BY CEN-
SOR“ on reverse, transported to Leipzig with arrival mark from 24.10.14, folded, rare cover during 
the fi rst world war! (T) 132 (2) b 550 €

P 3950 1947, “TIMOR“ surcharge on Mocambique: 8 A./50 E. (2), 50 A./5 E. (strip-4), 1 A./15 E. (pair) and 
12 A./1 E. (pair) tied “DILI 14 NOV 47“ to reverse or registered air mail cover (pencil endorsement 
“30 212 /242“) to Sydney/Australia, cover corner fault, great commercial usage from “Sociedade 
Agricola... (T) f 350 €

TRANSKAUKASIEN    
P 3951 1923, 50 K. Stern-Aufdruck mit zusätzlichem armenischen Aufdruck und 1 R. auf Postanweisung 

über 112.000 Rub. von PRISCHIB BAKIN 12.5.23 nach Lenkoran mit Ankunftsstempel 13.5.23. 5 I, 7 b 180 €
P 3952 1923. Registered envelope (vertical fold, toned) to Germany bearing Yvert 13, 200000r green (strip 

of three) and Yvert 14, 300000r blue (3) tied by Baku double ring with registered label and Berlin 
arrival. b 130 €

P 3953 1923. Envelope (toned)  to Berlin bearing Caucase Yvert 21, 5k violet (strip of four) tied by Erevan 
double ring with Berlin receiver. b 150 €

P 3954 1927, 10 k. deep blue (2), 25000 on 10 k., 50000 auf 20 k. and 500000 on 5 rbl., tied by cds. 
“BAKU 15.1.24“ to reverse to registerec cover to Saratow with arrival mark, fi ne. 1 (2), 9, 10, 15 b 220 €

P 3955 1923, 50 K. im Paar mit Stern-Aufdruck und zusätzlichem armenischen Aufdruck und 4 Stück 25 K 
auf Postanweisung über 4.575.000 Rub. von PRISCHIB BAKIN 31.5.23 nach Lenkoran mit An-
kunftsstempel 3.6.23. Gute Bedarfserhaltung. 3 (4), 5 I (2) b 250 €

P 3956 1925, 4 K. (right margin copy) with 18 K. (vertical left margin pair) tied “TIFLIS 8.12.25“ to reverse 
of cover to Germany w. arrival (ties) “KARLSRUHE“. 30, 33 (2) b 180 €

TRUCIAL STAATEN    
P 3957 1961, 5 np (2), 15 np, 20 np and 30 np each tid “DUBAI 12 MR 61“ to cover to Boden/Sweden w. 

private arrival note “16/3“ on reverse. b 100 €

UPPER YAFA    
P 3958 1967, Flag/Coat of Arms, 10 values complete as imperf. progressive proofs with 6 stages each 

(resp. 75 f. and 100 f. with 5 each), unmounted mint. 1/10 PH **   100 €

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE    
P 3959• 1977, 150 F. “6th National Day“ with wrong legend, used, good perforation, rare! (Cat. value: 200,-++) 97 g 90 €
P 3960 1993, ‘25 years National Bank of Abu Dhabi, the 4 values se-tenant in 2 gutter-pairs, imperf, 

folded in the middle. Only 5 sets of gutter-pairs can exist from the unique proof sheet, vf.
417-420 proof   
gutter **   1.600 €

P 3961• 2001, Auslands-Brief per Einschreiben, mit EF Automatenmarke 6.00 Dirham (Aufl age nur 143 
Stück), als Ersttagsbrief (fi rst day cover), von Stpl. DUBAI, 15.SEP.2001, in Europa codiert, mit Ein-
lieferungsschein und mit Automaten-Quittung vom Ersttag! Sehr selten und kaum angeboten! Abso-
lute Rarität der ATM-Ausgaben! (T) ATM 1 FDC 800 €

VIETNAM      
see also 1735

P 3962 1946. Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing SG 1, 1c brown and SG 4, 4c bistre tied by 
Poste Aux Armees/T.O.E. date stamp ‘29th Sept 46’ with military cachet ‘de L’Indo-Chine Section 
des Infi rmiers Coloniaux/Le Vaguemestre’ in violet and endorsed ‘S.P. 76, 635’. Scarce item of Mi-
litary mail. SG 1, 4 b 450 €

P 3963• 1951, Imperator Bao-Dai 3 p. blau tied by cds. “HAO-PHONG 6.6.1951“ to FDC with slogan chachet, 
folded, otherwise fi ne. 69 FDC b 60 €

P 3964 1952/1956, postage due $ 1 and $ 100, both MNH blocks of 4 from the centre of the sheet (heart 
pieces) imperforated, rare ! 6, 14 **/v 130 €

P 3965 1984/90, three scarce postal stationnery envelopes, 1984 50 xu comrade Nguyen Duc Canh, 
1984  50 xu anniversary of Hanoi Liberation and 1990 100 d. 100th anniversary of Ho Chi Minh, 
all fi ne unused. GA 80 €

P 3966 1984/90, three scarce postal stationnery envelopes, 1984 50 xu comrade Nguyen Duc Canh, 
1984  50 xu anniversary of Hanoi Liberation and 1990 100 d. 100th anniversary of Ho Chi Minh, 
all fi ne unused. GA 80 €

P 3967• 1985, issue “40th anniversary of termination world war second“, unissued denomination 10 d. in-
stead of 1 d and line perf. instead of comb.perf. Very rare, just few to exist only. 1562 var (*)  250 €

P 3968• 1986, issue “Works of art from the Dung-Son Dynasty“, cpl set of color trials with red frames 
instead of black. The trials are mounted on thick cream paper stamped “v/O Mezhdunarodnaya 
Kinge Moscow“ always together with the black.framed stamp. Very rare. (T) 1727-33 var (*)  1.200 €

P 3969• 1987, issue “Cham Culture“, trail prints, line perf. instead of comb.perf. The 40 d. in two colours, 
very few copies exist only. The trials are mounted on thick cream paper stamped “v/O Mezhdunar-
odnaya Kinge Moscow“.

1809-1815, 
Bl.54 var (*)  250 €
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P 3970• 1988, issue “Nature Protection, Drawings from Children“, trail prints, line perf. instead of comb.
perf. very few copies exist only. The trials are mounted on thick cream paper stamped “v/O Mezh-
dunarodnaya Kinge Moscow“.

1937-43, Bl. 
62 var (*)  250 €

P 3971• 1989 issue “The Legend of Thanh Giong“, the cpl. set of four values as trial print, line perf instead 
of comb.perf. mounted on thick cream paper stamped “v/O Mezhdunarodnaya Kinge Moscow“, 
very few copies exist. 2058-62 var (*)  150 €

P 3972• 1989, issue “Paintings of the 19th Century“, cpl. set of original art-works, alos 5 photo proofs 
(mounted down right on artwork), signed by artist, UNIQUE SET. (T) 2105-9 var (*)  750 €

P 3973• 1989, issue “Paintings of the 19th Century“, 100 d.trial print, line perf. instead of comb.perf., also 
some wrong in description “missing dot under “O“ in word “RUONG“, scarce. 2106 PR (*)  150 €

3974• 1990, issue “Old capital of Vietnam HUÉ“, trial print, line perf. instead of comb.perf. mounted on 
thick cream paper stamped “v/O Mezhdunarodnaya Kinge Moscow“, very few copies exist. 2126-29 var (*)  150 €

VIETNAM-NORD    
3975 1953/55, 100 D. and 500 D. in full sheets of 100 (10x10) resp. 180 (10x18), unused no gum as 

issued, bit rust in margin around staple holes. (M) 7 (100), 8 (180) (*)  320 €
P 3976• 1956, tan cover to Moscow (backstamp) franked with 1954 Malenkov, Ho and Mao 100d red pair 

& single tied by HA-NOI datestamps and “MEZHDUNARODNOE“ boxed registered handstamp, re-
paired opening tear on reverse, scarce commercial usage, F-VF. b 900 €

3977 1958, 40th centenary October revolution 500 d. lilac-brown and 4th world union congress 300 d. 
lilac, tied by cds. “HA-NOI VIET-NAM 28.8.“ to airmail cover to Czechoslovakia. 65, 63 b 50 €

P 3978• 1959/79, covers (5) all used foreign, also (2) from South Vietnam. b 70 €
P 3979 1968 (Aug 16). lmprovised miniature envelope 90 x 61 rnm made from ruled sheet of paper to Viet 

Cong soldier with Local Group without numerical designation of North Vietnam Army without any 
adhesives or postal marking & most likely carried by military courier as many letters were. b 70 €

3980 1969 (sep 19). lmprovised envelope made from ruled sheet of paper to Viet Cong soldier with 24th 
Main Force Battalion of North Vietnam Army without any adhesives or postal marking & most likely 
carried by military courier as many letters were. b 70 €

P 3981 1969 (Jan 6), Union Des Femmes Du Viet-Nam, printed envelope to East Meadow N.Y. bearing 
 Nguyen Van Troi 12 & Commemmoration of Nguyen Du 1d [SG N374 & N412] tied partial Hanoi d/s 
& w/on reverse New YOf1( N.Y. 1969/Delayed by Stoppage/In Steamship Operations slogan d/s 
with day & month slug removed. b 160 €

VIETNAM-SÜD    
P 3982 1949, 4th Anniversary of the Republic, cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, vf (tirage de 

prestige / de Luxe print). 192-95 Proofs (*)  100 €
P 3983 1949, 4th Anniversary of the Republic, cpl. set imperforated and 2 Dong 19 color trials imperf on 

gummed paper, rare and vf.
192-95U, 192-
95 Essais **   100 €

P 3984 Empire Bao Dai: 1952 fi rst issue “Landscapes and Emperor“ cpl set on FDC (stamps on front and 
at reverse). FDC 80 €

3985• 1955 (6.9.), 3,50pia Aerogram uprated by 1955 0,30pia and 1951 60c and 2pia from Saigon to 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA, fi ne. 65, 68, 98 + GA 50 €

P 3986 Empire Bao Dai: 1952, airmail cpl set not perforated (Yv 1-3,9), vf 74-7U **   100 €
3987 1952, mint never hinged MNH: Bao Dai air mail 3.30 P. in double sheet of 40, air mail 3.70 double 

sheet of 100; South Vietnam WHO 0.50 D. sheet of 25, clean condition (M).
74  (30), 86 
(100);  368 (25) **   110 €

P 3988 Empire of Vietnam, Bao Dai: 1952, Red Cross, rare booklet in vf condition, mnh, some spots. MH 88 **   100 €
P 3989 Empire Bao Dai: 1954 crown prince Bao-Long, 25 $. artisan proof (Tirage de prestige) in black-

brown on white deckled edge paper, not realized design “crown prince in national costume“, (no 
Yvert No.), with artisan manuscript. (*)  300 €

P 3990 Empire Bao Dai: 1954 crown prince Bao-Long in uniform, 50 Pia. color sunken die proof in green on 
yellowish ungummed paper (Yvert 27). (*)  200 €

P 3991 Empire Bao Dai: 1954 crown prince Bao-Long, 40 c. sunken die proof in later issued color on yello-
wish ungummed paper (Yvert 22). (*)  150 €

P 3992 Empire Bao Dai: 1954 crown prince Bao-Long, cpl set of two collective proofs , (Épreuves collectif), 
very rare, on creamy ungummed paper. 91-97 PR (*)  350 €

P 3993 Empire Bao Dai: 1954 crown prince Bao-Long, 40 c. color sunken die proof in brown on yellowish 
ungummed paper (Yvert 22). 91 P (*)  150 €

P 3994 Empire Bao Dai: 1954 airmail 3 Pia not perforated, proof in non issued denomination and color, 
very rare. **   120 €

P 3995 1955, First Anniversary of Independence, de luxe proof in diff. color as the stamp issued (“Tirage de 
prestige). (*)  100 €

P 3996 1955, fi rst anniversary of Geneva treaty, collectif de luxe proof on ungummed paper, 0,50 P.brown 
and green, 1,50 P blue. 98-100 P (*)  150 €
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P 3997 1955, fi rst anniversary of Geneva treaty, 50 c. sunken die proof on deckle edged paper, color red/
brown, little spot. 99P (*)  150 €

P 3998 1955, fi rst anniversary of the refugees arrival, cpl set of two composite de luxe proofs, imperf. 
blocks, every with 3 stamps (tirage de prestige), rare. (*)  350 €

P 3999 1955, First Anniversary of Independence, wonderfull maximum card with cancellation fom 1959, 
rare. 101 Mk 80 €

P 4000 1955 First Anniversary of Independence, four essays of fabrication every stamp face val. 5 D. in 
different colors, 3 on toned paper, rare. 101 P **   150 €

P 4001 1955, First Anniversary of Independence, 4 P., imperf from the right margin on toned paper. 101U **   80 €
P 4002 1956, fi rst anniversary of the refugees arrival, color essays, vertical pair of the 0,70 c  in green and 

a piece in red, both on thick gummed paper, imperf, rare. 102 P **   250 €
P 4003 1956, 5th anniversary of adoption to UPU, cpl. set with red “SPECIMEN“ ovpt and punched hole. 108-10 

specimen SPEC 80 €
4004 1956, 5th anniversary of admission to UPU, imperf set, one stamp from top margin. 108-10 U **   100 €

P 4004A 1956, 5th Anniversary of Membership in U.P.U., 3 values each as imperf. block of 4, mounted on 
cardboard. 108/10 proof (*)  150 €

P 4005 1956, 3 $ “5 Years UPU“ artist die proof in black, mint, issued without gum, signed by designer. 110 proof (*)  170 €
P 4006 1956, ordinary stamp set “President Diem“, cpl set imperforated, vf. 111-22U **   150 €

4007 1956, fi rst anniversary of Independence , cpl. set in horizontal pairs, not perforated, vf. 127-30U **/p 100 €
4008 1956, emergency relief, cpl. set, mnh not perforated, vf. 131-34 U **   80 €

P 4009 1956, First Anniversary of Independence, cpl. set in four single  proof blocks, not perforated, vf (ti-
rage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T) (*)  200 €

P 4010 1956, Emergency relief, cpl set, cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, vf (tirage de prestige / 
de Luxe print), vf. (T) (*)  200 €

P 4011 1956, 5th anniversary of UPU admission, essay artisan 3 $ sunken die on deckle edged paper, co-
lor violett, slight diff. design as the issued stamps. (*)  200 €

P 4012 1956, 5th anniversary of UPU adoption, cpl set proofs, 3 block of four imperf affi xed on creamy 
carboards, denomination and color as issued, rare, light spoiling on 3 D. (*)  250 €

P 4013 1956 ordinary stamp set “President Diem“, cpl set in 12 single de luxe proofs (tirage de prestige), 
some spoilings, very rare. (T) (*)  500 €

4014 1957, 3th anniversary of the election of president Diem, cpl. set from the bottom margin, not per-
forated, vf. 135-39U **   100 €

4015 1957, 9th COLOMBO conference, cpl. set from the bottom margin, not perforated, vf. 140-4U **   80 €
P 4016 1957, 2th anniversary of independence, cpl set in horizontal pairs, not perforated, vf. 145-50 U **   150 €
P 4017 1957, 3th anniversary of the election of president Diem, cpl. set in fi ve single de luxe blocks, not 

perforated, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T) (*)  150 €
4018 1957, 9th COLOMBO conference, cpl. set in fi ve single de luxe blocks, not perforated, (tirage de 

prestige / de Luxe print). 3 D with spoiling, otherwise vf. (*)  150 €
P 4019 1957, 2th anniversary of independence, set in fi ve single de luxe blocks, not perforated, (tirage de 

prestige / de Luxe print). 3 D missing, vf. (T) (*)  150 €
4020 1958, “Inauguration of UNESCO Building“, cpl. set  in four single de luxe blocks, not perforated, (ti-

rage de prestige / de Luxe print). vf (T) (*)  150 €
4021 1958, “Living Standard“ cpl set of four val. mnh, not perforated vf. 151-54 U **   100 €

P 4022 1958, Day of Children, cpl set mnh, not perforated, vf. 155-59 U **   100 €
4023 1958, three years republic and 10th Anniversary of Human rights, the fi rst one in horiz. pairs of two, 

the another set in singles imperf. on gummed paper.
160-63U, 
168-71U **   80 €

4024 1958, “Inauguration of UNESCO Building“ cpl set of four val. mnh, not perforated vf. 164-67 U **   80 €
P 4025 1958, “Inauguration of UNESCO Building“, color proof, 2 D green instead of blue, imperf, vf. 165 P **   80 €

4026 1958, 10th Anniversary of Human rights 0,50 D. to 6 D. cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, 
vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print), vf. (T) 168-71 Proof (*)  100 €

P 4027 1958, Day of children, cpl. set  in fi ve single de luxe blocks, not perforated, (tirage de prestige / de 
Luxe print). vf (T) (*)  150 €

P 4028 1958, Day of Children, 0,30 yellow, horizontal strip of four, not perforated, from the lower left sheet 
with margin inscriptions,  rare, vf. **   150 €

P 4029 1958/59, ordinary stamp set “Buildings“ 0,10 D. to 6 D. cpl. set in eight single blocs, not per-
forated, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print), vf. (T) 172-89 Proof (*)  200 €

4030 1958/59, Ordinary stamp set “Buildings“ 0,10 D. to 6 D. cpl. set of eight not perforated, 0,30,0,50 
2 and 4 Dong in vrt. Pairs, vf. 172-79U **   100 €

4031 1959, “Die Schwestern Trung“, 0,50 D to 6 D, cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, vf (tirage 
de prestige / de Luxe print). (T) 180-83 proof (*)  80 €
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4032 1959, agricultural reform, cpl set imperforated from the upper sheet corner, 0,50 Dong proof in 
blue - not issued face value - and 0,50 Dong a block of 10 proof in red and orange, rare. 184-87U **   120 €

P 4033 1959, “Reopening Railway Line“, cpl. set imperforated in block of four, rare and 2 Dong 10 diff. 
monochrom color trials, one of them in strip of fi ve. vf.

188-91U, 188-
91 Essais **   150 €

P 4034 1959, “Reopening Railway Line“, cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, vf (tirage de prestige 
/ de Luxe print). 188-91 Proof (*)  100 €

P 4035 1959, Boy Scouts, National Jamboree, cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed 
paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). 196-99 Proofs (*)  100 €

4036 1960, “Family Law“,cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de 
prestige / de Luxe print). 200-03 Proofs (*)  80 €

P 4037 1960, “International year of refugees“, cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed 
paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). 204-07 Proofs (*)  100 €

4038 1960, “International Year of Refugees“, cpl set imperforated in horiz. pairs and 13 imperf color tri-
als on gummed paper , singles and a block of 10, vf. 204-07 **   100 €

4039 1960, “Family Law“, cpl. set imperforated and 13 color trials imperf on gummed paper in seven diff. 
colors, vf.

200-03U, 200-
02 Essais **   80 €

P 4040 1960 RED CROSS - Henri Dunant, cpl. set imperforated and 15 color trials imperf on gummed paper 
each in strip of fi ve, diff. color combinations, vf. (T)

208-11U, 208-
11 Essais **   100 €

4041 1960 RED CROSS - Henri Dunant, cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf 
(tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). 208-11 Proofs (*)  100 €

4042 1960, 2 issues, “Welfare Zones“ and “Anti-Tubercolose“, cpl. sets in fi ve single blocs, not perforated, 
ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print)

212-15/216 
Proof (*)  100 €

P 4043 1960, 3 issues, “Welfare Zones“, “Anti-Tubercolose“ and “5th Anniversary of Republic“, 3 sets im-
perforated and 46 color trials in two blocks of ten, in stripes and singles, vf compillation. (T) **   120 €

P 4045 1960/61 two issues: FAO and development of agriculture, both sets imperf. mint NH and total 33 
color essays, imperf in vert pairs and in stripes, marvellous lot.

221-22U, 227-
30U and Essays **   150 €

4046 1961, “Safe our Childrens“, the cpl. set in horiz. pairs imperforated, 0,70 Dong 23 color trials in 
pairs, a stripe of fi ve and a block of ten from sheet corner these all imperf. and the cpl. set in four 
single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

231-34U, 231-
34 Essays and 
Proofs **/(*) 100 €

4049 1961, “Reelection of President Diem“, the cpl set mint NH imperforated, a color trial of the 2 Dong 
in stripe of four and  and the cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (ti-
rage de prestige / de Luxe print). One with a little spot. (T)

235-38U, 235-
38 PR, Essay **/(*) 80 €

P 4052 1961, “Sport and Youth“, the cpl set imperf., 0,50 Dong 24 color trials in pairs, and stripes, all im-
perf and the cpl. set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / 
de Luxe print) and a FDC “THANH NIEN SAIGON 7-7-1961“, a wonderfull buildup. (T)

239-42U, 
Proofs, Color 
Essays

**/(*)/
FDC 100 €

4055 1961, two issues “Street Bridge“ and “Father de Rhodes“, the two cpl sets imperf., 14 color trials in 
pairs, and stripes, all imperf. and the two cpl. sets each in four single blocks, not perforated, ungum-
med paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print) and a FDC “ALEXANDRE DE RHODES SAIGON“, a 
wonderfull buildup. (T)

243-50U, 
Essays and 
Proofs

**/(*)/
FDC 120 €

P 4058 1961, three issues : “Man with torch“, “15th Annivers. UNESCO“ and “Agrarian Reform“, from each 
issue the imperforated set, 56 color trials in 3 stripes of fi ve and three, three blocks of ten, two cpl. 
sets each in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe 
print) and a FDC, a marvellous lot. (T)

251-61U, 
Color trials 
and Proofs

**/(*)/
FDC 200 €

4061 1961, two issues, “Antimalaria“ and “Postal Giro Service“, the two mint NH imperforated sets, 11 
color trials and two cpl. sets each in four single blocs, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage 
de prestige / de Luxe print) and a FDC, a marvellous lot. (T)

262-65U, 266-
69U, Proofs, 
Essays

**/(*)/
FDC 100 €

P 4062 1962, two issues,  “Holy Maria from La-Wang“ and “Defence“, the fi rst one with the cpl. set imper-
forated and cpl. set each in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de pre-
stige / de Luxe print). The second issue the cpl. set imperforated in rare blocks of four, 28 colortrials 
in blocks and stripes, cpl. set each in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage 
de prestige / de Luxe print), two FDC, very nice buildup. (T)

270-73U, 274-
7U(4), Proofs

**/(*)/
FDC 150 €

4063 1962, “Chutes de Dalam“ and “The Sisters Trung“, two imperf. sets, one in vert. pairs, 18 diff color 
trials and each set in four or two single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de pre-
stige / de Luxe print), one FDC. (T)

278-79U, 280-
83U, Proofs

**/(*)/
FDC 100 €

4064 1963, “Struggle against hunger“, “President Diem“ and “Army“, the three sets imperforated mint 
NH, 11 color trials and a single bloc, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (Tirage de Luxe). (T)

284-95U, 
Proofs **/(*) 80 €

4065 1963, “International Red Cross“ and “Declaration of Human Rights“, both sets imperforated in vert 
or horiz. pairs, 15 color trials and each set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, 
vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print), one FDC. A very fi ne lot. (T)

296-99U(2), 
300-3ß3U(2), 
proofs

**/(*)/
FDC 100 €

4066 1964, “Power Station Danhim“ and “Nuclear Energy“, both sets imperforated mint NH, 24 color 
trials and both sets  each in four single blocs, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de presti-
ge / de Luxe print). (T)

304-11U, 
Proofs and 
Essays **/(*) 100 €

P 4067 1964, “World Day of Meterology“ and “Reunifi cation“, the rare imperforated in vert. or horiz. pairs, 
33 color trials, “Reunifi cation“ additionally three single blocs, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf 
(tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

312-15U, 316-
18U, Proofs **/(*) 150 €
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4068 1964, “The Beach of Hatien“ and “1th Annivers. of Revolution“, imperf sets (single and in vert 
stripes of four), 9 color trials and additionally two single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, 
vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

319-20, 321-
23U, Proofs **/(*) 100 €

4069 1964, “Buildings and Landscapes“, the set imperforated, the cpl. set in four color trials each in vert. 
stripe of fi ve and the set in four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de presti-
ge / de Luxe print). (T)

324-27U, 324-
27 Proofs **/(*) 100 €

P 4070 1965, “Emperor Hung-Vuong“ and “Buddhism“, two single blocks, not perforated, ungummed pa-
per, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print) from the fi rst issue, Buddhism imperf set and 15 color 
trials.

328-29 Proof, 
330-32U, 330-
32 Proof **/(*) 100 €

P 4071 1965, “100th Anniversary ITU“ and “International Cooperation“, both sets imperforated in horiz. 
pairs or stripes of four, some color trials and three single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, 
vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print) and one FDC.

333-34,335-
37U, Proofs

**/(*)/
FDC 100 €

4072 1965, “Flowers“, the imperforated set of fi ve, color trials of each value in stripes of fi ve, total 25 and 
fi ve single blocks, one of each value, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de 
Luxe print). (T)

336-42U, 
Proofs, Color 
trials **/(*) 100 €

4073 1965, “University education“ and “Youth organisation“, the fi rst one with the imperforated set and 
four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print) the se-
cond one with the imperf. set.

343-46U, 347-
48U, Proofs **/(*) 80 €

4074 1965, “Olympic Games“  with Basketball, javelin throw, gymnastics and pole vault, the four values 
in imperforated horizontal stripes from sheet margin, rare. 349-52U (3) **   80 €

P 4075 1966 “Short-wave transmitter“ and “Help Refugees“, both issues are imperforated and four single 
blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print)

353-54, 358-
59U, Proofs **/(*) 100 €

P 4076 1966, “Day of Transmigration“, the cpl. set of four in rare imperforated stripes of three, 20 color 
trials in vert. stripes of fi ve and four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de 
prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

360-63U, 
Proofs, color 
trials **/(*) 150 €

4077 1966, year of Confucius 1 D.-7 D. in épreueve de luxe. 364/367 110 €
4078 1966, “Year of Konfuzius“, the cpl. set of four in imperforated pairs, 12 color trials in vert. stripes of 

three and four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print) (T)
364-67U, Pro-
ofs, Essays **/(*) 100 €

P 4079 1966/67, “The 3th Anniversary of the Revolution“, “20 Years UNESCO“ and 1967 “Patriots“, three 
sets imperforated, mint NH and two sets with four respectively three single blocks, not perforated, 
ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

371-74U, 
375-7U **/(*) 150 €

P 4080 1967 “Buddhistic youth world organisation“, scarce not emitted issue (Yv. 309A-B) set perforated in 
blocks of four, imperf pairs from sheet corner, 5 color trials imperf and two single blocks, not per-
forated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print), a extremly rare compilation.

I-II, I-IIU, 
Proofs / 
Yv.309A-B **/(*) 500 €

P 4081 1967 “Conquest of North Vietnam“, scarce not emitted issue (Yv. 310A-B) set perforated in blocks 
of four, imperf pairs from sheet corner and two single blocs, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf 
(tirage de prestige / de Luxe print), a very rare compilation.

III-IV, III-IV U, 
Proofs **/(*) 350 €

4082 1968, “Alliance with the free world“, rare imperforated mint NH set in vert. stripes of four and four 
single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print), one FDC. (T)

**/(*)/
FDC 150 €

P 4083 1970, “Birds“, cpl. set in pairs imperforated, set in  block of 12 from the sheet corner vmint NH and 
four single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). (T)

442-445U, 
Proofs, **/(*) 200 €

4084 1971, “Fishes“ the rare imperforated set in horiz. pairs vf. 480-82U (2) **/p 80 €
4085 1972, “20th Anniversary of Aviation of South Vietnam“, and two single blocks, not perforated, un-

gummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print) and one FDC perf. (T)
495-502 
Proofs (*)/FDC 120 €

P 4086 1973, rare set “Five Years Plan“, 2 and 5 D vert. imperforated pairs, two diff FDC and presentation 
card with the cpl set. (T)

526-28U, 
Proof, Folder

**/(*)/
FDC 120 €

P 4087 1974 “The Sisters Trung“, very rare imperforatet set vert. pairs and 50 D block of four with overprint 
“Cong Hoa Mien Nam Viet Nam“ (Front National de Liberation), Prepared in 1975 but never issued, 
vf, scarce.

550-52U(2) 
552Var **   120 €

4088 1974 “Day of Agriculture“, the cpl set with three single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf 
(tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). 553-55 Proofs (*)  100 €

4089 1974, the provisional issues, currency surcharges, the 5 values each in block of four, rare. 560,64,68,75-
76 (4) **/v 80 €

4090 1974 “Internat. Development Aid“, the cpl set with three single blocks, not perforated, ungummed 
paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). 561-63 proofs (*)  80 €

P 4091 1975, the provisional issues, currency surcharges, the 5 values each in block of four, rare. 577-78,592,593-
94 (4) **/v 120 €

4092 1975, “Tradtitional Theatre“, very rare vert. pairs imperforated, vf 587-89U (2) **/p 100 €
P 4093 1975 “Day of Elektrifi cation“, NOT issued, very rare imperforated set in horiz. pairs from sheet cor-

ner. V-VIU (2) **   100 €
P 4094 1975 “National Bibliothek“, NOT issued, very rare imperforated set in vert. pair from sheet margin 

and  single block, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). VIIU and Proof **/(*) 150 €
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P 4095 1975 “Dragons“,NOT issued, very rare imperforated set in vert. pair and  two single blocks, not 
perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). IX-XU, Proofs **/(*) 200 €

P 4096 1975 “Oeconomic Development“,NOT issued, very rare imperforated set in horiz. pairs and four 
single blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).

Xi-XIV U, 
Proofs **/(*) 300 €

P 4097 1975 “Electifi caion Of Rural Regions“, NOT issued, very rare imperforated set in horiz. pairs. XV-XVI U **   100 €
P 4098 1975 “Means Of Transport“, NOT issued, very rare imperforated set in horiz. pairs and three single 

blocks, not perforated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print).
XVII-XIX U / 
Proofs (*)/** 250 €

P 4099 1975 “Temple“,NOT issued, very rare imperforated set in horiz. pair and one single blocks, not per-
forated, ungummed paper, vf (tirage de prestige / de Luxe print). XX U, Proof **/(*) 100 €

P 4100 1975, “Return to the Village with Honor“ NOT issued, essai for a issue prepared but not admitted by 
the South-Vietnam postal authority. The project was discarded because of the fall of Saigon in April 
1975, extremy rare item, imperf, signed. **   300 €

P 4101 1975, “Potery 60 Dong“, not issued, one of the rarest if not the rarest to come from the fi nal days 
of South Vietnam post offi ce before the collapse of the government. There were also some other 
items  that were purely in the planning stage for release. A few of these proofs or essays were 
 however intact and known to exist. This piece here offered is MNH VF and without gum. There is a 
bit of paper disturbance on the reverse probably affi xed to a backing sheet from the artist, signed, 
extremly rare. **   400 €

P 4101A Empire Bao Dai: 1952 duty stamps, 1955 3 and 10 D. and 1956 cpl set in imperf blocks of four, 
rare. P1-6 **/v 150 €

VIETNAM-SÜD - MILITÄRPOSTMARKEN    
P 4102 1960, military stamp on cover, three diff. covers original posted, at front of two covers military can-

cel “K.B.C. 4739“ and “K.B.C.3222“, one cover from “Canadian Delegation for Inter. Commission for 
Control and Supervision“. 1a b 150 €

4103 1969, miliray stamp “TET Offensive“, single stamp and very rare First day cover. 2 **/FDC 100 €

VIETNAM-SÜD - PORTOMARKEN    
P 4105 1952, postage due ‘dragon’ 1$ printed in blue only (missing silver) in a complete IMPERFORATE 

sheet of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH, scarce! (M) 6 U var. (50) **   900 €
P 4106 1955/56, postage dues ‘dragon’ six different values (2$, 3$ and 20$ to 100$) in complete IM-

PERFORATE sheets of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH, scarce! (M)
7/8 + 11/14 
U (50) **   1.500 €

VIETNAM-SÜD - MILITÄRPOSTMARKEN    
P 4107 1956, Dragon 20 d. imperforated and with shifted green colour, block of 4 from the upper right 

sheet corner, mint never hinged, fi ne. 11 U F (4) **/v 400 €
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Impressum – Imprint

AUKTIONSHAUS 
Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

Steinbeisstraße 6 + 8
74321 Bie  gheim-Bissingen / GERMANY

Tel  +49 - (0)7142 - 789 400 
Fax +49 - (0)7142 - 789 410 

www.auk  onen-gaertner.de 
info@auk  onen-gaertner.de

Sitz
registered offi  ce

71732 Tamm

Handelsregister
commercial register

Amtsgericht Stu  gart HRA 301183

USt - IdNr.
VAT-ID No.

DE 244 027 995

Persönlich ha  ende Gesellscha  erin
personally liable companion

Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner Verwaltungs-GmbH   

Sitz
registered offi  ce

71732 Tamm 
Amtsgericht Stu  gart HRB 302375

Geschä  sführer
president

Christoph Gärtner

Druckerei – Print Office

Media-Print Informa  onstechnologie GmbH
Eggertstrasse 28, 33100 Paderborn / GERMANY
Tel  +49 - (0)5251 - 522 300
Fax +49 - (0)5251 - 522 485  
www.mediaprint-druckerei.de 
contact@mediaprint-druckerei.de
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BANKÜBERWEISUNG / BANK TRANSFER

Begüns  gster / Benefi ciary Name:
Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

Deutsche Bank PGK AG Ludwigsburg

Myliusstraße 16 
DE - 71638 Ludwigsburg

BLZ / Bank-ID: 604 700 24
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 0888016  
IBAN: DE06 6047 0024 0088 8016  00
BIC: DEUTDEDB604

Kreissparkasse Ludwigsburg

Schillerplatz 6
DE - 71638 Ludwigsburg

BLZ / Bank-ID: 604 500 50
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 30016215      
IBAN: DE16 6045 0050 0030 0162 15
BIC: SOLADES1 LBG

Postbank Stu  gart

Pos  ach 600464
DE - 70304 Stu  gart

BLZ / Bank-ID:  600 100 70
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 108363707     
IBAN: DE69 6001 0070 0108 3637 07
BIC: PBNKDEFF

Zahlungsmöglichkeiten – Payment Options

KREDITKARTEN / CREDIT CARDS

Wir akzep  eren Zahlungen mit folgenden Kreditkarten:

VISA MASTER CARD

Bei Zahlung mit der Kreditkarte berechnen wir eine Bear-

beitungsgebühr von 3% auf die gesamte Rechnungssumme. 
Folgende Angaben sind erforderlich:
Karteninhaber, Karten-Nummer, Ablaufdatum,
3-stellige Sicherheitszahl

Accepted credit cards

VISA MASTER CARD

For payments by credit card, a transac  on fee of 3% is
charged on the invoice total. 
Following informa  on is required:
Credit Card Holder, Card Number, Expiry Date, CVC number

SCHECK / CHEQUE

Bei Zahlung per Scheck erhöhen Sie bi  e den zu 
zahlenden Betrag um 15,00 EUR. 
Der Versand der Lose erfolgt nach Gutschri   des Schecks auf 
unserem Konto. Bi  e beachten Sie, dass Bankge bühren zu Ihren 
Lasten gehen.

If you pay by cheque please add EUR 15,00 (cheque-fee). 
Shipment of the lots a  er credit entry. 
Bank fees at your cost.

Steigerungsstufen – Bidding Increments

bis / to  100,- € 5,- €

von / from  100,- € bis / to  250,- € 10,- €

von / from  250,- € bis / to  700,- € 20,- €

von / from  700,- € bis / to  1.500,- € 50,- €

von / from  1.500,- € bis / to  3.000,- € 100,- €

von / from  3.000,- € bis / to  10.000,- € 200,- €

ab / over  10.000,- € 500,- €

Die unverbindlichen Steigerungsstufen liegen im Ermessen 
des Versteigerers und betragen 5 bis 10 % vom Ausruf:
Wir bieten für Sie bei Geboten wie „bestens“, „höchst“, „kau-
fen“, „auf jeden Fall“, „bis ultimo“ oder ähnlichen  Formulie-
rungen bis zum zehnfachen Ausruf! 

The non-commi  al bidding increments are subject to the 
assessment of the auc  oneer, they are between 5 to 10% of 
the bidding price:
We bid on your behalf such as “best“, “at the most“, “buy“, “in 
any case“, “without limit“ or similar description up to 10-fold 
of the bidding price! 
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Durch die Abgabe von Geboten werden nachfolgende Geschä  sbedingungen des Versteigerers anerkannt:

Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen

1. Die Versteigerung erfolgt öffentlich und freiwillig in eigenem Namen 
und für eigene Rechnung gegen sofortige Bezahlung in Euro. Devisen und 
Schecks werden zum Tageskurs der Bundesbank angenommen.   
2. Den Zuschlag erhält der Meistbietende. Der Versteigerer hat das Recht, 
den Zuschlag zu verweigern, Lose zurückzuziehen, umzugruppieren oder 
aufzuteilen. Bei Missverständnissen behält der Versteigerer sich vor, das 
Los nochmals auszurufen. Die Steigerungssätze sind dem jeweils aktu-
ellen Auktionsprogramm zu entnehmen und betragen 5 bis 10% des Aus-
rufwertes bzw. des gerade vorliegenden Gebotes, je nach Sachlage.
3. Der Versteigerer kann unter dem Vorbehalt der Genehmigung des 
Einlieferers zuschlagen. Der Bieter bleibt dann an sein Gebot 4 Wochen 
beginnend mit dem Tag des Zuschlags gebunden. Bei einem Zuschlag un-
ter Vorbehalt kann das Los ohne Rückfrage an einen anderen Limitbieter 
vermittelt werden. 
4. Der Versteigerer ist berechtigt, Personen ohne Angabe von Gründen 
von der Auktion auszuschließen. Handel und Tausch sind im Auktionssaal 
nicht gestattet.
5. Der Zuschlag erfolgt nach dreimaligem Ausruf an den Höchstbie-
tenden. Der Versteigerer kann den Zuschlag in begründeten Fällen ver-
weigern oder unter Vorbehalt erteilen. Bei Ablehnung eines Gebotes gilt 
das vorher abgegebene Gebot als verbindlich. Wenn mehrere Personen 
dasselbe Höchstgebot abgeben, entscheidet das Los. Bei schriftlichen 
Bietern gilt jedoch die Reihenfolge des Gebotseinganges. Diese Gebote 
werden streng interessewahrend nur in dem Umfange ausgeschöpft, der 
notwendig ist, um anderweitig vorliegende Gebote zu überbieten. 
Telefonische Bieter müssen mindestens das Limit bieten und eine schrift-
liche Bestätigung nachreichen. Im Falle einer Nichterreichbarkeit gilt das 
Mindestgebot. Bei Telefongeboten übernimmt der Versteigerer keine Ge-
währ für das Zustandekommen einer Verbindung. Lose, die „gegen Ge-
bot“ ausgerufen werden, bedingen ein Mindestgebot von 20,- Euro und 
werden zum Höchstgebot zugeschlagen. 
6. Der Versteigerer erhält vom Käufer ein Aufgeld von 22% des Zu-
schlagspreises sowie 2,- Euro je gekauftem Los. Bei Losen, die mit + mar-
kiert sind, fallen zusätzlich die Kosten für den Import der Ware an ( = 
Importspesen, 7% des Zuschlags). Für Lose, die mit • gekennzeichnet 
sind, wird für Zuschlagspreis und Aufgeld die gesetzliche Umsatzsteuer 
erhoben, Lose mit Δ sind nach § 25c UStG steuerfrei. Alle anderen Lose 
sind nach §25a UStG differenzbesteuert; es erfolgt kein gesonderter 
Umsatzsteuerausweis. Bei Zusendung der Ware werden die Kosten für 
Porto, Verpackung und Versicherung zuzüglich gesetzlicher Umsatzsteu-
er gesondert in Rechnung gestellt. Käufe, die in ein umsatzsteuerliches 
Drittland ausgeführt werden, sind gegen Vorlage des Ausfuhrnachweises 
von der Umsatzsteuer befreit. Steuern/Abgaben für die Einfuhr der Käufe 
im Zielland gehen zu Lasten des Käufers.
7. Mit dem Zuschlag kommt ein Kaufvertrag zwischen dem Versteigerer 
und dem Bieter zustande. Er verpfl ichtet den Käufer zur Abnahme und Be-
zahlung am Versteigerungsort. Wer für Dritte bietet, haftet selbstschuld-
nerisch neben diesen. Gleichzeitig geht mit der Zuschlagserteilung die 
Gefahr für nicht zu vertretende Verluste oder Beschädigungen auf den 
Käufer über. Das Eigentum an der ersteigerten Sache wird erst nach voll-
ständigem Zahlungseingang beim Versteigerer auf den Käufer übertra-
gen. Schriftliche Bieter erhalten in aller Regel eine Vorausrechnung, die 
sofort fällig ist. Erst nach vollständiger Bezahlung der Rechnung besteht 
ein Anspruch auf Aushändigung der gekauften Lose.
Sind Lose vereinbarungsgemäß vom Versteigerer zu versenden, hat der 
Käufer dem Versteigerer zu Nachforschungszwecken spätestens zehn 
Wochen nach dem Ende der Auktion (bei Vorkasse: nach der Bezahlung 
der Ware) schriftlich mitzuteilen, falls die zu versendende Ware nicht oder 
nicht vollständig zugegangen ist.
8. Alle Beträge, welche 14 Tage nach der Versteigerung bzw. Zustellung 
der Auktionsrechnung nicht beim Versteigerer eingegangen sind, unter-
liegen einem Verzugszuschlag von 3%. Dazu werden Zinsen in Höhe von 
1,5% pro Monat erhoben, es sei denn, der Käufer weist nach, dass ein 
geringerer oder kein Schaden entstanden ist. Im Übrigen kann der Ver-
steigerer wahlweise Erfüllung oder nach Fristsetzung Schadenersatz we-
gen Nichterfüllung verlangen; der Schadensersatz kann dabei auch so 

berechnet werden, dass die Lose verkauft oder in einer neuen Auktion 
nochmals angeboten werden. Der säumige Käufer muss hierbei für den 
Mindererlös gegenüber der früheren Versteigerung und den damit verbun-
denen zusätzlichen Kosten einschließlich der Gebühren des Versteigerers 
aufkommen. Auf einen eventuellen Mehrerlös hat er jedoch keinen An-
spruch.
9. Die zur Versteigerung kommenden Lose können vor der Auktion be-
sichtigt und geprüft werden. Sie werden in dem Zustand versteigert, in 
dem sie sich bei der Auktion befi nden. Die nach bestem Wissen und 
Gewissen vorgenommenen Katalogbeschreibungen sind keine zuge-
sicherten Eigenschaften. Der Käufer kann den Versteigerer nicht wegen 
Sachmängeln in Anspruch nehmen, sofern dieser seiner obliegenden 
Sorgfaltspfl icht nachgekommen ist. Sammlungen, Posten etc. sind von 
jeglicher Reklamation ausgeschlossen, ansonsten verpfl ichtet er sich 
jedoch, wegen begründeter Mängelrügen, die ihm bis spätestens vier 
Wochen nach Auktionsschluss angezeigt werden müssen, innerhalb der 
Verjährungsfrist von einem Jahr seine Gewährleistungsansprüche gegen-
über dem Einlieferer geltend zu machen. Reklamationen von Einzellosen 
müssen auf den Original-Loskarten erfolgen. Die Lose müssen sich in 
unverändertem Zustand befi nden. Dies betrifft auch das Entfernen von 
Falzen, das Wässern, sowie chemische Behandlungen. Lediglich das An-
bringen von Prüfzeichen der Mitglieder des Bundes Philatelistischer Prü-
fer e.V. (BBP) gilt nicht als Veränderung. Der Versteigerer kann verlangen, 
dass bei Reklamationen ein entsprechender schriftlicher Befund eines 
zuständigen Verbandprüfers des BBP eingeholt wird. Will der Käufer eine 
Prüfung vornehmen lassen, so ist dies dem Versteigerer vor der Auktion 
mitzuteilen. Die Reklamationsfrist verlängert sich entsprechend. Dies be-
trifft jedoch nicht die Verpfl ichtung zur sofortigen Bezahlung der Lose. Die 
Kosten einer Prüfung werden dem Käufer in Rechnung gestellt, wenn das 
Prüfergebnis mit der Losbeschreibung übereinstimmt oder der Käufer das 
Los trotz abweichendem Prüfungsergebnis erwirbt. Mängel, die bereits 
aus der Abbildung ersichtlich sind, berechtigen nicht zur Reklamation. 
Lose, bei denen Fehler beschrieben sind, können nicht wegen eventueller 
weiterer geringer Fehler zurückgewiesen werden. Im Falle erfolgreicher 
Inanspruchnahme des Einlieferers erstattet der Versteigerer den gezahl-
ten Kaufpreis, einschließlich Aufgeld zurück; ein darüber hinausgehender 
Anspruch ist ausgeschlossen. Der Versteigerer ist berechtigt, den Käufer 
mit allen Reklamationen an den Einlieferer zu verweisen.
Durch die Abgabe eines Gebotes auf bereits von anerkannten Prüfern si-
gnierte oder attestierte Lose, werden die vorliegenden Prüfzeichen oder 
Atteste als maßgeblich anerkannt. Werden Lose unter dem Vorbehalt der 
Gutachten anderer Prüfer beboten, so ist dies dem Versteigerer mit dem 
Gebot anzuzeigen. Bezeichnungen wie „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. 
stellen die subjektive Einstellung des Versteigerers und in keinem Falle 
eine Beschaffenheitsangabe im kaufrechtlichen Sinne dar. Lose, die mit 
„feinst“ oder „fein“ beschrieben sind, können Fehler aufweisen. Stücke, 
deren Wert durch den Stempel bestimmt wird, können wegen anderer 
Qualitätsmängel nicht beanstandet werden.
10. Ansichtssendungen sind nur von Einzellosen möglich. Postfrische 
Marken sind von der Versendung ausgeschlossen. Die Lose sind inner-
halb von 24 Stunden zurückzusenden, wobei die von uns gewählte Ver-
sendungsart anzuwenden ist. Gefahr und Kosten gehen zu vollen Lasten 
des Anforderers. Sollten die Lose am Auktionstag nicht vorliegen, so wer-
den sie eine Steigerungsstufe über dem nächst höheren Gebot, minde-
stens jedoch zum Ausruf, dem Anforderer zugeschlagen.
11. Erfüllungsort ist Bietigheim-Bissingen. Gerichtsstand für den kauf-
männischen Verkehr ist Ludwigsburg. Es gilt ausschließlich deutsches 
Recht; das UN-Abkommen zu Verträgen über den internationalen Waren-
verkauf (CISG) fi ndet keine Anwendung.
12. Vorstehende Bestimmungen gelten sinngemäß auch für den Nach-
verkauf und den freihändigen Verkauf. Die Vorschriften über Verkäufe 
im Fernabsatz fi nden darauf keine Anwendung. Diese gelten sinngemäß 
auch für alle Geschäfte, welche außerhalb der Auktion abgeschlossen 
werden.
13. Sollten einzelne der vorstehenden Bestimmungen ganz oder teilweise 
unwirksam sein, so wird die Gültigkeit der übrigen davon nicht berührt.
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By the submission of bids, the following Auc  ons Condi  ons of the Auc  oneer are recognised and accepted:

General Auction Conditions

1. The auction is held public in the name of the auctioneer on his behalf 
for his own invoice against immediate payment in Euro. 
2. The lot goes to the highest bidder. The Auctioneer reserves the right 
to refuse knock down a lot, or to withdraw, recombine and divide lots. 
Bidding increments can be seen in the actual auction manual and are 
from 5 to 10% and according to the present submitted bid and depen-
dant on the situation. 
3. The Auctioneer has the authority to knock down lots pending the per-
mission of the seller. The bidder is bound by his bid for a period of 4 
weeks beginning on the day of the knockdown. It is allowed to hammer 
an under reserve lot to another limit bidder.
4. The Auctioneer has the right to exclude persons from the auction wi-
thout giving any reason. Trading and exchange are not allowed in the 
Auction rooms. 
5. The knockdown is allocated to the highest bidder after the third call. 
The Auctioneer has the right to refuse a knockdown for founded reasons 
or to make knockdown under reserve. When a bid is refused, the previ-
ous bid is valid. When more than one bidder has submitted the highest 
bid, the decision will be made by draw. In the case of written bids, the 
order of receipt of bids is valid. These bids will be treated with confi den-
ce and will only be used to top the previous bid. Telephone bidders must 
offer at least the limit price and a written confi rmation must be submit-
ted thereafter. In the event of non-reachability, the minimum bid is valid. 
Lots, which receive a „counter-bid“, require a minimum bid of 20,- € and 
will be knocked down to the highest bid.
6. The Auctioneer receives a premium of 22% of the hammer price from 
the buyer plus 2,- € per purchased lot. For lots marked with + additional 
expenses for importing the items are charged ( = Import Expenses, 7 % 
of the hammer price). For all lots which are marked with • Value Added 
Tax will be added to the hammer price and to the buyers premium, lots 
marked by Δ are free of taxes (§25c UStG). All other lots are sold under 
the margin system (§25a UStG). For sending the goods costs for pos-
tage, packing and insurance plus VAT will be charged separately. For 
purchases from abroad, which will be exported to a third country (non-
EU!), the Value Added Tax will not be invoiced after receiving an evidence 
of exportation; import taxes on buyer‘s account.
7. The Purchase Order contract between the Auctioneer and the Buyer 
becomes valid with the knockdown. With this contract, the buyer is ob-
liged to accept and pay for the goods at the point of sale. In the case 
of bidding for a third party, both buyer and third party are liable. The 
moment of knockdown, all risks concerning losses or damage are the 
responsibility of the buyer. The ownership of the auctioned goods will 
only be transferred to the buyer when full payment has been effected. 
Bidders making written bids will in general receive a pre-payment invoice 
that is due for immediate payment. Only when the invoice has been paid 
fully, has the buyer the right to demand possession of the auctioned 
goods. 
If it is agreed to ship the purchased lots, the purchaser is obliged to in-
form the auctioneer in writing for reasons of investigation within ten wee-
ks after the end of the auction (in case of prepayment: after the payment 
of the goods) if the goods to be shipped are not or incompletely received.
8. All invoices that have not been paid at the latest 14 days after the 
auction and/or receipt of the invoice will be subject to interest of 3%. 
Furthermore, 1,5% interest per month will be charged, unless the buyer 
can prove that only minimal or no damage has been caused. Furthermo-
re, the Auctioneer can decide whether after a set period, compensation 
will be charged, due to non-fulfi lment. The damages can be regulated 
in such a manner that the lots are taken into a future auction and the 
debtor is charged the difference between the knockdown bid and the 
previous bid as well as all the costs connected with this transaction, 
including the additional costs and charges of the Auctioneer. There is no 

demand for higher realizations.
9. The objects for auction may be viewed and inspected prior to the auc-
tion. These objects will be auctioned in the condition they are in at the 
time of auction. The catalogue descriptions were made in the best will 
and conscience and do not guarantee any characteristics. The buyer 
cannot hold the Auctioneer liable for any faults, on the condition that 
the Auctioneer has not committed any acts of negligence. Collections, 
lots etc. are excluded from complaints, otherwise the Auctioneer is obli-
ged to hold the Vendor liable for any complaints made within the limited 
period of 4 weeks after the auction and which are covered by one year 
guarantee. 
Complaints of individual lots must be presented on the original auction 
lot cards. The complaint lots must be presented in their original conditi-
on. This applies to the removal of hinges, submersion in water as well as 
chemical treatment. Only the application of sign information by a mem-
ber of the Bund Philatelistischer Prüfer e.V. (BPP) will not be regarded 
as tampering. In the event of complaints, the Auctioneer can demand 
a written expertise of the respective BPP expert. In the event that a bu-
yer intends to get an expertise, then he must inform the Auctioneer of 
this fact before the Auction. The period for complaint will be prolonged 
respectively. However, this does not mean exclusion of prompt payment 
for the lots. Any expertising fees will be charged to the buyer if the result 
matches the lot description or if he acquires the lot in spite of dissent 
opinion. Any faults, which are obvious at the time of photography, are 
excluded from the right of complaint. In the event of claim, the Vendor is 
obliged to refund the purchase price as well as knock-down commission. 
Any additional claims are not possible. 
Descriptions such as „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. are a subjective 
opinion of the Auctioneer and under no circumstance a statement in 
regard to trading rules and regulations. Lots which bear the description 
„feinst“ or „fein“ may possibly have small faults. Pieces where the value 
is defi ned by cancellation are excluded from complaint of any other de-
fects.
10. Objects dispatched for viewing only include individual lots. These 
must be returned to the auction company within 24 hours, whereby our 
choice of dispatch must be utilized. Any dangers and costs are for the ac-
count of the requesting party. In the event that these lots are not present 
in the auction house on the day of auction, then these will be knocked 
down in favour of the requesting party one step higher than the highest 
bidding price, however at the least for the call-out price. 
11. Place of fulfi lment is Bietigheim-Bissingen. Place of jurisdiction for 
the full trading is Ludwigsburg.
12. Only German Law is valid. The UN Treaty for contacts concerning 
international goods sales (CISG) is not applicable. 
13. The above conditions are valid in the general sense and also apply to 
the post-sales and free sales. The regulations concerning sales in “Fern-
absatz“ are not applicable. 
14. Should one of the above conditions become invalid, the validity of 
the other conditions will remain unchanged. 

(This translation of the „Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen“ 
is provided for information only; the German text is to be taken as 
authoritative)
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Auktionsagenten – Auction Agents

Ihre Gebote können Sie gerne auch über einen der folgenden Agenten ausführen lassen.
Your bids can also be placed through the following auc  on agents.

Horst Eisenberger

Kastanienallee 21
16567 Mühlenbeck / GERMANY

Tel  +49 - (0)33056 -  8 18 02
Fax +49 - (0)33056 -  2 00 41

horst.eisenberger@t-online.de

Ute Feldmann

Kreidelstr. 4
65193 Wiesbaden / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)611 -  567289
Fax +49 - (0)611 -  560347

feldmannauctionagents@gmx.de

Thomas Häußer

Charlottenstr. 12
40210 Düsseldorf / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)211 -  3694608
Fax +49 - (0)211 -  1795505

info@phila-agent.de

Jochen Heddergo  

Bauerstr. 9
80796 München / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)89 -  272 1683
Fax +49 - (0)89 -  272 1685

jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim

Op de Höh 21
22395 Hamburg / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)40 -  64532545
Fax +49 - (0)40-64532241

lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Dr. Peter Müller

Müllenborner Str. 62
54568 Gerolstein / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)6591 -  954495
Fax +49 - (0)6591 -  954499

peter@mueller-muellenborn.de

Herbert Fischer

Neumühlstr. 39
63636 Brachtal / GERMANY

Tel  +49 - (0)6054 -  917598
Fax +49 - (0)6054 -  917599

postcards-stamps@t-online.de

Johann Fürntra  

Plüddemanngasse 83a
8010 Graz / AUSTRIA

Tel  +43 -  (0)66 43 57 60 77
Fax +43 -  (0)3 16 4638 31

hannes.fuerntratt@gmail.com

Hanspeter Thalmann

Langrütistr. 9
8820 Wädenswil / SWITZERLAND

Tel +41 - (0)44 - 780 6067
Fax +41 - (0)44 - 780 5078

Giacomo F. Bo  acchi

Via Bronzetti 21
20129 Milan / ITALY

Tel +39 - 02718023
mobil  +39 - 3397309312
Fax +39 - 027384439

gbstamps@iol.it

Firma Tony Lancaster

1 Langley Cresccent 
Kings Langley Herts WD4 8EW 
GREAT BRITAIN

Tel +44 - (0)1923 - 262260
Fax +44 - (0)1923 - 262260
jean.lancaster@lineone.net

Trevor Chinery  

9 St. Laurence Way
NN9 6QS Stanwick / GREAT BRITAIN

Tel + 44 - (0)1205 -  330026
mobil + 44 - (0)7527 - 444825
Fax +44 - (0) 1933 - 622808

trevortrilogy@aol.com

Theo Bakker

Scholtensweg 37
8124 AG Wesepe / NETHERLANDS

Tel  +31 - (0)5706 - 3 32 58
Fax +31 - (0)5706 - 3 62 93

th.c.bakker@orange.nl

Ronald Bouscher

Messchaerstraat 12
1077 WS Amsterdam / NETHERLANDS

Tel  +31 - (0)20 - 679 5952
Fax +31 - (0)20 - 679 47 80

info@bouscher.nl

Charles E. Cwiakala

1527 South Fairview Ave.
Park Ridge,
IL 60068 - 5211 / USA

Tel +1 -  (0)847 - 8238747
Fax +1 -  (0)847 - 8238747

cecwiakala@aol.com

Jonathan Orenstein

Purser & Associates, LLC
84 Webcowet Road #2
Arlington, MA 02474 - 2323 / USA

Tel +1 -  (0)857 - 928 5140
Fax +1 -  (0)781 - 658 2567

info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel

Mandel Auction Network
P.O. Box 157
NEW YORK NY 10014 -  0157 / USA

Tel +1 - (0)212 - 6750819
Fax + 1 - (0)212 - 3666462 



BEGINN DER BESICHTIGUNG: 
START OF VIEWING:

Ich würde gerne folgende Lose besich  gen. Ich bin damit einverstanden, daß während dieser Zeit Videoaufnahmen 
erstellt werden.
I´d like to see the following lots. I agree that during this  me, I will be fi lmed by video.

Pinze  e / tweezer  Lupe / magnifying glas  Katalog/e / catalog/s ______________________________________________________

Los-Nr. – Lot No. KB A Z

ENDE DER BESICHTIGUNG:
END OF VIEWING:

Los-Nr. – Lot No. KB A Z Los-Nr. – Lot No. KB A Z

Bi  e tragen Sie bei Großlosen zusätzlich unter „KB“ den Buchstaben ein, der hinter der Losbeschreibung im Katalog in 
Klammern steht: - (A) - (K) - (M) - (S) - (T) - usw. Wir können sie dann schneller bedienen!

IMPORTANT for being served fast with oversize or bulky lots: please fi ll in the gap in column „KB“ the diff erent le  er which 
you may fi nd in brackets a  er the descrip  on of the lot in the catalogue, as they indicate us the size of the lot. - (A) - (K) - 
(M) - (S) - (T) - etc.   (A = binder / K = big box / M = folder / S = box / T = envelope)  

Datum – Date: _________________        Unterschri   – Signature: __________________________________________________________________________________________

BESICHTIGUNGSFORMULAR – VIEWING FORM  29. Auk  on | 6. - 10. Oktober 2014CG
Name – name ___________________________________________________________________________   Kunden-Nr. – customer No. ___________________________________ 

Telefon/Fax – phone/fax _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Straße – street  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ /Ort /  Land – post code / city / country  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

e-mail  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Los-Nr. – Lot No. KB A Z Los-Nr. – Lot No. KB A Z Los-Nr. – Lot No. KB A Z



Gebotslose unter 20,- € werden nicht eingegeben – Minimum bid for lots named as „Gebot“ is 20,- € 

Wenn notwendig  erhöhen Sie meine Gebote wie folgt: – If necessary please increase my bids as following:
     10 %        20 %        30 %       _____ %

Ich begrenze die Summe meiner Zuschläge (ohne Provision und Spesen) auf:                                                        (Minimum 300,- €) 
I limit the sum of my bids (without commission and fees) to:          _________________________________________________  EUR (10% Toleranz)

Ich ermäch  ge die Firma Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bie  gheim-Bissingen, für mich und auf meine Rechnung die unten aufge-
führten Lose zu den mir bekannten und anerkannten „Allgemeinen Versteigerungsbedingungen“  im Auk  onskatalog bis zu den nachstehenden Preisen 
zu kaufen. Ich beau  rage die Firma Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, in meinem Namen und auf meine Rechnung, den Versand der Lose 
an mich vorzunehmen. Die Zusendung der Lose erfolgt grundsätzlich nach Vorauskasse, falls Sie in unserer Kartei nicht anders registriert sind.

I authorize the fi rm Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bie  gheim-Bissingen, to buy the lots for my account up to the limits stated. I have 
read and agree to the „General Condi  ons for auc  on“ in the Auc  oncatalog. I request the fi rm Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG to for-
ward the lots to me and on my account to the above address. Unless otherwise agreed lots will only be dispatched a  er the receipt of payment in full.

Datum – Date ______________   Unterschri   – Signature  _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Referenzen – References: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid € Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid €

Name – name ___________________________________________________________________________   Kunden-Nr. – customer No. ___________________________________ 

Telefon/Fax – phone/fax _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Straße – street  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ /Ort /  Land – post code / city / country  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

e-mail  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       privat – private     Firma / USt-IdNr.  –  company / VAT number ________________________________________________________________________

      Ich hole die Lose persönlich ab – I will pick up the lots personally

Bitte belasten Sie meine Kreditkarte / Please debit the total invoice amount to my credit card                                         
(zzgl. 3 % Kreditkartengebühr /additional 3 % credit card charge)

Karten-Nr./Card No.

Ablaufdatum/expiry date: ______________________________                       Kartenprüfnummer (CVC)* : 
(* Die Kartenprüfnummer (KPN) wird auch CVC (Card Validation Code) genannt, ist dreistellig und auf die Rückseite Ihrer Kreditkarte gedruckt)

Unterschrift für Kreditkartenzahlung  – Signature for credit card payment : _________________________________________________________

AUKTIONSAUFTRAG – BID FORM  29. Auk  on | 6. - 10. Oktober 2014CG



Ich möchte telefonisch bieten. Bi  e kontak  eren Sie mich rechtzei  g. (Mindestgebot für Telefonbieter beträgt 300,- €)

Ich bin unter folgenden Telefonnummern zu erreichen  ____________  / ________________________  oder   ____________ / _______________________

I wish to bid by telephone. Please contact me in  me. (Minimum bid for telephone bidders is 300,- €)

I am available under the following telephone numbers  ____________  / __________________________    or   ____________  / ______________________

Für diese Lose: / For these lots:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Datum – Date: ______________   Unterschri   – Signature: __________________________________________________________________________________

Referenzen – References: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid €

Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid €

Kunden-Nr. – customer No.  _____________________________ 

WICHTIGER HINWEIS FÜR UNSERE EU-PRIVATKUNDEN: 

Nach Zuschlag eines Loses werden wir Sie für die Versandformalitäten anschreiben. Dies ist auf Grund der gesetzlichen 
EU-Versandhandelsregelung notwendig.

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR OUR EU-CUSTOMERS: 

A  er knocking down and acceptance of your bid, we will contact you for the special shipping formali  es. This is necessary 
because of EU legal regula  ons for distance sales.

NOTE IMPORTANTE POUR NOS CLIENTS PRIVÉS EUROPÉENS: 

Après l‘a  ribu  on d‘un lot, nous vous écrirons pour les formalités d‘expédi  on. Ceci est nécessaire en raison de disposi  ons 
légales communautaires sur la vente par correspondance.



6th October 2014

asiaasia

CGAUKTIONSHAUS Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG
Steinbeisstr. 6+8 • 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen/Germany • Tel. +49-(0)7142-789400 
Fax. +49-(0)7142-789410 • info@auktionen-gaertner.de • www.auktionen-gaertner.de
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